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frail humanity from the terror that lurks beyond space and when I found a tattered book of stories, printed for the use
time. Investigate forgotten ruins, haunted woods, and of servicemen during World War II. I read that book in
nameless menaces. bed that night, and become entranced forever. If you, too,

Enter the world of Call of Cthulhu. love Lovecraft's stories, you can now experience the
This game was first published in 1981. At that time, Cthulhu Mythos in a new way. What would you have

three major national awards were issued in the United done in the place of Lovecraft's intrepid heroes? Could
States for excellence in game design. Call of Cthulhu won you have solved the sinister Whateley mystery? Would
all three. It spawned foreign language editions in Finnish, you have been able to save the world from the nightmare
French, German, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Polish, of the deep ones? Could you face shoggoths without
and Spanish. Supplements to this game have won more going mad? Now you can find out!
than fifty major awards, in the U.S. and internationally. In — Sandy Petersen.

Dedication
To my father, who introduced me to Lovecraft and to

science fiction in general. From one of his books I read
my first Lovecraftian story, "Pickman's Model."

Thanks, Dad. — S. P.
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"Of such great powers or beings there may be conceivably a survival . . . a survival of a hugely
remote period when . . . consciousness was manifested, perhaps, in shapes and forms long since
withdrawn before the tide of advancing humanity . . . forms of which poetry and legend alone
have caught a flying memory and called them gods, monsters, mythical beings of all sorts and
kinds . . . ."

— Algernon Blackwood

I.
The Horror in Clay.

The most merciful thing in the world, I think, is the inability of the human mind to correlate all
its contents. We live on a placid island of ignorance in the midst of black seas of infinity, and it

was not meant that we should voyage far. The sciences, each straining in its own direction, have
hitherto harmed us little; but some day the piecing together of dissociated knowledge will open up
such terrifying vistas of reality, and of our frightful position therein, that we shall either go mad
from the revelation or flee from the deadly light into the peace and safety of a new dark age.

Theosophists have guessed at the awesome grandeur of the cosmic cycle wherein our world
and human race form transient incidents. They have hinted at strange survivals in terms which
would freeze the blood if not masked by a bland optimism. But it is not from them that there
came the single glimpse of forbidden aeons which chills me when I think of it and maddens more
when I dream of it. That glimpse, like all dread glimpses of truth, flashed out from an acciden-
tal piecing together of separated things—in this case an old newspaper item and the notes of a
dead professor. I hope that no one else will accomplish this piecing out; certainly, if I live, I shall
never knowingly supply a link in so hideous a chain. I think that the professor, too, intended to
keep silent regarding the part he knew, and that he would have destroyed his notes had not sud-
den death seized him.

My knowledge of the thing began in the winter of 1926-27 with the death of my grand-uncle
George Gammell Angell, Professor Emeritus of Semitic Languages in Brown University,
Providence, Rhode Island. Professor Angell was widely known as an authority on ancient inscrip-
tions, and had frequently been resorted to by the heads of prominent museums; so that his pass-
ing at the age of ninety-two may be recalled by many. Locally, interest was intensified by the
obscurity of the cause of death. The professor had been stricken whilst returning from the
Newport boat; falling suddenly, as witnesses said, after having been jostled by a nautical-looking
Negro who had come from one of the queer dark courts on the precipitous hillside which formed
a short cut from the waterfront to the deceased's home in Williams Street. Physicians were unable
to find any visible disorder, but concluded after perplexed debate that some obscure lesion of the
heart, induced by the brisk ascent of so steep a hill by so elderly a man, was responsible for the
end. At the time I saw no reason to dissent from this dictum, but latterly I am inclined to won-
der—and more than wonder.

As my grand-uncle's heir and executor, for he died a childless widower, I was expected to go
over his papers with some thoroughness; and for that purpose moved his entire set of files and
boxes to my quarters in Boston. Much of the material which I correlated will be later published
by the American Archaeological Society, but there was one box which I found exceedingly puz-
zling, and which I felt much averse from shewing to other eyes. It had been locked, and I did not
find the key till it occurred to me to examine the personal ring which the professor carried always
in his pocket. Then indeed I succeeded in opening it, but when I did so seemed only to be con-
fronted by a greater and more closely locked barrier. For what could be the meaning of the queer
clay bas-relief and the disjointed jottings, ramblings, and cuttings which I found? Had my uncle,
in his latter years, become credulous of the most superficial impostures? I resolved to search out
the eccentric sculptor responsible for this apparent disturbance of an old man's peace of mind.

The bas-relief was a rough rectangle less than an inch thick and about five by six inches in
area; obviously of modern origin. Its designs, however, were far from modern in atmosphere and
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suggestion; for although the vagaries of cubism and futurism are many and wild, they do not
often reproduce that cryptic regularity which lurks in prehistoric writing. And writing of some
kind the bulk of these designs seemed certainly to be; though my memory, despite much famil-
iarity with the papers and collections of my uncle, failed in any way to identify this particular
species, or even to hint at its remotest affiliations.

Above these apparent hieroglyphics was a figure of evidently pictorial intent, though its
impressionistic execution forbade a very clear idea of its nature. It seemed to be a sort of mon-
ster, or symbol representing a monster, of a form which only a diseased fancy could conceive. It
I say that my somewhat extravagant imagination yielded simultaneous pictures of an octopus, a
dragon, and a human caricature, I shall not be unfaithful to the spirit of the thing. A pulpy, ten-
tacled head surmounted a grotesque and scaly body with rudimentary wings; but it was the gen-
eral outline of the whole which made it most shockingly frightful. Behind the figure was a vague
suggestion of a Cyclopean architectural background.

The writing accompanying this oddity was, aside from a stack of press cuttings, in Professor
Angell's most recent hand; and made no pretense to literary style. What seemed to be the main
document was headed "CTHULHU CULT" in characters painstakingly printed to avoid the erro-
neous reading of a word so unheard-of. This manuscript was divided into two sections, the first
of which was headed "1925—Dream and Dream Work of H. A. Wilcox, 7 Thomas St.,
Providence, R.I.", and the second, "Narrative of Inspector John R. Legrasse, 121 Bienville St.,
New Orleans, La., at 1908 A.A.S. Mtg.—Notes on Same, & Prof. Webb's Acct." The other man-
uscript papers were all brief notes, some of them accounts of the queer dreams of different per-
sons, some of them citations from theosophical books and magazines (notably W Scott Elliot's
Atlantis and the Lost Lemuria), and the rest comments on long-surviving secret societies and hid-
den cults, with references to passages in such mythological and anthropological source-books as
Frazer's Golden Bough and Miss Murray's Witch-Cult in Western Europe. The cuttings largely allud-
ed to outre mental illnesses and outbreaks of group folly or mania in the spring of 1925.

The first half of the principal manuscript told a very peculiar tale. It appears that on March
1st, 1925, a thin, dark young man of neurotic and excited aspect had called upon Professor Angell
bearing the singular clay bas-relief, which was then exceedingly damp and fresh. His card bore the
name of Henry Anthony Wilcox, and my uncle had recognised him as the youngest son of an
excellent family slightly known to him, who had latterly been studying sculpture at the Rhode
Island School of Design and living alone at the Fleur-de-Lys Building near that institution. Wilcox
was a precocious youth of known genius but great eccentricity, and had from childhood excited
attention through the strange stories and odd dreams he was in the habit of relating. He called
himself "psychically hypersensitive", but the staid folk of the ancient commercial city dismissed
him as merely "queer". Never mingling much with his kind, he had dropped gradually from social
visibility, and was now known only to a small group of aesthetes from other towns. Even the
Providence Art Club, anxious to preserve its conservatism, had found him quite hopeless.

On the occasion of the visit, ran the professor's manuscript, the sculptor abruptly asked for
the benefit of his host's archaeological knowledge in identifying the hieroglyphics on the bas-
relief. He spoke in a dreamy, stilted manner which suggested pose and alienated sympathy; and
my uncle shewed some sharpness in replying, for the conspicuous freshness of the tablet implied
kinship with anything but archaeology. Young Wilcox's rejoinder, which impressed my uncle
enough to make him recall and record it verbatim, was of a fantastically poetic cast which must
have typified his whole conversation, and which I have since found highly characteristic of him.
He said, "It is new, indeed, for I made it last night in a dream of strange cities; and dreams are
older than brooding Tyre, or the contemplative Sphinx, or garden-girdled Babylon."

It was then that he began that rambling tale which suddenly played upon a sleeping memo-
ry and won the fevered interest of my uncle. There had been a slight earthquake tremor the night
before, the most considerable felt in New England for some years; and Wilcox's imagination had
been keenly affected. Upon retiring, he had had an unprecedented dream of great Cyclopean
cities of titan blocks and sky-flung monoliths, all dripping with green ooze and sinister with
latent horror. Hieroglyphics had covered the walls and pillars, and from some undetermined
point below had come a voice that was not a voice; a chaotic sensation which only fancy could
transmute into sound, but which he attempted to render by the almost unpronounceable jumble
of letters, "Cthulhu fhtagn".

This verbal jumble was the key to the recollection which excited and disturbed Professor
Angell. He questioned the sculptor with scientific minuteness; and studied with almost frantic
intensity the bas-relief on which the youth had found himself working, chilled and clad only in his
night-clothes, when waking had stolen bewilderingly over him. My uncle blamed his old age,
Wilcox afterward said, for his slowness in recognising both hieroglyphics and pictorial design.
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Many of his questions seemed highly out-of-place to his visitor, especially those which tried to con-
nect the latter with strange cults or societies; and Wilcox could not understand the repeated
promises of silence which he was offered in exchange for an admission of membership in some
widespread mystical or paganly religious body. When Professor Angell became convinced that the
sculptor was indeed ignorant of any cult or system of cryptic lore, he besieged his visitor with
demands for future reports of dreams. This bore regular fruit, for after the first interview the man-
uscript records daily calls of the young man, during which he related startling fragments of noc-
turnal imagery whose burden was always some terrible Cyclopean vista of dark and dripping
stone, with a subterrene voice or intelligence shouting monotonously in enigmatical sense-impacts
uninscribable save as gibberish. The two sounds most frequently repeated are those rendered by
the letters "Cthulhu" and "R'lyeh".

On March 23rd, the manuscript continued, Wilcox failed to appear; and inquiries at his quar-
ters revealed that he had been stricken with an obscure sort of fever and taken to the home of his
family in Waterman Street. He had cried out in the night, arousing several other artists in the
building, and had manifested since then only alternations of unconsciousness and delirium. My
uncle at once telephoned the family, and from that time forward kept close watch of the case; call-
ing often at the Thayer Street office of Dr. Tobey, whom he learned to be in charge. The youth's
febrile mind, apparently, was dwelling on strange things; and the doctor shuddered now and then
as he spoke of them. They included not only a repetition of what he had formerly dreamed, but
touched wildly on a gigantic thing "miles high" which walked or lumbered about. He at no time
fully described this object, but occasional frantic words, as repeated by Dr. Tobey, convinced the
professor that it must be identical with the nameless monstrosity he had sought to depict in his
dream-sculpture. Reference to this object, the doctor added, was invariably a prelude to the young
man's subsidence into lethargy. His temperature, oddly enough, was not greatly above normal;
but his whole condition was otherwise such as to suggest true fever rather than mental disorder.

On April 2nd at about 3 p.m. every trace of Wilcox's malady suddenly ceased. He sat upright
in bed, astonished to find himself at home and completely ignorant of what had happened in
dream or reality since the night of March 22nd. Pronounced well by his physician, he returned
to his quarters in three days; but to Professor Angell he was of no further assistance. All traces
of strange dreaming had vanished with his recovery, and my uncle kept no record of his night-
thoughts after a week of pointless and irrelevant accounts of thoroughly usual visions.

Here the first part of the manuscript ended, but references to certain of the scattered notes
gave me much material for thought—so much, in fact, that only the ingrained scepticism then
forming my philosophy can account for my continued distrust of the artist. The notes in ques-
tion were those descriptive of the dreams of various persons covering the same period as that in
which young Wilcox had had his strange visitations. My uncle, it seems, had quickly instituted
a prodigiously far-flung body of inquiries amongst nearly all the friends whom he could question
without impertinence, asking for nightly reports of their dreams, and the dates of any notable
visions for some time past. The reception of his request seems to have been varied; but he must,
at the very least, have received more responses than any ordinary man could have handled with-
out a secretary. This original correspondence was not preserved, but his notes formed a thorough
and really significant digest. Average people in society and business—New England's tradition-
al "salt of the earth"—gave an almost completely negative result, though scattered cases of
uneasy but formless nocturnal impressions appear here and there, always between March 23rd
and April 2nd—the period of young Wilcox's delirium. Scientific men were little more affected,
though four cases of vague description suggest fugitive glimpses of strange landscapes, and in
one case there is mentioned a dread of something abnormal.

It was from the artists and poets that the pertinent answers came, and I know that panic would
have broken loose had they been able to compare notes. As it was, lacking their original letters, I
half suspected the compiler of having asked leading questions, or of having edited the correspon-
dence in corroboration of what he had latently resolved to see. That is why I continued to feel that
Wilcox, somehow cognisant of the old data which my uncle had possessed, had been imposing on
the veteran scientist. These responses from aesthetes told a disturbing tale. From February 28th
to April 2nd a large proportion of them had dreamed very bizarre things, the intensity of the
dreams being immeasurably the stronger during the period of the sculptor's delirium. Over a
fourth of those who reported anything, reported scenes and half-sounds not unlike those which
Wilcox had described; and some of the dreamers confessed acute fear of the gigantic nameless
thing visible toward the last. One case, which the note describes with emphasis, was very sad. The
subject, a widely known architect with leanings toward theosophy and occultism, went violently
insane on the date of young Wilcox's seizure, and expired several months later after incessant
screamings to be saved from some escaped denizen of hell. Had my uncle referred to these cases
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by name instead of merely by number, I should have attempted some corroboration and personal
investigation; but as it was, I succeeded in tracing down only a few. All of these, however, bore
out the notes in full. I have often wondered if all the objects of the professor's questioning felt as
puzzled as did this fraction. It is well that no explanation shall ever reach them.

The press cuttings, as I have intimated, touched on cases of panic, mania, and eccentricity
during the given period. Professor Angell must have employed a cutting bureau, for the number
of extracts was tremendous and the sources scattered throughout the globe. Here was a noctur-
nal suicide in London, where a lone sleeper had leaped from a window after a shocking cry. Here
likewise a rambling letter to the editor of a paper in South America, where a fanatic deduces a
dire future from visions he has seen. A despatch from California describes a theosophist colony as
donning white robes en masse for some "glorious fulfillment" which never arrives, whilst items
from India speak guardedly of serious native unrest toward the end of March. Voodoo orgies mul-
tiply in Hayti, and African outposts report ominous mutterings. American officers in the
Philippines find certain tribes bothersome at this time, and New York policemen are mobbed by
hysterical Levantines on the night of March 22-23. The west of Ireland, too, is full of wild
rumour and legendry, and a fantastic painter named Ardois-Bonnot hangs a blasphemous
"Dream Landscape" in the Paris spring salon of 1926. And so numerous are the recorded trou-
bles in insane asylums, that only a miracle can have stopped the medical fraternity from noting
strange parallelisms and drawing mystified conclusions. A weird bunch of cuttings, all told; and
I can at this date scarcely envisage the callous rationalism with which I set them aside. But I was
then convinced that young Wilcox had known of the older matters mentioned by the professor.

II.
The Tale of Inspector Legrasse.

The older matters which had made the sculptor's dream and bas-relief so significant to my
uncle formed the subject of the second half of his long manuscript. Once before, it appears,

Professor Angell had seen the hellish outlines of the nameless monstrosity, puzzled over the
unknown hieroglyphics, and heard the ominous syllables which can be rendered only as
"Cthulhu"; and all this in so stirring and horrible a connexion that it is small wonder he pursued
young Wilcox with queries and demands for data.

This earlier experience had come in 1908, seventeen years before, when the American
Archaeological Society held its annual meeting in St. Louis. Professor Angell, as befitted one of
his authority and attainments, had had a prominent part in all the deliberations; and was one of
the first to be approached by the several outsiders who took advantage of the convocation to offer
questions for correct answering and problems for expert solution.

The chief of these outsiders, and in a short time the focus of interest for the entire meeting,
was a commonplace-looking middle-aged man who had travelled all the way from New Orleans
for certain special information unobtainable from any local source. His name was John Raymond
Legrasse, and he was by profession an Inspector of Police. With him he bore the subject of his
visit, a grotesque, repulsive, and apparently very ancient stone statuette whose origin he was at
a loss to determine. It must not be fancied that Inspector Legrasse had the least interest in
archaeology. On the contrary, his wish for enlightenment was prompted by purely professional
considerations. The statuette, idol, fetish, or whatever it was, had been captured some months
before in the wooded swamps south of New Orleans during a raid on a supposed voodoo meet-
ing; and so singular and hideous were the rites connected with it, that the police could not but
realise that they had stumbled on a dark cult totally unknown to them, and infinitely more dia-
bolic than even the blackest of the African voodoo circles. Of its origin, apart from the erratic
and unbelievable tales extorted from the captured members, absolutely nothing was to be dis-
covered; hence the anxiety of the police for any antiquarian lore which might help them to place
the frightful symbol, and through it track down the cult to its fountain-head.

Inspector Legrasse was scarcely prepared for the sensation which his offering created. One
sight of the thing had been enough to throw the assembled men of science into a state of tense
excitement, and they lost no time in crowding around him to gaze at the diminutive figure whose
utter strangeness and air of genuinely abysmal antiquity hinted so potently at unopened and
archaic vistas. No recognised school of sculpture had animated this terrible object, yet centuries
and even thousands of years seemed recorded in its dim and greenish surface of unplaceable stone.

The figure, which was finally passed slowly from man to man for close and careful study, was
between seven and eight inches in height, and of exquisitely artistic workmanship. It represent-
ed a monster of vaguely anthropoid outline, but with an octopus-like head whose face was a mass
of feelers, a scaly, rubbery-looking body, prodigious claws on hind and fore feet, and long, nar-
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row wings behind. This thing, which seemed instinct with a fearsome and unnatural malignan-
cy, was of a somewhat bloated corpulence, and squatted evilly on a rectangular block or pedestal
covered with undecipherable characters. The tips of the wings touched the back edge of the
block, the seat occupied the centre, whilst the long, curved claws of the doubled-up, crouching
hind legs gripped the front edge and extended a quarter of the way down toward the bottom of
the pedestal. The cephalopod head was bent forward, so that the ends of the facial feelers brushed
the backs of huge fore paws which clasped the croucher's elevated knees. The aspect of the whole
was abnormally life-like, and the more subtly fearful because its source was so totally unknown.
Its vast, awesome, and incalculable age was unmistakable; yet not one link did it shew with any
known type of art belonging to civilisation's youth—or indeed to any other time. Totally sepa-
rate and apart, its very material was a mystery; for the soapy, greenish-black stone with its gold-
en or iridescent flecks and striations resembled nothing familiar to geology or mineralogy. The
characters along the base were equally baffling; and no member present, despite a representation
of half the world's expert learning in this field, could form the least notion of even their remotest
linguistic kinship. They, like the subject and material, belonged to something horribly remote
and distinct from mankind as we know it; something frightfully suggestive of old and unhal-
lowed cycles of life in which our world and our conceptions have no part.

And yet, as the members severally shook their heads and confessed defeat at the Inspector's
problem, there was one man in that gathering who suspected a touch of bizarre familiarity in the
monstrous shape and writing, and who presently told with some diffidence of the odd trifle he
knew. This person was the late William Channing Webb, Professor of Anthropology in Princeton
University, and an explorer of no slight note. Professor Webb had been engaged, forty-eight years
before, in a tour of Greenland and Iceland in search of some Runic inscriptions which he failed
to unearth; and whilst high up on the West Greenland coast had encountered a singular tribe or
cult of degenerate Esquimaux whose religion, a curious form of devil-worship, chilled him with
its deliberate bloodthirstiness and repulsiveness. It was a faith of which other Esquimaux knew
little, and which they mentioned only with shudders, saying that it had come down from horri-
bly ancient aeons before ever the world was made. Besides nameless rites and human sacrifices
there were certain queer hereditary rituals addressed to a supreme elder devil or tornasuk; and of
this Professor Webb had taken a careful phonetic copy from an aged angekok or wizard-priest,
expressing the sounds in Roman letters as best he knew how. But just now of prime significance
was the fetish which this cult had cherished, and around which they danced when the aurora
leaped high over the ice cliffs. It was, the professor stated, a very crude bas-relief of stone, com-
prising a hideous picture and some cryptic writing. And so far as he could tell, it was a rough
parallel in all essential features of the bestial thing now lying before the meeting.

This data, received with suspense and astonishment by the assembled members, proved dou-
bly exciting to Inspector Legrasse; and he began at once to ply his informant with questions.
Having noted and copied an oral ritual among the swamp cult-worshippers his men had arrest-
ed, he besought the professor to remember as best he might the syllables taken down amongst
the diabolist Esquimaux. There then followed an exhaustive comparison of details, and a moment
of really awed silence when both detective and scientist agreed on the virtual identity of the
phrase common to two hellish rituals so many worlds of distance apart. What, in substance, both
the Esquimaux wizards and the Louisiana swamp-priests had chanted to their kindred idols was
something very like this—the word-divisions being guessed at from traditional breaks in the
phrase as chanted aloud:

"Ph'nglui mglw'nafh Cthulhu R'lyeh wgah'nagl fhtagn."
Legrasse had one point in advance of Professor Webb, for several among his mongrel prison-

ers had repeated to him what older celebrants had told them the words meant. This text, as
given, ran something like this:

"In his home at R'lyeh dead Cthulhu waits dreaming."
And now, in response to a general and urgent demand, Inspector Legrasse related as fully as

possible his experience with the swamp worshippers; telling a story to which I could see my uncle
attached profound significance. It savoured of the wildest dreams of mythmaker and theosophist,
and disclosed an astonishing degree of cosmic imagination among such half-castes and pariahs as
might be least expected to possess it.

On November 1st, 1907, there had come to the New Orleans police a frantic summons from
the swamp and lagoon country to the south. The squatters there, mostly primitive but good-
natured descendants of Lafitte's men, were in the grip of stark terror from an unknown thing
which had stolen upon them in the night. It was voodoo, apparently, but voodoo of a more terri-
ble sort than they had ever known; and some of their women and children had disappeared since
the malevolent tom-tom had begun its incessant beating far within the black haunted woods
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where no dweller ventured. There were insane shouts and harrowing screams, soul-chilling chants
and dancing devil-flames; and, the frightened messenger added, the people could stand it no more.

So a body of twenty police, filling two carriages and an automobile, had set out in the late after-
noon with the shivering squatter as a guide. At the end of the passable road they alighted, and for
miles splashed on in silence through the terrible cypress woods where day never came. Ugly roots
and malignant hanging nooses of Spanish moss beset them, and now and then a pile of dank stones
or fragment of a rotting wall intensified by its hint of morbid habitation a depression which every
malformed tree and every fungous islet combined to create. At length the squatter settlement, a
miserable huddle of huts, hove in sight; and hysterical dwellers ran out to cluster around the group
of bobbing lanterns. The muffled beat of tom-toms was now faintly audible far, far ahead; and a
curdling shriek came at infrequent intervals when the wind shifted. A reddish glare, too, seemed to
filter through pale undergrowth beyond the endless avenues of forest night. Reluctant even to be
left alone again, each one of the cowed squatters refused point-blank to advance another inch
toward the scene of unholy worship, so Inspector Legrasse and his nineteen colleagues plunged on
unguided into black arcades of horror that none of them had ever trod before.

The region now entered by the police was one of traditionally evil repute, substantially
unknown and untraversed by white men. There were legends of a hidden lake unglimpsed by
mortal sight, in which dwelt a huge, formless white polypous thing with luminous eyes; and
squatters whispered that bat-winged devils flew up out of caverns in inner earth to worship it at
midnight. They said it had been there before d'lberville, before La Salle, before the Indians, and
before even the wholesome beasts and birds of the woods. It was nightmare itself, and to see it
was to die. But it made men dream, and so they knew enough to keep away. The present voodoo
orgy was, indeed, on the merest fringe of this abhorred area, but that location was bad enough;
hence perhaps the very place of the worship had terrified the squatters more than the shocking
sounds and incidents.

Only poetry or madness could do justice to the noises heard by Legrasse's men as they
ploughed on through the black morass toward the red glare and muffled tom-toms. There are
vocal qualities peculiar to men, and vocal qualities peculiar to beasts; and it is terrible to hear the
one when the source should yield the other. Animal fury and orgiastic license here whipped them-
selves to daemoniac heights by howls and squawking ecstacies that tore and reverberated
through those nighted woods like pestilential tempests from the gulfs of hell. Now and then the
less organized ululation would cease, and from what seemed a well-drilled chorus of hoarse voic-
es would rise in sing-song chant that hideous phrase or ritual: "Ph'nglui mglw'nafh Cthulhu R'lyeh
wgah'nagl fhtagn."

Then the men, having reached a spot where the trees were thinner, came suddenly in sight
of the spectacle itself. Four of them reeled, one fainted, and two were shaken into a frantic cry
which the mad cacophony of the orgy fortunately deadened. Legrasse dashed swamp water on
the face of the fainting man, and all stood trembling and nearly hypnotised with horror.

In a natural glade of the swamp stood a grassy island of perhaps an acre's extent, clear of trees
and tolerably dry. On this now leaped and twisted a more indescribable horde of human abnor-
mality than any but a Sime or an Angarola could paint. Void of clothing, this hybrid spawn were
braying, bellowing, and writhing about a monstrous ring-shaped bonfire; in the centre of which,
revealed by occasional rifts in the curtain of flame, stood a great granite monolith some eight feet
in height; on top of which, incongruous in its diminutiveness, rested the noxious carven statuette.
From a wide circle of ten scaffolds set up at regular intervals with the flame-girt monolith as a
centre hung, head downward, the oddly marred bodies of the helpless squatters who had disap-
peared. It was inside this circle that the ring of worshippers jumped and roared, the general direc-
tion of the mass motion being from left to right in endless Bacchanal between the ring of bodies
and the ring of fire.

It may have been only imagination and it may have been only echoes which induced one of
the men, an excitable Spaniard, to fancy he heard antiphonal responses to the ritual from some
far and unittumined spot deeper within the wood of ancient legendry and horror. This man,
Joseph D. Galvez, I later met and questioned; and he proved distractingly imaginative. He
indeed went so far as to hint of the faint beating of great wings, and of a glimpse of shining eyes
and a mountainous white bulk beyond the remotest trees—but I suppose he had been hearing
too much native superstition.

Actually, the horrified pause of the men was of comparatively brief duration. Duty came first;
and although there must have been nearly a hundred mongrel celebrants in the throng, the police
relied on their firearms and plunged determinedly into the nauseous rout. For five minutes the
resultant din and chaos were beyond description. Wild blows were struck, shots were fired, and
escapes were made; but in the end Legrasse was able to count some forty-seven sullen prisoners,
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whom he forced to dress in haste and fall into line between two rows of policemen. Five of the
worshippers lay dead, and two severely wounded ones were carried away on improvised stretch-
ers by their fellow-prisoners. The image on the monolith, of course, was carefully removed and
carried back by Legrasse.

Examined at headquarters after a trip of intense strain and weariness, the prisoners all proved
to be men of a very low, mixed-blooded, and mentally aberrant type. Most were seamen, and a
sprinkling of Negroes and mulattoes, largely West Indians or Brava Portuguese from the Cape
Verde Islands, gave a colouring of voodooism to the heterogeneous cult. But before many ques-
tions were asked, it became manifest that something far deeper and older than Negro fetichism
was involved. Degraded and ignorant as they were, the creatures held with surprising consisten-
cy to the central idea of their loathsome faith.

They worshipped, so they said, the Great Old Ones who lived ages before there were any
men, and who came to the young world out of the sky. Those Old Ones were gone now, inside
the earth and under the sea; but their dead bodies had told their secrets in dreams to the first
men, who formed a cult which had never died. This was that cult, and the prisoners said it had
always existed and always would exist, hidden in distant wastes and dark places all over the world
until the time when the great priest Cthulhu, from his dark house in the mighty city of R'lyeh
under the waters, should rise and bring the earth again beneath his sway. Some day he would call,
when the stars were ready, and the secret cult would always be waiting to liberate him.

Meanwhile no more must be told. There was a secret which even torture could not extract.
Mankind was not absolutely alone among the conscious things of earth, for shapes came out of
the dark to visit the faithful few. But these were not the Great Old Ones. No man had ever seen
the Old Ones. The carven idol was great Cthulhu, but none might say whether or not the oth-
ers were precisely like him. No one could read the old writing now, but things were told by word
of mouth. The chanted ritual was not the secret—that was never spoken aloud, only whispered.
The chant meant only this: "In his house at R'lyeh dead Cthulhu waits dreaming."

Only two of the prisoners were found sane enough to be hanged, and the rest were committed
to various institutions. All denied a part in the ritual murders, and averred that the killing had been
done by Black Winged Ones which had come to them from their immemorial meeting-place in the
haunted wood. But of those mysterious allies no coherent account could ever be gained. What the "
police did extract, came mainly from the immensely aged mestizo named Castro, who claimed to
have sailed to strange ports and talked with undying leaders of the cult in the mountains of China.

Old Castro remembered bits of hideous legend that paled the speculations of theosophists and
made man and the world seem recent and transient indeed. There had been aeons when other
Things ruled on the earth, and They had had great cities. Remains of Them, he said the deathless
Chinamen had told him, were still to be found as Cyclopean stones on islands in the Pacific. They
all died vast epochs of time before men came, but there were arts which could revive Them when
the stars had come round again to the right positions in the cycle of eternity. They had, indeed,
come themselves from the stars, and brought Their images with Them.

These Great Old Ones, Castro continued, were not composed altogether of flesh and blood.
They had shape—for did not this star-fashioned image prove it?—but that shape was not made
of matter. When the stars were right, They could plunge from world to world through the sky;
but when the stars were wrong, They could not live. But although They no longer lived, They
would never really die. They all lay in stone houses in Their great city of R'lyeh, preserved by the
spells of mighty Cthulhu for a glorious resurrection when the stars and the earth might once
more be ready for Them. But at that time some force from outside must serve to liberate Their
bodies. The spells that preserved Them intact likewise prevented Them from making an initial
move, and They could only lie awake in the dark and think whilst uncounted millions of years
rolled by. They knew all that was occurring in the universe, for Their mode of speech was trans-
mitted thought. Even now They talked in Their tombs. When, after infinities of chaos, the first
men came, the Great Old Ones spoke to the sensitive among them by moulding their dreams;
for only thus could Their language reach the fleshly minds of mammals.

Then, whispered Castro, those first men formed the cult around small idols which the Great
Ones shewed them; idols brought in dim eras from dark stars. That cult would never die till the
stars came right again, and the secret priests would take great Cthulhu from His tomb to revive
His subjects and resume His rule of earth. The time would be easy to know, for then mankind
would have become as the Great Old Ones; free and wild and beyond good and evil, with laws and
morals thrown aside and all men shouting and killing and revelling in joy. Then the liberated Old
Ones would teach them new ways to shout and kill and revel and enjoy themselves, and all the earth
would flame with a holocaust of ecstasy and freedom. Meanwhile the cult, by appropriate rites,
must keep alive the memory of those ancient ways and shadow forth the prophecy of their return.
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In the elder time chosen men had talked with the entombed Old Ones in dreams, but then
something happened. The great stone city R'lyeh, with its monoliths and sepulchres, had sunk
beneath the waves; and the deep waters, full of the one primal mystery through which not even
thought can pass, had cut off the spectral intercourse. But memory never died, and the high-
priests said that the city would rise again when the stars were right. Then came out of the earth
the black spirits of earth, mouldy and shadowy, and full of dim rumours picked up in caverns
beneath forgotten sea-bottoms. But of them old Castro dared not speak much. He cut himself
off hurriedly, and no amount of persuasion or subtlety could elicit more in this direction. The size
of the Old Ones, too, he curiously declined to mention. Of the cult, he said that he thought the
centre lay amid the pathless desert of Arabia, where Irem, the City of Pillars, dreams hidden and
untouched. It was not allied to the European witch-cult, and was virtually unknown beyond its
members. No book had ever really hinted of it, though the deathless Chinamen said that there
were double meanings in the Necronomicon of the mad Arab Abdul Alhazred which the initiated
might read as they chose, especially the much-discussed couplet:

"That is not dead which can eternal lie,
And with strange aeons even death may die."

Legrasse, deeply impressed and not a little bewildered, had inquired in vain concerning the his-
toric affiliations of the cult. Castro, apparently, had told the truth when he said that it was whol-
ly secret. The authorities at Tulane University could shed no light upon either cult or image, and
now the detective had come to the highest authorities in the country and met with no more than
the Greenland tale of Professor Webb.

The feverish interest aroused at the meeting by Legrasse's tale, corroborated as it was by the stat-
uette, is echoed in the subsequent correspondence of those who attended; although scant mention
occurs in the formal publications of the society. Caution is the first care of those accustomed to face
occasional charlatanry and imposture. Legrasse for some time lent the image to Professor Webb, but
at the latter's death it was returned to him and remains in his possession, where I viewed it not long
ago. It is truly a terrible thing, and unmistakably akin to the dream-sculpture of young Wilcox.

That my uncle was excited by the tale of the sculptor I did not wonder, for what thoughts
must arise upon hearing, after a knowledge of what Legrasse had learned of the cult, of a sensi-
tive young man who had dreamed not only the figure and exact hieroglyphics of the swamp-found
image and the Greenland devil tablet, but had come in his dreams upon at least three of the pre-
cise words of the formula uttered alike by Esquimau diabolists and mongrel Louisianans?
Professor Angell's instant start on an investigation of the utmost thoroughness was eminently
natural; though privately I suspected young Wilcox of having heard of the cult in some indirect
way, and of having invented a series of dreams to heighten and continue the mystery at my
uncle's expense. The dream-narratives and cuttings collected by the professor were, of course,
strong corroboration; but the rationalism of my mind and the extravagance of the whole subject
led me to adopt what I thought the most sensible conclusions. So, after thoroughly studying the
manuscript again and correlating the theosophical and anthropological notes with the cult nar-
rative of Legrasse, I made a trip to Providence to see the sculptor and give him the rebuke I
thought proper for so boldly imposing upon a learned and aged man.

Wilcox still lived alone in the Fleur-de-Lys Building in Thomas Street, a hideous Victorian
imitation of seventeenth-century Breton architecture which flaunts its stuccoed front amidst the
lovely colonial houses on the ancient hill, and under the very shadow of the finest Georgian
steeple in America, I found him at work in his rooms, and at once conceded from the specimens
scattered about that his genius is indeed profound and authentic. He will, I believe, some time
be heard from as one of the great decadents; for he has crystallised in clay and will one day mir-
ror in marble those nightmares and phantasies which Arthur Machen evokes in prose, and Clark
Ashton Smith makes visible in verse and in painting.

Dark, frail, and somewhat unkempt in aspect, he turned languidly at my knock and asked me
my business without rising. When I told him who I was, he displayed some interest; for my uncle
had excited his curiosity in probing his strange dreams, yet had never explained the reason for the
study. I did not enlarge his knowledge in this regard, but sought with some subtlety to draw him
out. In a short time I became convinced of his absolute sincerity, for he spoke of the dreams in a
manner none could mistake. They and their subconscious residuum had influenced his art pro-
foundly, and he shewed me a morbid statue whose contours almost made me shake with the poten-
cy of its black suggestion. He could not recall having seen the original of this thing except in his
own dream bas-relief, but the outlines had formed themselves insensibly under his hands. It was,
no doubt, the giant shape he had raved of in delirium. That he really knew nothing of the hidden
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cult, save from what my uncle's relentless catechism had let fall, he soon made clear; and again I
strove to think of some way in which he could possibly have received the weird impressions.

He talked of his dreams in a strangely poetic fashion; making me see with terrible vividness
the damp Cyclopean city of slimy green stone—whose geometry, he oddly said, was all wrong—
and hear with frightened expectancy the ceaseless, half-mental calling from underground:
"Cthulhu fhtagn", "Cthulhu fhtagn'. These words had formed part of that dread ritual which told
of dead Cthulhu's dream-vigil in his stone vault at R'lyeh, and I felt deeply moved despite my
rational beliefs. Wilcox, I was sure, had heard of the cult in some casual way, and had soon for-
gotten it amidst the mass of his equally weird reading and imagining. Later, by virtue of its sheer
impressiveness, it had found subconscious expression in dreams, in the bas-relief, and in the ter-
rible statue I now beheld; so that his imposture upon my uncle had been a very innocent one.
The youth was of a type, at once slightly affected and slightly ill-mannered, which I could never
like, but I was willing enough now to admit both his genius and his honesty. I took leave of him
amicably, and wish him all the success his talent promises.

The matter of the cult still remained to fascinate me, and at times I had visions of personal
fame from researches into its origin and connexions. I visited New Orleans, talked with Legrasse
and others of that old-time raiding-party, saw the frightful image, and even questioned such of
the mongrel prisoners as still survived. Old Castro, unfortunately, had been dead for some years.
What I now heard so graphically at first-hand, though it was really no more than a detailed con-
firmation of what my uncle had written, excited me afresh; for I felt sure that I was on the track
of a very real, very secret, and very ancient religion whose discovery would make me an anthro-
pologist of note. My attitude was still one of absolute materialism, as I wish it still were, and I dis-
counted with almost inexplicable perversity the coincidence of the dream notes and odd cuttings
collected by Professor Angell.

One thing I began to suspect, and which I now fear I know, is that my uncle's death was far
from natural. He fell on a narrow hill street leading up from an ancient waterfront swarming with
foreign mongrels, after a careless push from a Negro sailor. I did not forget the mixed blood and
marine pursuits of the cult-members in Louisiana, and would not be surprised to learn of secret
methods and rites and beliefs. Legrasse and his men, it is true, have been let alone; but in Nosway
a certain seaman who saw things is dead. Might not the deeper inquiries of my uncle after encoun-
tering the sculptor's data have come to sinister ears? I think Professor Angell died because he knew
too much, or because he was likely to learn too much. Whether 1 shall go as he did remains to be
seen, for I have learned much now. III.

The Madness from the Sea.

If heaven ever wishes to grant me a boon, it will be a total effacing of the results of a mere
chance which fixed my eye on a certain stray piece of shelf-paper. It was nothing on which I

would naturally have stumbled in the course of my daily round, for it was an old number of an
Australian journal, the Sydney Bulletin for April 18, 1925. It had escaped even the cutting bureau
which had at the time of its issuance been avidly collecting material for my uncle's research.

I had largely given over my inquiries into what Professor Angell called the "Cthulhu Cult",
and was visiting a learned friend in Paterson, New Jersey; the curator of a local museum and a
mineralogist of note. Examining one day the reserve specimens roughly set on the storage shelves
in a rear room of the museum, my eye was caught by an odd picture in one of the old papers
spread beneath the stones. It was the Sydney Bulletin I have mentioned, for my friend had wide
affiliations in all conceivable foreign parts; and the picture was a half-tone cut of a hideous stone
image almost identical with that which Legrasse had found in the swamp.

Eagerly clearing the sheet of its precious contents, I scanned the item in detail; and was dis-
appointed to find it of only moderate length. What it suggested, however, was of portentous sig-
nificance to my flagging quest; and I carefully tore it out for immediate action. It read as follows:

MYSTERY DERELICT FOUND AT SEA

Vigilant Arrives With Helpless Armed New Zealand Yacht in Tow.
One Survivor and Dead Man Found Aboard. Tale of Desperate Battle and Deaths at Sea.

Rescued Seaman Refuses Particulars of Strange Experience.
Odd Idol Found in His Possession. Inquiry to Follow.

The Morrison Co.'s freighter Vigilant, bound from Valparaiso, arrived this morning at
its wharf in Darling Harbour, having in tow the battled and disabled but heavily armed
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steam yacht Alert of Dunedin, N.Z., which was sighted April 12th in S. Latitude 34°
21', W Longitude 152° 17' with one living and one dead man aboard.

The Vigilant left Valparaiso March 25th, and on April 2nd was driven considerably
south of her course by exceptionally heavy storms and monster waves. On April 12th
the derelict was sighted; and though apparently deserted, was found upon boarding to
contain one survivor in a half-delirious condition and one man who had evidently been
dead for more than a week. The living man was clutching a horrible stone idol of
unknown origin, about a foot in height, regarding whose nature authorities at Sydney
University, the Royal Society, and the Museum in College Street all profess complete baf-
flement, and which the survivor says he found in the cabin of the yacht, in a small carved
shrine of common pattern.

This man, after recovering his senses, told an exceedingly strange story of piracy
and slaughter. He is Gustaf Johansen, a Norwegian of some intelligence, and had been
second mate of the two-masted schooner Emma of Auckland, which sailed for Callao
February 20th with a complement of eleven men. The Emma, he says, was delayed and
thrown widely south of her course by the great storm of March 1st, and on March
22nd, in S. Latitude 49° 51' W Longitude 128° 34', encountered the Alert, manned
by a queer and evil-looking crew of Kanakas and half-castes. Being ordered perempto-
rily to turn back, Capt. Collins refused; whereupon the strange crew began to fire sav-
agely and without warning upon the schooner with a peculiarly heavy battery of brass
cannon forming part of the yacht's equipment. The Emma's men shewed fight, says the
survivor, and though the schooner began to sink from shots beneath the waterline they
managed to heave alongside their enemy and board her, grappling with the savage
crew on the yacht's deck, and being forced to kill them all, the number being slightly
superior, because of their particularly abhorrent and desperate though rather clumsy
mode of fighting.

Three of the Emma's men, including Capt. Collins and First Mate Green, were
killed; and the remaining eight under Second Mate Johansen proceeded to navigate the
captured yacht, going ahead in their original direction to see if any reason for their
ordering back had existed. The next day, it appears, they raised and landed on a small
island, although none is known to exist in that part of the ocean; and six of the men
somehow died ashore, though Johansen is queerly reticent about this part of his story,
and speaks only of their falling into a rock chasm. Later, it seems, he and one com-
panion boarded the yacht and tried to manage her, but were beaten about by the storm
of April 2nd. From that time till his rescue on the 12th the man remembers little, and
he does not even recall when William Briden, his companion, died. Briden's death
reveals no apparent cause, and was probably due to excitement or exposure. Cable
advices from Dunedin report that the Alert was well known there as an island trader,
and bore an evil reputation along the waterfront. It was owned by a curious group of
half-castes whose frequent meetings and night trips to the woods attracted no little
curiosity; and it had set sail in great haste just after the storm and earth tremors of
March 1st. Our Auckland correspondent gives the Emma and her crew an excellent rep-
utation, and Johansen is described as a sober and worthy man. The admiralty will insti-
tute an inquiry on the whole matter beginning tomorrow, at which every effort will be
made to induce Johansen to speak more freely than he has done hitherto.

This was all, together with the picture of the hellish image; but what a train of ideas it started
in my mind! Here were new treasuries of data on the Cthulhu Cult, and evidence that it had
strange interests at sea as well as on land. What motive prompted the hybrid crew to order back
the Emma as they sailed about with their hideous idol? What was the unknown island on which
six of the Emma's crew had died, and about which the mate Johansen was so secretive? What had
the vice-admiralty's investigation brought out, and what was known of the noxious cult in
Dunedin? And most marvellous of all, what deep and more than natural linkage of dates was this
which gave a malign and now undeniable significance to the various turns of events so carefully
noted by my uncle?

March 1st—our February 28th according to the International Date Line—the earthquake and
storm had come. From Dunedin the Alert and her noisome crew had darted eagerly forth as if impe-
riously summoned, and on the other side of the earth poets and artists had begun to dream of a
strange, dank Cyclopean city whilst a young sculptor had moulded in his sleep the form of the dread-
ed Cthulhu. March 23rd the crew of the Emma landed on an unknown island and left six men dead;
and on that date the dreams of sensitive men assumed a heightened vividness and darkened with
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dread of a giant monster's malign pursuit, whilst an architect had gone mad and a sculptor had
lapsed suddenly into delirium! And what of this storm of April 2nd—the date on which all dreams
of the dank city ceased, and Wilcox emerged unharmed from the bondage of strange fever? What
of all this—and of those hints of old Castro about the sunken, star-born Old Ones and their coming
reign; their faithful cult and their mastery of dreams? Was I tottering on the brink of cosmic horrors
beyond man's power to bear? If so, they must be horrors of the mind alone, for in some way the sec-
ond of April had put a stop to whatever monstrous menace had begun its siege of mankind's soul.

That evening, after a day of hurried cabling and arranging, I bade my host adieu and took a
train for San Francisco. In less than a month I was in Dunedin; where, however, I found that little
was known of the strange cult-members who had lingered in the old sea-taverns. Waterfront scum
was far too common for special mention; though there was vague talk about one inland trip these
mongrels had made, during which faint drumming and red flame were noted on the distant hills.
In Auckland I learned that Johansen had returned with yellow hair turned white after a perfunctory
and inconclusive questioning at Sydney, and had thereafter sold his cottage in West Street and sailed
with his wife to his old home in Oslo. Of his stirring experience he would tell his friends no more
than he had told the admiralty officials, and all they could do was to give me his Oslo address.

After that I went to Sydney and talked profitlessly with seamen and members of the vice-
admiralty court. I saw the Alert, now sold and in commercial use, at Circular Quay in Sydney
Cove, but gained nothing from its non-committal bulk. The crouching image with its cuttlefish
head, dragon body, scaly wings, and hieroglyphed pedestal, was preserved in the Museum at
Hyde Park; and I studied it long and well, finding it a thing of balefully exquisite workmanship,
and with the same utter mystery, terrible antiquity, and unearthly strangeness of material which
I had noted in Legrasse's smaller specimen. Geologists, the curator told me, had found it a mon-
strous puzzle; for they vowed that the world held no rock like it. Then I thought with a shudder
of what Old Castro had told Legrasse about the Great Ones; "They had come from the stars, and
had brought Their images with Them."

Shaken with such a mental revolution as I had never before known, I now resolved to visit
Mate Johansen in Oslo. Sailing for London, I reembarked at once for the Norwegian capital; and
one autumn day landed at the trim wharves in the shadow of the Egeberg. Johansen's addross, I
discovered, lay in the Old Town of King Harold Haardrada, which kept alive the name of Oslo
during all the centuries that the greater city masqueraded as "Christiana". I made the brief trip
by taxicab, and knocked with palpitant heart at the door of a neat and ancient building with plas-
tered front. A sad-faced woman in black answered my summons, and I was stung with disap-
pointment when she told me in halting English that Gustaf Johansen was no more.

He had not long survived his return, said his wife, for the doings at sea in 1925 had broken
him. He had told her no more than he had told the public, but had left a long manuscript—of
"technical matters" as he said—written in English, evidently in order to safeguard her from the
peril of casual perusal. During a walk through a narrow lane near the Gothenburg dock, a bun-
dle of papers falling from an attic window had knocked him down. Two Lascar sailors at once
helped him to his feet, but before the ambulance could reach him he was dead. Physicians found
no adequate cause for the end, and laid it to heart trouble and a weakened constitution.

I now felt gnawing at my vitals that dark terror which will never leave me till I, too, am at rest;
"accidentally" or otherwise. Persuading the widow that my connexion with her husband's "technical
matters" was sufficient to entitle me to his manuscript, I bore the document away and began to read
it on the London boat. It was a simple, rambling thing—a naive sailor's effort at a post-facto diary—
and strove to recall day by day that last awful voyage. I cannot attempt to transcribe it verbatim in
all its cloudiness and redundance, but I will tell its gist enough to shew why the sound of the water
against the vessel's sides became so unendurable to me that I stopped my ears with cotton.

Johansen, thank God, did not know quite all, even though he saw the city and the Thing,
but I shall never sleep calmly again when I think of the horrors that lurk ceaselessly behind life
in time and in space, and of those unhallowed blasphemies from elder stars which dream beneath
the sea, known and favoured by a nightmare cult ready and eager to loose them on the world
whenever another earthquake shall heave their monstrous stone city again to the sun and air.

Johansen's voyage had begun just as he told it to the vice-admiralty. The Emma, in ballast, had
cleared Auckland on February 20th, and had felt the full force of that earthquake-born tempest
which must have heaved up from the sea-bottom the horrors that filled men's dreams. Once more
under control, the ship was making good progress when held up by the Alert on March 22nd, and
I could feel the mate's regret as he wrote of her bombardment and sinking. Of the swarthy cult-
fiends on the Alert he speaks with significant horror. There was some peculiarly abominable qual-
ity about them which made their destruction seem almost a duty, and Johansen shews ingenuous
wonder at the charge of ruthlessness brought against his party during the proceedings of the court
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of inquiry. Then, driven ahead by curiosity in their captured yacht under Johansen's command, the
men sight a great stone pillar sticking out of the sea, and in S. Latitude 47 ° 9', W. Longitude 126°
43' come upon a coast-line of mingled mud, ooze, and weedy Cyclopean masonry which can be
nothing less than the tangible substance of earth's supreme terror—the nightmare corpse-city of
R'lyeh, that was built in measureless aeons behind history by the vast, loathsome shapes that
seeped down from the dark stars. There lay great Cthulhu and his hordes, hidden in green slimy
vaults and sending out at last, after cycles incalculable, the thoughts that spread fear to the dreams
of the sensitive and called imperiously to the faithful to come on a pilgrimage of liberation and
restoration. All this Johansen did not suspect, but God knows he soon saw enough!

I suppose that only a single mountain-top, the hideous monolith-crowned citadel whereon
great Cthulhu was buried, actually emerged from the waters. When I think of the extent of all
that may be brooding down there I almost wish to kill myself forthwith. Johansen and his men
were awed by the cosmetic majesty of this dripping Babylon of elder daemons, and must have
guessed without guidance that it was nothing of this or of any sane planet. Awe at the unbeliev-
able size of the greenish stone blocks, at the dizzying height of the great carven monolith, and
at the stupefying identity of the colossal statues and bas-reliefs with the queer image found in
the shrine on the Alert, is poignantly visible in every line of the mate's frightened description.

Without knowing what futurism is like, Johansen achieved something very close to it when
he spoke of the city; for instead of describing any definite structure or building, he dwells only
on broad impressions of vast angles and stone surfaces—surfaces too great to belong to any thing
right or proper for this earth, and impious with horrible images and hieroglyphs. I mention his
talk about angles because it suggests something Wilcox had told me of his awful dreams. He said
that the geometry of the dream-place he saw was abnormal, non-Euclidean, and loathsomely redo-
lent of spheres and dimensions apart from ours. Now an unlettered seaman felt the same thing
whilst gazing at the terrible reality.

Johansen and his men landed at a sloping mud-bank on this monstrous Acropolis, and clam-
bered slipperily up over titan oozy blocks which could have been no mortal staircase. The very sun
of heaven seemed distorted when viewed through the polarising miasma welling out from this sea-
soaked perversion, and twisted menace and suspense lurked leeringly in those crazily elusive angles
of carven rock where a second glance shewed concavity after the first shewed convexity.

Something very like fright had come over all the explorers before anything more definite than
rock and ooze and weed was seen. Each would have fled had he not feared the scorn of the oth-
ers, and it was only half-heartedly that they searched—vainly, as it proved—for some portable
souvenir to bear away.

It was Rodriguez the Portuguese who climbed up the foot of the monolith and shouted of what
he had found. The rest followed him, and looked curiously at the immense carved door with the now
familiar squid-dragon bas-relief. It was, Johansen said, like a great barn-door; and they all felt that
it was a door because of the ornate lintel, threshold, and jambs around it, though they could not
decide whether it lay flat like a trap-door or slantwise like an outside cellar-door. As Wilcox would
have said, the geometry of the place was all wrong. One could not be sure that the sea and the
ground were horizontal, hence the relative position of everything else seemed phantasmally variable.

Briden pushed at the stone in several places without result. Then Donovan felt over it deli-
cately around the edge, pressing each point separately as he went. He climbed interminably
along the grotesque stone moulding—that is, one would call it climbing if the thing was not
after all horizontal—and the men wondered how any door in the universe could be so vast. Then,
very softly and slowly, the acre-great panel began to give inward at the top; and they saw that it
was balanced. Donovan slid or somehow propelled himself down or along the jamb and rejoined
his fellows, and everyone watched the queer recession of the monstrously carven portal. In this
phantasy of prismatic distortion it moved anomalously in a diagonal way, so that all the rules of
matter and perspective seemed upset.

The aperture was black with a darkness almost material. That tenebrousness was indeed a
positive quality; for it obscured such parts of the inner walls as ought to have been revealed, and
actually burst forth like smoke from its aeon-long imprisonment, visibly darkening the sun as it
slunk away into the shrunken and gibbous sky on flapping membraneous wings. The odour ris-
ing from the newly opened depths was intolerable, and at length the quick-eared Hawkins
thought he heard a nasty, slopping sound down there. Everyone listened, and everyone was lis-
tening still when It lumbered slobberingly into sight and gropingly squeezed Its gelatinous green
immensity through the black doorway into the tainted outside air of that poison city of madness.

Poor Johansen's handwriting almost gave out when he wrote of this. Of the six men who
never reached the ship, he thinks two perished of pure fright in that accursed instant. The Thing
cannot be described—there is no language for such abysms of shrieking and immemorial lunacy,
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such eldritch contradictions of all matter, force, and cosmic order. A mountain walked or stum-
bled. God! What wonder that across the earth a great architect went mad, and poor Wilcox
raved with fever in that telepathic instant? The Thing of the idols, the green, sticky spawn of the
stars, had awaked to claim his own. The stars were right again, and what an age-old cult had
failed to do by design, a band of innocent sailors had done by accident. After vigintillions of years
great Cthulhu was loose again, and ravening for delight.

Three men were swept up by the flabby claws before anybody turned. God rest them, if there
be any rest in the universe. They were Donovan, Guerrera, and Angstrom. Parker slipped as the
other three were plunging frenziedly over endless vistas of green-crusted rock to the boat, and
Johansen swears he was swallowed up by an angle of masonry which shouldn't have been there;
an angle which was acute, but behaved as if it were obtuse. So only Briden and Johansen reached
the boat, and pulled desperately for the Alert as the mountainous monstrosity flopped down the
slimy stones and hesitated floundering at the edge of the water.

Steam had not been suffered to go down entirely, despite the departure of all hands for the
shore; and it was the work of only a few moments of feverish rushing up and down between
wheel and engines to get the Alert under way. Slowly, amidst the distorted horrors of that inde-
scribable scene, she began to churn the lethal waters; whilst on the masonry of that charnel shore
that was not of earth the titan Thing from the stars slavered and gibbered like Polypheme curs-
ing the fleeing ship of Odysseus. Then, bolder than the storied Cyclops, great Cthulhu slid greasi-
ly into the water and began to pursue with vast wave-raising strokes of cosmic potency. Briden
looked back and went mad, laughing shrilly as he kept on laughing at intervals till death found
him one night in the cabin whilst Johansen was wandering deliriously.

But Johansen had not given out yet. Knowing that the Thing could surely overtake the Alert
until steam was fully up, he resolved on a desperate chance; and, setting the engine for full speed,
ran lightning-like on deck and reversed the wheel. There was a mighty eddying and foaming in the
noisome brine, and as the steam mounted higher and higher the brave Norwegian drove his vessel
head on against the pursuing jelly which rose above the unclean froth like the stern of a daemon
galleon. The awful squid-head with writhing feelers came nearly up to the bowsprit of the sturdy
yacht, but Johansen drove on relentlessly. There was a bursting as of an exploding bladder, a slushy
nastiness as of a cloven sunfish, a stench as of a thousand opened graves, and a sound that the chron-
icler could not put on paper. For an instant the ship was befouled by an acrid and blinding green
cloud, and then there was only a venomous seething astern; where—God in heaven!—the scattered
plasticity of that nameless sky-spawn was nebulously recombining in its hateful original form, whilst
its distance widened every second as the Alert gained impetus from its mounting steam.

That was all. After that Johansen only brooded over the idol in the cabin and attended to a
few matters of food for himself and the laughing maniac by his side. He did not try to navigate
after the first bold flight, for the reaction had taken something out of his soul. Then came the
storm of April 2nd, and a gathering of the clouds about his consciousness. There is a sense of
spectral whirling through liquid gulfs of infinity, of dizzying rides through reeling universes on a
comet's tail, and of hysterical plunges from the pit to the moon and from the moon back again
to the pit, all livened by a cachinnating chorus of the distorted, hilarious elder gods and the
green, bat-winged mocking imps of Tartarus.

Out of that dream came rescue—the Vigilant, the vice-admiralty court, the streets of
Dunedin, and the long voyage back home to the old house by the Egeberg. He could not tell—
they would think him mad. He would write of what he knew before death came, but his wife
must not guess. Death would be a boon if only it could blot out the memories.

That was the document I read, and now I have placed it in the tin box beside the bas-relief
and the papers of Professor Angell. With it shall go this record of mine—this test of my own san-
ity, wherein is pieced together that which I hope may never be pieced together again. I have
looked upon all that the universe has to hold of horror, and even the skies of spring and the flow-
ers of summer must ever afterward be poison to me. But I do not think my life will be long. As
my uncle went, as poor Johansen went, so I shall go. I know too much, and the cult still lives.

Cthulhu still lives, too, I suppose, again in that chasm of stone which has shielded him since
the sun was young. His accursed city is sunken once more, for the Vigilant sailed over the spot
after the April storm; but his ministers on earth still bellow and prance and slay around idol-
capped monoliths in lonely places. He must have been trapped by the sinking whilst within his
black abyss, or else the world would by now be screaming with fright and frenzy. Who knows
the end? What has risen may sink, and what has sunk may rise. Loathsomeness waits and dreams
in the deep, and decay spreads over the tottering cities of men. A time will come—but I must
not and cannot think! Let me pray that, if 1 do not survive this manuscript, my executors may
put caution before audacity and see that it meets no other eye.







Call of Cthulhu is a horror roleplaying game based and helps resolve the action. Since the keeper must make
upon the writings of Howard Phillips Lovecraft and extra preparation, players often rotate the duty of keeper,
a few others. Lovecraft wrote during the 1920s and The game is an evolving interaction between players (in

1930s, and he became a cult figure before dying in 1937. the guise of characters unraveling a mystery) and the keep-
Since then his stature as an author has grown, and now he er, who presents the world in which the mystery occurs,
is generally recognized as the major American horror-story Play is mostly talking: some situation or encounter is out-
writerof the twentieth century. His fiction ranges from pure lined, and then the players tell the keeper what they, in the
science fiction to gothic horror. His non-fiction includes a guise of their investigators, intend to do. Using the rules to
history of Quebec, the commentary Supernatural Horror in keep matters consistent and fair, the keeper then tells them
Literature, and a gigantic correspondence (five volumes of if they can do what they proposed, and the steps they must
his letters have been issued by Arkham House publishers). follow. If the proposal is impossible, the keeper narrates

Author-publisher August Derleth coined the term what happens instead. Roll dice to resolve encounters. Dice
"Cthulhu Mythos", but the commonality of plot and sug- keep everybody honest, add drama, and promote surprises,
gestion behind the term remains an enduring monument to dismal defeats, and hair's-breadth escapes.
Lovecraft. A series of his stories share as elements certain The game rules make the game world understandable,
diabolical entities (especially the Great Old Ones) and define what can and cannot be done, and offer an objective
books of arcane lore and great power, first among them the determination of success and failure.
ghastly Necronomicon. The Cthulhu Mythos is named after
a god-like entity, Cthulhu (kuh-THOO-loo is the easiest,     PLAYERS
though not the best way to say it). Many Great Old Ones, Unless acting as keeper, each player takes on one or more
Cthulhu included, are prophesied to wake and to lay waste investigator personas. During the game, the player attempts
to the world "when the stars are right". to speak and act in terms of those personalities. It is often

These tales fired the imagination of other authors, most- more fun to create investigators entirely different from the
ly proteges and friends of Lovecraft, and soon they were real-life player: a tough private eye, perhaps, or a rude taxi
adding to his mythology. Today, Cthulhu stories are still driver, or a tuxedo-clad millionaire dilettante,
being written by heirs to Lovecraft's literary legacy. A player might play two or even three investigators at a

This game continues the tradition. Young writers from time, but how many investigators are allowed in play at any
around the world have contributed to or independently one time is something for the keeper to decide. The usual
written well over a hundred new books of scenarios and custom is to play one investigator.
other supplements. Besides English, translations and origi- A player has a duty to roleplay an investigator within the
nal new supplements also appear in French, German, limits of the investigator's personality and abilities. That is
Japanese, Italian, Polish, and Spanish. the point of roleplaying. Try to know as little or as much as

In imitation of Lovecraft, who also wrote excellent tales the investigator would in life: the skill rolls the keeper
of horror unconnected with the Mythos, not all Call of requests will be of great help in doing this. Try to develop
Cthulhu scenarios need explore the Mythos: plenty of the investigator's personality well enough that other players
scope for horrible motive and despicable deed exists apart can imagine what he or she would do in a specific situation,
from it. "Good old Al," they'll say, "we knew he'd do that."

Call of Cthulhu promotes interesting roleplaying,
The Roots Of Play because play frequently hinges on difficult choices: were

you right, for instance, in burning down a farmhouse full of
Each Cthulhu game needs two types of players. Most take cultists, when in the eyes of the law your actions were mur-
the part of characters who attempt to solve some mystery or derous? Operating within the limits of their investigators
to resolve some situation. (The rules call these characters presses the imaginations of all players, and is an important
"investigators" because that is what they do, not because part of the game,
they are professional investigators —player characters can
have all kinds of occupations.) One player becomes the     THE KEEPER
keeper—the Keeper of Arcane Lore. He or she chooses the The player who acts as keeper becomes the game modera-
scenario or creates the plot, sets the stage, describes the tor. Perhaps using a published scenario, or creating one of
scene, portrays the people whom the investigators meet, his or her own, the keeper knows the entire plot of the story



and presents it during play, incidentally taking the parts of
all of the monsters, spooks, and sinister or ordinary people
that the investigators meet. The keeper has the responsibil-
ity for preparing a scenario without bias. He or she must
make the opposition smart and mean, or there will be little
challenge for the players, and they will be bored.

The keeper needs to understand the game in order to be
able to answer player questions and to be able to present the
material fairly. To be a keeper, read the rules on creating
investigators, the game system, and sanity, and then go on
to read about magic and the Mythos. You'll find individual
monster and spell descriptions in the reference section.
Those entries can be consulted, and do not need to be read
through and memorized. (That would be quite a feat!) Skim
the keeper's lore chapter.

Then choose one of the short scenarios from this book.
Read it, then invite some friends over. Have them roll up
investigators together (be sure to photocopy enough inves-
tigator sheets first). Or photocopy the ready-made investi-
gators at the back of this book, and let them each choose
one—all they need are 60 more points of skills.

Summarize the rules for the players, and supply a pho-
tocopy of the game tables at the back of this book. When
you're set to play, don't worry about making mistakes the
first time around. It is your privilege to make mistakes.
While you are learning how to invent your own scenarios,
use the ones in this book or consult one of the many sce-
nario supplement books available. Often printed scenario
thoroughness and extra information can be welcome.

As you need, consult the reference and resources sec-
tions, or read pertinent sections in the keeper's lore chapter.

With the purchase of this book and some dice, you have
everything needed to play the game.

PURPOSE OF PLAY
The purpose of horror roleplaying is to have a good time.
Right down to pounding hearts and sweating brows, it's
part of human nature to find pleasure in being scared, as
long as being scared is not for real. For some, the relaxation
after the scare is the most important result. For others, it is
the scare itself. Call of Cthulhu is a vehicle for alternately
scaring and then reassuring players.

The game is also a way to portray Lovecraft's dark phi-
losophy of a humanity which can exist but not surpass, and
for Lovecraft's now-dense, now-archaic language unwind-
ing like pages from one of those ancient books of magic he
described. We even can find as much pleasure in lampoon-
ing his ideas and motifs as in taking them at face value, for
Lovecraft laughed about himself and wrote stories which
satirized his friends. All the time, however, he continued to
write with increasing conviction and depth. As you play
Call of Cthulhu, your enjoyment also will deepen.

Cooperation
Gaming is social. Roleplaying brings together a number of
people in order to form a communal fantasy often more
verdant and imaginative than one person could ever create.

Working together enhances investigator survival. For
instance, an expedition into some ghoul-haunted ruin
would be in trouble if the investigators were unwilling to
give each other First Aid, or unwilling to warn each other.
Whether deceitful or angelic, make clear to the other play-
ers the essential character of your investigator, so that their
investigators have honest chances to react. Whether or not
investigators cooperate, the players should. Investigators
may be played as nice people, as brutes, or however the
players wish, but most of the entertainment of roleplaying
is in the perceivable ingenuity of players' roleplaying.

There also needs to be cooperation between players and
the keeper. Though the keeper masterminds the world and
sets up and runs the details, the game remains a game for him
or her as well, and every keeper likes to have fun.

If the investigators do exciting things stylishly and
memorably, keeper and players alike have won. Bad role-
playing is the only real loss possible. If a mission fails, per-
haps it can be returned to some other time. Or perhaps
there's a new mission which needs attention. But the point
of the game is to roleplay.

What This Game Covers
The parts of the Cthulhu Mythos originated by Lovecraft
himself define this game. Certain concepts and creations by
some of Lovecraft's friends are also used, and since origi-
nal publication the circle of inclusion has graduaHy
widened, in imitation of his own widening circle of corre-
spondents. The Cthulhu Mythos transcends all time and
space, but certain arcane books may be yet unwritten or
unpublished in other centuries.

Most Call of Cthulhu scenarios are set in the United
States, in the 1920s or the present day. The latter half of the
1920s and the first half of the next decade were Lovecraft's
most productive period. Some players enjoy a slightly more
genteel epoch: 1890s games are usually in England. Others
find the 1920s too strange, too plodding, and too lacking in
firepower, and move games forward into the 1990s, where
bullet holes can aid the airconditioning. Supplements exist
for each era. The eras are distinguished when the rulesbook
refers to historical information, but one era is not better
than another. Set play when you wish. Make a new era.

Historical settings are as real as possible. The world and
the United States were very different in the 1890s and
1920s from now, and behaviors most find repugnant today
then were ordinary and acceptable. Racism, xenophobia,
religious bias, and sexual discrimination as we now per-
ceive them were then normal parts of life, and often loudly
espoused. Local, state, and federal laws systematically sup-
ported segregation and discrimination of every sort, and
social forces of great power underwrote that legislation.

Scenario authors can choose to ignore social history as
not germane, or decide to incorporate specific elements into
their plots. Both sorts of approaches have been published. To
preclude information about earlier eras (or about this one)
dishonors the memory of those who prized freedom, fair-
ness, and opportunity, perhaps long before we were born.





Call of Cthulhu differs in feel and motivation from
other roleplaying games. In many such games, play-
er-characters can directly confront and attempt to

destroy obstacles and opponents. This strategy typically
leads to disaster in Cthulhu scenarios. The majority of
other-world monstrosities are so terrible and often so invul-
nerable that choosing open combat almost guarantees a
gruesome end for an investigator. Even the merest glimpse
of some of the more macabre horrors can send one into
screaming insanity. What can a player do, then?

ACCUMULATE INFORMATION
First, the investigators should determine what they are up
against. This may involve going to the library, speaking with
local residents, trying to obtain journals and diaries of those

involved, and weighing reports of the problem, perhaps with
the help of arcane books. To save time, split up the group
and look in different places, as long as it seems safe.

Often newspapers and diaries have pertinent informa-
tion. Libraries, newspaper files, state and local records of
births and deaths, historical societies, hospitals and
schools, individual doctors and lawyers, ministers and
priests, and private organizations like chambers of com-
merce—among others! —may offer information which
proves lifesaving in retrospect. Don't worry too much
about choosing the right place to look: listen closely to your
keeper, who'll be dropping clues.

Many times published scenarios include quotations,
excerpts, statements, or letters which are given to the play-
ers to study and interpret. These materials always contain
clues or potentially useful information—or they would not
be handed out.

Question local inhabitants carefully and try to befriend
the nonplayer-characters whom your investigators meet.
Consider what they have to say. Even if they know nothing
now, they may be of help in the future. As detectives of the
supernatural, investigators should proceed cautiously and
try to make allies. Anything could be out there.

AT THE SCENE
At the scene of an investigation or disturbance, the investi-
gators should comb the area for clues, looking in desks and
dressers, inspecting the clothing and belongings of victims,
and attempting to arrive at a realistic picture of what hap-
pened. If important information is to be found, the keeper
will be patient with player queries and rolls. If nothing is to
be found, then the keeper so advises the players. However,
the way that such queries and responses are phrased may be
significant.

Take precautions and stay together where danger has
been: something as bad or worse might return. If that
Something does return, and there is no easy way to handle
It, do not hesitate to run. Your feet are your friends. Your
investigator can always return later.

MAKE A PLAN
When you understand the situation, make a plan to deal
with the problem. Novice players should not assume that
the danger is too much to face —any competent keeper will
try to match the dangers to the party's capabilities, unless
he or she has already clearly warned of the over-match.

If disaster occurs and eldritch horrors overwhelm the
party, those who can should flee and leave the scenario as "a
story better left untold!" If the keeper consents, the players
might attempt the same scenario later on, when they feel
more confident and their investigators are better able to han-
dle themselves. Of course, the keeper is within his rights to
beef up the monsters and dangers of the scenario. After all,
the horror has had that much more time to grow.

USE YOUR HEAD
The cheapest and safest way to emerge victorious is to use
brain power. In many published scenarios, a way exists for



the investigators to solve or dispel the problem with little or
no physical combat, though Sanity may need risking.

As a rule of thumb, pursue physical combat against
creatures who have already made physical attacks. Other-
wise rely on repeating the words from the manuscript,
breaking the mirror that the tracks lead through, melting
down the dire statuette, and so on. If the investigators find
out that a grisly demon inhabits the old rickety mine shaft,
they need not climb down it again and get eaten or struck
permanently insane. They could set fire to the mine sup-
ports, dynamite the shaft, or pour concrete into the opening,
thus burying the threat, perhaps forever.

DIFFERENT INVESTIGATORS
Are any investigators specialists? One handy sort is the
wise old professor who knows foreign languages, reads
arcane manuscripts, and pieces together Sanity-blasting
spells able to send the Elder Horrors back whence they
came. He or she is typically of little use if a fight develops,
and generally has low Sanity points, due to intensive study
of the Mythos.

An opposite sort is the tough operator able to fight well
with fists or guns. He or she should leave the eldritch as-
pects of the Mythos to others and remain a bodyguard and
scout. He or she can be helpful with police and gangsters.

Still another sort is the investigator who can do things. He
or she drives very well, maybe pilots an airplane, has good
mechanical and electrical repair skills, and might be a wizard
with locks. Yet another sort could be the street-wise investi-
gator who knows the floaters and drifters of a city, and who
has a tongue glib enough to keep good relations with them.

Many types could be proposed. No one investigator can
learn to do everything or be prepared for all eventualities.
But they can act in balanced groups and approach adven-
tures in ways that compensate for individual deficiencies.

MULTIPLE INVESTIGATORS
Knowing that no one can do everything certainly argues for
as many investigators as possible on a case, but the keeper
will be reluctant to deal with hordes of investigators scur-
rying about, looking under everything and asking dozens of
questions at the same time.

Though some players find it distasteful to roleplay more
than one investigator at a time, others can play two or three
investigators without much trouble. If the keeper is willing
and if you wish to, take two investigators per player. This
widens the pool of skills and experiences, and keeps a play-
er in the action if one investigator goes insane or is seri-
ously injured. And if (as never should be done if danger
threatens) the investigator team splits up—"You guys
guard the plane, while we look in the cave!"—then one
investigator belonging to the same player can be in each
place, again with the benefit of keeping everyone in the
game. That's why they bothered to come in the first place.

AVOID GUNFIGHTS
Every group of players has its own feel and customs. If
gangsters and foreign spies are common features in a cam-

Dice; Important Rolls
People new to roleplaying may never have seen dice with
other than six sides. A variety of them can be found at most
game stores and hobby shops.

For the most part Call of Cthulhu calls for three dice roll
results —abbreviated as D100, D8, and D6—to judge the
success of a skill use, to indicate how many hit points were
lost to an attack or accident, to generate investigators, etc.
The dice from which these rolls derive also can give D20,
D10, D4, D3, and D2 results.

The letter D stands for the word die or dice. The num-
ber after the D stands for the range of random numbers
sought: D8 generates the random numbers 1 through 8, for
instance, while D100 generates the numbers 1-100. For
convenience, players normally use their own dice.

D100 (PERCENTILE DICE)
Percentile dice (as the abbreviation D100 means) usually
consist of two 10-sided dice of different colors, rolled at the
same time. Most such dice are numbered 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 0. When rolled, read the top numbers on such dice to
get the result.

Read the die of one color consistently as the tens-col-
umn, and the other as the ones column: thus a result of 2-3
reads as 23, a result of 0-1 reads as 1, and a result of 1-0
reads as 10. A result of 0-0 reads as 100.

paign, all the investigators probably carry concealed
weapons for self-defense. The number of devastating
weapons floating about in the 1990s practically demands
sidearms. On the other hand, in a campaign in which the
investigators devote most of their time to studying the gris-
lier mysteries of the Cthulhu Mythos, the only use for a gun
may be to shoot oneself if in danger of permanent madness.

By all means have lots of firearms. But do not rely on
firearms. Most powerful monsters are not harmed by gun-
fire, explosions, and such. They are genuinely alien crea-
tures from vaults of space-time very different from ours. If
the plan is to shoot 'em until they die, that plan will not
work. Try another plan first.

Volleys of gunfire tend to attract police, the state militia,
G-men, and everyone with a stake in law and order. If the
investigators happen to assassinate the local priest of Yog-
Sothoth without first convincing the police of the necessity,
they will certainly be questioned and arrested, almost cer-
tainly be convicted, and probably end up on death row.

Further, observant keepers will notice that if the inves-
tigators' response to difficulties is to shoot their way out.
Many will react accordingly. Three or four gun-slinging
worshipers of Yig could well prove more than the investi-
gators would like to handle. In Call of Cthulhu, as in the
real world, guns are lethal. Avoid them.



BASE CHANCE: percentage chance that an untrained inves-
tigator can successfully use a skill. Some skills cannot be
picked up quickly by untrained characters, and thus have a 1%
base chance. On the other hand almost everyone has a good
chance of successfully using skills such as Climb, and so such
skills have larger base chances.
CHARACTERISTIC: eight characteristics are rolled for
each investigator—Strength, Constitution, Size, Intelligence,
Power, Dexterity. Appearance, and Education. Sanity derives
from Power. Characteristics determine a character's funda-
mental capacities. They do not much affect the ability to learn
a skill or to effectively use a skill.
CHECK, EXPERIENCE CHECK, SKILL CHECK:
when an investigator successfully uses a skill and the keeper
says something like "You get a check," then mark the box on
the investigator sheet that is next to the skill. Roll for
improvement when the keeper advises. Skills improve in
1D10-point increments. Improvement usually waits until the
end of an adventure.
COMBAT ROUND, ROUND: the elastic unit of game time
against which character movement, weapon use, and skill use
are compared. Actions in a round are resolved in DEX-rank
order, highest to lowest.
CTHULHU: kuh-THOO-loo in Chaosium-ese. His obscene
gigantic bulk lies sleeping in dread drowned R'lyeh, to rise
again "when the stars are right". One of the Great Old Ones.
Cthulhu's earthly cultists are many. He was created in tales
by H. P. Lovecraft, and since has been present or been inti-
mated in hundreds or thousands of stories by other authors.
The Lovecraft story at the front of this book, "The Call of
Cthulhu". best summarizes him.
CTHULHU MYTHOS: the gods, entities, monsters, and
fiendish knowledge of the greater universe. In contrast to
what normal humans find comfortable to believe, the Cthulhu
Mythos represents the secret horrifying truth about all things.
DAMAGE: in the game, attacks and accidents are said to do
damage—that is, to create wounds or injuries. The game usu-
ally shows this by subtracting hit points from those who suf-
fer accidents or successful attacks.
DAMAGE BONUS: a modifier for hand-to-hand attacks.
FAINTING: an optional temporary insanity. It's now out of
style to faint, but Lovecraft's characters fainted regularly. If
your investigator is too tough to faint, perhaps he or she can
rescue investigators who aren't.
FIRST AID: this skill and the Medicine skill can restore 1D3
hit points to an injured character. See also Healing.
FUMBLE: a D100 result of 00 is an automatic failure, usu-
ally the most catastrophic result possible to the situation.
GREAT OLD ONES: the demi-deities of the Cthulhu
Mythos. They are uniformly heedless, arrogant, and
supremely evil, but they have awesome powers, and some

humans can be tempted into their worship. Occasionally, they
may be encountered by investigators. For aiding their return to
our world or for opening the way to our world, they promise
much to their human worshippers. Cf. Outer Gods.
HAND-TO-HAND: a fighting mode or a weapon attack
powered by muscle, such as a sword. Personal attacks such as
Fist/Punch are also hand-to-hand attacks.
HEALING: a successful use of the First Aid skill can imme-
diately restore 1D3 hit points. All characters also naturally
heal, restoring hit points at the rate of 1D3 per game week.
Under a doctor's care, a successful Medicine roll also can
restore 1D3 hit points. Optimally, therefore, a character could
have 3D3 hit points restored in one week.
HIT POINTS: the average of a character's CON and SIZ.
Hit points can be checked off to indicate a wound or injury.
No play effect occurs at the loss of a few points. Uncon-
sciousness arrives when 2 or fewer hit points are left. A char-
acter begins to die at 0 hit points.
HORROR: fear and repugnance intermixed, a feeling which
perceives not just a threat but a quality of intense wrongness
or perversity about the threat, yielding a sense of evil. As a
genre, Lovecraft called supernatural horror "the literature of
cosmic fear" and said that "no better evidence of its tenacious
vigour can be cited than the impulse which now and then drives
writers of totally opposite leanings to try their hands at i t . . . as
if to discharge from their minds certain .phantasmal shapes
which would otherwise haunt them."
IMPALE: a D100 result which is one-fifth or. less of a char-
acter's chance to hit with the attack. An impale represents a
particularly successful attack, and consequently two damage
rolls for that attack are made. Most keepers accept the idea as
inherent in a skill roll—one-fifth or less of a skill represents
a fine performance, and it should earn some extra reward.
INSANITY, INDEFINITE: when an investigator loses 20%
or more of his or her current Sanity points within an hour of
game time, the result is insanity as the keeper sees fit. Keeper
and player should discuss how to play the investigator.
INSANITY, PERMANENT: if an investigator's current
Sanity points reach zero, he or she is deeply insane for a period
of months or years, and perhaps institutionalized. Keeper and
player should discuss how to play the investigator.
INSANITY, TEMPORARY: if an investigator loses 5 or
more Sanity points as the consequence of a single Sanity roll,
he or she has suffered major emotional trauma. The player
must roll D100. If the result is equal to or less than INT x5,
the investigator fully understands what has been seen, and
goes insane for a period of minutes or hours.
INVESTIGATOR: a game term tor player character.
KEEPER: the person who runs the game. He or she knows the
secrets of the plot, describes the situations and non-player
characters, and determines what skills and rolls to apply.





D8 (EIGHT-SIDED DIE)
This single die has eight sides, each side numbered once 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Read the top number on the die.

D6 (SIX-SIDED DIE)
This sort is what people normally think of as dice. The D6
has six sides, and is numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Read the top
number on the die.

D4 (FOUR-SIDED DIE)
Some have four sides, some eight. Read the top number for
the eight-sided variety; for the four-sided version, read the
vertical number at the base.

OTHER ROLLS
Occasionally players may also want to make D20, D10,
D5, or D3 rolls. These rolls can be simulated with the
D100, D8, or D6 dice. D20 and D4 dice are available and
are more satisfactory.

• For D20, roll one of the 10-sided dice and one six-
sided die. If the D6 result is 1, 2, 3 the result is the face
amount of the 10-sided die (0 counts as 10). If the D6
result is 4, 5, 6 add ten to the face amount of the 10-
sided die.

• For a D10 roll, roll one of the percentile dice.

• For D5, roll one 10-sided die and divide the result by
two: thus 1, 2 = 1, and 9, 0 = 5.

• For D4, roll D8 and divide the result by two: thus 1, 2
= 1, and 7, 8 = 4; or roll D6 and ignore 5, 6.

• For D3, roll D6 and divide the result by two: thus 1, 2
= 1, and 5, 6 = 3.

• For D2, roll D6 and divide the result by three: thus 1,
2, 3 = 1 and 4, 5, 6 = 2.

VARIATIONS
Sometimes a dice notation in the rules or in a scenario is
preceded by a number: it tells the reader that more than one
such die should be rolled, and that their results should be
added together. For instance, 2D6 means that two 6-sided
dice should be rolled and totaled. If you don't have enough
dice to roll all at once, roll the one you have for the requi-
site number of times and total the results.

Sometimes additions are shown to die rolls. You might
see 1D6+1, for instance. This means that the number fol-
lowing the plus sign should be added to the result of the D6
roll. For 1D6+1 the final result must be 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7.

A notation may require that different dice, etc., be rolled
at one time. If a monster claws for 1D6+1+2D4 damage,
find the power of the actual attack by rolling the three
requested dice, totaling the results, and adding one. The
notation +db appended to attack damage reminds the keep-
er to add the actual damage bonus of the creature, since the
statistic for the species gives the average.

Investigator Sheet
Players should record their investigators on investigator
sheets, found near the back of this book, and ready to pho-
tocopy. There are versions for the 1890s, the 1920s, and
today. The investigator sheet holds all the data needed for
investigators to tackle mysteries. The next chapter explains
how to fill out this sheet.

Figures; Playing Position
Call of Cthulhu can be played verbally, without figures or
paraphernalia other than dice and investigator sheets.
Others find that figures, tokens, or markers give focus to
the action, and help in weaving together player imagina-
tions. Arranging the investigators in a marching order
shows who can believably whisper to each other and who
must shout, or it can show who is at the rear to attempt to
listen for pursuers, or it can show who must first risk being
entangled in a snare, and so forth. You must decide what
expression of the game you more enjoy.

Using figures stresses questions such as whether fields
of fire are open, or whether an investigator might give First
Aid to another in this round or must wait until the next.
These markers provoke questions like "What does the
flashlight show?" and "Where is the elephant?" They bring
position and physical nature into the game in styles some
find intrusive. Pieces of cardboard, pennies, tokens from
other games, or lead figures can be used interchangeably, as
keeper and players find pleasing.

Props can lend drama or end up looking silly. Some
players cannot believe that a styrofoam block is anything
other than a styrofoam block. Others enjoy and compliment
each other on using model railroad accessories, cake deco-
rations, weird things from hardware bins, dollhouse pieces,
broken chunks from discarded toys, or the leftovers from a
plastic model kit, and say that they give otherwise dull sit-
uations intriguing possibilities for deployment, tactics, and
use of particular skills.

Game figures—miniatures—are lead statuettes about an
inch high, cast with bases for stability. They are pur-
chasable at many game and hobby stores, or can be ordered
by mail. Many people employ economical plastic figures.
These are not intended for roleplaying, but are useful all the
same. No one has every figure that an adventure might
demand. Substitution is common.

Whether or not dimensional models are used, keepers
often sketch out the area of activity on a sheet of paper and
note the scale. When the action shifts to combat rounds,
then some keepers turn to miniature figures and sketch out
the arena again, at that smaller scale.

Players may find graph paper an aid in mapping ruins or
old buildings. •

To the right: The first of several scenes scattered through-
out this book, displaying locations evocative of the horrors
of the Mythos and the normalcy of 1920s life.





For game questions, information concerning titles cur-
rently in print, to learn about upcoming titles, to be
baffled along with us when a title crashes off the

schedule, or to offer comments, please write to Chaosium
Inc., 950-A 56th Street, Oakland CA 94608, or email us at
chaosium@chaosium.com. Please do not telephone game
questions.

Updated monthly, the Chaosium web site is at www.chao-
sium.com. Refer there first to learn what is currently in print
or about titles on the active schedule.

CORE RULES
The Call of Cthulhu rules, the 1920s Investigator's
Companion, the Creature Companion, and the forthcoming
Keeper's Companion are the most important books for the
game.

GAME SUPPLEMENTS
For the Call of Cthulhu game, Chaosium regularly publish-
es books of scenarios such as Unseen Masters, campaign
books such as Beyond the Mountains of Madness, back-
ground books such as The Black Chamber, and topical
books such as Encyclopedia Cthulhiana. At any one time,
between 20-30 such titles are in print.

THE MYTHOS COLLECTABLE CARD GAME
Available from local hobby stores or by mail-order from
Chaosium. Start with the Standard Game Set, then explore
the world of the 1920's, Miskatonic University, the
Dreamlands (delve beyond the wall of sleep), and New
Aeon (the Mythos in the present day).

HOW TO ORDER
Wizard's Attic now fulfills all Chaosium mail, email, and
telephone orders. Emailing is fully encrypted and secure.
Order all items through Wizard's Attic: write to 950 56th
Street, Oakland CA 94608, order by phone at 1-800-213-
1493, or go online at www.wizards-attic.com.

WHAT'S AT WIZARD'S ATTIC?
For the seriously demented, an ever-changing selection from
a Miskatonic University cloissone pin to a $100 statuette of
Great Cthulhu to miniature figures, T-shirts, and background
CDs for the game. Also find books by Clark Ashton Smith
and Brian Lumley, S. T. Joshi's Lovecraft biography, etc. To
make sure of sizes, colors, etc., call first, 10-4 Pacific time
weekdays only. Carries 30-50 Cthulhu-related items at any

one time.

MINIATURE FIGURES
All Call of Cthulhu miniature figures produced by RAFM
Co., Inc., are carried by Wizard's Attic. For pictures, see
RAFM's web site at www.rafm.com. Packs released include
many favorite monsters (there is a very large, very heavy

metal Cthulhu, for instance) as well as superb investigator
and cultist figures dressed for different climates and vari-
ously equipped.

WEB PAGES, NEWSGROUPS
Our web page at www.chaosium.com carries current infor-
mation about Chaosium, its publications, color images of
book covers, descriptions of books, announcements of new
releases, and so on. It is linked to Wizard's Attic, and to
more than a hundred Cthulhoid sites.

CALL OF CTHULHU SUPPLEMENTS
Our web page www.chaosium.com carries current informa-
tion on the dozens of game supplements available now. For
a selection of them, see page 262.

CALL OF CTHULHU FICTION
We publish four to six titles a year concerning the Cthulhu
Mythos and associated topics or authors. Many of these
books are introduced by Robert M. Price, and they often
include an appropriate story by H. P. Lovecraft. Prices vary.
Dimensions are 5.375" by 8.375". The fiction is in various
lengths, from 192 pages to more than 600. See our web site
for current availability.

Cthulhu's Heirs—a variety of original Cthulhu Mythos
short stories.

Made in Goatswood—new tales set in Ramsey Campbell's
Severn Valley universe, featuring the insects from Shaggai,
Nodens, Eihort, and more.

The Disciples of Cthulhu 2nd ed. — unavailable for more
than twenty years; includes Wade, Campbell, Berlin,
Lumley, and Leiber.

The Dunwich Cycle—includes two of Machen's best, a
Derleth, Indick, HPL, and five more.

The Cthulhu Cycle—thirteen stories of the time when the
stars come right. One of the most popular titles.

The Hastur Cycle 2nd ed.—fine horror from Chambers and
Machen to Karl Edward Wagner and Ramsey Campbell.

The Necronomicon—tales of, quotations from, and provoca-
tive essays concerning Abdul al-Hazred's sanity-shaking
book. A Chaosium best-seller.

The Nyarlathotep Cycle—fifteen stories about the God of a
Thousand Forms, including Lovecraft, Bloch, Carter,
Derleth, Howard, Myers, etc.

"Singers of Strange Songs"— original stories celebrating Brian 
Lumley and his Guest of Honor appearance at
NecronomiCon. Includes two rare tales by Lumley.

The Xothic Legend Cycle—the complete Mythos fiction of
Lin Carter, including "Terror Out of Time".

The Scroll of Thoth—the collected Simon Magus Mythos
fiction by Richard L. Tierney.



The Innsmouth Cycle—"Shadow Over Innsmouth",
Dunsany, Chambers, Irvin S. Cobb, two by James Wade,
Stephen Mark Rainey, John S. Glasby, eight more stories
and poems.
The Complete Pegana—Dunsany's finest writing relates the
cruel and vivid world of Pegana and the gods who rule it.
Full texts of The Gods of Pegana, Time and the Gods, and
"Beyond the Fields We Know". Never before published as a
single book.
Nightmare's Disciple—a new novel stuffed with brilliant
scenes. A Mythos-worshipping serial killer is on the loose.
Encyclopedia Cthulhiana—An A-to-Z of the Cthulhu
Mythos. This new edition is much more comprehensive than
the first edition. Full of systematic information.
The Ithaqua Cycle—starts with Blackwood's trailblazing
"Wendigo"; includes three selections by August Derleth and
a stunner by Stephen Mark Rainey.
Tales Out of Innsmouth—a second Innsmouth collection,
nearly all new stories.
The Antarktos Cycle—the Mythos in the polar regions. Poe,
Lovecraft's "At the Mountains of Madness", a novel from
John Taine, a long unpublished tale from Colin Wilson, and
four more stories.

OTHER PUBLICATIONS
Fortean Times, "a monthly magazine of news, reviews, and
research on strange phenomena and experiences, curiosities,
prodigies and portents." Sensible, amusing, brash. Strives
for editorial honesty. For subscriptions, see their web site at
www.forteantimes.com.
Cryptozoology Review, 137 Atlas Avenue, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M6C 3P4. Write for subscription information. As
the title indicates, unknown species, remnants, anomalous
survivors, etc. Looking for information on those dinosaurs
perhaps still existing in the deep jungles of the Congo? —
look here.
Strange Magazine, P.O. Box 2246, Rockville, MD 20847.
Mysteries, curiosities, often well written essays. See their
web site at www.strangemag.com for some good reading.
Paper publication bi-annually.
General gaming magazines such as Dragon, Pyramid, or
Games Monthly review Cthulhu supplements, though the
reviews are frequently a year behind publication. The
Unspeakable Oath is an excellent magazine devoted to
Cthulhu and connected matters (Pagan Publishing, 4542
18th Street, Apt. 4, Seattle, WA 98105). Lovecraft Studies
has a literary orientation; Crypt of Cthulhu combines arti-
cles and fiction; Cthulhu Codex is mostly original Mythos
fiction. For these last three, contact Necronomicon Press,
101 Lockwood Street, West Warwick, Rl 02893.

CALL OF CTHULHU IN LANGUAGES OTHER
THAN ENGLISH
Other-language editions include translated Chaosium titles
and new titles original to the language.
Finnish—concerning Cthulhun Kutsu, ask TK-Kustannus
Oy, Fredrikinkatu 14 1 2-3, 00120 Helsinki, Finland.

French—concerning L'Appel de Cthulhu, ask Jeux
Descartes, 1 rue du Colonel Pierre Avia, 75503 Paris, Cedex
15, France.
German—concerning Auf Cthulhus Spur, ask Pegasus
Spiele, Dieselstrasse 1, 61169, Friedberg, Germany.
Hungarian—concerning Cthulhu Hivasa, ask Latomas
Kerekedelmi, Szolgaltats Betiti Tarasag, 8000
Szikesfehirvar, Radnsti tir 1, Hungary.
Italian—concerning Il Richiamo di Cthulhu, ask Stratelibri
s.r.l., Via Paisiello no. 4, 20131 Milano, Italy.
Japanese—ask Hobby Japan Co., Ltd., 5-26-5 Sendagaya,
Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 151, Japan.
Polish—concerning Zew Cthulhu, ask Wydawnictowo
MAG, Jacek Rodek, 00-657 Warszawa, Poland.
Spanish—concerning La Llamada de Cthulhu, ask La
Factoria de Ideas, Plaza, 15, 29043 Madrid, Spain.

GUIDELINES
Prospective contributors should consult our web site for
guidelines. We do not accept solicited fiction. If requesting
guidelines by mail, please include a postal address. The
guidelines contain a release form. Artists may send repre-
sentative photocopies to the Art File care of Chaosium Inc,
950-A 56th St., Oakland, CA 94608.

WHOLESALE ORDERS, DEALERS
Scores of national and international distributors carry
English-language Call of Cthulhu titles. For retailer and dis-
tributor location and terms, contact Chaosium Southwest
Sales & Marketing at (512)-336-8269 (voice) or (512)-336-
8309 (fax).

DICE
Most towns include a store which stocks gaming supplies.
Check the Yellow Pages under Games, Hobbies, or Dice.
U.S. customers might also write to suppliers such as
Koplow Games, 369 Congress St., Boston, MA 02210 who
can refer you to local retailers.

LOVECRAFT EDITIONS
The most reliable texts are those edited by S. T. Joshi and
published by Arkham House, P.O. Box 546, Sauk City, WI
53585. Joshi's text retrieves Lovecraft's inimitable spelling
and punctuation. The Dunwich Horror and Others, At the
Mountains of Madness, and Dagon and Other Macabre
Tales contain all of HPL's important tales. Several more
volumes hold peripheral material, and there are also five
volumes of his letters. All the books are in hardback.

LOOKING FOR A PARTICULAR BOOK?
Local used bookstores are your quickest bet. Contact infor-
mation for specialist booksellers appears in genre maga-
zines such as Locus. If online, try www.bibliofind.com,
www.interloc.com, www.abebooks.com,
www.amazon.com, etc. •







The players take the parts of "investigators" in the
game, roles so-called because much of the game
consists of searching for and evaluating clues and

evidence. It is an accident of alphabetization that the first
skill on the alphabetical list of game skills is Accounting,
yet it is also telling that the first skill is not something like
Aikido or Attack (the first attack skill on the skills list is all
the way down to the F's, Fist/Punch). Investigators are not
fighting machines. The single extraordinary thing about
most investigators is what they come to know.

Beneath the surface appearances of the world, they find
a truth of a terrifying sort. The world and universe are
insane and horrible. Physical law is not uniform. It varies
across the universe. Humans have evolved in a cosmic bil-
liards pocket where the full natural law is somehow abbre-
viated. It is the Mythos creatures who are "more", and it is
humans who are "less". Beyond, the cosmic gaming table
extends through all time and space, and across it worlds
careen and incomprehensible forces roam and raven.

Those other worlds and other beings are very different.
A few of the incredibly powerful things that live elsewhere
have come to Earth to stay. The Cthulhu Mythos chapter
contains more about them.

Humans who come to admire or understand this alien
Mythos are progressively changed by it (in game terms,
they accumulate Cthulhu Mythos points). In substituting
new truths for what they once believed, they start a process
which progressively corrupts their mental balance, and they
gradually abandon themselves and society. Friend or
enemy, all go mad. (Thus in the game, as Cthulhu Mythos
rises, maximum Sanity decreases.)

Ultimately, investigators come to define their own lim-
its, realizing that individual people are unlikely to dispel
the danger and strength of the Mythos. They may volunteer
to sacrifice themselves, as do soldiers in war, or to retire
from active struggle, as veterans. They do not betray the
effort—they pass on the burden to those younger and now
stronger, as life always has.

In its ambitions, Call of Cthulhu offers parallels to life.
In it, for instance, death is a serious threat, and the player
characters are not superhuman. Investigators have prob-
lems of emotions as well as sixgun-style showdowns.
Many of the skills (like Accounting) useful to civilization
are present and are important in the game — but they do not
augment one's ability to fight and loot. The game is set his-
torically, not in a fantasy out of time. Its societies have
many more elements than tavern-hut-castle. Societies have
their own interests and priorities, and have ways of dealing

We refer solely to investigators during this and the
next several chapters, but these remarks apply to
every human character important enough to

develop, as keepers will understand.
To create an investigator, roll the characteristics first. A

characteristic is one of nine numbers which summarize inves-
tigators. Other matters being equal, it is always better to have
higher characteristics than to have lower ones. These numbers
may be likened to skeleton and muscles: our bodies are of dif-
ferent sizes and proportions, but all humans have heads,
hearts, and so forth. In the game, each characteristic stands for
a general aspect of an investigator—his or her intelligence,
dexterity, and so on. These identified quantities help deter-
mine the relative value and capability of investigators, and
suggest ways for them to act and react during roleplaying.

A player makes random rolls for characteristics for the
same sort of reason that tennis players use a tennis net-
context creates meaning.

Characteristics rarely increase after being rolled,
because investigators are created as adults and have fin-
ished growing. Characteristics do occasionally decrease as
a consequence of magical or physical injury. Though a sug-
gestion is included for each characteristic, the effect of 0 or
a low value in a characteristic is mostly left for the keeper
to describe. It should be suitable to the current situation and
apt in tone—horrible, grievous, or funny. Such a loss is
always a blow to the investigator. As an identity rounds into

with people who cause too much damage, attract too much
attention, or are clear and present dangers.

Like anything else, roleplaying is easier to do the more
you do it. Always have some idea of your investigator's
personality and character before you start, but also allow
the events of his or her life to help shape the investigator
and allow him or her to grow. Allow yourself different roles
for different investigators. Choose from your investigators
those most appropriate to an adventure. Then let the action
help define their personalities. Always create investigators
whom you can enthusiastically roleplay.

Developing an investigator also depends upon the char-
acteristics and skills which he or she has, and those will be
discussed below. But the real play in the game is in cloth-
ing these numbers with imagination.



a full personality, every player shares in the pleasure, and
the meshing of the various investigators takes on life and
becomes good drama.

STR (STRENGTH)
Strength measures the muscle power of investigators. Use
it to judge how much they can lift, or push or pull, or how
tightly they can cling to something. This characteristic is
important in determining the damage investigators do in
hand-to-hand combat. Reduced to Strength 0, an investiga-
tor is an invalid, unable to leave his or her bed.

CON (CONSTITUTION)
This compares health, vigor, and vitality. Constitution also
helps calculate how well investigators resist drowning or
suffocation. Poisons and diseases may directly challenge
investigator Constitutions. High-CON investigators often
have higher hit points, the better to resist injury and attack.

Serious physical injury or magical attack might lower
CON. If Constitution reaches 0, the investigator dies.

SIZ (SIZE)
The characteristic SIZ averages height and weight into one
number. To see over something, to squeeze through a small
opening, or even to judge whose head might be sticking up
out of the grass, use Size. Size helps determine hit points
and the damage bonus. One might decrease SIZ to indicate
loss of several limbs, though lowering DEX is more often
the solution. Presumably if investigators lose all SIZ, they
disappear—goodness knows to where.

INT (INTELLIGENCE)
Intelligence represents how well investigators learn,
remember, and analyze, and of how aware they are of that
which is around them. To help describe different circum-
stances, keepers multiply INT times various numerals and
then call for D100 rolls equal to or less than the products.
INT x5—the Idea roll —is especially popular. For more
about it, see further below.

Difficult concepts, plans, or inspired guesses have lower
chances to be derived, and hence get lower multipliers,
down to INT x2 or INT x1. Such rolls can establish whether
or not an investigator makes a deduction or links informa-
tion, avoiding the question of the player deducing (for
instance) that the presence of a volcano argues that a world
has a molten core.

An investigator without INT is a babbling, drooling idiot.
Intelligence determines the number of personal interest

skill points allotted to a new investigator, and also how
quickly an investigator can learn a Cthulhu Mythos spell.

If the amount of Intelligence seems to contradict a char-
acteristic rolled later, that's another chance for roleplaying:
an investigator with high EDU and low INT, for instance,
might be a pedantic teacher or a sideshow performer, some-
one who knows facts but not their meanings. Conversely,
high INT and low EDU might mean ignorance—a farm boy
or poor immigrant, new to the Big City— but this person
would not be dull-witted.



POW (POWER)
Power indicates force of will. The higher the POW, the high-
er the aptitude for magic. Power does not quantify leadership,
which is a matter for roleplaying. The amount of Power or the
number of magic points (they derive from Power) measure
resistance to magical or hypnotic attack. An investigator with-
out POW is zombie-like and unable to use magic. Unless
stated otherwise, lost POW is lost permanently.

POW x5 is the Luck roll, about which see further below.
That amount also equals a character's initial SAN charac-
teristic. Magic points, unlike Power, are spent and regener-
ated. The POW of ordinary characters rarely changes.

One who is adroit in the magic of the Cthulhu Mythos
may be able to increase personal POW. Keepers especially
are referred to the boxed text titled How Sorcerers Get That
Way, on p. 95, near the end of the Magic chapter.

DEX (DEXTERITY)
Investigators with higher Dexterity scores are quicker, nim-
bler, and more physically flexible. A keeper might call for
a DEX roll in order to grab a support to keep from falling,
to stay upright in high winds or on ice, to accomplish some
delicate task, or to take something without being noticed.
As with the other characteristics, the difficulty of the roll
depends on the multiplier which the keeper selects for the
characteristic. An investigator without DEX is uncoordi-
nated, unable to perform physical tasks without also receiv-
ing a successful Luck roll.

In combat, the character with the higher DEX hits or
fires first, and thus may be able to disarm or disable an
opponent before the foe can attack.

DEX x2 determines the starting percentage of investi-
gator Dodge skills.

APP (APPEARANCE)
Appearance shows attractiveness and friendliness. Some
multiple of APP might be useful in social encounters, or
when trying to make an initial impression on a member of

the opposite sex, perhaps in conjunction with a Fast Talk or
Bargain roll. Appearance is a surface characteristic, howev-
er: initial impressions are not necessarily lasting. APP mea-
sures what one sees in the mirror, not ongoing personal lead-
ership or charisma. An investigator without APP is appalling-
ly ugly, provoking comment and shock everywhere.

EDU (EDUCATION)
Education measures formal and factual knowledge pos-
sessed by the investigator, as well as the number of years it
took him or her to learn that material. EDU measures infor-
mation, not intelligent use of information. EDU partly
determines how many skill points an investigator has. And
EDU x5 is the Know roll, about which see further below.
EDU x5 also represents the investigator's starting percent-
age with the skill Own Language.

An investigator without EDU would be like a newborn
baby, or an amnesiac without knowledge of the world,
probably curious and credulous.

An EDU score of 12 suggests a high school graduate.
More than that indicates a person with some college years.
EDU greater than 16 indicates some graduate-level work or
degree. An investigator with a high Education may not be
schooled, but still might be studious and observant.

See also the spread for Creating Your Investigator, on
pp. 34-35.

SAN (SANITY)
Find Sanity by multiplying POW x5. Sanity is derived, but
it is crucial to investigators and central to the idea of this
game. An entire chapter in this section is devoted to Sanity:
it distinguishes between the SAN characteristic, Sanity
points, and maximum Sanity. Sanity points fluctuate.
Characteristic SAN does not change.

An investigator's maximum of Sanity points is never
more than 99. Sanity points of 99 represent the strongest
possible mind, one capable of deflecting or lessening even
extreme emotional shocks. On the other hand, 30 Sanity



points would indicate a more fragile mind, one which
might be driven into temporary or permanent madness.
Most Mythos monsters and some natural events cost Sanity
points to encounter, and Mythos spells cost Sanity points to
learn and to cast.

An investigator's Sanity points are never more than 99
minus current Cthulhu Mythos percentiles. Up to that max-
imum, it is possible to regain Sanity points lost, or even to
increase Sanity points above the original total, but that
process is slow.

Characteristic Rolls
Keepers are encouraged to use characteristic rolls to decide
matters which are not appropriate as skill rolls, or ones for
which all investigators should be able to receive rolls.

CHANGES IN CHARACTERISTIC VALUES
If the deriving characteristic changes, the Idea, Luck, or
Know roll changes immediately as well. Similarly, hit
points and the damage bonus change if the characteristics
related to them change.

Magic points might not change immediately. If excess
points existed, they would have to be spent before maxi-
mum magic points need equal a new, lower POW.

IDEA ROLL (INT X5)
The Idea roll represents hunches and the ability to interpret
the obvious. When no skill roll seems appropriate, this roll
might show understanding of a concept or the ability to
solve a pressing intellectual problem. The Idea roll is spe-
cially handy to show awareness: did the investigator
observe and understand what he or she saw? Would a nor-
mal person have become aware of a particular feeling about
a gathering or a place? Is anything out of place on that hill?

Save the Spot Hidden skill for specific clues or items
not immediately noticeable. Employ the Psychology skill
when dealing with individuals.

LUCK ROLL (POW X5)
Did the investigator bring along some particular piece of
gear? Is he or she the one the dimensional shambler decides
to attack? Did the investigator step on the floorboard which
breaks, or the one that squeaks? The Luck roll is a quick
way to get an answer.

Luck is the ability to be in the right place at the right
time: this roll is often called for in emergency situations,
especially when the keeper desires higher percentage
chances for the investigators, more than might result from,
say, calling for Jump or Dodge rolls.

KNOW ROLL (EDU X5)
All people know bits of information about different topics.
The Know roll represents what's stored in the brain's intel-
lectual attic, calculated as the percentage chance that the
investigator's education supplied the information.

The investigator might know what happens if one puts
sulfuric acid into water or water into sulfuric acid (without

ever studying Chemistry), or be able to remember the geog-
raphy of Tibet (without a Navigate roll), or know how many
legs arachnids have (and possess only a point of Biology).

Identification of present-day earthly languages is an
excellent use for the Know roll.

Since no one knows everything, the Know roll never
exceeds 99 even though an investigator might have EDU 21.

DAMAGE BONUS (STR + SIZ, SEE TABLE)
All physical beings have a damage bonus. The term is con-
fusing, because the 'bonus' may actually turn out to be a
reduction, but the idea is simple: larger, stronger creatures
on average do more physical damage than lesser, weaker
brethren.

To determine a damage bonus, add STR to SIZ, and find
the total in the Damage Bonus Table (p. 35). Each range of
results correlates with a stated die or dice roll. In hand-to-
hand combat, add the indicated roll to all the character's
blows, whether using a natural weapon such as a fist or a
man-made weapon such as a club or knife, and whether
striking a foe or some object (such as a door).

• For thrown objects, add half the thrower's damage bonus
to the injury or damage it does.

• Do not add damage bonuses to firearms attacks, or to
other attacks which are independent of Strength and Size.

• Keepers should not routinely add damage bonuses to
Bite attacks.

• For simplicity's sake, keepers might ignore damage bonus-
es for characters they run. Individual or average damage
bonuses for creatures are always given in the rules.

HIT POINTS (AV. OF CON + SIZ)
All physical beings have hit points. Figure hit points by
adding CON plus SIZ, and dividing the total by two. Round
up any fraction.

When an investigator is injured or wounded, use a pen-
cil to mark off the number of hit points lost on the hit point
section of the investigator sheet. Always apply the hit point
loss before any loss to CON. Lost hit points return natural-
ly at the rate of 1D3 hit points per game week. The First
Aid or Medicine skills can immediately restore 1D3 hit
points as emergency treatment.

• When hit points reach two or less, characters go uncon-
scious, and no longer influence the game.

• When hit points reach zero or lower, the character dies
unless hit points can be raised to at least +1 by the end
of the following round. See the First Aid and Medicine
skills, pp. 66 and 68.

MAGIC POINTS (MAX. = POW)
Investigator magic points equal investigator POW. Magic
points might be spent casting spells or fighting off malign
influences. Magic points naturally regenerate: all can return
in 24 hours. Prorate the return of partial losses.





Should an investigator's magic points reach zero, he or
she is emotionally drained, and faints until one magic point
regenerates.

Should POW decrease, magic points would not dimin-
ish until spent, whereupon they would return only to the
new maximum. Should POW increase, magic points would
begin a pro rata increase immediately.

The numbers for the characteristics (and the numbers
derivable from the characteristics) make up the basis
of the investigator. Most of the ideas and abilities

which make the investigator interesting and fun to play are
a matter of choice, not dice roll results.

Examine the investigator sheet to see the scope of use-
ful background. All of history is available for ideas.

SEX OF THE INVESTIGATOR
The investigator can be male or female. No game rule dis-
tinguishes between male and female; neither sex has advan-
tage or disadvantage. Some published scenarios may con-
sider the effect of sex in specific societies, but keepers are
free to ignore that if they wish.

NAME AND AGE
The name of the investigator is whatever the player finds
entertaining or evocative. The age chosen may be influ-
enced by changing the investigator's EDU—see Creating
Your Investigator on pp. 34-35.

COLLEGES, DEGREES
The player can enter any degrees or colleges desired. Any
degrees entered or colleges reported should be compatible
with the investigator's EDU, unless the intent of the entry
is that the investigator is a fool or a fraud. Either sort of
investigator would be enjoyable to roleplay.

BIRTHPLACE
Choose the investigator's nation of birth. No game penalty
or advantage exists for one country or culture over another.
The choice made, however, leads to other deductions: for
instance, while an investigator born in the United States of
America has a good chance of English as his or her own lan-
guage, an investigator born in Quebec might learn French at
infancy, one born in Arizona might have Spanish or Navajo,
and one bom in San Francisco might speak Cantonese.

MARKS, SCARS, MENTAL DISORDERS
If something significant to the investigator's background
story produced body changes or mutilations or emotional
scaring, that could be entered here. There are no game
penalties for such matters unless the investigator has suf-
fered great loss, such as an arm, a leg, or an eye. Consult
with the keeper for such cases.

THE PICTURE
If you like, draw in or have a friend draw in your investi-
gator's face, or photocopy a likely face from a magazine or
book and paste it in. It's a useful way to introduce him or
her to the other players. Even a small picture can say a lot.
Film stars from the 1920s and 1930s seem to be particular-
ly apt, no matter what the era.

If you don't want a picture here, the space can hold notes
or material for later transcription to the back of the sheet.

Skills And Occupations
Space for the skills fills about two thirds of the front side of
the investigator sheet. The use of and increase of investiga-
tor skills is of corresponding interest.

A skill in Call of Cthulhu is a somewhat arbitrary range
of ability and comprehension whose very fuzziness of def-
inition lends its use to a variety of situations. Thus someone
with a doctorate in Biology has good understanding of the
biological sciences. By extension, he or she also knows of
the leading theoreticians and experimenters in the field, in
what journals they publish, and where they teach or work.
"Does my investigator Sam know any biologists at Miska-
tonic University?" asks the player. The keeper ponders, and
calls for a Luck roll. It succeeds. "Yes," he replies, "you
know Miller, he's a parasitologist. Maybe he can identify
that creature you've found."

Even more extended connections between skill and
need are frequently made. On the whole, the skills encom-
pass much of the range of human achievement, or at least
that spectrum of achievement useful for roleplaying.

OCCUPATIONS
An investigator's occupation shows how he or she has
spent time in the past. That past reflects in the skills held in
the present. Choose an occupation because you like the
skills it offers—don't take the occupation too seriously. No
character classes exist in Call of Cthulhu.

Some occupations are typically Lovecraftian: Antiquar-
ian, Author, Dilettante, Doctor of Medicine, Journalist,
Police Detective, and Professor. They are asterisked in the
list of sample occupations. Other occupations are not those
of Lovecraft heroes, but may interest particular players.

An occupation ties together a cluster of skills. In the
sample occupations, for instance, "antiquarian" encom-





vision, or may be backed by some organization to do just
that—and in that case has demonstrated some ability to per-
form such duties. The clear-sighted missionary is able to
focus on the humanity of converts and does not confuse
alien customs with human souls, so that questions of dress,
behavior, or diet do not become paramount. Where morality
leaves off and religion begins is by no means clear. This
occupation requires settled emotions and a sense of humor.
The successful missionary remains personally humble and
exalts god. Christian and Islamic proselytizers are encoun-
tered worldwide in all the eras, as are certain other sects,
and as are Buddhist and Hindu teachers in the 1920s and
the present. The missionary is of either sex.
PARAPSYCHOLOGIST—prestigious universities grant
no degrees for parapsychology. Standards in the field are
based entirely upon personal reputation, and so the most
acceptable representatives tend to hold degrees in related
areas—physics, psychology, or medicine. Who chooses this
study is unusually sympathetic to the notion of invisible
mystical powers, and in validating that belief to the satisfac-
tion of physical scientists. This would represent an unusual
cohabitation of faith and doubt—the parapsychologist may
have difficulty separating the conflicting desires. A person
uninterested in observation, experiment, and proof is not a
scientist, though he or she may be an occultist.
POLICE DETECTIVE-though 1990s detectives may
attend police science classes, take a degree, and undergo
special training and endless civil service exams, police
detectives of every era are grounded in their experiences as
junior officers and ordinary patrolmen. Police routine and
discipline becomes vital to self-identification as well as an
ongoing source of frustration as the detective is tempted by
extralegal shortcuts to successful arrests. The police detec-
tive may be a manager who coordinates staff in some
important investigation, but rarely has the luxury of concen-
trating on a single case. In the United States, his responsi-
bilities at any one time may number in the dozens or hun-
dreds of open cases. The detective's crucial function is to
marshal enough evidence to allow an arrest, in turn leading
to a successful criminal prosecution. Detectives everywhere
sort truth from lies by evidence and reconstruction. The
offices of detective and prosecutor are everywhere separate,
so that the evidence may be weighed independently before
trial. More recently in the United States, women have
become detectives, but the profession before then was
almost exclusively male.
PRIVATE EYE—in most places the private investigator is
licensed by the police and must be privately bonded as well,
guarantees of minimal honesty. Proven malfeasance costs
him his license and puts him out of business. The private
eye usually acts in non-police situations: he gathers infor-
mation and evidence for private clients in impending civil
cases, tracks down fleeing spouses or business partners, or
acts as an agent for private defense attorneys in criminal
cases. In detective classics, the private eye is hired to han-
dle some ordinary civil or private matter (such as a cheating
spouse), and then is drawn into the investigation of a mur-
der or series of murders as the case unfolds. Like any pro-
fessional, the private eye separates his personal feelings

from the job at hand, and cheerful-
ly works for the guilty and inno-
cent alike, as long as his fee is paid.
The private investigator is usually
shown to have been a member of a
police force in the past, using those
connections to his advantage in
the present. Usually he is not
prosperous and never has
known much money, but his
private code and keen awareness
purifiy his manners. Depending on
state or on local law, police expe-
rience may not be necessary. A
higher proportion of women act as
private eyes than as police detectives.
PROFESSOR—for the most part the occupa-
tion indicates a Ph.D. That rank can earn tenure at
universities around the world. He is qualified to teach and
to perform competent research, and has a discernible acade-
mic reputation in his area of expertise. He may be an
absolute idiot in other fields, of course, and such contradic-
tory investigators are fun to play. Unless they are of inde-
pendent means, and have taken leave of their universities,
professor-investigators tend to be tethered close to home by
their ongoing responsibilities to school and students.
Indiana Jones was lucky to have a department head who
would allow extended absences—your investigator may not
have such an understanding boss. A small minority of
female scholars existed in each era, but even in the 1990s
male bastions such as Engineering exist in which female
academics are rare. 
TRIBAL MEMBER—in the sense of family allegiance, at
least, tribalism is everywhere. In a tribe the primacy of kin-
ship and custom is self-evident. A tribal group is relatively
small. In place of a blanket of law and general individual
rights, the tribal personality defers to personal honor.
Allegiance to the group shines from within. Praise,
vengeance, gifts, and glory—all must be personal to him or
her, and if leaders or enemies are to be treated as men of
honor, they too must be personally known in some way. The
notion of "exile" has real power in such a setting. In the
United States, the concept of the tribe as a mutual frame of
mind developed during the 1960s, and the notion of the
urban tribe or even a tribal nation has become more and
more synonymous with the sullen friction between the new
paganism and active Christian fundamentalism.
ZEALOT—intense and vision-driven, scorning an easy
life, the zealot agitates for a better life for humanity or for
some advantage for the group imagined to be the most
worthwhile part of humanity. Some promote their beliefs
through violence, but the peaceable majority will be just as
implacable. All dream of the vindication of their beliefs.
The zealot is not typically young or old, and a good chance
exists for a female counterpart to the male. •

To the left and above: silhouettes of two mi-go, the
mysterious fungi from Yuggoth.



passes Art, Bargain, History, Law, Library Use, Other
Language, Spot Hidden, and one other skill of the player's
choice (to reflect something special about the past). Some
occupations include no free choices, others have two.

SKILL POINTS
Having chosen an occupation, the player multiplies the
investigator's EDU x20 and allocates the resulting total as
percentiles among those skills listed for the occupation. All
the skills do not need to have points given to them, but
points undistributed are lost. Definitions of all the skills are
found in the Rules & Skills chapter, pp. 60-68.

Add to these allotted points those pre-printed on the
investigator sheet alongside the skills. For instance, allot-
ting 25 percentiles to Throw, we see 25% printed beside the
skill: the player should total the two numbers and write in
50% as the current amount for the skill.

No skill is ever higher than 99%. Cthulhu Mythos
excepted, a higher skill percentage is always better.

PERSONAL INTERESTS
Investigators also have hobbies and do things other than for
money. Multiply INT x10 and allot the points to any skill
or skills, except Cthulhu Mythos.

WEAPONS
Even if your investigator takes no weapons, he or she has
significant base chances with many weapons. Consider his
or her character and past. Few people in any era are actual-
ly expert with weapons, though often they have passing
acquaintance with them. Except in a few occupations like
Soldier, additional points for weapons would have to come
out of personal interest points.

Reverse Side of the Sheet
An investigator with skills and numbers in place can be
played, but much about him or her is still unknown. Those
questions may not have been asked and need not be
answered, but they should be kept in mind as possibilities,
and recorded on the back of the investigator sheet when it
seems amusing or pertinent.

INVESTIGATOR INCOME
Income may or may not be important in your play. Take
dollar signs with a grain of salt. Many keepers never men-
tion money or personal property, and rarely do published
scenarios raise the subject. Only in campaigns does earning
and spending hold much interest or intent.

The Creating Your Investigator spread includes a way to
establish investigator income. Some keepers may choose to
change those amounts to fit their individual styles of play.

The amount of income can show how bad or good the
investigator is at the chosen career, or how dissatisfied he
or she is with it, as it might in real life.

DEEP  BACKGROUND
Background ideas need not be amazing. The unusual flows
out of the ordinary, and in the process gains meaning, con-
text, and depth. Start with the ordinary, and the miraculous
will follow.

For instance, is the investigator in love? Betrothed?
Married? Are there children? Lost loves? Were there
tragedies?

What schools were attended? What friendships formed?
Did the investigator have military experience? When?

Where? What happened? Who were friends? Were medals
earned or mentions made in dispatches?

Who are the investigator's family? What is their origin?
Gradually come to know fathers, mothers, siblings, aunts,
uncles, cousins, etc., living or dead.

What is the investigator like? A little time spent going
over the investigator sheet can yield insights. Comb the char-
acteristics and skills for hints and contradictions. Is she or he
quiet, rowdy, lusty, stuffy, respectable, brilliant, erratic, mys-
tical, charitable, money-grubbing, short, dark, tall, pale,
good-looking, ugly, plain, dowdy, elegant, punctilious, fren-
zied, chivalric, nervous, intellectual, brawny, muscle-bound,
vigorous, mousy, courteous, impulsive, excitable, foolish,
bald, bearded, thin, crippled, hairy, sleek, or something
entirely different? As you find the words to express your
ideas, write them down on the back of the investigator sheet.

ULTIMATE FATE
Perhaps your investigator becomes a leader during games
— a famous author or a renowned occultist or perhaps he is
just a private eye no better than he ought to be. Perhaps he
or she is a top specialist, to whom everyone comes begging
when that vital job comes up.

Many games and jobs involve thwarting the malign pur-
poses of the Great Old Ones and Outer Gods. Such chal-
lenges may bring a long, rich life, or one as short and dra-
matic as a falling star. It depends upon fate and upon the
player's attention and care.

Investigators played incautiously will surely die or go
insane. The situation is not so different from real life,
except that in the game an investigator who stands against
evil and does his or her best will always earn respect. 





Here begins the story of how Harvey Walters, the
noted 1920s New York journalist, mystic, and psy-
chic investigator, comes to be. The player takes up a

fresh investigator sheet, a pencil, and three six-sided dice,
and then opens the rulesbook to p. 34.

CHARACTERISTICS
STR (Strength): the roll is 3D6. The player rolled a 4,
nearly the worst possible result. In consequence, the new
investigator is an exceptional weakling. But the player is
not dismayed: Call of Cthulhu is an unusual game—the
stars yet may be right.
DEX (Dexterity): the roll is 3D6. The roll result is a 12,
high average, and the investigator's Dodge is 24%. Given
good Dexterity despite low Strength, the investigator might
want to learn skills which show off that ability—or perhaps
he or she will just be a good dancer or a good typist.
INT (Intelligence): the roll is 2D6+6. The INT result is 17,
an excellent score. This investigator may be someone to
reckon with. Her curiosity piqued, the player smiles and
rolls the next characteristic.
CON (Constitution): the roll is 3D6. The result is 14,
another good score. This investigator's hardiness helps
compensate for the terrible STR score.
APP (Appearance): the roll is 3D6. The result is 17, anoth-
er outstanding score. Whatever other flaws arise, this inves-
tigator's personality sparkles.
POW (Power): the roll is 3D6, and the result is a 9. No one
with POW 9 is destined for greatness in the magical arts.
Nor should someone with a Luck roll of 45% count on luck
to extricate himself or herself from a tight situation.
SIZ (Size): the roll is 2D6+6, and the result is a 16. As soon
as the dice stopped moving, she started thinking of her new
investigator as male. At SIZ 16, he is hefty, if weak. Perhaps
he is overweight, or perhaps an injury has left him partly par-
alyzed. The mere bare numbers of the characteristics may
suggest personality. Roleplaying begins in explaining unusual
combinations of characteristics. A first name comes to mind.
She has never had an investigator named Harvey, but it
seems to fit. For now, the investigator is Harvey.
SAN (Sanity): the multiplier is 5x POW, a result of 45 for
Harvey. Not a terrible score, but less than average. Perhaps
he is nervous and high-strung, or he has undergone a shat-
tering mystical experience already.
EDU (Education): the roll is 3D6+3, and a 16 comes up, a
good score, high enough that it makes Harvey a college
graduate. His player decides that Harvey has an Master of
Arts degree, though that title has no game function. Harvey
speaks English at 80%. His player wants Harvey to be
youngish, and does not age him, so he remains age 22
(EDU+6 years).

Idea Roll: with an INT of 17, Harvey's x5 Idea roll is 85%.
He is quite clever, and stands a high chance of coming up
with workable plans.
Luck Roll: with a  POW of 9, Harvey's x5 Luck roll is
45%. He is slightly more often unlucky than lucky. He
should depend on ideas and knowledge, and not hope for
the best from a roll of the dice.
Know Roll: with an EDU of 16, Harvey's x5 Know roll is
80%. He worked hard in school and learned a lot.

Damage Bonus: the sum of Harvey's STR+SIZ is
4+16=20. His bonus is zero.
Hit Points: the sum of Harvey's CON+SIZ is 14+16=30.
Divided by 2, he has 15 hit points, a good score. Harvey is
not a fighter, though. With his brains and charm, he can
often talk his way out of difficulties.
Magic Points: these equal POW. Harvey has 9. At this
point Harvey's last name comes to his player: Walters,
because the wall sound reminds her of wallflower, and
because Walters rhymes with falters, which she thinks a
nervous guy like Harvey may do.

BACKGROUND
Harvey is a 1920s character. Rolling on the Investigator
Income Table, his player gets a 2, putting $2500 in Harvey's



pocket and another $2500 in the bank. (The keeper cruelly
rules that the rest of Harvey's property is in his inheritance,
unavailable until his parents die.) Even with adequate
money for a time, Harvey sharpens a pencil and wisely
starts looking for a job.

CHOOSING SKILLS
Harvey Walters is to be a journalist, and his player states
that he has joined Enigma Magazine, which looks into mys-
teries of the occult.

Harvey has EDU 16, and multiplied times 20 yields 320
points to add to his base chances. His player may add occu-
pation points only to the skills listed for the occupation
Journalist. Since there are rarely more than eight skills listed
for an occupation, each can get an average of 40 points.

86 occupation points are left. Journalists are permitted two
skills as personal specialties: she chooses Archaeology and
adds 79 points to that for 80%, and 7 points for Law, for a
total of 12% in that skill. Harvey's player now has spent all
of his Journalist occupation points. He has good communi-
cation skills, useful for a reporter, and is expert in a
Mythos-related skill, Archaeology.

Harvey's 1NT is 17, so his personal interest points total
17 x10 or 170 points. These can be spent as the player
desires. Harvey's player spends 59 points for Pilot Aircraft
60% ("Because it sounds exciting") and, since she is an
experienced Call of Cthulhu player, she adds 40 points to
Library Use, raising it to 65%. There are 71 personal interest
points left, and these she splits up for their potential tactical
advantage, adding 20 for Listen 45%, 25 for Occult 30%
(this low score may be a weakness in Harvey's job), 15 for
Bargain 20%, and 11 for Credit Rating 26% (another weak-
ness for a person who must make person-to-person contact
all the time). All of Harvey's points have been spent.

Harvey's player did not choose to increase his weapons
skills, though she might have. Harvey is a 1920s intellectual,
not the sort to carry a gun. If anything is unrealistic about
him, it might be the choice of Archaeology instead of a high-
er Credit Rating that might gain him entrance to upper class
homes and functions. The Archaeology choice clearly antici-
pates game situations.

Harvey has other skill points, preprinted on the investiga-
tor sheet and even more points tucked away as base chances
in the weapons tables, all part of his human inheritance.

She gives him 5% Ballroom Dancing under the Art skill.
Her early idea about his Dexterity didn't survive, but she sal-
vages this much. Harvey is ready to play. She will continue
to accumulate ideas about him. She ignores the chance to
age Harvey: he makes an interesting young man now, but
aged by ten or twenty years he would be relatively ordinary.

Harvey's player must decide what he will look like.
Satisfied with Harvey's unique characteristics and skills, she
finds him easy to visualize. She is so pleased with how
Harvey turned out that she commissions a fine portrait of
Harvey on the front of the character sheet. Sometimes she
photocopies a picture of some 1930s film star and pastes
that in—other players immediately understand the sorts of
investigators she intends.

DEEPER BACKGROUND
Harvey Walter's player decides that Harvey attended
Miskatonic University, and that he graduated with a M.A. in
Journalism. She also decides that Harvey is brave. She
already knows that he has an engaging personality, but is
delicate physically and emotionally. She has not yet decided
what Harvey's low STR means, but for the moment will play
him as physically lazy, always scheming to get someone else
to lift the box or change the flat tire.

She thinks Harvey's grandfather made great profits dur-
ing the Civil War, but that his father and elder brother have
since gambled away much of it, or spent it on mysterious
projects they refuse to discuss.

This is enough. Roleplaying Harvey in the future will
add more information, and that accumulation over time is
much of the fun. 

Harvey's present skill in Own Language (English) is
already 80% (EDU x5), so she decides not to add points to
that score. She chooses that he learns Latin: it has a base
chance of 01%, and she adds 49 of his 320 points for Latin
50%. Now he is at home in a language encountered in
Mythos researches; 271 occupation points remain.

Next, she adds 60 to his Fast Talk rating, raising it to
65%, and increases Persuade by 50, for a total of 55%. To
evaluate the people he questions, his player adds 55 to make
a 60% Psychology. As an investigative reporter, Harvey is
well equipped to ask questions and get honest answers.
With Persuade, he can change minds and make allies. Now
106 occupation points remain. Every reporter needs to col-
lect evidence. His player puts 20 points into Photography
for 30% total, since seeing is believing in the 1920s. Now



Rules transform play into a game. With rules, each
player or each side is treated equally and each par-
ticipant has the same hypothetical chance to share

in the victory. In Call of Cthulhu the players form one side,
while the keeper plays all the other parts as well as that of
Nature herself. The game is not zero-sum. Everyone wins
when good roleplaying occurs.

Rules define the limits of what the game is prepared to
handle, including the sorts of characters and actions impor-
tant to the game. New players understand this point acute-
ly: their "Who shall I be?" gets to the center of roleplaying
in a sentence. Every rule limits itself because it would be
foolish to use rules to describe all situations. Where rules
join, common sense smooths the seams.

Movement
Rates of movement vary by species. Individual rates for
many forms of life are found in the Creatures, Beasts and
Monsters, and Deities chapters. They are the Move entries.
Humans move at up to eight units per combat round, a max-
imum representing a sustainable rate of movement.

This number represents an average ability to move, one
not pretending to represent effort in 100-yard dashes or in
cross-country marathons. Since all humans move at the
same game-rate maximum, no Move entry exists on the
investigator sheet. Exact distances and rates are rarely
important in the game. If the keeper wishes, each unit nom-
inally stretches a yard to several yards, depending on the
situation. If distance and rate become important in the
game, the keeper can provide specific measurements, or
better yet answer the question in game terms: "You can get
there in one combat round."

Movement rates are proportional to each other.
Animals, supernatural creatures, and vehicles may be faster
or slower than humans. Proportionality makes races
between them simple to resolve and reasonably accurate in
result. Subtract the higher from the lower to find who opens
up a lead or closes in. Thus a tiger (Move 10) gains not less
than two units per round on its human prey, or leaves
human hunters on foot further behind by not less than two
units per round.

Movement need not be represented by tokens or figures
on a table. The keeper can set the scene, and statements of
intent can be general. If no physical position is kept, the
keeper uses Luck rolls or some other semi random way to
determine which investigator is near or far, touching or
untouched, and so forth.

HANDLING MOVEMENT
If the species movement rates differ, the gap between pur-
suer and pursued closes or opens by that many units per
round, until capture or escape.

In a long race, the keeper may also begin to ask for
CON rolls in order to find out who is exhausted first.

Between opponents of the same species, roll CON
against CON, DEX against DEX, Swim against Swim, etc.,
on the Resistance Table, as the keeper finds appropriate.

If wounded or maimed, an investigator may have to
move more slowly, at a rate set by the keeper.

Game Time
Combats and encounters which are potentially combative
are played out in combat rounds, about which see under the
Combat section, further below; see p. 53.

Occasionally a rule requires a longer span of time. For
instance, finding information in a library might take a game
day. Natural healing is always said to occur in game weeks.
Magic points regenerate in 24 game hours.

Game time is fictional: it has nothing to do with real
time. Game time is also variable. It passes at whatever rate
the keeper says. Keepers routinely expand and contract time
as well as space, in order to maintain a lively narrative. As
storytellers, that is their province. When nothing is happen-
ing, the keeper may simply remark, "Several days pass." He
or she can make a year pass in the same number of syllables.

Players rarely get more than one try at any skill roll in a
reasonable amount of game time. That amount of time
varies, depending on the skill and the situation. Riding a
horse that is galloping out of control may demand several
Ride rolls in a minute or two of game time, while someone
struggling to comprehend the dull and enormous Codex
Vobiscum may get a Latin roll only every week or so.

SKILL TIME
The use of a skill can also mark the passing of time.
Though fighting skills can be repeated round after round, a
skill which summarizes a process may represent the pas-
sage of hours or days of game time.

The frequency with which a particular skill roll can be
attempted correlates with the length of game time the keeper
thinks adequate to the job. A Library Use roll customarily rep-
resents four hours or more of persistent application, while a
simple job like opening a jammed door might take 15 minutes
with Mechanical Repair. Without a complication such as a
monster breathing down your neck a simple Mechanical
Repair job could be attempted many times in a day.



An action can automatically succeed in an ordinary
situation, but resolve a crisis such as an attack with
a die roll. Most such rolls are made with D100.

Percentile dice are fundamental to the game. Other sorts of
dice usually help determine characteristics or the damage
done by an attack.

AUTOMATIC ACTIONS
Routine physical and intellectual actions in routine circum-
stances always succeed. There is no need to roll dice to
walk or run, to talk or see or hear, nor is there reason to roll
dice for any ordinary use of a skill. But the routine may
become extraordinary in a moment.

EXTRAORDINARY CIRCUMSTANCES
Attempting to perform ordinary actions or to use skills under
dangerous conditions, under critical scrutiny, or in ways that
demand concentration requires resolution with dice.

Skills such as Pilot Aircraft, Climb, and Shotgun—
those inherently dramatic or downright dangerous—are
routinely rolled for whenever used.

The keeper determines when and what the needed roll
is. It may be a skill roll, a characteristics roll (perhaps mod-
ified for special conditions), or a characteristics match-up
on the Resistance Table.

D100 Rolls
To determine an investigator's success with a skill or char-
acteristics roll, the player usually rolls D100. The keeper
rolls for non-player characters. If the result equals or is less
than the investigator's percentile level, the action succeed-
ed. Otherwise, the act failed. (Exception: a result of 00 is
always a failure.) Failing, the keeper usually rules that
some time must pass before another try can be made. The
keeper determines the appropriate interval.
Example: while flying over the Rockies, Harvey's airplane
runs into turbulence. Desperately he struggles with the
controls, trying to stay in the air. His Pilot Aircraft skill is
60%. For Harvey to succeed, his player must roll 60 or less
on D100.

Resistance Table Rolls
To pit characteristics against one another, use the
Resistance Table. Find the number equal to the active or
attacking characteristic at the top of a file. Then find the
passive or defending characteristic number at the left of a
rank. The number where the rank and the file meet repre-
sents the highest D100 result at which the active character-
istic can be a success.

The same or different characteristics can be matched on
the Resistance Table. Were an investigator to try to lift a

friend to safety, it might be appropriate to pit the lifter's
STR against his friend's SIZ, for instance.
Example: to continue to shadow a suspect, Harvey Walters
needs to open a tight-fitting door. It is stuck with a force of
STR 6. Poor Harvey has only STR 4. Tracing the intersec-
tion of the two lines on the Resistance Table, we see that
Harvey has a 40% chance to open the door. His player must
roll 40 or less on D100.

Rewards Of Experience
A great pleasure of roleplaying is participating in the
advancement of an investigator from humble beginnings.
Increases of skills percentiles are particularly noticeable,
since the more a skill is used, the better an investigator
becomes at it. As investigators solve mysteries, overcome
challenges, and improve skills, players remember the cir-
cumstances of the changes, and savor them.

THE SKILL CHECK
Investigator sheets record skill (experience) checks. When
an investigator successfully uses a skill in play, the keeper
may prompt the player to check the box beside that skill on
the investigator sheet. This gives the investigator a chance
to learn from his or her experience.

No matter how many times a skill is used successfully
in an adventure, only one check per skill is made until the
keeper calls for experience rolls. Then only one roll can be
made per check to see if the investigator improves.
Typically these experience rolls are made in concluding a
scenario or after several episodes. '

When the keeper calls for experience rolls, examine the
investigator sheet to see which skills have been checked as
successes. For each skill check, the player rolls D100.

• If the result is higher than the current skill number, then
the investigator improves in that skill: roll 1D10, and
immediately add the result to the current skill points.





• If the player rolls equal to or less than the investigator's
skill level, then the investigator hasn't learned from the
experience, and the skill amount does not change.

Repeat the procedure for all the skill checks, then erase all
checks on the investigator sheet. The Cthulhu Mythos skill
never receives a skill check, and no box for such a check
exists on the investigator sheet. Not improving a skill has
no other consequence.

Succeeding at something poorly known is hard, but if
successful then the investigator learns from the experience.
Conversely, being expert at something guarantees success
most of the time, but that high skill leaves the investigator
unlikely to learn something new. It gets progressively hard-
er to add percentiles to a skill.

Example: Harvey, on assignment from Enigma, covers a
fancy dress ball put on by the occult Order of the Silver
Twilight. To impress his dance partner, he expounds upon
Archaeology. The skill roll succeeds, but the keeper allows
no skill check, since Harvey has not learned anything. If he
had correctly identified an ancient pottery fragment, that
might be different. Later, Harvey sees three men in tuxedos
slip out through the service entrance. He decides to Sneak
after them. His player rolls 07 on D100 against Harvey's
Sneak, a success. The keeper tells her to check that skill,
since the keeper knows that Harvey's action had serious
consequences if it failed.

90% ABILITY
If in the course of play an investigator attains 90% or more
ability in a skill, he or she adds 2D6 points to current Sanity
points. This reward represents the discipline and self-
esteem gained in mastering a skill. The Cthulhu Mythos
skill is an exception to this.

Hit points measure the relative health of investiga-
tors, and the amount of injury they can absorb.
Losing hit points indicates the relative physical

harm done by attack or injury. An attack is that sum of dam-
age done by a single opponent in a related sequence of
combat rounds. An injury is damage taken in an accident or
as a consequence of natural force, such as a hurricane.

With exceptions, physical harm is inflicted by physical
cause, such as falling from a height or being shot. An inves-
tigator's attacks are said to do damage; an investigator who
has been attacked successfully is said to take damage or,
more precisely, to lose hit points.

When an investigator is injured or wounded, subtract
the loss from the amount currently shown on the investiga-
tor sheet. Unless a keeper decrees otherwise, or unless los-
ing half or more of current hit points from a single attack,
an injured investigator functions normally until lowered to

2 hit points or fewer, and then goes unconscious or dies,
depending on the loss. This cut-off point is an abstraction:
it keeps investigators in play, and eases bookkeeping.

Descriptions of injuries should be appropriate to the
type of damage received, and dramatized. Thus the investi-
gator is not merely shot but shot in one or the other arm, the
fall does not merely cost hit points but the ankle is sprained,
or a lump is raised on the back of the skull. The keeper may
rule that actions such as climbing a ladder have become dif-
ficult or impossible because of a previous injury.

STUN
A knock-out attack, electrical shock, fall, or other injury
may incidentally stun an investigator for up to 1D6 combat
rounds. Stunned, the investigator may parry or Dodge, but
not otherwise act. The keeper indicates when a stun occurs,
perhaps as a result of a special or critical hit. Being stunned
may or may not include losing hit points.

SHOCK
If, from a single wound, an investigator loses hit points
equal to half or more of his or her current hit points, the
player must roll the investigator's CON x5 or less on D100
or the investigator falls unconscious.

UNCONSCIOUSNESS
When an investigator has 1 or 2 hit points left, he or she
automatically falls unconscious, and no longer actively par-
ticipates in the game. Though living, he or she will not
wake until hit points rise to 3 or more. The keeper may pri-
vately determine an alternative length of unconsciousness.

Time may heal the wound enough that the investigator
can stagger away, or he or she may be helped by a success-
ful First Aid or Medicine roll.

DEATH
When an investigator's hit points drop to zero or negative,
he or she dies at the end of the following combat round.
During those few seconds a friend might intervene. See the
Healing section below for the potential result.

The loss of a well-loved friend is a sorrowful occasion.
It calls for consolation during play, and acknowledgment
and recognition when play is over.

Healing
All living creatures heal naturally. In the game, an investi-
gator regenerates 1D3 hit points per game week until all hit
points have returned. Thus it takes three to seven game
weeks to replace naturally seven hit points. First Aid and
Medicine skills can speed recovery.

Possessing three or more hit points, an investigator
moves and operates without penalty, except that with so
few hit points even moderate injury is likely to be deadly.

FIRST AID, MEDICINE
A success with one or the other skill immediately restores
1D3 hit points due to a single attack or injury. Conceivably



Besides intentional assault, lots of ways exist to be
injured. All injuries cost hit points, which usually
regenerate over time. More rarely, an injury may cost

hit points and CON or APP; such an injury is one from which
full recovery never occurs. The loss of a limb is an example.

ACID
Damage from acid is a function of the molarity (relative
dilution) of the acid, a spectrum too complex to explain
here. For game purposes, only significant contact is of inter-
est, such as the immersion of a hand or arm.

• Weak acids cost 1D3-1 hit points per round.

• Strong acids cost 1D4 hit points per round.

• Very strong acids cost 1D6 hit points per round.

DROWNING, SUFFOCATION
Apply this rule to drowning or failed swimming rolls, and
use the same procedure for strangulation or to dramatize the
effect of a cloud of gas containing no oxygen.

If the investigator is unable to breathe, the player
attempts a D100 roll of CON x10 or less during the first
combat round. In the second round, the roll lowers to CON
x9. In the third round, the roll becomes CON x8, and so on,
until reach CON x1. It stays at that multiplier thereafter.

A surprised character has had no time to prepare by
inhaling, so the keeper chooses a lower multiplier with
which to begin. CON x6 is often appropriate.

If a roll fails, the character has inhaled a medium which
cannot be breathed or has begun to suffer serious injury to
the respiratory system or brain. He or she loses 1D6 hit
points. In each round following, the victim automatically
loses another 1D6 hit points. Continue the rolls until escape,
rescue, or death.

EXPLOSION
Explosions do a combination of shock and projectile dam-
age. Calculate the effect of an explosion in terms of the
power of the blast and of the radius of effect in yards.

Rated explosions decrease in damage by 1D6 per each
additional stated radius of effect from the point of explo-
sion. Thus a stick of dynamite does 5D6 damage in the first
two yards, 4D6 in yards 3-4, 3D6 in yards 5-6, and so on.
An anti-personnel round from an Abrams tank gun does
15D6 in the first four yard radius, 14D6 in yards 5-8, 13D6
in yards 9-12, and so on.

To reflect the damage, subtract hit points from each tar-
get equal to the total of the damage rolled. Roll separately
for each target.

To change the strength of a blast: doubling the charge
increases the damage and the radius of effect by half again,
and halving the same charge decreases the damage done

FALLING
Freely dropping from a height costs 1D6 hit points per ten
feet of fall, or fraction over the first ten feet. With a success-
ful Jump roll when leaping, the investigator thereupon loses
1D6 fewer hit points. This is a bonus for being prepared.

FIRE
Fires threatening investigators should be tailored by the
keeper. Many classes and causes of fires exist. Burn temper-
atures range from about 400°F to thousands of degrees. Fire
size can vary from a match or a torch to a block-square
inferno. As well as from direct burns, injury or death often
comes from asphyxiation or inhalation of toxic gases.

Burn damage more than half of an investigator's hit
points may cost APP or CON as well as hit points.

• A hand-held flaming torch does 1D6 damage each round it
is thrust against a target. The target gets a Luck roll to pre-
vent hair and clothes from burning. If they burn, the victim
continues to lose 1D6 hit points per round without added
application of the torch. Use a Luck or First Aid roll to put
out the fire, or perhaps a Sanity roll to stifle panic.

• A large bonfire does 1D6+2 damage each round. The tar-
get's hair and clothes are engulfed as well. 

• An average-sized room in flames does 1D6+2 hit points
each round to each person trapped inside. A Luck roll
must succeed each round for each character, or begin
asphyxiation rolls as per the drowning spot rule.

• Larger fires are special cases, to be described individually.
Death should always threaten.

POISON
Every poison has a numerical rating. The higher the rating,
the more deadly and speedy the poison. A poison rating is
indicated by the abbreviation POT, for potency.

Use the Resistance Table to match the poison's potency
rating against the target's CON. The poison is the attacking
force. If the poison overcomes the target's CON, then some-
thing bad happens. Commonly, the victim loses hit points
equal to the poison's POT.

If the poison fails to overcome the victim's CON, the
results are less serious. Perhaps half-POT in hit points are
lost, or no damage at all may occur. The keeper must judge
by the poison and its application.

The Sample Poisons Table presumes the fiction of a "stan-
dard dose", roughly equal to a single bite or application. The
keeper should adjust the entries to account for conditions of
play. Only the keeper can determine whether a dose is suffi-
cient for death. Faster-acting poisons begin to work within a
combat round or two. Death from cyanide may occur within a
minute. Many poisons are slow, so poisoners must be subtle.
The symptoms noted are only a few of those possible. •



the same investigator might receive several First Aids or
Medicines for wounds or injuries inflicted by separate
attacks or accidents.

Investigators treated with First Aid heal at the natural rate
and so add a second 1D3 hit points at the end of that game
week. Investigators treated with Medicine heal at 2D3 hit
points per game week, including the first week: the total
recovery for the first week of Medicine's application (includ-
ing initial emergency treatment) would be 3D3 hit points.

Each treatment is specific to one injury. Medicine
supersedes natural healing. Once it is applied, all injuries
heal at the Medicine rate, but Medicine must be applied
each week, or the rate returns to natural healing.

Hit points cannot be restored past the average of SIZ +
CON.

BACK FROM DEATH
If, before the end of the combat round following the round
in which he or she died, a dead investigator can be treated
successfully by either First Aid or Medicine, and if the
treatment increases the dead investigator's current hit
points to at least +1, then he or she was near death but not
dead, and has returned to life.

INJURY AND HEALING: AN EXAMPLE
To escape a menacing cultist, Harvey successfully Jumps
through an open window. He crashes to the ground 15 feet
below, to receive 2D6 hit points for the fall minus lD6for the
jump (for which he successfully prepared). His net loss is 6
hit points. Since he had 15, that loss was not enough to put
him in shock. Groggy, Harvey staggers across the street,
toward safety. He has 9 hit points.

A car rounds the corner and skids into our hero. Harvey
loses 5 more hit points to the new impact, leaving him with
4, a loss of more than half. The keeper calls for a CON x5
roll. The player rolls 71, higher than Harvey's CON. The
investigator falls to the pavement, out cold.

The driver of the car applies First Aid, restoring 2 hit
points and raising Harvey to 6 hit
points. Since Harvey was already
injured, the keeper decides that
Harvey does not regain consciousness.
The driver stuffs him into the road-
ster's rumbleseat and rushes to St.
Mary's hospital, in Arkham.

There an intern treats Harvey for
shock, contusions, a slight concussion,
an ankle fracture, and two broken ribs.
The journalist has already been treat-
ed with First Aid for the auto accident.
The intern does use Medicine to heal 2
hit points of those lost in the jump from
the window, so that Harvey now has 8
hit points. The keeper decides that
Harvey regains consciousness.

He stays in the hospital. Since the
Medicine skill supersedes the natural
healing rate, Harvey regains 2D3 hit

points at the end of a week. His hit points rise to 12. He
leaves the hospital. He will continue to heal at the natural
rate of IDS per week. If a doctor continued direct treatment,
he would heal at the 2D3 rate.

At the end of the second week Harvey adds 2 more hit
points, and is once more at 15 hit points at the end of the
third week.

For the purposes of the game, Harvey Walters is com-
pletely healed. For purposes of playing Harvey, his player
records a small crescent-shaped scar on one hand from a
slight wound sustained from the fall.

We distinguish between hand-to-hand melee attacks
and those made using firearms. Hand-to-hand
includes Fencing Foil, Fist/Punch, Fighting Knife,

and Club. Firearm includes Handgun, Shotgun, and Rifle.
A victim may lose hit points when successfully attack-

ed. The amount varies: weapons inflict different amounts of
damage, and nearly all damages given allow a range of
results. Adding to uncertainty, some creatures are armored,
modifying the hit points lost, and other rules may alte/ the
initial results of attacks.

A variety of weapons make up the table on pp. 58-59.
Any weapon is admissible in this game. The ones included
in the table are common or exemplary, showing how other,
similar attacks might be made. The keeper may restrict own-
ership of some weapons.

Later subsections discuss problems peculiar to hand-to-
hand weapons and firearms.

THE COMBAT ROUND
Fights occur in combat rounds, each round lasting several
to a dozen or so seconds. A combat round is a deliberately



ARMOR
Some creatures have armor listed in their statistics, repre-
senting tough hide, a thick layer of muscles and fat, or an
extraterrene body. Humans have worn a variety of body
armors, from boiled leather to bullet-stopping vests. How
much and what sort of damage armor stops is for ingenious
investigators to explore.

Armor is not lost if one attack penetrates it. Armor has a
lot of surface area, and bullet holes and knife holes are
small. The chance of penetrating armor in the same place
twice is too small to consider.

To account for armor in the game, subtract the listed hit
point factor from the damage actually rolled.

DODGE
Keepers, every investigator has this skill. Along with the
Luck roll it can be the roll of last resort in a time of danger.
Remember to call for it.

IMPALES
An impale result can be achieved by pointed hand-to-hand
weapons and by all firearms. Blunt weapons and personal
attacks cannot perform impales.

If an attacker gets a D100 result equal to or less than
one fifth of his skill maximum for the attack, then an impale
occurs. This means that the thrusting weapon or bullet
chanced to strike a vital area, drove deeply through arteries,
or slashed crucial tendons or muscles. Example: Harvey has
Handgun at 20%. Dividing 20 by 5 yields 4, so if his player
rolls 01, 02, 03, or 04 on D100, Harvey's shot would impale
the target.

• An impale does more damage. Roll for damage twice,
not once, and total the results to determine impale dam-
age. For instance, a .22 bullet does 1D6 damage, but an
impaling .22 bullet does 2D6 damage. In theory, a .22
automatic could impale three times in one round, doing
6D6 damage.

• Some Mythos creatures are immune to impales.

• If a hand-to-hand weapon impales, it sticks in the body
of the foe. In the next combat round, the attacker must
pull it free by means of a D100 roll equal to or less than
his skill with the weapon. An impale does no extra dam-
age when removed.

THE PARRY
A parry is the blocking of or the diversion of a hand-to-
hand attack. It does not work against firearms. The parry
skill always equals the skill percentage held by the defender
in the weapon or object being used for the parry. A parry is
always defensive. A parry does no damage to the attacker.

One parry per participant can be attempted during a
combat round. The player states which potential attacker
will be parried. If the defender is knocked out or stunned
before the attack occurs, then the parry is foregone. If the
attack does not occur, the parry is foregone.

An object used to parry absorbs all damage from a par-
ried blow. If the damage exceeds the object's hit points, the
object breaks and the defender absorbs any damage exceed-
ing the object's hit points.

• Personal attacks can parry each other.

• An edged or impaling hand-to-hand weapon can be par-
ried with most other hand-to-hand weapons and with
rifles and shotguns. Personal attacks cannot parry
weapon attacks without risking normal damage, but if
the range is touch and the person parrying has the higher
DEX, he or she could Grapple for a weapon, yielding the
effect of a parry. See below.

• Foils, rapiers, and most swords and sabers can attack and
parry in the same round.

• Rifles, shotguns, and the largest submachine guns can
parry, but cannot fire and parry in the same round. When
a firearm's hit points are exceeded in a parry, it no longer
fires but does not break.

• Two successful Grapples can in effect parry an attack,
one to establish contact and the next to grab the weapon
or weapon hand.

• A character can both parry and Dodge in the same round.

• Bullets cannot be parried.

SURPRISE
In the first round of a surprise attack, halve the DEX ranks
of the defenders. Those with unready guns would get at
most one shot. For extreme surprise, allow no defender
attacks in the first round. Defenders can still parry or Dodge
attacks coming from the front or sides.

continued next page



elastic unit of time in which everyone wishing to act and
capable of action has a chance to complete at least one
action. An investigator's equality of opportunity is much
more important than that the combat round represent a pre-
cise amount of real-world time. If an inequality becomes
apparent, let the keeper devise a satisfactory compromise
and continue playing.

When every investigator and other character has had an
opportunity to act, the combat round is over and the next
can begin.

DEXTERITY AND THE ORDER OF ATTACK
Who gets the first opportunity to attack? In a fight, this can
be nearly as important as a successful attack. Determine
order of attack by ranking combatant DEX from highest to
lowest. If two or more investigators have the same DEX,
the lowest D100 roll goes first.

• If hand-to-hand weapons and firearms are being used in
the same general encounter, then aimed and ready fire-
arms shoot once in DEX order before any hand-to-hand
fighting takes place. (It is relatively quicker to pull a
trigger than to swing a club or sword, hit, and recover.)

• After these first shots, rank the pertinent DEXs again.
Include all who are performing automatic actions, using
some version of a characteristic, using a skill, or casting
a spell.

• In this second DEX cycle now also include (a) those
making hand-to-hand attacks, (b) those firing who need-
ed either to draw their pistols or to shoulder their rifles
or shotguns, and (c) those firing for a second time in the
round. All these actions occur in DEX order.

• A gun rated at three shots in a round fires once more, at
half the shooter's Dexterity, in the last part of the round.

In a few seconds, firearms can launch two or three times the
number of attacks possible to hand-to-hand weapons, and
automatic weapons up to thirty times as many. But plotted
scenarios rarely call for running gun battles. Beware of
gunfights: they're signs that the investigators have made
bad choices.

Hand-to-hand Fighting
Any hand-to-hand weapon can be used in Call of Cthulhu.
The possibilities are so numerous and often so strange that
it is pointless to write them up as skills. Everyone can per-
form Fist/Punch, Head Butt, Kick, and Grapple. These four
personal attacks are discussed later, among the skills.

Most hand-to-hand weapons can perform one attack and
one parry per combat round. Personal attacks have limited
parries. Knives without crossguards cannot parry. See Parry
in the Spot Rules For Combat on the facing page.

In attacking, a hand-to-hand weapon never does damage
to itself. Add full damage bonuses to these weapons'
attacks except when thrown: thrown weapons get halved
damage bonuses.

CLUBS, BLUNT INSTRUMENTS
Clubs include the policeman's nightstick, the criminal's
blackjack, handy branches and rocks, and fireplace pokers.
These weapons are too dissimilar in size, weight, and mate-
rial to share in a general skill increase, and so are individ-
ual skills, such as Large Club, Small Club, and Blackjack.
Their values are shown on the Weapons Table.

Things like blackjacks and rocks cannot be used to
parry. A thundering big club might do 1D10 damage, but





would require a wielder of at least STR 13. Clubs never
impale (see Impales among the Spot Rules For Combat).
The base chance for Small Club or Large Club could be
extended to barroom chairs, hall trees, and other small fur-
niture, if the keeper prefers. Clubs and other blunt instru-
ments can be used to make knock-out attacks.

FOILS,   RAPIERS
Foil and rapier are similar skills, and a skill increase with
one increases the rest. Treat most sword-canes as sharpened
foils. Foils and rapiers can impale.

KNIVES
Bowie knives, butcher knives, hunting knives, dirks, dag-
gers, switchblades, and kitchen knives have big enough
blades to be significant weapons. An increase in skill with
one increases skill most of the others. Knives can impale.

PERSONAL ATTACKS
Fist/Punch, Head Butt, Kick, and Grapple are personal
attacks, meaning each can be made by a person who is oth-
erwise unarmed. All people know these attacks. Each per-
sonal attack is used individually, and ability in each
increases individually through experience. Each personal
attack is discussed in the skills section. Grapple especially
is a complex skill and deserves close study.

• With a successful Martial Arts skill roll, double the
rolled damage done by a successful personal attack.

• A knock-out attack can lessen physical damage to a tar-
get. See the spot rules for combat.

• In general, a personal attack can be parried by any hand-
to-hand weapon or personal attack. Only a Grapple can
parry another Grapple.

• As an option, some keepers may recognize the effect of
a human Bite attack. It does no hit points of damage, but
might break a human Grapple if a POW against POW
Resistance Table roll favors the biter.

SWORDS,  SABERS
A great variety of such weapons exist, some one-handed
and some requiring two hands. A skill increase with one
does not increase the rest. Some of these weapons can
impale, but others were designed as slashing weapons for
cavalry use and parrying, and are relatively blunt-tipped—
these latter cannot impale.

Using Firearms
The five firearm skills are Handgun, Machine Gun, Rifle,
Shotgun, and Submachine Gun. All investigators start with
modest ability in each skill, except that submachine guns
do not exist in the 1890s. These skills appear in the skills
section of this chapter, starting on p. 60.

See the nearby box, Spot Rules For Firearms, to learn
more about employing firearms.

An investigator may fire any small arm and have some
chance to hit. If loading and firing antique firearms, the keep-
er may also require a successful History roll to do it properly.

An increase in ability with a particular weapon improves
the general skill. For example, improving with a .45
Revolver also improves the chance to hit with a .22 Revolver
because they are both Handguns. Make the changes on the
investigator sheet in the Investigator Skills section as well as
the two weapons lists at the bottom of the sheet.

• Not all firearms to which a single skill applies have the
same base chance. A weapon such as the .44 Magnum
revolver is heavy and clumsy, enough to have a slightly
lower base chance.

• Base ranges appear on the Weapons Table.

• An investigator can parry hand-to-hand attacks with any
rifle, shotgun, or large submachine gun. But these
weapons are not designed to take a hammering: if the
gun's hit points are exceeded by a single blow, the
weapon no longer can fire.

A SHORT COMBAT EXAMPLE
While searching the old Crowninshield Manor near Arkham,
Harvey Walters encounters a prowler. The burglar hears
Harvey coming and has his revolver ready when Harvey
enters the library. Having heard a suspicious noise, Harvey
is carrying a chair leg, but has not raised the club to swing.

The burglar's .32 revolver allows him to fire first since
Harvey carries a hand-to-hand weapon. The burglar's
handgun skill is 25%. That is doubled for point-blank
range, but then halved again for the moonlit night, remain-
ing 25%. The burglar misses when the keeper rolls a 72.

Harvey now lashes out with the chair leg, also at 25%
as per Small Club on the Weapons Table. Harvey's player
rolls 84, no hit.







At his DEX 10, the burglar fires again. The keeper rolls
another miss. Since a .32 fires three times in a round, the
burglar gets a third shot at half DEX (DEX 5). This time the
keeper rolls 00, a malfunction. For a revolver, the keeper
knows that the malfunction is caused by a dud round. But
he reports only what happens—that the hammer makes a
loud click, but that the gun does not go off.

Harvey's player exclaims that the prowler must be out
of bullets—a hasty assumption that the keeper sees no rea-
son to correct. The keeper says that the gunman is sur-
prised that his weapon did not fire, and that he forfeits his
first shot in the new combat round.

Harvey believes that he has the advantage. He swings
his chair leg and the player rolls 01—a hit! A light club
does 1D6 damage. Harvey's player rolls a 4. (Harvey has
no damage bonus.)

The keeper says that the gunman screams in pain.
Because the D100 result was so low, he also rules that
Harvey smashed down on the man's gun hand, sending the
revolver skating across the floor and into the darkness.

At the beginning of the third round, Harvey has the
advantage since his DEX is higher and the fight now is
between hand-to-hand weapons. This time Harvey misses on
a result of 22, since his skill too is halved for the darkness.
The keeper decides that the burglar wants to escape from this
mysterious expert fighter. The burglar flees into the night.

Harvey's triumph is dimmed when he sees that the .32
contains four bullets, but the keeper applauds the reporter's
valor and grants a skill check. A week or two later, when
the keeper asks the players to make their skill checks,
Harvey rises in Small Club (Chair Leg) to 32%.

Definitions of skills have to be general summaries of
intent and coverage. Unforeseen circumstances
provoke new uses and interpretations of skills.

Discuss special applications with your keeper.
Following each skill name is the base chance for the

skill in parentheses.
Skills represent what is known to an era. Skill per-

centiles are not proportions of what is hypothetically know-
able. If they were able to stack their respective knowledge
on a table like poker chips and measure the difference, a
physicist of 60% in 2002 knows much more than a physi-
cist of 90% skill in 1902.

In general, a skill level of 50% is high enough to let a
character eke out a living from it. If an investigator rises
high in a skill, player and keeper could confer about a new
profession, and increased income from it.

ACCOUNTING (10%)
Grants understanding of accountancy procedures, and
reveals the financial functioning of a business or person.
Inspecting the books, one might detect cheated employees,

siphoned-off funds, payment of bribes or blackmail, and
whether or not the financial condition is better or worse
than claimed. Looking through old accounts, one could see
how money was gained or lost in the past (grain, slave-trad-
ing, whiskey-running, etc.) and to whom and for what pay-
ment was made.

ANTHROPOLOGY (01%)
Enables the user to identify and understand an individual's
way of life from his behavior. If the skill-user observes
another culture from within for a time, or works from accu-
rate records concerning an extinct culture, he or she may
make simple predictions about that culture's ways and
morals, even though the evidence may be incomplete.
Studying the culture for a month or more, the anthropolo-
gist begins to understand how the culture functions and, in
combination with Psychology, may predict the actions and
beliefs of representatives. Essentially useful only with
existing human cultures.

ARCHAEOLOGY    (01%)
Allows dating and identification of artifacts from past cul-
tures and the detecting of fakes. Having thoroughly
inspected a site, the user might deduce the purposes and
way of life of those who left the remains. Anthropology
might aid in this. Archaeology also help identify written
forms of extinct human languages.

ART (05%)
Specify song, some musical instrument, painting, cooking,
etc. —any non-literary art which a creative person might
seriously pursue through life. With a success, the perfor-
mance or creation is pleasing and the audience is satisfied.
Failure indicates that the artist was off-key or inexpressive.
Lovecraft's artists invoke the traditional muses, but the
keeper might allow wider definitions of "art". The points
where Art ends and Craft begins vary with each keeper.

The investigator sheet contains blank spaces for differ-
ent versions of this skill. The player should note the style or
medium: opera singer, oil painter, etc.

ASTRONOMY (01%)
The user knows or knows how to find out which stars and
planets are overhead at a particular day or hour of day or
night, when eclipses and meteor showers occur, and the
names of important stars, and something of current percep-
tions about life on other worlds, the existence or the for-
mation of galaxies, and so on. An academic might be able
to calculate orbits, discuss stellar life cycles, and (in the
present) have a specialty such as infrared astronomy or
long-baseline interferometry.

BARGAIN (05%)
The skill of obtaining something for an agreeable price.
The bargainer must state the price at which he or she wish-
es to purchase the item and, for each 2% difference
between that price and the asking price, he or she must sub-
tract 1 percentile from his Bargain skill. The seller will not



take a loss, no matter how good the bargaining. The keep-
er usually determines the bottom-line amount secretly.

Example: Harvey Walters purchases a shotgun in Germany,
to take with him while he investigates the disappearance of
his manservant, Kurt, in the old ruins nearby. (Kurt   failed a
Sneak roll and was caught by the Inhabitant.) The elderly
shopkeeper asks $100 American for the weapon, and
Harvey is on a limited budget. Harvey offers the shopkeep-
er $70, and his player makes a D100 roll. Harvey has
Bargain 20%, but he wants the gun for 30% less than nor-
mal, so his chance for success is reduced by 15 percentiles
to only 05%. The player rolls 22—a failure. Harvey then
offers $80, increasing his chances to 10%. The player rolls
02, a success.

By implication, use this skill in any negotiation which fea-
tures an exchange of value. Combination rolls with Credit
Rating, Fast Talk, or Persuade might help in bargaining.

A simple bargain may be struck in a few minutes. A
complex contract might take weeks, and Bargain might
then work in combination with Law.

BIOLOGY (01%)
The science of life, including botany, cytology, ecology,
genetics, histology, microbiology, physiology, zoology, and
so on. The investigator's understanding reflects the era of
play. With this skill one might develop a vaccine against
some hideous Mythos bacterium, or isolate the hallucino-
genic properties of some jungle plant.

CHEMISTRY (01%)
A study of the composition of substances, the effects of
temperature, energy, and pressure upon them, and how they
affect one another. With chemistry, one might create or
extract complex chemical compounds, including simple
explosives, poisons, gases, and acids, requiring at least a
day or so with the proper equipment and chemicals. The
user could also analyze an unknown substance, given prop-
er equipment and reagents.

CLIMB (40%)
A Climb roll must be attempted every 10 to 30 vertical feet,
depending on the difficulty of the climb as the keeper per-
ceives it. Conditions such as firmness of surface, wind, vis-
ibility, rain, etc., may be factors.

If an investigator needs to climb quietly, match the play-
er's D100 roll against both Climb and Sneak. If succeeding
in Climb but failing in Sneak, he or she climbed successful-
ly, but made noise. If the Climb failed but the Sneak suc-
ceeded, he or she fell, but did not attract attention.

COMPUTER USE (01%)
This skill is not needed to use microcomputers nor to run
ordinary commercial software. Special manipulations of a
microcomputer system may require this roll.

A skill for the present day. Computer Use allows the
investigator to program in various computer languages to
achieve his or her end: perhaps write new programs,

retrieve and analyze obscure data, break into a secured sys-
tem, explore a complicated network, or detect or exploit
intrusions, back doors, and viruses.

Each application of the skill takes half a day or more,
and perhaps more than one successful roll. The keeper must
judge the actual requirements and results, and should prob-
ably make secret Computer Use rolls at times. Once inside
a network, Library Use might be employed also.

CONCEAL (15%)
Allows the visual covering up, secreting, or masking of an
object or objects, perhaps with debris, cloth, or other inter-
vening or illusion-promoting materials, perhaps by making
a secret panel or false compartment, or perhaps by repaint-
ing or otherwise changing an item's characteristics to
escape detection.

With it, a person might be secreted from sight, but could
not be disguised to evade even a cursory inspection. Larger
objects of any sort should be increasingly hard to conceal.
Things larger than elephants should not be concealed by
one person, though they might be by a group.

Compare with the Hide skill.

CRAFT (05%)
A craft is a specialized skill for making and repairing prac-
tical things or for creating pleasing effects. It requires man-
ual dexterity or artful application. As an occupation, a craft
typically provides more income than laboring, but not as 
much as a profession.

A multitude of crafts exist, from house painter to lion-
tamer to safecracker. Particularize a craft on the investiga-
tor sheet, in the same general fashion as for Art: for
instance, Craft (Cobbler), Craft (Barber), or Craft (Blow
Vacuum Tube).

Making or repairing something typically requires equip-
ment and time, to be determined by the keeper if necessary.
With a very low result, a craftsman might make an excep-
tionally fine item. With a failing roll, the item might break
on its first use, or fail to fit into some larger whole. A suc-
cessful Craft roll might provide information about an item,
such as where or when it might have been made, reveal
some point of history or technique concerning it, or who
might have made it.

CREDIT RATING (15%)
Narrowly, how prosperous and confident the investigator
seems to be. This is the investigator's chance to panhandle
or get a loan from a bank or business, and it is also the
chance for the investigator to pass a bad check or to bluff
past a demand for credentials.

In small towns, or in narrow societies such as Edward-
ian England, everyone knows everyone, and Credit Rating
amounts to an index of personal reputation as well as mon-
etary worth. Thus Credit Rating might ebb and flow
because of scandal or personal behavior, while the loss or
accumulation of money effected minor change or no
change. As appropriate, the keeper may cause a character to
make clear such distinctions.





CTHULHU MYTHOS (00%)
This skill differs from the others in the game. No starting
investigator may take points in Cthulhu Mythos either with
occupation points or with personal interest points. There is
no check box for Cthulhu Mythos on the investigator sheet,
because successful use of the skill does not offer an
increase in the investigator's percentiles in the skill.

Instead, points in Cthulhu Mythos are gained by
encounters with the Mythos which result in insanity, by
optional insane insights into the true nature of the universe,
and by reading forbidden books and other Mythos writings.
On occasion, witnessing some ceremony or participating in
some event might prompt a keeper to award Cthulhu
Mythos points as well, but that is up to the keeper.

A few Mythos points may be useful, but investigators do
not want many of them, because 99 minus an investigator's
Cthulhu Mythos points represents the maximum Sanity
points possible to an investigator. As Mythos points prolif-
erate, they crowd out Sanity points, and leave the investiga-
tor vulnerable. See Sanity, p. 69, for more about this.

The Cthulhu Mythos skill does have useful applications.
Whenever spoor or other evidence of Mythos monsters is
found, a successful D100 roll against this skill allows the
investigator to identify the entity, deduce something about
its behavior, or guess at some property it may possess. A
successful Mythos roll also might allow an investigator to
remember some fact concerning the Mythos, identify a
spell by seeing it cast, remember that a particular spell or
kind of information may be in a particular Mythos tome, or
achieve some other task.

No human, even one with 99% Cthulhu Mythos, ever
approaches complete knowledge of the Mythos. It is fair to
say that not even Great Old Ones do. Their 100% scores rep-
resent convenient comparisons against what humans can
achieve, not a thorough plumbing of the mysteries of the
Mythos. Perhaps the Outer Gods know it all, if they bother to
think about such things. But only gods can cope with infinity.
The cruel darkness of the Mythos extends forever. Seeming
mastery of its puzzles is temporary, local, and illusory.

DISGUISE (01%)
The user changes posture, costume, and/or voice in order to
seem another person or another sort of person. Theatrical
makeup may help. Dim lighting definitely helps. Increase
the chance for detection if the disguise involves significant
differences in sex, age, size, or language. To look like a
specific person, as opposed to a particular kind of person,
halve the Disguise skill percentage—this sort of illusion is
best maintained by distance.

A successful Spot Hidden or a Psychology roll might lead
an observer to suspect someone in disguise. A successful
Fast Talk roll by the player of the disguised character lowers
the success chance for either of those skills by 10 percentiles.

Though explaining die results is the province of the keep-
er, a low and successful D100 result might give the disguised
character some ability to issue convincing orders or to pass
inspection by intimates. A failed Disguise roll causes onlook-
ers to notice uncharacteristic behavior or expression. A very

high failure, from 90 to 00, declares in effect, "This person is
suspicious! Investigate immediately!"

DODGE (DEX x2%)
Allows an investigator instinctively to evade blows, thrown
missiles, attacks from ambush, and so forth. A character
attempting Dodge in a combat round may also parry, but
not attack. Dodge can increase through experience, like
other skills. If an attack can be seen, a character can try to
dodge it. Against guns, a defender can try to dodge only the
first bullet fired at him in a round.

DRIVE AUTOMOBILE / HORSES (20%)
Anyone with this skill can drive a car or light truck, make
ordinary maneuvers, and cope with ordinary vehicle prob-
lems. If the investigator wants to lose a pursuer or trail
someone, both participants might attempt Driving rolls
until one fails and the other succeeds. For more complicat-
ed chases, consult the optional auto chase rules, p. 250.
Dangerous maneuvers always call for Drive rolls.

In the 1890s, this skill is Drive Horses, with equivalent
benefits and dangers. This represents a one-horse buggy or
cart, or a two- or four-horse wagon or coach. Those of that
era who wish Drive Automobile start at 01 %. Investigators
of later eras similarly would begin Drive Horses at 01%.

ELECTRICAL REPAIR (10%)
Enables the investigator to repair or reconfigure electrical
equipment such as auto ignitions, electric motors, fuse
boxes, and burglar alarms. In the present-day, has little to
do with Electronics. To fix an electrical device may require
special parts or tools. Jobs in the 1920s may call for this
skill and for Mechanical Repair in combination.

ELECTRONICS (01%)
For trouble-shooting and repairing electronic equipment.
Allows simple new electronic devices to be made. This is a
skill for the present day —use Physics and Electrical Repair
for electronic developments in the 1890s and 1920s. Unlike
the Electrical Repair skill, parts needed for Electronics
work cannot be jury-rigged: they are designed for precise
jobs. Without the right microchip or circuit board, the skill
user is out of luck.

FAST TALK (05%)
Causes the target to agree with the user for a short time.
Without reflecting, the target signs the paper, allows the
trespass, lends the automobile, or whatever else within rea-
son is asked. Given a little more time to think and the ben-
efit of a successful Idea roll, the target comes to his or her
senses, and the Fast Talk loses effect.

Example: Count von Samme succeeds with a Fast Talk pitch,
and Harvey goes upstairs to find a fountain pen with which to
sign the Count's fraudulent contract. As he rummages
around, Harvey is absent from the Count long enough to
begin to think for himself. The keeper asks for an Idea roll. It
succeeds. Harvey comes to his senses and returns determined



not to sign. The Count must renew his pitch some other time,
or change tactics and attempt to Persuade Harvey.

In a few game minutes, Fast Talk may pass off suspect
goods as valuable, false facts as reliable, and fine items as
not worth bothering about. In contrast, Persuade and
Bargain may take hours or days to conclude. Fast Talk is
quick to take effect, but it can be used at most on a handful
of people. Fast Talk will not work on targets whose minds
are made up; use Persuade instead.

FIRST  AID (30%)
The percentage chance of awakening an unconscious or
stunned comrade, setting a broken limb, treating burn dam-
age, resuscitating a drowning victim, etc. First Aid has no
effect on diseases or subtle physical ailments, nor on poi-
sonings unless the keeper allows the roll. Treated with First
Aid, an investigator's healing rate stays at 1D3 points per
week. (Moved to a hospital and successfully treated with
Medicine, that rate rises to 2D3 per week.)

Failure in applying First Aid requires that the user wait
some reasonable amount of time to try again (something new,
presumably, since what was done didn't work), but another
practicioner could make an attempt in the next round.

• A success with this skill allows the user immediately to
heal 1D3 hit points of a single attack or injury. Thus an
investigator suffering multiple gunshot wounds might
receive First Aid for each, as long as they were not
incurred in the same combat round.

• In the same or the succeeding combat round, an investi-
gator who has just died may be returned to life if the
emergency treatment raises hit points to at least +1.

• A success with First Aid immediately awakens any vic-
tim of a knock-out attack and, if the keeper wishes, any-
one unconscious for other reasons.

Once a character has had First Aid successfully applied to an
injury, further applications either of First Aid or of Medicine
have no effect on that injury. A new injury would be treated
independently. An application of the skill takes a combat
round, or as the keeper determines. See also Medicine.

FIST/PUNCH (50%)
A self-explanatory skill, which might be depicted as a
closed fist, a karate chop, a roundhouse punch, a violent
slap, etc. One can use Fist/Punch to parry Kick and Head
Butt, Martial Arts can add to the skill's impact, and the
knock-out rule applies to it.

GEOLOGY (01%)
Enables an investigator to tell the approximate age of rock
strata, recognize fossil types, distinguish minerals and crys-
tals, locate promising sites for drilling or mining, evaluate
soils, and anticipate volcanism, seismic events, avalanches,
and other such phenomena. Sherlock Holmes was expert in
London-area soils, and could trace a man's movements by
studying the dirt on his boots.

GRAPPLE (25%)
A Grapple is a special personal attack, frequently chosen to
subdue an opponent without harming him. This attack ma)
be parried by a countering successful Grapple or other
attack by the target, but only in the first round of attack.

If a Grapple attack succeeds in the first round and is not
neutralized, then the attacker holds the target and may
thereafter exercise one of several options.

• Immobilize the target by overcoming the target's STR
with his or her own STR, using the Resistance Table.
With a success, the target is held fast indefinitely, until
the grappler attempts another action.

• Knock down the target. If used, this option automatical-
ly succeeds.

• Knock out the target in the first or a later round: see the
knock-out rule, p. 55.

• Disarm the target. With successful Grapples in consecu-
tive rounds, an investigator could Grapple to prevent a
hand-to-hand attack in the first round and then seize the
weapon or weapon hand in the second round.

• Physically injure the target. The opponent already must
be successfully grappled. Then the grappler must receive
a second successful Grapple roll in that round, or a suc-
cessful Grapple in some later round. Success costs the
target 1D6 hit points plus the attacker's damage bonus.
Harm in subsequent rounds requires a new Grapple suc-
cess in those rounds, and the amount of injury done
remains the same.

• Strangle the target. Beginning in the round in which the
intention is stated, the target begins to asphyxiate as per
the Drowning rules. This continues in subsequent
rounds. The attacker needs no further Grapple rolls.

In either injury-making Grapple, the victim can escape only
by a successful STR match on the Resistance Table.
Combine STRs if two people are attacking.

HANDGUN (20%)
Use for all pistol-like firearms when firing discrete shots.
For machine pistols (MAC-11, Uzi, etc.), in the present
day, use the Submachine Gun skill when firing bursts. The
rate-of-fire difference between handguns is partly from
recoil and time needed to take new aim on the target, and
partly from the difference in mechanism between a
revolver and a semi-automatic.

Properly loading and firing a black-powder handgun
may, at the keeper's option, require a successful History
roll as well.

HEAD BUTT (10%)
The essential barroom brawl skill, Head Butt is applied to
the belly of an opponent, or else to his temple, crown, nose,
chin, or back of the head. This personal attack can be made
in cramped surroundings. It is surprisingly quick and of



demoralizing intensity. One cannot parry with Head Butt,
but Martial Arts can add to its effect. The knock-out rule
can be applied to it.

HIDE (10%)
As opposed to Conceal, Hide concerns the individual user's
ability to escape detection in an unprepared position. Use
this skill only in a pursuit situation, or when under surveil-
lance or patrol. It lets the user choose objects, bushes, deep
shadows, etc., in which to lurk for a while. Some sort of
cover must be present. In an area being watched, the user
can move while hiding. Figure the chance for successful
movement by halving the Hide skill amount.

HISTORY (20%)
Enables an investigator to remember the significance of a
country, city, region, or person, as pertinent. Lessen the
chance if the facts are obscure. A successful History roll
might be used to help identify tools, techniques, or ideas
familiar to ancestors, but little known today.

JUMP (25%)
With a success, the investigator can leap up vertically and
grab to his or her own height, safely leap down vertically to
his or her own height, jump horizontally from a standing
start across a gap for a distance equal to the jumper's own
height, or run and then jump horizontally to a distance of
twice the jumper's own height. If falling from a height, a
successful Jump prepares for the fall, subtracting 1D6 hit
points from those lost to the injury.

KICK (25%)
Whether a straight forward kick to the groin or the jaw, an
elegant karate-style flying kick, or a kick with both legs
while lying on a floor, a Kick is powerful enough to do
damage wherever it lands. A Kick may parry and Martial
Arts may add to its effectiveness, but do not apply the
knock-out rule to Kick except in rare circumstances.

LAW (05%)
Represents the chance of knowing pertinent law, precedent,
legal maneuver, or court procedure. The practice of law as a
profession can lead to great rewards and political office, but
it requires intense application over many years. A high Credit
Rating is crucial to it. No other profession is so easily sullied
by the bizarre behavior common to investigators. In the
United States, one's practice of law must be sanctioned by the
State Bar of a particular commonwealth or state. In another
country, halve the chance for success with this skill, unless the
character has spent 30-INT months studying that nation's law.

LIBRARY USE (25%)
In many ways this is the most important skill in the game.
Library Use enables an investigator to find a given book,
newspaper, or reference in a library or collection of docu-
ments, assuming that the item is there. Each use of this skill
marks four hours of continuous search. An investigator
rarely gets more than two tries per day.

This skill can locate a locked case or rare-book special
collection, but Fast Talk, Persuade, Bargain, Credit Rating,
a bribe, or special credentials might be needed to get at the
books.

LISTEN (25%)
Measures the ability of an investigator to interpret and
understand sound, including overheard conversations, mut-
ters behind a closed door, and whispered words in a cafe.
The keeper may use it to determine the course of an
impending encounter: was your investigator awakened by
that crackling twig? By extension, a high Listen can indi-
cate general awareness in a character.

LOCKSMITH (01%)
The user may repair locks, make keys, or open locks with
the aid of skeleton keys, picks, and other tools. Especially
difficult locks may lower the chance for success. A lock-
smith can open car doors, hot-wire autos, jimmy library
windows, figure out Chinese puzzle boxes, and penetrate
ordinary commercial alarm systems. Sophisticated safes,
vaults, and other serious defensive systems are beyond this
skill. Keepers might combine Locksmith with DEX or
POW rolls to cover a variety of surreptitious situations.

MACHINE GUN (15%)
Use this skill whenever firing bursts from a bipod or tripod
mounted weapon. If single shots are fired from a bipod, use
the Rifle skill if it is higher. The differences between
assault rifle, submachine gun, and light machine gun are
tenuous today.

MARTIAL ARTS (01 %)
Use in combination with an attack with Fist/Punch, Head
Butt, Kick, or Grapple. If the attack roll is equal to or less
than the attacker's Martial Arts percentage, the attack does
double damage: thus Fist/Punch would do 2D3 plus normal
damage bonus. Martial Arts doubles the damage done if the
attack strikes home, but do not double any damage bonus.

• A person with Martial Arts may choose which attack to
parry just before that attack, and does not need to make
a parry statement at the beginning of the round.

• Even with Martial Arts, bullets and other projectiles can-
not be parried.

People develop martial arts to compensate for forcible dis-
armament: judo, aikijutsu, aikido, capoera, karate, savat,
tae kyun or tae kwon do, white crane kung fu, 7 straws
praying mantis kung fu, etc. Choose one or invent a new
one. In earlier days, these schools were secret and their
techniques jealously guarded. Outside their cultures, mar-
tial arts are little known until the present era.

MECHANICAL REPAIR (20%)
This allows the investigator to repair a broken machine, or
to create a new one. Basic carpentry and plumbing projects
can be performed. Special tools or parts may be required.



This skill can open common household locks, but nothing
more advanced. See the Locksmith skill. Mechanical
Repair is a companion skill to Electrical Repair, and both
may be necessary to fix complex devices such as an auto or
an aircraft.

MEDICINE (05%)
The user diagnoses and treats accidents, injuries, diseases,
poisonings, etc., and makes public health recommenda-
tions. If an era has no good treatment for a malady, the
effort is limited, uncertain, or inconclusive. Failure in
application requires that the user wait some amount of time
to try again, but another practicioner could make his or her
attempt in the next round.

• In an emergency, the successful user of Medicine can
immediately restore 1D3 hit points, once per wound or
injury.

• In the same or the succeeding combat round, an investi-
gator who has just died may be returned to life if hit
points rise to at least +1.

• An investigator successfully treated with Medicine heals
at 2D3 hit points per game week, including the first
week.

• Including any emergency treatment, the total recovery
for the first week of Medicine's application could be
3D3 hit points.

• A success with Medicine immediately awakens any vic-
tim of a knock-out attack and anyone unconscious for
other reasons.

• The keeper may rule that a medical condition is not treat-
able. See also First Aid.

NATURAL HISTORY (10%)
Originally the study of plant and animal life in its environ-
ment. By the nineteenth century this study had long sepa-
rated into many academic disciplines. As a game skill it

represents the traditional knowledge and personal observa-
tion of farmers, fishermen, inspired amateurs, and hobby-
ists. It identifies species, habits, and habitats in a general
way and is able to guess at what may be important to a par-
ticular species. Natural History information may or may
not be accurate—this is the region of appreciation, judg-
ment, tradition, and enthusiasm. Use Natural History to
judge horseflesh at a county fair, or to decide whether a but-
terfly collection is excellent or just excellently framed.

NAVIGATE (10%)
Allows the user to find his or her way in storms or clear
weather, in day or at night. Those of higher skill are famil-
iar with the astronomical tables, charts, instruments, and
satellite location gear as they exist in the era of play. Roll
results for such a skill should be kept secret, a matter for the
investigators to attempt and then to witness the results. One
could also use this skill to measure and map an area,
whether an island of many square miles or the interior of a
single room.

OCCULT (05%)
The user recognizes occult paraphernalia, words, and con-
cepts, and identifies grimoires of magic and occult codes
when he sees them. The occultist is familiar with the fami-
lies of secret knowledge passed down from Egypt and
Sumer, from the Medieval and Renaissance West, and per-
haps from Asia and Africa as well.

Comprehending certain books may provide percentiles
of Occult. Some occult books are noted in the Magic chap-
ter, p. 84. This skill does not apply to spells, books, and
magic of the Cthulhu Mythos, but occult concepts are often
adopted by worshipers of the Great Old Ones.

OPERATE HEAVY MACHINE (01%)
Required to drive and operate a tank, backhoe, steam shov-
el, or other large-scale construction machine. Once the skill
is known, no skill roll is needed except for difficult or dan-
gerous tasks, or bad or dangerous conditions. For very dif-
ferent sorts of machines, the keeper may decide to lower an
investigator's nominal skill if the problems encountered are
mostly unfamiliar ones: someone used to running a bull-
dozer, for instance, will not be quickly competent with the
steam turbines in a ship's engine room.

OTHER LANGUAGE (01%)
Specify the language. An individual can know any number
of languages. The skill represents the user's chance to
understand, speak, read, and write in a language other than
his or her own. Ancient or unknown languages comparable
to Aklo should not be chosen, but ordinary earthly lan-
guages may be. Occasionally the keeper may determine
that a number of separate complex points exist in a docu-
ment or speech, and call for several such language rolls,
one for each point. Similarly, the keeper may momentarily
reduce a user's skill in a language if archaic speech or writ-
ing in that language is encountered. A single successful
Other Language roll normally comprehends an entire book.



tal devices may be, perhaps in conjunction with Electronics
or Mechanical Repair.

PILOT (01%)
The air/water equivalent of Drive Automobile, this is the
maneuver skill for flying or floating craft. An investigator
might have several versions of this skill in the spaces on the
investigator sheet. Each starts at 01%.

• Pilot Aircraft skills change by era. Pilot Boat does not
change, and does not distinguish between sail and motor
craft. Bad weather, bad visibility, and damage apply to
air and water craft.

• A skill user of less than 15% knows just enough to get into
trouble. He or she can sail or fly on a calm day with good
visibility, but needs Luck rolls for take-offs and landings,
dockings, changing sails, judging wind and current, etc.
Keepers must require Pilot rolls for storms, navigation by
instrument, low visibility, and other difficult situations.

PILOT AIRCRAFT: understands and is increasingly
competent with a general class of aircraft named below.
Upon any landing, even under the best conditions, a Pilot
roll must be made. If conditions are good, double the
chance for success. If conditions are bad, the pilot lands at
his or her normal chance. A failure may represent damage
to the craft, which must be repaired before the next takeoff.
Pilot and passengers may walk away or need Luck rolls to
avoid serious injury. A result of 00 is a memorable disaster,
with at least the death of the pilot.

• Each class of aircraft counts as a different skill, and
should be listed independently, or as the keeper sees fit:
1890s, Pilot Balloon only; 1920s, Pilot Balloon/ Dirig-
ible/ Civil Prop only; in the present day, Pilot Civil Prop,
Pilot Civil Jet, Pilot Airliner, Pilot Jet Fighter, Pilot
Helicopter.

PILOT BOAT: understands the behavior of small motor
and sailing craft in wind, storms, and tides, and can read
wave and wind action to suggest hidden obstacles and
approaching storms. In a wind, novice sailors will find
docking a rowboat difficult.

PSYCHOANALYSIS (01%)
Enables the user to staunch temporary and indefinite insan-
ity for a day or so. If the condition persists beyond that peri-
od, the unfortunate person relapses, and only time heals the
insanity. This emergency treatment takes up to an hour to
perform, and can be applied just once per incident of insan-
ity, no matter how many analysts are available.

• Treatment by a psychotherapist can add Sanity points
during indefinite insanity. See Sanity, p. 76.

• Psychoanalysis cannot increase a person's Sanity points
beyond POW x5, nor above 99-Cthulhu Mythos.

The skill refers to the range of emotional therapies, not just
to Freudian procedures. Formal psychotherapy was little-

If  an investigator has several points in a particular Other
Language, he or she grasps the gist of normal conversation.
A character needs INT x5 or better points in a second lan-
guage to pass for a native speaker. Blank spaces exist for
other languages on the investigator sheet.

To identify an unknown present-day human language,
use a Know roll. To identify an extinct human language,
use an Archeology roll. To identify an alien language, use a
Cthulhu Mythos or possibly an Occult roll.

OWN LANGUAGE (EDU x5%)
Specify the language. In infancy and early childhood, most
humans use a single language. For most people in the
United States, that tongue is some dialect of English. The
tongue chosen by the player for the investigator's Own
Language automatically starts at EDU x5: thereafter the
investigator understands, speaks, reads, and writes at that
percentage or higher.

Normally no skill roll is necessary to use Own
Language. If a document is extremely difficult to read, or
in an archaic dialect, the keeper may reduce the user's skill
chance in that situation.

Authors typically have high Own Language skills.

PERSUADE (15%)
Use Persuade to convince a target about a particular idea,
concept, or belief. (Like Fast Talk, Persuade may be
employed without reference to truth.) Unlike Fast Talk,
Persuade's effect lingers indefinitely and insidiously, for
years perhaps, until events or another Persuade turn the tar-
get's mind in another direction. The successful application
of Persuade might take an hour to several days, depending
on what's being attempted.

PHARMACY (01%)
The user recognizes, compounds, and perhaps dispenses a
wide variety of drugs and potions, natural and man-made,
and understands side effects and contra-indications. He or
she has a good practical knowledge of poisons and anti-
dotes, and can use Pharmacy as a first-aid skill in cases of
poisoning. The skill grants no ability to diagnose diseases
nor the right to prescribe medicines.

PHOTOGRAPHY (10%)
Covers both still and motion photography. This skill allows
one to take clear pictures, develop them properly, and per-
haps enhance half-hidden detail. Failures are blurred or do
not show what was desired. In the present day, the skill
extends to cover video cameras, video playback equipment,
and digital photography.

PHYSICS (01%)
Grants theoretical understanding of pressure, materials,
motion, magnetism, electricity, optics, radioactivity, and
related phenomena, and some ability to construct experi-
mental devices to test ideas. The degree of knowledge
depends on the era of use. Practical devices such as auto-
mobiles are not the province of physicists, but experimen-



known in the 1890s, though some procedures are as old as
humanity. Sometimes it was looked on as a fraudulent
study even in the 1920s. The common term then for an ana-
lyst or scholar of emotional disorders was alienist. In the
present day, a combination of therapies has evolved, and
this skill now could be justly named Psychiatric Treatment.

PSYCHOLOGY (05%)
A skill common to all humans, it allows the user to study an
individual and form an idea of his or her motives and char-
acter. In general, the keeper should make the rolls for this
skill and keep the results secret, announcing only the infor-
mation, true or false, that the user gained by employing it.
Players should not expect that this skill penetrates skillful
deceit unless the person's confidence somehow has been
shaken.

RIDE (05%)
Intended to apply to saddle horses, donkeys, or mules. A
camel might be ridden successfully at a lowered percentage
chance. The skill grants knowledge of basic care of the rid-
ing animal, riding gear, and how to handle the steed at the
gallop or on difficult terrain.

Should a steed unexpectedly rear or stumble, the rider's
chance of remaining mounted equals his or her Ride. If an
investigator falls from a mount, either because the animal
has collapsed, fallen, or died, or because a Ride roll failed,
he or she loses 1D6 hit points in the accident. A successful
Jump roll saves 1D6 hit points.

Wielding a weapon effectively while riding takes both a
weapon skill and a Ride skill in excess of 50%. The keeper
might apply modifiers to reflect a particular situation.

RIFLE (25%)
The user can fire any type of rifle, whether lever-action,
bolt-action, or semi-automatic. When a military assault
rifle fires a single shot or burst, use this skill. When a shot-
gun fires a rifled slug, use this skill.

Shots per round mostly vary because of the weapon's
action and recoil, and the subsequent time needed to reac-
quire the target.

At the keeper's option, use of a black-powder rifle
requires a History roll as well to load and fire it properly.
At the keeper's option, combine Rifle and Shotgun as a sin-
gle skill, differentiating only between pellet and slug
ammunition.

SHOTGUN (30%)
With this skill any scatter-gun can be fired. Since the load
expands in a spreading pattern, the user's chance to hit does
not decrease with range, but the damage done does. At
ranges from 10-20 yards, 1D3 close-together targets can be
hit with one round, and from 20-50 yards, 1D6 such targets
can be hit. The keeper decides whether the targets are close
enough for this rule.

Double-barreled shotguns can be sawed off, for purpos-
es of concealment and portability. In the United States,
such weapons are illegal by the 1920s.

If firing a rifled slug, use the Rifle skill. At the keeper's
option, combine Rifle and Shotgun as a single skill, differ-
entiating only between pellet and slug ammo.

SNEAK (10%)
The art of moving quietly, without alerting those who might
hear. Used in combination with Hide, the investigator
makes a single D100 roll, the result of which is matched
against the investigator's percentages in both skills. Use
this combination when silent movement is necessary. See
also Hide.

SPOT HIDDEN (25%)
This skill allows the user to spot a secret door or compart-
ment, notice a hidden intruder, find an inconspicuous clue,
recognize a repainted automobile, become aware of
ambushers, notice a bulging pocket, or anything similar.
This is an important skill in the game.

SUBMACHINE GUN (15%)
When firing any machine pistol or submachine gun, use
this skill. Present-day machine pistols, such as the
Skorpion, may be so small that the Handgun skill should be
used when firing single shots from them. No submachine
guns exist in the 1890s.

SWIM (25%)
The ability to float and to move through water or other liq-
uid. Only roll Swim in times of crisis or danger when the
keeper thinks it appropriate. A failing Swim roll starts the
drowning procedure. Someone drowning may receive a
Swim roll attempt each round—with a success, he or she
reaches the surface and breathes. With a second success, he
or she can begin to move through the water. If the second
Swim roll fails, drowning begins again.

THROW (25%)
To hit a target with an object, or to hit a target with the right
part of the object thrown (such as the blade of a knife or
hatchet), use Throw. A palm-sized object of reasonable bal-
ance can be hurled three yards for each STR point exceed-
ing the object's SIZ. An object designed to be thrown can be
hurled up to six yards for each STR point in excess of the
object's SIZ, and perhaps bounce on for more. Keepers must
choose the multiplier suitable to the baseball, javelin, etc.

If the Throw roll fails, then the object lands at some ran-
dom distance from the target. Compare the closeness of the
die roll result to the highest number which would have indi-
cated success, and choose a distance in yards between tar-
get and thrown object that feels comparable.

TRACK (10%)
With Track, an investigator can follow a person, vehicle, or
animal over soft earth and leaves. Subtract 10% from the
chance for success for each day that has passed since the
tracks were made. Rain may make tracking impossible. A
being cannot be tracked across water, over concrete, or at
night except in unusual circumstances. 



Some of the information and concepts in this chapter
first appeared in the Chaosium publication Taint of
Madness. That book contains in-depth information

relating to this chapter, including broad historical back-
ground, considerations of  law, discussion of asylums, prob-
lems of institutionalization, and historical asylums.

Most of those who suffer from serious mental illness
have done so from an early age, and will be dealing with
the illness for their entire lives. Call of Cthulhu player-
characters typically start sane and mentally competent. In
the course of play, however, they confront knowledge and
entities of alien horror and terrifying implication. Such
experiences shake and shatter belief in the normal world.

Sanity in the game is modeled after the behavior of pro-
tagonists in H.P. Lovecraft's fiction, who more than a few
times faint or go mad. The characteristic SAN (Sanity) is the
game's register of investigator flexibility and resilience to
emotional trauma. Those characters who start with high SAN
find it easier to rationalize traumatic events or to repress hor-
rific memories. Those with lower SAN are mentally fragile
and more susceptible to emotional upset. Though other grue-
some, comparatively ordinary sights and events also cause
emotional disturbance, center stage in the game belongs to
the Cthulhu Mythos.

In an unnerving or horrifying play situation, the keeper
will test the resiliency and emotional strength of the play-
er-characters. He does this by calling for Sanity rolls. A
success is a D100 roll equal to or less than the current
Sanity points. An unsuccessful Sanity roll always costs the
character Sanity points. A successful roll costs no points or
relatively few. See the nearby box for examples of costs.

Insanity in a character is triggered when too many
Sanity points are lost in too short a time, causing temporary
insanity or indefinite insanity, defined later in this chapter.

To remain active in the game the character's insanity
must be of a sort that can be effectively roleplayed. If time
is of the essence, the keeper may roll on one of the tempo-
rary insanity tables, but as a matter of course the keeper
should choose the insanity to match the situation which
prompted it, and attempt to characterize the insanity in con-
cert with the player and the investigator.

An insane character may return to sanity after a few
game rounds, or may need months to recover. If Sanity
points reach zero, the character needs lengthy hospitaliza-
tion, and he or she probably will not return to play.

A character may regain Sanity points, and even increase
his or her maximum Sanity points if POW increases. An
increase in the Cthulhu Mythos skill always lowers the
character's maximum Sanity points by the same amount.

How the Mythos Causes Insanity
War, abuse, or any other strong personal experience can scar
feelings. To emphasize certain ideas he had concerning fear,
the unknown, and humanity's lowly place in the scheme of
things, Lovecraft posited new terrors for us. He suggested
that what we believe to be the immutable laws of time and
space are valid only locally, and only partly are true. Beyond
our ken are infinities where greater realities hold sway.
There are small and great alien powers and races who are
sometimes actively hostile. Some encroach on our world.
The real universe, Mythos authors suggest, is one of irra-
tional event, unholy fury, endless struggle, and relentless
anarchy. Human insanity opens a window onto this terrible
realm. Through such an opening we can glimpse the dark
and bloody truth at the heart of everything. Such sweeping
cosmic visions are rare and climactic moments in the game.

Sanity is ordinarily lost in a few specific ways. .

1) Knowledge is dangerous. The Cthulhu Mythos skill rep-
resents knowledge of the true universe. No amount of psy-
chotherapy or rest can remove the danger of self-transfor-
mation in such knowledge. As Cthulhu Mythos increases,
maximum Sanity lowers and limits current Sanity. In con-
sequence, failed Sanity rolls become more frequent, and
current Sanity drops.

2) Mythos magic is the physics of the true universe. In cast-
ing Mythos spells, characters perform visualizations of the





unimaginable, and their minds must follow alien ways of
thought. These wound the mind. Such traumas are ones for
which the casters volunteered, it is true, but they are shocks
all the same.

3) Mythos tomes add to the Cthulhu Mythos skill, and teach
Mythos spells. When studying and comprehending Mythos
books, all that we know as true becomes like shadow. The
burning power of a greater and more horrible reality seizes
the soul. Whether we try to retreat from the experience or
hunger greedily for more of it, we thereby de-emphasize and
lose confidence in what we once believed, and are more
taken up by the encompassing truth of the Cthulhu Mythos.

4) Nearly all creatures and entities of the Mythos cost
Sanity points to encounter. Aliens are intrinsically discom-
forting and repelling. We never lose awareness of their
slimy, stinking otherness, which Lovecraft often character-
izes as obscene or blasphemous. This instinctive reaction is
part and parcel of every human being. Even losing Sanity
does not erase this antipathy.

5) Non-Mythos shocks can also cost Sanity points. This
includes witnessing untimely or violent death, experiencing
personal mutilation, treachery, loss of social position, fail-
ure of love, and whatever else the keeper can devise as a
challenge. In this category we also can lump our world's
common supernatural events or agents, such as hauntings,
zombies, vampires, werewolves, curses, etc.

Using SAN; Current Sanity Points
Use the investigator sheet to record SAN relationships.
There are three kinds.

1) Characteristic SAN. It is equal to the character's POW
x5. This number rarely changes.

2) Maximum Sanity points. This amount equals 99 minus
present Cthulhu Mythos points. Maximum Sanity points
may be more than, equal to, or less than characteristic SAN.
Maximum Sanity is a cap amount, indicating the highest
possible number of current Sanity points. This number
occasionally changes.

3) Current Sanity points. This is the most important amount
to keep track of. The following paragraphs discuss it. This
number often changes.

When investigators encounter a sanity-threatening situa-
tion, the keeper may ask for a Sanity roll. The players roll
D100 for each of their characters. A success is a roll equal
to or less than the investigator's current Sanity points.

In published statistics and scenarios, Sanity loss rolls
are shown as two numbers or rolls separated by a slash, as
for instance 1/1D4+1. The number to the left of the slash is
the amount of Sanity points lost if the Sanity roll succeeds.
The die roll to the right of the slash is the number of Sanity
points lost if the Sanity roll fails.

Thus a successful roll means that the investigator loses
no Sanity points or else a minimal amount. A failed Sanity

roll always means that the investigator loses several or
many Sanity points. The amount lost depends on the spell,
book, entity, or situation actually encountered.

Losing more than a few Sanity points at one time may
cause an investigator to go insane, as described further
below. If an investigator's current Sanity points drop to
zero, he or she is permanently insane, and normally can no
longer be played.

GETTING USED TO AWFULNESS
At some point, constant exposure to the same Mythos tome
or to the same Mythos creature has no added effect. For
instance, having read and comprehended a particular
Mythos tome and taken the Sanity loss and added the points
necessary to Cthulhu Mythos, an investigator can consult
the book over and over without further penalty.

Similarly, once an investigator has lost as many Sanity
points for seeing a particular sort of monster as the maximum
possible for the monster, he or she should not lose more
Sanity points for a reasonable interval. "Reasonable interval"
may be a game day, or a game week, or the duration of an
adventure. The keeper decides. For instance, during a rea-
sonable interval no investigator could lose more than 6
Sanity points for encountering deep ones (0/1D6 SAN), even
though he or she saw a hundred of them. Still, we never truly
get used to seeing alien obscenities. After a time, the horror
of them will rise up freshly in any character.

Neither does learning and casting spells ever become'a
normal thing to do. Every spell is discrete, and most are cast
with malevolent intent. Every spell achieves an effect
impossible in the normal world. The necessary recreation of
horrible effect and alien mind-set always costs Sanity, even
if the same spell is cast twenty times a day. Spellcasting is a
bargain with darkness, and must be paid for.



The emotional traumas of ordinary life, the fifth catego-
ry, also can be gotten used to for a while. Later on, the "rea-
sonable interval" passes for these events as well, and we
experience the horror or terror anew.

Increasing Current Sanity Points
Some keepers feel that the notion of relentless self-
improvement conflicts with Lovecraft's dark vision, and do
not allow it. Others cheerfully promote it, since it makes
players happy, and since their investigators will continue to
go insane regardless how many Sanity points they have.
(Current Sanity points can never increase above maximum
Sanity points, but they can increase above original SAN.)
Here are ways to raise current Sanity points.

BY KEEPER AWARD: at the end of a successful adven-
ture, keepers routinely specify die rolls intended to increase
investigator current Sanity. Keeper award rolls are the same
for all participants, but are rolled individually by players
for their investigators. Such rewards should be proportion-
al to the danger the group faced. However, if the investiga-
tors were cowardly, brutal, or murderous, they deserve no
reward. Keepers also may grant reward rolls for unusually
good roleplaying. This should be done sparingly and per-
haps in private if all are not to share.

BY INCREASING POW: procedures exist in the Magic
chapter for increasing investigator POW. This is a rare
accomplishment, but if POW rises, so does the SAN char-
acteristic, which always equals POW x5. Remember to
check increases against maximum Sanity points.

BY INCREASING A SKILL TO 90%: when an investiga-
tor attains 90% or more ability in a skill, he or she has mas-
tered the skill. Add 2D6 points to current Sanity points to
represent the discipline and self-esteem gained. Of all
skills, only Cthulhu Mythos cannot be mastered.

BY DEFEATING UNNATURAL ENTITIES: natural ani-
mals and human enemies might terrify, but they usually do
not horrify. Victory in wrestling a bear yields no Sanity
point reward. Capturing a deep one might. When an inves-
tigator defeats, dispels, or slaughters something strange and
alien, as a wraith or a byakhee, his or her confidence natu-
rally increases. The game reflects that as an increase in
Sanity points.

"Defeat" is necessarily vague. What were the goals of
the monster? Did the investigators foil its intent? Did the
investigators work purposefully toward the thing's defeat?

Such a reward should not exceed the Sanity loss roll for
encountering the thing. If several or many such things were
defeated, then award the maximum points for encountering
the thing: for example, the 1D6 roll for one shantak would
increase to six points flat for victory over a group of them.

BY PSYCHOTHERAPY: the therapist must have the skill
Psychoanalysis. Intensive psychoanalysis can return Sanity
points to the patient. Current sanity points can be restored
up to the value of POW x5 or up to the maximum Sanity
point cap posed by 99% minus Cthulhu Mythos, whichev-
er is lower.

Once a game month, make a D100 roll against the ana-
lyst's Psychoanalysis skill, to learn the progress of the ther-
apy. If the roll succeeds, the patient gains 1D3 current
Sanity points. If the roll fails, add no points. If the roll is
96-00, then the patient loses 1D6 Sanity points and treat-
ment by that analyst concludes: there has been some sort of
serious incident, and the relationship has been broken.

In the game, Psychoanalysis does not speed recovery
from insanity, but it can strengthen the investigator by
increasing Sanity points, giving him or her a larger reserve
for the active days to come. "Recovery" is independent of
Sanity points. The use of Psychoanalysis is different in the
game world than in the real world. In the real world,
Psychoanalysis will not work against the symptoms of
schizophrenia or psychotic disorders, or bipolar disorders
(manic depression) or severe depression.

Psychoanalysis is the game's equivalent of mental First
Aid. In real life progress with Psychoanalysis is slow and
uncertain. In any case, permanent insanity is impervious to
the "talking cure". The investigator's mind is in such disar-
ray he or she cannot participate coherently.

BY PSYCHIATRIC MEDICATIONS: though drugs were
administered to patients in the 1890s and 1920s, sometimes
with promising results, only today are drugs broadly and
consistently effective in treating the symptoms of emotion-
al trauma. As long as the investigator can afford a psychi-
atric drug and is able to take it, his or her player can avoid
roleplaying the symptoms provoked by mental distress. If
the drug is unavailable, the player's roleplaying should
begin to reflect the absence of the drug. Taking psychiatric
medications does not make a character immune to further
Sanity loss.

Drugs for several different sets of symptoms might be
necessary: overlapping medications could provoke strong
side effects of the keeper's choice. For each month of suc-
cessful psychiatric drug therapy, add 1D3 current Sanity
points. Keepers should not try to combine psychiatric med-
ications with Psychotherapy in the 1890s or 1920s, since
the drugs were full of side effects and some were addictive
as well.

Once a character improves, he or she may feel a temp-
tation to stop the regimen of medication and the sometimes
palpable side effects resulting from it, feeling that he or she
has been cured or perhaps even denying that an illness
existed in the first place. If so, the madness returns.



In the game, insanity is induced by traumatic experi-
ences and ghastly comprehensions connected to the
Cthulhu Mythos. The duration of the insane state de-

pends upon the number or proportion of Sanity points lost.
Three states—temporary insanity, indefinite insanity, and
permanent insanity—can result.

Temporary Insanity
If an investigator loses 5 or more Sanity points as the con-
sequence of one Sanity roll, then he or she has suffered
enough emotional trauma that the keeper must test the char-
acter's Sanity. The keeper asks for an Idea roll. If the Idea
roll fails, then the investigator has repressed the memory, a
trick the mind uses to protect itself. Perversely, if the Idea
roll succeeds, then the investigator recognizes the full sig-
nificance of what has been seen or experienced, and goes
temporarily insane. The effects of temporary insanity begin
immediately. For the duration of temporary insanity, see the
nearby tables.

In any occurrence of insanity, keeper and player togeth-
er should choose an appropriate form, or else agree to a ran-
dom roll on one of the tables. Most of the symptoms of
temporary insanity are self-explanatory. The keeper might
choose the duration more appropriate to the investigator's
recent emotional strain.

When the temporary insanity is over, a mild phobia
might remain as a reminder of the experience, but the most
likely souvenir will be some degree of post-traumatic stress
disorder, see under anxiety disorders, p. 115.

Indefinite Insanity
If an investigator loses a fifth (round up fractions) or more
of current Sanity points in one game hour, he or she goes
indefinitely insane. Indefinite insanity may remove a char-
acter from play for some time. The average duration for
indefinite insanity is 1D6 game months.

When a character suffers from indefinite insanity, a ran-
dom roll on a table of lunacies trivializes the massive shock
to the afflicted person. If no obvious diagnosis for indefi-
nite insanity is apparent, the keeper might mull over the
choice until the end of the session, or until the beginning of
the next session. Meanwhile play can continue. For the
moment, the character is haunted by a powerful sense of
foreboding. Since disorders provoking indefinite insanity
do not simply suddenly appear, the player of the insane
character may be able to contribute a good reason for
choosing a particular insanity.

The symptoms of some indefinite insanities are contin-
uous (amnesia, depression, and obsession, for example).
Other indefinite insanities are transient and only manifest
themselves at particular moments (multiple personality or



dissociative identity disorder, conversion disorder, inter-
mittent explosive personality, etc.). Both sorts of symptoms
offer good opportunities for roleplaying.

For such situations and stresses that investigators come
to know, some sort of anxiety disorder can often be the
most appropriate.

For instance, after a life-threatening event, a person per-
sistently re-experiences the trauma in some way, perhaps
through images, dreams, flashbacks, or mental associa-
tions. There are marked symptoms of increased anxiety.
Dissociative symptoms may also follow. These include (1)
a subjective sense of numbing, detachment, or absence of
emotional response; (2) decreased awareness, dazedness;
(3) the world seeming like a stage or having a two-dimen-
sion feel to it; (4) the person perceiving that he or she is not
real; and (5) amnesia.

Permanent Insanity
Investigators who reach zero Sanity points go permanently
insane. "Permanently" may mean a game year or a lifetime.
In real life, an asylum patient stays in an institution an aver-
age of four years and some months. In the game, the duration
of permanent insanity is entirely at the keeper's discretion.

No difference between indefinite insanity and perma-
nent insanity exists, except as a prognosis made by an
attending psychiatrist and confirmed by a judge. In the real
world, all insanity is indefinite insanity, since no one in real
life can hope to predict the future as accurately as can a Call
of Cthulhu keeper.

Many disorders, especially congenital conditions, offer
little hope of recovery. Lovecraft concludes more than one
story with the intimation that a lifetime of madness for the



narrator will follow. Every keeper must work out what end-
point of madness satisfies his or her game.

Now and then a quiet release might be made from a
local asylum. Some thin, unnaturally pallid person, almost
unrecognizable after soul-wracking terrors, can walk shyly
into downtown Arkham or elsewhere, cast keen eyes about,
and attempt to plumb the surrounding darkness, but no
player should count on such privilege as a right.

The threat of insanity in the Call of Cthulhu rules
characterizes the Mythos in a way which allows no
compromise. Exposed to it, few sane humans freely

choose the Mythos, for the Mythos is intrinsically loath-
some and foul. The connection of Sanity points and
Cthulhu Mythos points emphasizes the power of the Myth-
os, which corrupts and ruins by proximity and association.
The sanity rules prove to us our own fragility. All that
which we thought strong becomes delusory and false, while
madness sometimes becomes a necessary condition for
truth. Humor and laughter around the game table become
vital counterbalances. Good feelings promote harmony and
cohesion during the darkest moments in the game.

Dealing with the Verge
If an investigator has even one point of Sanity remaining, the
player has firm control. The aesthetics of how the player
chooses to present a nearly-mad investigator represents the
essence of roleplaying. As the investigator weakens, evidence
of the weakening should become apparent. Thus near-insani-
ty calls for stronger roleplaying, not for less player control.

Such an investigator should speak about his mental con-
dition, so that the others understand the situation, and can act
with due regard and sympathy. It is not good roleplaying to
murmur "My guy's Sanity points are low." Such a statement
is dull and makes nothing happen. But a player who can
vividly describe his investigator's anxiety or terror, and
relate how that affects the game, deserves applause.

If an investigator has ten or fewer Sanity points, he or she
certainly knows the situation is serious. In such straits in real
life, most people would pull back from the action and per-
haps put themselves in sanitariums. So should investigators.

The Quality of Insanity
Investigator insanity characterizes the power of the Mythos
by causing the investigator to adopt behavior which is limit-
ed in what it can achieve, yet expressive and interesting to
roleplay. Even an indefinitely-insane investigator does not
always have to be parked in a sanitarium, if a good alterna-
tive can be negotiated with the keeper. The choice can be
serious, or conceivably eccentric and twisted, or even ridicu-
lous, but it should not upset the tenor of the game.

As a minor example, suppose that an investigator shows
insanity by obsessively insisting on wearing two hats day
and night. He argues that were he not to do so, his head
would be unprotected if he tipped his hat to a lady while the
sky was falling. Since the hats can be seen, keeper charac-
ters freely notice and comment or criticize the foible. In
defense, perhaps all the investigators begin to wear two
hats. No restaurant will seat them, since their behavior is so







uncouth. That two-hatted madman never left the game—the
game widened to accommodate him.

A player may try to act out too many elements of his
investigator's insanity. If that gets in the way of the game,
the keeper must quash the interruption. Not to do so would
be unfair to the other players.

This edition of the rules offers a more realistic version
of the gamut of insanity. That is useful information from
which to start, but information should not control the direc-
tion of the game. Waste no time trying to reproduce a par-
ticular disorder: let the way your investigator handles
lengthy insanity evolve. It will, over time.

Temporary insanity ends quickly enough that sched-
ules of treatment are entirely pointless. On the other
hand, treatment of permanent insanity mostly has no

meaning, since by definition the character will never recov-
er, no matter how good the facility. Temporary insanity
concludes soon enough that one merely need protect the
sufferer from further upset or harm. Similarly, permanent
insanity is essentially beyond treatment because its bound-
aries and duration are determined solely by the keeper.
Only indefinite insanity offers real scope for intervention
and treatment.

After 1D6 game months, therefore, safe from further
trauma and with the agreement of the keeper, the indefi-
nitely insane character finds enough mental balance to re-
enter the world. Three sorts of care might have helped to
get the character to this point. In choosing among them,
keeper and player should consider the character's
resources, his/her friends and relatives, and how wisely he
or she has behaved in the past.

Private Care
The best care available is at home or in some friendly place
where nursing can be tender, considerate, and undistracted by
the needs of competing patients. If Psychoanalysis or psychi-
atric medications are available, roll D100 for each game
month that one or the other is used. A result of 01 -95 is a suc-
cess; add 1D3 Sanity points for Psychoanalysis or psychiatric
medications, whichever (but not both) is used. On a result of
96-00, the analyst fumbles or the character rebels against tak-
ing the drugs. The character loses 1D6 Sanity points, and no
progress is made during the next game month.

Institutionalization
The next-best care is commitment to an insane asylum.
Asylums may be said to have an advantage over home care



in that they are relatively cheap or even a free service pro-
vided by the state. But in any of the game eras, these insti-
tutions are of uneven quality, and some may be potentially
harmful. Some are creative places of experiment and ad-
vanced therapy, while others merely offer rude confine-
ment. Presently, in the United States, most institutions are
full or accessible only to the criminally insane. In any era,
concentrated and nourishing treatment by strangers is rare.

Supervised activity, manual therapy, psychiatric medica-
tions, and hydrotherapy are frequent, as is electroconvulsive
treatment today. Psychoanalysis is unavailable, and some-
times an institution can convey an uncaring sense that
undermines the useful effects of psychiatric medications,
leaving the character with a sense of anger and loss, and
likely to be distrustful of outpatient support once he or she
has left the institution. Roll D100. A result of 01-95 is a suc-

cess; add 1D3 Sanity points for psychiatric medications. On
a result of 96-00, the character rebels against taking the
drugs. He or she loses 1D6 Sanity points, and no progress
can be made during the next game month.

Wandering and Homeless
The investigator becomes a wandering derelict, struggling
for survival. The wanderer gains no Sanity points unless able
to join a group of the homeless, and finds at least one friend
among them. To find a friend, roll equal to or less than cur-
rent Sanity + POW on D100 each game month. If a friend
appears, add 1 Sanity point per game month.

Each game month, roll D100 for survival. On a result of
01-95, the character survives. On a result of 96-00, the
character dies of disease, exposure, or murder. •



The era is the 1920s. The investigators are trying to find
out why Boss Morgan, a notorious gangland figure,
has vanished. Notice that though the players have dif-

ferent ways of referring to their characters, the keeper easily
sorts out their statements, and feels no need for consistency.

KEEPER: Well, what's your plan?

PAULA: Let's sneak around Boss Morgan's house, looking
for clues. All the investigators agree to Paula's plan.

JOE: Let's go! I'll drive us over in my Hupmobile. Is there
anyone on the street? We're leaving at midnight.

KEEPER: Nobody is in sight.

CATHY: My private eye Jake can pick the lock on the back
door. The players agree to the plan.

PAULA: I'll keep watch.

ARNOLD: I'll stay in the car for now —my investigator is
still very nervous.

JOE: I'll go with Paula.

KEEPER: Paula, make a Listen roll.

PAULA: I succeeded.

KEEPER: You hear the house's front door quietly open.
And you get a check for your Listen skill.

PAULA: Right. She makes a check on her sheet. I'm going
to try to hide behind the garbage cans. She rolls D100. My
Hide roll worked. What happens?

KEEPER: Since it's night, and there are no street lamps
near, you can't see much. A hulking figure leaves the house
and creeps towards the street. When it reaches the middle
of the street, it pulls up a manhole cover and drops inside.
You hear a splash. The keeper makes a dubiously liquid
sound.

PAULA: Did he lock the door behind him?

KEEPER: Not only is it not locked, it's wide open.

PAULA: I'll sneak back and tell the others. Oh, and don't
I get a check for my Hide?

KEEPER: No, it's too dark to matter. The rest of you,
Paula told you that the front door is open.

JOE and CATHY together: Let's go inside.

KEEPER: What do you do, Arnold?

ARNOLD: Are you kidding? My professor go in there? No
way.

CATHY: He can stand guard while the rest of us go inside.

ARNOLD: All alone? He's coming inside.

KEEPER: It's very dark inside.

PAULA: Joe, let me use your flashlight. I'll take the lead.
Everyone else keep theirs doused—we don't want to be
seen from the street.

KEEPER: You are in the bungalow's hallway. You can go
left through an arch into the living room, or right through
an open door into a study. In front of you is a stairway lead-
ing up. Beneath the stairs is a closed door. Ahead your
beam picks up wet patches on the floor, possibly footprints.
The water in the patches is dirty and stinking.

PAULA: Where do the footsteps come from?

KEEPER: You can't tell. Make Spot Hidden rolls. All fail
to notice droplets of water on the underside of the stairs
banister. What do you want to do?

PAULA: I'll search the study.

JOE: I'll search the living room.

ARNOLD: The professor checks out the hall closet.

CATHY: Jake looks upstairs.

KEEPER (Since the group has split up, the keeper now
deals individually with each.): Paula, there are bookshelves
here, but only a few books. There are two unlocked filing
cabinets, a locked desk, a chair for the desk, and three big
leather easy chairs.

PAULA: I'll open the desk first.

KEEPER: It's locked. Make your Locksmith roll or
oppose Strength 9 on the Resistance Table.

PAULA: I succeed with my Locksmith.

KEEPER: Fine. Check your Locksmith skill. Now, inside
the desk you find two things of interest, a sealed envelope
marked "Last Will & Testament" and a small ledger which
is titled "Innsmouth Shipping Co." Do you want to look at
them now? Paula wants to very much, and the keeper turns
his attention to Cathy. Cathy, as Jake gets to the top of the
stairs, make a Luck roll.

CATHY: I succeeded.



KEEPER: You feel beads of water underneath the wooden
banister, as though water accumulated here after something
wet touched the railing.

CATHY: Uh-oh. Jake proceeds cautiously.

KEEPER: There are two bedrooms and a bath on this
floor. The door to the right-hand bedroom is open.

CATHY: He peeps in through the open door.

KEEPER: Gore is everywhere. The fully clothed corpse of
Boss Morgan is draped over the bed. The top of his head
has been torn off and the insides crudely scooped out. You
can see all this because a faint green phosphorescence has
been tracked over most of the room. Please make a Sanity
roll for him.

CATHY: Ooops, I failed.

KEEPER: Okay, Jake loses. Roll 1D6. Cathy rolls: Jake
loses 4 Sanity points. He turns green and gets sick at the
gruesome sight, but not before he shouts to alert the others.
The rest of you hear Jake scream from upstairs.

ALL: We rush to aid him.

KEEPER: Good. Each of you make a Sanity roll to see the
body. They do, with various results.

CATHY: After Jake has gotten control of himself, he finds
a bathroom and wipes off his trench coat.

KEEPER: What are the rest of you going to do?

JOE: I want to inspect the body closely but without touch-
ing it. Also I'm warning the others not to step in the blood.

PAULA: I 'm searching the other rooms up here.

ARNOLD: The professor comes with you.

KEEPER: Joe, you can see more of the filthy water
splashed over the corpse. Some of it is even inside his brain
pan. There are some abrasions on what is left of his face.
Try an Idea roll.

JOE: I succeeded. Now what?

KEEPER: Seven feet up the wall is a bloody, watery hand
print. Claw marks are visible, and the print is at least eight
inches across the palm, though the fingers are quite stubby.
It's not smeared at all, and you can make out the lines of the
palm in the print.

JOE: Wow! I'm hissing for Paula, Jake, and the professor
to get in here. Does he have his camera with him, Arnold?

ARNOLD: Dang it! I knew the professor forgot some-
thing! Uh, he presses a sheet of paper from a notebook
against the print for a copy.

KEEPER: He gets the print. Arnold, your professor also
notices strange symbols on the opposite wall. As he studies
them, they seem to swirl hypnotically.

ARNOLD: Oho! He wants a closer look.

KEEPER: He doesn't have the time. Everyone try Listen
rolls for your investigators. Joe, Arnold, and Cathy fail.
Paula succeeds. Paula, you hear a clanging noise in the
street. The rest of you hear nothing.

PAULA: I wonder what that could be? I hope it's not the
manhole cover banging down!

KEEPER: The front door suddenly slams closed, and you
can hear someone stomping up the stairs. The keeper
stomps on the floor and hunches his shoulders.

ARNOLD: My professor is jumping out the window.

PAULA: I'm shining my light out the bedroom door, try-
ing to see what is coming.

CATHY: Jake pulls out his .38 snub-nose and looks over
Paula's shoulder.

JOE: I'm cowering behind Jake and Paula but I'm getting
out my trench knife, just in case.

KEEPER: Arnold, your investigator's back is turned, so he
can't see what the others do. Please step into the next room
for a moment while I describe the scene. Arnold obligingly
goes to the kitchen for another can of soda.

The KEEPER continues:  Shuffling into the room 15 a
ghastly parody of a man. It stands almost eight feet tall,
with deformed, twisted extremities. Its face is a mass of
wrinkles. No features are visible. Its sickly brown-green
skin is loose and strips of decaying flesh flap from its
limbs. It drips the filthy brown water seen earlier. You three
try Sanity rolls for 1/1D 10 points each.

JOE: I made my roll successfully.

CATHY: I blew it, but Jake lost only 3 Sanity points.

PAULA: Uh-oh! I'm really scared! I lost 9 points.

KEEPER: Let's see. He examines her investigator's sheet.
Paula, your investigator isn't indefinitely insane, since you
had 76 Sanity points, but unless you roll higher than his
INT x5 on D100, he's going to faint dead away. Paula rolls
a 04 and her investigator faints.

The KEEPER continues:  Since Paula's investigator was
holding the flashlight, it's now rolling on the floor, flashing
wildly about the room. And Arnold's professor has turned
around: he has seen, as he would had he checked earlier,
that the windows are barred with iron gratings. The only
way outside seems to be past the Thing.

ALL (in confusion):  I'm trying to pound open the bars with
a chair! Where's my flashlight? Does anyone know what
this thing is? I'm shooting at its face. Help! Help!

Do the grills on the windows unlock and swing back? Do
the symbols on the wall actually represent a Gate? Does
the monster attack? Did the investigator remember to
bring along the ledger and legal documents he found?
Does Jake's .38 revolver affect the monster? 



Whether or not investigators gain much by know-
ing Mythos magic, they always find Mythos
magic inconvenient to apply. When they do use

Mythos spells, even for benevolent purposes, they lose
Sanity points in consequence. Few Mythos spells can be
quickly performed. Spells learned in the course of pub-
lished scenarios may prove useful only in the course of a
single adventure. Consequently, though all players are
invited to study this chapter, only keepers are likely to get
much advantage from it.

The magic of the Cthulhu Mythos is traditional in
scope, centering on perilous summonings of horrible enti-
ties and the desperate manipulation of inimical forces.
Spells are formally constructed. One wrong word or ges-
ture can cancel an effect. Investigators learn spells by por-
ing over cryptic manuscripts and ancient books of lore.
Artifacts can be enchanted. Though this is rare for investi-
gators, cultists and sorcerers also may be taught by their
fellows and, through vision and visitation by the great and
unseemly things that lurk beyond the normal senses, the
dread Great Old Ones and the Outer Gods.

For human characters, Mythos magic is rare and diffi-
cult to use. Spells must be approached warily, since often
what they do and what they cost is utterly unknown. For
investigators, Mythos magic can be a dangerous trap, for in
using it investigators lose Sanity points and add Cthulhu
Mythos, more and more becoming like those whom they
seek to defeat. Mythos magic bewilders, shocks, disorients,
and debilitates its human practitioners. With enough expo-
sure,the psychic contradictions involved in using this
magic drives humans insane.

In the game, investigators mostly experience magic
from the outside, as the targets of it, or by witnessing the
effect of spells cast by someone else. An investigator rarely
becomes a mage, since the requisite knowledge and experi-
ence usually leads to madness first.

In This Chapter
This chapter discusses spells, enchantments, and the books
of the Cthulhu Mythos. It tells how to learn about such
things, and what then to do with the knowledge. It discuss-
es the occult versus the magical, and tells ways to increase
characteristic POW.

This chapter does not contain spells. Hundreds of
Mythos spells are in the Grimoire, found in the Reference
section of this book, far more than any investigator could
ever learn. (See the Grimoire chapter, starting on p. 191, for
the complete spell listing.)

What Is Magic?
"Oilman had some terrible hints from the dreaded
Necronomicon of Abdul Al-hazred . . . and the suppressed
Unaussprechlichen Kulten of von Junzt to correlate with
his abstract formulae on the properties of space and the
linkage of dimensions known and unknown." —H.P.
Lovecraft, "The Dreams in the Witch House".

After World War I, astronomers confirmed that the thirty or
forty thousand light years of easily observed stars and dust
nearest us comprised only a minor corner of the universe.
There was not one Milky Way, as astronomers had once
believed, but thousands and millions of galaxies, most so
faint and so distant that the truth of the nebulae had long
been argued, but never before solved. The notion of island
universes—galaxies, as we now say —was a bombshell. In
the 1920s, humanity's perception of the unbounded uni-
verse's true size increased by orders of magnitude. -

Writing as such discoveries took place, Lovecraft grad-
ually evolved a background myth incorporating them, and
added some flavorings from Einstein and Planck. These
new "universes", so he seems to have speculated, were
truly islands. Their separation included their natural laws.
Isolated by hundreds of thousands or millions of light
years, the stuff of life could differ wildly. Very quickly,
these islands also took on a Riemannian association of
existing in or being connected to other dimensions.

The magic of the Cthulhu Mythos is the unifying logic
of this universe of universes. The magic works everywhere.
It models and defines the greater reality; it is the ultimate
expression of natural law, the will of the Outer Gods made
palpable, and the arbiter of time, space, and matter.

In comparison, earthly science and religion seem of little
avail. It is apparent that we understand far less than we flatter
ourselves as knowing. Is imperfection in what we believe or
in how we have come to believe it? Perhaps there is a pover-
ty in our souls or our equations that forestalls ultimate knowl-
edge and revelation. The Mythos mocks human pretensions.

In Lovecraft, one usually learns Mythos magic by find-
ing and following written instructions. The volumes of
arcane lore mentioned by the Lovecraft Circle writers

represent the intellectual invasion of the Cthulhu Mythos.



In particular, these ancient manuscripts and suppressed
publications included recipes for the admission or the
return of the Great Old Ones and the Outer Gods, as in
Lovecraft's classic, "The Dunwich Horror". At least by
implication, such writings also indicated how to force away
or dispel those entities. This breakthrough information is
nowhere else available.

It takes time to learn, even from textbooks which have
been carefully written and specially laid out just for that
purpose. Studying the crabbed, idiosyncratic, and infinitely
more difficult Mythos books takes much more time.
Successfully learning to cast a specific spell from such a
book demands more time yet.

Consider: these fat books are clumsily scribed by men
whose sanity has been erased by the horror of their experi-
ments and trials. The text is often handwritten in cramped
archaic script. Many manuscripts are not even in a known
alphabet—some are older than time, in languages long lost;
others are written in occult ciphers to stymie witch-finders
or the Inquisition, and now must be cracked before the
would-be reader can ponder the black truths they conceal.

Even if a sorcerer wrote for others who were familiar
with the arcane and occult, he wrote for adepts and cultists,
not laymen. He would see no reason to explain, and would
employ strange terms and ideas without explaining them.
Valuable annotations might be made by a succession of
owners, each perhaps in a different language or with a dif-
ferent aim, and some or all in error.

The present-day apparatus of scholarship does not exist
in such books. There are no indices, no glossaries, no tables
of contents, no careful definitions. There may not be num-
bered pages, chapters, paragraphs, punctuation, or even
breaks between words.

Different books will have been written centuries apart
from each other, by authors of different experience and dif-
ferent cultures. These writers, of widely varying philosoph-
ical persuasion, inevitably use different technical vocabu-
laries. One must learn the jargon anew for each book. Who
would comprehend such a book must read deeply, consid-
ering every syllable and comparing ideas and procedures
with related books.

Example: Harvey Walters notices a reference to "Arthur's
Grail" in an arcane book. His player fails the requested
Occult roll to remember the reference. Harvey doesn't real-
ize that the Holy Grail of Arthurian lore echoes the Black
Cauldron of Celtic myth, and so he doesn't think of the
Black Cauldron resuscitating dead men boiled in it, or that
it came from Hell. Then his player misses an Idea roll, and
Harvey does not realize for months that the phrase "he
drank from Arthur's Grail" might refer to somebody raised
by the Resurrection spell. And if Harvey knows nothing of
the Resurrection spell, that phrase might remain meaning-
less to him forever.

A book may be physically difficult to read. Many are of enor-
mous age and must be handled with care. Some are delicate:
the reader must wear thin gloves and turn the pages with

padded forceps. Only in the present do photocopy machines
exist with which to make quick and accurate copies.

Some books are of great length. They are repetitive and
boring, poorly written and obscure in style. Studying such
stuff is tiring and may seem pointless. A dulled reader miss-
es facts and allusions, so study must halt until the mind is
refreshed. This also takes time.

A formula has been derived to determine an individual's
reading times for a particular Mythos volume. Factors
include the investigator's intelligence, education, language,
Cthulhu Mythos or Occult skill percentage, and a rating for
the library in which the tome is studied. See the Keeper's
Lore chapter, "Research Modifiers", p. 125.

Describing Mythos Tomes
A spread of pages in this chapter summarizes information
concerning the books of the Cthulhu Mythos most often
mentioned in the fiction. These short, systematic entries give
the impression of total understanding. Do not be deceived!
Sorcerer madmen do not belong to the Book-of-the-Month
Club. Their work is never proofed or marketed, and no edi-
tor ever has the chance to take aside the author of such a
book and say, "Exactly what did you mean here?" Get the
game information from those summaries, but the keeper and
players also must wrestle with the reality of them as books.

Some Mythos volumes are recent enough in origin to
have been printed with movable type. Those editions were
short press runs, and upon publication copies often were
sought out and destroyed, as was The King in Yellow.
Surviving copies often have been ill-treated by the crazed
or malicious, or rebound to disguise their blasphemous
contents. Bound manuscripts were never regularized by
typesetting and printing, of course, and their wavering,
blotted handwriting may be wholly incomprehensible for
pages at a time, a situation remedied only by great dedica-
tion and scholarship.





Even though each book's summary in the rulebook is
uniform, assume that each copy of a Mythos book can be
different from its fellows. Though the logic of that poten-
tial diminishes for recent books such as Azathoth and
Others, even then bindings may be broken, pages torn out,
and signatures missing or miscollated. Contents may be
ink-stained or acid-scarred, pages half-burnt, and the words
made illegible or utterly defaced by madmen or by sane
men who sought to destroy the dangerous information.
Unique information may be written as marginalia or jotted
down on note paper and inserted here or there. Invaluable
hand-colored plates may be tipped in, or may have been
ripped and pinned on some long-burnt wall.

Sorcerers and cultists are not librarians. They are unrea-
sonable and uncharitable. They are unconcerned with the
needs of posterity. They intend themselves to live forever.

DISCOVERED EDITIONS
If an original language version is found of a work that until
then was known only in translation, then the original ver-
sion is more informative. Add three percentiles to the
Cthulhu Mythos + amount. Treat the original edition as
another edition. The keeper chooses the book's original lan-
guage, and can make up its title in that language as well.

If the investigator has already read another edition of
the same book, but the new version has a higher Cthulhu
Mythos +, ignore any difference in Sanity point loss, but
add the extra points of Cthulhu Mythos after reading the
new version.

If a keeper creates a new Mythos tome for some purpose,
he or she should have a name for it, know the language of its
composition, know what it looks like, know how many
Sanity points are lost in reading or skimming it, know how
many Cthulhu Mythos points its comprehension adds, and be
able to determine what spells if any can be found within it.

Despite the dangers, investigators will choose to study this
or that terrifying book. The process of reading can be leisure-
ly, and can be suspended at any point for as long as need be.
"Study" and "reading" are synonymous in this context.

Reading Mythos Books
Any book listed as adding Cthulhu Mythos points therefore
takes study to comprehend. In the summaries of Mythos
books in this chapter, reading times for books are given in
weeks. The keeper should never feel at the mercy of such
numbers, and should shrink them or increase them as
appropriate. An outstanding academic with pertinent lan-
guage skills will read a book faster than an earnest but une-
ducated and disoriented journalist. Time of study need not
be consecutive days, weeks, or months.

The keeper indicates when enough time has passed. If in
other than the investigator's native language, the investigator
needs a successful language roll on D100. With a success,
the investigator gets an experience check for that language as
well. A language failure means that the reader has been able
to skim the book and loses some current Sanity points, but
adds no Cthulhu Mythos points and learns no spells.

If a book is written in a language unknown by the inves-
tigator, then a translator is needed. What gets translated,
how quickly, and how accurately is for the keeper to
decide. If the language is unknown or long forgotten, the
investigators must come up with a plan for a procedure that
convinces the keeper, or the book baffles them.

With success, or if no skill roll is needed, the investiga-
tor now comprehends the book. The player adds the stated
percentiles of Cthulhu Mythos, lowers maximum Sanity by
the same number of points, and subtracts lost current Sanity
points. Having read and comprehended the book, the inves-
tigator loses nothing more for further readings of it.
(However, see "Discovered Editions", further above, for a
possible complication.)

Current Sanity points are always lost for successfully
reading or skimming a book. The book or manuscript must be
in the reader's own language, or the reader must receive a
successful language roll, or a third party must reliably trans-
late the book. Unless one of those conditions can be satisfied,
the book cannot be read. No Sanity points are lost for looking
it. Sanity points are never lost for consulting or rereading a
Mythos book which the investigator has already read.

SKIMMING A BOOK
An investigator can skim a book to learn what it is about
and to guess at what spells it might contain. Skimming
always succeeds if the language can be read.



This section discusses important human writings that
describe some portion of the Cthulhu Mythos. Some of this
information is commonly known by bibliophiles, historians,
and those in the book trade. Notes about even more addi-
tional editions of these writings exist in the Keeper's
Companion, available from Chaosium. Many other versions
of these volumes as well as lesser Mythos volumes exist, as
do incidental notebooks, diaries, and letters.
Bulleted entries indicate different versions of the same orig-
inal. Two dates are noted for three Mythos books: the latter
date in each case is the date ascribed in the original story. If
available at all, the number of copies listed reflects those
known held in public and private collections. More existing
copies are very likely.
Dimensions given are traditional, since actual sizes often
vary between copies. Folios range from 12.5"x20" to 10"
x15". Quartos vary between 10" x12.5" and 7.5" x10".
Octavos range between 6.25" x10" and 5" x7.5".
Each entry consists of the title, following by the language of
the edition, author or translator, and date of completion or
publication. Some dates are conjectural. Descriptive notes
then follow. Concluding each entry is the Sanity point loss
for skimming and reading the book, and the points of the
Cthulhu Mythos skill increase. Likely spells contained in
each volume are then noted; keepers are free to add appro-
priate spells to these lists. The concept of the spell multipli-
er has been dropped.
These summaries also now include average weeks of study
per book. When using such numbers, take into account the
individual reader's skills and profession. Use the times
given here as comparative indicators of difficulty. Each
investigator will study and comprehend a book at a differ-
ence rate.

AL- AZIF—see Necronomicon

AZATHOTH AND OTHERS—in English, written by
Edward Derby, 1919. A collection of the Arkham-born
poet's early works. Published in Boston in a pocket-sized
edition, 3.5" x5.5", and bound in black. About 1400 copies
were printed and sold. Sanity loss 1/1D4; Cthulhu Mythos
+4 percentiles; average I week to study and comprehend.
Spells: none.

BOOK OF DZYAN-in English, author and trans.
unknown, reputedly of ancient origin. Long referred to by
theosophist Helena Blavatsky, a copy of this tome has never
been verified. Said to be a translation of manuscripts origi-
nal to Atlantis. Also called the Stanzas of Dzyan. Portions of
this work was translated as The Secret Doctrine, but that
includes no spells or other Mythos information. Sanity loss
1D3/1D6; Cthulhu Mythos +9 percentiles; average 14
weeks to study and comprehend. Spells: Call Forth Childe
of the Woode (Summon/Bind Dark Young), Call Forth Wind
Spirit (Summon/Bind Byakhee), Call Forth the Unseen

Walker (Summon/Bind Dimensional Shambler), Dream
Vision (Contact Cthulhu).

Book of Eibon
(three versions follow)

• LIBER IVONIS- in Latin, trans. Caius Phillipus Faber,
9th century AD. Although the original is said to have
been written by Eibon, wizard of Hyperborea, no earlier
versions than the Latin have been verified. Never printed,
six bound manuscript versions have been listed in library
collections. Sanity loss 1D4I2D4; Cthulhu Mythos +13
percentiles; average 36 weeks to study and comprehend.
Spells: Call/Dismiss Azathoth, Call/Dismiss Rlim
Shaikorth, Contact Formless Spawn of Zhothaqquah
(Tsathoggua), Contact Kthulhut (Cthulhu), Contact Yok
Zothoth (Yog-Sothoth), Contact Zhothaqquah
(Tsathoggua), Create Barrier of Naach-Tith, Create Gate,
Create Mist of Releh, Deflect Harm, Eibon's Wheel of
Mist, Enchant Brazier, Enchant Knife, Levitate, Voorish
Sign, Wither Limb.

• LIVRE D'lVON- in French, trans. Gaspard du Nord, c.
13th century AD. Bound, handwritten manuscript of
which thirteen specimens, partial or complete, are known
to exist. Sanity loss 1D4/2D4; Cthulhu Mythos +12 per-
centiles; average 36 weeks to study and comprehend.
Spells: as per Liber Ivonis.

• BOOK OF EIBON—in English, trans. unknown, c. 15th
century. A flawed and incomplete translation. Eighteen
copies by various hands are known to exist today. Sanity
loss 1D4/2D4; Cthulhu Mythos +11 percentiles; average
32 weeks to study and comprehend. Spells: as per Liber
Ivonis, except that Call/Dismiss Rlim Shaikorth, Create
Barrier of Naach-Tith, Deflect Harm, and Voorish Sign
are absent.

CELAENO FRAGMENTS—a holographic manuscript in
English, by Dr. Laban Shrewsbury, 1915 (1938). A single
copy is known to exist, deposited at Miskatonic U. Library
shortly before the author mysteriously disappeared. Sanity
loss 1D4/1D8; Cthulhu Mythos +9 percentiles; average 15
weeks to study and comprehend. Spells: Brew Space Mead,
Call Cthugha, Elder Sign, Enchant Whistle, Summon/Bind
Byakhee.

Cthaat Aquadingen
(two versions follow)

• CTHAAT AQUADINGEN—in Latin, author unknown,
c. ll-12th century. A comprehensive study of the deep
ones. Three copies of this Latin version exist, identically
bound in human skin said to sweat when the humidity
drops too low. One is at the British Museum, and the
other two are owned by British collectors. Sanity loss



1D8/2D8; Cthulhu Mythos +13 percentiles; average 46
weeks to study and comprehend. Spells: Bring Forth the
Great One (Call/Dismiss Bugg-Shash), Call The Black,
Dreams from God (Contact Cthulhu), Dreams from
Zattoqua [Tsathoggual, Dreams of the Drowner [Yibb-
Tstll], Speak with Sea Children (Contact Deep Ones),
Speak with Father Dagon, Speak with Mother Hydra,
Speak with God-Child (Contact Star-Spawn of Cthulhu),
Nyhargo Dirge (this last spell is a modification of the
reversed Resurrection spell used to destroy revenants).

CTHAAT AQUADINGEN-in Middle English, author
and translator unknown, c. 14th century. A comprehen-
sive study of the deep ones, but in an incomplete and
deeply flawed translation. A single bound manuscript is
held by the British Museum. Sanity loss 1D4/2D4;
Cthulhu Mythos +6 percentiles; average 29 weeks to
study and comprehend. Spells: Bring Forth the Great One
(Call/Dismiss Bugg-Shash), Dreams from God (Contact
Cthulhu), Dreams of the Drowner |Yibb-Tstll|, Speak
with Sea Children (Contact Deep Ones), Speak with
Father Dagon, Speak with Mother Hydra, Speak with
God-Child (Contact Star-Spawn of Cthulhu).

CTHULHU IN THE NECRONOMICON- in English,
written by Dr. Laban Shrewsbury, 1915 (1938). Handwritten
notes toward an intended book. Deposited at Miskatonic U.
Library shortly before the author mysteriously disappeared.
Tells of Cthulhu's power to affect men's dreams, warning of
a worldwide cult dedicated to the creature's return. Sanity
loss 1D3/1D6; Cthulhu Mythos +6 percentiles; average 14
weeks to study and comprehend. Spells: Contact Cthulhu,
Contact Deep Ones, Elder Sign.

CULTES DES GOULES- in French, by François-Honore
Balfour, Comte d'Erlette, 1702? Published in 1703 in
France (Paris?), in a quarto edition. The Church immediate-
ly denounced it. Catalogues a large cult practicing necro-
mancy, necrophagy, and necrophilia in France. Fourteen
copies are known to exist, the most recent surfacing in
1906. Sanity loss 1D4/1D10; Cthulhu Mythos +12 per-
centiles; average 22 weeks to study and comprehend.
Spells: Black Binding, Call/Dismiss Nyogtha, Call/Dismiss
Shub-Niggurath, Contact Ghoul, Resurrection, Shrivelling,
Summon/Bind Byakhee, Summon/Bind Dark Young,
Voorish Sign.

DE VERMIIS MYSTERIIS- in Latin, by Ludwig Prinn,
1542. Black letter folio printed in Cologne, Germany, in the
same year. Suppressed by the Church. Fifteen copies have
survived. In part discusses the Arab world, and things
supernatural there. Sanity loss ID6/2D6; Cthulhu Mythos
+12 percentiles; average 48 weeks to study and compre-
hend. Spells: Contact Byatis, Contact Yig, Create Liao
Drug, Create Scrying Window, Create Zombie, Invoke
Demon (Summon/Bind Byakhee), Invoke Child of the Goat
(Summon/Bind Dark Young), Invoke Invisible Servant
(Summon/Bind Star Vampire), Prinn's Crux Ansata, Spirit
Transfer, Summon Ghost, Voorish Sign.

ELTDOWN SHARDS—in English, by Rev. Arthur Brooke
Winters-Hall, 1912. Questionable translation of mysterious

hieroglyphs found on clay fragments in southern England,
in an edition of 350 pamphlets, 64 pages. Tells of beings
who could exchange minds with others across space and
time. Sanity loss 1D4/1D8; Cthulhu Mythos +11 per-
centiles; average 6 weeks to study and comprehend. Spell:
Contact Yithian.

G'HARNE FRAGMENTS- in English, by Sir Amery
Wendy-Smith, 1919 (1931). Scholarly study and translation
of shards inscribed with curious dot patterns. Discusses the
lost city of G'harne in great deal, including its location. The
shards were discovered by Windrop in North Africa. The
original edition was 958 copies printed at the author's
expense as a humble sixteenmo (4.5" x5.75"). Sanity loss
1D6/1D10; Cthulhu Mythos +10 percentiles; average 12
weeks to study and comprehend. Spells: Contact Chthonian,
Contact Elder Thing, Contact Shudde M'ell, Red Sign of
Shudde M'ell.

THE KING IN YELLOW—in English, trans. unknown, c.
1895. The original is in French, apparently, but that edition
was seized and destroyed by the Third Republic just after
publication. The English edition is a thin black octavo vol-
ume across the front cover of which is embossed a large
Yellow Sign. (The Sign costs 0/1D6 Sanity points to see for
the first time only.) The text is an ambiguous, dream-like
play which opens readers to madness. Sanity loss
1D3/1D6+1 ; Cthulhu Mythos +5 percentiles; average 1 
week to study and comprehend. Spells: none.

LIBER IVONIS, LIVRE D'lVON- see Book of Eibon

MASSA DI REQUIEM PER SHUGGAY- in Italian, by
Benvenuto Chieti Brodighera, 1768. An opera score and
libretto never published and believe to have been performed
only once. Deals with rape, incest, and other degradations.
Knowledgeable musicians pronounce portions of it
unplayable. Copies are held by the British Museum, the
Bibliothéque Nationale in Paris, and probably the Vatican's
Z-collection. Sanity loss 1D3/1D6; Cthulhu Mythos +4 per-
centiles; average 2 weeks to study and comprehend. Spells:
performed with full chorus and orchestra, Call Azathoth is
cast about midway through the third act.

MONSTRES AND THEIR KYNDE- in English, author
unknown, 16th century. A single folio version of this hand-
written book existed, and that was stolen from the British
Museum in 1898. Rumors of other copies continue to per-
sist to this day, though none has been verified. Contains a
jumble of topics drawn from the Necronomicon, Book of
Eibon, and a variety of other tomes. Many entities are dis-
cussed, including Cthulhu, Yog-Sothoth, and Lloigor, the
twin of Zhar. Sanity loss 1D4/1D8; Cthulhu Mythos +8 per-
centiles; average 36 weeks to study and comprehend.
Spells: Command Faceless One (Summon/Bind
Nightgaunt), Command Ice Demon (Summon/Bind
Byakhee), Command Invisible Servant (S/B Star Vampire),
Command Night Beast (S/B Hunting Horror), Command
Star Walker (S/B Dimensional Shambler), Enchant Altar,
Enchant Blade, Enchant Pipes.

continued next page



Nameless Cults
(three versions follow)

• UNAUSPRECHLICHEN KULTEN—in German, by
Friedrich Wilhelm von Junzt, 1839. A quarto, possibly
printed in Hamburg. This volume, long referred to as the
Black Book, tells of von Junzt's connections to various
cults and secret societies. Other editions are rumored. Six
copies are known to be in major libraries in Europe and
America. The original edition boasts the horrific engrav-
ings of Gunther Hasse. Sanity loss 1D8/2D8; Cthulhu
Mythos +15 percentiles; average 52 weeks to study and
comprehend. Spells: Address Zhar (Contact Zhar),
Approach Brother (Contact Ghoul), Barrier of Naach-
Tith, Beckon Great One (Contact Dagon), Call Aether
Devil (Contact Mi-Go), Call Forth the Sun (Call/Dismiss
Azathoth), Call Forth Cyaegha (Call/Dismiss Cyaegha),
Call Forth the Horned Man (Call/Dismiss Nyarlathotep),
Call Forth That Which Should Not Be (Call/Dismiss
Nyogtha), Call Forth the Woodland Goddess
(Call/Dismiss Shub-Niggurath), Command Airy Travelers
(Summon/Bind Byakhee), Command the Trees
(Summon/Bind Dark Young), Command the Unknown
(Call/Dismiss Ghatanothoa), Contact Children of the
Deep (Contact Deep Ones), Revivify (Resurrection).

• NAMELESS CULTS—in English, trans. unknown, pub-
lished 1845. An unauthorized translation published by
Bridewell of England (probably London) in an octavo
edition. At least twenty copies are held in various collec-
tions. Badly flawed text. Sanity loss 1D8/2D8; Cthulhu
Mythos +12 percentiles; average 48 weeks to study and
comprehend. Spells: as per Unausprechlichen Kulten, but
most of these spell versions are incomplete or faulty. Roll
POW x2 or less on D100 to find a working version of a
particular spell.

• NAMELESS CULTS—in English, trans. unknown, pub-
lished 1909. An expurgated version of the faulty
Bridewell text, published by Golden Goblin Press, New
York. Contains only descriptions of spells, not the com-
plete rituals of the earlier editions. With some looking,
this edition can be found in used bookstores. Sanity loss
1D8/2D8; Cthulhu Mythos +9 percentiles: average 30
weeks to study and comprehend. Spells: none.

The Necronomicon
(five versions)

• AL-AZIF—in Arabic, by Abdul al-Hazrad (Abd al-
Azrad), c. 730 AD. Original form is unknown, but numer-
ous manuscript versions were long circulated between
medieval scholars. As early as the 12th century this ver-
sion was referred to as lost. It is an immense compendi-
um touching on nearly every aspect of the Mythos, and a

capable reference on most subjects, including charts and
star maps. Sanity loss 1D10/2D1O Sanity points; Cthulhu
Mythos +18 percentiles; 68 weeks to study and compre-
hend. Spells: Call/Dismiss Azathoth, Call/Dismiss
Cthugha, Call/Dismiss Hastur, Call/Dismiss Nyogtha,
Call/Dismiss Shub-Niggurath, Call/Dismiss Yog-Sothoth,
Contact Ghoul, Contact Nyarlathotep, Contact Sand
Dweller, Dominate, Dread Curse of Azathoth, Dust of
Suleiman, Elder Sign, Powder of Ibn-Ghazi,
Resurrection, Shrivelling, Summon/Bind Byakhee,
Summon/Bind Fire Vampire, Summon/Bind Servitor of
the Outer Gods, Voorish Sign.

• NECRONOMICON—in Greek, trans. by Theodoras
Philetas, c. 950 AD. Early manuscript versions are
unknown. A small printing in (Florence?) Italy in a folio
edition was suppressed by the Church; it lacked any
drawings, maps, or charts. Last known copy burned in
Salem, 1692. Sanity loss 1D10/2D10; Cthulhu Mythos
+17 percentiles; average 68 weeks to study and compre-
hend. Spells: as per Al Azif.

• NECRONOMICON-in Latin, trans. by Olaus
Wormius, 1228 AD. First circulated in manuscript form,
then printed in Germany (late 15th century) as a black-
letter folio. A second, nearly identical edition was pub-
lished in Spain in the early 17th century. One copy of the
former edition and four copies of the latter are known to
exist. Sanity loss 1D1O/2D1O; Cthulhu Mythos +16 per-
centiles; average 66 weeks to study and comprehend.
Spells: as per Al-Azif.

• NECRONOMICON—in English, trans. by Dr. John
Dee, 1586. An accurate but expurgated version of the
Greek translation. Never printed; exists in bound manu-
script form only. Three nearly complete copies are
known. Sanity loss 1D10/2D10; Cthulhu Mythos +15
percentiles; average 50 weeks to study and comprehend.
Spells: Call Forth the Angel Yazrael (Call/Dismiss Yog-
Sothoth), Call Forth the Lord of the Pit (Call/Dismiss
Nyogtha), Command the Angel Dilyah (Summon/Bind
Servitor of the Outer Gods), Consult Dark Servant
(Contact Ghoul), Consult Ye Spirit of the Earth (Contact
Nyarlathotep), Dominate, Dust of Suleiman, Elder Sign,
Powder of Ibn-Ghazi, Voorish Sign.

• SUSSEX MANUSCRIPT—in English, trans. by Baron
Frederic, 1597. A muddled, incomplete translation of the
Latin Necronomicon, printed in Sussex, England, in an
octavo edition. Properly known as the Cultus Maleficarum.
Sanity loss 1D3/1D6; Cthulhu Mythos +7 percentiles; aver-
age 36 weeks to study and comprehend. Spells: as per Al
Azif, but possibly dangerously flawed in form and intent.

PEOPLE OF THE MONOLITH- in English, by Justin
Geoffrey, 1926. A volume of poems, 4" x6.75", bound in



dark red buckram at Erebus Press, Monmouth, Illinois, in an
edition of 1200 copies. The title poem is acknowledged as
Geoffrey's masterwork. Sanity loss 1/1D3; Cthulhu Mythos
+3 percentiles; average 1 week to study and comprehend.
Spells: none.

PNAKOTIC MANUSCRIPTS -in English, author and
trans. unknown, 15th century. Five bound manuscript ver-
sions of this book are catalogued in Europe and America.
The apparent precursor volume, the Pnakotica, was written
in classical Greek, and that book may trace its origins to the
prehuman crinoids who seeded life on Earth. Sanity loss
1D4/1D8; Cthulhu Mythos +10 percentiles; average 45
weeks to study and comprehend. Spell: Contact Winged
Thing (Contact Elder Thing).

PONAPE SCRIPTURE—in English, by Captain Abner
Ezekiel Hoag, 1734. Published posthumously c. 1795, in
Boston, as a sextodecimo, 4" x6.75", but inferior in accuracy
and completeness to Hoag's manuscript, copies of which pur-
portedly still exist. Details a South Sea
islander cult of humans who worship and
breed with the deep ones. Sanity loss
1D3/1D6; Cthulhu Mythos +5 per-
centiles; average 10 weeks to study and
comprehend. Spells: the printed version
has no spells. The manuscript original
contains Contact Deep Ones, Contact
Father Dagon, Contact Mother Hydra.

REVELATIONS OF GLAAKI - in
English, by various authors, 1842-1865.
Nine folio volumes were published by
subscription, the last in 1865. Since then,
three more volumes are said to have been
composed and privately circulated.
Copies of the original nine folio volumes
are held by many major libraries. Each
volume is by a different cultist, dis-
cussing a different aspect of Glaaki,
associated entities, and their cults. This
version of the text was apparently expurgated, but much
information survives. The range of spells gives a good idea
of the general contents. Sanity loss 1D6/2D6; Cthulhu
Mythos +15 percentiles; average 32 weeks to study and
comprehend. Spells: Call/Dismiss Azathoth, Call/Dismiss
Daoloth, Call/Dismiss Shub-Niggurath, Contact Byatis,
Contact the Crystallizers of Dreams, Contact Eihort, Contact
Glaaki, Contact Ghroth, Contact M'nagalah, Nyhargo Dirge,
Summon/Bind Being from Xiclotl.

R'LYEH TEXT—in Chinese, author unknown, c. 300 EC.
Supposedly the clay tablet originals have been destroyed,
but scroll copies and recent English and German transla-
tions are said to exist. The text apparently concerns Dagon,
Hydra, star-spawn, Zoth-Ommog, Ghatanothoa, and
Cthulhu, and tells of the sinking of Mu and R'lyeh. Sanity
loss 1D8/2D8; Cthulhu Mythos +15 percentiles; average 54
weeks to study and comprehend. Spells: Call Cyaegha,
Contact Cthulhu, Contact Deep Ones, Contact Father
Dagon, Contact Mother Hydra, Curse of the Stone, Grasp of
Cthulhu, Wave of Oblivion.

SEVEN CRYPTICAL BOOKS OF HSAN-in Chinese,
written by Hsan the Greater, c. 2nd century AD. Seven
scrolls, each on a different topic. An English translation,
Seven Cryptical Books of Earth, is said to exist. The books
discuss elements of the Mythos of particular importance or
interest to those who live in the Middle Kingdom. Sanity
loss 1D4/1D8; Cthulhu Mythos +8 percentiles; average 40
weeks to study and comprehend. Spells: Call Down Spirit
(Summon/Bind Byakhee), Call Forth the Earth Spirit
(Contact Chthonian), Contact Ghoul, Contact Hound of
Tindalos, Contact Nyarlathotep, Door to Kadath (a gate to
Kadath), Restore Life (Resurrection).

THAUMATURGICAL PRODIGIES IN THE NEW-
ENGLAND CANAAN—in English, by Rev. Ward Phillips,
1788? Published in two editions, the second in Boston,
1801. Primitive American octavo in imitation black letter.
The interiors of the editions are the same, except for
changes in printer, place of printing, and edition date.
Commonly found in major libraries and historical society

libraries in New England. Describes the
blasphemies of witches, warlocks,
shamans, and other Colonial-era evil-
doers. Details of events in and around
Billington's Woods. Sanity loss
1D3/1D6; Cthulhu Mythos +4 per-
centiles; average 8 weeks to study and
comprehend. Spells: none, but annota-
tions by Rev. Phillips in his personal
copy reveal Call/Dismiss Ithaka
(Ithaqua), Contact Narlato
(Nyarlathotep), Contact Sadogowah
(Tsathoggua), Contact Yogge Sothyothe
(Yog-Sothoth), Elder Sign.

TRUE MAGIC -in English, by
Theophilus Wenn, 17th century. A small
and crumbling hand-bound manuscript,
nonetheless describable as a veritable
encyclopedia of Devil's lore. Sanity loss
1D4/1D8; Cthulhu Mythos +6 per-

centiles; average 24 weeks to study and comprehend.
Spells: Call for Spirit of the Air (Summon/Bind Star
Vampire), Call Forth the One (Summon/Bind Servitor of the
Outer Gods), Call Forth the Winged One (Summon/Bind
Byakhee), Speak with the Dark One (Contact Nyogtha).

ZANTHU TABLETS—in English, by Prof. Harold Hadley
Copeland, 1916. A brochure subtitled "A Conjectural
Translation" printed in 400 copies. Translates carvings
found on black jade tablets drawn up from the Pacific
Ocean by fishermen. The author claims the carvings are
hieratic Naacal, the high language of ancient Mu. The
brochure describes the worship of Ghatanothoa, Shub-
Niggurath, and Cthulhu. Sanity loss 1D3/1D6; Cthulhu
Mythos +3 percentiles; average 8 weeks to study and com-
prehend. Spells: the text is partially expurgated and contains
no spells. The original Muvian tables contain Contact
Cthulhu, Contact Ghatanothoa, Contact Lloigor, Contact
Yuggya, Contact Zoth-Ommog. 

Above: frontspiece of the Dee Necronomicon.



• Skimming a printed or typescript book takes one hour
per hundred pages. Skimming a handwritten manuscript
takes one hour per ten pages.

• Skimming a Mythos book costs half the current Sanity
points needed to read the book, or as the keeper indicates.

• Skimming never increases Cthulhu Mythos.

• After skimming, reading the book costs the full Sanity-
point roll, minus any Sanity points actually spent in
skimming the book.

MYTHOS BOOKS AS REFERENCES
Once a tome has been read, the percentiles entered for its
Cthulhu Mythos + also quantify its usefulness as a Mythos
reference. As seems appropriate, such a book may be able
to provide a specific fact about the Mythos (such as how
long a chthonian takes to reach maturity, or where
Y'golonac's body awaits its resurrection).

The investigator spends 1D4 game hours poring through
the book. The player then multiplies the Cthulhu Mythos
percentiles of the book by 5, and attempts a D100 roll equal
to or less than that number. With a success, the investigator
finds the fact or an allusion to the fact (the keeper can

express the information as obscurely as desired). If the roll  
failed, the book does not hold the information. The user of
the book will want to note what was or was not contained.

Occult Books
These ideas for handling the information in Mythos book
can apply to non-Mythos books as well. An occult book by
definition grants points of the Occult skill after being read     
An occult book does not contain knowledge increasing the
Cthulhu Mythos skill or it would be classified as a Mythos
book. Some occult books may well include discussions of
non-Mythos magic, including instructions for spells. A
occult book may cost Sanity points if its writing is tangle
and confusing.

Published Scenarios
Especially in published scenarios, the procedure for deci-
phering Mythos tomes often has been condensed, some
times drastically, in order that the drama of the situation
stay sharp and immediate. For instance, an adventure may
suggest that the investigators can spend only 1D4 game
days studying Nameless Cults, and that they then have



50% chance to learn some spell crucial to the adventure in
the book.

If such inconsistency annoys you, change the name of
the book or manuscript to one you have made up, or
redesign the adventure so that the pressure of time has no
consequence. At heart, the Call of Cthulhu rules assume
months or years of play with the same keeper and players,
assume that the mysteries involved are mostly created by
the keeper and not hatched from a book, and assume that
episodes merge like streams into a river. You, by choice or
by circumstance, may not play that way.

Points increasing the Cthulhu Mythos skill widen the
horizons of the student and chip away at his or her
mental reserves. But the point of learning about the

Mythos is that the knowledge lets the scholar change reali-
ty in specific ways. These packets of information are orga-
nized as spells. They require activation, measured in the
game by magic points.

Magic Points
Magic points can be expended to cast spells, to energize
artifacts and magical gates, to fight magical attacks or
manipulation via Resistance Table rolls, and so on. An
investigator cannot expend more magic points than he or
she possesses. The number of magic points cannot regener-
ate above his or her points of POW.

Spending or sacrificing magic points or points of Power
takes only the will of the owner. No special process is need-
ed. Doing it may leave sensations of pleasure mingled with
regret, or a numbness of the soul, or not be noticeable at all.

Some magical attacks leach magic points or POW from
unwilling targets. In those cases, Resistance Table rolls
may be characterized as being painful, or as leaving a
headache or other minor symptom. Involuntary loss of
POW would be a stronger sensation than that of losing the
same amount of magic points.

• If magic points reach zero, the investigator falls uncon-
scious until at least one magic point regenerates.

• Regeneration of magic points is a natural function,
returning at one quarter of user POW per six hours
(round down any fractions). After 24 hours, all magic





points should be regenerated unless the investigator has
spent more in the meantime.

• Were a character to obtain magic points of quantity
greater than his or her POW, he or she could spend the
excess but not regenerate it.

Learning a Spell
A wide selection of spells for the game are presented alpha-
betically in the Grimoire chapter, starting on p. 191.

• In itself, learning a Mythos spell does not cost Sanity
points. Casting a Mythos spell does.

• Any individual can learn a spell. Studying the Mythos is
the last thing a person should do, since increasing
Mythos knowledge always brings the character closer
and closer to the time when insanity or the Mythos
stakes its claim. Sometimes circumstances demand such
sacrifice.

• Knowledge of a spell can be transferred in three ways.
Learning from a book is by far the most common
method.

LEARNING A SPELL FROM A MYTHOS BOOK
Sorcerers drive themselves insane by cruel experiment and
heedless exposure to Cthulhu Mythos knowledge.
Investigators seek out their records because their writings
may offer quick solutions to problems of supernatual scope.
Reading a sorcerer's notes and procedures can be horrify-
ing and sanity-shaking, and should not be done heedlessly.

If a book contains spells, the keeper will indicate their
presence and summarize each of them in a sentence or two.
He or she probably will not use the rule book name for a
spell, but might offer a description like "broughte forth a
Great Winged Beast from ye void which did sore Crowde
my place of Busyness" in place of the too accurate and too
bland Summon/Bind Byakhee.

To learn a spell from a Mythos book requires that the
book containing it has been read, and that 2D6 game weeks
of study then takes place, or other game time as the keeper
indicates. Just as with reading a Mythos book, learning a
Mythos spell may be taken up, put aside, then taken up
again, as convenient. The investigator chooses the spell to
study. When the game time has elapsed, study is complet-
ed. The player then rolls D100 equal to or less than inves-
tigator INT x3 (or as the keeper sees fit). With a success,
the spell is learned. Failing, the study time is lost, but the
investigator may start over.

LEARNING A SPELL FROM ANOTHER PERSON
Having learned a spell, a character may teach it to others.
Teaching person to person is quicker than one person learn-
ing from a book. To learn a spell from another person, roll
D100 equal to or less than the student's INT x3 for each
game week spent studying the spell. Succeeding, the stu-
dent knows the spell and now may teach it to others.

LEARNING A SPELL FROM A MYTHOS ENTITY
At will, any intelligent entity might supply a book or a
scroll detailing some spell. More characteristically the enti-
ty imparts such knowledge by means of dream or vision,
each episode disturbing and alienating, and gnawing away
at the character's sanity and will. This may happen quickly
or slowly, as the story requires. An entity might imbue a
complete spell in a character's mind via telepathy, though
such a powerful experience also might send the character
directly to the asylum.

Once the process is complete, the target needs a suc-
cessful Idea roll to retain knowledge of the spell. Failing,
the process must be started anew.

Imparting or imbuing a spell in this fashion is rare.
Investigators rarely receive information in this manner.
Cultists of the Cthulhu Mythos often do.



LEARNING NON-MYTHOS MAGIC
Not all magic originates from the Cthulhu Mythos, but
Mythos magic is the most efficient agent of manipulation,
and in the fiction it represents the best magical map or rep-
resentation of the universe. Other earthly magic or religios-
ity can be significant and can have effect, though just how
much is for the keeper to determine.

Mechanics and procedures for such magic should be the
same as those for Mythos magic, though the means and
aims of earthly magic will differ. Horrific deeds should
always cost Sanity points.

Casting Spells
Manipulating the forces of the Cthulhu Mythos costs Sanity
points, in amounts varying by spell. If some awful creature
arrives in response to a spell, encountering it costs yet more
Sanity points. Having no Sanity points does not prohibit
spells from being cast—if it did, there would be no cultists.

Nearly all spells and many magical artifacts also require
magic points (or Power, if that is the need) to be expended,
or the spell does not activate. Nothing happens.

Physical components may be necessary. The component
may be reusable, such as are the great menhirs necessary
for summoning He Who Is Not to Be Named. Other com-
ponents may be consumed in the course of the spell, such
as the drinking of space-mead.

All spells need time to cast, from a few seconds or a
game minute to as much time as a game week.

The caster must know the spell. He or she must reiterate
a sometimes complex and lengthy chant in authoritative
tones. Usually the caster must have complete freedom of
movement, since gesture can be as important as chant.

SPELL RANGE
In the game, spell range is usually one of three: touch, 100
yards, or sight with the unaided eye. These general choices
are easy to visualize and understand. Greater ranges get to
be engineering problems, not examples of horror. Avoid
telephone spells, internet spells, letter-bomb spells, cruise
missile spells, spells sent by telescope, microbe spells,
microwave transmission spells, and other contrivances.
Like roleplaying, magic and horror are personal effects.

RESISTANCE TABLE MATCHES
Quite a few spells match caster and target magic points on
the Resistance Table. Lacking other instructions, first sub-
tract any caster magic points needed to cast the spell, then
match the remaining magic points of the caster against
those of the target's. To affect the target, first the spell must
get there.

Evidence of Spells Being Cast
The damage done by a spell is probably obvious. A visible
manifestation for a spell being cast may not be apparent. If
it is, one might spot a peculiar hand gesture or body move-
ment, or notice some unusual item or necessary ingredient.
In themselves, such effects will begin to establish a tone for
Mythos magic, so keepers are cautioned to keep such
effects more low-key than not. But the effects could be
wide-ranging, from hideous roars from beyond, gouts of
fire, lines of electrical force, pale nimbuses, and auroras of
various colors to the rushing of winds, raised hackles, ion-
ized air, prickly sensations, the stench of sulfur, howling
and hissing animals, murmuring voices, alarming moans,
or whatever the keeper thinks fitting. 





LOVECRAFT once wrote, "All my tales are based upon the fundamental premise that com-
mon human laws and interests and emotions have no validity or significance in the vast cos-

mos-at-large." He further imagined that the fundamental truths of the universe were so alien and
horrifying that mere exposure to them might result in madness or suicide. While humanity
might crave both comfort and the truth, only one or the other was possible to it.

The human mind was an inflexible container. It could not maintain both more truth and
complete sanity—more of one poured in must spill out more of the other. Humans desperate for
the power cloaked within truth might choose to forgo all remnants of sanity in exchange for
becoming adept at manipulating the secrets of time and space. Their devil's bargains made, these
merciless sorcerers would whistle down devastation and doom to this world in new exchange for
yet more knowledge and power.

Lovecraft's working-out of these ideas in his fiction became known as the Cthulhu Mythos.
The term encompasses a complex and broad group of sometimes contradictory narratives, sto-
ries, essays, letters, and deductions, so extensive as to be impossible to summarize in detail—and
not the least because new Mythos material continues to be written around the world. Adding to
the confusion, one of his perceptions was that the truly alien is genuinely unknowable. The
Mythos becomes not just mysterious, but protean and contradictory: not only do we not know
it, we never can know it.

As it transpires, we have only our own names for most of these things. We do not even know
their names for themselves, or if they have names.

A General Summary
Though their interrelations are dim, we know that some entities of the Cthulhu Mythos are clear-
ly superior or inferior in their powers. Gods are the mightiest, followed (at some distance, appar-
ently) by the Great Old Ones. Both may be attended by lesser servitor races, often of a charac-
teristic species.

Outer Gods, Elder Gods, Other Gods
Depending on which author one reads, the universe is ruled by beings variously known as the
Elder Gods, Outer Gods, or Other Gods. Only a few of these deities are known by name. The major-
ity are both blind and idiotic. They are all extremely powerful alien beings, and some may be of
extracosmic origin.

The Outer Gods rule the universe and have little to do with humanity, except for
Nyarlathotep. Humans meddling with these entities suffer for it, usually ending mad or dead.
Names for a few Outer Gods are known. They appear almost to be true gods, as opposed to the
alien horror of the Great Old Ones, and some may personify some cosmic principle. Only a few
of these deities seem to take interest in human affairs or to acknowledge the existence of the
human race. When they do, they often are shown trying to break through cosmic walls or dimen-
sions in order to wreak new destruction. All the races and lesser deities of the Mythos acknowl-
edge the Outer Gods, and many worship them.

The Outer Gods are controlled to some extent by their messenger and soul, Nyarlathotep.
When the Outer Gods are discomforted, Nyarlathotep investigates. Azathoth, the daemon sul-
tan and ruler of the cosmos, writhes mindlessly to the piping of a demon flute at the center of
the universe. Yog-Sothoth, either a second-in-command or co-ruler, is coterminous with all time
and space, but locked somehow outside the mundane universe. Yog-Sothoth can be summoned
to this side only through the use of mighty spells, whereas Azathoth theoretically might be met
by traveling far enough through space. A group of Outer Gods and servitors dance slowly around
Azathoth, but none are named.

The term Elder Gods sometimes refers to another race of gods, neutral to and possibly rivals
of the Outer Gods. The Elder Gods, if they exist, do not seem to be as dangerous to humanity
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as Azathoth and its ilk, but they have even less contact with humanity. Nodens is the best known
Elder God.

Outer and Elder Gods sometimes have been lumped together and confusingly called the Other
Gods, though primarily gods of the outer planets and not of our Earth. They would seem seldom
called here, but when they do appear they are second to nothing in horror. (And, just to thor-
oughly confuse you, a set of minor Outer Gods are known collectively as the Lesser Other Gods!)

Species associated with these deities (shantaks, hunting horrors, servitors of the Outer Gods,
dark young of Shub-Niggurath) are correspondingly rare on Earth.

The Great Old Ones
They are not as supernatural as the Outer Gods, but are nonetheless god-like and terrible to
human eyes. Humans are much more likely to worship Great Old Ones, who are comparatively
near at hand and who occasionally participate in human affairs or contact individual humans,
than they are to worship Outer Gods. Entire clans or cults may secretly worship a Great Old
One. Lone madmen, on the other hand, seem to prefer the Outer Gods. Beings serving the Great
Old Ones frequently inhabit the remote fastness of the Earth. Investigators most often encounter
their worshipers and alien servants.

The Great Old Ones themselves appear to be immensely powerful alien beings with super-
natural-seeming abilities, but not to be true gods in the sense that the Outer Gods are reported.
Each Great Old One is independent of the rest, and many seem to be temporarily imprisoned in
some way.

It is said that "when the stars are right" the Great Old Ones can plunge from world to world.
When the stars are not right, they cannot live. "Cannot live" need not mean death, as the famous
couplet from the Necronomicon suggests.

That is nor dead which can eternal lie,
And with strange aeons even death may die.

Cthulhu, the most famous creation of Lovecraft, is a Great Old One. With the rest of his race,
he sleeps in a vast tomb at the bottom of the Pacific Ocean. Cthulhu seems to be the most impor-
tant Great Old One on Earth. Others of differing forms exist, and they are recorded as being both
less powerful and more free. Ithaqua the Windwalker roams at will across Earth's arctic latitudes.
Hastur the Unspeakable dwells near Aldebaran, and Cthugha near Fomalhaut. Other Great Old
Ones doubtless infest other worlds, and it may be common for a world to be ruled by dominant
Great Old Ones. All those known on Earth are invoked or worshiped by humans but, by the evi-
dence of the stories, Cthulhu is worshiped more than the rest put together. Minor Great Old
Ones such as Quachil Uttaus usually have no worshipers, but wizards may know spells to sum-
mon them. Such entities fill the role of demons within the hierarchy of the Mythos.

But even Cthulhu is known of by few, and interventions by Great Old Ones in human affairs
are isolated. Some commentators suspect that these greater beings rarely think about human
beings or take them into account. Humanity is negligible and unimportant.

Servitor Races
Particular species are often associated with particular Great Old Ones or Outer Gods—byakhee
with Hastur, for instance, or nightgaunts with Nodens. These are servitor species, and frequent-
ly a god or Great Old One manifests accompanied by several such servitors. Representatives may
act as hitmen, messengers, spies, and delivery boys, frightening off investigators and bulking out
confrontations. In comparison, Outer Gods and Great Old Ones should be met with exceeding-
ly infrequently.

Independent Races
Other alien species are also important, and sometimes have been able to hold their own against
Great Old Ones. The independent races vary in power, and some are extinct. They are intimate-
ly connected with our planet, as described in "At the Mountains of Madness" and "The Shadow
Out of Time". In these stories Lovecraft gives the true history of the Earth. Some species, such as
dholes or flying polyps, make no association with particular gods or else, as with elder things and
the Great Race, take no special interest in magic. Whether one is greater or lesser seems to depend
on the relative danger posed by the average individual.

At the dawn of the Cambrian age, beings known only as the elder things flew to the Earth.
They inhabited much of the land, warred with other species, and finally were pushed back to
Antarctica. The elder things, perhaps mistakenly, bred organisms eventually to become the
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dinosaurs, mammals, and humanity. They also bred the horrible shoggoths, whose ultimate
revolt led to the semi-extinction of the elder things.

Eons ago, indigenous cone-shaped beings had their minds taken over by the Great Race of
Yith, mental beings from the stars. The Great Race survived in their adopted bodies until about
50 million years ago, when they were defeated by terrible flying polyps not native to this Earth,
which the Great Race had imprisoned in vast caverns beneath the surface. However, the Great
Race had already transmitted their minds forward in time to escape their doom.

The star-spawn of Cthulhu came down upon the Earth and conquered a vast reach of land in
the primordial Pacific Ocean, but were trapped when it sank beneath the surface.

The beings referred to as the fungi from Yuggoth (or mi-go) established their first bases on
the Earth in the Jurassic period, about a hundred million years ago. They gradually reduced their
bases to the tops of certain mountains, where they maintain mining colonies and such.

Dozens of other races also participated in this antediluvian parade, such as the serpent peo-
ple who built cities and a civilization in the Permian, before the dinosaurs had evolved, and a
winged race which succeeded the Great Race of Yith. Even species from Earth's future are men-
tioned, such as the beetle-like organisms which succeed man, and the intelligent arachnids who
are prophesied to be the last intelligent life on Earth, billions of years hence.

At present, humans share the planet with deep ones and ghouls (which seem related to
humanity in some fashion), and with a handful of mi-go. Other species occasionally visit Earth,
or are sleeping, or are dormant.

What Was Left Out
The designer has taken it upon himself to ignore a portion of the current Mythos which does not
appeal to him, and which he feels was not in Lovecraft's original concept. He has left out the "war
in heaven" in which the Great Old Ones battled and were defeated by the Elder Gods, supposed
deities of good opposed to the cosmic evil of the Great Old Ones. This idea of a cosmic war is
never found in Lovecraft's own works; more alarmingly, it vitiates some of the stark horror found
in the original ideas. Carrying Elder Signs around like crucifixes and holy water and always hav-
ing the white-hat Elder Gods in the background, ready to save one's bacon if things get too bad,
greatly weakens the original horror of the bleak uncaring universe, to which mankind is left
naked and defenseless.

He has also left out the concept of the various Great Old Ones being somehow connected to
the Greek elements of Earth, Water, Fire, and Air (exemplified by Nyarlathotep, Cthulhu,
Cthugha, and Hastur, respectively). This idea falls apart under close inspection (if Cthulhu is a
water god, why is he currently dead due to being under the sea?), and weakens the premise of
the Great Old Ones being monstrous alien beings.

Naturally, if these conceptions seem good and well done to the keeper, use them at will. Call
of Cthulhu is your game.

The Mythos Prehistory of the Earth
4.5 Billion Years Before Present: in the earliest times, when the Earth is still cooling, Cthugha and
its fire vampires servitors appear. They are the first life on the planet. Earth is covered by warm
shallow seas from which continents periodically emerge.

1.8 Billion BP: earliest fossils of aquatic fungi and algae.

1 Billion BP: elder things arrive on Earth. Landing in what is now the Antarctic Ocean, they
establish an undersea colony. Using organic material mined from the ocean floor, they invoke or
generate the primal shoggoth mass called in the Book of Eibon Ubbo-Sathla, the father of all life.
All terrene life more complex then bacteria and blue-green algae is born of this creature. Using
the shoggoth-spawn of Ubbo-Sathla, the elder things construct their first great undersea city.

750 Million BP: the mysterious flying polyps arrive on Earth from outer space. Settling on land
that far later becomes Australia, they erect great windowless cities of basalt and feed upon the
cone-shaped beings they find living there.

450 Million BP: throughout the aeons the elder things have continued their creation and
exploitation of primitive life forms. When some of their experiments escape the elder things
deign to allow them to evolve on their own, resulting in the creations of the first vertebrates—
fish—and other life forms.

By this time the planet's crust has formed major continents in the northern and in the south-
ern hemispheres. The two continents slowly move toward each other.
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400 Million BP: the minds of the Great Race of Yith travel across time and space to inhabit the
bodies of the cone-shaped beings of Australia. The Yithians begin a war of subjugation against
the polyps, which are surprised, quickly defeated, and sealed away in subterranean vaults. The
Yithians build guard cities atop them.

350 Million BP: the two supercontinents collide, forming the supercontinent of Pangaea and giv-
ing rise to the mountains of Scotland and Scandinavia. This cataclysm also causes new land mass-
es to form in the Pacific Ocean, among them K'naa Ponape, Yhe, and R'lyeh. These are the places
that will one day be known as Mu.

In the wake of this upheaval Cthulhu and his spawn seep down from the distant star-system
of Xoth, claiming Mu for their own. War begins with the elder things for dominance of the plan-
et, but a truce is eventually declared between the two alien races.

300 Million BP: another great cataclysm shakes the Earth, plunging the lands of Mu beneath the
waters of the Pacific Ocean. At this same time Cthugha and his fire vampires are banished from
the Earth, and possibly other Great Old Ones are imprisoned.

275 Million BP: the beginning of serpent folk civilization, in Valusia, a land at the center of
Pangaea. This is the famed First Empire of the serpent people. A parallel race of tailless reptile
men co-exists to the east. These latter, who may or may not be related to the serpent people,
built the Nameless City.

250 Million BP: the shoggoths revolt against their masters. In a war of survival the elder things
finally win victory. The near-extinction of their slave-beasts signals the beginning of the long
decline of the elder things.

225 Million BP: this begins the Age of Reptiles. The dinosaurs reign across Pangaea. The arrival
of the dinosaurs causes the downfall of the First Empire of the serpent people. Many serpent peo-
ple are killed, but others hibernate or go into hiding deep beneath the Earth, forming civiliza-
tions such as Yoth.

190 Million BP: a great east-west crack appears across Pangaea, separating Laurasia in the north
from Gondwanaland in the south. The remnants of Valusia are plunged beneath the waves, into
what will one day be the Mediterranean Sea. A separate Antarctic/Australian landmass has drift-
ed free of Gondwana toward the South Pole. About this time India breaks loose from it and heads
north toward Asia.

760 Million BP: the mi-go, the fungi from Yiiggoth, arrive and establish their first colony in the
Appalachian Mountains. These beings war with the elder things, who are forced to retreat-
southward. Soon the Earth is divided, with mi-go in the north, elder things in the south, and the
Great Race in the lands surrounding Australia.

70 Million BP: a comet or asteroid strikes the Yucatan. Severe climatic consequences accelerate
the doom of the dinosaurs. South America and Africa have separated, as have Antarctica and
Australia. North America has broken free of Europe and is heading westward. Hyperborea is also
freed and sliding north. Africa later crashes into the Near East, creating the Alps, Carpathians,
and Pyrenees. In this time the new Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea are clearly noticeable
while much of central Europe is submerged. Geologic forces thrust up the Andes and the
Rockies.

65 Mil/ion BP: mammals become the dominant form of life.

50 Million BP: a cataclysm shakes the Earth, destroying the ancient prisons of the carnivorous
flying polyps. The Yithian minds suddenly flee their cone-shaped bodies to inhabit another
species existing far in the future of the planet. Deprived of Yithian intelligence the cone beings
are soon overwhelmed and exterminated by the polyps. Afterward the polyps nearly disappear
from the world. In the Antarctic the largest elder thing city is destroyed by the same earthquake
that gives rise to the Mountains of Madness. After the cataclysm the elder things lay the foun-
dation of a new city, the last surface structure they build.

40 Million BP: the Indian subcontinent crashes into the belly of Asia, raising the Himalayan
Mountains.

26 Million BP: the continents approach their present positions.

3 Million BP: the civilization of the voormis of Hyperborea begins. They worship Tsathoggua and
his spawn.

1.7 Million BP: the age of the oldest ice found in modern Greenland, which is a fragment of
ancient Hyperborea. It marks the decline of the Voormis civilization.
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1 Million BP: the ice age begins, marking the fall of the voormis of Hyperborea, as well as an
advanced human civilization in Zobna. A civilization of humans rises in Hyperborea, and the sur-
vivors of Zobna found the new land of Lomar. In the Antarctic the climate chills and the elder
things develop artificial heating.

750,000 BP: numerous glaciations have occurred in the north, but now the Riss episode destroys
the human civilizations of Hyperborea and Lomar. The elder things of Antarctica retreat to an
undersea Antarctic city.

500,000 BP: Lemuria rises in the Atlantic. A human civilization which rules for 100,000 years is
founded there.

200,000 BP: a human civilization has arisen in the lands of Mu, where Cthulhu and his spawn
once ruled. It will last until 163,844 BP when it is destroyed by the curse of Ghatanothoa.

25,000 BP: the serpent men raise their Second Kingdom on the Thurian contient, which has
arisen in the Atlantic from the ashes of Lemuria and Atlantis. They are eventually overthrown by
humans.

20,000 BP: a great disaster sinks the Thurian continent.

12,000 BP: the Hyborian Age is the last time of great civilization before the modern age. Its
countries cover Africa and western Europe.

11,550 BP: another great catalysm strikes the Earth, changing the topography of the Hyborian
lands, destroying many ancient civilizations, and sinking the last remant of old Atlantis. From
their ashes are formed countries such as Khem, in Northern Africa, and cities such as Sarnath, in
the Middle East.

70,000 BP: the fall of Sarnath.

9,000 BP: rise of new hamlets in the Middle East.

7,000 BP: first great cities of Africa and Asia. Beginning of the fall of Khem.

5,000 BP: height of Sumerian civilization; first dynasty of Egypt; first date in Mayan chronolo-
gy.

4,500 BP: legendary sage-kings of China; paper invented.

3,300 BP: escape of the Israelites from Egypt. Yog-Sothoth is freed from his Earthly prison.

2,500 BP: republic of Rome; Thucydides, the human Father of History is born. 



THOUGH more ancient works are known, in human languages it is the Necronomicon
that best relates the reach and meaning of the Cthulhu Mythos. This dark tome contains

a chant to Yog-Sothoth which can open the Way to this world, information on the powder
of Ibn Ghazi, and a description of the Voorish Sign. Doubtless Lovecraft left other cantrips
and formulae unmentioned. The tome also discusses many hundreds of places and things, a
few of which poor Danforth babbles about at the end of H. P. Lovecraft's "At the Mountains
of Madness".

The Necronomicon is encyclopedic, bafflingly. Allusions are definitions, inflections are
explanations, wishes are proofs, and decoration and design are indistinguishable. The
vocabulary is as interior as that of a dream.

Because references and clues within the Necronomicon have already led to investiga-
tions, cognoscenti cite this work as a Rosetta Stone for the black arts. It would be best, how-
ever, if investigators never get their own copies. Let the work continue to tantalize and beck-
on. The Necronomicon is not like a set of file cards, nor should it be used as a roundhouse
through which to railroad investigators from one track to another. It is too powerful and too
terrible for that. For its students, the Necronomicon is the gate to insanity, the way through
which humans pass, metamorphose, and emerge unrecognizable, themselves newly made
into mysteries.

History
The original version of the Necronomicon, known as the Kitab Al-Azif, was written around
the year 730 A.D. in Damascus by the Arab, Abdul Al-Hazred (Abd al-Azrad). A student of
magic as well as an astronomer, poet, philosopher, and scientist, al-Azrad was born around
700 A.D. in Sanaa, in Yemen. Before composing his great work he spent years visiting the
ruins of Babylon, the pits of Memphis, and the great southern desert of Arabia. He died in
Damascus in 738, according to his 12th-century biographer, Ebn Khallikan, devoured in
broad daylight by an invisible demon.

Manuscripts of the Al-Azif circulated secretly among philosophers and scientists of the
age, but it was not until the year 950 that the work was translated into Greek by the
Byzantine Theodorus Philetas, who renamed it the Necronomicon. Numerous copies of
Philetas' manuscript were made. The increased circulation of the blasphemous tome led to
its eventual condemnation in 1050 by the Patriarch Michael of Constantinople. Many copies
were confiscated and destroyed, their owners suffering harsh penalties.

In 1228 Olaus Wormius effected a Latin translation of the Greek version, all copies of
the original Arabic having by this time been lost. Its rapid circulation among philosophical
circles led to its banning in 1232, both the Latin and Greek versions placed on the Index
Expurgatorius by Pope Gregory IX. Olaus did not retitle the Greek Necronomicon, and the
work is thereafter commonly referred to by that name.

The year 1454 saw the first practical printing press using moveable type and before the
end of the century a black-letter version of the Latin Necronomicon had been printed in
Germany, probably in Mainz. The text does not identify the date or place of printing.

In the early 16th century, probably before 1510, a version of the Greek translation was
printed in Italy. Although again lacking any identifying marks, this version is generally
believed to have come from the press of Aldus Manutius, founder of the Aldine Press,
famous for its printing of unedited Greek and Latin texts.

In 1586 an English translation of the Necronomicon was produced by Dr. John Dee.
mathematician, astrologer, and physician to Queen Elizabeth of England. Never published.
Dee's translation is believed to have been made from a Greek edition discovered by the doc-
tor during his travels in eastern Europe. Although accurate, it is incomplete, partially expur-
gated by its translator.
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A second printing of the Latin version was made in Spain in the early 17th century. As
usual, the printer is unidentified but the poorer cut of the type distinguishes it from the finer
German work. It is in all other ways faithful to the earlier edition.

Other Versions
Other versions and partial copies of the Necronomicon also exist. The Sussex Manuscript,
also known as the Cultus Maleficarum, is an English translation made by a Baron Frederic
from the Latin text, published in Sussex in 1597. The muddled and incomplete Al-Azif— Ye
Booke of ye Arab, written in provincial English, was made in the late 16th century and cir-
culated in hand-copied manuscript. The 116-page medieval Voynich Manuscript, presently
in the collection of the University of Pennsylvania, is written in Greek and Latin using Arab
script. Studies of the Latin versions have been made by such men as Feery and Shrewsbury,
and fragmentary translations are found in books published by both these scholars.

Surviving    Copies
Condemned and destroyed by the Church, only five copies of the Necronomicon are known
to exist today, although an unknown number of copies may still be held in private collec-
tions. Copies that reach the open market are usually purchased by libraries or private col-
lectors who appreciate the book only for its rarity, or possibly for its blasphemous nature
and wicked reputation. The resultant increase in value has driven the price beyond the range
of most serious students of the occult. Few can afford to obtain their own copies of this dark
and powerful book, and, given the value and fragile conditions of the existing copies, few
public institutions allow unrestricted access.

The documented extant copies are all Latin versions, four from the surreptitious 17th-
century Spanish printing and the fifth a single surviving specimen of the fine 16th-century
German edition. The four remnants of the edition printed in Spain are presently held in the
collections of the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris, the Miskatonic University Library in
Arkham, the Widener Library at Harvard, and the library of the University of Buenos Aires.
The precious single copy of the edition printed in Germany resides in the British Museum in
London.

Although the last known copy in Greek is believed to have perished in flames during the
chaos of the Salem witch trials in Massachusetts, rumors of other Greek copies occasionally
surface. The most recent of these claimed that a copy was owned by the New York artist
Richard Upton Pickman. If true, the book apparently disappeared along with the artist in 1926.

Handmade copies of the Dee version, most of them damaged and incomplete, are still
occasionally unearthed. The most recent find was made by Miskatonic University, which
now has a nearly complete Dee Necronomicon in its enviable collection. The decidedly less
rare Sussex Manuscript also can be found in Miskatonic's collection and in many other large
libraries as well. It is generally believed that no copies of the Arabic original have survived
to the present day, although persistent rumors suggest that a copy surfaced in San Francisco
shortly before the disastrous earthquake and fire of 1906. The claim that an Arabic copy is
part of the collection in the British Museum has been recently disproved.

Physical Descriptions
All known printed editions of the Necronomicon are folio-sized. The Latin editions printed in
Spain and Germany alike measure 18 by 11-1/2
inches and contain 802 pages, one leaf being
bound in as a tabbed insert. Records
suggest that the Greek version
was several pages longer. The
type style is black-letter gothic,
and numerous woodcuts illus-
trate the text. Bindings, as with
all books of this period, are
individual, reflecting the tastes
of the books' original owners.
(Until the mid-19th century most books
came from printers unbound, wrapped in paper.)

The Necronomicon found in the British Museum is in a 15th-century leather binding still
in fair condition. Printed in Germany, the text is in good condition but lamentably lacks
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seven different leaves, each cut away and removed with great care. This volume was among
the three libraries of books bequeathed to the people of England which led to the founding
of the British Museum in 1753.

The copy found in the Bibliothèque Nationale is in poor condition, bound in the cheap,
crumbling pasteboards common to the era. The text is in similarly bad condition, with many
torn pages and several pages missing altogether. Other pages are indecipherable, badly
stained by what some identify as blood. The acquisition of the book is shrouded in mystery,
the volume deposited at the front desk in 1811 by a furtive man of foreign caste. The mys-
terious donor was found a day later in a rat-infested apartment, a victim of poison.

The University of Buenos Aires' copy is said to have come to South America in the late
17th century. Although the text is in only fair condition, it is unique for its odd marginal
notes, written in unknown glyphs.

The Widener Library at Harvard contains a Necronomicon of poor condition. Its bind-
ing is original, but badly cracked and split. The text is complete but many pages have sep-
arated and others are crumbling. Restoration efforts are underway. The book was part of the
library of Harry Elkins Widener, American millionaire, and it is said that he obtained the
volume shortly before he boarded the Titanic in 1912.

The copy at Miskatonic University was obtained late in the last century by a young Dr.
Armitage, then only recently hired by the school. Purchased from the private collection of
Providence businessman Whipple Phillips, the Miskatonic's edition of the Necronomicon
was rebound, probably in the early 18th century, in sumach-tanned goatskin. A false title,
Qanoon-e-lslam, is embossed in gold on the front cover. The text is complete and in fair to
good condition. 



I 

N A 46-year lifetime H.P Lovecraft wrote or collaborated on more than 65 stories, penned
dozens of articles and essays, and hundreds of poems, and wrote perhaps as many as 100,000

letters. Occasionally referring to his Cthulhu and Yog-Sothoth cycles, to the best of anyone's
knowledge Lovecraft never used the term Cthulhu Mythos.

Although nearly all his tales can be linked by common references to people, places, and
things, for the most part they lack a true central structure or anything resembling a preconceived
history and mythology. It was not until late in Lovecraft's career—and then probably only at the
urging of some of his younger correspondents—that he began to integrate into his later stories
some of the creations found in his earliest tales. In "The Shadow over Innsmouth" (1931) we find
the deep one hybrids worshiping Dagon, a creature not mentioned since the story "Dagon"
(1917), his second piece of adult fiction.

Similarly, the fictional city of Arkham and its Miskatonic University, first used as backdrops
in "The Picture in the House" (1920) and "Herbert West—Reanimator" (1921-1922), are final-
ly developed in his later stories beginning with "The Dunwich Horror" (1928) and continuing
through "The Whisperer in Darkness" (1930), "The Dreams in the Witch House" (1932), and
"The Thing on the Doorstep" (1933). "At the Mountains of Madness" (1931) and "The Shadow
Out of Time" (1934-1935) contain detailed histories of prehuman Earth describing the different
alien beings that had in the past visited and colonized the planets. Some of these races, such as
the fungi from Yuggoth and the Cthulhu spawn, were from earlier stories and were carefully inte-
grated into these late-devised histories.

The dreaded Necronomicon, one of the Lovecraft's most famous creations, undergoes a gradual
evolution. First mentioned in "The Hound" (1922), it is here attributed to an Abdul Alhazred,
an Arab poet mentioned in an earlier story, "The Nameless City" (1921). Alhazred was, in fact,
the boyhood persona of a five-year-old HPL, his youthful imagination inflamed by his grandfa-
ther's copy of  A Thousand and One Arabian Nights.

The term Cthulhu Mythos is generally attributed to August Derleth, a young writer and
early fan of Lovecraft who later founded Arkham House publishers, dedicated to keeping in print
the collected works of H.P Lovecraft. Fans and scholars have since debated the definition of this
term, argued the Cthulhu Mythos content of various of Lovecraft's tales, constructed experi-
mental pantheons of gods and deities, postulated histories, and made vain attempts to explain all
the facets of the literary Mythos.

In the meantime dozens, perhaps hundreds, of writers both professional and amateur have
continued to write Mythos-inspired stories expanding upon Lovecraft's original concepts while
simultaneously developing their own, sometimes inconsistent with HPL and rarely consistent
with each other. For the purposes of Call of Cthulhu, Chaosium has incorporated most of
Lovecraft's creations, as well as those of other authors, in a loosely cast Mythos that allows keep-
ers to add or delete particular creatures and conceptions as they will.

Influences
Lovecraft enjoyed but little success during his lifetime. Although he early attracted a small core
of avid fans—many of them writers themselves—he never achieved more than semiregular pub-
lication in the pulp magazines of the day. Never as popular as writers like Seabury Quinn,
Lovecraft earned most of his always meager income revising and rewriting the works of others,
even ghostwriting "Under the Pyramids" (1924) for escape artist Harry Houdini. It was through
publication in amateur magazines and later in Weird Tales that Lovecraft was to come into con-
tact with other authors of the macabre tale.

These contacts included already accomplished professionals like Clark Ashton Smith and
Robert E. Howard, as well as talented young writers like Derleth, Frank Belknap Long, and a
teenage Robert Bloch. As fate would have it, Lovecraft would make the personal acquaintance of
only a few of these people, but long-standing friendships were maintained through voluminous
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correspondence—long, discursive letters filled with lengthy discussions of literature, philosophy,
and science. Before his death this circle of correspondents would include such recognizable names
as Henry Kuttner, C. L. Moore, J. Vernon Shea, E. Hoffman Price, and Fritz Lieber. Some of these
letters are collected in the five Arkham House volumes and others are published by
Necronomicon Press. Brown University, in Lovecraft's hometown of Providence, Rhode Island,
maintains a catalogued Lovecraft collection with thousands more.

Lovecraft's fictional worlds and histories were often discussed, as were the worlds created by
Smith and other writers. It was not long before Smith and Lovecraft carried over this sharing of
ideas into their fiction, referring to each other's creations in their stories. It was Smith who gave
birth to such deities as Tsathoggua, Atlach-Nacha, and Abhoth, and who created the magical
tome, the Book ofEibon. It was Smith's magical, prehistoric Hyperborea that Lovecraft frequent-
ly referred to in his tales. This idea was soon picked up by other authors. Robert E. Howard—
whose most famous creation is still Conan the barbarian—created the dreaded Unausprechlichen
Kulten and the mad poet Justin Geoffrey, author of the terrible People of the Monolith. These were
also incorporated into Lovecraft's stories, along with references to Howard's prehistoric
Cimmeria.

The young Robert Bloch provided the blasphemous books De Vermiis Mysteriis and the Cultes
des Goules as well as the interstellar and invisible star vampire that devoured a thinly disguised
HPL in Bloch's "Shambler from the Stars" (1935). Bloch's creations were quickly absorbed by
Lovecraft, who also revenged his "murder" by dispatching protagonist Robert Blake in the "The
Haunter of the Dark" (1936). Long-time friend Frank Belknap Long brought to the collection
both the hounds of Tindalos and the Space-Eaters, as well as Chaugnar Faugn, who appeared in
"The Horror in the Hills", a story by Long based on one of Lovecraft's many vivid dreams.

August Derleth added the most to the now-growing collection of Great Old Ones and alien
races. Continuing to write new Cthulhu Mythos stories long after Lovecraft's death in 1937, he
created, among others, Cthugha, the Tcho-Tcho people, Ithaqua, and the sand-dwellers. Basing
a number of his tales in Lovecraft's fictional towns of Arkham, Dunwich, Innsmouth, and
Kingsport, he introduced such characters as Dr. Shrewsbury, who, with the use of magicks, voy-
aged through space to visit the vast alien library circling the star Celaeno. Although many dis-
agree with Derleth's interpretations—his desire to create a pantheon of good gods based on
Lovecraft's Nodens, and his attempts to define Cthulhu and Nyarlathotep as elementals—none
will deny this man's tireless efforts in keeping the works of Lovecraft in print and available to the
public in the decades following HPL's death.

One of Derleth's favorite additions to the Mythos was Hastur, a great being supposedly
trapped beneath the Lake of Hali near the city Carcosa on a planet circling the star Aldebaran.
Although briefly mentioned by Lovecraft in early tales, these were actually the creations of
Ambrose Bierce (1842-1914?), American journalist and early exponent of the weird tale. Bierce
was an early influence on HPL, as were a number of other writers. His favorite author was always
Edgar Allan Poe (1809-1849), and Poe's influence can be clearly seen in some of Lovecraft's first
adult fiction. "The Outsider" (1921) perhaps most closely emulates Poe's style and subject mat-
ter. Arthur Machen (1863-1947) was another early influence; his story "The Great God Pan"
(1894) is very similar in theme to Lovecraft's "The Dunwich Horror." Robert W Chambers
(1865-1933) also left his mark on Lovecraft. A mysterious play, The King in Yellow, figures in some
of Chambers' stories and probably inspired Lovecraft to create the Necronomicon, the Pnakotic
Manuscripts, and the other tomes of eldritch lore for which his tales are famous. It was Chambers
who first borrowed from Bierce the Lake of Hali and Carcosa, perhaps inspiring Lovecraft to
attempt transpositions.

Lord Dunsany (1878-1957) was probably Lovecraft's strongest contemporary influence. It
was Dunsany's The Gods of Pegana (1905) that encouraged Lovecraft to write several dream-based
stories and first provided him with the idea of an artificial pantheon of gods. Algernon
Blackwood, another contemporary admired by HPL, drew upon Native American legends for the
version of the Wendigo later adapted into the Mythos by August Derleth, which is there called
Ithaqua.

Lovecraft Himself
Although chronic nervous disorders prevented Lovecraft from regular attendance at school, he
was a precocious child and an avid reader. His father institutionalized when Lovecraft was only
three, he and his mother moved into the house owned by his maternal grandfather. It was in the
library of Grandfather Whipple that Lovecraft first discovered the Arabian Nights, the myths of
Greece and Rome, and Edgar Alan Poe. He wrote his first story, "The Little Glass Bottle", at the
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age of six, about the time he had his first dreams about the terrible, faceless nightgaunts
(throughout his life he had vivid dreams). It was also through this library that Lovecraft devel-
oped a taste for Georgian thought and literature that would remain with him throughout his life.

But Lovecraft, who would later describe himself as a "mechanist materialist", was also attracted
to the sciences. In 1899 he began publishing a small journal called the Scientific Gazette. followed
shortly thereafter by the Rhode Island

Journal of Astronomy. These small, hec-
tographed publications were sold door to
door by a bicycle-mounted HPL At age
thirteen, Lovecraft's beloved grandfather
died. His father had already passed away,
succumbing to his illness in 1898, still
confined to Butler Hospital. A series of
business failures had depleted the
Whipple family fortune, forcing
Lovecraft's mother and aunts to sell the
family home and move ro smaller quar-
ters. This was a great blow to Lovecraft.
Another attack of nerves led to his with-
drawal from high school in 1905 and
again in 1908. Lovecraft, two and a half
years short of graduation, never returned.

Lovecraft never held a job, support-
ing himself on the dwindling family for-
tune and by what little he could earn as
a ghostwriter and revisionist. Always
the aristocrat, he was throughout his
life to remain torn between the profes-
sional writer's desire for success and money and the detached, amateur gentleman's desire to
reach for aesthetic goals unfettered by commercial demands. Despite this, his first attempts to
sell his fiction met with unqualified success, the editor of Weird Tales, Edwin Baird, accepting the
first five stories sent to him by Lovecraft. His stories appeared in nine of eleven issues published
between late 1923 and early 1925. 

When the editorship of Weird Tales passed to the hands of Farnsworth Wright, Lovecraft's for-
tunes changed. Wright, an able editor, possessed a blind spot regarding Lovecraft's work and now
HPL more often met with rejection than success. Stories now considered classics, such as "The
Call of Cthulhu", were only published after meeting repeated rejections from Weird Tales. His
half-hearted attempts to provide what Wright demanded of commercial fiction were only par-
tially successful. Wright rejecred both "At the Mountains of Madness" and "The Shadow Out of
Time", now-famous stories that were eventually printed by Astounding Stories. The superb "The
Case of Charles Dexter Ward" didn't see publication until years after Lovecraft's death. Lovecraft,
crushed by the repeated rejections, began refusing to submit his stories, and "Dreams in the
Witch House" only saw print because August Derleth secretly submitted it to Wright, urging
him to accept it.

An Expanding Circle
Ironically, it was during this time that HPL was doing the bulk of his professionally published revi-
sion work, much of it no less than actual ghostwriting. Lovecraft might provide a nearly complete
text of a story based on a few root ideas supplied by the "author". Stories such as Zealia Bishop's
"The Curse of Yig" and "The Mound", and Hazel Heald's "The Horror in the Museum" and "Out
of the Aeons" were in fact 90% or more the product of H.R Lovecraft. While these stories were
quickly accepted by Wright, Lovecraft's work under his own name continued to be rejected.

The practice of trading deities, books, and themes from one writer's stories to another was in
full swing at this time, and Lovecraft seemed to join in the game with his revision tales. Bishop's
two stories are set in the American southwest and here we find Lovecraft's Cthulhu and Smith's
Tsathoggua, along with the introduction of Yig. All three are worshiped by a heretofore
unguessed-at race of subterranean humans. "Out of the Aeons" introduces a new deity,
Ghatanothoa, described through the vehicle of Robert E. Howard's Nameless Cults and linking
both to Lovecraft's own fungi from Yuggoth. "The Horror in the Museum" introduces us to
dimensional shamblers and a Great Old One known as Rhan-Tegoth.
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The 1940s and '50s saw a quiet expansion of the Mythos. Robert Bloch and James Wade
added a few stories to the canon, but it was August Derleth who contributed the most, produc-
ing a number of original tales as well as posthumous collaborations based on Lovecraft's story
notes. It was not until 1964 that the appearance of a young Britisher named Ramsey Campbell
heralded a renewed interest in the Cthulhu Mythos.

Encouraged by August Derleth, Campbell's first published collection, The Inhabitant of the
Lake and Other Less Welcome Tenants (1964), was a series of Lovecraft-inspired pastiches set in
England's Severn Valley. These stories described a number of different beings, races, and histories
similar to, but distinct from Lovecraft's. His most famous Mythos creations include Y'golonac,
Glaaki, the insects from Shagghai, and a host of other creatures and god-like beings. 1971 saw
the emergence of another Britisher, Brian Lumley, who brought to the Mythos the underground
chthonians, the mysterious G'hame Fragments, and the modern-day sorcerer Titus Crow.

Numerous other contemporary contributors directly influenced by Lovecraft include Gary
Myers, Basil Copper, T.E.D. Klein, David Drake, and Thomas Ligotti. Many others, such as
Stephen King, have made special contributions to anthologies of new Mythos tales. Few writers
of modern horror fiction can claim there is no Lovecraft influence in their work.

Lovecraft died in near obscurity in March of 1937, at the age of 46 a victim of Bright's dis-
ease and virulent cancer. His mother had died in 1921 after two years' confinement in the same
institution where his father had died. A brief, two-year marriage accompanied by residence in
New York proved disastrous, though divorce was never made final, and in 1926 Lovecraft had
fled home to Providence to live out his years a bachelor, sharing quarters with two aunts. These
last years saw a reduced output of fiction but it was during this period that he produced some of
his most memorable tales. He also found time to travel, visiting places that tickled his antiquar-
ian heart: Maine, Philadelphia, Quebec, St. Augustine, Charlotte, New Orleans, Salem, and
Nantucket. Traveling by bus, sleeping in YMCAs, and eating crackers, cheese, and canned beans,
Lovecraft was able to indulge his personal tastes for the old, the antique, and the decaying.

Plenty of evidence exists to show that Lovecraft was, by any assessment, an odd individual.
Predisposed to hypochondria and a premature pose of old age, for much of his life he was com-
mitted to social and artistic views more suitable to centuries past than the one he lived in.
Allergic to cold and repulsed by seafood, he was also a scientist and a philosopher possessed of
an inquiring mind and sharp wit. Most who came to know him during his lifetime were left pro-
foundly changed by his friendship. Encouraged and enlightened by his erudition and no-nonsense
philosophies, many went on to achieve fame far greater than their mentor ever enjoyed during
his lifetime. He has the same effect today, generations after his death. His name is better known
than ever and those who discover him, whether through his stories, through films, games,
comics, or trading cards, find themselves as fascinated by his bizarre creations and nightmare
worlds as were his contemporaries so many years ago. 



These notes discuss the Necronomicon, its author, mighty Cthulhu, evidences of Mythos knowl-
edge in earlier times, and more. They are a summary of researches by Herr Doktor Phileus P.

Sadowsky, late Professor of Arabic Literature and Philo-pseudology, University of Sofia [Bulgaria].

The Necronomicon
This key work of Mythos lore is a book familiar to students of arcana, although few alive have had
opportunity to study it first-hand. Squeamish scholars have deemed the Necronomicon accursed and
destroyed nearly every copy which can be found. Much of what is popularly known about the book
is due to the writings of H.P. Lovecraft. According to his researches, Necronomicon is actually the title
of a Greek translation made c.950 AD by Theodorus Philetas, from an original Arabic manuscript.
A Latin version of the Greek translation was made in 1228 AD by Olaus Wormius, to whose name
we may append "the Elder", so as not to confuse him with the 16th century scholar of the same
name. His Latin version is the one known to have survived to the present. An analysis of Lovecraft's
researches regarding the Necronomicon can be found in Lovecraft: a Biography by L. Sprague de Camp.

The meaning of the Greek title Necronomicon, which the Latin version retains, is something
like "things pertaining to the customs, practices, or laws of the dead", nekros meaning "dead" and
nomos meaning "custom" or "law". The original Arabic title of the work was Kitab Al-Azif, "book
of the howlings of the desert demons or Jinn" or, more poetically, as "book of the Approacher".'

The Author's Name
A major error in Lovecraft's description of the book is one not of his making. It seems to have
been a scribe's error which found its way into the medieval manuscripts, and which is worth cor-
recting at this point. The author of the Necronomicon is said to have been a mad Arab who died
around 738 AD, named "Abdul Al-Hazrad". No Arab ever would have had such a name.
Although in English popular fiction Abdul is perhaps the most popular surname given to an Arab
character, it is not actually an Arab name. "Abd" in Arabic means either "slave" or "worshiper",
as in Abd al-Malik, meaning "slave of the king", Abd al-Rahman (or Abdurrahman), meaning
"worshiper of the generous one" (namely God), or Abd Allah, more commonly written in English
as Abdullah, meaning "worshiper or slave of God". Al or ul in all these names means simply "the".
Even Allah actually means "the (only) God". Abdul means merely "the worshiper/slave of—".
Standing alone, it makes no sense in Arabic, needing a noun to complete the meaning.

The name Abdul Al-Hazrad is obviously a clerical error on the part of Theodorus Philetas or
(more likely) by Olaus Wormius the Elder who, knowing no Arabic, translated Philetas' Greek
version into Latin. Thus the correct rendering of the Necronomicon's author is Abd al-Hazred.

Hazred is not an Arabic word. It probably is a textual corruption from which one might recon-
struct the original. Medieval authors often didn't fully understand foreign languages, and had no
bilingual dictionaries available. They often made mistakes even in transliterating, according to how
they heard proper names pronounced. For example, hashisbeen in Arabic became assajsinus in Latin
and assassin in English. The Arabic name Ibn Rushd became Averroes in Latin. If Hazred is a sim-
ilar case, I would speculate that the actual original was Azrad, the elative form of the Arabic verb
zarada meaning "to strangle or devour". Thus the correct name for the Necronomicon's author is
probably Abd al-Azrad, translatable as "the worshiper of the great strangler / great devourer".

A Famous Couplet
The most widely-known words from the Necronomicon are often quoted. The Arabic original of these
lines contain an important piece of information, hitherto unknown, dealing with the cult of
Cthulhu. The Arabic quoted is from Arabic Manuscript No. 2781, the Necronomicon, of the Magyar
Tudomanyos Akademia Orientalisztikai Kozlemenyei. Lovecraft gives an English version as follows.

That is not dead which can eternal lie,
And with strange aeons even death may die.
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The original Arabic verses have identical meter for each four-beat line, the stresses falling upon
the slashes:

- / - - / - - / - - / -

Transliterated, the Arabic sounds like this:

la mayyitan ma qadirun yatabaqa sarmadi
fa itha yaji ash-shuthath al-mautu qad yantahi.

Literally (and unpoetically) translated, the Arabic original has the following meaning:

That thing is not dead which has the capacity to continue to exist eternally,
And if  the abnormal (bizarre, strange) ones (things, times?) come, then death may cease to be.

One Arabic phrase, yaji ash-shuthath, perhaps gives a clue to a deeper mystery. It is plural, and it
literally means "the abnormal", referring to people or to things, depending on the context. Yaqi
means "comes" or "are coming". Colloquial Arabic often transforms the soft j-sound into a hard
g-sound, and many times the vowel endings are left off and the words slurred together, as we
often do in English. Therefore a possible rendering of this phrase in colloquial Arabic would be
yag-shuthath, with a slight change in the quality of the vowels easily recognizable as Yog-Sothoth.

The couplet may have been part of an antedating ritual created by Arabian devil-worshipers
who during ceremonies would chant Yag-shuthath! Yag-shuthath! meaning "The Abnormal One (or
Times) are coming!" This is obvious reference to the return of the Great Old Ones or the Outer
Gods, central goals for the worshipers of the Cthulhu cult, as reported by Legrasse, Armitage,
and other students.

The Hungarian Necronomicon 1

The manuscript is catalogued as the Kitab al-Azif, Arabic Manuscript 2781 of the Magyar
Tudomanyos Akademia Orientalisztikai Kozlemenyei. The folded manuscript measures 21 by 16
centimeters on coarse parchment which is quite decayed and worm-eaten, and it is partially burnt
on the lower right corner, as if it had been cast into a fire and then rescued before being consumed.

The text is written in a shaky hand, perhaps that of an old man, but certainly not that of a
professional scribe. The type of parchment and the style of Arabic script allow the manuscript to
be dated to the eighth century, probably from Syria or Iraq. Due to the decayed nature of the
manuscript, only fragments of the text so far can be recovered with certainty, but there is enough
to allow a reconstruction of the original Arabic names of many deities in the Cthulhu Mythos—
with some philological comments on those names.

The original Arabic text of Abd al-Azrad passed through several recensions in Arabic and was
translated into Greek, from Greek into Latin, and from Latin into English. Furthermore, such
was the fame of this dread occultic work that there developed a large body of spurious
Necronomicon manuscripts created by charlatans who had no connection to the authentic Mythos,
but who wished to try to profit from it.

Recently, books bearing the name have been published in English, each claiming or imput-
ing to incorporate the authentic tradition. At least one was printed as a mass-market paperback!
None of these efforts has any establishable connection with the original manuscript, with the pos-
sible exception of H.R. Geiger's work, which is infused with the spirit of the original.

Post-Classical References to Mythos Entities, by Language
There were many difficulties in translating proper names from one language to another in medieval
times. Arabic names often appeared in corrupt Latin forms—Al-Qahira became "Cairo", for
instance—partly because the vowels of Arabic were seldom written, only consonants appearing in
the usual script. The untrained foreign reader finds a large range of possible pronunciations of the
same word. Different regional dialects pronounced the same syllables differently. One always finds
transformations when names are transmitted from one language to another. This is certainly true
of names connected with the Cthulhu Mythos, as they appear in various editions of the Necronomicon.

Azathoth
Azathoth, the Daemon Sultan, is the ruler of the Outer Gods according to the Cthulhu Mythos.
His name is apparently a compound of two different particles, aza and Thoth. Thoth is clearly
related to the name of the ancient Egyptian deity Tahuti, whose name is mispronounced in Greek
as Thoth. Aza is a slight verbal corruption of the Arabic word izzu, meaning power, might, or
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strength. The name written in Arabic would thus be Izzu Tahuti, or "Power of Thoth". Apparently
Theodorus Philetas translated Tahuti into Thoth, to him the more familiar form. In Greek the full
name became Azathoth, and so the deity would later become known in Latin and in English.

Latin: Azathoth

Greek: azathoth

Arabic: Izzu Tahutiz

Whether Thoth or Tahuti, both are code-names used by sorcerers in secret reference to Nyarlathotep,
the Cthulhu Mythos deity most worshiped in ancient Egypt. Translated or interpreted, the name
Azathoth means "Power of Nyarlathotep", since Nyarlathotep fulfills all the commands of Azathoth:
he is Azathoth's power or agent, and thus Nyarlathotep is backed by Azathoth.

Chthonians
The word "chthonian" is a direct Latinization of the Greek word xthonios, meaning "dweller under
the earth", which is exactly what the chthonians are in the Cthulhu Mythos. The original Arabic
name for this race, according to the Arabic Necronomicon, is al-ghariyun, meaning literally "those
of the cave", the singular being ghari, or "of a cave".

Latin: chthonius

Greek: xthollios

Arabic: al-ghariyun

The spot at which the chthonian race has most been claimed to emerge is at the city of G'harne,
somewhere in north Africa. The similarities between the city name G'harne and the Arabic al-
ghariyun are so vast as to need no comment.

Dark Young of Shub-Niggurath
This name has undergone a great deal of corruption in its transmission from Arabic into Greek,
Latin, and English, and is in reality a composite of various epithets from those languages. Part of
the problem comes from the fact that the name Shub-Niggurath, commonly taken to refer to the
"Mother of the Dark Young", may be the title of the dark young themselves. Their Mother being
known more accurately as "The Black Goat of the Woods With a Thousand Young".

Latin: juvenis nigritiae

Arabic: ash-shubab al muthlimun

The name is best understood by breaking it down into composite phrases. "Shub" is probably
more correctly written in Arabic as shabb, meaning "youth" or "a young man". This word could
clearly have reference to the "young" component of "dark young". "Niggurath" is apparently a
corruption of the Latin nigritiae, meaning "blackness". Thus, Shub-Niggurath would seem to be
a word combining Arabic and Latin, meaning "A Young One of Blackness"—one of the dark
young. The Arabic term used by Abd al-Azrad for these entities is in the singular, ash-shabb al
muthlim, or "the dark young ones"; made plural it is ash-shabb al-muthlimun. Unfortunately the
portion of the Greek Necronomicon which discusses these matters is damaged by water, mold, and
worms, and is illegible. Part of the difficulty could be resolved if we knew how Theodorus trans-
lated the Arabic phrase into Greek, but this is unknown.

How did this barbarous compound word of Latin and Arabic arise? When the Roman Empire
fell, classical Latin accelerated corruption into the ancestral dialects of such modern languages as
French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Rumanian, and Romansch. Many Latin dialects developed
in medieval Italy—modern Italian is a descendant only of the Florentine dialect. Many other
dialects were and are spoken in Italy. The original Latin phrase for dark young, juvenis nigritiae,
meaning literally "a young creature of blackness", also transformed.

It would seem that the dark young were worshiped by decadent fertility cults in medieval
Italy and the dark young were referred to by these cultists as juvenis nigritiae. When the Muslims
conquered Sicily in the ninth century their language and culture was spread throughout that
island. Sicily was evidently a stronghold of worship of the Dark Young, and the Arab immigrants
were caught up into this religion. The Arabs corrupted juvenis nigritiae, translating juvenis into
Arabic as shabb, while corrupting the pronunciation of nigritiae into niggurath. When Olaus trans-
lated the Necronomicon into Latin in 1228, he was apparently familiar with the Sicilian cult, and
translated the Greek phrase referring to them as Shub-Niggurath, a phrase by which the cult
would possibly be known to a few Italian scholars and churchmen. This phrase transferred unal-
tered from Olaus' Latin version into English.
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What would be the Arabic name of the creature (probably mistakenly) known in the Cthulhu
Mythos as Shub-Niggurath? In the Arabic Kitab al-Azif, the phrase "Black Goat of the Woods
with a Thousand Young" occurs alternatively as Al-Ma'iza as-Sauda al-Ghabati ("The Black Goat
of the Woods"), Umm al-Alf Al-Muthlimun ("The Mother of the Thousand Dark Things"), or
Umm ash-Shabab al-Alf ("The Mother of the Thousand Young Ones").

Ghouls
The ghouls mentioned in the Necronomicon are directly related to that mythical creature of
Arabic legends, the ghul.

Arabic: ghul

According to Arabic sources, the ghul has a human form, but a canine or monstrous appearance. They
haunt tombs and graveyards, feasting on the corpses therein, and attempting to lure away passers-
by. This description clearly corresponds to the ghouls mentioned in various Mythos-related works.

Nyarlathotep
Nyarlathotep is presently the only name in the Mythos which can be traced to ancient Egyptian
antecedents. The name is a contraction of ny har rut hotep, meaning "there is no peace (safety, rest)
at the gate". The significance of this title is apparently that Nyarlathotep, in his role as messen-
ger of the Outer Gods, is the "gateway" between the planes, and specifically between their
dimensions and ours, or at least that is how the ancient Egyptian cultists viewed the matter.

These ancient Egyptian Cthulhu cultists used the name of the Egyptian god Tahuti (or
Thoth) as an alternative name for Nyarlathotep, as both Thoth and Nyarlathotep served similar
functions in their respective pantheons.

Latin: Nyarlat Hotep

Greek: niarlat hotep

Arabic: niyharlat hotep

Egyptian: ny har rut hotep

The key to the corruption of the word is that in New Egyptian the letter L, signified by a couch-
ing-lion glyph, also doubled for the Greek r-sound. Thus the "r" in Cleopatra is written by using
the same glyph. Presumably, when Abd al-Azrad (or whomever transliterated the Egyptian into
Arabic) read the word ny har rut hotep, he mistook the "r" in rut for an "1" and the phrase became,
in Arabic, niharlat hotep.

In Greek, the letter "H" can only appear at the beginning of a word. Theodorus could not
transliterate the "h" in niyharlat, instead choosing niarlat in Greek. Olaus Wormius continued the
corruption by changing the letter "I" to the homophonous letter "Y", and English translators fin-
ished the process by combining the phrase into Nyarlathotep, the single word known today.

Shudde M'ell
Shudde M'ell, the ruler of the chthonians, is in the Arabic Necronomicon written as al-Mu'ell (or
al-Mu'ill), meaning "The Causer of Destruction".

Arabic: al-mu'ell

The referred-to destruction is doubtless the chthonian power to provoke earthquakes. The word
"Shudde" is almost certainly a corruption of the Arabic shidda, meaning "violence". Thus, Shudde
M'ell (or perhaps more correctly Shidda al-Mu'ell) properly refers only to the earthquakes caused
by this deity and its minion chthonians; that is, earthquakes are the violence, shidda, caused by
al-Mu'ell, the deity.

World-Wide Forms of "Cthulhu"
The name Cthulhu represents an attempt to transliterate into Greek a difficult Arabic word
which appears frequently in the Arabic Necronomicon. The Greek form is Cthulhu. Although this
is a difficult phrase in English, Latin, or Greek, it makes perfect sense in the original Arabic.
Cthulhu is sometimes called Khadhulu in the Arabic Necronomicon.

Latin: Cthulhu

Greek: xthulu

Arabic: khadhulu
or al-khadhulu
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In Arabic, khadhulu means "abandoner" or "forsaker". The term is used thus in the Koran 25:29
by Muhammed the Prophet, where it states, "For Mankind Satan [in Arabic, Shaytan] Is
Khadulu". Muslim commentators have traditionally taken this to mean that Satan is a forsaker
of mankind—on Judgment Day, Satan will forsake those who followed him in this life.

However, as khadhulu is used extensively in the Arabic Necronomicon to refer to a powerful
deity, and is translated by Theodorus as xthulu and by Olaus in Latin as Cthulhu, it is possible to
translate this verse as "for mankind Satan is Cthulhu", thus identifying the entity Cthulhu, wor-
shiped by a cult of pagan Arabs before Muhammed, with the Satan of the Judeo-Christian tra-
dition. Cthulhu worship in pre-Islamic Arabia may have centered on the famous Nameless City,
also known as the City of Brass or Many-Columned Irem—in Arabic, Iram dhat al-imad.

On the other hand, there are reports of small tribes in the isolation of Greenland who refer
to this pre-Christian deity as Cthulhu or a near-equivalent, despite the improbability of their hav-
ing had contact with the Koran or with the Wormius version of the Necronomicon. Perhaps Cthulhu
or some similar sound is the true name of this entity, and the similarity of the word khadhulu led
Cthulhu's Arab worshipers to refer to their deity by a term understandable to them.

The Semitic cultures in particular, in all their various branches throughout the Middle East,
retain vestiges of ancient Cthulhu worship. One of the oldest Semitic languages is Assyrian,
which originated in the second millennium BC, and which shows clear references to Cthulhu
worship. A common word for "demon" in Assyrian is alu'u2. When this word is combined with
the Assyrian word khatu3, meaning "ominous" or "evil", the result is khatu alu'u, and is clearly
related philogically to Cthulhu. An ancient Babylonian scribe makes reference to alu'u lemnu sha
pa la ishu atta, meaning "the alu'u (demon) who has no mouth"4. This could refer to Cthulhu him-
self, whose face is a mass of tentacles, and therefore appears as a demon who has no mouth. Even
if not, the horror of the image points at Mythos origin.

Hebrew, another ancient Semitic language, also makes oblique reference to Cthulhu worship.
This identification necessarily must remain tentative, since the oldest Hebrew texts we possess
are of the Bible, the writers of which clearly and wisely would have been antagonistic toward any
Cthulhu cultists. The prophet Isaiah, who lived in the 8th century BC, wrote "I shall look upon
man no more among the inhabitants of chadhel" (Isaiah 38:11).

Hebrew: chadel

The last Hebrew word of this verse, chadhel, is directly related semantically to the Arabic khad-
hul. This word is generally thought to be a euphemism for Sheol or Hell5. However, if the word
is taken as a proper name, the significance of the verse drastically changes. Chadhel is most like-
ly an ancient Hebrew form of the word Cthulhu, as the Hebrew "dh" in this case is, in linguistic
terms, an emphatic form equivalent to the English "th", an aspirant form of the same sound.
"The inhabitants of Chadhel" comes to mean "those who dwell with Chadhel" or "the people of
Chadhel" (i.e., Cthulhu), and thus clearly refers to a cultist sect. The meaning of the verse should
be "I shall look upon man no more among the people of Cthulhu", a form of ritual and well-
deserved cursing of the evil cultists. The name Chadhel had such horrendous overtones to the
Hebrews that in medieval interpretations it became synonymous with Hell, giving rise to the
modern faulty interpretation of the verse.

Indo-European languages also mention dread Cthulhu. For instance, the Sanskrit word kata-
la) refers to a large fish or sea-monster6.

Sanskrit: katala

This word is simply a Sanskrit pronunciation of Cthulhu, who of course qualifies nicely as a sea
monster.

The name Cthulhu transliterates from Chinese characters thusly:

Chinese: kui tai lao hai

The meaning is kui (demon), tai (evil), lao (ancient), and hai (ocean)7. In idiomatic English, the
phrase signifies "ancient evil oceanic demon".

Important is the derivation of this name from the archaic form of kui. Mandarin characters
evolved from pictographs, wherein the character drawn was an abstract picture symbolizing a
word or idea. In later times these pictographs were further abstracted into the current Chinese
characters. The character for kui went through an evolution, arranged chronologically from left
to right in a nearby box8.

Scholars will easily recognize the symbols as archaic drawings of Cthulhu, including the ten-
tacles attached to the head. We can conclude that a generic Chinese character for "demon", kui,
evolved from the very early need to refer to Cthulhu. Awareness of that entity must be ancient
indeed in China for it to have affected the language so profoundly.
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Conclusion
Traces of ancient Cthulhu worship exist in the records of all major Old World civilizations: in
Mesopotamia to the Assyrians as Khatu alu'u, the "evil demon"; in Palestine to the Hebrews as
Chadhel, a name equivalent to Hell; in Arabia as Khadhulu, "Satan the forsaker"; to the Hindus
as Katala, the "sea monster"; and to the Chines as Kui tai lao hai, the "ancient evil ocean demon".
All label Cthulhu as malignant. Only in Egypt has no reference to the worship of Cthulhu been
found. Perhaps the worship of Nyarlathotep (in the guise of Thoth) drove out competing cults.

The widespread nature of the Cthulhu cult—the only god shown to have been worshiped
simultaneously in all three major centers of ancient civilization—had hitherto gone unnoticed by
scholars. One wonders: if such a powerful cult could have remained so well-hidden in antiquity,
what obscene rituals in hidden places might yet be practiced to this alien horror?

End Notes
1 Alarmingly, neither the document nor that catalog number currently exist. Here we have

only Herr Doktor Sadowsky's unimpeachable reputation for the truth as corroboration.

2 Ignace J. Gleb, et. al. The Assyrian Dictionary (Chicago University Press, 1964, in progress),
vol 2, pp. 355Ff.

3 Ibid., vol. 6, p. 158. Spoken swiftly and slurred (as is often done in human speech) it prob-
ably would sound like khatulu'u, easily recognizable as a variation of the word Cthulhu.

4 Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets, 1627:8.

5 Gesenius' Hebrew-Chaldee Lexicon (Eerdmans, 1982), p. 262.

6 Monier-Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary (rev. version of 1899 edition: New Delhi,
Minshiram Manohalal, 1981), p. 270a.>

7 These Chinese characters can be examined in the following sources: Bernhard Karlgren,
Analytical Dictionary of Chinese and Sino-Japanese (New York: Dover, 1974 reprint of the 1923
Paris edition) hereafter referred to as ADC, and L. Wieger, Chinese Characters (Dover 1965
reprint of the 1915 edition) hereafter referred to as CC. For the specific characters: kui (or
kuei) = "demon, spirit" ADC 460, CC 548; tai = "bad, evil" ADC 959; lao = "old, ancient"
ADC 515, CC 88; shai = "sea, ocean" CC 595.

8 Ibid. These drawings are analyzed in CC 112, 548. •



Terminology changes rapidly. A psychiatrist of the 1920s
would recognize some of these terms, but others would
be baffling. Most strikingly, phrases of a hundred years

ago like "lunatic" have become deliberately neutral in tone.

Schizophrenia and Other
Psychotic Disorders
In general, psychiatric medications may be of high value in
treating such disorders. Beyond the symptomatic behaviors,
those who lack such medications also should suffer skill
reductions while the effect is strong.
Schizophrenia (schizophreniform disorder, dementia prae-
cox): Mental concentration greatly diminishes; halve all skills
requiring concentration. Symptoms include bizarre delusions,
paranoia, auditory hallucinations, incoherent speech, seeming
emotional detachment, social withdrawal, bizarre behavior,
and a lack of the sense of self.
Psychotic Disorders: interesting behavioral and culture-bound
syndromes are known. There is a Capgras's Syndrome, for
instance, in which everyone is perceived as having been replaced
by impostor duplicates. In Cotard's Syndrome (délire de néga-
tion), one is convinced that not only his possessions and status
have fallen away, but his body literally loses blood, and the heart,
the intestines, etc., begin to rot. In autoscopic psychosis, a phan-
tom is thought to follow and imitate the person's movements.
Many more such behaviors exist, and appropriately metaphorical
new ones can be imagined and made up.

Many culture-bound syndromes are of briefer duration:
Amok—Malaysia. "Running amok", an outburst of violence
and aggressive or homicidal behavior directed at people and
property. Amnesia, return to consciousness, and exhaustion
occur following the episode. The killing spree will be done
using whatever weapons are on hand. (Ahade idzi be is the
Navajo equivalent.)
Boufeé Délirant—West Africa, Haiti. Sudden outburst of
aggressive, agitated behavior, marked confusion, sometimes
with visual and auditory hallucinations or paranoia.
Brain Fag — Nigeria. Impaired concentration and feeling
fatigued; pains in the neck and head; the sense that worms are
crawling inside the head. Usually attributed to witchcraft.
Ghost Sickness—Navajo. Weakness, loss of appetite, feeling
suffocated, nightmares, and a pervasive feeling of terror.
Attributed as a sending from witches or malign supernatural
powers.
Piblokto—Inuit. "Arctic madness" wherein the afflicted rips
off his clothes and runs howling like an animal through the
snow. (Myriachit, Siberia.)

Susto—Spain. A variety of somatic and psychological symp-
toms attributed to a traumatic incident so frightening that it
dislodged the victim's spirit from his body.
Taijin Kyofusho—Japan. "Face-to-Face", anthropophobia, an
intense anxiety in the presence of other people; fearfulness
that one's appearance, odor, or behavior is offensive.
Voodoo Death — Haiti, Caribbean. Belief that a hex or witch-
craft can bring about misfortune, disability, and death through
"spiritual" mechanism. Often the victim self-fulfills the
hexer's prophecy by refusing to heat and drink, resulting in
starvation and dehydration. (Mal peusto, Spain).
Wacinko—Sioux. Anger, withdrawal, mutism, and immobility,
leading to illness and suicide.
Wendigo Syndrome—Cree, Ojibwa, Salteaux. The afflicted
believes he is a personification of the Wendigo, a cannibalistic
thing with an icy heart. Compare with Ithaqua in the
"Creatures" chapter.
Shared Paranoid Disorder (shared delusional disorder, Folie
a deux): the character takes on the delusional system of anoth-
er paranoid as a result of being in close contact.

Mood Disorders
Depression: symptoms include change in appetite, weight
gain, weight loss, too much or too little sleep, sluggishness,
feelings of worthlessness or guilt, and suicidal thoughts, hal-
lucinations, delusions, or stupor. Skills lowered by 10 to 30
percentiles. There is a predisposition to use alcohol or other
substances in an attempt at self-medication.
Mania: character has a fairly constant euphoric or possibly
irritable mood. Symptoms include a general increase in activ-
ity, garrulousness, increased self-esteem to the point of delu-
sion, decreased need for sleep, easily distracted, willingness
for dangerous or imprudent activities such as reckless driving,
hallucinations, delusions, and bizarre behavior. Lower skills
by 10 to 30 percentiles. A predisposition exists to use alcohol
or other substances in an attempt at self-medication.
Bipolar Mood Disorder: character oscillates between mood
states for weeks at a time, crashing into different mood states,
or sometimes states with mixed features (such as being
depressed but full of energy).

Substance Abuse Disorder
The character finds solace in using a drug, becomes physical-
ly addicted, and spends much time maintaining, concealing,
and indulging the habit. Drugs include alcohol, amphetamines,
cocaine, hallucinogens, marijuana, nicotine, opium (esp. mor-
phine and heroin), sedatives, plutonian drug, space mead, etc.



A character under the sway of such a substance should feel
the personal struggle daily. POW rolls might be used to resist or
succumb symbolically to cravings. Modifications of -20 per-
centiles or more could occur to skills because of withdrawal
symptoms. Sanity losses could occur from binges or bad trips.
Particular characters might find that drugs promote communi-
cation with alien entities and gods, and that dreams about them
become ever more vivid and horrifying. Conversely, such sub-
stances might function as self-medications, deadening a charac-
ter's fears and offering temporary defenses against Sanity loss.

See p. 116 for a list of abused substances which often lead
to substance-related disorders.

Anxiety Disorders
Generalized Anxiety Disorder: character suffers from a vari-
ety of physical and emotional symptoms groupable into cer-
tain categories.
Motor tension— jitteriness, aches, twitches, restlessness, easily
startled, easily fatigued, etc. (halve physical skill percentiles).
Autonomic hyperactivity—sweating, racing heart, dizziness,
clammy hands, flushed or pallid face, high resting pulse and
respiration, etc.
Expectations of doom—anxieties, worries, fears, and especial-
ly anticipations of misfortune.
Vigilance—distractible, inability to focus, insomnia, irritabili-
ty, impatience (reduce intellectual skills by one fourth).
Panic Disorder: a discrete period of fear in which symptoms
develop rapidly. Within minutes palpitation, swearing, trem-
bling, choking, etc. appear, strong enough that the person fears
immediate death or insanity. Burdened with the recurrence of
these episodes, he or she fears their return. This often leads to
a developing agoraphobia.
Agoraphobia: the character needs a successful D100 roll
against POW times a multiplier of 1 -5 in order to leave home
or engage socially. May be linked to panic disorder, as per just
above.
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder: character involuntarily expe-
riences persistent ideas, thoughts, impulses, etc. involving vio-
lence and self-doubt. These ideas are frequently repugnant to
the character, but they are so strong that during times of stress
the character may be unable to concentrate apart from them,
even if necessary for survival.
Compulsions: ritual actions performed by the character
intended to affect the future. Though the character may agree
the actions are senseless, the need to perform them is over-
powering and may last for D10 combat rounds. Even in times
of great stress, the character may ignore his or her survival in
order to perform the ritual. In a severe condition, for instance,
a sufferer might need hours to clean up before he or she was
able to leave one room for another.
Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (in WWI, "shell shock"): after
a traumatic event, perhaps years later, the character begins to
relive the trauma through persistent thoughts, dreams, and
flashbacks. Correspondingly, the character loses interest in
daily activities. He or she may return to normal once the mem-
ories are well explored and understood, but that process will
perhaps take years. Today, quicker clinical treatments exist,

such as eye movement desensitization and refocusing, or
EMDR.
Simple Phobia or Mania: the individual persistently fears a
particular object or situation. He or she realizes that the fear is
excessive and irrational, but the fear is disturbing enough that
he or she avoids the stimulus. In severe cases, the object of the
phobia is imagined to be omnipresent, perhaps hidden.

There are as many phobias as one cares to notice or name.
Manias are rarer. In a mania, the character is inordinately fond
of a particular stimulus, and takes great pains to be with it or
near it. When the character's sexuality is involved, the mania
is termed a fetish.



Phobic and manic reactions were stressed in earlier edi-
tions of Call of Cthulhu, partly from lack of imagination and
partly because such reactions are easy to identify and apply,
and sometimes amusing to communicate. In truth, the dis-
turbed human mind is a complex maze of behaviors, symp-
toms, and concepts, one not nearly so easily described. See the
nearby phobia listing.

Somatoform Disorders
Somatization Disorder: character suffers symptoms from
dizziness and impotence to intense pain and blindness.
Medicine cannot explain the symptoms, but the character does
not believe they represent a specific disease.
Conversion Disorder: character reports physical disfunctions
suggesting a physical disorder but, though involuntary, the
symptoms provide a way to avoid something undesirable or to
garner attention and caring. Symptoms range from painful
headaches to paralysis or blindness.
Hypochondriasis: character believes he or she suffers from a
serious disease. No physical cause for reported symptoms will
be found, but the character continues to believe the disease or
condition exists, often with serious consequences to the per-
son's normal life.

Body Dysmorphic Disorder: character suffers from perceived
flaws in appearance, usually of the face, often of the hips or
legs. Behavior may alter in unexpected ways to cover up the
flaws or to calm anxieties.

Dissociative Disorders
Dissociative Amnesia (Psychogenic Amnesia): inability to
recall important personal information, brought on by a desire
to avoid unpleasant memories. The character needs a POW x1
roll to recall such details or the cause of the amnesia. Since the
horror of the Mythos is the probable cause of this amnesia, the
keeper may choose to reset Cthulhu Mythos to 0 and maxi-
mum Sanity to 99 while this disorder holds sway: the horror
returns when the character's memories do.
Dissociative Fugue: character flees from home and/or work,
and cannot recall his or her past. Once the flight halts, the
character may assume an entirely new identity.
Dissociative Identity Disorder (Multiple Personality Dis-
order, or MPD): character appears to harbor more than one
personality, each of which is dominant at times and has its own
distinct behavior and even different social relationships.
Players may need several or many investigator sheets for their
investigator's different personalities.



Psychosexual Disorders
This is an exceedingly diverse group. Homosexuality is no
longer considered a mental disease, but it was believed such
until the 1960s. Recognizable disorders include transsexual-
ism, impaired sexual desire or function, nymphomania and
satyriasis, and the paraphilias. Most of these disorders are so
explicit as to be not playable in most roleplaying groups.

Eating Disorders
Since nearly all such cases are diagnosed in the United States
and Canada, anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa might be
classified as cultural syndromes, but they are conditions that
may continue for many years, sometimes to the considerable
danger of the patients.
Anorexia Nervosa: the character has an overpowering fear of
becoming fat, and consequently loses weight (SIZ) and CON
at a rate decided by the keeper. Even when skin and bones, the
character is sure to feel too fat. Without intervention, death
may follow.
Bulimia Nervosa: the character frequently eats high caloric
food during secret binges. An eating episode may continue
until abdominal cramping or self-induced vomiting occurs.
Feelings of depression and guilt frequently follow such
episodes.

Sleep Disorders
These include insomnia (character has difficulty falling asleep
or staying asleep) and narcolepsy (character frequently falls
asleep, almost anywhere). Characters performing demanding
tasks such as driving a car or flying a plane may need CON
rolls to stay awake.
Night Terrors: sleeping character awakes after several hours
of sleep, usually screaming in terror. Pulse and breathing are
rapid, pupils are dilated, and the hair stands on end. The char-
acter is confused and hard to calm down.
Somnambulism: sleepwalking. As with night terrors, this
behavior occurs in the first few hours of sleep. An episode may
last up to thirty game minutes. During the sleep-walk the face
is blank and staring, and the walker can be roused only with
difficulty. Waking, the walker recalls nothing of the activity.

Impulse Control Disorders
These include pathological gambling, pathological lying, klep-
tomania, and pyromania.
Intermittent Explosive Disorder: the character is recognizably
impulsive and aggressive, and at times sustains uncontrollable
rages which result in assault and/or destruction of property.

Personality Disorders
These long term disorders are often unpleasant to be around,
even if only roleplayed. Some general types include antisocial,
avoidant, borderline symptoms of many sorts, compulsive,
dependent, histrionic, narcissistic, passive-aggressive, para-
noid, schizoid, and schizotypal. Keepers who investigate these

disorders will find much to work with within the category, but
their consistent expression in roleplaying may foster anger and
unpleasantness within the group, and disappoint players with
different expectations.

Other Disorders
These are mostly symptoms, or specific instances of disorders
already mentioned above. They existed in the previous edition
of the rules, and functioned as quickly understood characteri-
zations for roleplaying. Among them were criminal psychosis,
panzaism, quixotism, and megalomania. Any disorder men-
tioned in previous rules is still playable. 



Players need to read or to be familiar with Orientation,
About Investigators, Game System and Skills, and
Sanity and Insanity chapters. Keepers need to under-

stand them, and in addition the Magic, Cthulhu Mythos, and
Necronomicon chapters. They also should have browsed
through the book just to know what's there.

The present chapter is background—play first, then thumb
through here as convenient.

The hundreds of symptoms, notes, statistics, characters,
and spells later in this section do not need to be studied, but
remember their presence as a whole so that, in time, individ-
ual chapters or notions can be sought out and read.

Thumb through the last sections, Scenarios and Utilities.
They include four scenarios, investigator sheets, a summary of
tables, an index, some brief historical lists, ready-made inves-
tigators, record sheets of various sorts, and play aids.

Getting Ready to Play
Use common sense. You'll want a comfortable, reasonably
quiet room, with enough chairs and a table large enough for
everyone to sit at. Extra dice may be handy, as will be extra
pencils and sheets of scratch paper. Farsighted keepers stock
blank investigator sheets. Since Call of Cthulhu is a simple
game to play, players may not need to bring their rulebooks.
Photocopies of the Creating An Investigator spread, the
weapon table, and the play aids can be convenient.

Try to keep your rulebook for yourself, because you are
responsible for the rules: if you do not remember a rule, you
should be able to look it up. If you are presenting a scenario
from this book, you need this book.

Expect players to bring their own investigators, copies of
the rules if they want them, their own dice, and any miniature
figures they want to play with in the game. People who bring
all of that usually bring their own writing materials as well.
Pencil erasers sometimes wear to nubs in half an hour—a
large, fresh gum eraser can be very helpful.

Most of the keeper's energy necessarily goes into preparing
the adventure to be presented. Read published scenarios careful-
ly beforehand, and give yourself enough time to ponder changes.
Note inconsistencies: you will think of things that do not occur
to authors and editors, or to anyone else. Review the printed sta-
tistics in light of player and investigator tendencies and motives,
as well as by what you want to accomplish for the evening.

If you use miniatures, round up the sort you'll need.
Marking pens and large sheets of paper are convenient for
reproducing floor plans or sketching out terrain.

Call of Cthulhu is not suited well to solitaire play, though
it is excellent with a keeper and one or two players. An aver-
age of three or four players is sufficient for adventures.

By custom, each player plays one investigator, but only
good reason should stop someone from playing two if desired.
More than two investigators per person threatens confusion
and imbalance in the adventure.

Most keepers like to look over investigator sheets before
play begins. The idea behind this inspection is not to allow the
keeper to construct the hardest or easiest possible situations,
but to see if any of the crucial situations in the play to come will
be unduly hard or easy for the group to overcome. If no prob-
lem jumps out at the keeper, the player should be not much con-
cerned. Having said this, though, it can be useful to photocopy
the sheets so that a roll can be made in secret now and then, or
so that the shreds of someone's sanity can be considered.



The investigators who were being played last time should
continue to be played, unless it's a new story, or unless the
keeper and players have negotiated the difference.

Players always control their investigators, with rare excep-
tions, and make all the die rolls relevant to those investiga-
tors, rolling when the keeper directs. Keepers operate all the
non-player-characters, making all rolls for them. Unless your
style is very different, it's a good idea to let die roll results be
visible to all. Occasionally, the keeper may rule that the inves-
tigators should not know if some action succeeded. Ideally
then the keeper preserves the dice as they were rolled, perhaps
shielding them beneath an inverted cup, to be shown with a
flourish when the time is right.

Keeper's Choice
Keepers new to Call of Cthulhu find that the game demands
full comprehension. There are few charts to consult, and even
fewer to show to players in order to prove some point of con-
troversy. Everywhere the rules appeal to judgment and reason-
ableness, and suggest that you make up your own mind. "Oh,
no," you think, "I wanted rules!"

Statements indicating in effect "keeper's choice" mean that
the decision has no ramifications, and that the keeper can
determine the matter according to personal taste and local cus-
tom, without other ramification.

Accept this wise course. You can be expert in the Call of
Cthulhu rules after six or seven sessions, and thereafter use
them as a transparent vehicle for presenting a story.

Call of Cthulhu is a game of mood. Keep your campaign
full of bumps in the night, sinister strangers, and dark
and stormy nights. Try to make your runs spooky

enough to give your players the creeps. One good source of
ideas for scenarios are television series and horror movies.
Another good source is horror stories: M. R. James, Saki, A.
E. Coppard, Ramsey Campbell, Arthur Machen, Roald Dahl,
Shirley Jackson, Karl Edward Wagner, T. E. D. Klein, and
Thomas Ligotti are among the finer writers. Many more
authors offer ingenious and exciting tales, especially those
writing in the Cthulhu Mythos. Lovecraft's essay, Supernatur-
al Horror in Literature, gives dozens of sources for good
ideas, many virtually unknown today.

Maxims
Stoke your love for the mysterious and the horrifying. That
enthusiasm is more important than a complicated plot or mas-
tering many different voices for your different characters. You
need be articulate only enough to set a scene, to wrap it up
conclusively, and to answer player questions directly.

Charts for random encounters, wandering monsters, and
similar things are the bane of Call of Cthulhu. Craft events, so
that the players get meaningful thrills and chills.

Always read published scenarios thoroughly before pre-
senting them: you want to surprise the players, not yourself.

Many of the monsters in the Mythos are so potent that the
best prepared party cannot defeat them. In such cases, the main
goal of the expedition could be to avoid and escape the mon-
ster! Don't force a horror upon a party without giving them
some warning. Not much warning is necessary: a blast of cold
air, a howl in the night, or the cessation of the whippoorwills'
chirping is enough, but be sure to have spooky things happen
often enough that the investigators don't expect some horren-
dous monster to show up every time.

When an investigator reaches 0 Sanity points, he or she is
retired unless the keeper and player can come up with a better
idea. Rarely should he or she become a cultist, for that dishon-
ors a life resisting the evil of cults and gods. If an investigator
goes mad, the madness is his or her own.

Keep down the number of non-player characters which you
must roleplay in a scenario. Too many individuals, especially
if not organized by house or city or in some other way, are con-
fusing to players and keeper alike.

Don't put Mythos deities into play unless the investigators
are ready for them. Limit the involvement to fanatic cults and
lesser Mythos races, then gradually lead matters to greater
races, and only then let the players encounter a god.

As a foulness shall ye know them: the Mythos corrupts or
injures. Investigators who pursue Mythos knowledge should do
so through thickets of nightmare and moral dilemma.
Acquiring Mythos knowledge should never be bland or routine.

Since guns kill in Call of Cthulhu, resist tendencies to turn
the game into gunfights. Guns kill investigators, too.
Encourage investigators to retreat unless there is good role-
playing to be done by staying. (Monsters often are little affect-
ed by impaling weapons, anyway.) Wean investigators away
from their arsenals by limiting the applications for such equip-
ment. Investigators who stick around to blaze away at major
entities will soon pay the predictable price.

Shy away from mass combats. Portraying mass combat is
a concept for miniatures play. In roleplaying, descriptions can
be broad but action must be intimate.

Kill investigators dramatically. Death should mean some-
thing. If an investigator faints, let him lie there instead of having
the monster eat him. When an investigator with a non-player
character hireling sleeps in a haunted house, and the Inhabitant
Therein looks for prey, have it make away with the hireling
unless you wake the investigator somehow, and give him a fight-
ing chance. Investigators should not lead charmed lives, but nei-
ther should they be snuffed out casually. If death is to have any
meaning—that is, if it is to conclude the story of a life—death
should come as the consequence of choices freely made.

Lovecraft didn't confine himself to Cthulhu Mythos sto-
ries, and neither should the keeper. Lovecraft also wrote psy-
chological horror stories about ancestral memory, cannibal-
ism, grave-robbing, and curses: let your imagination roam.

Attentive keepers have attentive players. As investigator
plans change, remain flexible and adaptable. Accommodate
events and change scenarios to suit them. In return for your
efforts, Call of Cthulhu will provide vivid, memorable play.

An Example Of A Plot
A scenario in Call of Cthulhu can be organized like the layers
of an onion. On the surface, suppose that the scenario looks
like it's about a conventional haunted house. It might even



look like a hoax. As the investigators penetrate the first layer,
they should discover another beneath. These layers might go
on and on, until the investigators themselves decide they are
getting too deep and stop their investigations.

As the investigators delve more deeply into the mystery,
hints and notes should situate the haunted house in some
greater scheme. As the player characters investigate, these
hints lead on to other adventures.

In Lovecraft's "The Case of Charles Dexter Ward," for
example, young Ward begins by investigating the ancient writ-
ings of his wizard ancestor. As he investigates further (the first
layer of the onion), he discovers a technique to raise the dead.
He tries it, and is able to raise his ancestor, who proves to be a
near twin of Ward in appearance. This ancestor then becomes
Ward's mentor in the arcane arts (the second layer of the
onion). However, young Ward proves too squeamish and his
ancestor murders him and takes his place. That's the end of the
scenario for Ward, and the end of the first onion for us.

Young Ward's doctor then starts his investigations,
researching along the same lines Ward began. This is the ini-
tial layer of a new onion. Dr. Willett finds that the ancient
house of the sinister ancestor still stands and visits it (the sec-
ond layer of this onion). In the house's vast basements Willett
encounters horrific sights and beings, and discovers how to lay
to rest the evil ancestor whom he suspects has displaced his

patient, young Ward (this is the third layer of the new onion).
Now full of knowledge and determination, Willett visits the
insane asylum where the evil ancestor masquerades as the
young Ward. There Willett recites the Resurrection spell back-
ward, destroying the ancestor and finishing the second onion
and the story as well.

Although Lovecraft goes no further, other steps could be
taken: a Being destroyed some of the ancestor's cronies, but
were there others? Were there surviving notes and/or devices
(and guardian monsters) at the homes of those cronies? At the
ancestor's centuries-old house there were deeper crypts than
the doctor wished to explore. What was in them? Was the
malignancy of the Being that the doctor unleashed limited
only to the ancestor and his brother wizards? Or does it now
have diabolic plans of its own?

Each layer of a scenario should present the investigators
with two or three choices as to where to proceed. Players
should never be certain that they have delved to the bottom of
a mystery, except for their own purposes, nor should they ever
be certain of the keeper's intentions. Obviously, the keeper
cannot make his scenarios infinitely deep and complex, so
either he breaks off play when the investigators get too deep,
or he improvises. If he breaks off play, it should only be till he
manages to extend his scenario further and give more depth to
the mysteries.



corresponding risk or a consequence for his investigator, one
comparable to the value of the item or power.

Every introduction of a significant purchase or acquisition
should have this sort of price. In roleplaying, money means lit-
tle, but risk is important.

Negotiate the consequence, but let the investigator feel it at
least as long as he has the acquisition. For instance, that glis-
tening H&K assault rifle is a more dubious benefit if the previ-
ous owner used it to commit an unsolved murder. This sort of
consequence easily leads to interesting new episodes of play.

A GREAT RELUCTANCE
Keepers are justifiably reluctant to allow exotic magic or
heavy armament into their games. Contrary to what players
might believe, this is not because the scenario might be com-
pleted too easily, though that might be a trivial result, nor is it
because a Shrivelling spell or a stabilized turret gun might
imbalance the game: with opponents like Cthulhu and Nyar-
lathotep, game balance is unlikely to shift very much.

Introducing higher and higher potency material reduces the
chance for roleplaying. The effect of more powerful weapons
or deadlier magic is progressively to isolate the owners from
the events of adventures and the ordinary challenges of play,
and paradoxically to limit the range of responses players and
investigators feel safe in contemplating. Since the point of a
roleplaying game is to roleplay, insulating investigators with
technology or magic and then introducing greater countering
power to re-establish the balance is a sad and pointless effort.
The keeper is not quite like the military commander who had
to destroy the hamlet in order to save it, but close enough.

Roleplayers rely on character, not on possessions or pow-
ers. Roleplayers experiment with and amuse each other
with made-up personalities. The point of roleplaying is

to involve the player characters in dangerous, patriotic,
macabre, thrilling, exciting, suspenseful, embarrassing, horrify-
ing, comfortable, curious, shocking, comical, creditable, lusty,
insane, dismaying, rewarding, and stupefying experiences.

The quality of such experiences does not depend on num-
bers, physical simulation, or technical procedure. Roleplaying
succeeds by evoking emotions. Their evocation and release is
a major reward of the game. That being so, do not leave the
emotions out of player responsibilities.

For instance, if a player wants to introduce some new
weapon or spell into play, require that the player also supply a

Linked Scenarios: A Campaign
Two or more scenarios could lead to the same dark secret, sim-
plifying the life of the keeper and presenting the atmosphere of
a sinister network of secrets to the players. For example, the
old Starry Wisdom cult chapel in Boston could lead the inves-
tigators to Innsmouth and the Esoteric Order of Dagon. Later,
investigators of swamp cults in Louisiana could find that they
have connections to a master cult in New England, centered in
Innsmouth, called the Esoteric Order of Dagon.

The keeper need not have a different mystery for each sce-
nario. That would make his life too complex, and perhaps his
plots too repetitious.

First, make up several scenarios, each only two or three
layers deep. The keeper will also need to think of a couple of
deeper secrets and subsequent scenarios for the players to
delve into if they succeed in solving a mystery.

The scenarios ought to be arranged like the branches of a
tree. The players start out fooling around with the very tips and
edges of the Mythos, where there are dozens of myths, leg-
ends, clues, and adventures. As they gain more knowledge and
experience, the investigators will work their way inward,
where there are fewer roots, to follow the metaphor, but ones
of greater importance. At the center of the Mythos reside the
hideous Outer Gods.

Sprinkled among the scenarios should be hoaxes and mean-
ingless trails. These will keep your world from degenerating
into a mass of monsters and their kin. Gamblers, spies, reli-
gious fanatics, drug smugglers, white slavers, grasping entre-
preneurs, venal labor bosses, terrorists, movie stars, nefarious
politicians, and piratical sea captains are also available.

An occasional scenario with dangers originating from this
world might divert your players, but keep in mind that the
main goal of the game is to meddle in the Cthulhu Mythos. A
scenario, especially at the start of a campaign, with a were-
wolf, ghost, or vampire will be interesting and oddly comfort-
ing to experienced players, though new players will want to
press on to the main event.



floor. A fireplace, and fireplace tools. Lots of odd things in the
desk drawers, including scissors, a letter opener, glue, stamps,
twine, tape (if it's the right era), and an address book. Perhaps
correspondence files. Matches for the fireplace. Cigars in the
humidor. Brandy on the side table.

Some of these things are useful weapons—thrown billiard
balls are dangerous, for instance, and a swung cue is an excel-
lent club, as is the poker beside the fireplace. The windows offer
entry or escape. One might bind a captive with twine, or with
sash cord from the drapes. (There are drapes, of course, on the
windows—this is a mansion.) One might spirit out a captive by
rolling him up inside a rug. One might torch the room, or build
a torch from a rug fragment wrapped round a pool cue, held with
twine and soaked with brandy. The key to the library door may
not be in the door but, if not, it is very likely in a desk drawer.
An electrical cord can be stripped to contacts and used (cau-
tiously) as a weapon, as long as the electricity lasts.

Ingenious players or keepers can come up with much
more. The point is that every setting offers things potentially
of use in specific situations, things which may not be specifi-
cally mentioned in the text.

Describing Spells
The investigator enters the contest as Lovecraft's characters
did, innocent, full of hope and trepidation, ignorant of the
future and what the future brings. For the keeper to offer
events as a mystery, now then he or shee needs verbal camou-
flage. As with creature names, spell names need disguising.
The keeper's perhaps lurid descriptions can lend flavors to
spells more gothic and evocative than the staccato Grimoire
arrangment of Call Awarassa, Call Atlach-Nacha, Call Aza-
thoth, and so forth.

Summon/Bind Star Vampire, for instance, is a name far too
dull and lacking mystery. Far better to call it something appro-
priate to the manuscript or author where it is found— "Old
Cobbit's Terror", say. Or it might be named more poetically
after its effect: "Cloud of Blood", after the star vampires it aids
in summoning, or "Recipe for the Veined Laugher" (perhaps
too broad a clue), or "Ye Invisible Eater", a little misleading
but helpfully dire. If you're stuck for something good, give the
player a single word to cling to for the moment, then let the
rest be understood when you (or the player) have come up with
something appropriate.

A fresh name is introduced into play, the keeper can play-
fully explore possibilities, and mystery is preserved, perhaps
enhanced. Be sure to note the spell's equivalent somewhere
while it's still fresh in mind: keepers want to baffle players, not
themselves.

Since the name need not be precise, neither need be what
is called or created. The keeper may model a different version.
Thus the spell Become Spectral Hunter need not be taken by
the keeper as a demand for the exact creature—that creature
exists in the 1983 campaign Shadows of Yog-Sothoth, along
with the spell. The spell exists in this rulesbook to be a sug-
gestive pattern. Rename the spell, remake the effect, make up
a substitute creature, choose one from the Mythos chapter, or
consult that campaign.

Details can be added to spells, to considerable effect, since
the rulesbook little describes the spells and usually leaves the
evidence of their casting up to the keeper.

Some players persist in dreaming that owning more posses-
sions and new powers is the point of play. Requests for heavy
weapons are among the most common, because the appeal of
firepower is clear-cut. Again, if you allow introduction of some
new element, the player should show first how the item or
effect makes roleplaying better and more exciting. That effort
of imagination is the true responsibility of the roleplayer.

Call of Cthulhu offers special problems of description to
keepers. There are madmen who seem normal, mon-
sters which are formless blobs of jelly, and angles and

symbols which move and cannot quite be comprehended.
There is an emphasis on darkness and mystery, and yet the
investigators' choices must be clear enough to be just and
appropriate. How should a keeper describe such matters?

Trust And Fairness
The crucial component of good description is psychological. If
players and keeper feel comfortable together, and if all parties
work together to create an enjoyable group fantasy, then a
good outcome is predictable. Trust comes from evidence of
fairness: everyone must be willing to suggest, to listen, and to
agree. Normally, keeper and players combine to flesh out
scenes by means of description, questions, replies, inferences,
and negotiations.

Investigators will volunteer for risky missions when their
players feel that the keeper always poses problems fairly, so
that they can fairly evaluate the dangers. It is worth mention-
ing to players that keepers are willing to put in extra effort
developing interesting, exciting adventures when the players
appreciate and pay attention to such efforts.

Even when an investigator has gone mad with a criminal
psychosis, only in the rarest circumstances should the keeper
promote or allow an investigator to turn against his compan-
ions. If the players enjoy competitive back-stabbing, then
indulge them to the hilt, but generally the Mythos causes more
than enough trouble for a team. Internal bickering and betray-
al lose sight of the point of investigation.

Reasonable Deduction
When the keeper sets a scene, his or her most important ally is
invisible, one which no scenario-writer ever puts on paper.
"Reasonable deduction" consists of all which is in the room,
cavern, aircraft, or other physical setting which is not des-
cribed as being there, but which logically can be inferred as
being there.

For instance, the investigators are in the library of a man-
sion. Specifically mentioned are the many massive bookcases
lining the walls, two leather armchairs, a desk and chair, and a
billiards table. What else might be there?

Books, certainly, and lots of them. Cues, chalk, and billiard
balls. Writing material. Paintings on the walls. Lamps and
light switches. Windows, maybe lots of them. Rugs on the



However, since spells generally represent attacks, take care
in staging them. Every spell should have a maximum range,
for instance: the default ranges in the game are touch, sight
with the unaided human eye, or 100 yards. Never present a
spell unlimited in function or range; that would not be fair.

Understand whether several targets can be attacked at
once, or must be attacked in succession. It will be useful to the
players, of course, if the casting of a spell against them is
betrayed by certain hand movements, or necessary items, or
colored auras, or lightning-bolt-like discharges. Does it smell
like ozone in here? —maybe that sorcerer is back!

Playing Alien Entities
Only the keeper knows how these things should behave.
Anything they do may be important. They are capable of influ-
encing observing investigators in all sorts of ways, because
you've specifically mentioned it. Frequently, though, monsters
just snarl or trumpet and then attack. This is a shame some-
times, because predictable behavior is not mysterious.

Intelligent creatures might build, experiment, worship,
learn, perform magic, question, torture, or anything else
humans might do. They might do much more as well. If the
investigators are able to observe aliens for very long, the crea-
tures also should do things which are odd, inexplicable, or
incomprehensible. These motifs are difficult to create, but
worth keeping in mind. The keeper will be served if behaviors
are dark or mysterious in tone. Conversely, if aliens do ordi-
nary things like brush their fangs before bed, play may be bet-

ter served if the investigators do not learn that they do, or if
what seems obvious behavior actually has entirely different
meanings or functions.

The same take on spell names holds with monsters. When a
mysterious creature disappears into the coastal fog, make the
player characters dare to get closer in order to see corroborative
details, take special photos, try to use Spot Hidden and Track
rolls, and so on. The identification of a monster takes away mys-
tery and reveals details about the plot. Don't let investigators get
information for free. If they get closer to the thing, it is still not
a deep one—it is a dark, wet shape, half-submerged, draped
with seaweed, stinking like a long-dead fish.

When monsters die, it is up to the keeper whether or not
they exhibit symptoms of distress, simply collapse, vanish, or
evaporate.

Mythos creatures who do die often dissolve and evaporate,
the noxious cloud soon replaced by a damp spot and clean air,
as happened to Wilbur Whateley in Miskatonic's library. This
conveniently leaves the investigators short of evidence. Other
things might happen, just as with spells—liquefying, splitting
in two, igniting into flame, healing all damage, or winking in
and out of existence.

Descriptions need not be entirely visual. Descriptions are
more concrete if two or more senses can be involved. Did the
thing leave some goo behind? Describe its texture. Does it expel
disagreeable odors? Let wafts of fog drift about and fill the
room with noxious perfume. Don't strain for effect, or break off
the narrative to try to come up with the right word, but keep in
mind texture, odor, taste, and quality of light as possible factors.



Here are some ideas for keepers who like to tinker. Some
may conflict with each other. All are optional. Use any
that feel right. These are for browsing through and

thinking about. Wholesale adoption is not recommended.

CHARACTERISTIC ROLLS
A characteristic roll is the value of a characteristic multiply
by some number to create a threshold target for D100 resolu-
tion. Idea, Know, and Luck rolls are characteristic rolls which
do not change. This kind of roll increases the ability of an
investigator or group of investigators to solve problems or
pass tests, since high percentiles in a specific skill are not
needed to succeed. More fixed characteristic rolls might be
adopted: CON x5 might be formalized as the endurance roll,
for instance. APP x5 might be the charm roll. STR x5 might
be the lift roll, and so forth.

COMBAT CRITICALS, FUMBLES
If the D100 result for a weapons skill is 01-05, the player has
rolled a critical success.

With a critical, if the target is armored, ignore the armor
and apply the rolled damage. If the target is unarmored, dou-
ble the damage roll. If the target is extraterrene, the critical
result does normal damage.

If the D100 is 96-00, the roll is & fumble—the combatant
drops his weapon, fires some ridiculous ricochet, trips over
his sword and breaks it, can't get his holster unsnapped, and
so on. Something embarrassing, humiliating, or deadly hap-
pens. Even monsters can fumble but an attack of 100% is
always perfect and cannot fumbled

If this rule somehow conflicted with the impale, the
impale would give way: one could not have a critical impale,
for instance. The advantage of this concept is that it could
work with all skills, not just certain weapons.

COMBINATION ROLLS
Use two skills together to accomplish some related task, or to
solve a problem not apt to a single skill. When apt, the keep-
er calls for a single D100 roll. For a success, the result must
be equal to or lower than the skill with fewer percentiles. A
success with one of the two skills might represent a partial
success, or total failure. Linking two skills this way may not
be believable if they are not relatively equal in percentiles.

Example: Harvey Walters wishes to read a passage from an
unknown book in Count von Wertheim's Latin library. Harvey
reads Latin. After long hours, the keeper declares the search
over, and calls for a combination roll. Harvey has 65% Library
Use and 50% Latin. His player rolls a 51, a success for
Library Use but a close miss for Latin. A success would be 50
or less. Deciding to indicate a partial success, the keeper says
that Harvey found the right book, but needs help understand-
ing the many medieval references and obscure terms in it.
(Harvey does get an experience check for Library Use.)

CONSECUTIVE ROLLS
The same skill or function roll may be called for several
times in a row, each success presumably narrowing or
redefining the focus of the effort, inquiry, etc. Such a set of
rolls should not be resorted to often, for they fritter away play
enthusiasm. Such rolls might help emphasize some essential
mystery, but the keeper should have something good in mind,
since few investigators will be able to get four or five suc-
cesses in a row. Only the final success in such a series should
grant an experience check.

CONTROL OF THE GAME
Sometimes an evening of play threatens to dissolve into
chaos. There are so many reasons for this to happen, and so
many ways to handle it if it does, that only a halo of advice
is useful.

Roleplaying is not different from the rest of life. Make
sure you deal with the players first as people, and only then
go on to consider the rule interpretation or misunderstanding
that seems to be in question.

Games sometimes dissolve when a keeper persists in try-
ing to be too perfect—worrying too much about the map, the
monsters, or the music, and too little about the players. Deal
with the players as friends, not as people to impress. The play-
ers' fun comes from laughing together, feeling companionable,
and facing challenges together. Everything else is secondary.

If the problem stems from clashing player personalities,
and if disruptions persist despite your best efforts over sever-
al evenings, you will have to ask one player to leave the
game, or else put up with the situation indefinitely.

If all else fails, close the game for the evening, making
clear your reasons for doing so. If the game is to continue
next week, try to get everyone to agree to start fresh. Remind
them of your reason for doing this, and that you'll want
things to go differently when you reconvene.

Don't be afraid to compromise. The keeper does control
the game. The players are never obliged to play.

CREATING A SKILL
Keepers might create new skills for their games, or retain
older skills now renamed or abolished. Talk to the players
about the idea, and test its use. If everyone is pleased, write
down a definition, to make clear to everyone what the skill
means and what it is intended to achieve. Extra spaces for
additional skills occur on the investigator sheets.

DODGE OPTION
If the keeper wishes, characters may attempt the Dodge skill
for up to three attacks per combat round. These are rolled for
at full Dodge percentage, 2/3 Dodge percentage, and 1/3
Dodge percentage, respectively, in the DEX rounds of the
attacks. Round up fractions. Failing one Dodge roll in a
round has no effect on the others.



EDU AND INT MULTIPLIERS
In creating characters, the EDU and INT multipliers for occu-
pations and personal interests can be changed, since what is
right to one keeper may be absurd to the next. It also has been
suggested that one skill be chosen at 70%, two at 60%, three
at 50%, four at 40%, and so on down through the 10% level.
Another scheme is to allot 1000 points per investigator, with
no restrictions. If adopting a scheme different from the
"Creating an Investigator" spread, use it to create investiga-
tors who have human weaknesses and flavor.

HYPNOSIS, AN OPTIONAL SKILL
Keepers should decide if investigators may have this skill.

To hypnotize someone successfully, the target must be
willing and the hypnotist must receive a successful Hypnosis
skill roll.

Hypnosis influences a single individual at a time. The tar-
get must be physically close to the hypnotist. If a Hypnosis
roll fails, the hypnotist is unable to hypnotize that particular
subject. If the initial Hyponosis roll succeeds, the hypnotist
can hypnotize the target whenever the target agrees.
Use Hypnosis in several ways:
1) As an aid to Psychoanalysis. If an investigator has 10 or
more percentiles of Psychoanalysis and has hypnotized a
subject, add 25 percentiles to his or her Psychoanalysis skill
when treating that patient thereafter.

2) As a post-hypnotic suggestion. It causes the target to
perform a single particular action without apparent thought.
The target will not accept a suggestion contrary to his or her
normal behavior and desires.

3) As an aid to memory. Fragmented or buried memories
can sometimes be dredged up through hypnosis. Someone
who went temporarily insane from the sight of something
moving in the bottom of a dark well may remember the fear
but not remember what was seen. Hypnosis can bring these
memories to light, but also (in cases where Sanity was lost)
cost Sanity points for reliving the incident.

4) As a way to alleviate pain. Hypnosis can ease or tem-
porarily erase symptomatic pain in a patient, but the pain
itself makes the target more difficult to hypnotize. For a suc-
cess, match POW against POW on the Resistance Table in
addition to a successful Hypnosis roll.

5) As disinformation. If a hypnotist begins to influence
NPC memories of an incident, the keeper may begin to sup-
ply false information in return.

Characters who already might reasonably have Hypnosis
(physicians, entertainers, etc.), start at 20% or at half
Psychoanalysis or Medicine, whichever is higher

RESEARCH MODIFIERS FOR TOMES
Each tome has a research time, given in weeks. We assume
these are 30-hour weeks—six hours a day, five days a week.
Any more than that will require some rolls. Anyway, hours or
weeks, the time required is modified by the following factors,
which add up to make the Research Modifier (RM):

• INT: Every point above 14 counts as 1.

• EDU: Every point above 14 counts as 1.

• Language Skill: Divide the appropriate language by 5.
Round down. If you don't have the language at all, you'll
need to use a translator's skill or work through dictionar-
ies and incur a -100 penalty.

• Cthulhu Mythos/Occult: Divide Cthulhu Mythos by 5.
Alternatively, divide Occult by 20, and go with whichever
is higher. Round down.

• Library Rating: each library gets a rating of 1-20.
Miskatonic, the Bibliothèque Nationale, and the British
Museum are all in the 18-20 range. Dogpatch Public
Library probably has about a 2.

Tally the numbers for the RM. Subtract the RM from 100.
The result is the percentage of full-time effort it actually
takes a particular researcher to finish the book.

Example: Professor Henry Armitage (INT 18, EDU 24,
Cthulhu Mythos 18%, Occult 25%, German 70%) is trying to
read and absorb Unaussprechlichen Kulten at Miskatonic.
He gets the following modifier: INT = +4, EDU = +10,
German = +14, Cthulhu Mythos = +3 (it's higher), MU
Library Rating = 20. Total RM = 57. 100-53=49. It takes 52
weeks to study the book, but Armitage will do it in 49% of the
time, or 25.4 weeks.

SKILL CLASSES
Sometimes investigators are drugged, hypnotized, made to
drink too much, or otherwise fall prey to gases, chemicals, or
magic which affect how they think, move, or speak.

One way to show this is by using the skills divisions
noted in the Play Aids section: communication, manipula-
tion, perception, physical movement, and thought.

A drug might affect only skills in one class, typically
halving the effect percentages for a few minutes or hours. All
of the classes might be affected by too much alcohol, for
instance, while exposure to cold might affect only the skills
for physical movement and manipulation. A glass of win
might temporarily boost communication skills by ten per-
centiles, even while it lowered thinking skills.

SPECIALS
A special is a D100 skill result less than or equal to one fifth
of the investigator's current skill percentage. Rolling this
result always results in a skill check, and the keeper should
look for ways to dramatize the excellence of this success. A
special result in a combat attack represents an impale, and
probably more.

SPELL MULTIPLIER, AN OPTIONAL RULE
This formerly determined the rate for learning spells.

Any book that contains a Mythos spell can be rated with
a spell multiplier. Roll the reader's INT times the spell mul-
tiplier to yield the reader's chance to learn the spell. The
higher the spell multiplier, the better the chance.

Other factors, such as the condition of the book or manu-
script, its authenticity (earlier versions are always better), and
the number of spells and their presentation could also cause
the spell multiplier to change. Do not use the spell multiplier
if learning a spell from another person. 



Since Call of Cthulhu is an investigative game, the evi-
dence that something leaves behind—pools, prints, fragments,
flakes, etc.—or the damage it has done is a much more inter-
esting way to lead to the deduction of its identity. Sets of clues
that add up to a baffling monster can make fascinating play.

Atmosphere
The action and setting of the scenario should work together
well enough that the tone of the adventure springs out. Music,
special maps and plans, interesting new figures, or whatever
else the keeper wants to bring to play can be of help.

But play aids will not convince players that an adventure is
something special. If the adventure plays flat and dull, no
quantity of props can save it. If it is exciting, then nothing else
is much necessary. The keeper must thoroughly understand the
story presented. No tabletop marvel can make up for bad tim-
ing, misunderstood events, or misapplied characterizations.

If you're relying on alien worlds or other dimensions to
add atmosphere to your game, by the way, tell the investiga-
tors in some sense what to expect, so that their players' dread
or anticipation can help out the narration. If there are twisting
angles and things which can't quite be seen, give some thought
to one or two interesting touches which characterize such
effects. "The Unnamable" apart, you can't keep saying that
something is indescribable and have it remain very interesting
to the players.

An International Game
Nearly half of Cthulhu players are not U.S. citizens and may
never visit or live in the United States. Keepers abroad who try
accurately to present material set in the United States occa-
sionally have special problems understanding references or
special meanings. In the scenarios, we include a little histori-
cal material for context, and sometimes discuss particular his-
torical points, but books of rules and scenarios cannot be his-
tory texts as well. Any good guidebook holds a wealth of
information. Even if it is out of date, get one.

The same sort of problem holds true for U.S. keepers try-
ing to set adventures in France, Malawi, or anywhere beyond
U.S. borders. One always wants more background, more anec-
dote, and more filler with which to vamp across narrative gaps.
A good encyclopedia is the best place to start. In it, careful
cross-referencing of major topics can turn up a surprisingly
large amount of material, and help define specific questions.
Methodical web-browsing locates as much or more informa-
tion, often with pictures sources as well, but finding it takes
time. Historical maps can be jewels, though they tend to be
large files. Small topics, like small towns, can left to the keep-
er's imagination, but general reference books have an extraor-
dinary capacity for firing the imagination. Immersing oneself
for an hour in information about a place can work wonders

If you and your players have friendly stereotypes of how
people of other lands live, start with that common agreement.

History
Similarly, players and keepers usually are not intimately
acquainted with the 1890s or the 1920s: how do I know how
to act? What can I do? I don't want to say that there are flash-

bulbs when there are none, or talk about electricity when
everyone really used kerosene lanterns.

Use the same sorts of solutions as for international play.
Again, apply friendly stereotypes—broad strokes of how char-
acters react to play. If it is important to you whether or not peo-
ple in the 1890s used stick deodorants, or what they did with
all the horse manure which fell on their streets and by-ways,
then be prepared to do some scholarly digging. History vital to
a published scenario is usually touched upon in that piece.

Investigator deaths are sometimes unanticipated, but many
deaths can be associated with the styles and the precon-
ceptions of players and keepers. Incautious players lose

investigators. Although some of the best horror stories, loved
for generations, conclude with the agonizing deaths of protag-
onists, roleplaying campaigns which kill off favorite investi-
gators every session will soon end.

The keeper understands the frustration of players who lav-
ish exciting details upon new investigators, only to watch them
be torn to bits, burnt to ashes, or swallowed whole and wrig-
gling after an adventure or two. Carefully played investigators
have survived full-length campaign adventures, gone on for
more, and ended up writing their memoirs. When investigators
die, it is not enough that they die bravely if they die too soon.

Keep the scale of violence low, the pace of play moderate,
and provide time to recover. If the investigators insist on press-
ing forward into certain death, the keeper with integrity may
not long resist, but the keeper who chides players into combats
soon discourages the players.

Mythos monsters are terrible beings, capable of driving
investigators mad or of shredding them. Human weapons have
little effect against most of these alien horrors, and the scant
magic available to investigators is itself dangerous.

Read published scenarios attentively beforehand to make
certain that their challenges are apt to your players and their
investigators. Tailor the missions to your style of play and
sense of aesthetics. Adjust numbers, powers, and anything else
if it will make a better adventure for your purposes. Only you
know your preferences and needs. Published scenarios are
always aimed at a typical group, but no typical group exists.

In playing members of minor Mythos races such as mi-go,
serpent men, and deep ones, remember that they are often
more intelligent than humans, lead much longer lives, and
sometimes are vastly more knowledgeable. Who among these
semi-immortals willingly risk death for some momentary vic-
tory over beings to them the equivalent of chimpanzees? If a
greater power than them calls for their sacrifice, that command
should be made clear to the player characters. Lacking reason
to fight, intelligent creatures retreat before danger. Try not to
have them negotiate, though, for that exposes motives and
inevitably makes them human-seeming.

Shoggoths and other entities of lesser intelligence are more
daring, unpredictable, and rancorous than mi-go or deep ones.
Such creatures may well launch all-out attacks, and can be ter-
rible in their wrath. Here the challenge is physical, and the
keeper is obliged only to give reasonable warning of impend-



ing doom. Attacking the shoggoth who lives in the cave can be
an episodic problem, one that can be returned to until the play-
er characters destroy the thing.

Even if the entire party faints, the keeper is not obliged to
kill everyone or anyone. Mysterious entities can do mysterious
things without loss of credibility. A creature need not devour a
soul, or it may be satisfied with one, or perhaps it merely wants
to sample a limb or two. Perhaps it craves only the left forefin-
gers of right-handed people, so that the day of the forefinger is
ever after remembered by the players. Communicating some
quality of decision from an alien, unintelligent thing is not too
difficult, for brutish motivation is self-evident.

Investigator death is one possible outcome of a dangerous
encounter, one not specially desirable until an investigator's
death acquires a sense of justness. Stupid or careless activity is
one way for that sense to arise, and pressing one's luck is
another. Keepers can allow cads to wander into disaster but, as
arbiters of justice, keepers should refrain from naked revenge.
Crippling or disfiguring an investigator is a good way to
underscore the consequences of haphazard play without elim-
inating the investigator from play.

Aside from crippling injuries that reduce DEX or CON,
investigators can suffer grievous scars that lower APP (per-
haps along with Credit Rating and skills like Persuade that
may depend on facial expression). Debilitating diseases can
lower investigator stats while still allowing a lengthy career.
Judicious insanities can slow down an investigator, or leave
him or her vulnerable to particular temptations. Brain damage,
caused by injury or the attack of some creature, can lower INT
without killing. Similarly, physical injuries can affect the cir-
culation or internal organs, lowering an investigator's CON.

A slow-developing metamorphosis in an investigator (the
Innsmouth taint) is another option. Although the character
remains functional, his appearance over time may provoke
Sanity point losses in viewers. Not all the tainted complete
their physical change, so a sane hybrid is perfectly possible.

Although these alternatives to death or madness may sound
like tortures, such experiences are often the things that inves-
tigators point to with pride: "Did I ever tell you exactly how I
lost this eye?"

What the Players Can Do
Players fail their investigators by hurrying investigations, bul-
lying bystanders, neglecting evidence, barging into cultist
headquarters without plan or backup, alienating the police, and
forcing weakened investigators into new shocks. But if play-
ers do not feel that their investigators are doomed from the
outset, they try harder to keep their characters alive.

Investigators need to improve skills, learn how to conduct
efficient investigations, and make allies and connections out-
side themselves. Incidental friends and acquaintances form the
true boundaries of the game, analogues to friendships inspired
between the players.

Preparing for the End
As an investigator gains Cthulhu Mythos, his or her reserve of
sanity shrinks, but the pressure does not end. He or she will
need to cast a spell to defeat some awful thing, or be trapped
into witnessing awful rites to some foul god, and a little more

Cthulhu Mythos will come. As an investigator's sanity nar-
rows, the player misses more and more Sanity rolls and feels
anxiousness about new horrors, simulating quite well the
effect of slowly losing one's mind. The investigator with low
Sanity points feels the breath of doom.

The best-loved investigator is usually played to his or her
doom, for the player never wishes to sever the connection to
the investigator. The wise keeper will not interfere in this
process, except occasionally to encourage players to let their
investigators retire early.

Even the luckiest investigator must sooner or later collect
so many Cthulhu Mythos points that his or her maximum
Sanity is drastically low, and cannot be relied on in the field.
Retired, the investigator can pass on the legacy of his career to
a favored specialist or younger relative or friend. Handing
over the course of your investigations to a close companion or
relative increases the feeling of continuity within the cam-
paign. Although the investigator may have changed, the under-
standing of the Cthulhu Mythos continues to grow. Those who
retire can remain semi-active, researching questions, conduct-
ing interviews, and sharing in what the others learn in new
adventures. Just as Sherlock Holmes emerged from retirement
in a time of great need, so may an investigator be lured back—
very occasionally—from safety and security to plumb just one
more mystery.

As possible, players might alternate investigators, or play
a pair rather than one. Singular identification is for many play-
ers the crucial enjoyment of roleplaying, however, and many
resist diluting it.

Lacking player forbearance, the keeper cannot much
defend the investigators without ruining the game and despoil-
ing his own integrity and enjoyment. Life must go on. Allow a
few moments of recognition for the fallen hero or the madman,
then give a hearty welcome to the new investigator.

Players know the general goals of their investigators, but
keepers may be less certain of their own roles as police-
men, prosecutors, judges, coroners, and doctors of psy-

chiatry. Keepers will not be able to lavish attention on every
character, yet agents of civilization inevitably clash with the
investigators. What do these authorities wish to accomplish,
and what problems does their existence pose to the keeper?

ATTITUDES
The keeper must define the function of the authority in the sce-
nario. A sheriff or a judge, for instance, can be a great help or
a great obstruction to an investigation: he may control evi-
dence or the access to evidence, he may willfully pursue his
own theories concerning a crime rather than cheerfully adopt-
ing the ideas of the investigators, and he may even blindly
order the arrest of the investigators as suspects or hold them as
material witnesses.

There is a rough justice in uniformly portraying authorities
as sleazy opportunists, corrupt fools, and rigid bumpkins, but
such cliches corrode the heart of the game. Call of Cthulhu



assumes that humanity and human civilization are worth
defending and worth saving. It's undramatic to say that
humans are not as bad as the Mythos—for dramatic contrast,
humans and human institutions must be better. Since investi-
gators risk their lives to save such people, some authorities
must be shown to be worth the struggle. The simple truth is
that some are and some are not.

If the investigators encounter authorities with well round-
ed characters, freely capable of good and bad, they can make
up their own minds about the value of society and the glory or
depravity of human character. The keeper then becomes an
artist, not an ideologue whose agenda does not vary.

If an authority has a major role in an adventure, be alert to
ways to make him or her approachable. A casual meeting on

the street or help with an automobile may be enough that the
investigators can evaluate his character. If it's needed, evi-
dence of hobbies or past experiences often appears on office
walls—citations, mounted game fish, family photos, trophies,
souvenirs, and so on. This is of wide enough variety that at
least one investigator may have enough Natural History, say,
or Swim that a conversation can open, and an acquaintance
made. Friendships then kept or betrayed are that much more
powerfully experienced.

BRIBES
Threatened with arrest for criminal behavior or with commit-
ment for insane behavior, the investigator who does not resist
may try to talk his way out. Some will try bribes. Whether this



works depends on the officer's character, which the keeper can
create.

If he feels that the officer may take a bribe, the keeper can
calculate the effective bribe according to (1) the officer's daily
rate of pay, (2) the seriousness of the offense in the eyes of the
officer, and (3) the likelihood that the officer will be found out.
Accepting a bribe is a good deal only if the officer gains
money without much risk; if there is risk, the cash needed goes
up precipitously.

Nominal daily pay for a police officer in the 1890s is $2.00
to $2.50, in the 1920s is $2.50 to $4.00, and in the 1990s is
$150 to $200.

To avoid a fine, a bribe would be half or less of the amount
in question; for misdemeanors, up to a day's pay; for private
civil matters such as animal disputes and for property crimes
such as car theft or breaking and entering, up to a week's pay;
for armed offenses, up to two weeks' pay; for capital offenses,
a month's pay or more.

Serious or well publicized cases will involve several peo-
ple, perhaps even a whole layer of civil servants.

If possible, keepers also might convey that people who
take bribes are likely to continue to take bribes. Such charac-
ters will be as quick to betray the investigators as they were to
betray the public trust.

ARRESTS
Apprehension and jailing for later review, trial, and punish-
ment imply a hierarchy of authority and function. Reasons for
arrests vary.

• The investigators look suspicious—they should be arrested
before they can do anything, (this is called preventive
arrest, an idea in bad odor with honest courts; a 24-hour
version of it, detained for questioning, is often found.)

• The investigators committed a crime of property or vio-
lence, or they outraged local custom or public decency.

• The investigators have valuable goods or information
which the authority wishes to confiscate, to learn about, or
to keep secret.

• The investigators are sole witnesses to a serious crime or
are endangered by threats from others.

• The investigators are obviously insane and dangers to them-
selves, or are dangerous to others. Society must be protected.

Arresting authorities also weigh questions pertaining to them-
selves. Is arrest for a minor crime worth the anger of powerful
people? Do those who might be arrested have important con-
tacts who might make life difficult? What are the conse-
quences of an arrest or a prosecution — how best will society
be served?

An arresting officer must show that he has the authority to
detain, question, and arrest. If an arrest, there must be a charge,
but need or desire is enough for questioning within a limited
time, perhaps 24 hours. Those in custody will be disarmed. If
a detainee resists, appropriate force may be used.

At the police station, the officer registers the arrest and
delivers his prisoners. Those arrested are questioned and asked
to make legally significant statements of fact. They are isolat-
ed, and their stories checked against each other.

If charged, the investigators usually are told what the
charges are, but not always. In some countries, the charge may
be a general one ("enemy of the state" is a classic), and the
actual charges may be instanced only at the time of the trial.

The arrested may or may not be allowed to communicate
with the outside, and in some countries the fact of their arrest
may be kept secret. Further questioning, grilling, and outright
torture may be used to gather evidence or confessions. Torture
and threats of violence are generally illegal, but their employ-
ment depends on the policy of the department and the moral
sense of the questioners.

In some countries, the trial itself may be secret. The admis-
sibility of evidence and witnesses varies greatly between
judges, let alone countries.

The punishment may fit the crime, or it may reflect the
danger the investigators pose to an individual, group, or the
state. The length and severity of sentence often varies with the
apparent cooperation of the sentenced person with the author-
ities, and with the putative intent of the crime.

COMMITMENT TO AN ASYLUM
Investigators may want to stay at an asylum or sanitarium, per-
haps to gather information or to hide from someone. They
should have little trouble entering it if they can pay for the
care. A private institution with an available room will accept
someone without symptoms who merely wishes a rest and
counseling. All institutions ask for references, however.

A medical practitioner licensed within the state can arrange
that an investigator be held for psychiatric observation, for up
to 72 hours. If evidence of serious disorder is gathered, the
patient may be placed in an asylum for 90-120 days, for pur-
poses of observation and evaluation as spelled out by state law.
Then the court will discharge or commit for treatment depend-
ing on the asylum's report.

Those committed for treatment are subject to yearly
review, but they may be in an institution for many years. It
requires another formal presentation to the court, in which an
investigator would have to be found mentally incompetent to
act on his own behalf, or else might voluntarily surrender spe-
cific legal rights in return for treatment. The soundness of
these proceedings can vary widely; brusque pro forma evalua-
tions are not unusual, and much depends upon the character
and dedication of judge, counsel, and examining physician or
physicians.

• Someone (physician, family member, or the arresting offi-
cer) brings evidence of the investigator's incompetence to
the notice of the court.

• A hearing is held, and evidence bearing on the investiga-
tor's mental competence is admitted. No jury is involved. If
the court, having duly weighed the medical evidence and
opinion, decides the investigator is competent to act in his
own behalf, he or she is released.

• If the court decides for mental incompetence, then a respon-
sible guardian is chosen, who thereafter in theory acts to
benefit the individual. Normally the guardian is a relative or
someone else whom the court has reason to assume to wish
to act in the individual's best regard. Lacking other candi-
dates, the court appoints itself.



a period of history? Keepers need not worry about sustaining
a high level of historical detail for an entire campaign—a few
hours of research will do nicely. Plots set in Ancient Rome,
Colonial China, the Renaissance, and the Near Future are not
only feasible, they're encouraged. Why stick to the three con-
ventional eras when all history can be your canvas?

Tournament rounds free the keeper from consequences.
Want to play a game that culminates in the destruction of the
Earth? Go ahead! There won't be any session next week where
the players will have nothing to do. Monsters or events which
might derail or overbalance a campaign can have free reign.
Also, not all of the characters need necessarily survive to play
again next session. Tournament rounds can be very deadly as
a result. Keepers should be careful not to carry this trend too
far: while a no-holds-barred attitude toward death definitely
makes life scarier for the players, they do pay money to play
in tournaments, and will be upset if they get knocked out of the
running too arbitrarily.

While a closed plot can be a devious keeper's best friend,
he or she must always remember that the timed tournament
format is his or her greatest enemy. However brilliant the plot,
it needs to fit in the time provided. In tournaments with sever-
al levels of play, building a two-part scenario to resolve a par-
ticularly complex plot is possible (bringing with it a nice
opportunity for a dramatic cliffhanger) but, for the most part,
keepers should always be aware of time, and be looking for
ways to cram the most thrills into the least time. Playtesting is
absolutely critical, as is proper timekeeping during play.
Finally, always remember to allow time for the players simply
to roleplay, as they will most certainly take it!

In a tournament, keepers can wed the plot to the characters
in ways that campaign games usually can't. Instead of coming
to the aid of an old friend or relative in trouble, the horror can
be personal. You are infected with the hideous disease. You
wake up in a strange place with complete amnesia. Your house
is haunted. There's a bug in your head. What do you do? As
the narrator of any of Lovecraft's tales could tell you, the hor-
ror is much more acute when you are the victim rather than
just a friend or associate.

Characters
As described above, the characters of a tournament round can
(and should) be integral to the plot—their skills and abilities
can be specifically tailored to the challenges at hand, and their
backgrounds can already incorporate strong hooks into the
plot. Keepers should always bear in mind, however, that the
characters are not just means to an end—as the component of
the round that they will experience the most, the pregenerated
characters must be well realized and well fashioned. Players
stymied by weak characters will never be able to enjoy the
plot, however brilliant it may be.

What makes a good character? First and foremost, the
character must be interesting—paint in broad strokes, and
make free use of archetypes. Also, give each character definite
goals or interests, with details thrown in to add color. Players
must adopt their roles in five minutes (or less!). The more
"handles" a character has, the easier a player can get into the
game. Also, each character should have a role within the
group, and ideally have a moment in the plot to shine, when
his or her skills or knowledge are the key to success. Devious

• Unless the investigator is criminally insane (in which case
the court must be the guardian), the guardian now decides
what is best for the investigator. This may indeed be com-
mitment, but it might also be home care, or a therapeutic
sea voyage, etc. Lacking other indication, the court will
accept any reasonable plan which seems to have the back-
ing of medical opinion.

• If the guardian commits the investigator to an institution,
the guardian continues to have general authority over the
investigator, assigning day-to-day care and authority to the
sanitarium staff.

• Thereafter the investigator has three ways to leave: he may
convince the guardian to remove him from the institution;
he may convince the institution's staff to bring notice of his
restored mental balance before the awarding court and that
court takes upon itself the guardianship and grants his free-
dom; or he can simply climb over the institution's wall and
run for his life.

Tournament games, usually run at game conventions,
offer players a gaming experience very different from
standard campaign play. Tournament scenarios are self-

contained, carefully plotted "one shots". They are designed to
be finished in a limited time, usually two to four hours. Players
are given pregenerated characters with defined skills and
backgrounds, and are usually judged on their abilities to play
their characters to the hilt. Tournament scenarios, with their
rigid time limits and premade characters, might seem at first
glance to be much more restrictive than a more standard cam-
paign game. Keepers who design tournament Cthulhu games
soon find, however, that the tournament environment gives
them much more freedom, and offers the opportunity to create
a truly unique brand of terror.

As with any Call of Cthulhu game, the keeper's primary
goal is to scare the players. Keep the contestants guessing;
throw them off balance whenever possible. The anxiety the
players feel will push them to better roleplaying, which will in
turn inspire the staff to scare them even more. To build a Call
of Cthulhu tournament scenario, the keeper needs the same
elements required of any story: plot, characters, and atmos-
phere. In a tournament setting, however, these elements take
on a whole new blasphemous form.

Plot
In a tournament round, the keeper has absolutely free reign
when designing the plot of the scenario. Obscure settings or
historical eras are not a problem—there's no need to worry
about how a group of 1920s investigators might logically end
up in the outback, or on Mars. Want to go to Mars? Build a
round around a group of astronauts. Always been fascinated by



keepers are advised to sprinkle crucial information into the
character backgrounds—the best players are the ones who
were paying attention during the setup, and who will be ready
with the critical clue or skill when the need arises.

Tournament characters should, first and foremost, be fun to
play, but should also be challenging. The same wide palette the
keeper uses for building the plot is also available here. Why
not build a group of insane characters, each with his or her
own derangements? How about pushing the players to play
non-humans like ghouls or Yithians? A player expecting a
tense bloodbath of a scenario will be hard pressed indeed when
he's forced to play an 8-year-old boy. Even more devious
tricks are possible—halfway into the scenario, begin a flash-
back sequence where the characters are taken away from the
players and each is given a remote ancestors as new charac-
ters. Watch the players scramble to keep up! Over the course
of the round, characters can learn that all of their memories are
wrong, or that they're really androids. These sorts of chal-
lenges separate the strong players from the weak, and keep all
of them coming back for more.

Atmosphere
Many tournament games are run in a specific enclosed envi-
ronment— a hotel room, lecture hall, or classroom. If the tour-
nament has the time and resources to invest, a tournament
round can become a multimedia extravaganza: half game, half
one-act play. It is recommended that tournament staff assign at
least two keepers to every round. One will act as the primary
narrator, and the other can run groups that split up (eliminat-
ing dead time when players are waiting for the keeper's atten-
tion) and take charge of any effects. Experiment with lighting,
by the way—black lights, strobes, and even pitch darkness can
be used to great effect. Lighting the room with a single, dim
lamp or candle can create a tense, brooding atmosphere that
will rub off on the players. Other effects are possible—a cool-
er full of dry ice can bathe the gaming table (or the entire
room) in mist. Staffs are also encouraged to create lavish
props. Realistic, intricate handouts heighten the players'
enjoyment, as well as giving them concrete objects to perform
with. The Chaosium book Cthulhu Live has some excellent
tips on building props.

If the staff has portable tape or CD players that can be con-
scripted for the weekend, mood music and sound effects can
easily be incorporated into a tournament round. Seek out the
soundtracks of scary films: a gold mine of atmosphere awaits.
With a little research before hand, the staff can assign specific
tracks to specific encounters. Sound effects tapes and CD's are
widely available, and can bring gunshots, explosions, or thun-
derstorms to life. Music is often the least expensive special
effect a staff can add to an event, and is also one of the easiest
to manage. The results are worth the effort.

Making it Happen
To run a successful tournament, a keeper needs more than the
elements detailed above. First and foremost, he needs a staff,
a dedicated group who will help run the events, manage the
effects, and keep everything rolling. The more preparation the
staff can sink into the tournament before it begins, the more
enjoyable it will be for all involved. The hours spent making
props or toiling over a scenario will all pay off when the play-
ers' eyes all widen in amazement or terror.

Second, the staff needs to be ready to handle the logistics
of the event. How will it be scored? While most Cthulhu tour-
naments base advancement completely on roleplaying, the
staff must decide whose choice is final. Will the players be
given a vote, or are the keepers' decisions final? Both simple
ranking systems (where each player is given a "place" and
then total scores are tallied) or "speaker point" systems (where
each player is given a score from 1 to 100) are common, and
are often used in combination. The staff must be ready with
ballots and record sheets to ensure that the tournament flows
smoothly. For every round, make sure that every player's
name, badge number, and character name are recorded.
Finally, be sure that the staff can keep track of all of its gear.
If other events will have access to the gaming space, security
can become a problem.

The Pay-off
Well executed tournament rounds offer some of the best game
experiences either keepers or players will ever have. At their
best, these rounds become wonderful exercises in improvisa-
tional acting mixed with problem-solving and a strong dose of
terror. The quality of the roleplaying can prove far superior to
a standard home-grown campaign. The players will usually
have paid money to participate, and are, after all, competing
for a prize. The focus that a tournament environment brings to
the players also pushes them to give more to the game than
they would if at home with the same old group of players, after
a hard day of work or school. By the end of the convention,
both players and staff should be exhausted—if they are, then
they've done something right.

Bringing It All Home
Of course, keepers who don't have the time to direct a Call of
Cthulhu tournament, or who don't have access to a game con-
vention, can take all of the above suggestions and apply them
to their home games. Vary the pace of your campaign with a
well constructed one-shot. Need a break from a long investi-
gation? Spend a session on Yuggoth, or in the Middle Ages. In
a well designed one-shot, both keeper and players can play
like there's no tomorrow. 



Entries are made alphabetically, usually by key word or
phrase: thus Insects from Shaggai is found here as
Shaggai, Insects from. The coleopteran version of the

Great Race appears in this book following the Yithians' coni-
cal form, as Great Race, New. The exact forms for entries
occur in the Monsters by Type box, p. 134. There the entries
are classified according to one version of a hierarchy for the
Mythos. For deities, see that chapter beginning on p. 160.

The listing of a servitor species for a single god or Great
Old One does not preclude independent use or the choice of
another entity.

This section is not a complete selection of Mythos enti-
ties—every horror fan can think of some terror not present.
These are the ones found in the most important stories, or that
frequently appear in stories and scenarios, or that are com-
monly referred to. Many more than appear here can be found
in the Creature Companion, forthcoming from Chaosium.

Entry Format
Each entry starts with a quote and description for the entity,
and includes a story source. If discussing a god or Great Old
One, notice of any human cult comes next. The rest of the
notes consider any peculiarities of habit, habitat, or attack. A
deity may be discussed as it is only after it has been summoned
or otherwise encountered. Subheads may break up lengthy and
complex material.

The relative length of entries has nothing to do with the
importance of the entity or species within the Mythos, nor with
the likelihood of encounter it. Ghouls, for instance, are among
the most likely denizens of the Mythos to be encountered, yet
their entry is much shorter than the one for the rare flying
polyp—but, as described by Lovecraft, the flying polyp has
remarkable properties demanding more space to summarize.

THE STATISTICS
Mythos statistics include STR, CON, SIZ, POW, and DEX,
but not APR EDU, or SAN, since those qualities in such alien
creatures are not meaningful. Unintelligent beings also lack
INT. Entities such as zombies that lack will of their own usu-
ally have only 1 POW.

Individual creatures are given exact statistics, but species
statistics include a dice-roll range: when a specific monster is
called for, the keeper can use those rolls as guides. Average
scores for species are also given, and can be transcribed direct-
ly when speed is needed.
HIT POINTS: the number of points which a monster must lose
before death follows. This is the average for the species, figured
by averaging SIZ and CON. Bigger or healthier monsters have
more hit points than smaller or sicklier representatives. Gods
cannot be truly slain, though they have hit points. If an Outer

God, Elder God, or Great Old One is somehow reduced to 0 or
negative hit points, the thing is dispelled or forced back whence
it came. Mere damage will not destroy or even harm these pow-
ers. If they are forced or persuaded to leave, they can return.
MOVE: if two Move numbers are separated by a slash, the
second number is the monster's maximum Move in another
medium (water, air, etc.), as listed next to the statistic.
DAMAGE BONUS: those for individuals are the actual rolls
to be added to damage results, and those for species are given
as an average roll-for an individual of the species, calculate the
damage bonus from its SIZ + STR. The notation +db indicates
that the damage bonus should be included in the attack.
WEAPONS: among Mythos creatures, these are usually natur-
al weapons, as opposed to artifacts. Here the entity's character-
istic attacks and chances to hit are shown, plus damage done.
Gods often get to attack at 100%—how could any deity miss a
Bite attack? Again, those given for species represent averages,
while those for individuals are the exact chances to hit. The entry
+db stands for plus damage bonus. Bite attacks do not receive
damage bonuses unless the bite is the primary means of attack.
DAMAGE: if an entity drains points of characteristics from a
target, consider them gone permanently, unless the entry clear-
ly states that the loss is temporary.
ARMOR: represents a number subtracted from the hit points
of damage actually rolled for a successful attack. The creature
may have a hard shell or thick hide, be able to regenerate flesh,
or be immune to certain sorts of attacks, perhaps explained in
an accompanying note. Many Great Old Ones or gods regen-
erate hit points. Most can be dispelled only if attacks lower
their hit points to zero. This is very hard to do.
SPELLS: notes if an individual monster or a species can cast
spells or particular spells. The choice of spells should include
appropriate ones: a deep one is more likely to Contact Spawn
of Cthulhu than to Summon Fire Vampire, for instance. The
keeper can always add more spells. The use of magic is never
required, for an entity may not notice humans any more than
humans notice crouching mice. To speak of the Great Old
Ones or the Outer Gods as knowing or not knowing specific
spells is silly —aspects of their wills are expressible as spells,
but these entities are mostly seamless and indefinable. They
know what they want to know when they want to know it.
SKILLS: monsters may not have skills shown, though most or
all might have the effect of skills such as Listen, Sneak, or
Spot Hidden. Keepers should add skills or set skill roll thresh-
olds as they need.
SANITY LOSS: how many Sanity points the investigator
loses when encountering a member of the race. The actual
amount lost might increase if more than one monster is seen,
but the amount charged should never exceed the maximum



possible loss that a single creature could cause. "To see" is
appended as a way of saying "to witness", "to experience", or
"to perceive." Player characters are affected whether or not
they close their eyes.

B 

YAKHEE, Lesser Servitor Race. There flapped rhyth-
mically a horde of tame, trained, hybrid winged things ...

not altogether crows, nor moles, nor buzzards, nor ants, nor
decomposed human beings, but something I cannot and must
not recall.—H. P. Lovecraft, "The Festival."

This interstellar race often serves Hastur the Unnamable.
Composed of conventional matter, they are vulnerable to ordi-
nary weapons such as pistols. Byakhee can fly through space
and carry a rider each, though such riders need protection from
the vacuum and cold by suitable spells or potions. Byakhee do
not have bases on Earth, but may be summoned to perform
deeds or to serve as steeds.

In combat, a byakhee may either strike with both claws
simultaneously (getting two attacks in the round), or attempt to
bite the target. If the bite strikes home the byakhee remains
attached to the victim and begins to drain his or her blood.
Each round the byakhee remains attached, including the first,
the blood drain subtracts 1D6 hit points of STR from the vic-
tim, until death. The byakhee characteristically remains

attached with the Bite attack until it is slain or until the victim
is drained of blood.

Escaping death, let the victim rest and regain blood by
transfusion as well, at up to 1D3 STR per day.

BYAKHEE, the Star-Steeds
char. rolls averages
STR 5D6 17-18
CON 3D6 10-11
SIZ 5D6 17-18
INT 3D6 10-11
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 3D6+3 13-14
Move 5/20 flying HP 14-15
Av. Damage Bonus:  +1D6.
Weapons: Claw 35%, damage 1D6+db
Bite 35%, damage 1D6+blood drain
Armor:  2 points of fur and tough hide.
Spells: byakhees of POW 14 or more know at least 1D4 spells,
normally spells relating to Hastur and associated beings.
Skills: Listen 50%, Spot Hidden 50%.
Sanity Loss: 1/1D6 Sanity points to see a byakhee.



CHTHONIANS, Greater Independent Race. Flowing
tentacles and pulpy gray-black, elongated sack of a body

. . . no distinguishing features at all other than the reaching,
groping tentacles. Or was there—yes—a lump in the upper
body of the thing . . . a container of sorts for the brain, gan-
glia, or whichever diseased organ governed this horror's
loathsome life!—Brian Lumley, The Burrowers Beneath.

These creatures are like immense earth-bound squids, and
their elongated worm-like bodies are coated with slime. A
chanting sound accompanies them. These powerful burrowers
live more than a thousand years, and are protective of their
young. A jumble of remarkable properties, chthonians bear lit-
tle resemblance to else on this planet. The most important indi-
vidual chthonian is the gigantic Shudde M'ell.

All stages of chthonians communicate via telepathy and
can thus reach another of their race anywhere in the world, and
can sense other minds. Only adults can telepathically control
members of other species with this power.

• They can tunnel through rock as though it were butter, and
have no need to breathe.

• Adult chthonians can withstand enormous temperatures, up
to 4000°C (7200°F). It may be that the majority of chthoni-
ans live toward the core of this planet, and that only out-
casts, wanderers, and those accidentally caught up in plum-
ing magma explore the cold outer crust where man thrives.
Perhaps they migrate here to give birth, since the younger
stages cannot withstand extreme heat. We do not know their
motives.

• Full adults can cause powerful earthquakes.

• Chthonians are extremely susceptible to water.
While their slime coating pro-
tects them from small amounts
of water, general immersion
destroys a chthonian. Burrowing,
these monsters avoid significant water
by distinguishing the relatively low echo pro-
files of water and watery sediment, avoid-
ing such areas.

• Chthonians are worldwide, even found in
basalt under the oceans. In western Africa is a
mystery city called G'harne, which they frequent. They
may have been imprisoned there once, aeons ago.

The general discussion and initial statistics concern the full
adult, the last and largest stage (instar) between molts. This is
the sort which investigators are most likely to meet. A closing
section compares all six stages, since a nest of younger chtho-
nians may be encountered, or a band of chthonians with vary-
ing age groups could be met with.

CHTHONIAN TELEPATHIC CONTROL  :    chthonians  can
use telepathy to control humans, though they do not often do
so unless the target has something they want, such as odd
spherical mineral formations.

Match the POW of a single chthonian against the target's
POW on the resistance table. Overcome, the victim is bound to
the area where physically attacked. At first the target has
mobility of a mile or so, but this progressively lessens as the
chthonian draws nearer, until the victim may not be able to
leave a particular room, or even a particular chair. The target
immobilized, the chthonian erupts through the floor and col-
lects its due. If the victim becomes aware of the mental influ-
ence of a chthonian, the hold may be broken by successfully
matching POW against the chthonian's POW. Once a victim
has experience of chthonians, a successful Idea roll constitutes
awareness.

A chthonian can telepathically contact a known human
anywhere on the Earth, but it may take time before it can find
his mind.

It costs a chthonian one magic point to communicate with
a human or to bind a human to a site for a day. Each ten miles
of distance from a binding also costs another magic point.

Several chthonians may contribute magic points to com-
pensate for distance, but only one of their POWs may
match at a time on the Resistance Table.

It costs no magic points to contact another chthon-
ian, no matter at what distance.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that adults may be
able to drain away a percentage of a human's

magic points, but nothing definite is
truly known.

EARTHQUAKE ATTACKS:
all adult chthonians can create

earthquakes. Figure an earth-
quake's force by totaling the

POW of participating
chthonians and dividing
by 20. The result is the



earthquake's magnitude on the Richter scale, but only in the
first diameter of 100 yards. In the next 100 yards, the Richter
force is lessened by one, and so on each additional 100 yards
until the strength of the quake can be ignored. Alternatively,
the chthonians might limit the force in the center diameter, and
instead extend the quake's diameter-of-effect or maximum
effect by multiples of 100 yards.

At least half of the participants must be directly under the
center of the earthquake. Each chthonian must spend magic
points equal to the highest Richter force number generated for
the quake. Historically, the highest Richter numbers have been
approximately 9s, but geological evidence exists of quakes
that have been much stronger.

TENTACLE ATTACKS:  each round, a chthonian can attack
with 1D8 tentacles, each of which do damage equal to half the
creature's damage bonus (round down). If a tentacle strikes
home, it clings and worms its way into the victim's vitals, and
begins to drain off blood and fluids, costing 1D6 CON each
round. Reaching 0 CON, the victim dies. CON lost to a
chthonian is gone for good. While a tentacle is draining a vic-
tim, only 1D8-1 other tentacles can attack each round, and so
forth. Results of less than 1 indicate that no tentacles attack
that round. However, tentacles draining their targets will con-
tinue to sap CON. Each tentacle could attack a different target,
or they could all attack the same one.

CRUSH ATTACKS:  a chthonian may use its immense bulk to
crush a foe. If crushing, a chthonian cannot attack with tenta-
cles, but it can continue to hold and drain victims that are
already caught. The chthonian rears up and crashes down on a
group: the crush area is circular, striking equally all within.
The crush area equals a diameter in yards of the chthonian's
SIZ divided by ten.

Within the crush area, an investigator must succeed with
Dodge or Jump, or lose hit points equal to the creature's full
damage bonus.

CHTHONIAN FULL ADULTS, Tentacled Burrowers
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6 x5 52-53
CON 3D6 + 30 40-41
SIZ 3D6 x5 52-53
INT 5D6 17-18
POW 5D6 17-18
DEX 2D6 7
Move 6/1 burrowing HP 46-47
Av. Damage Bonus: +5D6 or 6D6.
Weapons: Tentacle 75%, damage 2D6 or 3D6 + blood drain
Crush 80%, damage 5D6 or 6D6 +db
Armor: 5-point hide and muscle; regenerates 5 hit points per
round after wounded, but dies immediately upon reaching zero
hit points.
Spells: a full adult possess spells if an INT x3 roll on D100 suc-
ceeds; it then has 1D6 spells connected with Shudde M'ell and
Great Old Ones tied to this earth, such as Cthulhu, Y'Golonac,
Yig, etc.
Sanity Loss: 1D3/1D20 Sanity points for a full adult; 1/1D10
Sanity points for the lesser instars; no Sanity points to see a
hatchling.



CHTHONIAN LIFE CYCLE
The full adult is shown above; hatchlings are at the end of this
write-up. INT and DEX do not change.

1st instar 2nd instar 3rd instar 4th instar
STR 3D6 3D6x2 3D6 x3 3D6 x4
CON 3D6+10 3D6+15 3D6+20 3D6+25
SIZ 3D6 3D6x2 3D6x3 3D6x4
POW 1D6 2D6 3D6 4D6
Max Temp 100°C 250°C 600°C 1500°C
HP Regen. 1   2   3    4
Armor            1                 2                 3                    4       
Av HP 15-16 22-25 29-33 34-42
time 9-10 mon. 8-15 years unknown unknown
Max Temp—maximum temperature that the instar can withstand
without pain and injury. A temperature double that listed quickly
kills the creature.
HP Regen—hit points per round that the instar regenerates.
Av HP—the hit points for an average individual of that stage.

HATCHLINGS:  Chthonian eggs resemble geodes or other
spherical mineral formations. They are a foot or less in diam-
eter, and have shells two or three inches thick.

Hatchlings are the initial stage of chthonian growth, before
first instar, and exist only for a few months right after hatching.
Out of their shells, each is the size of a large earthworm, has 1
hit point and 1D6 points of POW, and can withstand only 40
degrees C. A burning cigar could wither and kill one.

      OLOURS OUT OF SPACE, Greater IndependentCRace. The shaft of phosphorescence from the well
[brought] a sense of  doom and abnormality which far outraced
any image their conscious minds could form. It was no longer
shining out, it was pouring out; and as the shapeless stream of
unplaceable colour left the well it seemed to flow directly into
the sky. — H. P. Lovecraft, "The Colour Out of Space."

A Colour is a sentient organism which manifests itself as
pure colour—it is not gaseous, it is insubstantial. When it
moves, it is visible as an amorphous, glistening patch of color,
rolling and shining in shades of its pale colors that match noth-
ing in the known spectrum. This patch pours over the ground
or flies in a living fashion. When it feeds, its victim's skin and
face glow with the Colour.

Though incorporeal, its passing nonetheless feels like the
touch of a slimy, unhealthy vapor. Geiger counters register its

presence as a distinctive burst of radiation. With 1990s light-
intensification gear, it shows as a bright patch of luminosity.
Infrared viewers are useless.

Colours come from the depths of space, where natural laws
differ. Adult Colours create embryos, harmless three-inch
spheres seemingly empty. Deposited on verdant soil or in shal-
low waters, the embryo begins to germinate. After a few days,
the outer shell dissolves and the new creature, which we may
term a larva, emerges.

The jelly-like larva can grow to great size. As it infiltrates
the ecosystem, local vegetation exhibits a tremendous but
unhealthy growth. Fruit tastes bitter. Insects and animals are
born deformed. At night, all plant life glows with the Colour,
and the vegetation begins to twist and writhe at night, as though
in a strong wind. Even humans shine with the spectral light.
After a few months, the larva transforms into a young Colour.

It now makes brief trips from its lair to feed, and begins to
drain the life-force from the area previously affected by the
larva. When it drains enough energy, it departs the planet for
space and adulthood. In so maturing, the Colour may drain
life-force from an area of five acres or so if rich in life, or per-
haps 10-20 acres of moor or grassland. The area drained is
ruined thereafter, and no plant can grow.

Bright light inhibits a Colour. It spends daylight hours in
dark, cool hideaways, preferably underwater: cisterns, wells,
lakes, reservoirs, and oceans are all suitable.

ATTACKS AND EFFECTS:  since a Colour is so efficient an
attacker, as a warning keepers sometimes may wish to allow
INT x4 or x5 to detect its slight glow, or to notice a sudden
presence of ozone.

If it is feeding, match the Colour's POW against the vic-
tim's current magic points. For every 10 full points by which
the Colour exceeds its victim, it permanently drains 1 point
each of STR, CON, POW, DEX, and APP from the victim, and
costs him or her 1D6 hit points as well. Each POW so drained
increases the Colour's POW. The victim is aware of a sucking,
burning sensation, and progressively withers and grays. His
face sinks, and his skin ages with hideous skin cracks and
wrinkles. Once drained, the victim dies.

Colours of low POW feed on humans by using Mental
Attack. A Colour can weaken the minds of nearby sentient
beings. For each day of residence in the Colour's vicinity, each
person must match his or her INT against the Colour's POW or
lose 1D6 magic points and 1D6 Sanity points. Magic points so-
destroyed cannot be regained without leaving the area. The

influence also strongly binds the victim to his or her
home, and the influence becomes increasingly irre-
sistible as the victim's will weakens. To decide to leave
the area, he or she must receive a success of current
magic points x5 or less on D100, or stay.

A Colour can focus its energies to disintegrate a
hole through almost any material. This ability is used
primarily to excavate a lair underground. The same
effort to melt a cubic foot of titanium removes sever-
al cubic yards of pine wood. The sides of the hole
appear melted, but no heat is generated.

Finally, a Colour can concentrate and solidify a part
of itself. That part becomes translucent. It can then use
its STR to grapple humans, to grab weapons, or to
manipulate other objects.



COLOURS OUT OF SPACE, Life Force Feeders
char. rolls averages
STR 1D6 per 10 POW or fraction 7
SIZ equal to POW 10-11
INT 4D6 14
POW 2D6* 10-11+
DEX 2D6+12 19
Move 12 pouring/20 flying HP N/A
*base amount, which then increases as a Colour  feeds
Av. Damage Bonus: +0.
Weapons: Feed 85%, damage 1D6 + characteristics loss
Mental Attack 100%, damage 1D6 magic points + 1D6 SAN
Disintegrate 100%, damage physical disintegration
Grasp 85%, no damage
Armor: none. Invulnerable to physical attack except by strong
magnetic fields, which can imprison it. Vulnerable to magic.
Spells, Skills: none.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D4 Sanity points to see a Colour; 1/1D8 Sanity
points to see a victim of a Colour.

DAGON & HYDRA, Deep One Greater Servitors. Vast,
Polyphemous-like, and loathsome, it darted like a stu-

pendous monster of nightmares to the monolith, about which it
flung its gigantic scaly arms. — H. P. Lovecraft, "Dagon."

Father Dagon and Mother Hydra are deep ones who have
grown enormously in size and age, each over 20 feet tall and
perhaps millions of years old. They rule the deep ones and lead
them in their worship of Cthulhu. This pair is active and mobile,
unlike Cthulhu and his minions, but are rarely met. Dagon's and
Hydra's characteristics are identical. It is possible that more than
two deep ones have grown to the enormous size and strength
comparable to that described in Lovecraft's "Dagon."

DAGON or HYDRA, Rulers of the Deep Ones
STR 52 CON 50 SIZ 60 INT 20 POW 30
DEX 20 Move 10 HP 55
Damage Bonus: +6D6.
Weapon: Claw 80%, damage 1D6 +6D6
Armor: 6-point skin.
Spells: each knows all spells to summon/bind the
lesser servitor races of the Mythos.
Sanity Loss: 1/1D10
Sanity points to see
Dagon or Hydra.

DARK YOUNG, Greater Servitor Race. Something
black in the road, something that wasn't a tree. Something

big and black and ropy, just squatting there, waiting, with ropy
arms squirming and reaching . . . . It came crawling up the
hillside . . . and it was the black thing of my dreams—that
black, ropy, slimy jelly tree-thing out of the woods. It crawled
up and it flowed up on its hoofs and mouths and snaky arms. —
Robert Bloch, "Notebook Found in a Deserted House."

These beings are enormous writhing masses, formed out of
ropy black tentacles. Here and there over the surfaces of the
things are great puckered mouths which drip green goo.
Beneath the creatures, tentacles end in black hooves, on which
they stamp. The monsters roughly resemble trees in silhouette
—the trunks being the short legs, and the tops of the trees rep-
resented by the ropy, branching bodies. The whole mass of
these things smell like open graves. Dark young stand between
12 and 20 feet tall.

Such entities are the "young" referred to in Shub-
Niggurath's epithet, "Black Goat of the Woods with a Thousand
Young". They are closely connected to her, and are found only
in areas where she is worshiped. Dark young act as proxies for
Shub-Niggurath in accepting sacrifices, accepting worship from
cultists, devouring non-cultists, and spreading their mother's
faith across the world. Luckily, they are rarely met with.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS:  in its masses of tenta-
cles, a typical dark young has four thicker sinuous tentacles
with which it attacks. Each of these thicker tentacles can strike
out to injure or to grab and capture once per round, conceiv-
ably at four different targets. If a victim is grabbed, he or she
is held to one of the horrible sucking mouths and drained of
1D3 STR per round. This STR loss cannot be restored. While
being drained, a victim is capable only of ineffectual writhing
and screaming. The dark young can also trample with its mas-
sive hooves, typically hooting and bellowing as it does.

DARK YOUNG of Shub-Niggurath
char. rolls averages
STR 4D6+30 44
CON 3D6+6 16-17
SIZ 4D6+30 44
INT 4D6 14
POW 5D6 17-18
DEX 3D6+6 16-17
Move 8 HP 30-31
Av. Damage Bonus: +4D6.
Weapons: Tentacle 80%,
damage db + STR drain
Trample 40%, damage 2D6 + db
Armor: dark young are of non-terrene material
and make-up, so that any successful firearm
attack does only 1 point of damage. A firearms impale does 2
points of damage. Shotguns are exceptions, and do minimum
possible damage, whatever that is. Hand-to-hand weapons do
normal damage; attacks dependent on heat, blast, corrosion,
electrical charge, or poisoning have no effect.
Spells: each dark young knows a number of appropriate spells
equal to half its INT; round fractions up.
Skills: Sneak 60%, Hide in Woods 80%.
Sanity Loss: 1D3/1D10 Sanity points to see a dark young.



DEEP ONES, Lesser Servitor Race. I think their predomi-
nant color was a greyish-green, though they had white bel-

lies. They were mostly shiny and slippery, but the ridges of their
backs were scaly. Their forms vaguely suggested the anthropoid,
while their heads were the heads of fish, with prodigious bulging
eyes that never closed. At the sides of their necks were palpitat-
ing gills and their long paws were webbed. They hopped irreg-
ularly, sometimes on hind legs and sometimes on four . . . their
croaking, baying voices . . . held all the dark shades of expres-
sion which their staring faces lacked.—H. P. Lovecraft, "The
Shadow over Innsmouth."

The deep ones are an amphibious race that serve primarily
Cthulhu and two beings known as Father Dagon and Mother
Hydra. Locked in the timeless depths of the sea, their alien,
arrogant lives are coldly beautiful, unbelievably cruel, effec-
tively immortal. They come together to mate or to worship
Great Cthulhu, but do not crave touching or being touched as
humans do. They are a marine race, unknown in freshwater
environments, and globally have many cities, all submerged
beneath the waves. One is off the coast of Massachusetts, near
Innsmouth.

Some deep ones interact with humans. They appear to have
a monstrous lust to produce human/deep one hybrids. The rea-
son may lie in the breeding cycle of these beings, of which lit-
tle is known. Deep ones may be worshiped by humans with
whom they regularly interbreed, for deep ones are immortal,
unless slain, and so are any hybrid offspring. Typically,
hybrids inhabit remote coastal villages.

Such a hybrid begins life as a human-looking child who
gradually becomes uglier and uglier. Suddenly, over a period
of a few months, the human undergoes a monstrous transfor-
mation into a deep one. The changeover usually takes place at
the age of 1D20+20 years, but some individuals change earli-
er or later, or only partially.

DEEP ONES, Gilled Humanoids
char. rolls averages
STR 4D6 14
CON 3D6 10-11
SIZ 3D6+6 16-17
INT 2D6+6 13
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 3D6 10-11
Move 8/10 Swimming HP 13-14
Av. Damage Bonus: +1D4.
Weapons: Claw 25%, damage 1D6 + db
Hunting Spear* 25%, damage 1D6 + db
*impaling weapon.

Armor: 1-point skin and scales.
Spells: at the discretion of the keeper, deep ones with POW 14
or more know at least 1D4 spells.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D6 Sanity points to see a deep one.

DHOLES, Greater Independent Race. Below him the
ground was festering with gigantic Dholes, and even as he

looked, one reared up several hundred feet and leveled a
bleached, viscous end at him. — H. P. Lovecraft and E. Hoffman
Price, "Through the Gate of the Silver Key."

Dholes are gigantic worm-like burrowing horrors. They
are not native to the Earth, and none seem to have been
brought here for more than brief periods, fortunately, for they
seem to have riddled and left waste several other worlds. They
dislike light, though it does not visibly harm them. They are
only rarely seen in daylight, and then only on planets that they
have thoroughly conquered. Some unknown relation between
dholes and chthonians may exist. Similar creatures, bholes,
exist in the Dreamlands.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS:  Goo Attack. In lieu of
swallowing or crushing a target, a dhole can spit a gob of slimy
goo from its mouth up to a range of 2-3
miles. The globe covers a circular
area with a diameter equal to 5% of
the monster's SIZ in feet: thus a
dhole of SIZ 400 spits a glob 20 feet
across, big enough to bring down
an airplane.

Any living thing struck by the
glob is stunned and engulfed.
Climbing out of a mass of goo requires a
roll of STR or less on D100; make one
attempt per round. While buried in the
frightful slime, the investigator cannot breathe, and must make
drowning checks as if asphyxiating each round. In addition,
the caustic slime costs the investigator 1 hit point per round
her or she is held. Once the victim escapes, the burning dam-
age stops.

Engulf. If a dhole swallows (engulfs) someone, it scoops
clean an area equal in size to the area of its goo attack. If a dhole
crushes (crawls over) an investigator, death is automatic. With a
successful Luck roll, his companions find enough to bury.

DHOLES, Burrowing Horrors
char. rolls averages
STR 1D100X10 505
CON 1D100+100 151-152
SIZ STR+1D100 555-556
INT 2D6 7
POW 10D6 35
DEX 1D4 2-3
Move 18 Crawl/10 Burrow HP 353-354
Damage Bonus: enough to flatten a battleship.
Weapons: Spit Goo 50%, damage special
Engulf 80%, damage swallowed
Crush 30%, damage death
Armor: points equaling the dhole's POW.
Spells:  none
Sanity Loss: 1D4/1D20 Sanity points to see a dhole.



DIMENSIONAL SHAMBLERS, Lesser Independent
Race. Shuffling towards him in the darkness was the

gigantic, blasphemous form of a thing not wholly ape and not
wholly insect. Its hide hung loosely upon its frame, and its
rugose, dead-eyed rudiment of a head swayed drunkenly from
side to side. Its forepaws were extended, with talons spread
wide, and its whole body was taut with murderous malignity
despite its utter lack of facial description. — H. P. Lovecraft
and Hazel Heald, "The Horror in the Museum."

Little is known about these beings save their name and a
description of a hide. It is assumed that they are entities capa-
ble of walking between the planes and worlds of the universe,
spending little time at an one planet, but wandering about.
They occasionally serve an Outer God or a Great Old One.
They can leave a plane at will, signaling the change by begin-
ning to shimmer and fade. This transition costs them 4 magic
points and takes a round to complete. During this time they
may be attacked, but they may not attack back.

A shambler can take objects or beings with it when it fades
into another dimension. By clutching the desired object in its
talons and expending an additional magic point per 10 SIZ
points of the object or creature, that which is held makes the
transit also. Objects and victims lost are never found again.

DIMENSIONAL SHAMBLERS,
the Murderously Malign
char. rolls averages
STR 2D6+12 19
CON 3D6+6 16-17
SIZ 2D6+12 19
INT 2D6 7
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 3D6 10-11
Move 7 HP 18
Av. Damage Bonus: +1D6.
Weapons: Claw* 30%, 1D8 + db
*can attack with both foreclaws at once, at the same DEX rank.
Armor: 3-point thick hide.
Spells: a shambler knows one spell per point of INT over 9.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D10 Sanity points to see a dimensional shambler.

ELDER THINGS, Lesser Independent Race. They repre-
sented some ridged barrel-shaped object with thin horizon-

tal arms radiating spoke-like from a central ring and with ver-
tical knobs or bulbs projecting from the head and base of the
barrel. Each of these knobs was the hub of a system of five long,
flat, triangularly tapering arms arranged around it like the arms
of a starfish.—H. P. Lovecraft, "Dreams in the Witch House."

A very complete description of one of these beings is in "At
the Mountains of Madness", also by Lovecraft, but it is too long
to include here. It notes that the entity stands about eight feet
tall, with a six-foot torso, and that it has wings which neatly fold
up into slots. In that story this race is referred to as the Old Ones.
Elder things communicate by piping whistles and can sense with-
out light.

Elder things came to Earth a billion years ago, and may
have accidentally started terrestrial life. They created the blas-
phemous shoggoths to serve as slaves. Their race began to
degenerate before man evolved, and they at least partially lost
their former ability to fly through space on their membranous
wings. After numerous wars with other races, the mi-go and
the star-spawn prime among them, and
the rebellion of their former slaves,
the shoggoths, the amphibious
elder things were eventually
driven back to Antarctica in
the last few million years,
where their last city remains
frozen under a glacier. Their
civilization was eventually
wiped out by the cold of the
ice age. The elder things are extinct on land, but may still have
colonies in the deepest waters. Elder things also may be met
by time travelers and non-degenerate elder things still live
among the stars.

In hand-to-hand combat, an elder thing may use all five
tentacles at once, but no more than three may be used versus a
single target. Once a tentacle grips, it clings to the victim, and
each round thereafter the victim loses hit points equal to half

the elder thing's damage bonus in constriction and crushing
damage.

See also the "Alien Technology" chapter for a few
more notes on elder things, p. 156.

ELDER THINGS, City-Builders Eons Old
char. rolls averages
STR 4D6+24 38
CON 3D6+12 22-23
SIZ 8D6 28
INT 1D6+12 15-16
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 3D6+6 16-17
Move 8/10 flying HP 25-26
Av. Damage Bonus: +3D6.
Weapons: Tentacle 40%, damage 1/2 db in constriction
Armor: 7-point skin.
Spells: each has INT x3 chance to know 1D4 appropriate spells.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D6 Sanity points to see an elder thing.

FIRE VAMPIRES, Lesser Servitor Race. These appeared
as thousands of tiny points of light.... The myriad points

of light were living entities of  flame! [Where] they touched,
fire sprang up. — August Derleth, "The Dweller in Darkness."

They are minions of Cthugha and, like him, dwell on or
near the star Fomalhaut. They come to Earth when summoned,
or when accompanying Cthugha. They appear to be a form of
intelligent gas or plasma, a fairly frequent Mythos concept.



A DUAL ATTACK:  fire vampires attack by touching their vic-
tims, and can set flammable objects alight by touch. They
damage humans by heat-shock. To determine the heat-shock
damage, roll 2D6 for the vampire's attack and match this
against the investigator's CON on the resistance table. If the
heat wins, the investigator loses hit points equal to the rolled
damage. If the investigator wins, he loses hit points equal to
half the rolled damage (round fractions up).

In the same attack, the vampire may try to steal magic
points from its target: match its current magic points against
the magic points of the target on the Resistance Table. If the
vampire wins, it steals 1D10 magic points from the victim. If
the fire vampire loses the resistance struggle, it loses one of its
own magic points. Thus, in each attack by a fire vampire, roll
twice—once to determine heat damage and once to determine
magic point loss.

FIRE VAMPIRES, the Flame Feeders
char. rolls averages
STR   N/A   -
CON 2D6 7
SIZ 1 1
INT 3D6 10-11
POW 2D6+6 13
DEX 3D6+6 16-17
Move 11 flying HP 4
Damage Bonus: N/A
Weapons: Touch 85%, damage 2D6 burn + magic point drain
Armor: most material weapons cannot harm them, including bul-
lets, etc. Water costs a fire vampire one hit point per half-gallon
poured over it, a typical hand-held fire extinguisher does 1D6 hit
points of damage to it, and a bucket of sand costs it 1D3 hit
points.
Spells: Fire vampires with a POW of 17 or more have at least
1D3 spells.
Sanity Loss: seeing a fire vampire costs no Sanity points.

FLYING POLYPS, Greater Independent Race. A horri-
ble elder race of half polypous, utterly alien entities . . . .

They were only partly material and had the power of aerial
motion, despite the absence of wings . . . . Suggestions of a
monstrous plasticity and of temporary lapses of visibility . . .
singular whistling noises and colossal footprints made up of
five circular toe marks seemed also to be associated with them.
— H. P. Lovecraft, "The Shadow Out of Time."

This unnamed species came to Earth out of space
as conquerors about seven hundred and fifty million
years ago. They built basalt cities with high window-
less towers and inhabited three other planets in the
solar system as well. On Earth, they were warred on
and finally forced underground by the Great Race of
Yith, but near the close of the Cretaceous era (about
50 million years ago) they rose up from their subter-
ranean haunts and exterminated the Great Race.

The polyps still remain in their caverns and seem
content to remain there, annihilating the few beings
chancing across them. The entrances to their
dwellings are mostly deep within ancient ruins where
there are great wells sealed over with stone. Inside
these wells dwell the polyps still, ferocious alien
fighters with a bewildering variety of attacks.

They have the power to control great winds. Each of the
polypoid wind abilities cost them a magic point per round to use.

WIND BLAST ATTACK:  the wind blast has a base range of
20 yards and a 10-yard diameter cylinder of effect emanating
from the polyp, doing damage equal to the polyp's damage
bonus. The cylindrical blast can extend further than 20 yards,
but loses 1D6 damage for each multiple of the base distance-
thus a target at 39 yards would take 4D6, and a target at 41
yards would take 3D6 damage respectively. Victims of the
wind blast literally have their flesh stripped from their bones
and their skin dehydrated and wind-burned, and are blown
backwards for a number of yards equal to the hit
points they have lost.

FIXING ATTACK: this is for capturing
prey, and is most mysterious. In this mode,
the wind attack has a range of 1000 yards,
and can blow without diminishment around
corners or up through winding corridors.
Although the wind emanates from the
polyp, it has a peculiar sucking effect on
the target, slowing down him or her, and
forcing the player to make a Resistance
Table roll each round of the target's
STR against half of the polyp's POW. If
the polyp wins, the victim cannot move
away that round. If the target wins, he or she
may move normally. At ranges of 200 yards
or less, the target must resist against the
polyp's full POW. The flying polyp can
move at full speed while using this ability,
so it may be both chasing interesting prey
and slowing it.

This technique may be used on multiple tar-
gets within 30 yards of one another. Add 5 per-
centiles for each target to the chance of each who
resists. The polyp may choose not to affect some targets in
order to affect others more strongly.

WINDSTORM ATTACK:  a polyp can generate a wind in con-
junction with its fellows. The windstorm has a speed of 1/2
mile per hour per point of POW of the participating polyp.
This windstorm is local, losing 5 mph of force for every 200
yards it travels. A group of polyps can generate hurricane-
force winds within an area of a few square miles. Base the



damage done to targets by Luck rolls, starting at POW x5 and
descending to x4, x3, etc., for every 15 mph of wind above 60
mph. The target takes 1D4 damage for each Luck roll missed.

TENTACLE ATTACK: polyps continually form and dissolve
tentacles from their bodies. Each round, roll 2D6 to determine
how many tentacles may attack in that particular round.
Tentacle damage is always 1D10. Because of the partially non-
material nature of these entities, the tentacle's damage is done
directly to the target's hit points, ignoring any body armor. The
wound takes the form of a wind burn or desiccation of tissue.

INVISIBILITY: by spending a magic point per round, a polyp
can turn totally invisible, but it still can
be roughly located by the constant
nauseating piping sound that always
accompanies it. Anyone trying to hit an
invisible polyp must receive a successful Listen roll
to tell where it is and subtract 50 percentiles from the
chance to hit. Thus a marksman with 90%
Rifle who fires at an invisible polyp
has a 40% chance to hit.

Polyps always are phasing in and
out of visibility, so a polyp's POW is sub-
tracted from the attacker's chance to
hit if the polyp is not entirely invisible.
When a polyp is invisible, it does not attack with
its tentacles, but may still use one of the wind
attacks, or cast spells.

FLYING POLYPS, Terrors from the Blackness Below
char. rolls averages
STR 4D6+36 50
CON 2D6+18 25
SIZ 4D6+36 50
INT 4D6 14
POW 3D6+6 16-17
DEX 2D6+6 13
Move 8/12 flying HP 38
Av. Damage Bonus: +5D6, but use only for wind blast.
Weapons: Tentacle 85%, damage 1D10
Windblast 70%, damage db lowered by 1D6 per 20 yards distance.
Armor: 4 points, plus invisibility. The extraterrene flying polyp
takes only minimum damage from physical weapons—a gun
doing 2D6+3 points of damage would automatically do only 5
points of damage to a polyp, with this reduced 4 points more by
the monster's skin armor. An impale would do doubled mini-
mum damage reduced by 4, or actual damage done of 6 points.
Enchanted weapons do full normal damage, as do forces such as
heat or electricity.
Spells: roll 1D20. If the roll is higher than the polyp's INT, it
knows no spells. Otherwise, the polyp knows a number of spell
equal to the die roll. The kindly keeper chooses those which
seem appropriate.
Sanity Loss: 1D3/1D20 Sanity points to see a flying polyp.

FORMLESS SPAWN, Lesser Servitor Race. When the
men of K'n-Yan went down into N'Kai's black abyss with

their great atom-power searchlights, they found living
things—living things that oozed along stone channels and
worshipped onyx and basalt images of Tsathoggua. But they

were not toads like Tsathoggua himself. Far worse—they were
amorphous lumps of viscous black slime that took temporary
shapes for various purposes. The explorers of K'N-Yan did not
pause for detailed observations, and those that escaped alive
sealed the passage. — H. P. Lovecraft and Zealia Bishop, "The
Mound."

These black, protean beings change shapes in an instant,
from toad-like lumps to elongate things with hundreds of rudi-
mentary legs. They ooze through small cracks and enlarge
their appendages at will. They are closely associated with
Tsathoggua, often found in his temples or in sunless caverns.

Due to their extreme fluidity and the countless different
forms available to them, each has at least four attack forms

which they may vary at will from round to round,
though not within a single round. Only one attack,

Bite, is complex.

BITE ATTACK: the victim is instantly swal-
lowed. Each round thereafter the victim takes 1

point of damage from constriction, the dam-
age done per round progressively increasing
by 1 point (e.g., on the second round he takes

2 points of damage, and so forth). While swallowed,
the victim may take no action whatsoever,

though friends may attempt to slay the
monster to free him or her. A formless

spawn can make one Bite attack per round
and can continue to swallow prey until having swallowed its
own SIZ in prey. While digesting a victim, a Spawn may con-
tinue to fight but may not shift location without disgorging
what it has swallowed.

FORMLESS SPAWN OF Tsathoggua
char. rolls averages
STR 1D6+6 to 6D6+6 9-27
CON 3D6 10-11
SIZ 1D6+12 to 6D6+12 15-33
INT 2D6+6 13
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 2D6+12 19
Move 12 HP 13-22
Av. Damage Bonus: +1D6.
Weapons: Whip* 90%, damage 1D6
Tentacle** 60%, damage db
Bludgeon*** 20%, damage db
Bite 30%, damage special
*may seek to Grapple rather than do damage; range is always
the monster's SIZ in yards.
**may strike at 1D3 opponents in a round, and may seek to
Grapple rather than do damage; range equals the monster's SIZ
in yards.
***always a 20% chance, damage equal to 2D6 or actual dam-
age bonus, whichever is higher.
Armor: they are immune to all physical weapons, even enchant-
ed ones, and wounds made by them simply snap closed after
being opened. Spells may affect them, as may fire, chemicals, or
other forces.
Spells: a formless spawn knows one spell if its INT+POW or
less can be rolled on D100. A few spawn know many spells.
Sanity Loss: 1/1D10 Sanity points to see a formless spawn.



GHASTS, Lesser Independent Race. Repulsive beings
which die in the light. . . and leap on long hind legs . . .

a pair of yellowish red eyes . . . . Ghasts have indeed an excel-
lent sense of smell... something about the size of a small horse
hopped out into the grey twilight, and Carter turned sick at the

aspect of that scabrous and unwholesome beast,
whose face is so curiously human despite the

absence of a nose, a forehead, and other
particulars . . . . They spoke in coughing

gutturals. —H. P. Lovecraft, "The Dream-
Quest of Unknown Kadath."

Ghasts are restricted to the
underworld and vast caverns where
sunlight never comes. Exposed to
direct sunlight, they sicken and eventually die. Ghasts are can-
nibalistic and eat one another as well as other beings they catch.

The horrible semihuman bipeds which are ridden by the
highly scientific but morally degenerate humans inhabiting the
cavern of K'n-Yan may well be relatives of or even be exam-
ples of ghasts. If this is the case, then ghasts are likely a result
of serpent people genetic experimentation. Ghasts are evident-
ly tamable, though very primitive and savage.

GHASTS, Unwholesome Scabrous Beasts
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6+12 22-23
CON 4D6 14
SIZ 4D6+12 26
INT 1D6 3-4
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 2D6+6 13
Move 10 HP 20
Av. Damage Bonus: +2D6.
Weapons: Bite 40%, damage 1D10
Kick 25%, lD6 + db
A ghast is able to kick once and bite once in a combat round.
Spells: none.
Skills: Sneak 70%.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D8 Sanity points to see a ghast.

G 

HOULS, Lesser Independent Race. These figures were
seldom completely human, but often approached human-

ity in varying degree. Most of the bodies, while roughly
bipedal, had a forward slumping, and a vaguely canine cast.
The texture of the majority was a kind of unpleasant rubberi-
ness.—H. P. Lovecraft, "Pickman's Model."

Ghouls are rubbery, loathsome humanoids with hooflike
feet, canine features, and claws. They speak in what are

described as gibberings and meepings. They are often encrust-
ed with grave mold collected as they feed.

Lovecraft's ghouls are horrible creatures dwelling in tunnel
systems beneath many cities. They have ties to witches and
occasionally attack humans. It may be possible for a human to
transform into a ghoul over a prolonged period of time.

GHOUL ATTACKS: it may attack with both claws and its bite
in a single combat round. If the ghoul's bite strikes home, then
in hangs on instead of using claw attacks and worries the vic-
tim with its fangs, continuing to do 1D4 Bite damage automat-
ically. A successful STR against STR Resistance Table roll dis-
lodges the ghoul, breaking what amounts to a success-
ful Grapple, and ending the Bite damage.

GHOULS, Mocking Channel Feeders
char. roll averages
STR 3D6+6 16-7
CON 2D6+6 13
SIZ 2D6+6 13
INT 2D6+6 13
POW 2D6+6 13
DEX 2D6+6 13
Move 9 HP 13
Av. Damage Bonus: +1D4.
Weapons: Claws 30%, damage 1D6 + db
Bite 30%, 1D6 + automatic worry
Armor: firearms and projectiles do half of rolled damage; round
up any fraction.
Spells: roll D100—if the roll is higher than the ghoul's INT, it
knows no spells; if equal to or lower than INT, it knows that
many spells, as chosen by the keeper.
Skills: Burrow 75%, Climb 85%, Hide 60%, Jump 75%, Listen
70%, Scent Decay 65%, Sneak 80%, Spot Hidden 50%.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D6 Sanity points to see a ghoul.

GLAAKI, SERVANTS OF, Lesser Servitor Race. A hand
came scrabbling up out to lever it up! . . . the hand of a

corpse—bloodless and skeletal, and with impossibly long,
cracked nails.—R. Campbell, "The Inhabitant of the Lake."

Glaaki's slaves are undead things created by his spines.
They share Glaaki's memories and become almost a part of the
Great Old One, though they can still perform many
individual actions. At first they look human enough, if
stiff and corpse-like, but in time they wither and look
like the undead monsters they are. After six decades
of half-death, the servants of Glaaki become subject
to the Green Decay if exposed to intense light, such
as daylight. The Green Decay begins rot on the spot,
destroying one so-exposed in a few hours.

SERVANTS OF GLAAKI, Decaying Slaves
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6 10-11
CON 3D6x2 20-22
SIZ 2D6+6 13
INT 2D6+6 13
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 1D6 3-4
Move 5 HP 17-18



Av. Damage Bonus: +0.
Weapons: Grapple 20%, damage special
Sickle 40%, damage 1D6 + 1 + db
Armor: none.
Spells: retains any known when alive, plus any new spells
taught by Glaaki.
Sanity Loss: no Sanity point loss if human-seeming; 1/1D8
Sanity points lost if in living-corpse aspect; if dead from Green
Decay, 1/1D10 Sanity points to see.

GNOPH-KEH, Greater Independent Race. Gnoph-Keh,
the hairy myth-thing of the Greenland ice, that walked

sometimes on two legs, sometimes on four, and sometimes on
six. — H. P. Lovecraft and Hazel Heald,
"The Horror in the Museum."

In earlier stories, Gnoph-Keh
appears to be a single being, but
later it seems to be a race of
beings, possible even a degener-
ate tribe. Here we assume that it
is a sparse race of rare beings,
associated with Ithaqua. Usually
only one gnoph-keh is encoun-
tered at a time, and the race is
generally restricted to glaciers,
ice caps, and extremely cold
and icy areas. Especially
harsh winters may bring
them down into the lowlands.
If a human tribe have indeed
named themselves after the fabled gnoph-keh, perhaps they
worship the gnoph-keh as a deity, or use it as a totem beast.

BLIZZARD & COLD ATTACKS:  the gnoph-keh has the
power to summon a small blizzard about itself, restricting vis-
ibility to 3 yards maximum. This costs the creature 1 magic
point per hour, and yields a blizzard with a radius of 100 yards.
That radius may be increased by 100 more yards for every
extra magic point expended. On the rare occasions that two or
more gnoph-kehs work together, they may combine their
magic points to create gigantic blizzards. The blizzard will
always be more or less centered on the gnoph-keh. Every 15
minutes that an investigator spends within such a blizzard, the
player must roll CON x5 or less or have his or her investiga-
tor lose a hit point to freezing damage if not properly protect-
ed against the ice and wind.

The gnoph-keh can also create an intense cold around its
body by expending magic points. For each magic point the
gnoph-keh spends, the temperature goes down by 20°F for an
hour in a 100-yard radius, as with the blizzard. If the creature
desires, it can combine the cold and blizzard attacks to create
a terrifying local storm.

OTHER ATTACKS:  in any given melee round, the gnoph-keh
may attack with its horn, and none, two, or four claws of its
six. If it uses no claws, then add 2D6 to its damage bonus
when jabbing with its horn, as it has a better grip in the snow.
If it uses two claws, use its normal damage bonus. If it uses
four claws, subtract 2D6 from its normal damage bonuses,
including for the claws, as it must spend some energy staying
upright instead of investing force in its blows.

GNOPH-KEH, Legends of the Ice
char. rolls averages
STR 2D6+24 31
CON 3D6+12 22-23
SIZ 2D6+24 31
INT 1D6+12 15-16
POW 6D6 21
DEX 4D6 14
Move 9 HP 27
Av. Damage Bonus: +3D6.
Weapons: Horn Gore 65%, damage 1D10 + db
Claw 45%, damage 1D6 +db
Armor: 9 points of gristle, fur, and hide.
Spells: roll 1D20—if the result is equal to or less than the crea-
ture's INT, it knows that many spells. Otherwise, it knows none.

Sanity Loss: 0/1D10 Sanity points for seeing a gnoph-keh.

GREAT RACE OF YITH, Greater Independent
Race. Enormous, iridescent cones, about ten feet

high and ten feet wide at the base, and made up of
some ridgy, scaly, semi-elastic matter. From their

apexes projected four flexible, cylindrical members,
each afoot thick, and of a ridgy substance like that of the

cones themselves. These members were sometimes contracted
almost to nothing, and sometimes extended to any distance up to
about ten feet. Terminating two of them were enormous claws or
nippers. At the end of a third were four red trumpet like
appendages. The fourth terminated in an irregular yellowish
globe some two feet in diameter and having three great dark
eyes ranged along its central circumference . . . . Surmounting
this head were four slender grey stalks bearing flowerlike
appendages, whilst from its nether side dangled eight greenish
antennae or tentacles. The great base of the central cone was
ringed with a rubbery grey substance which moved the whole
entity through expansion and contraction. — H.P. Lovecraft,
"The Shadow Out of Time."

Their bodies are native to this Earth. They were a species
of mental entities, fleeing their own world's destruction. They
came to Earth and took over the minds of the cone-shaped
beings dwelling here. The combination of the Earth-born bod-
ies and the minds of the aliens made the Great Race. They
taught their young their own technology and culture. Those
young grew up as true inheritors of the mentalists, and the new
bodies were natural to them. In the aeons that followed the
Great Race divided up the Earth between themselves, the mi-
go, and Cthulhu's kin. Cthulhu and his kind ruled from the
Pacific, and the lost lands of R'lyeh and Mu. The mi-go con-
trolled the north. In the south the Great Race were supreme.
Their greatest city was Pnakotus, in modern-day Australia.

This race flourished from about four hundred million years
ago until fifty million years ago, when they were exterminated
by the flying polyps, an ancient race which they had imprisoned
when they first came to Earth. However, the minds of the Great
Race had already fled their doomed bodies into the future bodies
of a beetle-like race to succeed mankind—the New Great Race.

The Great Race reproduce by means of spores, but do so
infrequently because of long individual life spans (4,000 to
5,000 years). Members feed solely on liquids.

The Yithians are a race of socialist individuals. They value
intelligence above all else, and use it as their criterion for



immigration. Resources are shared
among their kind out of a sense of
intellectual logic and proportion.
Strife is rare. The Great Race wor-
ship no gods.

TIME TRAVEL:  the Great Race are so-
named because they conquered time so
thoroughly—the only race known to have

done so. A member of the race can send its
mind forward or backward through time and

across space, pick out a suitable subject, and trade
minds with it; whenever a member of the Great Race takes

over the body of a being, that being's mind is put into the body
of the Great Race individual, there to stay until the being now
inhabiting its old body sees fit to return and trade places once
more. With this technique the race has traveled en masse
through time and space, and conquered other planets.

Keen students of history, an individual exchanges places
with a select individual in the era it wishes to study. The minds
are switched for about five years. On Earth, friends
notice many differences about the substitute: an Idea
roll would be appropriate to notice this.

The victim who has been forced into the alien
Great Race body is caused to write down every-
thing he knows about his own time. The
Great Race are fairly kindly and permit their
captives to travel about and see the country, as
well as allowing them to meet other victims like them-
selves, generally from far distant planets or
eras. When the time comes to restore a victim
to his own body, the Great Race blank his mem-
ory of what has happened to him while he was
trapped in their age. This erasure is imperfect: the
victim may dream and have nightmares of
being held by the Great Race.

A cult on present-day Earth aids and abets Great Race vis-
itors. In exchange, the visitors share technological or magical
knowledge. Time-travel is the primary means by which a
member of this race could be met in its original cone-body,
though there have been scattered cases involving stasis cubes
and sorcerous summonings across the aeons.

ATTACKS: in combat, a member of this race may use both
pincers simultaneously. However, this civilized race avoids
hand-to-hand combat, preferring camera-shaped weapons that
fire great gouts of electricity, weapons that were originally cre-
ated to destroy the flying polyps.

There are many varieties of lightning-guns. A common one
contains a pack of 32 charges, and takes 1 round to reload. As
many charges as desired may be fired as a single shot, but each
charge past 4 fired at once gives a 5 percentile accumulating
chance of burning out the gun. Thus, if 7 charges were fired at
once, the gun would be ruined on a separate D100 result of 15
or less.

Each charge does 1D10 points of damage to the target, so
that 3 charges would do 3D10 points of damage. The gun has
a basic range of 100 yards. For each 100 yards fired past that
base, subtract 3 points from the total damage done and subtract
20% from the chance to hit.

See also the "Alien Technology" chapter (p. 156) for a few
more notes on the Great Race.

GREAT RACE OF YITH, Mental Time-Travelers
char. rolls averages
STR 12D6 42
CON 4D6+12 26
SIZ 8D6+36 64
INT 4D6+6 20
POW 2D6+6 13
DEX 2D6+3 10
Move 7 HP 45
Av. Damage Bonus: +6D6.
Weapons: Pincer 40%, damage 1D6 + db
Lightning Gun 30%, damage 1D10 per charge
Armor: 8-point skin
Spells: they rarely learn magic; a random member has a chance
equal to its INT or less on D100 to know 1D3 spells.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D6 Sanity points to see one of the Great Race

GREAT RACE (New), Lesser Independent Race.
hardy coleopterous species immediately following man-

kind, to which the Great Race was some day to transfer their
keenest minds en masse in the face of horrible peril....— H.P
Lovecraft, "The Shadow Out of Time."

Under assault from the subterranean flying polyps,
Great Race of Yith mentally transferred far into the future
of Earth, well beyond the extinction of humanity, in
swarms of intelligent beetle-like creatures.

Each individual is a hive-mind, composed of 2D
x500 insects which can walk or fly. Though their bodies a

dark or jet-black, their wings when spread reflect brilliant
metalic hues of blue, gold, and green. Viewing a swarm

work, an observer always gains an impression of intelli-
gence and decisive judgment. These superior beings

need few tools of war, but might quickly produce an
conceivable weapon.

In each swarm the hive-mind remains intact until at least
75% of the swarm has been destroyed. After that there is rapid
loss of coordination, and the swarm becomes an undirected
mass of individuals. Such a swarm can fly for up to 100 yards,
or walk. Typically, half the swarm flies ahead and lands, then
the rest fly to catch up or to leap-frog ahead.

Swarms are effectively immortal, since new insects are
born as old ones die. In the stats, STR, CON, and SIZ are for
individual bodies. POW, INT, and DEX are for the swarm.

NEW GREAT RACE, the Coleopterans
char. rolls averages
STR 1D2 1-2
CON 1D3 2
SIZ 1 1
POW 2D6+6 13
INT 5D6+6 23-24
DEX 2D6+6 13
Move 4/10 walk/fly HP 1-2
Damage Bonus: N/A
Weapon: Bite 35%, damage 1D2
Spells: this species finds magic upsetting to its intellectual disci-
plines, but a swarm has an INT% chance of knowing 1D3 spells.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D4 Sanity points to see a New Great Race swarm.
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UGS, Lesser Independent Race.   It was a paw, fully two
feet and a half across, and equipped with formidable

talons. After it came another paw, and after that a great black-
furred arm to which both of the paws were attached by short
forearms. Then two pink eyes shone and the head of the awak-
ened Gug sentry, large as a barrel, wabbled into view. The
eyes jutted two inches from each side, shaded by bom protu-
berances overgrown by coarse hairs. But the head was chiefly
terrible because of the mouth. That mouth had great yellow
fangs and ran from the top to the bottom of the head, opening
vertically instead of horizontally.—H.P. Lovecraft, "The
Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath."

In worshiping various Great Old Ones, the gugs of the
Dreamlands indulged in cer-
emonies so abhorrent that
somehow they have been
banished into the Dream-
lands' Underworld. Gugs glee-
fully eat any surface
dwellers they can lay
their four paws upon.
Gugs are huge—an aver-
age gug is at least 20 feet tall.

In combat, a gug may either bite, or hit
with one arm. Each arm has two forearms,
and thus two claws, so that the arm strikes
twice when it hits. Both claws must strike at
the same opponent.

GUGS, Unclean Giants
char. rolls averages
STR 6D6+24 45
CON 3D6+18 28-29
SIZ 6D6+36 57
INT 2D6+6 13
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 3D6 10-11
Move 10 HP 43
Av. Damage Bonus: +5D6.
Weapons: Bite 60%, damage 1D10
Claw(s) 40%, damage 4D6 each (no db)
Stomp 25%, damage 1D6 + db
Armor: 8-point skin, hair, and cartilage.
Spells: Some gugs know a few spells. To simulate this, roll
D100 for each random gug. Only if the die roll is equal to or
lower than the gug's POW does it know magic, a number of
magic spells equal to the die roll.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D8 Sanity points to see a gug.

HOUNDS OF TINDALOS, Greater Independent Race.
"They are lean and athirst! " he shrieked.... "All the evil

in the universe was concentrated in their lean, hungry bodies.
Or had they bodies? I saw them only for a moment, I cannot be
certain." —Frank  Belknap Long, "The Hounds of Tindalos."

The hounds of Tindalos dwell in the distant past of the
earth, when normal life has not yet advanced past one-celled
animals. They inhabit the angles of time, while other beings
(such as mankind and all common life) descend from curves.
This concept is hard to imagine, and only seems to be used
with respect to them. The hounds lust after something in

mankind and other normal life, and follow victims through
time and space to get it. They are immortal.

Just what these creatures look like is unknown, since those
who meet them seem not to survive. A hound of Tindalos is
hardly likely to look like a hound dog, but the name from the
story is so evocative that is how they always are pictured.

Because of their relationship with the angles of time, they
can materialize through any corner if it is sharp— 120° or less.
The rooms of most human houses have walls that meet at 90°.
When a hound manifests, it first appears as smoke pouring
from the corner, from which the head and then the thing's body
emerges.

Once a human has become known to one of these crea-
tures, it will follow through anything to get to him. To figure
the time before the hound of Tindalos reaches its prey, deter-

mine the number of years between the prey's present
time and the time when spotted by the creature.

Then divide the number of years by 100,000,000
to get the number of days travel time for the
hound. Driven off by a target, a hound of
Tindalos usually gives up. Unfortunately, such

a creature is difficult to drive off. Friends who
come to a target's aid also will be attacked.

EXAMPLE:  Harvey Walters has found a mysterious gem
which, when meditated upon, allows him to see into the dis-

tant past. He looks 3,000,000,000 years back, sees a hound
of Tindalos, and is seen as well! Though Harvey faints,
breaking the connection, the hound of Tindalos is out for

blood! The travel time for the creature is about 30 days.
Harvey has a month to prepare for an unwelcome visitor.

ATTACKS:  it may use its paw or its tongue to attack within a
round, but not both. It usually attacks with its paw. For random
determination, roll 1D6. On a result of 1-4, it uses its paw. A
result of 5-6 indicates a tongue attack.

A hound of Tindalos is covered with a sort of bluish pus.
When a victim is struck by a paw attack, a gout of this mucoid
stuff is smeared over him. This pus-like stuff is alive and
active, doing poison damage to the target as if he or she had
ingested a poison of POT 2D6, and new damage is done in the
same amount for each round that the ichor remains on the vic-
tim's body. The ichor can be wiped off with a rag or towel with
a DEX x5 or less roll on D100. It could also be rinsed off with
water or some other agent. Fire would kill the ichor, though
1D6 hit points would be lost to burns from the flame.

With a successful tongue attack, a deep penetrating
(though bloodless and painless) hole is formed. The victim
takes no physical damage, despite his peculiar wound, but
loses 1D3 POW permanently.

HOUNDS OF TINDALOS, Scavengers of Time
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6+6 16-17
CON 3D6+20 30-31
SIZ 3D6+6 16-17
INT 5D6 17-18
POW 7D6 24-25
DEX 3D6 10-11
Move 6 / 40 flying HP 23-24
Av. Damage Bonus: +1D6.



Weapons: Paw 90%, damage 1D6 + ichor + db
Tongue 90%, damage 1D3 POW drained per round
Armor: 2-point hide; regenerates 4 hit points per round, unless
dead; mundane weapons have no effect on a hound, though
enchanted weapons and spells do full damage.
Spells: each knows at least 1D8 spells, as the keeper
finds appropriate.
Sanity Loss: 1D3/1D20 Sanity points to see a hound
of Tindalos.

HUNTING HORRORS, Greater Servitor
Race. And in the air about him were great

viperine creatures, which had curiously dis-
torted heads, and grotesquely great clawed
appendages, supporting themselves with
ease by the aid of black rubbery
wings of singularly monstrous
dimensions. —August Derleth,
"The Lurker at the Threshold."

They resemble enormous ropy black serpents or worms
possessing bat-like or umbrella-like wings. Their forms con-
tinually shift and change, twitching and writhing, so it is hard
to look at them. They may have only a single large wing rather
than two. They speak in great harsh voices. A hunting horror's
length averages forty feet.

These beings are dispelled by daylight. A strong enough
burst of light (from a nuclear reaction, perhaps) could

sear one to dust. Hunting horrors move swiftly and are
harrier-creatures for some of the gods, particularly

Nyarlathotep. They can be summoned in their
own right, and sent to seek out blood and lives.

A hunting horror may attack with both bite
and its tail tentacle attack in a single round. The

tail grapples and wraps around the victim,
keeping him from moving. The hunting

horror may then fly off with him, or keep
fighting. The victim can only break loose as

the result of a successful STR-against-STR Resistance Table roll.



When a victim is caught in the tail, the hunting horror may only
make a bite attack, nibbling at the dangling victim at +20%
chance to hit. The grappled one may not be able to fight back in
any physical way, since his arms are usually pinioned, but some
magic spells might be used.

HUNTING HORRORS, Great Viperine Flyers
char. rolls averages
STR 5D6+12 29-30
CON 3D6 10-11
SIZ 5D6+24 41-42
INT 1D6+12 15-16
POW 6D6 21
DEX 3D6+3 13-14
Move 7 /11 flying HP 26-27
Av. Damage Bonus: N/A.
Weapons: Bite 65%, damage 1D6
Tail 90%, damage Grapple

Armor: 9-point skin; cannot be impaled by bullets.
Spells: roll D100. If the result is equal to or less than the mon-
ster's INT, it knows a number of spells equal to the D100 roll.
Sanity Points: 0/1D10 Sanity points to see a hunting horror.

LENG SPIDERS, Lesser Independent Race. There were
scenes of old wars, wherein Leng's almost-humans fought
with the bloated purple spiders of the neighbouring vales.

— H. P. Lovecraft, "The Dream-
Quest of Unknown Kadath."

They are huge, purplish spi-
ders, with pustulently bloated
bodies and long, bristly legs. Their
color, a pale mottled violet on their

abdomens, shades to indigo on their
forebodies, with legs and chelae tipped in

black. A Dreamlands entity, the spiders
of Leng are intelligent, dangerous, and
gigantic. New-hatched specimens are as



big as Shetland ponies. Some
valleys in the Plateau of
Leng are almost complete-
ly webbed over. Many spi-
ders worship Atlach-
Nacha.

Though intelligent,
these spiders do not cooperate, and
sometimes feed on their own kind. The
bite of a Leng spider injects a deadly poi-
son. Very large spiders are known.

LENG SPIDERS, Immense Web-Spinners
char. rolls averages
STR 8D6 28
CON 5D6 17-18
SIZ 10D6 35
INT 3D6 10-11
POW 4D6 14
DEX 3D6+6 16-17
Move 6 HP 26-27
Av. Damage Bonus: +3D6.
Weapons: Bite 40%, damage 1D3 + poison*
Web Toss 60%, damage entangle**
* poison POT equals spider's CON.
** entangle STR equals half of spider's SIZ; to free, roll target's

STR against spider entangle STR on Resistance Table.
Armor: 6-point chitin.
Spells: roll 1D20; if the result is equal to or less than the spi-
der's INT, it knows 1D3 spells of the keeper's choice.
Skills: Hide 50%, Sneak 80%.
Sanity Loss: 1/1D10 Sanity points to see a Leng spider; very
large spiders might cost as much as 1/1D20 Sanity points.

LLOIGOR, Greater Independent Race. "Invisible ones
from the stars. " These latter, he said were definitely aliens

on our earth, and the chief among them was called Ghatano-
thoa, the dark one. They sometimes took forms, such as the
monster on the tablet—who was a representation of
Ghatanothoa—but existed as vortices of power in their natur-
al state.—Colin Wilson, "The Return of the Lloigor."

The twin of Zhar, Lloigor or Lloigornos, should not be
confused with this race.

They are vortices of power in natural form, and complete-
ly invisible to human eyes. On rare occasions they can create
tangible, visible bodies for themselves. These bodies are mon-
strous and bear some resemblance to enormous reptiles,
though inspection reveals their utter dissimilarity to any rep-
tiles that ever walked the face of the Earth.

The minds of lloigor are not divided into layers of con-
sciousness. Lloigor do not forget, nor do they have imagina-
tions or subconscious to mislead or distract them. Their out-
look of absolute pessimism results in an atmosphere of gloom
that makes lloigor minds and actions incomprehensible to
humans. Mind-contact with lloigor always leads to suicidal

  depression for the human partners.
It is believed that the lloigor originally came to Earth from

the Andromeda galaxy and that their first earthly colony was
on a lost continent somewhere in the Indian Ocean, possibly
the same sunken continent that now bears the city of R'lyeh

and its star-spawn with it. The lloigor used
human slaves to perform their will, and used cruel disci-

plines to control recalcitrant slaves, such as ampu-
tating limbs or causing cancer-like tentacular

growths to sprout on them. Earthly lloigor
continued to decay and decline, and they

retreated under the earth and seas, where they still
husband their failing energies.

Wales, Rhode Island, and Iraq are places where
lloigor are known to have acted in recent years.
They are hinted at in the folklore of Haiti,

Polynesia, and Massachusetts. Lloigor are sometimes linked
with the Great Old One Ghatanothoa, now resting beneath the
waves of the Pacific, and with Ithaqua.

THEIR USES FOR HUMANS:   typically their human ser-
vants come from families with histories of mental instability,
The lloigor need humans to survive: these immaterial entities
must draw energy from intelligent beings to perform necessary
tasks. By expending one of its own magic points a lloigor may
drain 1D6 magic points from a sleeping human to use in per-
forming some magical action. A lloigor can drain energy from
several sleeping humans at once, from up to several miles
away despite intervening obstacles. The next morning, the vic-
tims wake complaining of headaches and bad sleep.

MAGIC POINT ATTACK: lloigor may drain magic points
from a particular sleeping target, keeping that character's
magic points at zero, or close to it. Such an unnatural condi-
tion seriously weakens the victim physically and spiritually,
leading to sickness and possibly death. After each full day
spent unconscious with 0 magic points, the victim's player
must attempt to roll CON x5 or less on a D100. If the roll suc-
ceeds, the investigator has fended off the attack, regains a
magic point, and wakes. With a failure, the investigator loses
a hit point and continues unconscious, and with a failing result
of 96-00, the investigator loses a point of CON and continues
to sleep.

TELEKINETIC EFFECTS:  the lloigor can push people and
manipulate objects such as a compass needle or a door latch
via telekinesis. The (presumably immaterial) lloigor must be
directly present, and within a few yards of the effect. It takes
10 magic points to create a telekinetic force of STR 1 above
ground, 6 magic points to create telekinesis of STR 1 in a sub-
surface but open area, such as a river bed or canyon, and 3
magic points to cause telekinesis of STR 1 in a tunnel or cave.
A group of lloigor might combine telekinesis and perform
potent deeds.

VORTEX ATTACK:  The lloigor's most fearsome weapon is a
type of implosion sounding like the roll of distant thunder.
Things in the blast area are generally torn
to pieces, and the ground is ruptured and
discolored. At least 100 magic points are
needed for an area ten meters in
diameter. Each thing within the
circle loses D100 hit points. An
alert investigator notices the tell-
tale effects of swirling lines
appearing in the air and a half-
unheard throbbing noise penetrating his body.



REPTILIAN MANIFESTATIONS:   to shape as a monstrous
distorted reptile, a lloigor must expend magic points equal to
the lloigor's reptile SIZ. Once the body is formed, it may be
maintained indefinitely or dissolved at will. If the lloigor is
slain in reptile form, it dies permanently. Several lloigor may
combine their magic points to permit a single one to create his
physical form quickly. A lloigor in reptile form has all the
powers of one in the immaterial mode, except that it cannot
pass through walls and is not invisible.

When in reptilian form, a lloigor has all the characteristics
listed below. When immaterial and intangible, it lacks the
parenthesized characteristics, skills, etc., possessing only INT,
POW, and DEX.

LLOIGOR, Masters of the Tentacle
char. rolls averages
(STR) 3D6+30 40-41
(CON) 8D6 28
(SIZ) 2D4x10 50
INT 4D6+6 20
POW 4D6 14
DEX 3D6 10-11
Move 7 / 3 through stone as immaterial (HP) 39
(Av. Damage Bonus:) 5D6.
(Weapons:) Claw 30%, damage 1D6 + db
Bite 50%, damage 2D6
(Armor:) 8-point reptilian hide. In the immaterial state it cannot
be harmed by any physical weapons, magical or not.
Spells: lloigor know at least 1D4 spells.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D8 as reptile; invisible, no Sanity loss; mind
contact costs 1/1D4 Sanity points.

MI-GO, the Fungi from Yuggoth, Lesser Independent
Race. They were pinkish things about five feet long; with

crustaceous bodies bearing vast pairs of dor-
sal fins or membranous wings and sev-
eral sets of articulate limbs, and with a
sort of convoluted ellipsoid, covered
with multitudes of very short antenna,
where a head would ordinarily be. . . .
Sometimes [they] walked on all their
legs and sometimes on the hindmost
pair only. — H. P. Lovecraft, "The
Whisperer in Darkness."

The fungi from Yuggoth are an
interstellar race, with a main colony
or base on Yuggoth (Pluto). There are
mining colonies in the mountains of
Earth, where the mi-go seek rare ores.
The mi-go have definite connections with
fungi, and are clearly not animal. They com-
municate with each other by changing the colors of
their brain-like heads, but they can speak human
tongues in buzzing, insect-like voices. They worship
both Nyarlathotep and Shub-Niggurath, and possibly
others. They hire human agents to simplify their oper-
ations, and are sometimes connected to cults. Lovecraft some-
where credits them with being the source of the Abominable
Snowman stories long told in the Himalayas.

They are unable to eat terrene food, and must import theirs

from other worlds. They are able to fly through the interstellar
aether on their great wings, but maneuver clumsily in an atmos-
phere. Ordinary photographic plates will not take an image of
these beings, though a good chemist could devise an emulsion
that would work. After death, a mi-go dissolves in a few hours.

They are capable of astounding surgical feats, including
the placing of living human brains in life-sustaining metal
tubes. They can then attach speaking, listening, and seeing
devices to the tubes, so that the brains can interact with those
about them. This way they can carry with them those who can-
not withstand the vacuum and cold of space.

Fungi from Yuggoth may attack in hand-to-hand combat
with two nippers at once. If the target is hit, the mi-go will try
to grapple the victim (roll STR against STR on the Resistance
Table to break free), and fly into the sky to drop the victim from
a height or take the victim so high that his or her lungs burst.

See the chapter "Alien Technology" for a few further notes.

MI-GO, the Fungi From Yuggoth
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6 10-11
CON 3D6 10-11
SIZ 3D6 10-11
INT 2D6+6 13
POW 2D6+6 13
DEX 4D6 14
Move 7 / 9 flying HP 10-11
Av. Damage Bonus: +0.

Weapons: Nippers 30%, 1D6 + grapple
Armor: none, but the extraterrene body causes all impaling
weapons to do minimum possible damage.
Spells: each has an INT x2 chance to know 1D3 spells.

Sanity Loss: 0/1D6 Sanity points to see a mi-go,
from Yuggoth or elsewhere.

MOON-BEASTS, Lesser Inde-
pendent Race. Great greyish-

white slippery things which could
expand and contract at will, and whose

principle shape—though it often
changed —was that of a sort of toad with-

out any eyes, but with a curious vibrating
mass of short pink tentacles on the end of
its blunt, vague snout. — H. P. Lovecraft,
"The Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath."

The moon-beasts are an alien race
encountered primarily in the Dreamlands.

They have a great colony on the moon of the
Dreamlands, and some say that they may have a

presence on the moon of the Waking World as well.
They serve Nyarlathotep for his favor, and enslave other races.
If sadism can be said to have any meaning for a race so alien,
it can be said that these beings are monstrously cruel, fre-
quently torturing members of other races that fall into their
paws.

Although the only weapon listed here for the beings is the
spear, they can be expected to have many more technological
marvels. Many of their soldiers are members of various slave
races, primary among them the men of Leng.



MOON-BEASTS, the Torture Lovers
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6+6 16-17
CON 2D6+6 13
SIZ 3D6+10 20-21
INT 2D6+9 16
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 2D6+3 10
Move 7 HP 17
Av. Damage Bonus: +1D6
Weapons: Spear 25%, damage 1D10 + 1 + db
Armor: none, but their peculiar body substance and arrange-
ment causes them to lose minimum possible hit points from suc-
cessful firearms attacks.
Spells: moon-beasts know at least 1D3 spells.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D8 Sanity points to see a moon-beast.

NIGHTGAUNTS, Lesser Servitor Race. Shocking and
uncouth black things with smooth, oily, whale-like surfaces,

unpleasant horns that curved inward toward each other, hat
wings whose beating made no sound, ugly prehensile paws, and
barbed tails that lashed needlessly and disquietingly. And worst
of all, they never spoke or laughed, and never smiled because they
had no faces at all to smile with, but only a suggestive blankness
where a face ought to be. All they ever did was clutch and fly and
tickle; that was the way of nightgaunts.—H. P. Lovecraft, "The
Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath."

Nightgaunts are Dreamlands creatures that serve Nodens
by, among other things, grasping and carrying off intruders,
who are unceremoniously dumped in the most dismal and hor-
rible places imaginable and left to die. Nightgaunts are sta-
tioned at various spots in the lonely parts of the Dreamlands,
and come out at night. In primeval times they dwelled in the
Waking World as well, and may still. They are not very intel-
ligent, but can understand some languages (such as the gib-
berings of ghouls), and are friendly to some occult races.
Nightgaunts attempt to sneak up quietly on victims, grasp their
weapons, and overpower them.

Two or more nightgaunts can combine their strengths to
grapple with a strong victim.

Nightgaunts can only tickle foes who have already been
grappled. A successful tickling attack is extremely unnerving,
for the barb of the tail is razor-sharp and perilous even while its
light application does no damage: the target becomes bewil-
dered, humiliated, and disoriented, and focuses more and more
upon the maniacal threat. Nightgaunt tails can
snake up through holes and openings, slice
through thick clothes, and find even the
interstices of metal armor.

NIGHTGAUNTS, the Faceless
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6 10-11
CON 3D6 10-11
SIZ 4D6 14
INT 1D6 3-4
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 2D6+6 13
Move 6 /12 flying HP 12-13

RAT-THINGS, Malevolent Mockers and Scuttling Spies
char. rolls averages
STR 1D3 2
CON 2D6 7
SIZ 1 1
INT 3D6 10-11
POW 2D6 7
DEX 4D6+4 20
Move 9 HP 4

Av. Damage Bonus: +1D6.
Weapon: Bite 35%, damage 1D3

Armor: none, but subtract 40 percentiles from the chance to
hit a running rat-thing, and subtract 20 percentiles from the

chance to hit one attached to somebody.
Spells: those of INT 14 or more know 1D3 spells of the keep-
er's choice; those who knew spells in life retain that knowl-

edge as rat-things.
Skills: Dodge 95%, Hide 80%, Sneak 65%.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D6 Sanity points to see a rat thing; if the rat-
thing was known to the observer in life, however, it costs

1/1D8 Sanity points to see it.

Av. Damage Bonus: +0.
Weapons: Grapple 30%, damage held for tickling
Tickle 30%, immobilized 1D6+1 rounds.
Armor: 2-point skin.
Spells: none.
Skills: Hide 90%, Sneak 90%.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D6 Sanity points to see a nightgaunt.

R 

AT-THINGS, Lesser Servitor Race. The bones of their
tiny paws, it is rumoured, imply prehensile characteris-

tics more typical of a diminutive monkey than of a rat; which
the small skull with its savage yellow fangs is of the utmost
anomalousness, appearing from certain angles like a minia-
ture, monstrously degraded parody of a human skull.—H.
Lovecraft, "The Dreams in the Witch House."

Resembling ordinary rats, and easily mistaken for them at
distance, rat-thing heads are nonetheless evil caricatures
human heads, and their paws are like tiny human hands. A
have extremely strong, sharp teeth. These unnatural creature
are created by malign sorcery, which allowed deceased cultists
to be transformed and thus continue to serve their master
Though they do not die naturally, they are now very rare. Brown
Jenkin, the familiar of Keziah Mason, the witch, may have been
a rat-thing. Attacking rat-things climb the legs or clothes of
human opponents, or drop down from ceilings. Once a Bite
attack succeeds, the rat-thing clings
and keeps on biting. Tearing
away a rat-thing costs
1D3 hit points.



SAND-DWELLERS, Lesser Serv-
itor Race. Then out of one of the

caves came a Sand-Dweller—rough-
skinned, large-eyed, large-eared, with
a horrible, distorted resemblance to
the koala bear facially, though his
body had an appearance of emacia-
tion. He shambled toward me, mani-
festly eager. — H. P. Lovecraft and
August Derleth, "The Gable Window."

This obscure race appears in only a few sto-
ries. Sand-dwellers look as though they are
encrusted with sand. They dwell in caverns and come
out at night. They are known to live in the
American Southwest and may live in other
deserts of the world as well. They usually serve
the Great Old Ones, and often dwell near them.

In combat, a sand-dweller may use both
claws at once.

SAND-DWELLERS, Stalkers of the Wastes
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6 10-11
CON 2D6+6 13
SIZ 3D6+6 16-17
INT 3D6 10-11
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 2D6+6 13
Move 8 HP 15
Av. Damage Bonus: +1D4.
Weapons: Claw 30%, 1D6 + db
Armor: 3-point rough hide.
Spells: those of POW 14 or more may know 1D3 spells the
keeper thinks appropriate.
Skills: Hide 60%, Sneak 50%, Spot Hidden 50%.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D6 Sanity points to see a sand-dweller.

SERPENT PEOPLE, Lesser Independent Race. They
walked lithely and sinuously erect on pre-mammalian

members, their pied and hairless bodies bending with great
suppleness. There was a loud hissing of formulae as they went
to and fro. — Clark Ashton Smith, "The Seven Geases."

They resemble upright serpents, with ophidian heads and
scales, but with two arms and legs. They possess tails and in
their great days often dressed in robes. Yig is the greatest god

of the serpent people, for he is the father of all
snakes. Some blasphemers chose instead to

pray to Tsathoggua in ancient times,
but they were destroyed by a venge-

ful god millions of years ago.
The serpent people's first kingdom—

Valusia—flourished before even dinosaurs
walked the Earth, some two hundred and
seventy-five million years ago. They built
black basalt cities and fought wars, all in
the Permian era or before. They were
then great sorcerers and scientists, and

devoted much energy to calling
forth dreadful demons and brewing

potent poisons. With the coming of the dinosaurs
two hundred and twenty-five million years ago,
the first kingdom fell, and serpent people retreat-
ed in strongholds far underground, the greatest
of which was Yoth. In these times the serpent
people became great scientists as well, able to
manipulate life itself.

In human prehistory the serpent people
raiesd their second kingdom at the center of the
Thurian continent. It fell even more rapidly
then the first Valusia, overthrown this time by

humans, who later claimed the land as their own.
Again and again the serpent people retreated

before the human hordes until their last citadel of
Yanyoga was destroyed in 10,000 B.C.

A few lurking sorcerers survive, as do
pockets of dwarfed degenerates. These
diminutions are likely to include an occa-

sional atavistic, fully capable serpent per-
son who is still favored by Yig. Degenerate

serpent people are likely to have characteris-
tics lessened by as much as a third. In addition there are cer-
tain hibernating serpent people—the sleepers —who have rest-
ed for thousands of years or more. On occasion these serpent
people waken, to humanity's regret. This third class of serpent
people are typically more intelligent and powerful than their
lurking brothers, and often know great sorcery. 

Serpent people may use all weapons known to man, clutch-
ing them effectively in taloned hands. Use the same base
chances as for humans. In hand-to-hand combat the Bite attack
can be made simultaneously with most weapon attacks.

A common spell among them is an illusion which trans-
forms the caster's appearance into that of a normal human,
allowing him to mingle in human society.

See also the "Alien Technology" chapter (p. 156) for a few
further notes on serpent people.

SERPENT PEOPLE, Full Atavism
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6 10-11
CON 3D6 10-11
SIZ 3D6 10-11
INT 3D6+6 16-17
POW 2D6+6 13
DEX 2D6+6 13
Move 8 HP 10-11
Av. Damage Bonus: +0.
Weapon: Bite 35%, damage 1D8 + poison*
* POT equals the serpent person's CON.

Armor: 1 -point scales.
Spells: full serpent folk know at least 2D6 appropriate spells;
degenerate forms are not likely to know magic.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D6 Sanity points to see a serpent person.

SERVITORS of the Outer Gods, Greater Servitor Race.
Toad-like creatures which seemed constantly to be changing

shape and appearance, and from whom emanated, by some
means I could not distinguish, a ghastly ululation, a piping. —
August Derleth, "The Lurker at the Threshold."



These amorphous beings progress by rolling or slithering.
They resemble frogs, as well as squids or octopi. Their ever-
changing shapes are hard to describe specifically.

Servitors accompany their masters as required, though they
are most commonly found in Azathoth's court. These are the
demon flautists that play the flute-like music for their masters
to dance by. They sometimes play for groups of cultists as
well, as a sort of background dirge, or in order to summon var-
ious deities, etc.

The god or entity arrives 1D3+1 rounds after the servitor
announces it, and departs when dismissed by the servitor, or 2D6
rounds after the servitor's death, or when the god pleases.
Summoning costs the servitor a magic point, and another magic
point each five rounds that the summoned being remains.

These insect-beings never feed, as they live by photosyn-
thesis, and they spend their time in decadence, in aesthetic
enjoyment of abnormality, and in torture of their many slave
races. Shans, as they also are known as, are extremely long-
lived, taking centuries to reach adulthood, and are scientifical-
ly advanced. They have many weapons and devices which
operate by focused mind-power (magic points). The shans wor-
ship Azathoth with many complex rites and systems of torment.

The shans are now a fugitive race. Shaggai itself was
destroyed by a great catastrophe, but many shan escaped in
temples made of an indestructible gray metal, teleporting them
to other worlds. Earth's atmosphere contains some component
which prevented the shan from teleporting away once they
arrived here, and also keeps individual shan from flying any
great distance.

The insect-beings now dwelling on Earth have brought with
them certain beings from the planet Xiclotl as slaves and guards.
At one time they ruled a human witch-cult dedicated to finding
sacrifices for Azathoth. The largest colony of shan is near
Goatswood, one of the villages of England's Severn Valley.

MENTAL ATTACK:   Shans are parasitic and not wholly mater-
ial. One of these pigeon-sized creatures can fly right through
human tissue into a target's brain, wherein it crawls about and
reads its host's memories, affects target thought processes, and
injects specific memories and ideas of its own. During the day,
the insect is not active within the brain, leaving the victim to do
more or less as he or she pleases. But at night the shan wakes,
and begins to implant memories. It can implant Sanity-destroy-
ing sights which the insect has witnessed, or riddle memory-
fragments to entice the victim into performing certain actions.
Eventually the host is so hypnotized that he or she gladly helps

the shan. Often such progressively
increasing control causes the victim to go
raving mad, and thus become an unsuit-
able host.

NERVE WHIP ATTACK: the
nerve whip is a small tech-

nical device which pro-
jects a chattering
line of pallid light.

When the light strikes
a target, match the shan's magic

points against the target's magic points. If it
wins, the target is overcome by agony, and can do noth-

ing but writhe on the ground until the weapon is turned off. If
the attack fails, the target is still in pain, and skill chances are
effectively reduced by 20% for the next 24-CON hours. The
attack may be renewed each round.

INSECTS FROM SHAGGAI, Mental Parasites
char. rolls averages
STR 1D3 2
CON 1D3 2
SIZ 1 1
INT 3D6+6 16-17
POW 5D6 17-18
DEX 2D6+24 31
Move 4/40 flying HP 2
Av. Damage Bonus: N/A.

SERVITORS of the Outer Gods
char. rolls averages
STR 4D6 14
CON 3D6+6 16-17
SIZ 4D6+6 20
INT 5D6 17-18
POW 2D6+12 19
DEX 3D6+6 16-17
Move 7 HP 18-19
Av. Damage Bonus: +2D6.
Weapons: Tentacle* 45%, damage db x2**
*2D6 of them make the attack; ** minimum of

1D6 always.
Armor: none, but no physical weapon can harm
one; spells and magical weapons do normal dam-
age; regenerates 3 hit points per round until dead.
Spells: each knows at least 1D10 spells, always including
1D10 Summon/Bind and Call spells.
Sanity Loss: 1/1D10 Sanity points to see a servitor.

SHAGGAI, Insects From, Lesser Independent Race.
Even though they flew so fast I could, with the augmented

perception of terror, make out many more details than I
wished. Those huge lidless eyes which stared in hate at me, the
jointed tendrils which seemed to twist from the head in cosmic
rhythms, the ten legs, covered with black shining tentacles and
folded into the pallid underbelly, and the semi-circular ridged
wings covered with triangular scales—all this cannot convey
the soul-ripping horror of the shape which darted at me. I saw
the three mouths of the thing move moistly, and then it was
upon me.—Ramsey Campbell, "The Insects from Shaggai."



Weapons: Meld 60%, damage is progressive
control after insect enters brain of target

Nerve Whip 50%, damage special
Armor: none.
Spells: roll 1D20—if the result is less than or
equal to the shan's INT, that many spells are
known by it, usually including Call Azathoth.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D6 Sanity points to see a shan.

SHANTAKS, Lesser Servitor Race. Not any birds or
bats known elsewhere on earth . . .for they were larg-

er than elephants and had heads like a
horse's .... The Shantak-bird has scales
instead of feathers and those scales are
very slippery. — H. P. Lovecraft, "The
Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath."

Shantaks brood in cavernous holes and their wings are
encrusted with rime and nitre. They are always described as
noisome and loathly, and are used as steeds by various of the
servants of the Outer Gods. They have an extreme fear of
nightgaunts and always retreat from them. Shantaks can fly
through space, and have been known to carry an unwary rider
straight to the throne of Azathoth.

SHANTAKS, Elephantine Mounts
char. rolls averages
STR 4D6+20 34
CON 2D6+6 13
SIZ 4D6+36 50
INT 1D6 3-4
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 2D6+3 10
Move 6/30 flying HP 32
Av. Damage Bonus: +4D6.
Weapon: Bite 55%, 2D6 + 2
Armor: 9-point hide.
Spells: none.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D6 Sanity points to see a shantak.

SHOGGOTHS, Lesser Servitor Race. The nightmare, plas-
tic column of fetid, black iridescence oozed tightly onward

. . . . A shapeless congerie of protoplasmic bubbles, faintly self-
luminous, and with myriads of temporary eyes forming and
unforming as pustules of greenish light all over the tunnel-filling
front that bore down upon us, crushing the frantic penguins and
slithering over the glistening floor that it and its kind had swept

so evilly free of all litter. Still came that
eldritch mocking cry—"Tekeli-li!
Tekeli-li!" — H. P. Lovecraft, "At

the Mountains of Madness."
Shoggoths are among the most

horrible of all the monsters of
Lovecraft. Abdul Alhazred

himself attempted desper-
ately to claim that there
were none on Earth
itself, save in crazed

dreams. Shoggoths are
often found as servants
of deep ones and other

races, and are amphibious. They are surly servants
at best, ever becoming more and more intelligent,

more and more rebellious, more and more imitative.
They fought their former creators, the elder things, in a

rebellion. They communicate in whatever manner their
master race wishes, forming special organs for the pur-

pose.
A typical shoggoth is roughly a 15-foot diameter

sphere when floating free. In combat, it covers an
area 5 yards square. All within the area are attacked
separately, and each must receive a successful match

of STR against the shoggoth's STR on the Resistance
Table, or be sucked apart. If the shoggoth attacks

more than one target, it must divide its STR
among all targets. Those held within the shog-

goth's black bulk can strike back only on rounds in which their
players successfully roll STR or less on D100. Each round a
victim is held within a shoggoth, he or she loses hit points
equal to the shoggoth's damage bonus, the damage describable
as rupturing, crushing, and being sucked into pieces.

SHOGGOTHS, Fetid Iridescences
char. rolls averages
STR 18D6 63
CON 12D6 42
SIZ 24D6 84
INT 2D6 7
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 1D6 3-4
Move 10 rolling HP 63
Av. Damage Bonus: +8D6.
Weapons: Crush 70%, damage is db
Armor: none, but (1) fire and electrical attacks do only half
damage; (2) physical weapons such as firearms do only 1 point
of damage, impaling or not; (3) a shoggoth regenerates 2 hit
points per round.
Spells: none, normally.
Sanity Loss: 1D6/1D20 Sanity points to see a shoggoth.

STAR-SPAWN OF CTHULHU, Greater Servitor Race.
They all lay in stone houses in their great city of R'lyeh, pre-

served by the spells of mighty Cthulhu for a glorious resurrection
when the stars and the earth might once more
be ready . . . . —H. P. Lovecraft, "The
Call of  Cthulhu."

These gigantic octopoid
beings resemble Cthulhu him-
self, but are smaller. Not all the
inhabitants of R'lyeh were
trapped when it sank. Some
still live on in the deep
trenches beneath the ocean,
where they are tended by
deep ones. Related entities
dwell in the stars, such as the
beings said to infest the lake
of Hali on a planet near the star
Aldebaran, in the constellation Taurus.

A star-spawn may attack with tentacles or with claw. It
may use 1D4 tentacles each round, or a single claw. Tentacle



damage equals half the creature's damage bonus, while claw
damage equals its full damage bonus.

STAR-SPAWN OF CTHULHU, Satraps of The Sleeper
Char. Rolls Averages
STR 2D6x10 70
CON 3D6x5 52-53
SIZ 3D6x10 105
INT 6D6 21
POW 6D6 21
DEX 3D6 10-11
Move 20 / 20 Swim HP 79
Av. Damage Bonus: +11D6.
Weapons: Tentacles 80%, damage equals 1/2 db
Claw 80%, damage equals db
Armor: 10-point hide & blubber; regenerates 3 hit points per round.
Sanity Loss: 1D6/1D20 Sanity points to see a star-spawn.

STAR VAMPIRES, Lesser Independent Race. The dim
outlines of a presence came into view; the blood-filled out-

lines of that unseen shambler from the stars. It was red and drip-
ping; an immensity of pulsing, moving jelly; a scarlet blob with
myriad tentacular trunks that waved and
wavered. There were suckers on the tips
of the appendages, and these were
opening and closing with ghoulish
lust.... The thing was bloated and
obscene; a headless,
faceless, eyeless bulk
with the ravenous maw
and titanic talons of a star-born
monster. The human blood on
which it had fed revealed the
hitherto invisible outlines of the
feaster. —Robert   Bloch,  "The
Shambler from the Stars."

These loathsome things are nor-
mally invisible, their presence sig-
naled only by a sort of ghoulish titter-
ing. After feeding, they become visible
through the blood they drink. Summon-
ed from the depths of space, some can
be controlled to serve powerful wizards
or other beings.

In an attack, 1D4 talons can grasp a given target at once.
The victim will then be drained of blood, whether or not dead,
and living victims lose 1D6 STR per round, as blood loss. If
not killed, the victim replaces this loss quickly, in three days
or less.

Against an invisible creature, halve the chance to hit, even
if it is tittering. After feeding, the star vampire remains visible
for six rounds, when the fresh blood metabolizes into a trans-
parent equivalent. While it can be seen, attacks can be made at
a normal chance to hit.

STAR VAMPIRES, Invisible Raveners
char. rolls averages
STR 4D6+12 26
CON 2D6+6 13
SIZ 4D6+12 26
INT 3D6 10-11
POW 1D6+12 15-16
DEX 1D6+6 9-10
Move 6 / 9 flying HP 20
Av. Damage Bonus: +2D6.
Weapons: Talons 40%, damage 1D6 + db
Bite 80%, damage 1D6 STR blood drain per round
Armor: 4-point hide. Bullets do only half damage to the extra-
terrene integument of the star vampire.
Spells: though magical attack is unusual, a D100 roll of INT x3
or less gives 1D3 spells to a star vampire.
Sanity Loss: 1/1D10 Sanity points to see a star vampire or
experience its attack.

TCHO-TCHOS, Lesser Servitor Race. Our attackers . ..
were a horde of little men, the tallest of them no more than

four feet, with singularly small eyes set deep in dome-like,
hairless heads. These ... attackers fell upon the party and had



killed men and animals with their bright swords almost before
our men could extract their weapons.—August Derleth and
Mark Schorer, "The Lair of the Star-Spawn."

The blasted Plateau of Tsang in Tibet is one of the incur-
sions of dread Leng into our space-time. On it and in a few
other far-removed regions dwell the tribes of the Tcho-Tchos.
In the beginnings of time, Chaugnar Faugn made a race of
beings, the Miri Nigri, to serve him. The Miri were a race of
dwarfs fashioned from the flesh of primitive amphibians. The

Tcho-Tchos are said to come from humans who inter-
mingled with the horrible Miri, forming a hybrid

race of evil intent. Descendants are outwardly
human-like, and actually of various sizes and cos-
tume, but the taint of the Miri curses all Tcho-
Tchos with half-normal sanity at birth, rapidly
eroded by horrid ceremonies and deeds.

The various Tcho-Tcho tribes worship a vari-
ety of Great Old Ones, not just Chaugnar Faugn.
A Tcho-Tcho priest or acolyte knows at least three
spells, usually including a Contact Deity spell and

Voorish Sign.
Use human stats. Halve SAN for children,

lessen Sanity points to 0 in adults.

X 

ICLOTL, Beings from, Lesser Independent Race. I
had almost collided, I thought, with a metallically grey

tree . . . about sixteen feet high with very thick cylindrical
branches . . . cylinders further divided into six
flat circular extensions. This might merely have
been a natural distortion, and
such an explanation might
also have accounted for the
strange arrangement of the
branches in a regular circle at
the apex of the trunk; but 1 could
reach for no natural explanation
when those branches nearest me sud-
denly extended clutchingly in my direction,
and from the top of what I had taken for a
trunk rose a featureless oval . . . an
orifice gaping at the top.—Ramsey
Campbell, "The Insects from Shaggai."

These carnivorous aliens come from the planet of Xiclotl.
The Xiclotlans are enslaved by the insects from Shaggai for
their great strength and feeble intellect, and are used as brute
laborers. On their home world, the Xiclotlans worship a leg-
endary species of plant-creature, periodically voluntarily sac-
rificing themselves to these plants.

ATTACKS:  Xiclotlans can simultaneously use all six of their
tentacles in combat. Each tentacle does damage equal to half
the creature's damage bonus.

Once seized, the victim's player must make a successful
STR against STR roll on the Resistance Table or the victim is
lifted to the being's mouth in the next round. The Xiclotlan can
swallow one creature a round but cannot swallow anything
larger than one-third its S1Z. Normally a Xiclotlan tears into
pieces prey too large to swallow. Victims who are swallowed
whole take damage each round equal to the devourer's damage
bonus.

After the Xiclotlan has eaten prey of total SIZ equal to the
Xiclotlan's own SIZ, it can no longer swallow prey, though it
can continue to fight.

XICLOTL, Beings From Outer Space  
char. rolls averages
STR 6D6+30 51
CON 3D6+24 34-35
SIZ 4D6+30 44
INT 2D6 7
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 4D6 14
Move 8 HP 39-40
Av. Damage Bonus: +5D6.
Weapons: Tentacle 50%, grasp + 1/2 db
swallows whole—does 5d6 damage per round thereafter
Armor: 8-point hide.
Skills: Hide 60%, Sense Hidden 50%, Sneak 60%.
Spells: usually none.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D6 Sanity points to see a Being from Xiclotl. 



Although most investigators tend to see creatures of the
Mythos as little more than malignant monsters, in
truth many of them have vibrant and technologically

advanced societies. The technology of four advanced races-
elder things, mi-go, serpent people, and Yithians—is high-
lighted below. Notes on a few other races follow.

Elder Things
A billion years ago elder things descended upon Earth from the
stars, their technology hundreds of years advanced beyond
what humans know in the late twentieth century. They were
able to create life with their technology, according to some the

source of all life on Earth.
However, as the eons progressed,

the elder things degenerated. They lost
both their greatest technologies and
their ability to fly through space unaid-
ed. Once they had colonized the entire
planet, but through the ages they fell
back until they controlled only one
city. In the end they barely had the
technology to create artificial heaters,
and so preserve their existence a few
centuries more.

Thus, while it is known that the
elder things once had great technology,

and while it is believed that there are still elder things among
the stars and that they still remember their ancient secrets, the
elder things of Earth left almost no traces of their technologi-
cal mastery. The two items that follow scarcely hint at the eso-
teric technological secrets that the elder things of Earth's ear-
liest ancestors knew.

CRYSTAL OF THE ELDER THINGS
Large crystalline storage containers constructed to harness the
power needed to bind shoggoths to elder thing will. These
crystals store magic points. The smallest shards might store 5
magic points and the largest 100. A caster can draw some or all
of the magic points from a crystal while casting a spell. Most
elder thing cities had 50-magic-point crystals at their hearts.

When empty these crystals are room temperature, but they
become colder as more magic points are stored in them.

THE GREAT WHITE SPACE
A strange other dimension. It is unknown if the elder things
actually created this dimension, but there is no doubt that they
actively exploited it. It connects places light years apart and is
or was used by the elder things to traverse the universe. The
elder things created at least one portal to the Great White
Space on Earth, deep in the mountains of China.

Mi-Go
Not only is mi-go technology advanced several hundred years
beyond that of Earth, but they also are eager to use it; technol-
ogy is very much part of their daily life. The mi-go originally
came to Earth to steal certain minerals they could not find on
their own worlds. Thus, most technology that the mi-go have
brought to Earth relates to mining or to war.

The mi-go also touch upon the edges of the dark technolo-
gy of the Outer Gods, perhaps more so than any other Mythos
race. They created Ghadamon, a larval Great Old One, from a
Seed of Azathoth; they formed the Shining Trapezohedron,
which has a peculiar power over an aspect of Nyarlathotep;
and they constructed a network of magical gates which tie
together many of their outposts.

Mi-go advanced knowledge of medical and surgical tech-
niques must be noted. They are able to remove a human brain
from its body and preserve it for thousands of years, totally
functional. In addition they can create very authentic-looking
biological automatons, and engage in many surgical tech-
niques that humans would consider miraculous.

BIO-ARMOR
In dangerous situations, mi-go typically don these webs of semi-
luminous green slime. The harnesses provide 8 points of armor
against blows, flame, electricity, etc., but
do not protect against impaling attacks.

These bio-webs may be worn by
humans, but they do a point of damage
each time they are taken off as they rip
away hair and flesh. A web will slowly
degrade because humans do not exude
the proper nutrient solutions to care for
it. Each time it is worn by a human, a
web of armor decreases in protection
by one point.

BRAIN CYLINDER
These shiny cylinders are used to preserve extracted brains.
Lovecraft described them as "a foot high and somewhat less in
diameter, with three curious sockets set in an isosceles triangle
over the front convex surface." Each cylinder is filled with a
nutrient solution which sustains the brain within, and the inner
surface of each cylinder is lined with a complex array of sen-
sory filaments which detect electrical activity within the cap-
tive brain, interpret it, and channel neural impulses to a com-
plex microcomputer behind the sockets. It in turn sends
impulses through the sockets into connected machines, or fun-
nels input from those machines back to the brain via a network
of electrodes which directly stimulates the neurons in specific
centers of the brain within.



Three accessory machines—a tall rig with twin lenses
mounted on front, a box with vacuum tubes and a sounding

board, and a small box with a metal
disc on top—comprise the mi-go sens-
ing apparatus. These machines, when
connected to the proper sockets (an
Idea or Spot Hidden roll allows an
investigator to deduce which connector
goes where), provide the brain with the
faculties of sight, speech, and hearing.
The mi-go, not possessed of human
senses, have done their best but in
approximation. All visual input is
grainy, of low general resolution, and
the audio is flat, like that of a monaur-

al phonograph. Speech, with all its nuances of inflection and
emotion, is utterly lost on the fungi. The speech machine talks
with a mechanical, monotone voice, devoid of emotion. When
the sensory machines are disconnected or deactivated, the
encased brain falls into an semi-insane sleep state filled with
strange dreams and hallucinations.

Every game month a human in a brain cylinder must match
INT vs. POW. If 1NT wins, the character loses 1D3 SAN.

EARTHQUAKE MINING MACHINE
A massive cube, twenty feet on a side. The sides are covered
with small convex windows of a cloudy, glass-like substance,
spaced irregularly. When the device is
activated it can be adjusted to pull a
deeply buried stratum up through inter-
vening layers of rock. The machine can
reach down four to five miles, and can
affect an area up to one cubic mile in
area at a time. However, the machine
has the unfortunate side effect of caus-
ing earthquakes when it is used. The
size and depth of the area affected are
directly correlated to the magnitude of
the earthquake. For this reason mi-go
tend to use such machines only in
largely uninhabited areas, to avoid detection. A human unfa-
miliar with mi-go technology would be unlikely to be able to
use the earthquake mining machine, except perhaps acciden-
tally.

ELECTRIC GUN
This weapon looks like a warty, doorknob-sized lump of black

metal, covered in tiny wires. Mi-go fire
this weapon by clutching it tightly and
changing the electrical resistance of the
lump. When activated, the weapon
fires a bluish bolt of sparks doing 1D 10
points of damage to the target. When it
hits, the electric jolt acts like a taser,
causing violent muscle spasms which
immobilize the victim for a number of
rounds equal to the damage inflicted.
Finally, the target must successfully
match his or her hit points against the
damage done on the Resistance Table,

or the target dies of heart failure. Mi-go take normal rolled

damage (surface burns to the carapace) from these weapons,
but do not have electrical nervous systems, and are hence
immune to other damage from electrical charges.

To be able to fire this alien weapon, humans must realign
the wires on the electric gun, a feat requiring two Electrical
Repair rolls. So jury-rigged for human use, the weapon fires
uncertainly. Roll 1D6 when attempting to fire: the weapon
actually fires only on a result of 1-2.

MIST PROJECTOR
A cluster of twisted metal tubes projecting a cone of icy mist
in a fat cloud about ten feet across. The
mist looks like thick white fog, and is
intensely cold. The mist does 1D10
points of damage per round of expo-
sure, less one point if dressed in warm
clothing or three points for thick, arctic
clothing. Hiding inside a car affords
four points of protection, but the mist
freezes automobile engines, running or
not, and they will not start or restart
until they have warmed. The weapon's
projection can be sustained—mi-go
generally play mist over a target for
several rounds, ensuring the death of unprotected humans.

An investigator can figure out how to use this weapon with
a successful Idea roll. The base chance of the weapon is 25%.
Because the mist travels much more slowly than a bullet,
investigators who have seen mist projectors in action and who
have freedom of movement can dodge the slow-moving mist
streams with a successful DEX x3 or INT x3 roll. The
weapons carry enough charge for twenty shots, each potential-
ly lasting an entire combat round.

Serpent People
Many serpent people kingdoms were based on sorcery and
alchemy, but there is at least one—which originated deep
below the Earth in Yoth and then migrated to Hyperborea—
which raised science to new levels. It is believed that these ser-
pent people were at least as advanced as the humans of the late
twentieth century, but in the science of biology they excelled.

The serpent people of Yoth were able to manipulate life-
forms as they desired. It is believed that both ghasts and
voormis are their creations, each bred to carry out certain tasks
for their ophidian masters. Not only could the serpent people
adjust the genetic structure of a creature in its prenatal state, so
it changed as it grew, but they also developed serums which
could evoke the most remarkable transformations in fully
grown specimens. Cloning and accelerated growth were also
well within the serpent people's ability.

Another particular area of serpent people interest was the
creation of various poisons and toxins. Some killed, while oth-
ers simply induced sleep. Some acted quickly, while others
might take a century to take full effect. Some were blatantly
obvious—so as to cause fear—while others were incredibly
subtle. No other race has come close to approaching the level
of knowledge of poisons enjoyed by the serpent people.

The later Hyperborean civilization of the serpent people,
which preserved many of the secrets of Yoth, fell almost a mil-
lion years ago, and since then the technology of the serpent
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people has almost utterly disappeared. Some modern serpent
people strive to regain their lost technology, but they are few.

CAROTID TOXIN
A very rare POT 20 poison which causes a slow degeneration
of the carotid arteries. If the imbiber fails his resistance roll

against the toxin, he is doomed. The
toxin slowly eats away at the carotid
arteries. In CON days the carotid arter-
ies disintegrate, causing massive inter-
nal bleeding and almost instantaneous
death. On a successful resistance roll
the imbiber becomes extremely sick
1D6 days after the toxin is adminis-
tered, as his body tries to fight it off.
His STR and CON temporarily drop to
3 and he will be confined to bed, utter-
ly exhausted and hallucinating. No
doctor will find evidence of disease.

CON days after the toxin was administered the victim will
begin to recover, regaining most of his vigor in 1D6 days, but
permanently losing 1 STR and 1 CON from the ordeal.

DOMINATION SERUM
A colorless serum with the faintest taste of raspberries. No
more than ten drops are required for full effect. Unless he suc-
ceeds at a Luck roll the
imbiber becomes very sug-
gestible, but only to serpent
people. Something in their
peculiar smell or the specific
intonation of their voices is
the key to this suggestibility.
The victim will do almost
anything for serpent people,
short of endangering his own
life or the lives of those he loves dearly. The serum metabo-
lizes slowly. It takes 1D10+10 days for a victim to be free of
its effects, provided he does not imbibe more in the meantime.

Yithians
Of all the known alien races, the Yithians are the most techno-
logically advanced. However—perhaps due to the Yithians'

philosophical view of life—they are
oddly reluctant to use their technology.
They tend to be reactive, quickly and
adeptly formulating new technology as
it is required, but in general their
curiosity does not drive them toward
invention.

Of particular note is the Yithians'
conquest of time—the reason for their
being called the Great Race. They are
the only technical race able to move up
and down the time stream at will.
Somehow they even avoid the hounds

of Tindalos, who pursue many others who traverse time and
attract their attention. Although the Yithians' temporal abilities
are largely mental, they have also invented devices which
affect the fourth dimension.

LIGHTNING GUN
A rare Yithian weapon, this device was created by the race
shortly after their arrival on prehistoric Earth. Built to combat
the carnivorous flying polyps, it is a camera-shaped weapon
that fires great gouts of electricity. Numerous varieties exist. A
common one contains a pack of 32 charges, and takes 1 round
to reload. Multiple charges can be fired at once, though each
charge used above four at one time gives a 5% cumulative
chance of burning out the gun. Each charge does 1D10 dam-
age. Base range is 100 yards. Each additional 100 yards
decreases the chance to hit by 20 percentiles and decreases the
damage roll result by 3. An investigator can figure out how to
use this weapon with a successful Idea roll. Base chance to fire
a Lightning Gun is 30%.

Other variants of the lightning gun have fixed-size charges
or affect only flesh.

STASIS CUBE
These devices appear in a number of different shapes and sizes,
but they all have a single pur-
pose: to slow the flow of time.
Older cubes give ratios of 1
second internal time per thou-
sand years external time, but
in the future the Yithians will
advance this to 1 second inter-
nal time per million years
external time. The smallest
stasis cubes were used to store
books in Pnakotus. Larger stasis cubes have been used to fling
Yithians into the future. Almost all stasis cubes are simple in
design, made from metal or plastic with no sign of external cir-
cuitry. Most stasis cubes are deactivated by pushing a button or
opening up the stasis cube, but some have complicated panels
allowing the programming of set periods of stasis. These more
complicated devices would likely be incomprehensible to
someone who did not understand Yithian technology, but any-
one could use the simpler ones, perhaps even by accident.

TABULA RASA DEVICE
This device was invented by the Yithians to erase the memo-
ries of those entities they displace through time. It is a small,
slim, rectangular copper box covered with tiny indentations.
From one side of the box five flexible metal tubes extend, end-
ing in inch-long metal needles. The needles are inserted into
the victim's head, which takes five
rounds. Once the device is activated,
the victim is paralyzed unless he or she
makes a successful POW x1 roll each
round that the device is connected.

Each round the machine erases up
to a year's worth of memories or
removes a point of INT, at the opera-
tor's discretion. These memories and
thoughts are stored in the copper box.
The erasure of memories is not always
complete. Every year there is an INT
x1 chance that some memory returns in
the form of dreams. The function of this device may also be
reversed, feeding the stored memories to the original victim or



DEEP ONES
Being derived underwater, without the benefit of fire, the tech-
nology of the deep ones is almost unrecognizable to humans.
Beyond basic Stone Age constructs, most of the technology of
the deep ones is organic. It is believed that they discovered the
first hints of their organic technology when they first allied
with the shoggoths and discovered how those creatures had
been made by the elder things and how they could be con-
trolled. In the modern world deep one cities are not as much
constructed as grown. On occasion other useful tools are
grown as well. Technology does not influence deep one soci-
ety nearly as much as it does humanity's, but it is still an
important force.

FLYING POLYPS
The malicious flying polyps colonized Earth aeons ago, appar-
ently after flying to Earth on their own power. The flying
polyps did build great basalt cities—the very ones they were
later sealed in —but there is no other evidence of their tech-
nology. We must assume it is at least at the level of humanity's
during the late Middle Ages.

SHAGGAI, INSECTS FROM
The technology of the shan seems most like that of the mi-
go—it has been predominantly turned toward the dark science
of the Outer Gods. They fly through space in great pyramidal
space ships, and at the center of each of these craft is a nuclear
reactor which is also Azathoth. Weaponry is a particular area
of shan advancement. Their cruel nervewhip is just one of the
many weapons they have designed.

alternatively to another entity entirely. The tabula rasa device
is very complex, and can only be used by those familiar with
Yithian technology.

TEMPORAL COMMUNICATOR
These devices are sometimes supplied to humans who aid the
Yithians in their travels through time. Made of bronze and

covered with intricate carvings, they
stand nearly a foot tall when assembled
and are surmounted by a red jewel.
Each jewel is attuned to a specific
Yithian. When power is switched on
the jewel begins to glow red. After a
few minutes contact is established with
the faraway Yithian. A hologram is pro-
jected, and the Yithian can see into the
time and space occupied by the
machine and can communicate with
those who have contacted it. A Yithian
temporal communicator is easy to use,

provided that an investigator can determine which carving
turns it on.

Other Races
Considerably less is known about the technology of other
Mythos races. Earthlings have seen less evidence of it, thus in
many cases it has been assumed that these races are not tech-
nologically advanced. What follows are scant notes on three
other races with notable technologies.



Although many of the alien races of the Cthulhu Mythos
are terrifying, they are nothing before the might of the
Mythos gods—immense creatures barely within our

scope of understanding, all the more horrifying for the fact that
they do not care about the fate of humanity.

These descriptions are in the same format as the creatures
of the Mythos (see pp. 132-155). Specific notes are also
included on the cult of the god, where appropriate.

Classifications of Deities
The deities of the Mythos are divided into several classifica-
tions. These categories are not always consistant, but the fol-
lowing are the most frequently used.

It should also be noted that many deities have avatars.
These are specific forms, sometimes with specific attributes,
that the gods may appear in. Cults often worship avatars of
gods rather than the gods themselves. Nyarlathotep is particu-
larly well known for his thousand avatars (or masks). Though
there are no avatars in this chapter, some appear in The
Creature Companion.

ELDER GODS: the deities of the Mythos which seem uncar-
ing of humanity, or even friendly toward it. They are often ene-
mies of the Great Old Ones and Outer Gods, and may even be
the inventors of the Elder Sign. Some elder gods are far-
removed from Earth while others—such as Bast and Hypnos—
have been worshiped as mostly benevolent human deities.

GREAT OLD ONES:  the malevolent deities of the Mythos
which are most frequently worshiped by humans. Many par-
ticipate in the affairs of humanity, always to the detriment of
the species. A number of Great Old Ones are imprisoned on
Earth, often beneath Elder Signs.

OUTER GODS: the greatest deities of the Mythos. They may
be true gods or simply cosmic principles. They are almost uni-
versally known—and feared. Nyarlathotep is the messenger and

the soul of the Outer Gods, though what
this entails is not entirely known.

A 

BHOTH, Outer God.    He descried ...in the pool a   gray-
ish, horrid mass that nearly choked it from rim to rim.

Here, it seemed, was the ultimate source of all miscreation  and
abomination. For the gray mass quobbed and quivered, and
swelled perpetually; and from it, in manifold fission, were
spawned the anatomies that crept away on every side through
the grotto.—Clark Ashton Smith, "The Seven Geases."

Manifestly not native to this planet, Abhoth's protean form
and cynical mind imply relation to Tsathoggua. The black cav-
erns wherein it dwells and which it never leaves may well be
part of N'Kai, an underground world beneath North America.
Some reports place these caverns directly beneath the New
England village of Dunwich.

CULT: Abhoth has no known human worshiper.
Underground horrors or Abhoth's own spawn may worship it.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS:  obscene monsters constantly
form in the gray mass and crawl away from their parent.
Abhoth's tentacles and limbs grasp many offspring and devour
them again, returning them to the primal mass, but more man-
age to escape. If someone nears Abhoth, the various monstrous
spawn which continually detach from its body become more
and more numerous, and these may harry or attack investiga-
tors. Spawn of Abhoth are manifold and varied in appearance;
particulars are best left to the keeper. Its spawn are no larger
than SIZ 1 to 3D6, at least at first—after a year or so of feed-
ing and growing, a spawn may be any size.

If a party is unfortunate enough to come upon Abhoth
itself, bubbling uncleanly in its pool of filth, Abhoth will put
forth a probing hand or member which will feel over the
intruders, and then drop off and crawl away. The visitor will
then either be seized and devoured by other appendages of
Abhoth's or ignored, at the keeper's option. Abhoth is known
to speak telepathically with intruders, but few have returned
from the meeting.

ABHOTH, Source of Uncleanness
STR 40 CON 100 SIZ 80 INT 13 POW 50
DEX 1 Move 0 HP 90
Damage Bonus: varies by pseudopod, usually not more than +1D6
Weapon: Appendage 60%, Grab and Absorb
Armor: No weapon using kinetic force can harm Abhoth perma-
nently. Abhoth regenerates from all kinetic damage at the rate of
20 points per melee round. Fire or magic will cause normal dam-
age. If Abhoth is reduced to 0 hit points, it withdraws and sinks
far away down into the earth where it is inaccessible to further
damage. It oozes toward the surface after healing from its injuries.
Spells: None, but it may give someone that it takes a fancy to a
portion of its own body, which could be used to create a creature
identical to the spawn of Abhoth.
Sanity Loss: seeing Abhoth costs 1D3/1D20 Sanity points.



ATLACH-NACHA, Great Old
One. A darksome form, big as a

crouching man but with long spider-like
members . . . . He saw that there was a kind of
face on the squat ebon body, low down amid the
several-jointed legs. The face peered up with a
weird expression of doubt and inquiry; and terror
crawled through the veins of the bold huntsman as he
met the small, crafty eyes that were circled about with
hair.—Clark Ashton Smith, "The Seven Geases."

Atlach-Nacha superficially resembles a huge
and hideous black hairy spider with a strange, re-
motely human face and little red eyes rimmed with
hair. It lives underground, eternally spinning a fan-
tastic web, bridging an unguessably deep chasm for
unknown purposes. Old books cite the belief that
when the web is completed, the end of the world will
come. In the remote past Atlach-Nacha's dwelling was
far beneath the continent of Hyperborea—modern
Greenland. Now it may dwell beneath South America.

CULT: Atlach-Nacha is superstitiously believed to rule all spi-
ders, perhaps because of its body form. It has no cult among
humans, but gives some sorcerers spells and POW. Sorcerers
sometimes summon Atlach-Nacha via various elder spells—a
dangerous approach, however, for the spider-god hates leaving
its eternal work of spinning. The children of Atlach-Nacha in
the Dreamlands—called the Leng Spiders—are known to wor-
ship Atlach-Nacha.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: Who stumbles into
Atlach-Nacha's web is trapped. To escape, the victim
must match STR against the web's STR 30 on the
Resistance Table. Friends may
add their strengths to pull
free the victim—roll
against the total. In an
hour or a day, Atlach-
Nacha appears to dis-
pose of the captive.

The spider god can
first fling more strands
over the victim and
then bite, or it can bite at once.

When it bites, it injects a para-
lyzing poison, leaving the victim

incapable of action or defense. Atlach-
Nacha then sucks the victim's

body juices at the rate of 1D6 STR
per combat round. If uncared-for, the

husk soon dies. If rescued, the victim's
STR returns at a rate of 1D4 points per

game month of bed-rest. During this time the vic-
tim's hit points can never exceed his or her STR.

ATLACH-NACHA, the Spider God
STR 30   CON 75 SIZ 25 INT 15 POW 30

DEX 25 Move 15 HP 50
Damage Bonus: +2D6
Weapons: Bite 60%, penetrates any armor and injects POT 35

paralyzing poison
Cast Web 80%, entanglement with STR 30 web
Armor: 12 points of chitin and fur. If hit points reach zero, it
flees across its complex web to a secret lair where it heals.
Spells: all Contact spells.
Sanity Loss: 1/1D10 Sanity points to see Atlach-Nacha

AZATHOTH. Outer God. That last amorphous blight of
nethermost confusion which blasphemes and bubbles at the

centre of all infinity—the boundless daemon sultan Azathoth,
whose name no lips dare speak aloud, and who gnaws hungrily
in inconceivable, unlighted chambers beyond time amidst the

muffled, maddening beating of vile drums and the thin monot-
onous whine of accursed flutes.—H.

P. Lovecraft, "The Dream-Quest of
Unknown Kadath."

Azathoth is the ruler of the Outer
Gods, and has existed since the begin-

ning of the universe. It dwells
beyond normal space-time at
the center of the universe,

where its amorphous body
writhes unceasingly to the
monotonous piping of a flute.
Lesser gods dance mindless-
ly round Azathoth to the

same music. Azathoth is described as



both blind and idiotic, a "monstrous nuclear chaos." The urges
of Azathoth are immediately fulfilled by Nyarlathotep.

CULT: Azathoth is little-worshiped, for the god offers not
even gratitude in return. Usually humans call upon Azathoth
by accident, and thereby unwittingly bring disaster and horror.
Only the criminally insane would knowingly worship such a
being. Nonetheless, such worshipers may have special insights
into the nature of the universe, its origin, powers, and mean-
ing, insights perhaps understandable only by other madmen.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS: Azathoth always manifests
with a servitor flautist to play its music, and 1D10-1 Lesser
Other Gods. Summoners risk Azathoth striking out in irritation,
the percentile chance equal to 100% minus ten percentiles for
each Other God who arrived, and minus another five per-
centiles for each magic point which the sorcerer expends to pla-
cate the god. The magic points sacrificed must be renewed each
round. If Azathoth angers, it grows: on the first round that it
attacks, it also burgeons out from its summoned confines, and
its pseudopods have a reach of 50 yards. On the second combat
round it has a reach of 100 yards, the third round giving it 200
yards, and so on, doubling each round indefinitely.

There is also a chance that Azathoth voluntarily departs if
it becomes angered, equal to ten percentiles per round minus
one percentile per lesser other god that arrived with it.

An area equal to its pseudopod radius is blasted by
Azathoth and totally ruined, with cracked boulders, pools of
alkaline water, and dead splintered trees, but damage to inves-
tigators is done by specific pseudopod.

AZATHOTH, Seething Nuclear Chaos
STR N/A CON 300 SIZ varies INT 0 POW 100
DEX N/A Move 0 HP 300
Weapons: Pseudopod* 100% or less, damage D100 hit points +

corroding the surface
As the last action in a combat round, roll 1D6 to learn the
number of pseudopods with which Azathoth lashes out that
round and the chances that anyone is hit:

1 = 100% 3 = 33% 5 = 20%
2 = 50% 4 = 25% 6 = 16%

Investigators cannot Dodge these massive blows. Allot attack at
multiple targets if desired.
Armor: none, but at 0 hit points Azathoth is dispelled and not
slain, and can return at full strength in 1D6 hours. It takes 3D6
damage from an Elder Sign, but destroys the Sign.
Spells: commands all the lesser Other Gods and much of the
universe; fortunately it has 0 INT.
Sanity Loss: 1D10/1D100 Sanity points to see Azathoth.

BAST, Elder God. Beauty-coolness-aloof-
ness—philosophic repose—self—sufficien-

cy—untamed mastery—where else can we find
these things with even half the perfection and
completeness that mark their incarnation in
the peerless and softly gliding cat?—H. P.
Lovecraft, "Cats and Dogs."

Lovecraft loved cats. It is proper that the Cat
Goddess have a position of importance. She is rep-
resented as a cat or as a woman with a cat's head. In
ancient Egypt she was often shown with a sistrum in her

right hand, an aegis surmounted with a lion's head in her left
hand, and a small bag slung over her left arm. She is also called
Bastet or Ubasti. Bast may have dominion only over Earth and
its dreamlands, for the cats of Saturn in the Dreamlands are
inimical to Earth's cats.

CULT: the goddess of ancient Bubastis, in Egypt, Bast's cult
eventually came to major Roman cities, including Pompeii.
When she was actively worshiped, she was both a deity of the
home and a lioness war goddess. Her worshipers always
regarded her affectionately. Her cult seems not to have sur-
vived among humans, except in the Dreamlands, but she may
not care. All cats worship her in their savage hearts.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS: like the other Elder
Gods, Bast rarely takes action. If a person is remark-
ably cruel to cats, she may act through her feline min-
ions. If they cannot solve the difficulty she may come
personally. She always appears with an entourage of
large, sleek felines—mostly house cats, but includ-
ing at least one lioness, tigress, or other big cat.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: If Bast must
participate in a fight, she can transform one or both
of her delicate arms and hands into the tawny fore-
limbs of a lioness and swipe with them. Bast can
both Claw and Bite in a round. Her attack penetrates
armor without diminishment of damage, and the drip-
ping wounds do not heal until treated by magic or by
a successful Medicine roll.

BAST, Goddess of Cats
STR 48 CON 25 SIZ 12 INT 35 POW 30
DEX 45 APP21 Move 40 HP 19
Damage Bonus: +3D6
Weapons: Claw 100%, damage 1D8 + 3D6
Bite 100%, damage 1D10
Armor: none, but note spells entry below.
Skills: Dodge 100%, Hide 100%, Sneak 100%, Track 100%.
Spells: her general powers include the following:
(1) Commands all felines, anywhere in the world. She can summon
any number of cats, but they must travel normally to reach her.
(2) Heals damage to herself or to a cat by expending one magic
point per point of damage.
(3) Evades up to three attacks per round and still can Claw and
Bite once each per round.
Sanity Loss: no Sanity point cost to see Bast.

BOKRUG, Great Old One. They worshiped a sea-
green stone idol chiselled in the likeness of Bokrug, the

great water-lizard; before which they danced
horribly when the moon was gibbous.—

H. P. Lovecraft, "The Doom That
Came to Sarnath."

Bokrug is a greenish-blue, igua-
na-like creature about twelve feet

long. Its scales are metallic in texture,
and its eyes glow bright yellow-green.

Feelers on its lower jaw replace the
dewlap of a true iguana, and the

spines along its back are razor-
sharp. It has webbed feet and



a tail flattened for swimming. Bokrug dwells near the ruins of
Sarnath in the Dreamlands' Mnar, though legends claim it orig-
inally landed in the Middle East of the Waking World.

CULT: one of the few Great Old Ones dwelling in the
Dreamlands, its only worshipers were the flabby beings from
Ib, who were destroyed by the men of Sarnath. Bokrug now
accepts propitiatory worship by the folk of Ilarnek, who cor-
rectly credit him with the destruction of Sarnath. Bokrug's
wrath may not descend for centuries, but his utterly destructive
anger expunged mighty Sarnath in a single night.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS:  if ever encountered, D100
ghosts of  lb accompany Bokrug.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS:   Bokrug attacks each
round with one or both weapons.

BOKRUG, Great Old One
STR 30 CON 65 SIZ 25 INT 10 POW 24
DEX 20 Move 18 HP 45
Damage Bonus: +2D6
Weapons: Bite* 80%. damage 3D6 + 2D6
Tail Lash** 80%, damage 2D6 + db + grapple
*succeeding, he can keep a grip and swallow another 3D6 hit

points each turn until the target is swallowed.
**succeeding, the target is bound and can escape only with a

Resistance Table success of STR against STR. After grappling,
Bokrug can hurl his victim away, bite him, or simply hold him.

Armor:   9 points of tough beaded hide.
Spells:  all Contact spells plus Raise Ghost of Ib (1D10 ghosts per
magic point), plus mainly minor spells at the keeper's option.
Sanity Loss:  0/1D8 Sanity points to see Bokrug.

C 

HAUGNAR FAUGN, Great Old One.   The ears were
webbed and tentacled, the trunk terminated in a

huge flaring disk at least a foot in diameter . ... Its
forelimbs were bent stiffly at the elbow, and its
hands—it had human hands—rested palms
upward on its lap. Its shoulders were broad and
square and its breasts and enormous stomach
sloped outward, cushioning the trunk.—Frank
Belknap Long, "The Horror from the Hills."

Chaugnar Faugn squats in a cave in mountain-
ous Asia, guarded day and night by subhuman
thralls only vaguely manlike, who hold rites so
foul that none dare describe them. Usually Chaug-
nar Faugn remains immobile on his pedestal, a
grotesque statue. Legends say that one day the
"White Acolyte" will come to bear Chaugnar to a new land.

CULT:  Chaugnar Faugn is primarily worshiped by the subhu-
man Tcho-Tcho people of the Tsang Plateau. In addition he has
scattered cults among the humans of central Asia. Some of
these have begun to spread, such as The Blood, which migrat-
ed to Montreal, Canada in the 18th century.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS:       at night, Chaugnar Faugn
may stir and hungrily feed on a sacrifice, or upon anyone at
hand. Day or night, he may lurch from his pedestal to annihi-
late unbelievers who enter his precincts. The disk-like snout at
the end of his trunk is an organ which drains blood from a vic-
tim. Laid on an open wound, that wound never heals.

A 5% chance exists that Chaugnar Faugn sets free an
exceptionally brave victim whose player's roleplaying has
won the keeper's admiration. If not hungry, the Great Old One
may merely maul a victim for 1D6 hit points.

The Great Old One may choose a human as a companion,
and thereafter that mesmerized person loses 1D10 Sanity
points daily until mad. At night Chaugnar Faugn lays his
snout-disk on his companion, incidentally inducing the cap-
tive's nose and ears gradually to grow into caricatures of
Chaugnar Faugn's. Psychically linked to the companion,
Chaugnar Faugn controls his or her will. If no other victim is
handy, the elephantine god suckles from the companion, who
loses 1 CON each time.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS:   if Chaugnar Faugn loses
more than 90 hit points, he becomes inert and lifeless. Depending
on the alignment of the stars, he requires months, decades, or
centuries of rituals and sacrifices to be restored to life.

CHAUGNAR FAUGN, Horror from the Hills
STR 65 CON 140 SIZ 40 IN 25 POW 35
DEX 30 Move 70 HP 90
Damage Bonus: +6D6.
Weapons: Grapple 80%, grapples first to hold immobile for Bite
Bite and Drain 100%, lose 1D6 hit points each round.
Psychic Sending 100%, the target dreams of Chaugnar Faugn

and his greatness. If of a sensitive nature, the target may 
become obsessed by these dreams.

Heart Attack* 100%, damage as keeper chooses.
Mesmerize Sacrifice** 100%, causes target to go to Chaugnar

Faugn to await destruction. 
*to ward off this attack, target must receive a result of CONx5

or less on D100; succeeding, the roll must succeed a second
time or target loses 1D6 hit points and fall unconscious.

**but target may break the trance if receiving a result of his or
her POWx1 or less on D100.

Armor: no ordinary weapon or mechanical device does
damage; defends against enchanted impaling weapons

with 10 points of super-dense hide; resists even the
most powerful forces for 15 minutes before disincar-
nation.
Spells: Contact Chaugnar Faugn, Curse of

Chaugnar Faugn, Summon/Bind Brother of Chaugnar
Faugn, others as the keeper desires.
Sanity Loss:  inert, he costs 0/1D6 Sanity points to
see; animated and active, he costs 1D4/2D6+1 Sanity

points; seeing Chaugnar Faugn's mutated companion
costs 1/1D6 Sanity points.

CTHUGHA, Great Old One. But even though we had
shielded out eyes, it was impossible not to see the great

amorphous shapes streaming skyward from this accursed place,
nor the equally great being hovering like a cloud of living fire
above the trees. — August Derleth, "The Dweller in Darkness."

Cthugha resembles an enormous burning mass continually
varying in shape. It dwells at or near the star Fomalhaut,
whence it may be called. It is one of the most obscure and
remote of all the Great Old Ones.

CULT: no cult appears to be connected with Cthugha, though
scattered fire cults to it have existed in the past, such as the
church of Melkarth in ancient Rome. It is served by entities
known as fire vampires. In some books, the fire vampires are



stated to be ruled by a being known as Fthagghua; perhaps this
is just another way to spell Cthugha.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS: Cthugha has
the telepathic abilities common to the Great
Old Ones, but does not seem to communicate
with humans in any fashion, and must be
summoned to be dealt with.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS:
Automatic Scorch Attack, summoned,
Cthugha brings D100 x10 flame vampires
with it, which immediately begin to set the
area alight. Cthugha itself floats above, scorch-
ing and burning the entire site. Humans in the area
lose hit points to the heat, starting in the round after
Cthugha comes. Each round the players must attempt to
roll CON x5 or less on D100. Upon failure, the investigator
loses 1 hit point per round until death. The only way to survive
is to flee the area, a roughly circular area with a diameter of
2D10 x20 yards. Cthugha does not depart until that area has
been thoroughly blasted and burned, unless first dismissed by
means of a spell.

Pseudopod Attack. Each round, Cthugha can form 1D4
pseudopods from its formless mass with which to flail or squeeze
individual targets. Each attack can be upon a different target.

Flame Burst Attack. It may belch forth fire instead of using
pseudopods. A flame bust has a range of 150 yards and blan-
kets the target site with fire, incinerating an area 20 yards
across. Players of all within the area must roll their investiga-
tors' CON against Cthugha's POW on the Resistance Table: a
failing roll indicates damage equal to Cthugha's POW. A suc-
cess indicates hit point loss equal to half Cthugha's POW, a
dubious benefit. Body armor is of no help against this attack,
but an intervening wall or embankment would be.

CTHUGHA, The Living Flame
STR 80 CON 120 SIZ 140 INT 28 POW 42
DEX 21 Move 0 (aerial drift) HP 130
Damage Bonus: 13D6.
Weapons: Pseudopod 40%, damage 1D6 + 13D6
Flame Burst 60%, special
Armor: (1) Any attacking hand-to-hand weapon magically takes
14 points of damage in the round in which it strikes Cthugha.
The hit points are lost before Cthugha is struck and, if the
weapon is destroyed, Cthugha takes no damage. (2) Bullets and
other projectiles do normal damage to Cthugha, but only after 14
has been subtracted from the amount of damage actually done. A
result of 0 or less does 0 damage to Cthugha.
Spells: all spells concerning entities of flame and itself.
Sanity Loss: 1D3/1D20 Sanity points to see Cthugha.

CTHULHU, Great Old One. A monster of vaguely anthro-
poid outline, but with an octopus-like head whose face was

a mass of feelers, a scaly, rubbery-looking body, prodigious
claws on hind and fore feet, and long, narrow wings behind. This
thing ... was of a somewhat bloated corpulence.... It lumbered
slobberingly into sight and gropingly squeezed its gelatinous
green immensity through the black doorway . . . . A mountain
walked or stumbled.—H. P. Lovecraft, "The Call of Cthulhu."

Great Cthulhu's body form is not fixed. He can warp and
modify it at will, extending new limbs, retracting old ones.

greatly increasing his wings' area and reducing his body's size
to enable flight, or elongating a single limb or tentacle

to enable it to writhe through yards of corridor.
However, his overall shape is tied to the form

described. Thus he might expand or contract
his wings, but would never completely
absorb them. All of his forms are recogniz-
able as caricatures of Cthulhu.

Cthulhu dwells in the corpse city of
black R'lyeh, sunken deep beneath the sur-

face of the Pacific. He is in a living death
while there, but someday the city will rise and

he will wake, freed to raven and slay across the
world. In the city are also entombed other mem-

bers of Cthulhu's race. Cthulhu is evidently the high
priest and ruler of them all, and is by far the most potent.

CULT: Cthulhu's cult is the most widespread and popular cult of
the earthly Great Old Ones. This cult believes that Cthulhu
plunged from the stars with his kin and built a great prehistoric
city at R'lyeh, ruling the world. When the stars changed, their
continent sank beneath the sea, and the city and its inhabitants fell
into a death-sleep where they
await their reawakening by
members of Cthulhu's
cult. When R'lyeh rises
above the waves, mem-
bers of the cult will be
required to come to it and
open the vast black door
behind which Cthulhu
dreams, whereupon he
will awaken and rise to
revel across the world in wild aban-
don with the faithful.

Entire tribes are recorded as worshiping
Cthulhu. Remote Inuits are mentioned. So are degenerate
Louisiana swamp-folk. He seems to be most worshiped among
sea-folk, or beings that live near the sea. He is served by the
beings known as the deep ones as well as by the octopoid
things known as the star-spawn of Cthulhu. Cthulhu's cult is
prehistoric and of many variants, and Cthulhu himself has
many names, most of which can be traced back to their origi-
nal form. Thus two of his names are Tulu and Thu Thu.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS: though in millennial sleep,
Cthulhu is known to send horrifying dreams to mortal men,
which may have tipped some people into madness.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: each round 1D3 investi-
gators are scooped up in Cthulhu's flabby claws to die
hideously. If Cthulhu were just emerging from a vast hole, or
if he were to stoop over, the investigators might also be
attacked by Cthulhu's facial tentacles, which can grab four
people per round and which can penetrate small openings.

At 0 hit points, Cthulhu bursts and dissolves into a dis-
gusting, cloying greenish cloud, then immediately begins to
reform. He needs 1D10+10 minutes to regain full solidity and,
when he does, he then has a full 160 hit points once again.

Cthulhu could try to grab a plane or similar object with his
claws to keep it from hitting him. If he so tries, he is automat-
ically successful.



GREAT CTHULHU, Master of R'lyeh
STR 140 CON 110 SIZ 210 INT 42 POW 42
DEX 21 Move 24 Stride/20 Swim/16 Fly HP 160
Damage Bonus: +21D6.
Weapon: Claw 100%, damage 1D6 + 21D6
Tentacle 100%, damage 11D6
Armor: 21 points of transdimensional muck and muscle; addi-
tionally, he regenerates 6 hit points per round.
Spells: knows hundreds of spells but not Summon/Bind
Nightgaunt and Contact Nodens; he might impart Contact Deep
Ones or Contact Cthulhu via terrifying dreams.
Sanity Loss: 1D10/1D100 Sanity points to see Cthulhu.

CYAEGHA, Great Old One. They saw that it was a
gigantic eye staring down at them. Around the eye, the

sky split; deep clefts opened through which
darkness began to ooze, a darkness
blacker than the night, which crawled
down as a set of slimy tentacles, taking
on more form, more definite shape . . .
something was standing, outlined
against the black sky, something
which had tentacles of darkness and a
green-glowing eye. — Eddy C. Bertin,
"Darkness, My Name Is."

Cyaegha is an enormous black
mass with one huge spherical green
eye. It is possible that Cyaegha's form
is simply that of the huge eye sur-
rounded by long tentacles.

CULT: Cyaegha is worshiped by the residents of a small vil-
lage over its resting place in a remote part of western Ger-
many. The cult holds human sacrifice, but Cyaegha cares little
for worship, only for the day of its release.

ATTACK & SPECIAL EFFECTS: if freed, Cyaegha drifts
over an area, surveying all below, randomly picking human
targets to crush and squeeze with its tentacles.

Attacking, Cyaegha deploys 1D10 tentacles per round.

CYAEGHA, Great Old One
STR 80 CON 120 SIZ 200 INT 20 POW 35
DEX 14 Move 25 flying HP 160
Damage Bonus: +0.
Weapon: Tentacle 100%, damage 8D6.
Armor: none, but takes minimum damage from impaling
weapons. Reaching 0 hit points, Cyaegha retreats underground.
Spells: whatever Call/Dismiss or Contact spells the keeper wishes.
Sanity Loss: 1D10/1D100 Sanity points to see Cyaegha.

DAOLOTH, Outer God. Not shapeless, but so complex
that the eye could recognize no describable shape. There

were hemispheres and shining metal, coupled by long plastic
rods. The rods were of a flat gray color, so that he could not
make out which were nearer; they merged into a flat mass from
which protruded individual cylinders. As he looked at it, he
had a curious feeling that eyes gleamed from between these
rods; but wherever he glanced at the construction, he saw only
the spaces between them.—Ramsey Campbell, "The Render
of the Veils."

A strange, geometric
being, Daoloth does not
appear to be particularly
malign. It lives some-
where beyond our uni-
verse, but may be sum-
moned into it.

CULT: Daoloth is currently
worshiped on Yuggoth and other
alien worlds, but seems to have little earthly cult. His
astrologer-priests can see the past and future, and perceive
how objects extend into the last dimension. They gain the
power to travel into other dimensions and to see other types of
reality. Seeing Daoloth is disastrous, for the human eye at-
tempts to follow the god's outline, and that speedily causes

madness. Daoloth's few human cultists summon
the god only in absolute blackness.

CHARACTERISTICS: the god's presence
causes disaster among humankind. If he is
not carefully held inside some magical bar-
rier, his form expands and engulfs anyone
nearby. Those engulfed by Daoloth are im-

mediately send to distant and dismal worlds
or alternate dimensions, from which they
rarely return.

Daoloth moves unconventionally,
either by expanding his shape or by slipping
through dimensions. He expands at 8 meters

radius per round, and can continue expanding to any size.

DAOLOTH, The Render of the Veils
STR N/A CON 100 SIZ varies INT 50 POW 70
DEX 30 Move 8 HP 100
Damage Bonus: N/A.
Weapon: Engulf, automatic success, sends victim to other plane.
Armor: anything striking or penetrating Daoloth is transported
to another dimension, but any spell which the keeper thinks
appropriate might do harm to hit points.
Spells: it might know any spell dealing with seeing or traveling
to other worlds, planes, and dimensions, and whatever other
spells the keeper thinks appropriate.
Sanity Loss: 1D10/1D100 Sanity points in the first round the
god is visible; in succeeding rounds automatically lose 1D10
Sanity points while nearby.

EIHORT, Great Old One. Then came pale movement in
the well, and something clambered up from the dark, a

bloated blanched oval supported on myriad fleshless legs. Eyes
formed in the gelatinous oval and stared at him.—Ramsey
Campbell, "Before the Storm."

Eihort is a monstrous being which lives in a labyrinthine
network of tunnels, deep beneath England's Severn Valley.

CULT: Eihort's only known cults are in the Severn Valley, par-
ticularly in the cities of Brichester and Camside. Typically a
group of demented humans is led by a group of Eihort's Brood,
which have formed themselves into the simulacrum of a human.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: Eihort's Bargain.
Cornering a human victim, Eihort questions the captive, and if
the captive refuses Eihort, he smashes him or her dead.



Whoever would survive must accept Eihort's Bargain, and
accept implantation of immature Brood into his or her body.
Progressively horrible and Sanity-wracking dreams begin,
costing 1D4 Sanity points and adding 1D3 Cthulhu Mythos,
affecting the victim in the coming months. The maturing
Brood fight the Bargainer for control of his or her body. After
D100 months, the struggle climaxes as terrifying visions
wrack the Bargainer's brain, and at last the mature Brood split
open the Bargainer's body and emerge from within and scuttle
off. The Bargainer always dies.

Eihort's Brood. They are small, globular, white grub-like or
spider-like creatures, easily slain. Their systematic destruction
risks Eihort's wrath. After their grisly birth, the Brood hide until
the Great Old Ones walk the Earth again. Then they will meta-
morphose into smaller versions of Eihort, and thereafter attend
him. Brood are not intelligent or aggressive, but they can gnaw
motionless targets to the
bone. In 1D10 minutes a
group can do 1 hit
point damage to a
defenseless target.

EIHORT, God of the Labyrinth
STR 44 CON 80 SIZ 50 INT 25 POW 30
DEX 12 Move 8/1 surface/burrowing HP 65
Damage Bonus: +5D6.
Weapons: Bite 70%, damage 5D3 + paralytic poison POT 15
Crush 85%, damage 5D6 to all in 10-foot radius
Armor: none. All physical attacks do minimum damage.
Additionally, Eihort regenerates 3 hit points per combat round.
Brought to 0 hit points, his remains ooze into the ground and he
regenerates somewhere far within the earth.
Spells: Cloud Memory, all Contact Deity spells, Create Gate,
Summon/Bind Chthonian, Summon/Bind Ghoul.
Sanity Loss: 1D6/1D20 Sanity points to see Eihort.

G 

HATANOTHOA, Great Old One. Nothing I could say
could even adumbrate the loathsome, unholy, non-

human, extra-galactic horror and hatefulness and unutterable
evil of that forbidden spawn of black chaos and illimitable
night. — H. P. Lovecraft and Hazel Heald,
"Out of the Eons."

Ghatanothoa is known to be exceed-
ingly horrible, with myriad tenta-
cles, maws, and sensory organs,
with a definite dreadful outline. In
ancient Mu Ghatanothoa dwelt in a
burrow beneath a city originally built
by fungi from Yuggoth, though gener-
ally inhabited by primeval humans.
The burrow was surmounted by a trun-
cated volcanic cone. When Mu sank,
the god's home was overlaid by the
waves and he was no longer free.

Sometimes tectonic upheavals force Ghatanothoa's dwelling
place to the surface, as if in horrific preparation for that awful day
when it will rise, along with R'lyeh, to sink no more. Investigators
might beware any island between New Zealand and Chile that
matches the description of Ghatanothoa's abode.

CULT: Ghatanothoa is sometimes tied to lloigor. At present,
no human cultists are known for him. In ancient times, the
priests of Mu unwillingly offered periodic human sacrifices to
Ghatanothoa, lest he rise from his extinct volcano and work
greater carnage. Certain fungi from Yuggoth also served
Ghatanothoa in these ancient times.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: Curse of Ghatanothoa.
Anyone in visual proximity to a perfect image of Ghatanothoa
receives this curse. Each round that the image of Ghatanothoa
is present, the human witnesses must attempt CON x5 rolls on
D100. Upon failure, the investigator loses 1D6 DEX, muscles
stiffen, and creeping paralysis begins. If an investigator's DEX
is brought to zero, complete immobilization occurs, a petrifac-
tion process normally irreversible.

In a few minutes, the victim's flesh and sinews rapidly
harden to the consistency of leather and bone. The brain and
other internal organs remain fresh and alive in this hard,
immobile case, aware yet unbearably imprisoned. Only the
destruction of the brain can end the victim's suffering. The
blind, numb victim loses 1D6 Sanity points per day until
reaching permanent madness or the forgiving release of death.

When he is at less than 0 hit points, the Great Old One's
curse is inoperative. Once regenerating to at least +1 hit point,
petrifaction proceeds normally.

GHATANOTHOA, Lord of the Volcano
STR 90 CON 80 SIZ 140 INT 20 POW 35
DEX 8 Move 9 HP 110
Damage Bonus: N/A.
Weapon: Tentacle 80%, damage 7D6
Armor: 10-point hide; regenerates an additional 10 hit points
per round.
Spell: knows all Summon/Bind spells, as well as Contact spells
for Great Old Ones, Chthonians, Deep Ones, Flying Polyps,
Ghouls, Star-Spawn of Cthulhu, and Sand Dwellers.
Sanity Loss: 1D10/1D100 Sanity points to see Ghatanothoa, but
that's the least of the investigator's troubles.

GLAAKI, Great Old One. From an oval body protruded
countless thin, pointed spines of multi-colored metal; at the

more rounded end of the oval a circular, thick-lipped mouth
formed the center of a spongy face, from which

rose three yellow eyes on thin stalks. Around
the underside of the body were many white
pyramids, presumably used for locomo-

tion. The diameter of the body must have
been ten feet at its least wide . . . long
stalks [were] twisting above it... [the]

shape towered, pulsing and shaking
with deafening vibration . . . a spine

stiffened toward a victim].—Ramsey
Campbell, "The Inhabitant of the
Lake."

Glaaki currently dwells at the
bottom of a lake in the Severn River



Valley (in England) from whence it sum-
mons new cultists by a "dream-pull"—
the sending of hypnotic dreams to
potential initiates. Glaaki is weak
now, and without the strength drawn
from the initiation process, it can-
not send the dream-pull any distance.
But whenever someone comes to
live nearby it can send the dreams, or it
can dispatch servants of Glaaki to capture or
guide new initiates.

CULT: Glaaki heads a particularly loathsome cult in which
most members are undead. On occasion living humans have
worshiped Glaaki but currently the area around his lake is
deserted.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: The Dream-Pull. Glaaki
mainly uses the dream-pull to draw victims to the lake for ini-
tiation. The target's chance to be overwhelmed by the dream is
equal to Glaaki's magic points minus the victim's magic points
on D100. For each half-mile of distance between the victim
and Glaaki's lair, add 1 magic point to the victim's total for the
effect of this calculation. Glaaki can try once per night, for as
many nights as desired.

For initiation, the novice stands on the lake shore while
Glaaki rises from the deep. Glaaki drives one of its spines into
the victim's chest and then, on the next round, injects a fluid
into the victim. Normally the spine kills the human victim. The
spine detaches from Glaaki, and from it grow protrusions
through the victim's body. When growth is complete, in a
night or two, the spine drops off, leaving a livid spot
which does not bleed and from which emanates
a network of red lines. The victim is then
an undead slave, a servant of Glaaki.

Conditions: if the damage from the
spine fails to kill the target before the
fluid is injected, the victim becomes
an undead horror, but is not subject to
the will of Glaaki. If possible Glaaki
has its servants capture such an indi-
vidual and hold him or her while it
drives in another spine to force
proper servitude. If the victim
manages to break off the spine
during the round in which he or
she is stabbed and before the
fluid is injected, he or she dies
anyway but does not become an
undead slave of Glaaki. In the rare
instance that the Spine does not cause enough damage
to kill the victim, and is broken off before the fluid is inject-
ed, the victim can remain a normal human being. Glaaki's
undead slaves may hold novices tightly to prevent them from
breaking off spines prematurely.

GLAAKI, the Inhabitant of the Lake
STR 40 CON 60 SIZ 90 INT 30 POW 28
DEX 10 Move 6 HP 75
Damage Bonus: N/A.
Weapon: Spine 100%, damage 7D3

Armor: 40-point integument; each spine has 4
points of armor and 6 hit points.

Spells: Glaaki knows most spells, and teaches
many to his worshiper-slaves.
Sanity Loss: 1D3/1D20 Sanity points to
see Glaaki.

H 

ASTUR The Unspeakable, Great Old
One. Utterly alien landscape . . . .

Foreground a deep lake. Hali? In five minutes the
water began to ripple where something rose. Facing

inward. A titanic aquatic being, tentacled. Octopoid, but far,
far larger—ten-twenty times larger than the giant Octopus
apallyon of the west coast. What was its neck alone easily fif-
teen rods in diameter. Could not risk chance of seeing its
face.—August Derleth, "The Gable Window."

Hastur the Unspeakable dwells near the star Aldebaran in the
constellation Taurus. He is connected with the mystic Lake of
Hali, the Yellow Sign, and Carcosa, as well as the things that
dwell therein. He may be connected in some way with the power
of flight through space. His appearance is disputed. In a reported
instance of possession by Hastur, a corpse took on a bloated
scaly look, and the limbs became boneless and fluid. The things
in the Lake of Hali look octopoid from a rear view and are relat-
ed to Hastur. They also have unbearably horrible faces. Still,
Hastur's appearance is largely up to the individual keeper. Hastur
is served well by the byakhee, an interstellar flying race.

CULT: the cult of Hastur is moderately common on Earth, and
the abominable Tcho-Tcho peoples are reputedly among his

worshipers, as are the Brothers of
the Yellow Sign.

Hastur's cult is par-
ticularly loathsome, and is more widely known of

than it is belonged to. Worshipers refer to Hastur as He Who
Is Not to Be Named. This may be a misapprehension, stem-
ming from his title, "The Unspeakable."

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS: Hastur is summonable only
at night. When Hastur is present each round three individuals
within 20 yards of the horror must successfully Dodge or be
grasped by Hastur and destroyed on the following round.
Hastur does not normally attack friends or worshipers. He



must always leave that portion of the Earth where Aldebaran
is below the horizon.

HASTUR, He Who Is Not to Be Named
STR 120 CON 200 SIZ 100 INT 15 POW 35
DEX 30 Move 20/50 flying HP 150
Damage Bonus: +13D6.
Weapons: Tentacle/Claw 100%, damage death
Armor: 30-point thick, scaly, rubbery, and baggy hide.
Spell: Brew Space Mead, all Call and Contact spells,
Summon/Bind Byakhee, and others the keeper finds appropriate.
Sanity Loss: 1D10/1D100 Sanity points to see Hastur.

HYPNOS, Elder God. Young with the youth that is outside
time, and with a beauteous bearded face, curved, smiling

lips, Olympian brow, and dense locks waving and poppy-
crowned.—H. P. Lovecraft, "Hypnos."

We also learn that his true form is as distorted and fear-
some as the worst of nightmares. As the god of sleep, his

nature is tied to the sleep-boundary
between the waking world and
the Dreamlands, and dreaming

sleepers travel through his
dominion.

CULT: though Hypnos has on occasion
visited the Waking World, he has not had a
known cult there since the time of the
Greeks. In the Dreamlands Hypnos is

worshiped by certain nonhuman entities.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS: should a
dreamer overreach himself or attract Hypnos'
attention, the god may transform the sleeper
into a form more suitable to him. A transformed

sleeper is altered as Hypnos desires, though no characteristic
can increase above 50. The victim's skills do not change,
except as a new shape prevents or promotes their use. New
abilities may be granted, or old abilities taken away. Generally
the victim must dwell with Hypnos forever, and never returns
to Earth.

HYPNOS, Elder God, Lord of Sleep
STR 20 CON 100 SIZ 12 INT 80 POW 85
DEX 30 APP 30 Move 8 HP 56
Damage Bonus: +1D4.
Weapon: Transform 100%, damage is the transformation
Armor: immune to everything which does not simultaneous-
ly exist in the Dreamlands and the Waking World; thus is
endangered only by dreamers in their dreams, and by deities.
Spells: transformation ability.
Sanity Loss: seeing Hypnos' true form costs 1D6/1D20
Sanity points.

ITHAQUA, Great Old One. The stars had been blotted out
. . . the great cloud which had obscured the sky looked curi-

ouslv like the outline of a great man. And . . . where the top of
the "cloud" must have been, where the head of the thing should
have been, there were two gleaming stars, visible de-spite the
shadow, two gleaming stars, burning bright—like eyes! —
August Derleth, "The Thing That Walked on the Wind."

CULT: Ithaqua has a minimal
cult, though many fear him in the far
north. The inhabitants of Siberia and Alaska
may leave sacrifices to keep the Wendigo from haunting
their camps, but organized worship seems to be rare. Ithaqua is
more widely worshiped on the faraway world of Borea.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: if Ithaqua is within a few
dozen yards, he can use mighty winds to attempt to whisk vic-
tims into the air. Players of those attacked this way must roll
on the Resistance Table, matching the investigator's STR
against Ithaqua's STR on the Resistance Table. If Ithaqua is
attacking several investigators, divide his STR among them.

If within reach, Ithaqua may grab with one mighty claw
per round. Anyone grabbed is automatically held as well, if
Ithaqua desires.

ITHAQUA, the Wind-Walker, the Wendigo
STR 50 CON 150 SIZ 100 INT 10 POW 35
DEX 30 Move 10 /100 flying HP 125
Damage Bonus: +8D6.
Weapons: Wind Gust 100%, damage lift and drop*
Claw 80%. damage 6D6 (damage ignores any armor)
*1D10x10 feet. Each 10 feet dropped equals 1D6 damage.
Armor: 10 points of skin and thick rime.
Spells: All Call and Contact spells.
Sanity Loss: 1D10/1D100 Sanity points to see Ithaqua; 1/1D6
Sanity points to hear the howl of the Wendigo on the North Wind.

LESSER OTHER GODS, Outer Gods. To which
detestable pounding and piping dance slowly, awkwardly,

and absurdly the gigantic Ultimate gods, the blind, voiceless,
tenebrous, mindless Other Gods whose soul and messenger is
the Crawling Chaos Nyarlathotep. — H. P. Lovecraft, "The
Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath."

Ithaqua is reported from the Arctic and sub-Arctic, where
Native Americans encountered him. He is known to stalk the
wastes, tracking down hapless travelers and carrying them off.
Such unfortunates are sometimes found alive, and they linger
living for a while, unable to explain what has happened to them.
Most are found dead weeks or months later, buried partway as
if dropped from a height, frozen solid in positions of great
agony, and missing
random body parts.



In addition to
named gods who may
attend Azathoth, there is
a company of entities
seemingly minor or
less important, the
Lesser Other Gods.
They number among
the beings known to
dance for Azathoth, as
well as several others wor-
shiped in various places. These
spawn monstrous larvae which
may grow into new gods.

CULT: the lesser Other Gods possess only
small cults, and the keeper should determine
any names needed. Most are as mindless as their master,
Azathoth, but they possess less power and are safer to
approach. A lesser god may grant protection to worshipers, or
they may be able to exploit the god by getting it to unwitting-
ly complete tasks for them.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS: since these gods are at least
a little different from one another, vary their powers and
attacks. In conjunction with their masters they might manifest
much greater power. Types other than the one described here
exist, some with INT, greater SIZ, and so forth.

LESSER OTHER GODS, Minor Deities
char. rolls averages
STR 4D20 42
CON 1D100+20 70-71
SIZ 1D100+50 100-101
INT 0 0
POW 1D100 50-51
DEX 1D10 5-6
Av. Move 1D8-1 HP 85-86
Av. Damage Bonus: 8D6.
Weapons: Smash 60%, damage equals db
Armor: usually none, but 0 hit points merely dispels them.
Spells: they are able to will servants and slaves to aid them, and
each has at least one servitor to fetch for it; they may be without
formal spells, being gods, since this might merely mean that
they could use magic, but not teach it.
Sanity Loss: 1/1D20 Sanity points to see a lesser other god.

NODENS, Elder God. And upon dolphins' backs
was balanced a vast crenelate shell

wherein rode the grey and awful form
of primal Nodens, Lord of the Great
Abyss . . . . Then hoary Nodens reached
forth a wizened hand and helped Olney
and his host into the vast shell. — H. P.
Lovecraft, "The Strange High House in the
Mist."

He usually takes the form of a normal
human, gray-bearded and hoary. Nodens
often rides in a chariot formed from a huge
sea shell drawn by unearthly monsters or fan-
tastic beings from earthly legend.

CULT: at times, Nodens is
almost friendly to humankind.
He has visited Earth on occa-

sion, and is known to have aided
some who were pursued or
harassed by the Great Old Ones

or Nyarlathotep. Nodens has no
cult on Earth. He is served by
nightgaunts.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS:
Nodens never physically attacks a foe.

Faced by a weak opponent, he summons night-
gaunts in sufficient quantity to carry off the target.
Facing a powerful foe, Nodens attempts to dismiss
the enemy: in dismissing a foe, roll the foe's POW or
less on D100. With a success, the foe remains and

Nodens voluntarily departs in order to avoid a struggle. If
Nodens is forced to leave because of some such being's resist-
ing his dismissal, he has been known to take a favored human
with him partway, left in some random location. He is record-
ed as having taken a human on trips to the outer reaches of the
galaxy (and back again).

NODENS, Lord of the Great Abyss
STR 42 CON 45 SIZ 15 INT 70 POW 100
DEX 21 APP 21 Move 12 HP 30
Damage Bonus: +3D6
Weapons: Staff* 100%, damage 4D6 + 3D6
* staff damage ignores protective armor.
Armor: none to start, but may choose to add armor by spending
1 magic point per point of armor desired - this armor lasts until
either moonset or sunrise.
Spells: can call nightgaunts to his aid at the rate of 1D10 night-
gaunts per magic point expended; Nodens may summon other
servants at a rate of one per magic point expended; he heals
himself by expending a magic point per point of damage; keep-
ers should add other spells as thought characteristic of this god.
Sanity Loss: no Sanity points loss for seeing Nodens.

NYARLATHOTEP, Outer God. A tall, slim figure with
the young face of an antique pharaoh, gay with prismat-

ic robes and crowned with a pshent that glowed with inherent
light. . . the fascination of a dark god or fallen archangel, and
around whose eyes there lurked the languid sparkle of capri-
cious humor.—H. P. Lovecraft, "The Dream-Quest of Uknown
Kadath."

Nyarlathotep is the messenger, heart, and soul of the Outer
Gods. He is the only one to have a true personality, and he
claims to have a thousand different forms. To him, causing

madness and insanity is more important and enjoyable
than mere death or destruction.

Only a few of Nyarlathotep's forms have been
described. The Black Pharaoh is an Egyptian-looking
human. The Bloody Tongue is an enormous monster

with clawed appendages and a single long blood-
red tentacle in place of a face. This tentacle

stretches forward when the Thing howls at the moon.
The Haunter of the Dark is black and winged, with a

trilobed red eye, and cannot withstand light. The
Bloated Woman is a mammoth woman whose body con-



vulses with numerous tentacles. The Beast takes the form of
Egypt's Sphinx, but its face is filled with stars. There is some
evidence that the Black Man of witch ceremonies is also a form
of Nyarlathotep.

CULT: Nyarlathotep is typically worshiped though one of his
forms, or Masks. There are numerous such cults, spread across
the entire globe. The Brotherhood of the Black Pharaoh is cen-
tered in Cairo and has a powerful branch in London. The Cult
of the Bloody Tongue is known in Kenya and New York. The

Starry Wisdom Cult of Providence worships
the Haunter of the Dark, as does the Cult

of the Sand Bat in Australia. Other
known cults include Shanghai's Order
of the Bloated Woman and the global

Brotherhood of the Beast.
In addition those worshiping the Outer

Gods often do so in hope of gathering
Nyarlathotep's favor. Rewards to loyal
slaves usually come through the Crawling

Chaos, as the other Outer Gods are
too mindless to care. Nyarlathotep
may grant worshipers knowledge of
a spell, impart some destructive fact

or divisive religious belief, or grant a
servitor monster as an assistant. Nyar-

lathotep's gifts always seem to provoke
turmoil among humanity, and are partic-

ularly likely to bring suffering and ter-
ror to a gift's recipient.

Besides servitors of the Outer Gods,
Nyarlathotep has special servants, including the shantaks and
hunting horrors. He may gift any type of creature to a worshiper
if he deems it good. Such a bequest involves at least the perma-
nent donation of POW or other characteristic to Nyarlathotep and
the other Outer Gods.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS: Nyarlathotep enacts the will
of the Outer Gods, and is accurately referred to as their soul. He
always attempts to bring madness to humanity, and several
prophecies, including the stories "The Crawling Chaos",
"Nyarlathotep", and the poem "The Fungi from Yuggoth" seem
to state that someday Nyarlathotep himself will destroy human-
ity and possibly the entire planet. Nyarlathotep is always a
mocking figure, evidently contemptuous of his masters.

All invocations to the Outer Gods include
Nyarlathotep's name, possibly recognizing him
as their messenger. He is known and feared by all
Mythos species, and he occasionally requires things of
them.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: in human form
Nyarlathotep may try to corrupt or trick his foes by
appearing as a friend, and is generally reluctant to
reveal his supernatural powers unless
pressed. Nyarlathotep usually
reacts to challenges by summon-
ing beings to carry off or other-
wise dispose of foes.

Nyarlathotep can summon
a member of any servitor or independent race in this book
(plus more that are not), at the cost of 1 magic point per POW

point the creature possesses. When in monster form, he tends
to grasp his victims and then carry them off with him.

When in human form, Nyarlathotep can be slain by normal
physical means. If so slain, after collapsing the body begins to
quake and swell, bursting to release a huge clawed monster (or
some other monstrous form described previously). This
unwelcome colossus then rises from the split corpse and dis-
appears into the sky without further molesting the killer. When
in monster form, Nyarlathotep is difficult to slay, but slaying
does dispel him.

Nyarlathotep's clawed demon form changes continually, but
each round he will have at least two claws capable of attacking.

NYARLATHOTEP, the Crawling Chaos
char, human monstrous
STR 12 80
CON 19 50
SIZ 11 90
INT 86 86
POW 100 100
DEX 19 19
APP 18 -
HP 15 70
Move 12 16
db +0 +10D6
Human Fighter: Any Weapon 100%, damage as per weapon
Monstrous Fighter: Claw 85%, 10D6 +10D6
Armor: none, but brought to 0 hit points, he collapses on the
ground, changes form (always to a more monstrous one, which
causes his viewers to lose Sanity points), and then flies into
interstellar space.
Spells: Nyarlathotep knows all Mythos spells; he can summon
monsters at the rate of 1 magic point per POW point the monster
has; he may summon a shantak, hunting horror, or servitor of the
Outer Gods at the cost of a single magic point.
Sanity Loss: no loss to see his human form; in many of his
other 999 forms, 1D10/1D100 to see Nyarlathotep.

NYOGTHA, Great Old One. An insidious odor began to
penetrate the room. It was vaguely reptilian, musky, and

nauseating. The disk lifted inexorably, and a little finger of
blackness crept out from beneath its edge [came] a great wave
of iridescent blackness, neither liquid nor solid, a frightful

gelatinous mass.—Henry Kuttner, "The
Salem Horror."

Nyogtha is a minor deity reported to
inhabit underground caverns on Earth. It
may be related to Cthulhu. Nyogtha resem-
bles a blob of living darkness which may
throw out black tentacles or pseudopods

at will.

CULT: Nyogtha has a few wor-
shipers, mostly witches and their
ilk. It teaches them spells on occa-

sion in return for sacrifices and
POW. In the Dreamlands Nyogtha is wor-

shiped by a band of ghouls. Some ghouls in the
Waking World may practice this worship as well.



ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: unless driven off by
appropriate spells, Nyogtha grabs and drags its victim off to
underground pits. If Nyogtha strikes for damage, each target
within 10 yards takes 1D10 points of damage from numerous
small wounds.

NYOGTHA, The Thing That Should Not Be
STR 85 CON 40 SIZ 80 INT 20 POW 28
DEX 20 Move 10 HP 60
Damage Bonus: N/A.
Weapons: Tentacle 100%, damage 1D10 or entrap and grapple
Armor: Nyogtha ignores the first 10 points of damage received
each round from all sources; at 0 hit points, Nyogtha is dispelled
and will leave.
Spells: all Call and Contact spells; Create Gate.
Sanity Loss: 1D6/1D20 Sanity points to see Nyogtha.

UACHIL UTTAUS, Great Old One. It was a figure noQlarger than a young child, but sere and shriveled as some
millennial mummy. Its hairless head, its unfeatured face,
borne on a neck of skeleton thinness, were lined with a thou-
sand reticulated wrinkles. The body was like that of some mon-
strous, withered abortion that had never drawn breath. The
pipy arms, ending in bony claws, were outthrust as if
ankylosed in the posture of an eternal
dreadful groping. —Clark Ashton Smith,
"Treader of the Dust."

Quachil Uttaus' two legs are drawn
tightly together and are as immobile as
his arms. He is said to dwell in a dark
limbo beyond time and space. Mentioned
only in the exceedingly rare Testament of
Carnamagos, Quachil Uttaus is interested in,
attuned to, and possibly influences time,

death, and decay.

CULT: Quachil Uttaus has no known cult,
though occasionally wizards have called upon

him to beg immortality.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS:
when Quachil Uttaus is called, a shaft of gray

light appears from above, focused on Quachil
Uttaus' intended target: the victim cannot escape
from this light. The god then swiftly, silently
descends on the shaft of light, reaching toward the
target. Unless summoned to grant immortality,
Quachil Uttaus' touch causes near-instant aging
and death, leaving a pile of dust for a corpse. He

then departs the way he came, his small footprints
in the remains the only trace of his visit.

QUACHIL UTTAUS, Treader of the Dust
STR 12 CON 20 SIZ 6 INT 19 POW 35
DEX 3 Move special HP 13
Damage Bonus: N/A.
Weapon: Touch 100%, damage is instantaneous death.
Armor: immune to all physical and magical attacks; upon
attack, weapons instantly age to dust and dissolution.
Spells: as the keeper wishes, including any which have to do
with life, death, time, and aging.
Sanity Loss: 1D6/1D20 Sanity points to see Quachil Uttaus.

HAN-TEGOTH, Great Old One. An almost globularRtorso, with six long, sinuous limbs terminating in crab-like
claws. From the upper end a subsidiary globe bulged forward
bubble-like; its triangle of three staring, fishy eyes, its foot-long
and evidently flexible proboscis, and a distended lateral system
analogous to gills suggested that it was a head.—H. P.
Lovecraft, "The Horror in the Museum".

This minor god ruled what is Alaska today, feeding on
stringy hominids who ran squealing before his might. Perhaps
as late as the last glacial cycle, Rhan-Tegoth entered into a
deep hibernation from which he would not or could not wake.
Rediscovered by modern men, most mistake the unmoving
god for a ghastly statue.

CULTS: in ancient times Rhan-Tegoth was worshiped by a
primitive human people, perhaps of the Inuit. Since he has gone
into hibernation, his cult has faded. The bestial gnoph-keh of the
northern wastes may also have some relation with Rhan-Tegoth.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: a fetid amphibian-like
being, he requires blood sacrifices of at least SIZ 15 daily. To
feed, he grasps a screaming victim and draws him or her into the
mass of tentacles. There the tentacles begin to drain the prey of
blood, organic fluids, and STR, 1 point per round. For every 2

such points, increase Rhan-Tegoth's CON by 1, to a
maximum of 160 CON. Excess points are
lost. A victim who survives such an attack
thereafter has hit points equal to half his or

her CON. Unfed, Rhan-Tegoth loses 2D6 CON
each day until reaching 60, and then re-
enters semipermanent hibernation.

A sacrifice fully drained by Rhan-
Tegoth is left flattened and riddled with hun-

dreds of tiny puncture wounds. The blood and
body fluids sucked out, only the crushed shell

of the corpse remains. Seeing such a corpse
costs 1/1D6 Sanity points.

RHAN-TEGOTH, Terror of the Hominids
STR 40 CON 60* SIZ 30 INT 15 POW 35
DEX 15 Move 10/14 swim HP 45*
*base amount; increases as he feeds,
Damage Bonus: +3D6.
Weapons: Claw 80%, damage 1D6 + 3D6
Innumerable Tentacles 100%, damage drain 1 STR per round,

plus 1D3 acid damage per round
Armor: 10 points from thick, slime-covered skin and tentacles.
Also regenerates 1 hit points per round.
Spells: all, except those for the Outer Gods and their minions.
Sanity Loss: 1D8/1D20 Sanity points to see Rhan-Tegoth.

SHUB-NIGGURATH, Outer God. "Iä! Iä! Shub-
Niggurath! The Black Goat of the Woods with a Thousand

Young!" —H. P. Lovecraft, "The Whisperer in Darkness."
Shub-Niggurath is never met personally in Lovecraft's sto-

ries, but is often referred to in rituals and spells. It has been
guessed that she is a perverse fertility deity.

In one of her few descriptions, Shub-Niggurath is said to be an
enormous cloudy mass. This mass doubtless boils and festers. It is
likely that parts of the mist coalesce at times, forming horrendous
body parts, ropy black tentacles, slime-dripping mouths, or short



writhing legs, ending in black
hooves which may account for
the titular reference to "goat."
When she arrives, she may bud
off dark young.

Recent information sug-
gests that her milk may have
remarkable properties, but
keepers must establish this.

CULT: worshiped extensive-
ly, she may have connections with
druids and similar groups. Worshipers
of Shub-Niggurath generally form into gangs or congregations,
as do Cthulhu's cultists. Her emissaries and stand-ins, the dark
young, may represent the aid she grants worshipers.

Summoned, Shub-Niggurath attacks nonworshipers present.
She is often summoned specifically to accept sacrifices. Shub-
Niggurath can be dismissed by those who know her summoning
spell, and it is possible to hurt her enough to make her leave.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: Shub-Niggurath has
dozens of tentacles, but only one can attack a given victim in
a round. With a successful catch, the investigator is whipped
to the goddess' body to be drained of body fluids by one of her
many mouths, the bite permanently draining 1D6 STR from
the victim per round.

While being drained, the victim is held absolutely help-
lessly, and may not cast spells, expend magic points, or per-
form any act whatsoever except to writhe in pain and scream.

In battle against more powerful beings, Shub-Niggurath
still attacks with one tentacle per opponent, but after a tentacle
strikes it holds on, and a second tentacle attacks, and so on.
Each additional successful attack permits a new mouth to
begin to drain her gigantic victim.

Shub-Niggurath may trample beings of SIZ 60 or less. The
trample attack is effective against all such beings in her path,
which averages 10-20 yards across.

SHUB-NIGGURATH, The Black Goat of the Woods
STR 72 CON 170 SIZ 120 INT 21 POW 70
DEX 28 Move 15 HP 145
Damage Bonus: +11D6.
Weapons: Tentacle 100%, damage automatic catch
Trample 75%, damage 11D6
Bite 100%, damage is 1D6 STR drained per round
Armor: Shub-Niggurath has no armor, but her slimy mist body
is immune to physical weapons. Magical weapons, or fire, elec-
tricity, or similar energies damage her normally. Her ropy tenta-
cles and gooey vapors can rejoin, effectively allowing her to
regenerate points of damage. Each magic point she expends
enables her to heal 2 points of damage.
Spells: Shub-Niggurath knows at minimum all spells pertaining to
the Outer Gods; she is known to have imparted Create Gate, Curse
of Azathoth, and Voorish Sign to favorites.
Sanity Loss: 1D10/1D100 Sanity points to see Shub-Niggurath.

SHUDDE M'ELL, Great Old One. A great gray thing a
mile long chanting and exuding strange acids . . . charging

through the depths of the earth at a fantastic speed, in a dread-
ful fury . . . melting basaltic rocks like butter under a blow-
torch.—Brian Lumley, The Burrowers Beneath.

SHUDDE M'ELL, the Burrower Beneath
STR 90 CON 80 SIZ 120 INT 20 POW 35
DEX 15 Move 8/8 burrowing HP 100
Damage Bonus: +12D6.
Weapons: Tentacle 100%, damage 6D6 + 1D6 CON drain
Crush 90%, damage 12D6 to all within 12 yards radius
Armor: 8-point skin; regenerates 5 hit points per round.
Spells: knows all spells the keeper finds appropriate; has taught
many concerning the Great Old Ones and servitor races.
Sanity Loss: 1D3/1D20 Sanity points to see Shudde M'ell.

TSATHOGGUA, Great Old One. He discerned in a dark
recess the formless bulking of a couchant mass. And the

mass stirred a little at his approach, and put forth with infinite
slothfulness a huge and toad-shaped head. And the head
opened its eyes very slowly, as if half awakened from slumber,
so that they were visible as two slits of oozing phosphor in the
black browless face.—Clark Ashton Smith, "The Seven
Ceases."

He dwells in the black gulf of N'Kai, where he first arrived
on Earth from Saturn. He is one of the less malevolent beings
of the Cthulhu Mythos, though still terrible. Tsathoggua is usu-
ally represented as having a fat furry body and a toad-like head
with bat-like ears and fur. His mouth is wide and his eyes
always are half-closed, as if sleepy. It is also said that he can
freely change his shape.

He is pre-eminent among the chthonians and appar-
ently is the largest and most evil of his kind. According

to legends he once was imprisoned beneath G'harne, but
is now free to wander the Earth with his kin.

CULT: chthonians, Shudde M'ell among them, are not
much worshiped by humans now, though druids are
rumored to have done so in the past and remnant Stone Age
tribes may continue the practice. Perhaps the races that
built G'harne did so to honor Shudde M'ell.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: by himself, Shudde
M'ell can cause a local earthquake of shocking intensity. In

conjunction with other chthonians, he can create very strong
earthquakes of regional size, strong enough to topple buildings
or destroy bridges.

If Shudde M'ell attacks directly, a vast hole opens up,
accompanied by a terrible chanting noise and slobbering, suck-
ing sounds. Everything over the hole, which is at least 1D10+10

yards across, is sucked in and destroyed.
Chthonians then pour out of the hole

and attack survivors.



CULT: Tsathoggua was worshiped by serpent people
and the furry subhuman voormis in ancient times, and
by sorcerers and wizards in later times. He has given
magic gates and spells to the faithful in the past. He is
served by a race of entities known, for lack of a bet-
ter name, as the formless spawn. They dwell in N'Kai
and in his temples.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS: if Tsathoggua is
encountered, he has a 50% chance of being hungry, or
the keeper may prefer to ask for a Luck roll from the
investigator who enters first. If Tsathoggua is not hun-
gry, he ignores the investigators and pretends to be
asleep.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: if hungry,
Tsathoggua grabs an investigator and pulls the victim to him:
in each following round the character loses one point from
each characteristic until they are gone or until Tsathoggua is
driven off. The victim will be in great agony, with acid burns,
vitriol running through his veins, body punctures everywhere,
etc. In this case, a full month of hospital care restores one point
to each characteristic.

TSATHOGGUA, the Sleeper of N'kai
STR 50 CON 120 SIZ 30 INT 30 POW 35
DEX 27 Move 24 HP 75
Damage Bonus: +4D6.
Weapons: Tentacle 100%, damage Grapple
Characteristics Drain 100%, damage 1 point per characteristic
per round
Armor: regenerates 30 hit points per round from wounds and
punctures, but fire, electricity, and other such forces have normal
effects on the monstrous god.
Spells: broad magical powers, as befits a Great Old One; he is
recorded as having taught Create Gate and various
Summon/Bind spells to humans.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D10 Sanity points to see Tsathoggua.

TULZSCHA, Outer God. A belching column of sick
greenish flame . . . spouting volcanically from depths pro-

found and inconceivable, casting no shadows as healthy flame
should, and coating the nitrous stone with a nasty, venomous
verdigris. For in all that seething combustion
no warmth lay, but only the clamminess of
death and corruption. — H. P. Lovecraft, "The
Festival."

At the court of Azathoth it is a blazing green
ball of flame, dancing with brethren Outer Gods
before the Daemon Sultan. Called to our
world, it assumes a gaseous form, pene-
trates the planet to the core, then erupts
from below as a pillar of flame. It cannot
move from where it emerges.

CULT: A few pockets of cultists wor-
ship this obscure entity, generally in
subterranean temples, and especial-
ly during equinoxes, solstices, and
important conjunctions. Tulzscha
thrives on death, corruption, and
decay.

TULZSCHA, Outer God, The Green Flame
STR 60 CON 36 SIZ 78 INT 15 POW 15
DEX 12 Move 0 on surface HP 57
Damage Bonus: as energy, not applicable.
Weapon: Flame Gout 80%, damage special*
* Effective at 50 feet or less; 1 attack per round. The gout of

green fireballs may be dodged. With a successful attack, the
target ages 2DIO years. The target needs CON x5 and POW
x5 rolls on D100, with the losses expressed as 1/1D6 CON
and 1/1D6 POW, respectively. A second POW x5 roll is nec-
essary, as well; failing it, roll 1D6: 1-2 = lose 1 STR; 3-4 =
lose 1 DEX; 5-6 = lose 1 APP.

Armor: none, but immune to impaling weapons and to heat,
cold, acid, and electricity. Explosives and all other physical
attacks do minimum damage. Magic affects it normally, but
Tulzscha can only be driven away by reaching 0 hit points.
Spells: all in the Greater Grimoire, and as the keeper wishes.
Sanity Loss: 1D3/1D20 Sanity points to see Tulzscha.

UBBO-SATHLA, Outer God. There, in the gray beginning
of Earth, the formless mass that was Ubbo-Sathla reposed

amid the slime and the vapors. Headless, without organs or
members, it sloughed off from its oozy sides, in a slow, ceaseless
wave, the amoebic forms that were the archetypes of earthly life.
[About it] there lay the mighty tablets of star-quarried stone that
were writ with the inconceivable wisdom of the premundane
gods.—Clark Ashton Smith, "Ubbo-Sathla."

This god dwells in a cold, dank cavern, and never leaves its
lair unless called or disturbed. The grotto can be
entered through deep fissures in the Antarctic ice or

through secret entrances from the Cold Waste of the
Dreamlands. Other routes may exist.

CULT: Ubbo-Sathla has no human cult, although the
mi-go and other alien races may worship it. The Book
of Eibon and the Necronomicon mention this god.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS: The Unbegotten
Source may have spawned the prototypes of all

earthly life, an idea also whispered of about the
elder things. It was from Ubbo-Sathla's tissues

that the elder things created their dread shog-
goths. Within the grotto of Ubbo-Sathla, sev-

eral tablets of star-wrought stone rest, said
to contain great knowledge and secrets of

the Elder Gods. These tablets, the Elder



Keys, remain an enigma.
Seeking these tablets, even
the most powerful sorcer-
ers have failed to return.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL
EFFECTS: an observer
sees hundreds of pseudopods
forming, flailing about, grasp-
ing prey, and being absorbed back
into the body mass at all times.
Remaining more than a few minutes in the
god's presence insures that one or more investigators will be
attacked. Each pseudopod has a reach of 100 yards. Any spot
touched by Ubbo-Sathla is left devoid of life.

Spawn of Ubbo-Sathla. It continually produces 1D10 off-
spring per round, some of which it eats and others which escape.
Those surviving fulfill every whim and urge of their primal,
mindless sire. Generally encountered only in Ubbo-Sathla's pri-
mal grotto, no two spawn are exactly alike. All prefer surprise
attacks from ambush: some attack with sticky filaments, some
with pseudopods, some with gelatinous tentacles, and so on.
Whatever the attack, a success draws the target into the spawn's
body, where it is digested at the rate of 1D6 hit points per round.
Once swallowed, no action is possible, though friends may
attempt to free the victim.

UBBO-SATHLA, The Unbegotten Source
STR N/A CON 200 SIZ 200 INTO POW 75
DEX N/A Move 0 HP 200
Damage Bonus: N/A.
Weapon: Pseudopod 90%, damage grasp and absorb.
Armor: regenerates 25 hit points per round. Immune to impact,
projectile, and cutting weapons; fire, spells, and enchanted
weapons do normal damage. Loses 3D6 HP to an Elder Sign, but
destroys it. Reaching 0 hit points, the god seeps back into its
cavern or a fissure, and regenerates fully.
Skills: Generate Spawn 100%.
Spells: none, but Ubbo-Sathla controls its spawn at any reason-
able distance.
Sanity Loss: 1D8/5D10 Sanity points to see Ubbo-Sathla.

SPAWN of Ubbo-Sathla, Greater Servitor Race
char. roll averages
STR 1D6 to 6D10+6 3-4 to 39
CON 3D6+6 16-17
SIZ 1D6 to 6D10+10 3-4 to 41
INT zero 0
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 4D6 14
Move 1D10+3 HP 19-20
Av. Damage Bonus: +1D4 to +4D6.
Weapon: Swallow Attack (various) 75%, 1D6 per round when

swallowed
Armor: immune to blows and cuts; fire, magic, and enchanted
weapons harm them normally.
Spells: none.
Skills: Sneak 90%.
Sanity Loss: 1/1D8 Sanity points to see a spawn of Ubbo-Sathla.

Y'GOLONAC, Great Old One.
He saw why the shadow on the

frosted pane yesterday had been head-
less, and he screamed. As the desk
was thrust aside by the towering
naked figure, on whose surface

still hung rags of the tweed suit,
Strutt's last thought was an unbe-

lieving conviction that this was hap-
pening because he had read the Revelations .

. . but before he could scream out his protest his
breath was cut off, as the hands descended on his face and

the wet red mouths opened in their palms.—Ramsey Campbell,
"Cold Print."

Y'golonac is delineated in the Revelations of Glaaki, an
arcane book. It is a bloated, glowing figure who dwells under-
ground in a vast ruin behind a wall of bricks. This prison may
be near the Severn Valley city of Brichester, for it is known to
frequent that place. Y'golonac is known to come when its
name is read or spoken while evil is present. It is a minor god,
but malignant.

CULT: Y'golonac has
little cult, but strives
mightily after more
worship, entrapping
those who are subtly
evil to be his priests.
Y'Golonac's notion of evil seems
to be a shallow one, however.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS:
Y'golonac may appear to be a
normal, somewhat neurotic and
flabby human. When he man-
ages to contact a person that is
debased in evil, the victim is
possessed and absorbed by the
deity, and thereafter his shape can change at will from the form
of the possessed individual to Y'golonac's true form—glowing,
headless, naked and huge, with wet mouths opening in the palms
of the hands.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: to fight off a psychic
attack, the target's player must roll his investigator's POW x5
or less on D100 each round to avoid being overcome. Once
overcome, the investigator loses 1 INT and 1 POW each round
until Y'golonac is forced away or until his soul and mind are
destroyed, and replaced with Y'golonac's—and Y'golonac
departs only if he loses all his hit points. Y'golonac normally
attacks people who have become aware of him, usually
through reading at least a page of the Revelations of Glaaki.
Y'golonac is clever at getting persons to read passages from
that horrid book without knowing they have done so.

In combat against more than one enemy, Y'golonac uses
his mouths to devour and destroy foes. Damage done by the
mouths does not heal naturally, and INT and POW loss is per-
manent, since the suppurating wounds never close.

Y'GOLONAC, Great Old One
STR 25 CON 125 SIZ 25 INT 30 POW 28
DEX 14 Move 10 HP 75



Damage Bonus: N/A.
Weapons: Touch 100%, lose 1 INT & 1 POW each round
Devour 100%, damage 1D4 non-healing damage
Armor: none.
Spells: Summon/Bind and Contact spells, and whatever else
the keeper thinks appropriate.
Sanity Loss: 1/1D20 Sanity points to witness human to
Y'golonac transformation; 1/1D10+1 to see Y'golonac.

YIBB-TSTLL, Outer God. There, about the pulsating
black body of the Ancient One, hugely winged reptil-

ian creatures without faces cluttered and clutched at
a multitude of blackly writhing, pendulous breasts!
[The eyes] moved quickly, independently—sliding
with vile viscosity over the whole rotten surface
of Yibb-Tstll's pulpy, glistening head!—Brian
Lumley, "The Horror at Oakdeene."

This horrible deity sees all time and
space as it slowly rotates in the center of its
clearing in the Jungle of Kled, in Earth's
Dreamlands. Beneath its billowing cloak
are a multitude of nightgaunts, suckling
and clutching at Yibb-Tstll's breasts.

CULT: in ancient times Yibb-Tstll was worshiped as the god
Yibb, but now he has no known cult. Yibb-Tstll is often
approached by individuals —most often sorcerers—who either
crave the use of Yibb-Tstll's servitors, the nightgaunts, or ask
for his beneficent touch.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS: Yibb-Tstll's blood, known
as The Black by sorcerers, can be summoned and
can take independent action, appearing as soft
dark flakes that adhere to the body of a target,
accumulate in great mass, and soon suffocate
him or her; use the rulesbook drowning rules.
Then The Black dissipates, taking the vic-
tim's soul back to Yibb-Tstll. Large quantities
of running water dispel The Black.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: Yibb-Tstll's
touch commonly causes a drastic loss, one of the
keeper's choice—perhaps the immediate loss of all
Sanity points or a quick death from fearful convul-
sions, or perhaps running forward to suckle from
the thing before being ripped to shreds. Changes
might be physical. Sometimes are they beneficial.

YIBB-TSTLL, the Patient One
STR 40 CON 48 SIZ 52 INT 60 POW 65
DEX 16 Move 0 HP 50
Damage Bonus: +5D6.
Weapon: Touch 100%, damage is a drastic loss chosen by keeper
Blood 100%, damage is suffocation
Armor: 12-point cloak, and regenerates 5 hit points per round.
Loss of all hit points dispels Yibb-Tstll, but he can soon reform
or reappear somewhere else.
Spells: all Contact spells, Call Yibb-Tstll, Contact Yibb-Tstll,
Summon The Black, Summon/Bind Nightgaunt, others desired.
Sanity Loss: 1D6/1D20 Sanity points to see Yibb-Tstll.

YIG, Great Old One. The half-human father of serpents
. . . the snake-god of the central plains tribes—presum-

ably the primal source of the more southerly Quetzalcoatl or
Kukulcan—was an odd, half-anthropomorphic devil.—H. P.
Lovecraft and Zealia Bishop, "The Curse of Yig."

Yig is never clearly described, but may look like a scaly
strong man with a serpent-like head or a normal head. He may

be accompanied by mobs of snakes. He seems to be mainly
a North American deity. The notorious "curse of Yig"
consists of madness and malformed children.

CULT: Yig is recorded as being worshiped by Plains
tribes and voodoo doctors, and may be somehow

connected to Quetzalcoatl. He is also wor-
shiped by the serpent people and their kin.
Worshipers gain some immunity from poi-

sonous snakes, the ability to talk to
snakes, and some arcane rituals and

spells. If someone exposes cult secrets or
does harm to the cult, Yig sends a sacred

snake to kill the offender.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: a
manifestation of Yig would be signaled large-
ly or entirely by a carpet of serpents—rattlers

in North America, puff adders or cobras elsewhere.
In hand-to-hand combat, the hand of Yig grasps, not

punches, doing crushing damage to an arm or leg. In the next
combat round, Yig draws the victim to him on a successful
STR against STR Resistance Table roll and bites him.

A sacred snake of Yig is always a very large individual of
a species native to the area where manifested, with a white
crescent on the top of its head. In North America, usually such
a snake would be an enormous torn rattler, at least 5-6 feet
long. The snake appears so swiftly that the victim is always
startled and automatically hit unless he or she can react swift-
ly (the player must roll DEX or INT x5 or less). On subsequent
rounds, the investigator must successfully Dodge to avoid
being bitten by the snake, which will pursue and continue to
attack unless it is killed. No anti-venin can save someone bit-
ten by a sacred snake of Yig—bitten, he or she always dies
after a few minutes of agony.



YIG, Father of Serpents
STR 30 CON 120 SIZ 20 INT 20 POW 28
DEX 18 Move 10 HP 70
Damage Bonus: +2D6.
Weapons: Hand Grasp 90%, damage 2D6 no damage bonus
Bite 95%, damage 1D8 + instant death on penetration
Armor: 6-point scales. Impaling weapons do damage only on an
impaling roll, then doing normal damage and ignoring armor;
any other hit by an impaling weapon bounces off. Hand-to-hand
attacks do normal damage, and Yig's armor protects normally,
but any object penetrating Yig's scaly armor takes 3D6 points of
damage from the disintegrating effects of Yig's venomous blood.
Spells: has all the usual Summon/Bind and Contact spells, and is
more willing than most deities to impart
them; he is particularly expert
with chthonians; keepers
should add other spells as
desired.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D8 Sanity
points to see Yig.

YOG-SOTHOTH, Outer God. Great
globes of light massing towards the open-

ing . . . the breaking apart of the nearest
globes, and the protoplasmic flesh that
flowed blackly outward to join together
and form that eldritch, hideous horror
from outer space ... whose mask was a
congeries of iridescent globes . .. who
froths as primal slime in nuclear chaos
forever beyond the nethermost outposts
of space and time!—August Derleth,
"The Lurker at the Threshold."

Yog-Sothoth dwells in the inter-
stices between the planes which compose the universe. There it
manifests as a conglomeration of iridescent globes which are
always shifting, flowing into one another and breaking. This
conglomeration is large in size, but variable, so that at one time
it may appear to be 100 yards across and at another time half a
mile or more. Connections between Yog-Sothoth's appearance
and sightings of so-called flying saucers are obvious.

CULT: Yog-Sothoth is preeminently the deity of sorcerers and
wizards. He grants them the power to travel between the
planes, or the power to see into other planes via a piece of
magic glass or the like. Yog-Sothoth may also give its slaves
the ability to command various monsters from distant worlds.

In return for these gifts, worshipers open the way for Yog-
Sothoth to travel from his usual domains to Earth, to ravage
and plunder.

As Tawil at'Umr, all those wishing to travel to distant times
and places may safely deal with him. This form seems to be the
least malignant way in which to meet him but even then there
is always a danger that Tawil at'Umr will remove its veil and
cause utter madness and destruction to those dealing with it.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS: Yog-Sothoth holds the
power to travel within the planes to reach any other time or
space. Yog-Sothoth itself is coterminous with all time and
space. Because of this, Yog-Sothoth has been called the Key
and the Gate. In Yog-Sothoth's aspect as Opener of the Way, it
is recorded as Umr at'Tawil [the correct Arabic form would be

Tawil at'Umr, which means the Prolonged of Life]. Yog-
Sothoth wishes to enter this plane to feast on the life it con-
tains, but only can do so at certain times.

Yog-Sothoth can fly through our atmosphere at speeds of
hundreds or thousands of miles per hour.

Yog-Sothoth can transport one character per round any-
where in the universe or anywhere in time by touching him. If
the investigator is not willing to be thus transported, his play-
er may successfully resist by rolling investigator POW x3 or
less on D100.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: each
combat round, Yog-Sothoth may

touch one character with its slimy
spheres, and that character imme-

diately loses 1D6 CON. This damage is
permanent and will not heal normally.

It takes the form of corrosion, with-
ering, or corruption of the body
part touched, and may also
involve an APP loss for the vic-
tim. Alternatively, Yog-Sothoth
may unleash bolts of silvery fluid
or fire (at a cost of 1D6 magic
points) which can reach over half

a mile, and destroy any normal
objects struck—knocking down aircraft, and

slaying or stunning any or all humans failing to
Dodge or jump out of the way. A gout of energy
covers an area about 5 yards across with its
effect.

YOG-SOTHOTH, the All-in-One
STR N/A CON 400 SIZ varies INT 40 POW 100
DEX 1 Move 100 HP 400
Damage Bonus: N/A.
Weapons: Sphere Touch 100%, damage 1D6 permanent CON
Silver Bolt 80%, damage death in 5-yard diameter
Armor: none, but only magical weapons can damage Yog-
Sothoth.
Spells: as many as he wants.
Sanity Loss: 1D10/1D100 Sanity points to see it in sphere
mode. No cost to see Tawil at'Umr form.

ZHAR, Great Old One. The thing that crouched in the weird
green dusk was a living mass of shuddering horror, a ghast-

ly mountain of sensate, quivering flesh, whose tentacles, far-
flung in the dim reaches of the subterranean cavern, emitted a
strange humming sound, while
from the depths of the crea-
ture's body came a weird
and horrific ululation.
— August Derleth, "The
Lair of the Star-Spawn."



Zhar dwells in a dead city, buried under the Plateau of
Sung or Tsang in China. There are two equally titanic monsters
here. Possibly Zhar possesses two bodies, connected by long
expanses of tentacles. The name lloigor is
persistently associated with that of Zhar,
and this second mammoth may be named
Lloigor (do not confuse with the astral race of
the same name), or the lloigor may simply be
tied to Zhar as worshipers or exploiters.

CULT: the Tcho-Tcho people inhabit
the Plateau of Sung (among other
places), and are known to worship
Zhar.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: approached
or disturbed, Zhar attacks by grasping with a ten-
tacle. Anyone grasped completely disintegrates
on the next round, leaving behind only unliving,
inorganic objects. The tentacles reach at least
30 yards. Each round, Zhar may attack with
one tentacle for each target.

ZHAR, the Twin Obscenity
STR 100 CON 100 SIZ 100 INT 30 POW 28
DEX 30 Move 20 / 50 flying HP 100
Damage Bonus: +11D6.
Weapons: Tentacle 100%, damage is death in second round
Armor: 22-point blubbery flesh.
Spells: as the keeper wishes, including Summon/Bind Byakhee
and Call Hastur.
Sanity Loss: 1D6/1D20 Sanity points to see Zhar.

ZOTH-OMMOG, Great Old One. A body shaped like a
broad-based, truncated cone. Aflat, blunt, wedge-shaped,

vaguely reptilian head surmounts this conical torso, and the
head is almost entirely hidden behind swirling tresses. This
hair, or beard and mane, consists of thickly carved and coiling
ropes, like serpents or worms . . . . Through this repulsive

Medusa-mane of ropy tendrils, two fierce, serpent-like eyes
glare in a horrible intermingling of cold, inhuman mockery

and what I can only describe as gloating men-
ace.— Lin Carter, "Zoth-Ommog."

It has a cone-shaped body with a
lizard-like head. From the head

grows a mass of thick serpent-like
tentacles. From the base of the neck

project four thick pseudo-
pods resembling starfish

arms, one on each side of the body.
Zoth-Ommog is evidently buried

underneath the Pacific in the corpse-
city of R'lyeh.

CULT: Zoth-Ommog has no
active cult among humans.

Some deep ones may worship this malign
entity. Zoth-Ommog can manifest

itself through one of the many
statues of itself scattered appar-

ently randomly around the world.

ATTACKS & SPECIAL EFFECTS: generally it assaults any
human on sight, attacking either with one of its gigantic
pseudopods or a bite.

ZOTH-OMMOG, Great Old One
STR 40 CON 120 SIZ 60 INT 20 POW 35
DEX 12 Move 50 HP 90
Damage Bonus: +5D6.
Weapons: Tentacle 90%, damage Grapple—on next round

squeeze for 5D6 damage
Bite 90% damage 1D6 + 3
Armor: 10-point thick, blubbery hide; regenerates 3 hit points
per combat round.
Spells: all Call and Contact spells, plus any that the keeper finds
appropriate.
Sanity Loss: 1D6/1D20 Sanity points to see Zoth-Ommog. 



Not all encounters, even
deadly ones, need be with
the Mythos. Here are

included mammals, birds, insects,
swimming things, and legendary
supernatural entities of this planet.

More such beings certainly can be
devised, and those presented here can easily be
modified to represent another species. For
instance, a keeper may want a Kodiak
bear or a polar bear instead of the common black bear pre-
sented here. In that case add 1D6-3D6 to the STR, CON, and
SIZ of the animal. Also increase the damage bonus, to reflect
the damage that a bigger, stronger, tougher paw swipe from a
bear would do.

Only supernatural creatures cost Sanity points to see. In the
following stats, the absence of the Sanity Loss entry means
that no Sanity point loss occurs in normal connection with the
animal. Sanity point losses for ghosts and wraiths vary with
their loathsomeness and how well they inspire terror.

BATS, LARGE, Pteropus gouldii, et al. Even the giant
fruit bat of Central America congregates in dozens or hun-

dreds. The smaller bats common to the United States gather in
enormous cavern-based flocks of up to 50,000 individuals.
Bats worldwide are under severe environmental attack from
humans.

BATS, LARGE
char. rolls averages
STR 2D4 5
CON 2D6 7
SIZ 2D4 5
POW 2D6 7
DEX 1D6+18 21-22
Move 1 / 12 flying HP 6
Av. Damage Bonus: N/A.
Weapon: Bite 40%, damage 1D2
Skills: Echo-Locate Prey 75%, Spot Hidden 75%.
Habitat: warm and temperate climates worldwide.

BOBCATS, Felix rufus. The
bobcat is the most common

large cat of North America,
and is notoriously bad-tem-
pered. It is found in moun-
tains and woods everywhere
on the continent, especially
along watercourses. A bobcat
attacks with both claws and
its bite each combat round. If

both claws hit, the animal hangs on, continuing to bite,
and may rip with its hind claws.

BOBCATS
char. rolls averages

STR 2D6 7
CON 3D6 10-11
SIZ 1D4 2-3
POW 2D6 7
DEX 2D6+12 19
Move 12 HP 6-7
Av. Damage Bonus: -1D6.
Weapons: Bite 20%, damage 1D4
Claw 40%, damage 1D3 + db
Rip 80%, damage 2D3 + db
Skills: Climb 80%, Hide 80%, Sneak 90%.
Habitat: North America.

BLACK BEARS, Ursus americanus. By far the most
common type of bear in North America. It is the only bear

likely to be met in the eastern United States. It can attack twice
in a round, using either two separate claw attacks or a bite plus
one claw attack.

BLACK BEARS
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6+10 20-21
CON 2D6+6 13
SIZ 3D6+10 20-21
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 3D6 10-11
Move 16 HP 17
Av. Damage Bonus: +2D6.
Weapons: Bite 25%, damage 1D10
Claw 40%, damage 1D6 +db
Slap 25%, damage equals db
Armor: 3-point fur and gristle.
Skills: Climb 30%, Listen 75%, Scent Prey 70%.
Habitat: southern Canada to southern Mexico.

B 

UNYIPS, Greater Independent Race.
The eye is the size of a man's head, and is as inhuman as

that of a squid, great and sad and timeless.—Love, "Old Fellow
That Bunyip."

A creature from the myths of native Australians. It's some-
thing like a crocodile, and something like an enormous seal. The
eyes are glowing coals, and the hide is an unwholesome and
unnatural combination of fur, scale, and feather. Swimming, its
powerful flippers come into play. Walking, the hind legs allow
it to stand erect, towering twelve feet or more. The hunting cry



is the only sound made, as dire
and desolate as death, or a sav-
age, roaring paean of hate, rage,
and hunger. The bunyip has long
claws, and hugs its prey to
death. It prefers eating women
to men. It is found in ponds and
spring-fed pools.

BUNYIPS
char. rolls averages
STR 10D6+10 45
CON 4D6+12 26
SIZ 10D6+10 45
INT 2D6+12 19
POW 10D6 35
DEX 3D6+6 16-17
Move 10/16 walk/swim HP 36
Av. Damage Bonus: +5D6.
Weapons: Bite 65%, damage 1D10
Claw 65%, damage is Grapple in first round and then

5D6 + db in second round.
Can Bite and Claw once each per round. The only escape is to

overcome a bunyip's STR with STR on the Resistance Table.
Armor: 10-point hide.
Spell: a bunyip can at will raise and lower the water
level of its pool or billabong.
Skills: Sense Life 95%, Swim Quietly 95%.
Sanity Loss: 1/1D10 Sanity points to see a bunyip; 1/1D3
Sanity points to hear its call.

BUSH PIGS, Potamochoerus porcus. These common
African animals live in dense forests and travel in small

herds of about twenty individuals. They are not domesticated.
Their numbers have increased
lately because the number of
leopards has decreased.

BUSH PIGS
char. rolls

averages
STR 2D6+4 11
CON 2D6+6 13
SIZ 2D6+4 11
POW 2D6 7
DEX 2D6 7
Move 10 HP 12
Av. Damage Bonus: none.
Weapon: Gore 30%, damage 1D8 + db
Armor: 3-point hair, hide, and muscle.
Skills: Scent Enemy 50%.
Habitat: Africa, south of the Sahara.

CAPE BUFFALOES, Syncerus caffer. They travel in
large herds, sometimes of several hundred individuals,

but also are met in smaller groups. The cape buffalo is the
largest representative of this geographically diverse species. It
is notoriously irritable and aggressive, and often is held to be
the most dangerous large animal in Africa.

CAPE BUFFALOES
char. rolls averages
STR 4D6+20 34

CON 3D6+10 20-21
SIZ 4D6+20 34
POW 2D6 7
DEX 2D6 7
Move 12 HP 27-28
Av. Damage Bonus: +3D6.
Weapon: Charge 30%, damage 2D6 + db
Armor: 5-point hide and muscle.
Skills: Scent Enemy 65%.
Habitat: Africa, plains and open forest south of the Sahara.

CONDORS, Vultur gryphus. The statistics do as well for
a giant eagle or any other large bird. The condor's wing-

spread averages about nine feet. Only the largest birds will
attack humans, though vultures will attack helpless prey

of any sort. All birds have the special ability to
cut an attacker's chance to hit in half

while they are flying.
Larger birds live in the

higher hills and mountains,
which offer safe nesting sites
and reliable updrafts for soaring.

They perch among pinnacles or on
rocky ledges, or even in trees that

have grown close enough to sup-
port the considerable weight of up to

a half-dozen large birds and their nest. The
range of such birds is effectively the western hemisphere, but
no reason exists that a keeper cannot say "A giant bird is div-
ing at you" anywhere this side of Antarctica, where the giant
birds only walk.

ANDEAN CONDORS, or any giant bird
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6+12 22-23
CON 3D6 10-11
SIZ 3D6+6 16-17
POW 2D6+6 13
DEX 2D6+12 19
Move 5/12 flying HP 13-14
Av. Damage Bonus: +1D6.
Weapon: Bite 45%, damage 1D8
Claw 45%, damage 1D6 + db
Armor: 2-point feathers.
Skills: Spot Hidden 90%.
Habitat: North and South America.

ROCODILES, Crocodylus niloticus. This is the NileCcrocodile, now rare in the lower Nile but still found in
central Africa, Madagascar, tropical Asia, and northern and
western Australia. Where there is water there may be croco-
diles. Crocs eat anything they can catch, and come in great
numbers to a kill to feed communally. Usually they will not
attack a boat. Similar stats may be used for any Crocodilia,
including alligators, caimans, and gavials—all long-snouted,
lizard-like, and carnivorous.



NILE CROCODILES
char. rolls averages
STR 4D6+12 26
CON 3D6+8 18-19
SIZ 4D6+12 26
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 2D6 23
Move 6/8 swimming HP 22-23
Av. Damage Bonus: +2D6.
Weapon: Bite 50%, damage 1D10 + db
Armor: 5-point hide.
Skills: Glide Stealthily Through Water 75%, Hide 60%, Sneak 50%.
Habitat: tropics, esp. jungle marshes worldwide.

DOGS, ORDINARY, Canis famil-
iaris. Our domestic friends are

notable among animals for devotion and
affection to their human masters. As
hunters, they prefer to gather in packs of
1D8+3 animals minimum.

DOG, ORDINARY
char. rolls ' averages
STR 2D6 7
CON 3D6 10-11
SIZ 1D6+1 4-5
POW 2D6 7
DEX 2D6+6 13
Move 12 HP 7-8
Av. Damage Bonus: -1D4.
Weapon: Bite 30%, damage 1D6
Skills: Listen 75%, Scent Something Interesting 90%.
Habitat: wherever humans live.

ELEPHANTS, AFRICAN,
Loxodonta africana. Everyone knows

about elephants. Investigators should be
safe enough unless they too closely

approach a herd, are surprised by a
rogue, or run afoul of a protective parent.

This species is larger (averaging six tons in
weight) and more feisty than its Asian cousin.
An elephant can attack once per melee

round. If the trunk grapples a target, the victim
escapes by successfully matching his or her STR

against half the elephant's STR on the Resistance
Table. The trunk does negligible damage, but

each round following a successful grapple the victim can be hit
by any of the elephant's other attacks with a 99% chance for
success.

AFRICAN ELEPHANTS
char. rolls averages
STR 6D6+34 55
CON 3D6+16 26-27
SIZ 6D6+42 63
POW 2D6+6 13
DEX 3D6 10-11
Move 10 HP 45
Av. Damage Bonus: +6D6.
Weapon: Trunk 50%, damage Grapple
Rear & Plunge 25%, damage 8D6 + db
Trample 50%, damage 4D6 + db
Tusk Gore 25%, damage 6D6 + db
Armor: 8-point skin.
Skills: Listen 80%, Scent Something Interesting 95%.
Habitat: Central Africa; a smaller cousin species lives in
tropical Asia.

GHOSTS. Each ghost should be crafted by the keeper to
fit the circumstances of the adventure. Ghosts generally

possess only INT and POW, appearing as dim, misty forms.
They haunt specific locations, or sometimes specific objects
such as a ship or automobile.

Ghosts may or may not be vulnerable to magic. Some
ghosts may may not be exorcisable. Ghosts especially seem to
haunt locations in order to communicate the awfulness which
prompted their formation. Sometimes a ghost gives clues or
instructions which, if carried out, let the anxious shade dis-
solve and find peace. Though all ghosts are terrifying, some
are more loathsome than others: a 1D8 Sanity point loss is the
maximum loss.

For a ghost's attack, match its POW against target POW on
the Resistance Table. As this happens, the ghost may be
glimpsed as clawing at, enveloping, or otherwise physically
attacking the target.

If the ghost overcomes the target's POW, the character loses
1D3 POW. If the character can overcome the ghost, he or she
causes it to lose 1D3 POW. The characteristic lost is forfeit.
Ghosts of great strength may drain 1D6 POW or more from a
victim in a single combat round, but such potent entities still
lose only 1D3 POW if overcome by the victim in a particu-
lar round. Compare with
the Wraith, below.

Individually crafted ghosts
are good sources of spooky sce-
narios. Entire campaigns can be
devoted to the study of and exor-
cism of ghosts. Books to read as
sources for ideas about ghosts
include The Haunting of Hill
House (both the novel and the
film, in fact) by Shirley
Jackson, The Shining by
Stephen King, any of
William Hope Hodg-



son's ghost stories (particularly the Carnacki—Ghost
Finder tales), and the ghost stories of M. R. James.
Henry James contributes a whole volume of ghost
stories in his Collected Works, and Rudyard Kipling
set some excellent tales of ghosts in England and
in India. Like the ghosts they portray, some
of these books may prove difficult to get
hold of, but larger public libraries should
have them.

GORILLAS, Gorilla gorilla.
These creatures do have the

strength to rip apart human beings, but
we have come to understand that they are shy and gentle, and
nearly extinct.

If prodded into violence, a gorilla can bite and attack with
both hands in one round. If the gorilla successfully attacks
with both hands, it grapples its foe, doing the gorilla's damage
bonus in damage to the victim in each successive round until
the victim breaks the gorilla's grasp via a successful STR
against STR match on the Resistance Table. With a second
successful Grapple, any victim's hand-to-hand weapon is
immobilized.

GORILLAS
char. rolls averages
STR 4D6+12 26
CON 3D6 10-11
SIZ 2D6+12 19
INT 1D6+1 4-5
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 3D6 10-11
Move 8 HP 15
Av. Damage Bonus: +2D6.
Weapons: Bite 45%, damage 1D6 + db
Hand 45%, damage 1D6 + db
Armor: 2-point skin.
Skills: Browse For Food 50%, Hide 75%.
Habitat: mountains of Central Africa.

HORSES, Equus caballus. Horses offer many advantages
to those who know their ways. For role-playing, divide

them into riding horses, draught horses, and donkeys and mules.
Use of the riding horse is covered by the Ride skill. Single

riders and small groups can easily cover forty miles in a day,
given plenty of water and fodder such as oats and other grains.

Riding horses may spar with other hors-
es, but they do not fight unless cor-

nered. Even cavalry-trained horses
are trained merely to stay their
ground and control their ner-

vousness. Nearly all horses
will panic at the presence of
some supernatural thing.

Draught horses are the
largest of horses, usually
broken to ride but not
much actually ridden. To
hitch them to wagons, a

Drive Horses or similar roll

might be asked. Saddles and girths large
enough for them may not exist; bareback
riding could be done at a 15 percentile
penalty to the Ride skill.

Donkeys and mules mostly carry bur-
dens, not riders, or draw wagons or carts.
Stereotypically, they ignore commands
when it pleases them, even brutal ones.

Among all horses, the tendency con-
cerning bloody events, gunfire, monsters,
angry crowds, and so on will be a sensible
one, to flee.

RIDING HORSES
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6+18 28-29
CON 2D6+6 13
SIZ 4D6+12 26
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 3D6 10-11
Move 12 HP 20
Av. Damage Bonus: +2D6.
Weapons: Bite 05%, damage 1D10
Kick 05%, damage 1D8 + db
Rear/Plunge 05%, damage 2D8 + db
Trample* 25%, damage 2D6 + db
*horse must be trained for this attack.
Armor: 1 point of muscle.
Skills: Dodge 45%, Hide 25%.
Habitat: grasslands and high deserts, or where humans are.

NDIAN WILD DOGS (dholes), Cuon dukhenen-Isis. This is no supernatural monster.
The wild dog of India lives mainly in
dense forests and is sometimes
quite vicious. They travel in
packs of up to a dozen
individuals, all good
enough hunters that
they sometimes bring
down water buffaloes.

WILD DOGS
char. rolls averages
STR 1D6+1 4-5
CON 3D6 10-11
SIZ 1D6 3-4
POW 1D6+6 9-10
DEX 2D6+6 13
Move 15 HP 7-8
Av. Damage Bonus: -1D6.
Weapon: Bite 05%, damage 1D6
Skills: Listen 40%, Track 80%.
Habitat: wooded areas of Central and South Asia.

LIONS, Panthera leo. The most famous of all the wild
cats, lions travel in prides of a dozen or so animals, and

hunt cooperatively. The male lions of southern Africa have
denser and blacker manes than those further north.



A lion can make one claw attack and one bite attack each
combat round. If both attacks hit, the lion hangs on, continues
to bite the neck in order to close off the air supply, and may
rake with its hind claws.

LIONS
char. rolls averages
STR 2D6+12 19
CON 3D6 10-11
SIZ 3D6+6 16-17
POW 2D6+6 13
DEX 2D6+12 19
Move 10 HP 13-14
Av. Damage Bonus: +2D6.
Weapons: Bite 40%, damage 1D10
Claw 60%, damage 1D6 + db
Ripping 80%, damage 2D6 + db
Armor: 2-point skin.
Skills: Organized Hunt 25%, Track 25%.
Habitat: Africa and Near East.

MOUNTAIN LIONS, Panthera concolor. A wide-rang-
ing predator averaging six feet in length. It is smaller,

short-legged, and less social compared to its African cousin.
The mountain lion rarely attacks adult humans, but children
would be fair game. In the 1980s and 1990s it became a pro-
tected species in the United States, where its numbers have
greatly increased.

In attacking, it attaches with both claws and bites each
round. If both claws hit, the animal hangs on, biting or chok-
ing the target, and may rake with its hind claws.

MOUNTAIN LIONS, Pumas, Cougars
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6+6 16-17
CON 3D6 10-11
SIZ 2D6+8 15
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 2D6+12 19
Move 12 HP 13
Av. Damage Bonus: +1D4.
Weapons: Bite 30%, damage 1D10
Claw 50%, damage 1D6 +db
Rake 80%, damage 2D6 +db
Armor: 1-point fur.
Skills: Climb 80%, Hide 80%, Jump 40%, Sneak 90%.
Habitat: found throughout North and South America.

MUMMIES. These undead beings are similar to intelli-
gent zombies. Some cults keep mummies in their tem-

ples as guardians. Like zombies, mummies must be hacked
apart before they cease action. Contrary to popular belief,
many mummies lack bandage wrappings and can move rela-
tively swiftly. Mummies cannot naturally regenerate magic
points.

A mummy has double its human STR, 1.5 times its origi-
nal CON, and two-thirds of original DEX.

Because of the bitumen and bandages frequently used to pre-
serve them, fire is particularly effective against Egyptian mum-

mies: damage is normal, but the flames
are more difficult to extinguish because
of the bitumen in the wrappings.

MUMMIES, Average
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6 x2 20-22
CON 3D6x1.5 15-17
SIZ 2D6+6 13
INT 3D6 10-11
POW 1D6+12 15-16
DEX 2D6 7
Move 6 HP 14-15
Av. Damage Bonus: +1D4.
Weapon: Fist 70%, damage 1D6 + db

Grapple 25%, damage special
Armor: 2-point skin; impaling weapons are useless unless sev-
ering a limb, head, etc.
Skills: Move Quietly 50%, Stalk 40%.
Sanity Loss: 1/1D8 Sanity points to see a mummy.

PYTHONS, Python reticulatus. In folk tales, pythons have
the ability to charm prey, causing a target to stand unre-

sisting until attacked, but investigators should mainly worry
about being crushed and
swallowed. A successful
D100 roll of DEX x3 or
less frees one investigator
arm. From the victim's
point of view, treat the Crush
attack as a Grapple which does
damage each round it succeeds.
As the keeper sees fit, the vic-
tim's player also might
need to roll CON x5 or
less on D100, or the
investigator falls unconscious.

Once stilled, the victim, of SIZ up to that of the snake, is
swallowed dead or unconscious. If not dead when swallowed,
death follows quickly from suffocation.

PYTHONS, or other Giant Snake
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6+12 22-23
CON 2D6+6 13
SIZ 5D6 17-18
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 2D6+6 13
Move 6 HP 15-16
Av. Damage Bonus: +1D6.
Weapons: Swallow automatic, damage suffocation and digestion
Crush 40%, damage 1D6 + db
Armor: 2-point glistening skin.
Skills: Move Quietly 90%, Hide in Cover 75%.
Habitat: tropical forests.

R 

AT PACKS, Rattus norvegicus. Individual rats are not
worthy opponents, but an infestation of rats can be daunt-

ing. Assume ten rats per pack, and per round damage of 1D3 hit



points. Choose the number of
rat packs in the attack, multiply
that number by 5, and use the

product of these numbers as
the percentage chance of the

packs to attack successfully. A
successful attack by an investigator kills

one rat and chases away the rest of that
pack, lowering the general effec-
tiveness of the rat pack attacks. Rat

packs exist only for the purposes of gaming.

RHINOS, Diceros bicornis. The two-horned animal
described here is the irascible black rhino of Africa. This

animal is aggressive, and may charge for no apparent reason.
The larger white rhino is more placid and much less like-
ly to charge. A typical black rhino is about
twelve feet long and five feet high at the
shoulder.

In order to use the Charge attack, a rhino
must be able to charge for
at least ten yards. A rhino
attacks once per round,
and does not hesitate to
smite the car or truck as well
as the passenger.

BLACK RHINOS
char. rolls averages
STR 6D6+20 41
CON 4D6+6 20
SIZ 6D6+20 41
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 2D6 , 7
Move 15 HP 31
Av. Damage Bonus: +4D6.
Weapons: Bite 25%, damage 1D10
Charge 50%, damage 1D10 + db
Trample 75%, damage 3D10 + db against downed foe
Armor: 10-point hide.
Skills: Be Annoyed 70%. Scent Danger 60%.
Habitat: sub-Saharan Africa, along with the white rhino; cousin
species live in India and Indonesia.

SKELETONS, HUMAN. Animated skeletons are encoun-
tered in a few medieval legends, and rather more frequent-

ly in modern stories and especially in modern films.
Dried bones are fairly brittle, and snap and splinter easily

from a heavy blow, but no area of a skeleton is more vulnerable
than any other. To simulate this, ignore impales, critical hits, and
so on. Any blow striking a skeleton has a chance of destroying
it equal to or less than the dam-
age done x4, as rolled on D100.
For example, if an axe hit a
skeleton and did 8 points dam-
age, there would be a 32%
chance of destroying the
skeleton by shattering it.
Unless the skeleton shat-
ters, it remains totally
undamaged.

Secondly, halve the chance to hit with an impaling weapon,
since much of the target is simply air.

Animated skeletons traditionally use weapons rather than
striking blows directly, perhaps because they shatter so easily.
Equip as desired, typically small club or sword at a skill per-
centage of DEX x3.

No good explanation explanation exists for the continued
mobility of the bones once muscles, tendons, and ligaments
have rotted away.

HUMAN SKELETONS
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6 10-11
CON           N/A          -
SIZ 2D6+6 13
INT 3D6 10-11
POW 1 1
DEX 3D6 10-11
Move 7                        HP N/A
Av. Damage Bonus: none.
Weapon: any hand-to-hand weapon DEX x3% chance, damage
normal + db
Skills: Clatter Ominously 45%, Rise Unexpectedly 60%.
Habitat: ruins, tombs, treasure chests, dungeons, sorcerers' keeps.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D6 Sanity points to see an animated skeleton.

SQUIDS, GIANT, Teuthoidea architeuthis. The average
size of the species is a body about twelve feet long, with

tentacles up to an additional sixty feet in length. The statistics
reflect a squid of this size. To make a whale-battler, add 1D6
of SIZ and STR for every two feet of increased span from ten-
tacle tip to tip.

The beak and eight tentacles can attack simultaneously
at up to eight different targets. The first tenta-
cle striking a foe hangs on; when a second
connects, the two constrict the target,
and each does its damage each round.

GIANT SQUIDS
char. rolls averages
STR 6D6 21
CON 2D6+6 13
SIZ 6D6 21
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 2D6+12 19
Move 4/10 swimming HP 17
Av. Damage Bonus: +2D6.
Weapons: Beak 45%, damage 1D10 + CON = POT poison

Tentacle 45%, damage 1D6 + db of constriction
Armor: 2-point hide.

Skills: Hide in Cover 70%.
Habitat: deep oceans, preferably cool polar waters.

TIGERS, Panthera tigris. The largest of all felines, tigers
are notorious man-killers in India, where villages unwise-

ly intrude into diminishing ranges. Tigers are solitary hunters.
A tiger can attack with both claws and one bite each combat
round. If both attacks hit. the tiger hangs on, continues to bite
or choke, and may rake with its hind legs.



BENGAL TIGERS
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6+12 22-23
CON 3D6 10-11
SIZ 3D6+6 16-17
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 2D6+12 19
Move 10 HP 13-14
Av. Damage Bonus: +1D6.
Weapons: Bite 45%, damage 1D10
Claw 70%, damage 1D8 + db
Ripping 80%, damage 2D8 + db
Armor: 2-point skin.
Skills: Hide in Cover 80%,
Move Quietly 75%, Track
50%.
Habitat: India to Java; a
Siberian cousin also exists.

V 

AMPIRES. Every player will be interested in matching
wits with these blood-suckers, but stories about vampires

and their powers so conflict and contradict that the individual
keeper must determine which vampire facts are true in play,
and which are merely legendary. Here are some options.

• A vampire casts no reflection.

• A vampire may have to return to soil in which it originally
was buried in order to pass the daylight hours.

• The third bite from a vampire causes a character to die, and
then to become one of the undead.

• A vampire has no special powers in daylight, and may be
unable to move abroad, or be unable to move from its coffin.

• In Catholic cultures, the cross gives protection from a vam-
pire, at least for a while, and holy water touching the thing
sears and scalds its flesh.

• A vampires never drinks ... wine.

A vampire can change into smoke, mist, a wolf, or a bat at will.
If smoke or mist, it drifts at the rate of one yard / combat round.

Once physical attacks have exceeded its hit points, the
vampire turns into smoke or mist at the end of the combat
round, thereafter regenerating hit points at the rate of 1 point
per round. However, if the vampire's hit points have been
reduced exactly to zero, its head has been hit: the vampire falls
and cannot transform into smoke. Then a stake driven through
its heart kills it forever.

VAMPIRES
char. rolls averages
STR 3D6 x2 20-22
CON 2D6+6 13
SIZ 3D6 10-11
INT 2D6+6 13
POW 2D6+6 13
DEX 3D6 10-11
Move species rate +2 HP 12
Av. Damage Bonus: +1D6.
Weapons: Bite* 50%, damage 1D4 first round + blood drain

thereafter
Claw** 50%, damage 1D4 + db
Gaze***, match POWs on Resistance Table
*If a vampire's Bite attack does damage, maintaining the Bite
stifles any resistance from the target, and drains 1D6 STR
(blood) from the victim each round thereafter.
** With a successful magic point against magic point roll on the
Resistance Table, the touch of a vampire drains 1D3 magic
points from the victim, transferring them to the vampire. This
happens each combat round. Each successful roll drains another
1D3 magic points. Magic points so acquired vanish after the
vampire's POW in hours. The victim can regenerate the magic
points normally.
***If the Resistance Table roll succeeds (match POW against
POW), the target is always hypnotized, and can be made to fol-
low simple instructions. If these instructions are self-destructive,
at the start of a round the target's player may roll INT x5 or less
to snap out of it. 
Armor: can reform after hit points are exceeded.
Skills: Human Psychology 60%, Scent Blood 75%.
Habitat: wherever innocence is undefended.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D4 Sanity points to be attacked; 1/1D3 to wit-
ness a transformation. Vampires of human appearance cost no
Sanity points to see.

WASP Swarms, or Bee Swarms. Such a cloud of stinger-
equipped flying insects attacks for 2D6 combat

rounds before halting pursuit. Unless the victims are com-
pletely covered (as with netting or by being enclosed in an
auto or by diving underwater) there is no pro-
tection against them. An investigator
who is stung extensively and
whose player fails a CON x5 roll
on D100 may experience pro-
found immune system shock, fall
seriously ill, and (rarely) die.

The Africanized bees coloniz-
ing the Americas in the 1990s are
more intent in their pursuit than

are honey bees or wasps, attacking
for up to 3D6 minutes. Being seriously stung by these so-called
killer bees occasionally results in death, since the attacks are
comparatively unrelenting and often more numerous. Each
minute of such attack might cost as much as 1D6 hit points.

WEREWOLVES, Humanoid or Full Wolf. As the first
sort, a normal human is cursed and occasionally there-

after turns into a monster, half human and half beast, classically
at the full moon. This unfortunate may be unaware of his curse



or may detest his fate. The second sort may fully
transform into a wolf, glories in his transforma-
tions, and has more control over the metamor-
phoses than the first. Ravenous and sav-
age attacks, much like the classical mad
dog or the rabid human, are typical of
both. The mass of the individual does not
change, even though the shape does.

Both types apparently propagate by
transmitting a transformational agent
through the saliva while biting; thus even
an unsuccessful attack is perilous.

In bestial form the werewolf is notoriously resistant to
injury, regenerating 1 hit point every combat round. Scars and
welts of such damage may remain after the ravener reassumes
human form. Such healing is weakening, often forcing the
shape-changer to spend days in bed. Werewolves are immune
to most weapons, but they can be damaged or killed by fire or
by silver weapons that impale. (Its fur set afire, the werewolf
loses hit points faster than it can regenerate.)

Silver, the lunar metal, is poisonous to the werewolf. To
determine damage, match the damage done by the silver weapon
against the werewolf's CON on the Resistance Table. If over-
come, the werewolf dies. If not overcome, the werewolf takes
half the rolled damage and may not regenerate hit points so lost.

As humans, werewolves are outwardly normal, and have
normal human characteristics. The Man-beast and Giant Wolf
forms below share common attacks, armor, etc. The keeper
may or may not charge a Sanity loss for the wolf form: if there
is a Sanity loss, give the creature glowing eyes and other
supernatural attributes to account for the perception in the
mind of the character.

WEREWOLVES, Man-beast Humanoid Form
char. rolls averages
STR 6D6 21
CON 2D6+6 13
SIZ 3D6 10-11
INT 1D4+2 4-5
POW 2D6+6 13
DEX 2D6+6 13
Move 12 HP 12
Av. Damage Bonus: +1D4 or +1D6.

WEREWOLVES, Giant Wolf Form
char. rolls averages
STR 6D6 21
CON 2D6+6 13
SIZ 3D6+1D3 12-13
INT 1D4+2 4-5
POW 2D6+6 13
DEX 2D6+6 13
Move 13 HP 12-13
Av. Damage Bonus: +1D6.
Weapons: Werewolf Bite 30%, damage 1D8 + db
Infect 99%, if target's skin broken by Bite, the victim transforms

into a werewolf at the next full moon
Armor: while in wolf or man-beast form, 1-point hide plus
regeneration of 1 hit point per round.

Skills: Hide 60%, Track by Smell 90%.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D8 Sanity points to see a werewolf.

0/1D3 to see one change shape.
Habitat: wherever the full moon shines brightly.

WOLVES. They may hunt in packs when
dogging herds of elk or caribou; they as

often hunt singly or in family pairings. Wolves are nor-
mally shy, and verified attacks on healthy humans are said

to be rare or nonexistent.

WOLVES
char. rolls averages
STR 2D6+6 13
CON 3D6 10-11
SIZ 2D6+1 8
POW 3D6 10-11
DEX 2D6+6 13
Move 12 HP 9-10
Av. Damage Bonus: none.
Weapon: Bite 30%, damage 1D8
Armor: 1-point fur.
Skills: Spot Hidden 60%,
Track by Smell 80%.
Habitat: approximately the
same ranges as larger cold and temperate climate ruminants and
herbivores.

WRAITHS. This kind of wrathful, potent ghost seems to
be created by overwhelming feelings of frustration and

hate at the time of death.
Like ghosts, wraiths may haunt or guard specific locations,

and like them have only INT and POW as characteristics. Each
one should be carefully hand-crafted, always have some point
of unique interest, and rarely should have POW of less than
13. Their INT may vary widely. Sanity loss to see a wraith is
at least 1/1D8 Sanity points.

Wraiths live on the ethereal plane, and this gives them spe-
cial powers and vulnerabilities. They are vulnerable to magic.
Their POW acts like CON in dealing with magical attack.

Some wraiths therefore have magic points, and if one loses
all its magic points, it dissolves and cannot reform

for at least a week. Others will not be able to
reform at all, or be able to only at the cost of
considerable Power. Others have no magic

points, only POW, and in losing all
POW are dispelled forever. No wraith

negotiates, nor does one ever reveal its
secrets. Leave that for ghosts.

No matter how the wraith is configured,
the attack procedure is the same. First,

match the wraith's POW against the tar-
get's CON on the Resistance Table. If

the target loses, he or she loses 1D6-1 (0-5) points from STR,
INT, or CON (from which depends upon the motive of the
wraith). A victim reduced to zero in one of these characteris-
tics either dies, is bed-ridden, or is a vegetable until the char-
acteristic can be raised. These attacks may continue at the
same level of damage until the target has lost all points in the
characteristic, or until he or she manages to flee the room or
other specific location.



their mouths to guard against this. In addition to the voodoo
tradition, we note also the notion in the Cthulhu Mythos of
Resurrecting the dead (which, though, seem mostly in control
of their faculties), and the new rationales that weird science or
vile pollution might also create zombie-like things.

Since Night of the Living Dead, zombies are more eager to
eat than to threaten; by the 1980s zombies were synonymous
with the idea of cannibalism. The 1943 film / Walked with a
Zombie remains the most evocative and interesting depiction
of this terror.

ZOMBIES
characteristics rolls averages
STR 3D6x1.5 15-17
CON 3D6xl.5 15-17
SIZ 2D6+6 13
POW 1 1
DEX 2D6 7
Move 6 HP 14-15
Av. Damage Bonus: +1D4.
Weapon: Bite 30%, damage 1D3
Large Club 25%, damage 1D8 + 1 + db
Armor: none, but impaling weapons do 1 point of damage, and
all others do half rolled damage.
Skills: Obey Command 99% or Pursue Human Flesh 99%.
Habitat: wherever created.
Sanity Loss: 1/1D8 Sanity points to see a zombie.

If the target successfully resists, the wraith loses that
amount of POW or magic points. If all magic points are lost,
the thing is dispelled, perhaps permanently at the will of the
keeper. A wraith never recovers lost characteristic points.

ZOMBIES. Though everyone knows what film zombies are
like, not many stories have been written about these things.

Zombies are almost immune to weapons which
impale (including firearms), although such
weapons will further damage the zombie's
appearance. Any hit by an impaling weapon

does 1 point damage to the creature's hit
points. All other weapons do only half

the damage rolled. A zombie liter-
ally must be hacked apart

before it ceases to act. Setting
one aflame also seems to be

effective.
The spell creating the zombie

supplies the point of POW motivating
it. Each spell-caster directs what he or

she creates: zombies have no wills of their
own.

As the keeper wishes, a few spells and
substances may deactivate these things.
According to voodoo tradition, zombies
could be destroyed by feeding them
salt; their makers would first sew shut



NOMINAL ages for these characters are those given or
implied in the stories in which they appear. Some of
the skills are intended as roleplaying notes for

whomever uses them as non-player characters, and do not
exist anywhere else.

Individuals who have other than zero damage bonuses are
indicated by +db, not amount, to make clear the difference
between weapon damage and damage bonus.

A 

RMITAGE, Dr. Henry. In the end the three men from
Arkham—old, white-bearded Dr.

Armitage, stocky, iron-grey Professor
Rice, and lean, youngish Dr. Morgan-
ascended the mountain alone. — H .P.
Lovecraft, "The Dunwich Horror."

After the library watchdog killed
Wilbur Whateley while Whateley was
attempting to steal the Necronomicon,
Armitage learned some of the book's
secrets. Accompanied by Rice and
Morgan, Armitage traveled to Dunwich
and there met and (with the aid of
strange magicks) defeated Wilbur
Whateley's terrible twin, the Son of
Yog-Sothoth.

Dr. HENRY ARMITAGE, Age 73, Man of Letters and Librarian
STR 11 CON 8 SIZ 12 INT 18 POW 16
DEX 10 APP 13 EDU 24 SAN 55 HP 10
Damage Bonus: none.
Weapons: none.
Skills: Cryptography 75%, Cthulhu Mythos 18%, French 80%,
German 70%, Greek 68%, History 65%, Latin 75%, Library Use
95%, Literature 75%, Occult 25%, Persuade 75%, Psychology
48%.

CARTER, Randolph. He knew only that he wished to cross
the barrier to the untrammelled

land of his dreams and the gulfs where
all dimensions dissolve in the
absolute.—H. P. Lovecraft, "Through
the Gates of the Silver Key."

He is the central character in sever-
al Lovecraft tales. Of independent
means, Carter studied and wrote, and
served with the French Foreign Legion
during the Great War, but found no last-
ing satisfaction in the illusions of the
waking world. Like Odysseus, he was a
man never at a loss, and thereupon jour-
neyed elsewhere. He disappeared from
Arkham, returned and reported an

astounding journey to a few friends, then disappeared again,
perhaps forever.

RANDOLPH CARTER, Age 55 When Last Disappeared
STR 15 CON 17 SIZ 15 INT 18 POW 19
DEX 14 APP 15 EDU 21 SAN 50 HP 16
Damage Bonus: +1D4.
Weapons: .45 Revolver 60%, damage 1D10 + 2
Scimitar 75%, damage 1D8+1 + db
Skills: Appreciate Eccentric Artists 47%, Archaeology 14%,
Chinese 25%, Colonial Architecture 59%, Credit Rating 60%,
Cthulhu Mythos 10%, Deal With Publishers 15%, Dream Lore
70%, Dreaming 62%, English 90%, French 57%, History 48%,
Library Use 55%, Love Old Books 79%, Military Tactics 35%,
Navigate 65%, Persuade 55%, Philosophy 88%, Psychology
70%, Ride Unusual Mount 45%, Speak Cat 35%, Speak Zoog
20%, Yaddithian Lore 77%,
Magic Items: large silver key, Hyperborean scroll.

CURWEN, Joseph. The subject [of the painting] was a
spare, well-shaped man . . . with a

thin, calm, undistinguished face which
seemed somehow familiar to both Ward
and the artist. —H. P. Lovecraft, "The
Case of Charles Dexter Ward."

Dead at the hands of his 18th-cen-
tury neighbors, the sorcerer Curwen
left clues and magical suggestions
which led great-great-great-grandson
Charles Dexter Ward to resurrect his
ancestor. Returned to life, Curwen
soon found Ward "too squeamish", and
slew him. Curwen in turn was returned
to blue dust in 1928, when Dr. Marinus
Bicknell Willet, realizing that Curwen
had taken Ward's place, reversed Curwen's Resurrection spell.

JOSEPH CURWEN, Appears as Age 26, Cruel Sorcerer
STR 12 CON 14 SIZ 10 INT 19 POW 20
DEX 14 APP 11 EDU 21 SAN 0 HP 12
Damage Bonus: none.
Weapons: Dagger 35%, damage 1D4
Flintlock Pistol 70%, damage 1D6 + 1
Spells: Enchant Painting, Journey to the Other Side,
Resurrection, Steal Life, Voice of Ra, Voorish Sign.
Skills: Accounting 15%, Alchemy 40%, Anthropology 30%,
Astrology 55%, Bargain 80%, Blackmail 80%, Chemistry 10%,
Conceal 60%, Credit Rating (as Ward) 70%, Cthulhu Mythos
29%, Fast Talk 65%, Greek 45%, Hebrew 48%, Hide 45%,
History 67%, Interrogate 75%, Lack Mercy 90%, Latin 58%,
Library Use 55%, Occult 50%, Persuade 45%, Pharmacy 20%,
Psychology 70%, Sneak 35%, Torture 75%.



DE LA POER, The Last. The rats continued their riot,
stampeding with such force and distinctness that I could

finally assign to their motions a definite direction. These crea-
tures . . . were engaged in one stupen-
dous migration from inconceivable
heights to some depth conceivably, or
inconceivably, below. — H. P. Love-
craft, "The Rats in the Walls."

Returning to his ancient family seat,
the narrator unwittingly awakens the
horrible taint in his blood. The last de la
Poer, never given a first name but reas-
suming the ancient form of his family
name, devolves from retired business-
man to blood-hungry madman. The rats
in the walls of Exham Priory, migrating
hungrily to the horrible caverns below
and with which he maintains a horrify-

ing rapport, lead de la Poer to murder and insanity.

DE LA POER, About Age 65, Last of the Line
STR 12 CON 11 SIZ 11 INT 15 POW 14
DEX 12 APP 10 EDU 16 SAN 0 HP 11
Damage Bonus: none.
Weapon: Hysterically Claw & Chew 35%, damage 1D4
Skills: Accounting 45%, Bargain 70%, Credit Rating 75%, Hear
Rats 85%, History 40%, Listen 40%, Local Tales 55%, Love Cats
90%, Make Profits 85%, Psychology 40%, Spot Hidden 55%.

DERBY, Edward Pickman. Blond and blue-eyed, he had
the fresh complexion of a child; and his attempts to raise

a moustache were discernible only with difficulty. His voice
was soft and light, and his pampered, unexercised life gave
him a juvenile chubbiness rather than the paunchiness of pre-
mature middle age. He was of good height, and his handsome
face would have made him a notable gallant had not his shy-
ness held to seclusion and bookish-
ness.—H. P. Lovecraft, "The Thing on
the Doorstep."

Weak-willed and dreamy, Derby
was an easy target for Asenath Waite,
who married him planning to exchange
minds with him. Inside the shell of
Asenath lurked the mind of sorcerer
Ephraim Waite, her father. But Derby
took revenge from within this perverse
menage when he rose from the dead,
quickening for a while after being in-
stalled in Asenath's putrescent remains
by the sorcerer.

EDWARD PICKMAN DERBY, Age 38, Poet and Dilettante
STR 11 CON 10 SIZ 12 INT 16 POW 8
DEX 11 APP 13 EDU 16 SAN 15 HP 11
Damage Bonus: +0.
Weapons: none
Skills: Avoid Responsibility 35%, Craft Poem 85%, Credit
Rating 75%, Cthulhu Mythos 33%, Debate Literature 60%,
Drive Automobile 0%, History 45%, Imagine 90%, Know
Arkham 95%, Library Use 65%, Occult 65%, Oratory 75%,
Speculate 90%, Turn Away From Reality 40%.

LEGRASSE, Inspector. It must not be fancied that Inspector
Legrasse had the least interest in archaeology. On the con-

trary, his wish for enlightenment was
prompted by purely professional consid-
erations. The statuette . . . had been cap-
tured some months before in the wooded
swamps ... so singular and hideous were
the rites connected that the police could
not but realise that they had stumbled on
a dark cult.—H. P. Lovecraft, "The Call
of Cthulhu."

Legrasse's men broke up a large
cultist gathering south of New Orleans.
His subsequent interrogations best sum-
marize the goals of those who worship
the Great Old Ones.

JOHN RAYMOND LEGRASSE, Age 40, Police Inspector
STR 12 CON 14 SIZ 11 INT 14 POW 15
DEX 13 APP 11 EDU 17 SAN 70 HP 13
Damage Bonus: none.
Weapons: .38 Revolver 45%, damage 1D10
Skills: Climb 35%, Credit Rating 30%, Cthulhu Mythos 2%,
Dodge 34%, English 72%, French 44%, Grill Suspect 85%,
History 27%, Law 35%, Library Use 31%, Listen 80%, Oratory
15%, Persist 70%, Photography 22%, Psychology 70%, Ride
45%, Sneak 39%, Spanish 18%, Spot Hidden 59%, Track 40%.

MALONE, Thomas F. In youth
he had felt the hidden beauty

and ecstasy of things, and he had been
a poet; but poverty and sorrow and
exile had turned his gaze in darker
directions, and he had thrilled at the
imputations of evil in the world
around.—H. P. Lovecraft, "The Horror
at Red Hook."

Malone is described as "large,
robust, normal-featured, and capable-
looking." A graduate of Dublin Univer-
sity, he was as well equipped for the
supernatural as any detective has a
right to be, and yet he was overwhelmed immediately.

THOMAS F. MALONE, Age 42, Police Detective
STR 14 CON 15 SIZ 15 INT 15 POW 14
DEX 11 APP 11 EDU 16 SAN 58 HP 15
Damage Bonus: +1D4.
Weapons: Fist/Punch 65%, damage 1D3 + db
Nightstick 38%, damage 1D6 + db
.38 Revolver 70%, damage 1D10
Skills: Bargain 65%, Climb 55%, Credit Rating 35%, Dodge
36%, Drive Automobile 35%, Fast Talk 70%, Greek 20%, Hebrew
8%, History 30%, Jump 50%, Know New York Streets 85%, Latin
38%, Law 40%, Library Use 55%, Listen 55%, Occult 16%,
Persuade 20%, Psychology 60%, Sneak 25%, Throw 45%.

MASON, Keziah. Old Keziah, he reflected, might have
had excellent reasons for living in a room with peculiar

angles; for was it not through certain angles that she claimed
to have gone outside the boundaries of the world of space we
know?—H. P. Lovecraft, "The Dreams in the Witch House."



A woman of admitted evil in the era of the witch trials,
Keziah Mason escaped retribution by fleeing to another dimen-
sion. Her anchor in this space-time appears to have been her
Arkham home, known in later centuries as the Witch House.
There Walter Gilman studied her reappearances and influences,
and there Brown Jenkin gnawed out Gilman's heart.

KEZIAH MASON, Immortal Witch
STR 14 CON 15 SIZ 10 INT 21 POW 23
DEX 14 APP 8 EDU 25 SAN 0 HP 13
Damage Bonus: +1D4.
Weapons: Butcher Knife 65%, damage 1D6 + db
Spells: Contact Nyarlathotep*, Create Gate**, Dread Curse of
Azathoth, Enchant Pipes, Shrivelling, Summon/Bind Hunting
Horror, Summon/Bind Servitor of the
Outer Gods, Voorish Sign.
*This special relation is seemingly at will
and without cost of magic points; the
form contacted is that of the Black Man.
**The witch has a special grasp of
Create Gate, and seems to be able to
drag victims into other space-times
against their will.
Skills: Astronomy 35%, Cthulhu Mythos
81%, Estimate Gate 80%, Fast Talk 70%,
Hide 65%, History 40%, Kidnap 65%,
Occult 65%, Organize Cult 80%,
Persuade 85%, Pharmacy 70%, Poisons
70%, Psychology 50%, Sneak 30%.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D4 Sanity points to see Keziah Mason.

BROWN JENKIN, Keziah's Immortal Rat-Thing Familiar
STR 3 CON 5 SIZ 3 INT 14 POW 12
DEX 18* EDU 3 SAN 0 Move 9 HP 4
* has four tiny human hands in place of paws.
Damage Bonus: -1D6.
Weapon: Bite 80%, damage 1D2
Skills: Gnaw 65%, Hide 85%, Listen 70%, Scuttle 75%.
Sanity Loss: 0/1D4 Sanity points to see Brown Jenkin.

ICKMAN, Richard Upton. [He]Pwas shewing what happens to those
stolen babes—how they grow up—and
then I began to see a hideous relationship
in the faces of the human and nonhuman
figures. He was, in all his gradations of
morbidity between the frankly non-
human and the degradedly human, estab-
lishing a sardonic linkage and evolution.
The dog-things were developed from mor-
tals!—H. P. Lovecraft, "Pickman's
Model."

The force of Pickman's canvases
apparently depended as much upon the
depiction of human hypocrisy as upon revealing the physical
evolution of human into ghoul.

RICHARD U. PICKMAN, Age 43, Artist of the Macabre
STR 13 CON 17 SIZ 12 INT 18 POW 18
DEX 18 APP 11 EDU 16 SAN 15 HP 15
Damage Bonus: +1D4.

Weapon: .45 Revolver 55%, damage 1D10 + 2
Skills: Art (Oil Painting) 90%, Brush Technique 96%, Colonial
Architecture 30%, Cthulhu Mythos 12%, Fast Talk 55%, Jump
50%, Latin 25%, Morbid Renderings 99%, Photography 25%,
Psychology 90%.

SON OF YOG-SOTHOTH. It was
mostly a kind of force that doesn't

belong in our part of space; a kind of
force that acts and grows and shapes
itself by other laws than those of our
sort of Nature. —H. P. Lovecraft, "The
Dunwich Horror."

This is Wilbur Whateley's fraternal
twin, "who looked more like his father"
than Wilbur did: "red eyes an' crinkly
albino hair, and no chin, like the
Whateleys . . . . It was a octopus, a spi-
der kind o' thing, but they was a haff-
shaped man's face on top of it, an' it looked like wizard
Whateley's, only it was yards an' yards acrost." It was invisible
and could be seen only with the aid of the Powder of Ibn-Ghazi.

SON OF YOG-SOTHOTH, Age 15
STR 35 CON 30 SIZ 50 INT 21 POW 24
DEX 21 Move 9 HP 40
Damage Bonus: +2D6.
Weapon: Grasp and Suck 100%, damage 1D6 hit points lost to
crushing every round, plus loss of 1D10 hit points of blood drain
every round after the first.
Armor: none, but cannot be harmed by physical weapons.
Enchanted weapons do minimum damage. The creature is sus-
ceptible to magic. It is invisible except when feeding.
Spells: Call Yog-Sothoth, Death Spell, Implant Fear, Stop Heart,
Voorish Sign.
Sanity Loss: when invisible, 1/1D8 Sanity points; when visible,
1D8/3D10 Sanity points; conceivably players may need to roll
twice.

W 

AITE, Asenath. She was dark, smallish, and very good-
looking except for overprotuberant eyes; but something

in her expression alienated extremely
sensitive people . . . . One of the
Innsmouth Waites, and dark legends
have clustered for generations about
crumbling, half-deserted Innsmouth and
its people. — H. P. Lovecraft, "The
Thing on the Doorstep."

To preserve himself, sorcerer
Ephraim Waite transferred his mind into
that of his daughter, Asenath, but that
effected he still desired the male brain's
"unique and far-reaching cosmic pow-
ers." Fearing for his life, Edward Derby
murdered Asenath, but Ephraim ensor-
celed Derby from beyond the grave.

ASENATH WAITE, Age About 23 [soul/mind of Ephraim Waite]
STR 12 CON 14 SIZ 10 INT 18 POW 18
DEX 13 APP 13 EDU 23 SAN 0 HP 12
Damage Bonus: none.



Weapons: Fist/Punch 60%, damage 1D3
Head Butt 50%, damage 1D4
Grapple 35%, damage special
Dagger 45%, damage 1D4 + 2
Spells: Alter Weather, Curse of Azathoth, Mind Exchange, Mists
of R'lyeh, Wither Limb, and any six Call and Contact spells.
Skills: Arabic 60%, Cthulhu Mythos 72%, Drive Automobile
70%, Library Use 70%, Occult 55%, Swim 85%.

WEST, Dr. Herbert. West was then a small, slender, spec-
tacled youth with delicate features, yellow hair, pale blue

eyes, and a soft voice .. . only an occasional flash of a cold blue
eye. . . [told] of the hardening and growing fanaticism of his
character under the pressure of his terrible investigations.—H.
P. Lovecraft, "Herbert West—Reanimator."

West obsessively reanimated dead tissue for some twenty
years, but with no thorough-going success. Some of his partial
successes at last hunted him down and slew him.

Dr. HERBERT WEST. M.D., At Age 30, Experimenter
STR 11 CON 13 SIZ 9 INT 18 POW 18
DEX 15 APP 12 EDU 23 SAN 10 HP 11
Damage Bonus: none.
Weapons: Scalpel 90%, damage 1D4
Hypodermic Syringe 80%, damage negligible*
*impale result enters vital organ or releases POT 16 poison.
Skills: Anatomy 80%, Bargain 75%,
Chemistry 65%, Credit Rating 40%,
Dodge 55%, Electrical Repair 55%, Fast
Talk 50%, First Aid 65%, Hide 40%,
Library Use 60%, Listen 5%, Make
Plausible Excuse 60%, Mechanical
Repair 45%, Medicine 79%, Pharmacy
60%, Photography 20%, Select Best
Nervous System 55%, Sneak 39%, Spot
Hidden 70%, Track 18%.

HATELEY, Noah ("Wizard").W[He arranged] all the rotting
ancient books and parts of books which

during his own
day had been
heaped promiscuously in odd corners of
the various rooms. "I made some use of
'em," he would say as he tried to mend
a torn black-letter page . .. "but the boy
is fitten to make better use of 'em."—H.
P. Lovecraft, "The Dunwich Horror."

Keenly intelligent, the self-tutored
sorcerer promoted the impregnation of
his wife by Yog-Sothoth. She subse-
quently bore fraternal twins, Wilbur
and the Son of Yog-Sothoth, who car-
ried on Noah's work.

WIZARD (Noah) WHATELEY, Age 72, Sorcerer
STR 10 CON 11 SIZ 12 INT 18 POW 13
DEX 9 APP 8 EDU 7 SAN 0 HP 12
Damage Bonus: none.
Weapon: Staff 80%, damage 1D8 + 1
Spells: Alter Weather, Augur, Blight/Bless Crop, Call Horned
Man*, Call Yog-Sothoth, Cause/Cure Blindness, Contact

Nyarlathotep, Death Spell, Dread Curse of Azathoth, Evil Eye,
Implant Fear, Lame/Heal Animal, Shrivelling, Stop Heart,
Summon/Bind Byakhee, Summon/Bind Star Vampire, Vborish
Sign, Warding.
*A summary of this spell exists in Return to Dunwich.
Skills: Cthulhu Mythos 22%, Drive Sleigh 65%, First Aid 25%,
History 15%, Library Use 10%, Occult 25%, Persuade 25%.

HATELEY, Wilbur. Though heWshared his mother's, and grand-
father's chinlessness, his firm and preco-
ciously shaped nose united with the
expression of his large, dark, almost
Latin eyes to give him an air of quasi-
adult hood and well-nigh preternatural
intelligence.—H. P. Lovecraft, "The
Dunwich Horror."

Whateley and his ghastly twin
intended to open the way for Yog-
Sothoth and other gods, but Wilbur, the
human-looking twin, was mauled to
death in the Miskatonic University
library by a watchdog. Wilbur had broken in at night to steal the
Necronomicon. This episode alerted Dr. Armitage to the danger
facing mankind.

WILBUR WHATELEY, age 15, Eager Pupil
STR 17 CON 18 SIZ 21 INT 21 POW 20
DEX 14 APP 7 EDU 15 SAN 0 HP 20
Damage Bonus: +1D6.
Weapons: Fist/Punch 65%, damage 1D3 + db
Kick 45%, damage 1D4 + db
Head Butt 55%, damage 1D4 + db
.45 Revolver 30%, damage 1D10 + 2
Spells: Augur, Blight/Bless Crop, Call Yog-Sothoth, Cause/Cure
Blindness, Contact Nyarlathotep, Create Gate, Death Spell, Evil
Eye, Implant Fear, Lame/Heal Animal, Powder of Ibn-Ghazi,
Stop Heart, Summon/Bind Byakhee, Summon/Bind Star
Vampire, Voorish Sign, Warding, Wither Limb.
Skills: Aklo 65%, Arabic 25%, Astronomy 25%, Climb 65%,
Cthulhu Mythos 38%, Dodge 55%, Drive Wagon 55%, English
75%, Greek 45%, Hide 55%, History 35%, Jump 65%, Latin
65%, Library Use 25%, Listen 90%, Occult 45%, Psychology
45%, Sneak 45%, Spot Hidden 75%.
Sanity Loss: meeting the clothed Wilbur costs 0/1 Sanity points;
meeting Wilbur naked costs 1/1D8 Sanity points since his body
is hideous and alien.

ZANN, Erich. He was a small, lean, bent person, with shab-
by clothes, blue eyes, grotesque, satyr-like face, and nearly

bald head.—H. P. Lovecraft, "The Music of Erich Zann."
An unnamed but inhumanly-great musician, perhaps an

Outer God, pursued the man. Poor Zann died of fear and kept
on playing.

ZANN, ERICH, About Age 60, Violist
STR 14 CON 10 SIZ 9 INT 14 POW 13
DEX 18 APP 9 EDU 10 SAN 15 HP 10
Damage Bonus: none.
Weapon: none.
Skills: Know Music 93%, Listen 90%, Play Viol 99%, Spot Hidden
0%, Write French 11%, Write German 63%, Write Music 99%.



Precursor Mythos tales by Chambers, Machen, and
Blackwood are some five generations since publication.
Lovecraft fell silent more than sixty years ago. Since

then have come new wizards of words, among them the writ-
ers and keepers of Call of Cthulhu adventures. These latter
have created much, including here more than two hundred
spells for use in the game. Spells make interesting browsing
and can become useful models for keeper projects. These have
been evaluated in play many times.

As always, keepers are not obliged to recognize any ensor-
celment or incantation which has not become manifest in the
course of play. Spells are a province of the keeper, not the
players. Most spells are intended to be cast by evildoers,
cultists, and madmen.

A handful of spells are the product of independent magical
tradition —human tribal knowledge, the arcana of the Serpent
People, the fathomless rationality of the Great Race, individ-
ual research, etc. A few spells have no Sanity point cost.

Spells are arranged in a single alphabetical list. Cross-ref-
erences indicate a couple of spell name changes.

Five types of spells—Call/Dismiss Deity, Contact, Contact
Deity, Enchantment, and Summon/Bind Servitor—form sub-
classes which include several or many spells. The rationales
for some of these spells have been regularized for this edition.
Enchantments include what were known as "artifacts"—per-
manent enchantments for which no spell of creation is known.
The four that exist in this grimoire (Glass from Leng, Lamp of
Alhazred, Plutonian Drug, Shining Trapezohedron) are men-
tioned under Enchantments, but are alphabetized individually
in the general spell list.

The Spells
ALTER WEATHER: moderates or exacerbates any weather
condition. Large groups may cast the spell to achieve great mete-
orological effects. The keeper establishes the base conditions.
Every ten magic points sacrificed effects one level of change (see
further below). The caster may expend as many magic points as
he or she is able, as can any participant who knows the spell.
Those ignorant of the spell can contribute 1 magic point only.

Casting the spell costs every participant 1 current Sanity
point, and requires a song-like chant to be uttered for three
minutes per level of weather change. The effective radius of
the base spell is two miles; this area can be widened for a cost
of ten magic points for each additional mile. The change in the
weather lasts thirty minutes for every ten magic points of the
total contributed, but violent weather such as a tornado lasts a
much shorter time.

Five weather components can be changed, in varying lev-
els of effect. One level costs 10 magic points to change: thus
to change the two levels from partly cloudy to heavy clouds
takes 20 magic points to change. For snow to fall, the temper-

ature must be 30°F or lower, otherwise the precipitation is rain,
not snow.

Cloud Cover Levels: (1) clear, (2) foggy, (3) partly cloudy,
(4) cloudy, (5) heavy clouds.
Wind Direction Levels, the eight compass points: (1) north,
(2) northeast, (3) east, (4) southeast, (5) south, (6) southwest,
(7) west, (8) northwest.
Wind Speed Levels: (1) calm, (2) breezy, (3) gusty, (4) strong
steady wind, (5) gale, (6) local hurricane, (7) tornado.
Temperature Levels: one level raises or lowers the tempera-
ture in the area of effect by five degrees Fahrenheit.
Precipitation Levels: (1) dry, (2) drizzle or mist, (3) rain
[snow], (4) hail [snow], (5) heavy rain [heavy snow], (6)
thunderstorm [blizzard].

APPORTION KA: the caster can place a portion of his life
essence, or ka, into one or more of his vital organs. This done,
the wizard can then remove the enchanted organ from his or
her body. The organ continues to live and sustain the caster's
identity. Having one's own insides removed costs 2D10 SAN
and the permanent loss of 1 POW per organ removed.

This spell was first used by followers of the Dark Pharaoh,
Nephren-Ka, who would remove vital organs and lock them
away in safe places. This would make the caster virtually
impossible to kill, if not for the spell's one weakness. The
brain is the seat of the spell's power and, as such, could not be
removed. If the brain was destroyed the other organs would
lose their magical properties and the caster would die. (Other
spells no doubt supplied the priests with means for seeing,
touching, and so on.)

The priests of Nephren-Ka could not transplant themselves
into other people. With transplant technology, today's sorcerer
can. Even while disembodied, the caster is able to sense where
the other parts are, and subtly guide the bodies toward each
other. When two bodies are as close as a block or two, the cast-
er regains full consciousness, with access to all memories,
knowledge, and spells. The caster also takes command of these
proximal bodies, and they all become of one mind. POW is his
or her own, but the magic points are the sum of those he or she
controls as well as owns. His or her own magic points regen-
erate, but the rest are one-time use only, and only as long as the
caster maintains sway.
ATTRACT FISH: a fisherman's aid, to be cast over salt or
fresh water. The cost is 2 magic points and no Sanity. Bait
must be placed in the water and a simple sing-song chant
uttered for two minutes. In 1D6 minutes, D100 local fish con-
gregate in the area.
AUGUR: grants portents of the future if the caster is clever
enough to understand them. Augur costs 4 magic points and
1D2 SAN to cast. Media varies, from animal entrails to tea



leaves to the casting of stalks. The chance of understanding an
augury is equal to or less than the augurer's POW x5. A por-
tent may be vague, subtle, dream-like, or in a cryptic verse; if
the future were easy to know, everyone would know it.
AWAKE ABHOTH: this spell wakens the sleeping god Ab-
hoth to begin the great feast for which it waits and hungers.
The spell costs 12 magic points, 1D10+2 Sanity points, and
long rituals that prove the caster's faithfulness to the god.
BAIT HUMANS: causes the image of a fabulously large and
beautifully cut diamond to float in the air before the target. The
spell costs the caster 1 magic point per casting, lasts for five
minutes, and can be repeated indefinitely. Approximate range
of the spell is one mile. As a target approaches the illusion, the
diamond recedes at approximately the same speed, in the direc-
tion the caster wills, presumably to where the hungry chthon-
ian waits. As in sport fishing, the target decides whether or not
to take the bait. Only chthonians have this spell. A variation,
Bait Sand Dwellers, exchanges the image of a floating diamond
for that of a tender human haunch, dripping flesh blood.
BALK BROOD: calls forth the Brood of Eihort from a victim.
The spell requires three rounds to intone and costs 1D3 Sanity
points per participant. The caster and other people who know
the spell can expend as many magic points as desired. Those
who touch the caster while the spell is intoned can add 1 magic
point per person, though the Sanity cost remains at 1D3 points
each. Learning the spell requires a roll of INT x2 or less on
D100 and 15-INT days of study.

Using the Resistance Table, match the total of the magic
points expended against the number of days elapsed since the
injection of the Brood. If the spell succeeds, the Brood infesting
the victim promptly cascade out of the victim's orifices, costing
him or her 1D3 Sanity points for pain and embarrassment.

The victim also loses 1 hit point for each day of infestation.
The infestation may already have caused the victim great
harm, which their presence keeps from being obvious.
Removing the Brood actually may kill the victim, but he or she
is doomed in any case.

At each casting of this spell, the participants risk the
appearance of Eihort: the chance accumulates at 10 percentiles
per cast. Eihort will attack the caster first.
BANEFUL DUST OF HERMES TRISMEGISTUS: similar
to the Dust of Suleiman, it only affects creatures of nonterres-
trial origin (that excludes humans, deep ones, ghouls, servants
of Glaaki, sand dwellers, serpent people, and chthonians, but
not flying polyps, elder things, mi-go, star-spawn of Cthulhu,
or shoggoths). It costs 4 magic points and no Sanity to cast the
creation spell; thereafter anyone may use the gold-colored dust
created. Only the most fearsome entities continue to fight after
an application of this powerful dust.

To apply the dust requires that the target be within reason-
able Throw range. With a successful Throw roll, the dust burns
the extraterrestrial creature for 2D6 points of damage. Armor
does not protect against the dust. Each successful Throw of the
dust does the same damage. If Thrown and missed, the nimbus
of the dust still does 1 hit point of damage. The creature
escapes damage only if the Throw roll is fumbled.

The dust's effects are horrible, and cost sensitive observers
0/1D3 Sanity points to see. The creature flinches and flails,
and sometimes screams. Its body smokes and burns as if eaten
by powerful acid.

The formula for the dust requires common chemicals and
ingredients in a proportion of combined weight about equal to
two pounds. Two ounces of this concoction is enough for one
dose. Sixteen doses would be made each time the formula is
followed. A successful Chemistry or Pharmacy roll is required
for a batch to work; the keeper should make this roll, for the
caster should have no idea if a batch will be effective.
BANISHMENT OF YDE ETAD: It sends home most trans-
dimensional human or human-like intelligences that are under
their own volition. It is not effective against servitors, hirelings,
thralls, or any creature commanded by another intelligence.
Correctly performed, the banishment is permanent and irrevo-
cable. Each banishment is of an individual, not of a class.

At least three people must participate in the spell. All par-
ticipants must know the spell. More participants add to the
effectiveness. The total number of participants must be divisi-
ble by three. Each participant donates 1D4+3 magic points and
loses 1D4 Sanity points. Learning this spell requires twelve
hours of time, a roll of INT x4 or less, and 1D3 Sanity points.

This banishment works by destroying with ritual flames a
sigil representing the target. The target's personal sigil is best,
but a substitute can be prepared according to a formula
described with the spell.

The spell must be performed in the open air in the middle
of the night, ideally in a place of power associated with the
subject. The target's known haunts, its last known location, or
its point of entry into this dimension are all suitable sites. The
spell casters must divide their numbers: one third remain out-
side a protective circle and the rest stand within.

Using a mixture of ground silicon dioxide, lime, or mag-
nesium silicate, combined with dried and ground henbane or
garlic, the larger group of spell casters inscribes a circle on the



ground around them, one large enough to accommodate the
group as well as leaving room for a fire in the center. As the
circle is made, the casters must recite a complicated verse.
Then more of the compound is used to trace a series of com-
plicated symbols, accompanied at all times by the chanting of
verses read aloud or declaimed from memory.

The spell casters outside the circle then trace a second larg-
er circle of the compound, surrounding all. The casters in the
central circle place their personal sigils (a sigil can be a hand-
written signature, or something equally characteristic) at evenly
spaced intervals around the inside perimeter of the inner circle.
As the sigil is placed, that participant must speak his or her
name aloud to the heavens. These personal sigils must remain in
place until the ritual is completed. The protective circles com-
plete, the casters in the inner circle build a ritual fire upon a
grate suspended two to six inches above the ground. The fire
must be of moderate size, with plainly visible flame. As the rit-
ual fire is lit, all casters repeat yet another complicated verse.
The fire must burn steadily from this time until the sigil is utter-
ly consumed. If the fire flags or dies, the banishment fails, so the
inner circle also must contain plenty of fuel.

Once the fire is burning steadily, the casters within the
inner circle throw locks of their own hair and nail clippings
into the flames, accompanied by more chanting. As the smoke
rises from the clippings, the casters within the inner circle
place the sigil of the intended target on the fire so that it is
clearly visible to all the spell casters, and it must remain visi-
ble until utterly consumed. At that point the image of the thing
to be banished appears, howls in fiery agony, and gradually
returns to its own plane of existence. As it burns, the casters
within the circle repeat a final verse, then remain silent until
the fire dies, an additional 3D10 game minutes. The casters
then may destroy the circles and freely move about.
BAT FORM: lets the caster assume the form and capabilities
of a flying fox, while retaining his or her intelligence and
intentions. The spell costs 12 magic points to cast; assuming
the form of a bat costs 1D8 Sanity points. The spell must be
cast while the sun is down, and its effects last only until the
sun rises. Capabilities of a bat include those of flight and of
acute hearing.
BECOME SPECTRAL HUNTER: turns the target into a
monster which can attack while invisible. The spell requires 2
POW from the caster (who also may be the recipient), a small
specially made figurine, the blood of several animals, and the
loss of all Sanity points by the target of the spell. The target
must be a knowledgeable volunteer. If the caster is not also the
recipient, he or she loses 3D6 Sanity points in performing the
ritual. The target transforms into a spectral hunter, a hideous
humanoid described in the 1982 supplement Shadows of Yog-
Sothoth. The new spectral hunter is psychically linked to the
figurine which holds its soul. If this figurine is destroyed, the
spectral hunter is injured or killed.
BIND ENEMY: either by physical attack or magical attack,
the spell renders the target unable to harm the caster for the
next seven days. A variable number of magic points are sacri-
ficed into a small effigy of the target, and then matched against
the target's POW on the Resistance Table. If the target wins,
the spell fails. No Sanity points are expended. It takes about a
day to gather the materials, construct the effigy, and chant the
ritual that seals the magic points into the effigy.

The effigy must contain a
few hairs or nail clippings
from the target, or something
else of a personal nature. The
spell is broken if the caster
attacks the target or if the
effigy is destroyed.
BIND LOUP-GAROU (Cage
of Kind): removes a were-
creature's desire to control his
or her shape-changing, quick-
ly condemning him or her to the life of whatever animal the
character's animal alternate is. Bind Loup-Garou needs 14
magic points per targeted loup-garou. It consumes 2D4 Sanity
points per ceremony, no matter how many loups-garous are
involved. A loup-garou so bound sheds its human side in a num-
ber of game days equal to its POW.

Once the spell is cast, the target loup-garou steadily loses
his or her ability to choose when to shape-change. More and
more he or she becomes the animal alternate when primal emo-
tions such as rage, fear, lust, or hunger become strong. The
shape-change is more and more triggered, and not a choice.
The effect strengthens over time. After 1/2 POW days, the tar-
get spends half its time in its animal form. After POW days, the
human side is utterly unattractive and tedious. The loup-garou
then lives out the remainder of its life as an animal in the wild.

To perform this spell, the caster needs a bowl of solid silver
or gold. The bowl must be inscribed with the incantations of the
spell on its inner surface. The caster must also carve a circular
talisman into the surface of the area where the spell is to be
cast. Six candles are placed and lit clockwise around this talis-
man. Once the candles are lit, the caster may not leave the cir-
cle, or he or she must repeat the ceremony from the beginning.

At least six drops of uncoagulated human blood must be
added to the bowl. To target an individual, place some of his or
her body hair, fingernail clippings, personal possessions, etc., in
the bowl. More than one person may be targeted at a time.
Incantations must be chanted without interruption for an hour. If
all goes well, the bowl briefly glows and the spell begins its work.

After the spell is cast, the targeted loup-garou experiences
growing fears and desires based on the need of its animal side.
For instance, if the loup-garou is half mountain lion, then
while on the human side the loup-garou becomes increasingly
aloof, predatory, and territorial with rivals. The affected loup-
garou loses no Sanity unless it understands what has happened
to it; then the Sanity loss is 1D3+1 SAN per day, until POW
days have passed. Then it loses all remaining SAN and as a
human is permanently insane.
BIND SOUL: allows the caster to imprison a human soul and
thereby control or murder the body from which the soul came.
Cost to cast the spell is 10 magic points and 3 Sanity points.
The caster must be able to find the soul before it can be impris-
oned; see Snare Dreamer for one way to achieve that. See
Compel Flesh for a way to control the body.

The caster must defeat the target soul by matching POW
vs. POW on the Resistance Table. If the soul is trapped, the
victim's body begins to die, at the rate of 2 CON per day.
When CON reaches zero, the body dies and the soul is
released. If the soul is not trapped, the magic points and Sanity
points are lost without effect.



A special vessel for the soul must have been prepared. That
ritual takes three days. Anything that can be closed (a jar, a
box, a bottle, etc.) will do as a vessel. The soul can be released
by opening or breaking the vessel, if the vessel can be found.
The powder of Ibn-Ghazi and similar magic can trace the link
between body and soul: the location of the vessel can be cal-
culated by triangulation or by expending considerable powder
and simply following the spider-web-like link left tangible by
the powder.
BLACK BINDING: offers a way to create an ordinary zombie,
at a cost of 16 magic points and 1D6 Sanity points. A ritual liq-
uid must be poured over a corpse, or into the grave in which a
corpse lies. The keeper determines the ingredients of the liquid:
at least one part should be difficult to obtain legally. The corpse
is left to mature. At the end of a week, the caster comes to the
grave and intones the Black Binding. At the end of the half-hour
ritual, the corpse claws its way from the grave, and thereafter
does the caster's will. A zombie made this way continues to rot
after it has risen. A replacement must be created periodically.
BLESS BLADE: creates a blade capable of damaging or
killing entities which cannot be harmed by ordinary weapons.
Requires the blood sacrifice of an animal of at least SIZ 10, a
point of POW, and 1D4 Sanity points from the creator. The
blade of the knife must be of an elemental metal such as iron
or silver. The blade may be of any size, but larger blades do
greater damage; see the weapons table (p. 58) for sample dam-
ages. If the blade is broken, melted, or otherwise damaged, it
permanently loses this ability, but it will not be harmed in
attacks against supernatural entities.
BLIGHT I BLESS CROP: as the caster chooses, the spell
causes one acre of vegetation to wither and die slowly, as if
parched, or to blossom and grow with vigor. The spell in either
version costs 6 magic points and as Blight Crop an additional
1D6 SAN to cast. "Blooding" the caster (striking the face hard
enough to draw blood) breaks the spell.
BODY WARPING OF GORGOROTH: allows the caster to
change his or her physical form. The caster must invoke
Nyarlathotep and repeat the phrases of the spell for 1D6+4
minutes while expending 6 magic points and an additional

magic point for each point of SIZ to be gained or lost in the
body warping. This spell also costs 2D6 Sanity points and 1
point of POW each time cast. Only one alteration per casting is
possible, and the effect is permanent until the spell is recast to
change back again. This spell cannot be cast on another being.

The sorcerer can change to any shape and appearance,
though retaining personal abilities. The form must be fleshly,
thought it can appear to be of stone, wood, a rug, etc. Once
changed into a new shape, the caster has the mobility of that
shape. The caster's STR, CON, 1NT, POW, and DEX never
change. If emulating a person, the sorcerer's APP becomes
that of the individual emulated. The caster can take on only the
form of what he knows.
BREATH OF THE DEEP: his or her lungs fill with sea water,
drowning the target. The caster must be able to see the target.
After mentally intoning the spell for a round, the caster sacri-
fices 8 magic points and 1D6 Sanity. Match POWs on the
Resistance Table. If the caster wins, consult the drowning rules
in the Game System chapter. D100 rolls begin at CON x5, then
CON x4, etc., and the target must make them for 1D6 rounds.
Each missed CON roll costs the target 1D8 hit points.
BREW DREAM DRUG: creates a drug which facilitates
group entry into a world of dream. Casting the spell and mak-
ing the drug takes about five hours and costs 4 magic points
and 2 Sanity points to cast. After the first, each additional
draught made at the same time costs one additional magic
point—to make five draughts, for instance, would cost a total
of 8 magic points and 2 Sanity points.

The drinker of a draught falls asleep very quickly, for about
four hours. The subjective length of the dream may be long or
short, and memories of the dream may be distorted. All who
drink of the same drug together are together in the dream. By
the origin and proportion of the ingredients (and by arrange-
ment with the keeper), the caster may guide dream entry into
a specific area correlative to the Waking World, such as a spe-
cific city or to some special place or other dimension.

A large number of herbs are required, some commonplace,
others mystical and difficult to find. The result is a thin brown
liquid. A mild narcotic effect relaxes the drinker and inclines
him or her toward dreams.
BREW SPACE-MEAD: a wonderfully golden liquid, which
he kept in a carafe in his desk and served in tiny Belgian
liqueur glasses in such small amounts that it seemed futile
even to raise it to one's lips—and yet its bouquet and its taste
... outdid even the oldest Chianti and the best Chateau Yquem
to such an extent that to mention them in the same breath was
to do injustice to the professor's brew. Fiery though it was, it
had the additional effect of making me drowsy . . . —August
Derleth, "The House on Curwen Street."

This spell creates a magical drink that allows a human to
withstand journeys through the vacuum and vicissitudes of
space. For all such journeys, the effectiveness of space-mead
also requires the expenditure of an equal number of magic
points and current Sanity points, each equal to the log to base
10 of the journey's distance in light years (see the Space-Mead
Effectiveness Table nearby).

Brewing the drink and taking the journey represent sepa-
rate stages for the caster/user. Different types of space-mead
exist, each with the same effects but all of them requiring dif-
ferent ingredients.



Brewing space-mead requires five special ingredients to be
chosen by the keeper, and requires at least a week of brewing
time. Once the mead is foaming and bubbling, the caster must
sacrifice 20 magic points per dose into the brew. These magic
points may be sacrificed over several or many days; the more
points, the more doses. Each dose allows a person to withstand
one journey through space of varying distance and time.

Once the space-mead has been enchanted, the traveler
must find a mount: among others, the spell Summon/Bind
Byakhee can provide an interstellar steed. The traveler then
drinks a dose (presumably bringing a return dose along),
climbs on and commands the mount, and the journey begins.

While in space, the traveler is in mental and physical sta-
sis, nearly insensible to surroundings. Upon arrival at the des-
tination, the effects of the brew conclude.
BRING HABOOB (Sandstorm): the caster focuses strong
swirling winds. In a desert or among coastal dunes, this pro-
duces a sandstorm. The cost of the spell is 20 magic points, it
takes an hour to cast, and also requires 1D4 Sanity points.

This very cost-effective spell produces a whirling storm
roughly 20 miles across with winds averaging 30 mph and
gusts of roughly twice that. See Alter Weather for a more sys-
tematic spell of greater extremes.
BRING PESTILENCE: Dreamlands. This foul spell infests
its victims with dreadful diseases. Casting the spell costs 10
magic points and 1D10 Sanity points. The target must be
touched by the caster and the target can resist the spell by
matching POW against the caster's POW. A bit of decayed
human flesh is required as a material component.

The first symptoms of the disease show up in 1D10 rounds.
Symptoms of the illness vary, but its game effect is always the
daily loss of 1D3 CON until the victim is cured or dead. Victims
also suffer a daily cumulative 5-point loss from each skill. The
victim may be cured with a successful Medicine roll, and cured
dreamers regenerate all lost CON points in 2D6 hours.

Should an infected dreamer wake before perishing, he or she
is saved. On the next visit to the Dreamlands no sign of the sick-
ness exists. This spell may be cast only in the Dreamlands.
CALL / DISMISS ARWASSA: can bring Arwassa on the first
night of the new moon. Costs the caster and other participants
a varying amount of magic points to Call, and the caster loses
1D10 Sanity points. The arrival of the deity will cost more
Sanity points.

Appearing, the fearsome Arwassa must be fed 100 SIZ or
more of living creatures, including at least one human being.
Since Arwassa's worshipers always provide sufficient fodder,
what would happen if they fail is unknown. Arwassa is one of
many little-known Great Old Ones. Stats for Arwassa appear
in the Creature Companion, to appear soon.
CALL / DISMISS AZATHOTH: Calling this god is extreme-
ly dangerous. The spell costs the caster and other participants
a varying amount of magic points, and the caster loses 1D10
Sanity points. The arrival of the deity will cost more Sanity
points, and has the potential to fry the planet. The spell can be
cast only at night, outdoors, but no other special preparations
are needed.
CALL / DISMISS THE BEAST: this Call Deity spell sum-
mons a gigantic monster (Abu Hol is one name for it). Casting
the spell costs the caster and other participants a varying

amount of magic points, and the caster also loses 1D10 Sanity
points. The arrival of the deity will cost more Sanity points.
The spell may be cast only at one special site on Earth. This
spot is not given here, for the protection of those who have not
yet played through the Day of the Beast campaign.
CALL / DISMISS CTHUGHA: brings Cthugha to the flame
held by the caster. The spell costs the caster and other partici-



pants a varying amount of magic points, and the caster loses
1D10 Sanity points. The arrival of the deity will cost more
Sanity points. As the caster intones the spell, he or she moves
the flame, usually a torch. The spell can be successfully cast
only on clear nights when Fomalhaut clears the horizon.
September to November are the best nights for Fomalhaut in
North America.
CALL / DISMISS HASTUR: calls the deity to nine large blocks
of stone in a V-pattern, always a sign of cult activity. The spell
costs the caster and other participants a varying amount of
magic points, and the caster loses 1D10 Sanity points. The
arrival of the deity will cost more Sanity points. Each of the
stone blocks needs a volume of nine or more cubic yards.

The spell can be cast only on clear nights when Aldebaran
is above the horizon (roughly October to March). Each
byakhee present during Call/Dismiss Hastur adds 10 per-
centiles to the chance for success.

If a point of POW has been sacrificed into each block, so
that all are enchanted, the stone V adds 30 percentiles to the
chance to Summon/Bind Byakhee.
CALL / DISMISS ITHAQUA: focuses the attention of
Ithaqua, but the presence of the Great Old One may be noticed
only as a whirlwind or icy wind. The spell costs the caster and
other participants a varying amount of magic points, and the
caster loses 1D10 Sanity points. The arrival of the deity will
cost more Sanity points. The spell must be cast on an enor-
mous mound of snow. Ordinarily, the spell can only be per-
formed in the far north of the world, when temperatures are
below freezing. It is possible that Ithaqua might be invoked
from any high, snowy mountain.
CALL / DISMISS NYOGTHA: invokes the favor of Nyogtha,
who then appears. The spell costs the caster and other partici-
pants a varying amount of magic points, and the caster loses
1D10 Sanity points. The arrival of the deity will cost more
Sanity points. The caster must perform the spell ritual at the
entrance to any cavern eventually connecting to the cave
wherein Nyogtha dwells.
CALL / DISMISS SKINLESS ONE: Brothers of the Skin.
Calls the Skinless One to its assembled cult. The spell costs
the caster, priests, and other participants a varying amount of
magic points, and the caster loses 1D10 Sanity points. The
arrival of the deity costs more Sanity points. Calling the Skin-
less One is a dangerous task, even for a cultist.

At least one freshly flayed corpse must be offered, and
each such cadaver increases the chance the Skinless One
appears by one percentile. If the D100 roll fails, perhaps
because of a 00 result, the Skinless One may still materialize
to collect the sacrifices, but take that number again from
among the worshipers present. The Skinless One is an avatar
of Nyarlathotep; stats for it are in the Creature Companion.
CALL / DISMISS SHUB-NIGGURATH: calls Shub-Niggurath
to a consecrated stone altar. The spell costs the caster and other
participants a varying amount of magic points, and the caster
loses 1D10 Sanity points. The arrival of the deity costs more
Sanity points. This cult altar must be set in dank wilderness, and
the spell must be cast from the altar. Call/Dismiss Shub-
Niggurath may be cast only at the dark of the moon.

The altar is consecrated by bathing the stone in blood, to
the amount of 200 SIZ or more. Each Call of the dark goddess

requires fresh blood across the altar. A blooded altar in the
amount of 40 SIZ or more adds 20 percentiles to the chance to
Call Shub-Niggurath, and each dark young present adds anoth-
er 10 percentiles.
CALL / DISMISS YOG-SOTHOTH: calls Yog-Sothoth to a
specially constructed stone tower. The tower must be in an open
area, and the sky must be cloudless. The spell costs the caster
and other participants a varying amount of magic points, and the
caster loses 1D10 Sanity points. The arrival of the deity will cost
more Sanity points. The stone tower must be at least ten yards
high. Each time the spell is cast, the cultists must designate a
human sacrifice for the god's taking. This need be no more than
an invitation—gesturing toward a nearby village, for instance,
from which Yog-Sothoth then selects a victim.

At the cult's option, the stone tower may be enchanted, low-
ering the magic points needed for a successful cast of the spell.
Each point of POW in the tower permanently improves the total
chance of casting either Call or Dismiss from it by 5 percentiles.
CALL FISH: see ATTRACT FISH
CALL POWER OF NYAMBE: see POWER OF NYAMBE
CANDLE COMMUNICATION: allows two sentient beings
to communicate magically by voice at a distance, without
other apparatus. This requires two casters, and costs each 5
magic points and 1 Sanity point. At a pre-arranged time, each
participant lights a candle and speaks the words of the spell
over and over until the other's voice can be heard. This spell
works clearly at up to ten miles; for each additional hundred
miles or fraction thereof, the spell costs an additional magic
point and is 10% less likely to be understood. Maximum range
is one thousand miles. A blown-out candle flame breaks com-
munication. The spell can be recast by both parties.
CAST OUT DEVIL: frees the target of possession by alien
entities. This elaborate spell takes a full day to cast, requiring
many components of African tribal magic. It costs no Sanity
points. After a contribution of 10 magic points to energize the
spell, match the POW of the exorcist against the POW of the
foe possessing the victim. Willing assistants who also know
the spell may add half of their POW (round fractions down) to
the effort, and this spell is seldom attempted without such
help. It might be used against many foes—to help a person
possessed by Y'golonac, perhaps, or by a mind from the Great
Race of Yith.
CAST OUT SHAN: expels a shan (insect from Shaggai) from
any living host standing within a five-foot-wide pentagram
drawn with the herb arnica. The caster performs a ritual which
takes one hour and costs 10 magic points, as well as 1 POW
from the caster and each victim. (The caster could perform it
on himself or herself for 2 POW.) After the ceremony, the pen-
tagram is proof against a new shan intrusion for the next
twelve hours. The spell does not destroy the shan, but has that
effect if performed in direct sunlight.
CAUSE / CURE BLINDNESS: the target suffers complete
and permanent blindness, as if by a stroke. The same spell can
reverse blindness if the eyes and optic nerves are essentially
intact. The spell costs 8 magic points for either version, and an
additional 2D6 Sanity points for Cause Blindness. A day of rit-
ual and a successful POW vs. POW match on the Resistance
Table are also needed.



CAUSE DISEASE: afflicts the target victim with a feverish ill-
ness resembling cholera, malaria, pneumonia, etc. The caster
may invest as many magic points as he or she can; match them
against the target's POW on the Resistance Table. Casting time
is five game rounds. If the target wins, there is no effect.

If the caster wins, symptoms such as high fever, nausea,
vomiting, dehydration, and loss of concentration follow. The
victim loses 2D6 STR, CON, and DEX (roll separately for
each), at the rate of one point daily for each. If the victim sur-
vives, he or she regains these points. If any of the characteris-
tics reach zero, the victim dies.

To cast the spell, the attacker obtains some personal item
of the target, especially something that has touched the mouth.
The object is buried in a deep hole with shreds of poisonous
plants or bamboo. The hole is filled and a specially carved
stone place on top. A short chant follows, and the spell is cast.

Bed rest is the only treatment that seems to maintain clarity
of mind. Only curative magic truly helps. Retrieving the buried
object breaks the spell, otherwise the spell runs its course.
CHANT OF THOTH: may increase the caster's chance to solve
a particular intellectual problem. To cast it requires 30 minutes of
time and 1D4 Sanity points. For every magic point spent in the
chant, the caster adds 2 percentiles to his or her chance to gain
knowledge, learn a spell, translate a passage, deduce the mean-
ing of a symbol, etc. If the user's chance is less than 10%, the
Chant of Thoth cannot help: thus for it to aid in translating a pas-
sage in Latin, the caster must know at least Latin 10%.
CHARM ANIMAL: causes the target animal to treat the caster
as a friend. The spell costs 1 magic point for every SIZ point of
the animal, and lasts for 24 hours. When it expires, the animal
remembers nothing of its previous friendliness. No communica-
tion occurs. The animal friend cannot be used to run errands or
engage in combat, but all will share their warmth during sleep,
and a predator will share some of the game that it has killed.
CHIME OF TEZCHAPTL: with it, the caster can enchant a
small bell or chime made of a pure metal such as gold or iron.
Silver gives the best tone. The ritual takes six hours, and costs
1D6 Sanity points and the sacrifice of 2 POW. For each 100
feet above sea level, the effectiveness of the created chime
increases by one percentile: made at 5500 feet, a chime works
55% of the time it is rung. Additionally, the caster must enact
the Unspeakable Promise (in this chapter), imperiling his or
her sanity and life.

The resulting chime defends against many spells which
require song or music instruments in their casting—Free Hastur,
Song of Hastur, Dampen Light, and Soul Singing are four exam-
ples. Rung softly, the chime absorbs the spell or spells if a D100
roll equals or is less than the chime's percentile rating. As the
chime absorbs magic, its metal takes on a peculiar sheen and the
chime's tone alters in timbre. Once it has absorbed a spell, the
chime retains the spell's essence for 2D6 minutes.

During that interval, if the holder of the chime rings it
loudly, the spell energy in it is released violently back at the
caster who sang the spell, costing the target 1D6 hit points for
each 2 magic points or point of POW the chime absorbed. A
target's blood vessels erupt, and he or she bleeds from every
pore. With the loss of more than half his or her total hit points,
the eyeballs burst, inflicting total blindness. Using the chime
in this fashion costs no magic points and no Sanity points.
Witnessing the reflection of spell energy may cost Sanity.

CIRCLE OF NAUSEA: cre-
ates a powerful protective cir-
cle around the caster that will
cause nausea and pain in any-
one approaching it. Creating
the circle costs 4 magic
points, 2 points of Sanity, and
5 game minutes. The caster
must inscribe a circle on the
ground, then fortify the circle
with four enchanted stones—
one at each of the four cardinal points of the compass. Enchanting
the stones in this case requires the previous sacrifice of 4 magic
points into each.

Breaching the circle requires a successful resistance struggle
matching the character's POW against the magical STR of the
circle (equal to the POW of the caster). Anyone who touches the
circle but fails the POW struggle vomits for the next five min-
utes, or until he or she retreats at least 100 yards away. If any-
one successfully breaches the circle, the spell collapses.
CLOAK OF FIRE: at the cost of great pain to the caster, this
spell increases the caster's movement and augments his or her
combat defense. Cloak of Fire costs 12 magic points and 1D10
Sanity to cast. Only the caster can benefit from the spell. It
takes one round to cast, and its effect lasts 4D4 rounds.
Viewing the Cloak in action costs 1/1D3 Sanity points.

The spell wreathes the caster in weaving, glittering points of
light, each spark dragging a luminous trail and flickering white-
hot. Sealed within the Cloak, the caster rises several inches off
the floor so that his feet no longer touch. Nonetheless, body
movements are precise. The nimbus of the Cloak is agonizing,
costing 1D6 Sanity points to feel during the first cast. No hit
points are lost because of the pain, however, and if the caster has
not touched anyone, the pain stops when the spell does.

While the spell is in effect, double the caster's MOV and
DEX. Decrease all chances for attack against the caster by 20
percentiles. All weapon attacks do minimum damage. Anyone
attacking with Fist/Punch, Kick, etc., suffers exactly the dam-
age done to the caster.

If the caster touches someone, treat it as a Fist/Punch
attack doing 1D8 hit points of damage: each time this happens,
the caster also suffers half of that rolled damage (round down)
as his or her skin and flesh flash away to feed the Cloak's mag-
ical surface. Thus it is possible that this spell could lower the
caster's hit points to zero, and cause death.
CLOUD MEMORY: blocks the target's ability to remember
consciously a particular event. The spell costs 1D6 magic
points and 1D2 Sanity points. The spell takes effect immedi-
ately. The caster must be able to see the target, and the target
must be able to receive the caster's instructions. If the caster's
magic points overcome the target's on the Resistance Table, the
target's mind is mentally blocked with respect to one specified
incident. If the incident was terrifying, the victim may there-
after still have nightmares vaguely relating to it. If the spell
fails, the event in question becomes vivid in the target's mind.

The caster must know the specific event to be blocked. The
caster cannot command something vague like "Forget what
you did yesterday." Instead, he or she must cite a certain event,
such as "Forget you were assaulted by a monster." This spell
cannot block knowledge of spells or of the Cthulhu Mythos



unless the knowledge is firmly tied to a specific event, nor can
it undo a Sanity loss, or undo insanity.
CLUTCH OF NYOGTHA: a hideous attack spell costing
1D20 Sanity points. The caster must spend 1 magic point to start
the spell, and the target must be within a conversational dis-
tance. If the caster overcomes the target's magic points with his
or her own on the Resistance Table, the target feels as though a
large hand is crushing his or her heart, and loses 1D3 hit points
for each combat round that the spell is in effect. While under
such attack, the target is temporarily paralyzed, as though hav-
ing a heart attack. In the round that the target's hit points fall to
zero or less, the target's chest ruptures and bursts, and the tar-
get's smoking heart appears in the hand of the caster.

Each round the spell lasts, the caster must spend magic
points equal to twice the number of hit points in damage actu-
ally done. The caster must concentrate on the spell each round
that it is to remain in effect, and the caster must overcome the
target's magic points each round that he or she concentrates. If
the caster is distracted or if the target successfully resists, the
spell ends. Any damage already done remains.
COMMAND ANIMAL SPELLS: causes a specific animal or
insect to swarm to obey a specific command. Published spells
include ones for Driver Ant Column, Green Mamba, Leopard,
and Spider Monkey. Though each such spell must be learned
separately, all require 1 magic point each and no Sanity points.
The command is answered naturally (the animal or insects
moving by natural means to the caster). One does not want to
call on some sort of creature which must take months to reach
the caster. Command spells for any natural animal may exist,
known by witch doctors or shamans somewhere.

Reaching the caster, the creature is able to comprehend and
perform a command appropriate to it. To instruct a snake to
"fly to Mexico" has no meaning to it, and the order to "bite
Jonathan Kingsley" baffles a tarantula, since it has no way to
identify the target. On the other hand, the command to "bite all
humans in front of you" could be attempted by a creature of
minimal intelligence.
COMMAND DHOLE: the spell must be chanted together by
a large group of people, each of whom must know the spell,
though not necessarily the intent. Each contributes 1 magic
point to the summoning. The chant leader loses 1D6 magic
points and 1D3 Sanity points. The chant lasts hours, until the
dhole appears.

The chant leader can attempt to overcome the magic points
of the summoned dhole with his own and, if successful, he com-
mands the dhole when it appears. It remains controlled until the
caster frees it, either voluntarily or by losing his concentration,
falling asleep, etc., and at that point it disappears. If the com-
mand roll fails, the dhole attempts to eat everyone, then disap-
pears. At present this spell does not exist in any earthly writing.
COMMAND GHOST: compels a ghost to come forth to
answer specific questions. Casting the spell costs 10 magic
points and 1D3 Sanity points. The casting must be performed
at night. A mammal's blood is poured upon the grave or ashes
of the dead person whom the caster wishes to contact. The
spirit will refuse to re-enter this world, so the caster must over-
come its magic points with his or her own on the Resistance
Table, forcing it to appear. Sanity loss for viewing the ghost
varies with the ghost, which appears in its form at death.

The ghost summoned by this spell responds to questions
about events occurring while the spirit lived. Each question
costs the caster one magic point and another Resistance Table
struggle. When the spirit is victorious, or when a game hour
elapses, it departs.
COMMAND SHARK / PORPOISE: for committing a human
sacrifice to the gods of the sea. The spells originated in the
South Pacific. Each casting costs 1 magic point; for each addi-
tional point, the chance of successfully bringing the creature
rises by ten percentiles. The spell must be cast over salt water.
To bring a shark, splash blood into the sea; for a porpoise, drop
in small live fish. The creature follows the shouted commands
of the caster. With a successful Luck roll, a second shark or
porpoise accompanies the one called for, but the second one is
not subject to magical control.
COMPEL FLESH: a person becomes a living zombie, capa-
ble only of following simple, understandable, spoken instruc-
tions. Compel Flesh costs 3 Sanity points and 5 magic points
to cast plus an additional magic point for every ten game
rounds that the spell is to remain in effect.

First the soul of the target must be bound; see Bind Soul
above. Then the caster can use this spell to force the body of the
target to perform actions. The body will follow instructions
until a task is completed, or the body is killed, or the spell ends.
CONJURE GLASS OF MORTLAN: creates a way to view
scenes from the past. Costs the caster 1D8 Sanity points and
each viewer 1D6 Sanity points, plus any Sanity loss for what
is viewed. A crystal ball and an enchanted brazier are required
as well. Let the light from a candle shine through the crystal
ball onto smoke from the brazier: a vision forms. The caster
expends 6 magic points per spell attempt, with a chance for
success equal to his or her Cthulhu Mythos skill. The Voorish
Sign can help.

The vision is of the past. Unless the vision comes under the
sway of a Great Old One (20% chance), the scene viewed is of
the caster's choice. A Great Old One might cause visions to
appear that were pertinent to itself or some artifact, instead of
what was desired by the caster.
CONSUME LIKENESS: the caster can assume the living
likeness of a person freshly dead, as seen by eye, video cam-
era, X-ray, etc. The victim may be no more than 3 SIZ points
different from the caster. For the next few days the caster con-
sumes the victim and works the spell, expending 10 magic
points every six hours, and permanently sacrificing 1 POW
point. The caster could consume several likenesses, and there-
by take on several guises. When a victim is consumed, the
caster loses 1D20 Sanity points. This spell is known by many
serpent people.

Once the spell is complete, the caster takes on the appear-
ance of the victim at will, for as long as desired. The shadow
of the caster remains as original. Similarly, the caster's skills
and memories remain intact-the victim's are foregone.

Upon losing one or more hit points, the caster must revert
to original form and rest 1D3 hours. To go from an assumed
form to the original form takes 20 seconds. The original form
must be reverted to before another form can be assumed. To go
from the original to an assumed form takes 1D3 minutes.
CONTACT CHTHONIAN: the spell costs 5 magic points to
cast, and 1D3 Sanity points. Unless there are no chthonians



nearby, it succeeds automatically. The spell must be cast at a
location which has known recent earthquakes, such as at
G'harne in West Africa, or where hot spots and volcanoes offer
relatively quick transport from the deep interior of the planet
to the outer edge of the geologic crust.
CONTACT DEEP ONE: the spell costs 3 magic points to cast,
and 1D3 Sanity points. Unless there are no deep ones nearby,
the chanting succeeds automatically. This spell should be cast
at the edge of a salt-water ocean or sea. To work best, it should
be cast near a deep one city, such as the waters off Innsmouth,
Massachusetts. Part of the ritual consists of throwing special-
ly inscribed stones into the water.
CONTACT ELDER THING: the spell costs 3 magic points to
cast, and 1D3 Sanity points. Unless there are no elder things
nearby, the chanting succeeds automatically. The most likely
locations are along the southern part of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge, or over the geological trenches nearest Antarctica.
CONTACT FLYING POLYP: the spell costs 9 magic points
to cast, and 1D3 Sanity points. Unless there are no flying
polyps nearby, it succeeds automatically. Flying polyps occur
only in their rare underground cities, the largest of which is
beneath the City in the Sands, in the western Australian desert.
There the caster should first open a communication shaft for
their egress.
CONTACT FORMLESS SPAWN: the spell costs 3 magic
points to cast, and 1D3 Sanity points. Unless there are no
formless spawn nearby, it succeeds automatically. The best
place to cast this spell is at a temple of Tsathoggua whose altar
statue of Tsathoggua is still present, or at a spot near an open-
ing into the black abyss of N'Kai, somewhere near Binger,
Oklahoma. Possibly other places in western or midwestern
North America offer entry and exit points. One such cavern
complete reputedly exists near Dunwich, Massachusetts.
CONTACT GHOUL: the spell costs 8 magic points to cast,
and 1D3 Sanity points. Unless there are no ghouls nearby, it
succeeds automatically. Ghouls are found wherever large con-
centrations of humans are, especially near graveyards and
crypts. Places of burial more than a century old are propitious
locations for this spell. Moonlit nights are best.
CONTACT GNOPH-KEH: this spell takes 6 magic points and
1D3 Sanity points. Unless there are no gnoph-keh nearby, it
succeeds automatically. Gnoph-keh are usually found in
Greenland or other frozen wastes near the North Pole. There it
works automatically. The spell must be augmented with a suc-
cessful Sing roll, and before doing so the caster must build a
small effigy of the beast from ice and snow.
CONTACT HOUND OF TINDALOS: The spell costs 7 magic
points to cast, and 1D3 Sanity points. If a hound of Tindalos is
summoned, it will come automatically. There is no known way
to bargain with a hound of Tindalos, whose motive for moving
through the time stream is simple hunger.
CONTACT HUMAN: Mi-Go. With this spell, mi-go mentally
command and inform their human servants. The spell costs 3
magic points to cast, and no Sanity points. It effects a tele-
pathic link to a human who has in the past fallen under mi-go
hypnosis. The contactee can respond, ask questions, etc. Each
5 rounds of contact after the first round costs the human 1
Sanity point.

CONTACT MI-GO: The spell costs 8 magic points to cast, and
1D3 Sanity points. Unless there are no mi-go nearby, it succeeds
automatically. The spell must be cast at the base or the top of a
high mountain in a range known to be mined or visited by the
mi-go. Among such ranges are the Appalachians, Andes, and
Himalayas, and some peaks in Central Africa.
CONTACT RAT-THING: The spell costs 2 magic points and
1D3 Sanity points. To bring forth a foul rat-thing, it must be
cast at or near a site infested by rat-things. A population of
these evil creatures reportedly exists in Yorkshire, England.
Another report of similar creatures comes from Massachusetts.
CONTACT SAND-DWELLER: The spell costs 3 magic
points to cast, and 1D3 Sanity points. Unless there are no sand-
dwellers nearby, it succeeds automatically. The spell must be



cast in a suitable desert, such as in the Sahara, the southwest-
ern United States, Saudi Arabia, or central Australia.
CONTACT SPIRITS OF THE DEAD: Voodoo. Many ver-
sions of this spell exist. The spell costs 3 magic points to the
caster and 1D3 Sanity points to each attendee. A tent of white
sheets is erected near a river and jugs full of the stream's water
are placed inside. Songs are sung, and dances danced. An
entreaty is made for the dead to appear. Add up all the magic
points, multiply the sum by five, and let the caster's player try
to roll D100 under that result. With a success, the voices of the
dead emerge from the water jugs. One may hear them and dis-
cuss or question them by putting one's head in the tent. As
with loas, politeness and communication skills are helpful.
Remember that the dead mostly know only what they knew in
life, and that some have not realized that they are dead.
CONTACT STAR-SPAWN OF CTHULHU: The spell costs 6
magic points to cast, and 1D3 Sanity points. Unless there are no
representatives nearby, it succeeds automatically. It should be
cast at the ocean shore, perhaps near a deep one outpost, or else
near a spot where star-spawn may sleep. The spell works well
in Polynesia, along the Massachusetts coast, and above R'lyeh.
CONTACT DEITY / CHAUGNAR FAUGN: opens commu-
nication with Chaugnar Faugn. For each attempt, the caster
must sacrifice 1 POW and 1D6 Sanity points. The chance of
success equals half of POW x5 (round up). On second and
later tries, sacrifice the same amount and continue to decrease
the Luck roll threshold to reflect the changes in POW, but
halve the Luck roll only on the first cast. With a success, the
deity sends the caster visions or nightmares which inform the
dreamer of the god's desires, or lets him or her know if a peti-
tion to the god is to be favorably answered or rejected.
CONTACT DEITY / CTHULHU: opens communication with
Cthulhu. For each attempt, the caster must sacrifice 1 POW
and 1D6 Sanity points. The chance of success equals half of
POW x5 (round up). On second and later tries, sacrifice the
same amount and continue to decrease the Luck roll threshold
to reflect the changes in POW, but halve the Luck roll only on
the first cast. Cthulhu typically responds at night, during the
caster's dreams. By dreams and nightmares he informs his fol-
lowers of his desires.
CONTACT DEITY / EIHORT: little resembles other Contact
Deity spells. Eihort's Bargainers sacrifice 1 magic point
instead of 1 POW in casting it. The god automatically appears
in dream form if the Bargainer is distant, and in person if with-
in a few hundred yards. In imparting this spell into the
Bargainer's brain, Eihort extracts 1 POW in compensation.
CONTACT DEITY / LOA: Voodoo. Opens communication
with a specified loa. This spell may be cast by one person or a
group, as the mambo prefers. For each attempt, there is a sac-
rifice of 1 POW, the first time by the caster, and of 1D6 Sanity
points from the participants. The chance of success equals half
the caster's POW x5 (round up). On second and later tries, sac-
rifice the same amount and continue to decrease the Luck roll
threshold to reflect the changes in POW, but halve the Luck
roll only on the first cast.

A particular loa must be chosen. Typically the ceremony
involves a small congregation of worshipers dancing to drum.
The particular loa's symbol (vè-vè) must be inscribed in the
floor of the humfor [place of worship]. Offers are made, and a

summons sung by those present. On second and later tries, a
random person among the congregation is chosen by the loa to
lose 1 POW. A random 1D6 participants each lose a Sanity
point. Again the chance of success equals the caster's present
POW x5 or less on D100.

If the result is a success, the sought-for loa possesses
someone other than the caster. The host's INT and POW are
replaced by those of the loa, and the loa's voice emerges from
the host's mouth. The loa may be questioned politely or asked
for advice, or may even agree to increase a supplicant's chance
to complete a particular task. Communication skill rolls may
be called for. The ceremony over, the possession ends.
Payment is not normally accepted for casting Contact Loa—
one must be invited to have it cast for him or her.
CONTACT DEITY / NODENS: opens communication with
Nodens. For each attempt, the caster must sacrifice 1 POW
and 1D6 Sanity points. The chance of success equals half of
POW x5 (round up). On second and later tries, sacrifice the
same amount and continue to decrease the Luck roll threshold
to reflect the changes in POW, but halve the Luck roll only on
the first cast. The Contact spell for Nodens can be cast only
from a remote, unpeopled place such as the edge of a seacliff.
If, later, Nodens contacts the caster, it will be when he or she
is alone, and in a similar inaccessible place.
CONTACT DEITY / NYARLATHOTEP: opens communica-
tion with Nyarlathotep. For each attempt, the caster must sac-
rifice 1 POW and 1D6 Sanity points. The chance of success
equals half of POW x5 (round up). On second and later tries,
sacrifice the same amount and continue to decrease the luck
roll threshold to reflect the changes in POW, but halve the
Luck roll only on the first cast. This spell can be cast from any-
where, as befits this omnipresent god, but Nyarlathotep
appears only at meetings of worshipers, or when new priests
of the Outer Gods are anointed.
CONTACT DEITY / SKINLESS ONE: Brothers of the Skin.
To contact the Skinless One, an avatar of Nyarlathotep, 1
POW and 1D10 Sanity points must be sacrificed, The chance
of success equals half of POW x5 (round up). On second and
later tries, sacrifice the same amount and continue to decrease
the Luck roll threshold to reflect the changes in POW, but
halve the Luck roll only on the first cast.

A freshly skinned corpse must be available. The Skinless
One manifests in this corpse and, before the corpse liquefies
and evaporates, answers up to three questions. Sanity loss for
viewing this is 1/1D10 SAN. Seeing the Skinless One costs
1D10/1D100 SAN.
CONTACT DEITY / TSATHOGGUA: opens communication
with Tsathoggua. For each attempt, the caster must sacrifice 1
POW and 1D6 Sanity points. The chance of success equals
half of POW x5 (round up). On second and later tries, sacrifice
the same amount and continue to decrease the Luck roll
threshold to reflect the changes in POW, but halve the Luck
roll only on the first cast. Tsathoggua may appear in spirit
form, as a hazy and translucent projection of his real self, to
which normal Sanity losses apply. He usually visits only if the
caster is alone. He speaks audibly to the caster.
CONTACT DEITY / Y'GOLONAC: opens communication
with Y'golonac. For each attempt, the caster must sacrifice 1
POW and 1D6 Sanity points. The chance of success equals
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half of POW x5 (round up). On second and later tries, sacrifice
the same amount and continue to decrease the Luck roll
threshold to reflect the changes in POW, but halve the Luck
roll only on the first cast. This god responds by attempting to
convert the caster to its worship. If the deity feels that the cast-
er would be an unsuitable priest, it will psychically attack him
or her, and try to eat the soul and mind. If the caster might be
suitable, Y'golonac tries to possess a friend, who (controlled)
approaches the caster to tempt him or her into service.
CONTROL SKIN: Brothers of the Skin. For purposes of dis-
guise, the caster may meld, bend, and alter the skin of one gen-
eral body area per casting. The spell costs 5 magic points and
1D6 Sanity to cast, and then the caster must overcome the tar-
get's magic points on the Resistance Table unless the target is
willing. A spell for a single body area would take about thirty
minutes to prepare and enact. The effect lasts 15 minutes to an
hour. For permanent change, 1 POW per general body area is
also needed. A second casting of Control Skin can undo the
change, of course.

General body areas are head, torso, right arm, left arm,
right leg and left leg. For 30 magic points, the entire body can
be changed, with a corresponding cost of 6D6 Sanity.
CREATE BAD-CORPSE DUST: creates a barrier which
zombies cannot cross, at a cost of 2 magic points and no Sanity
points. This powder requires the intestines of a zombie, an
ounce of flesh from the dust-maker (which he must bite out of
himself), and the dried and powdered flowers of a rare jungle
liana. The whole is carefully dried, pounded together, and
chanted over for several hours, then poured in the desired trail
or line, chanted over, and the magic points sacrificed. The dust
becomes a magical invisible wall which zombies cannot cross.
This barrier remains until the dust is washed or blown away.
One such creation of the dust results in enough to form a bar-
rier about 30 yards long.
CREATE BARRIER OF NAACH-TITH: this barrier pro-
vides both physical and magical defense. Each participant in
this spell loses 1D10 Sanity points and a variable number of
magic points. Each magic point expended in the creation gives
the barrier 1D6 points of STR. The spell takes 1 game minute
to cast (during which time all magic points to be used must be
expended) and the resulting barrier lasts 1D4+4 hours. Anyone
who knows the spell may participate in the casting and con-
tribute magic points to the barrier.

The barrier is spherical in shape, and about 100 yards in
diameter. It can be cast around the user, to protect him or her
from harm, or it can be cast so as to englobe a monster or
enemy. Any creature bisected by the barrier's boundary upon
its creation is unharmed and thrust outside the barrier.
Anything trapped within the barrier can get out only by beat-
ing down the barrier with a successful STR against STR roll
on the Resistance Table (multiple entrapped victims cannot
combine STR to escape). A bullet or missile can cross the bar-
rier if the rolled damage to the barrier overcomes the barrier's
STR on the Resistance Table. If penetrating the barrier, the
object does the damage rolled, as if the barrier did not exist,
and the barrier is destroyed.

A written copy of the spell is known to be in a great haunt-
ed library on a planet orbiting the star Celaeno, one of the
Pleiades.

CREATE CURSE WHIS-
TLE: makes magical musical
pipes from owl bones. The
creator must expend 256
magic points over the course
of the night of the first full
moon following the summer
solstice. Creation costs no
Sanity points.

The creator must be an
Algonquian Indian shaman.
He may be assisted in the magic-point expenditure by other
shamans who know this spell. The finished whistle can be used
to cast the spells of Soul Singing and Pipes of Madness.
CREATE FETCH STICK: makes a spear-like weapon which
can damage or kill extraplanar monsters. To make a fetch
stick, the sorcerer first obtains a bamboo staff and attaches a
sharpened iron point to one end. Over the course of the next
year, the sorcerer then sacrifices two humans and 2 POW to
the fetch stick and attaches the second skull to the stick. This
process should cost at least 20 Sanity points, and the keeper
should describe it as gruesomely as possible. The result is used
as a magic spear, but creatures resistant to impaling resist it
normally. An impaling blow from a fetch stick instantly
destroys a zombie or other animated corpse.
CREATE GATE: The idea of a panel that would open on some
remote world impressed Eibon as being rather fantastic, not to
say farfetched.—Clark Ashton Smith, "The Door to Saturn."

This important spell allows the user to step between other
lands, dimensions, or worlds. A Gate connects to a single other
location. Creation of a Gate requires the permanent expendi-
ture of POW, in a sacrifice equal to the log to base 10 of the
distance the Gate connects in miles. A Gate may take many
forms, common ones being indicated by a pattern of painted
lines on a floor or a peculiar arrangement of stones in a field.



Using the Gate costs a number of magic points equal to the
POW originally used to make the Gate. Each trip through a
Gate costs 1 Sanity point.

Lacking enough magic points for a trip, the keeper might
rule that a traveler stays on this side, but unconscious and
drained of magic points, or that the investigator might com-
plete the trip but arrive unconscious, drained of magic points,
and having sacrificed 1 POW for the fare. Return trips through
a Gate always cost the same as the initial journey.

The far end of the Gate resembles the initial end. Ordinarily,
anyone or anything can move through a Gate, though some
have been built so that a certain word or gesture is needed to
activate the portal. Gate are also known that change those who
pass through, to aid survival on an alien world. There may also
be Gates capable of more than one destination.
CREATE MIST OF RELEH: causes a dense mist to appear
in an egg-shaped volume 10 x10 x15 feet, directly in front of
the caster. The spell requires 2 magic points and no Sanity
points. The long axis of the cloud is always at right angles to
the direction in which the caster faces. The spell obscures
vision for 1D6+4 game rounds, then evaporates without trace.
CREATE SCRYING WINDOW: makes a magic window
which looks into the past. Using it costs the viewer 1D3 Sanity
points per session, as well as incidental Sanity losses for view-
ing particular monsters.

To make a scrying window, enchant a central clear viewing
glass with 10 points of POW. When the glass is enchanted, it
must be keyed to a specific time in the past, an assessment rel-
ative to the date the glass is made. As a key, one could say,
"800 years past", but not "1125 B.C." After the central glass is
enchanted and keyed, 98 pieces of expensive colored glass
must be enchanted, requiring 1 magic point each, and fitted
carefully into a geometric mosaic with the clear viewing glass
at the center. When finished, the central glass shows the site at
which it is placed (though at the appropriate time in the past).
The viewing site may be changed by expending 1 magic point
and five game minutes of concentration per 100 miles or frac-
tion thereof moved.

The glass has an obvious limitation: a given scene can be
viewed once, for time passes on both sides of the glass, and the
glass must be tuned to a spot where things actually happen.

The scrying window has an inherent danger. Any being
viewed has a chance equal to its POW minus 20 or less on D100
to realize that it is being observed. It could then cast a spell
through the window, including a Summon or Call spell which
could manifest a monster on the observer's side of the window.
CREATE SELF-WARD: slows the advance of age as well as
protecting its user from physical damage, at a variable cost of
POW, magic points, and Sanity points. This is a rare and pow-
erful enchantment. The caster must gather together personal
effects, hair, nail clippings, etc., and place them within a small
leather or cloth bag. The caster then spends one or several days
in close contact with the bag, each day uttering ritual chants
while expending a chosen number of magic points.

The subsequent rate of aging depends on the days spent in
creating the Self-ward. If 3 days, 3 magic points per day are
spent, and the caster thereafter ages one year for every three.
If 6 days, 6 magic points per day are spent, and the caster
thereafter ages one year for every six, and so on. On the final
day of the ritual, the user must endow the bag with POW



points equal to the number of days spent creating the Self-
Ward, and 1D6 Sanity points for every point of POW.

Besides the benefit of longer life, the ward-bag if held or
worn deflects damage equal to the number of POW points sac-
rificed in creating it. If the bag is not in the possession of the
caster but has not been destroyed, he or she receives half of
such protection (round up fractions).

If the bag is destroyed or emptied, or the caster is killed,
this spell is broken. If the spell is broken, the caster rapidly
ages until physical age agrees with chronological age. He or
she also loses a number of CON points equal to the POW
placed in the Self-ward.
CREATE TIME GATE: opens a time gate to the future or to
the past. The spell resembles the Create Gate spell, but costs
POW for the number of years traveled, rather than the number
of miles. Use the nearby Gate Creation / Travel Costs Table,
and substitute distance in years for distance in miles. The spell
only yields a time approximate to that desired, though once
such a Gate is created the exact interval between "now" and
"then" remains the same. No written version of this spell exists.
CREATE WINDOW: a version of a Gate which is kept open
entirely by the will (minimum POW 25) of a god or great sor-
cerer, and operated by him, her, or it. In this version, the ener-
gizing magic points come from the deity or sorcerer, not from
those who actually use the window—the personal POW of the
traveler does not limit the distance traveled by the user. As the
creator wishes, no sign or symbol necessarily marks the exit or
entrance, which may open and close at the creator's will. A
Window may be one-way or two-way, as the caster wishes.
CREATE ZOMBI: Voodoo. The target is brought to near
death by a paralyzing powder made partly of blowfish innards
and alkaloids. (Costs for this are found in the last paragraph.)
This POT 25 poison must be inhaled. The target then falls into
a deep trance indistinguishable from death. Horribly, the target
is still conscious, but incapable of movement.

The victim is put in a coffin and buried alive in the ceme-
tery. So that he or she may breathe, a small tube connects the
coffin to the surface. During this time, the target's player must
succeed with a Sanity roll every three game hours, or lose 1D6
SAN. If the target goes insane during this period, he or she
embraces the will of the bokor, or sorcerer, grateful that the
terror of the grave has been dispelled.

Three nights later, the bokor comes to the grave site to cast
Create Zombi. The spell costs 10 magic points and 4 Sanity
points. If the bokor perceives mental resistance from the tar-
get, the caster may then match POW vs. POW on the
Resistance Table to overcome the will of the target. Whether
the target is insane or still sane, success with the spell drains
away all but 1 POW. If the spell fails, the bokor may simply
cover up the breathing hole and leave the victim to suffocate.
CREATE ZOMBIE: another way to create zombies. The spell
requires a human corpse which retains sufficient flesh to allow
mobility after activation. The caster puts an ounce of his or her
own blood in the mouth of the corpse, then kisses the lips of the
corpse and "breathes part of the self into the body. One point of
POW is lost, a gift to the corpse, and the caster loses 1D10 Sanity
points. If the spell succeeds, the caster may give the zombie sim-
ple commands which it will carry out. Should the caster die, the
zombie becomes inactive and rots away. Other than the caster's
POW, the number of zombies that can be created is unlimited.

Part of the invocation refers collectively to the Outer
Gods—every caster knows such entities exist, though no
names are used. These zombies are those from the Beasts and
Monsters chapter (p. 186), useful indefinitely.
CURSE OF CHAUGNAR FAUGN: eventually causes the tar-
get to be devoured by Chaugnar Faugn. Casting the spell
requires a tiny fragment of flesh from the target as a focus and
twelve hours of chanting per week. The caster must be a sworn
worshiper of this Great Old One. The spell costs the caster 1
magic point per game hour of chanting. Each twelve hours of
chanting cost 1D3 Sanity points. The target is affected by the
spell regardless of distance, and success is automatic.

That night and for the nights thereafter, the victim's dreams
fill with horrible visions sent by Chaugnar Faugn. Soon he or
she suffers from trance states in which physical attempts are
made to reach the god and be accepted as a living sacrifice.
These trances become longer and more frequent until the vic-
tim succeeds. That interval might be the victim's POW in
days, but strong-willed individuals may fight off the effects for
POWx2 or even POWx3 days, as the keeper chooses. Even-
tually the victim is devoured. Then the flesh fragment pos-
sessed by the caster instantly rots, demonstrating that the spell
need continue no longer.
CURSE OF DARKNESS: forces a being from another plane
or dimension to return whence it came. The spell costs 1D6
Sanity points to cast, and a variable amount of POW. A group
surrounds the person who casts the spell. All must know the
spell, and all chant it for at least two or three minutes. Each
participant must sacrifice 1 POW, except that the caster may
contribute none or as many as wished. For each POW point
sacrificed, the chance of success rises by 10 percentiles. The
entity has no chance to resist or evade the spell once it is
begun. To be effective, the being's name must be known, or it
must have been seen by one of the circle or the caster. The
alien must be nearby, within a couple of miles.
CURSE OF THE RAT-THING: a particularly horrible spell
that, when cast upon a corpse dead within 24 hours, causes the
target's spiritual essence to settle into the newly created body
of a rat-thing. This spell costs 1D10 Sanity points and 20
magic points, plus 1 POW, and to cast it is dire and ungodly—
not the sort of thing to do to a friend.

The disintegrating corpse forms the substance of the rat-
thing. The rat-thing's face closely resembles a malevolent ver-
sion of the victim's own face. As the keeper wishes, being
reborn as a rat-thing may cost one's total Sanity, and perhaps
force full-fledged membership in the evil species.
CURSE OF THE PUTRID HUSK: Brothers of the Skin. A san-
ity-attacking illusion. Cost to cast the spell is 5 magic points and
10 Sanity points; the victim's Sanity loss is 1D10 points.

The victim perceives that his or her skin is visibly rotting
and corrupting. The outward appearance seems to deteriorate
swiftly, so that great rents and tears occur through which inter-
nal organs begin to tumble out. Thereupon the victim faints
and awakens in a few minutes whole and normal. The spell
takes effect or is blocked by matching INT vs. INT on the
Resistance Table; subtract 4 INT from the target at night, when
he or she is sleeping. The entire cycle of effect takes about
twenty minutes, including the faint.

This curse spell takes an hour to prepare and cast. The tar-
get must be known to the caster, and the caster must have as a



focus some personal object belonging to the target. The expe-
rience of the spell is devastating, but each successful session
of Psychoanalysis (the analyst gets a D100 roll equal to or less
than his or her own Psychoanalysis skill) can help the victim
come to terms with these inexplicable dreams and hallucina-
tions, and restore half of each such Sanity loss. Psychiatric
drugs do little to compensate for such an attack.
CURSE OF THE STONE: causes horrible hallucinations in
the mind of the target. The spell requires two rounds to cast
and costs 1D10 Sanity points and 9 magic points. The caster
must overcome the target's magic points with his or her own
on the Resistance Table or the spell fails. An ensorcelled stone
tablet is also needed; one could be enchanted for the purposes
of this spell by chiseling a sigil into a small stone slab and sac-
rificing 4 magic points.

Either the caster or the target of the spell must hold the
tablet. The target must be visible. The spell being cast, the tar-
get is instantly overwhelmed with dreadful hallucinations, loses
1D4 Sanity points, and continues to be blinded and misled by
these phantoms each round until his or her player can roll the
character's POW or less on D100. Recovering, the target con-
tinues to be plagued by nightmares costing one Sanity point
each night. To lift the curse the victim needs ingenuity: killing
the caster would be heinous and maybe ineffective.
DAMPEN LIGHT: music from enchanted pipes or a flute cre-
ates a zone of darkness. The caster must be able to play the pan
pipes or flute, and the instrument itself must be already
enchanted. Casting the spell requires music from the pipes or
flute, sacrifice of 1 or more magic points, and 1D8 Sanity
points. Each magic point expended gives the zone of darkness
1 yard more of radius, centered on the musician and moving
with him or her. The music must be played continuously for
the spell's duration. The effect takes place three rounds after
the music begins. All the light around the caster is drained
away, blinding everyone nearby including the caster.
DEATH SPELL: causes the bewildered victim to burst into
flame. It costs 24 magic points and 3D10 Sanity points. The
target must be within ten yards of the caster, who must over-
come the target's magic points with his or her own during each
round of concentration. After 1D3 rounds of concentration, the
victim's skin forms large blisters and he or she loses 1D3 hit
points. In the next round, the victim loses 1D6 more hit points.
On the third round, the victim bursts into flames, losing 1D10
hit points then and each round thereafter. The stench of burning
hair and flesh is overwhelming. It is impossible to render aid,
since the horrified victim burns from the inside out.
DEFLECT HARM: allows the caster to negate various phys-
ical attacks. The spell costs 1 magic point and 1 Sanity point.
The caster invokes the names of the Outer Gods, then stretch-
es out a hand toward an attacker. Until dropping the hand, the
caster may deflect successive attacks by expending magic
points equal to the rolled damage for each attack. If an attack
would have missed, no magic points are expended. Upon
dropping of the hand, the spell ends.

The spell may be recast. The caster may deflect any num-
ber of attacks until out of magic points. He or she may choose
which attacks to deflect and from which attacks to take dam-
age, but must choose before knowing what the damage will be.
Lacking the magic points to stop a particular attack, the spell

ends, and the blow or missile hits or misses as it would in ordi-
nary circumstances.
DETECT ENCHANTMENT: allows the caster to detect the
baleful glow of curses, Evil Eyes, and other harmful enchant-
ments that have been cast on humans, animals, or crops. It
costs 6 magic points but no Sanity points.
DETRANSFERENCE: Brothers of the Skin. This spell revers-
es Transfer Body Part (see later in this list). It costs 10 magic
points and 2 POW to cast. It takes five rounds to complete.
Match the caster's magic points against those of the target on
the Resistance Table. If the caster succeeds, then the borrowed
organs and members appear in the caster's hands, sodden and
rotting. Bereft of something vital, the target dies quickly.

The spell costs no Sanity unless it succeeds, in which case
the rotting parts appear in the caster's hands. That costs 1D10
Sanity points unless the caster has had medical experience, or
experience as a butcher.
DOMINATE: bends the will of the target to the caster's will.
Dominate costs 1 magic point and 1 Sanity point. Match caster
and target POW on the Resistance Table: with a success, the
target obeys the commands of the caster until the next combat
round concludes.

The spell affects one individual at a time, and has a maxi-
mum range of 10 yards. Obviously the command or com-
mands must be intelligible to the target, and the spell may be
broken if a command contradicts the target's basic nature.
Dominate can be cast and recast as many times as the caster
finds possible, allowing a target to be controlled without inter-
ruption for several minutes. Each cast of the spell has the same
costs and limits. Recasting is almost instantaneous: Dominate
can be cast once per round.
DREAD CURSE OF AZATHOTH: can drain POW from vic-
tim. It costs 4 magic points and 1D6 Sanity points to cast. By
repeating the secret Name of Azathoth, one can generate
respect and fear in any being conversant with the Mythos, for
to know the Name implies that one knows the secret Last
Syllable. Said alone, the Last Syllable may be directed against
a foe. Match magic points on the Resistance Table. With a suc-
cess, the target loses 1D3 POW.
DREAM VISION: causes the caster or a chosen target to
experience a dream portending something about the future.
The spell costs 3 magic points to cast. It may cost Sanity as
well, depending on the content of the dream.
DUST OF SULEIMAN: this gray-green powder has the ability
to harm unnatural beings from other planes. The powder
requires the dust from an Egyptian mummy at least 2,000 years
old, and each such mummy suffices for three doses of the magic
dust. Also required are frankincense, sulfur, and saltpeter. An
incantation must be said over the dust while it is being sprin-
kled. No Sanity points are needed to make or use this dust.

Sprinkled over an other-plane being, the entity loses 1D20
hit points per dose. It takes one round to apply a dose. The
powder works only on beings for which a Summon/Bind or
Call spell exists in this grimoire. Thus the powder would harm
a nightgaunt, a byakhee, or Azathoth, but is useless against a
shoggoth, Cthulhu, or a sand-dweller.
EIBON'S WHEEL OF MIST: evokes a whirling cylinder
within which one or more persons can hide from select Mythos



creatures. Each foot of height for the cylinder costs 1 magic
point. The spell costs only 1 Sanity point.

A small bronze disk etched with a strange symbol resem-
bling a three-legged swastika is needed. The caster lays the
disk on the floor, stands atop it, intones the words of the spell,
and expends the magic points and Sanity point. This generates
a 5-foot-diameter wheel of spinning blue mist around the cast-
er. Everything within the wheeling cylinder of mist is totally
obscured. The desired wheel takes 1D3 minutes to form com-
pletely, and lasts for 1D20+10 minutes, then dissolves.

The mist hides people from creatures summoned by
Nyarlathotep or in the name of Nyarlathotep. Such a creature
acts as if the mist and those obscured by it are not present. The
creature will not move through the wheel's position, even by
accident. If the wheel blocks a path, the creature stops where
it is or goes backward without knowing why. The wheel only
affects his summoned minions, never Nyarlathotep.

As many people as can crowd into the mist can be
obscured by the wheel, but if one's feet, head, etc., stick out
then the illusion is ruined. To hide a group of normal-height
investigators, 7 magic points are needed, unless players specif-
ically indicate that they are crouching, bending, etc.

Creatures present before the wheel of mist is cast, or crea-
tures called up by power other than that of Nyarlathotep, can
see the wheel and move into it. The wheel can be stepped out
of, but this ruins the illusion if the stepper is spotted, as does
passing anything through the mist, such as a bullet or a sword.
Anything passing from the outside of the wheel to the inside
immediately gives away the illusion. Once the creature's atten-
tion is caught, and it realizes that an illusion might be in
progress, the protection of the spell is lost.
ELDER SIGN: Its decoration. . . was, rather, in the rough
shape of a star, in the center of which there appeared to be a
caricature of a single giant eye; but it was not an eye, rather
a broken lozenge in shape with certain lines suggestive of
flames or perhaps a solitary pillar of flame.—August Derleth
and H. P. Lovecraft, "The Lurker at the Threshold".

The spell activates a previously drawn Elder Sign. Each
active Elder Sign takes a sacrifice of 2 POW to create, but
costs no Sanity points. An Elder Sign may be formed into a
leaden seal, carved in rock, forged in steel, etc. When made
active beside an opening or Gate, it makes that path unusable
to minions of the Great Old Ones and Outer Gods, as well as
to those greater beings themselves. Without the spell, the sym-
bol itself means nothing and has no effect.

The writings of certain scribes apart, the Elder Sign is
worthless in personal defense if the monster or minion can
evade the Sign—worn around the neck, for instance, an Elder
Sign might protect a few square inches of flesh but the rest of
the wearer's body would be completely vulnerable.
ENCHANT BOOK: aids in summoning star vampires by
enchanting any book in which is inscribed the words of the
spell Summon/Bind Star Vampire. The book's ink must con-
tain the ichor of a star vampire. The caster sacrifices a varying
amount of POW and loses 1D4 Sanity points, and meditates
for three days. For each point of POW given to the book, add
10 percentiles to the caster's chance of success with
Summon/Bind Star Vampire.
ENCHANT BRAZIER: allows the casting of Conjure Glass Of
Mortlan, this step costing 1 point of POW and 1D4 Sanity points.

On the night of a full moon
between the fall equinox and
the winter solstice, the caster
must sacrifice a small animal
while intoning a formula and
performing certain gestures.
The chosen brazier is soaked
in the animal's blood, and
sprinkled with a handful of
gold dust, platinum powder.
or fixed mercury granules.
The enchanter must then burn a piece of wood at least 500 years
old, holding the brazier in its smoke. Upon completion, the bra-
zier is enchanted and ready to use.
ENCHANT CANE: creates an artifact which drains POW
points from victims and stores them as magic points usable by
the owner. Casting the spell and creating the cane requires a
week's work, a human sacrifice, 6 points of POW, and 1D6
Sanity points. Each use of the cane costs 1D8 Sanity points.
Any inflexible object might be used, but a cane is typical.

When anyone but the cane's creator touches the enchanted
object for more than 30 seconds, he or she loses a point of
POW, and the object accumulates a magic point. The person
losing the POW immediately feels suspicious and profoundly
uneasy. The object usually is held against a victim who is held
by force until POW is drained away completely, and the soul
sucked into the enchanted object. When a magic point from the
object is used in casting a spell, it is gone permanently and a
point of POW may be drained from a victim to replace it.
ENCHANT CANDLE: Voodoo. Requires a day-long ritual,
grants a variety of permanent effects, and costs the caster 4
magic points but no Sanity. The supplicant must sacrifice 1
POW and 1D4 Sanity points by reciting certain words, and
may or may not be told what those words cause to happen.

The supplicant's fingernail clippings or hair scraps must be
mixed into the wax when the candle is made, as must droplets
of his or her blood, and the event the supplicant wishes to
influence must be written on the side. As the candle burns, the



supplicant must perform a pertinent activity—the skill to be
improved, picturing in mind the person from whom he or she
seeks undying love, and so forth.
ENCHANT DOLL: Voodoo. Requires a two-day ritual, caus-
es pain and harm to the target, and costs 1 POW and 1D4
Sanity points each from caster and supplicant. The supplicant
need only be present for the last hour of the ritual. The doll is
soaked in an elixir which includes human blood, and then a
lock of the target's pubic hair is affixed to the doll. When the
doll is stabbed, the target receives a corresponding excruciat-
ing pain, or vertigo, nausea, impotence, etc. Roll D100 against
CON to avoid halving physical skills during these attacks.
ENCHANT GATE BOXES: allows creation of twin magical
boxes which, open, thereby form the two ends of a magical
Gate. Going through a gate box costs exactly the same magic
points and Sanity points as going through a normal Gate, and
the transit procedure is the same.

First, two identical wooden boxes must be made to any
desired SIZ. The boxes should be open only at one end. Then the
necessary ritual, consisting of placing one's hands on the boxes
and conceiving certain hyperdimensional lines and angles in
one's mind for about five hours, must be performed. 1 POW is
sacrificed at this time. Then the boxes automatically drain magic
points equal to half of the maker's POW each day, until they
have absorbed magic points equal to their total SIZ x 100. (If the
maker has odd-numbered POW, the boxes take an extra magic
point daily.) 1 SAN is lost for every full week of magic point
drain. Once the necessary magic points have been taken, the
boxes become operative.
ENCHANT GRIS-GRIS: Voodoo. Requires a long ritual,
grants a variety of permanent enhancements. It costs the cast-
er 3 magic points, and from the new owner of the bag 1 POW,
1D4 Sanity points, and a variable number of magic points. A
small animal must be sacrificed. A magical aura produced by
items in the small drawstring bag improves one aspect of the
wearer's life, specified before the creation of the bag—
increasing by five percentiles a particular skill, for example,
for each magic point the owner invests in the bag.
ENCHANT FLESH: Brothers of the Skin. A spell known only
to one man. It allows the caster to preserve and ensorcel 1 SIZ
point of the skin and flesh of a victim. After a day of prepara-
tion, the spell takes five minutes to cast and costs the user 1
POW and 3D4 Sanity points. The flesh must be cut away with
an enchanted knife while the blood flows, and immediately
thereafter the spell must be cast upon the flesh.

The SIZ point of flesh is now immune to damage from fire,
electricity, strangulation, blunt weapons, impaling weapons
(except for guns, which do minimum damage), and so forth.
Enchanted weapons and magic do normal damage. Further, the
flesh will age instead of the caster, adding a year to the cast-
er's life. By adding new flesh yearly, the caster gains an indef-
inite extension of life.

If Graft Flesh is used, the flesh lasts forever. Otherwise the
enchanted flesh lasts only for a number of weeks equal to the
caster's POW x2. After that it loses its magical properties and
goes the way of all flesh.

That number of flesh blocks equal to a person's SIZ can
completely armor him or her. The resulting lumps and scars
are impressive. See also Graft Flesh.

ENCHANT JU-JU: Voodoo. Requires day-long preparation
and ritual to consecrate a ward defending against black magic.
A sacrifice of 1 POW and 1D4 Sanity points is needed, as well
as the sacrifice of a chicken with black feathers, to give notice
to the spirits. When created, a ju-ju will be shunned by evil
denizens of the voodoo world, sorcerers included. This ward
can be anything the supplicant wants. The ju-ju may be worn
to protect a person, or placed over a doorway or window to
protect a home.
ENCHANT KNIFE: the enchanted knife increases the suc-
cess chance for other spells. The caster sacrifices a point of
POW and 1D4 Sanity points. The spell enchants a knife or
dagger made of a pure metal such as gold or iron. With the
knife blade a diagram is drawn on a flat surface; then the blade
is used to kill an animal of at least SIZ 4. The creature's blood
is then traced out to follow the lines of the drawn diagram, and
the enchantment is complete.

Such a knife is suitable for use in casting Summon
Dimensional Shambler. Each extra point of POW placed into
it adds 10 percentiles to the chance for success in casting that
spell. If this knife is used to slay the small animal for Enchant
Brazier, the brazier so made adds 10 percentiles to the chance
for successfully casting Conjure Glass of Mortlan.
ENCHANT LANCE: does 1D10 damage to any creature, and
can impale any creature, including ones normally resistant to
impaling weapons. The spell requires 1 POW, a week's work,
1D4 Sanity points, and a bellows-driven fire hot enough to
melt steel. The lance must be made out of pure metal of some
kind, and at least once the metal must be quenched in blood.
The user needs good STR and DEX to wield the lance.To
make a lance properly requires an appropriate Craft roll.
ENCHANT PIPES: augments the chance for success in cast-
ing particular spells. The spell enchants a set of pan pipes or a
flute. The instrument must be at least 90% metal. An hour-long
ritual of concentration and incantation must be performed over
the musical instrument, during which 1D6 Sanity points are
sacrificed by the caster, who must also sacrifice POW into the
instrument. For each point of POW sacrificed, the musical
instrument must steep in fresh warm blood for two hours. A
new animal, of at least cat or rabbit size, must be slaughtered
for each point of POW. For each point of POW it contains, the
finished instrument adds 10 percentiles to the success chance
of Summon/Bind Servitor of the Outer Gods, and other spells
requiring the use of pipes or flutes to cast.
ENCHANT SACRIFICIAL DAGGER: to activate, perform
this spell over a flame-shaped dagger. The dagger must then
be used to kill a living being of at least 20 POW. Simul-
taneously, the enchanter sacrifices 6 points of his or her own
Power. From then on, when the dagger is used properly to sac-
rifice chosen victims in the presence of Nyarlathotep, the
POW of the victim flows into the dagger, and from the dagger
the POW can be sent to any convenient storage site—the cast-
er, perhaps, or an inanimate object.
ENCHANT SPEAR: creates a spear which always hits the tar-
get if the target is within range. The weapon must be a wooden
spear with a point made from bird bone. The caster loses 4
POW, and 1D4 Sanity points. The spear must be decorated with
feathers from at least 30 different species of birds, each plucked
from a living bird. If a feather is lost in use, a new one must be



obtained. To make the spear, the caster must perform a ritual
with the chosen spear on the spring equinox for two consecutive
years. At the end of the second ritual, the spear must be used to
kill something. It is then enchanted. It always hits when thrown,
but is otherwise an ordinary weapon. It does 1D10 damage,
impales, and acts as a magical weapon against a Mythos crea-
ture unless the creature is resistant to impaling weapons.
ENCHANT STONE TABLET: this tablet must be made from
black stone taken from the sunken city of R'lyeh. It must be
carefully etched over a period of several weeks, and the caster
must put 2 POW into it. Both a deep one and a human must be
sacrificed to the tablet without shedding blood (usually by
strangling or smothering). The caster loses 1D8 Sanity points
and daily must place 1 magic point into the stone. When fin-
ished, the stone is enchanted.

Anyone owning this stone has nightmares of alien vistas and
dimly-perceived oozing masses, all against a background of
shifting colors and forms. Far-off slithering and gurgling is
heard. If the stone's possessor destroys it, the effects of the
dreams intensify, with the same result as if the spell Curse of the
Stone had been cast upon the owner (except that he does not fall
prey to instant hallucinations). The tablet also can be used in the
spell Curse of the Stone.

If the tablet is tossed into the sea, it contacts (but does not
bind) 1D8 deep ones. They return the tablet to the person who
threw it away, perhaps sending the target over the edge of
insanity. The time it takes them to bring back the tablet
depends on the distance from the thrown tablet to the nearest
deep one city. The dreams stop while the deep ones possess the
tablet. If the thrower is very far inland, local cultists may do
the job.
ENCHANT WANGA: Voodoo. Requires a three-hour ritual
daily for eight days. It causes harm or bad luck to the wearer,
and costs 3 magic points and 1D3 Sanity points from the cast-
er and 1 POW and 1D4 Sanity points from the supplicant. A
wanga is an object "mounted" by evil spirits, causing illness or
bad luck while touched by the target. Often a personal object
belonging to the target will be spirited away to be turned into a
wanga—frequently a rosary or a crucifix. The victim's illness
or bad luck (-20 percentiles for all skill rolls and Luck rolls)
lasts until the wanga is identified and destroyed.
ENCHANT WHISTLE: augments the caster's chance to
Summon/Bind Byakhee. The spell enchants a whistle, which
must be an alloy of silver and iron meteorite. POW is sacrificed
to the whistle in a day-long ceremony, and a rooster also must
be sacrificed. The ritual costs the caster 1D4 Sanity points. For
each point of POW sacrificed to the whistle, add 10 percentiles
to the chance of successfully casting Summon/Bind Byakhee.
ENTHRALL VICTIM: entrances the target. The spell costs
the caster 1D6 Sanity points and 2 magic points. The caster
must be able to speak calmly with the target before the spell
can take effect. After a round or so of talking, the caster match-
es his magic points against the target's on the Resistance
Table. If overcome, the victim stands struck, numb and dumb,
until relieved from the trance by physical assault or some sim-
ilarly shocking event. If the caster fails to overcome the target,
he or she may try the spell the following round.
EVIL EYE: causes a victim to suffer from bad luck. The spell
costs 10 magic points and 1D4 Sanity points to cast. The tar-

get must be within sight of the caster. The victim will not nec-
essarily sense the Evil Eye, but feels an odd chill or unease
when the Evil Eye is cast.

The victim's chance for a Luck roll is halved. His or her
chance for a DEX roll is halved. His or her guns jam on every
roll of 75% or higher. The chances for Summon / Bind spells
are halved. The effects continue until sunrise, until the caster
removes the spell, until the caster is found and blooded (hit
hard enough to bleed), or until the victim dies.
EXILE EIHORT: forces Eihort, a Great Old One, to remain in
his English labyrinth for a year and a day. Learning the spell
requires a roll of INT x2 or less on D100 and 25-INT days of
study. The spell requires 3 rounds to intone and costs 1D4 Sanity
points per participant. The caster and other people who know the
spell can expend as many magic points as desired. Additional
participants who touch the caster can add 1 magic point per per-
son, though the Sanity cost per participant remains 1D4. Using
the Resistance Table, match the total against Eihort's POW 30.
They'll need at least POW 21 to have a 5% chance.
EXTEND: grants immortality to the caster. It costs 3 POW,
3D6 Sanity points, and 100 magic points. During the spell the
caster builds a great fire and summons an ancient nameless
being which costs 1D6/1D20 SAN to see. The ritual then cre-
ates a pact between the caster and the being, in which the
being ages instead of the caster. If the caster dies somehow, the
being replaces the caster on Earth, while the caster's corpse is
magically sent to the dimension from which the being came.
EYE OF LIGHT AND DARKNESS: weakens many Mythos"
agents and servants. This powerful spell requires very large
sacrifices of POW, but of varying amount for each time the
spell is cast.

A great sigil of the Eye is worked into a hard natural sub-
stance such as granite, and then placed on a high place in the
area to be warded. The Eye must be created in the afternoon
before the full moon rises. At moonrise, the blood of an inno-
cent (that is, someone without Cthulhu Mythos knowledge)
must be used to fill the pupil of the Eye once per hour until the
moon sets. Thus only a few ounces of blood are needed.

A number of participants must chant together as the first
blood is given, repeating aloud sa-ma, sa-ma, te-yo, sa-ma and
so on till the moon sets. When the moon next rises, the pupil
of the Eye is activated and begins to glow. Once activated, the
symbol disappears within the substance into which it has been
chiseled or inscribed, and cannot then be removed by physical
or ordinary magical agent or spell. When nearby, those who
created it (and only they) always can see the dim nimbus
emanate from the Eye.

The ward requires 100 POW from the people chanting for
the spell, not necessarily given with their knowledge. Each
hour of the chant, the Eye randomly leeches 1D4 POW from
each chanter until exactly 100 POW or slightly more have been
absorbed. A character losing all Power drops dead. If 100 POW
or more is not accumulated before moonset, the activation of
the ward fails, all leeched Power is lost, and the procedure must
be started again from scratch if the ward is to be created.

An Eye of Light And Darkness is powerful. It weakens
agents, monsters, and minions of the Outer Gods and Great
Old Ones who enter the area it protects, damaging them at the
rate of 1 magic point per hour. If such a servant remains with-
in the Eye's effect until its magic points reach 0, it disinte-



FREE HASTUR: in conjunction with the nine stone mono-
liths required for the Call Hastur spell, this chant permits
Hastur to enter and to remain freely within the area bounded
by the monoliths. Only the leader of the chant needs to know
the chant. Everyone else involved in the chant loses 1 POW
For every 10 such points sacrificed, 1-POW-worth of Hastur
or his creatures gain access to Earth. Thus 350 chanters would
be needed to bring Hastur, and 210 chanters needed to bring
the average star-spawn of Cthulhu.

Once Hastur can freely remain, he need not return to the
sky at sunrise and can remain active all year round. Hastur-
connected spells are usable day or night within the bounded
region. That region may be millions of square miles.
GLASS FROM LENG: a great round window of a most curi-
ous clouded glass, of which [Wilbur] said only that it was a
work of great antiquity, which he had discovered and acquired
in the course of his travels in Asia. He referred to it at one time
as "the glass from Leng " and at another as "possibly Hyadean
in origin ", neither of which enlightened me in the slightest. -
August Derleth and H. P. Lovecraft, "The Gable Window."

An enchantment. This magical glass allows the possessor
to see in it random visions of other places. The previous owner
would inscribe a pentagram in red chalk (presumably for pro-
tection), recite a brief verse, and then the glass would show a
scene of beings from the Cthulhu Mythos. Unfortunately, such
beings could also see through the glass to the user's side.
GRAFT FLESH: Brothers of the Skin. Allows the caster to
graft enchanted flesh to his or her body, and have the flesh and
its armoring effects last forever. The spell costs 10 magic
points and 2D6 Sanity points to cast. The lengthy ritual
involves hours of chanting and prayer to Nyarlathotep or
another significant Mythos deity. The caster must also remove
from his or her own body a corresponding area of flesh (cost-
ing 1D4 hit points and 2D6 Sanity points) before the enchant-
ed flesh can be Grafted. After the spell has been completed, the
properties of enchanted flesh are immediately available. See
the spell the Enchanted Flesh.
GRASP OF CTHULHU: immobilizes one or more targets
with crushing pressure, temporarily robbing STR as well. The
charm costs 2D6 magic points per game minute, and 1D6
Sanity points for the cast. It can be extended for as many min-
utes as the caster's magic points can buy without additional
Sanity point cost, but the caster must concentrate on the spell
during that time. The spell's range is ten yards. Cast, the
spell's effect begins immediately, and can affect more than one
person at a time, but each additional target costs an additional
2D6 magic points per game minute.

Resolve this spell on the Resistance Table, separately
matching the POW of the caster against the POW of each tar-
get. If the caster wins, the victim feels great pressure and is
unable to move, as though wrapped by the mighty tentacles of
Great Cthulhu. If there are multiple targets, one target may be
attacked successfully while another target fends off the attack.
For each minute the spell lasts, the target temporarily loses
1D10 STR points. If the target's STR drops to zero or less, he
or she falls unconscious.
GRAY BINDING: a way to form an uncontrolled zombie. A rit-
ual liquid must be poured over a corpse. The keeper determines
the ingredients of the liquid. At least one part is costly or illegal.

grates. Contact, Call, and Summon/Bind spells may not be cast
within the reach of the Eye.

The effect of the Eye extends in a 10-mile radius from it,
but it does not penetrate more than 20 feet of rock or metal. If
placed on a mountainside, for instance, the Eye would protect
only that side of the mountain.

To destroy an Eye requires a spell unique to that Eye, the
characteristics of which may take years to deduce.
EYES OF THE ZOMBIE: allows the caster to take direct
control of a specially prepared zombie, and thereafter to per-
ceive events from the zombie's viewpoint until the spell
expires. Each cast costs 3 magic points and 15 Sanity points,
and is effective for 1D3 months.

The eyes of the zombie are removed and placed in a spe-
cial chemical bath. The caster's eyes are similarly removed as
part of the ritual, and stored away for safety. Then the zom-
bie's eyes are inserted into the caster's empty sockets, and a
short phrase murmured. Then the caster can move, perceive,
and react as though actually in the zombie body.

Replacing the eyeballs requires a similar spell cast.
FIND GATE: makes apparent to the caster any Gate to or
from another world or plane, if it is within the caster's vision.
The spell costs 1 magic point and 1D3 Sanity points. This spell
locates: it does not empower anyone to open, close, create, or
pass through any Gate.
FIST OF YOG-SOTHOTH: hits the target with an invisible
blow of varying intensity. This spell costs a varying amount of
magic points as well as 1D6 Sanity points. The caster must be
able to see the target. The spell takes effect instantaneously. It
affects a single target.

Each magic point included in the spell yields 1D6 STR of
force. For every 30 feet of distance that the caster stands from
the target, the STR of the blow decreases by 1D6.

When the target is struck, match the rolled STR of the blow
against the target's CON+STR on the Resistance Table. If the
blow overcomes the target, then the target is knocked uncon-
scious. Whether or not the target is left unconscious, the target
always is pushed away from the caster for a distance in feet
equal to the rolled STR of the blow minus the target's SIZ.

The spell can be used against the STR of inanimate objects
such as doors or walls. Results may be obvious, but sometimes
keepers will have to determine these cases, perhaps by the
result actually rolled.
FLESH WARD: grants protection against physical attack. The
spell costs 1D4 Sanity points and a varying amount of magic
points. Each magic point spent gives the caster (or the chosen
target) 1D6 points of armor against nonmagical attacks. This
protection wears off as it blocks damage. If a character had 12
points of Flesh Ward as armor, and was hit for 8 points of dam-
age, his Flesh Ward would be reduced to 4 points, but he or she
would take no damage. The spell takes five rounds to cast, and
lasts 24 hours or until the protection is used up. Once cast, the
spell may not be reinforced with further magic points, nor
recast until the old spell's protection has been used up.
FOOD OF LIFE: cruelly and unnaturally extends the life span
of an individual cultist. The spell costs 10 magic points and
1D8+1 Sanity points to cast. An unholy feast of several days'
duration is key to the ritual. The cultist cannibal adds one month
of life for every SIZ point of human flesh therein consumed.



Sanity points. Anyone can
use this powder. When sprin-
kled over a human and a word
of power is spoken, the pow-
der then reveals the possess-
ing entity for a game round.

The powder requires glass
ground from a mirror at least
100 years old, a handful of
gold dust, and two special
ingredients of the keeper's
choice. The caster then meditates for a day and a night in a silent
cave or other lightless place. Once his or her mind is clear, the
caster combines the ingredients, adds the blood of a mammal,
sacrifices 12 magic points and 2 Sanity points, and utters a short
incantation. If the vessel's contents burst into flame, the spell
has succeeded. If not, the magic points are lost, and the ritual
may be begun anew. The chance for success is the caster's POW
x5 or less, rolled on D100. The result is a fine gray-blue powder
as soft as fresh wood ash. It keeps indefinitely.

A pinch or two is enough. Sprinkled, blown, or thrown
over a possible victim, the form of any existing foreign entity
becomes visible as a life-size shadow superimposed over the
host; the shadow vanishes at the end of the game round. Sanity
losses are half normal, since only a shadow is revealed.

Y'golonac, a Great Race member, or an insect from Shaggai
would be revealed. Serpent people using Cast Illusion would not
be revealed by this spell, nor would people of ghoulish tendency,
nor vampires or shape-changers. A wraith would be revealed.
IMPECCABLE THROW: reciting a short verse allows the
caster to throw objects and have them land exactly where he or
she desires, for a period of the caster's POW in game rounds.
The spell costs 3 magic points and 1 hit point (for the effort),
but no Sanity is lost. The spell guides a thrown object to a tra-
jectory that will hit the target. The spell will adjust aim, but
there must be sufficient force in the throw.
IMPLANT FEAR: grips the target with soul-chilling dread. It
costs the caster 12 magic points and 1D6 Sanity points. The
sudden unnerving costs the target 0/1D6 Sanity points and
causes him or her to stop work or end concentration.
IMPLANT SUGGESTION: Dreamlands. This rare spell of
compulsion is effective only against creatures with some
human blood in them—Lengites, deep one hybrids, ghoul
changelings, Little People, etc. Magic point and Sanity point
costs for the spell vary. The range is 10 yards or less, and the
target must be able to hear and understand the caster. The cast-
er needs two rounds to intone the spell and to relate the sug-
gestion to the target. When the spell is cast, the caster must
overcome the target's POW with his or her own on the
Resistance Table; extreme suggestions involving death or
great harm require a second successful Resistance Table roll
just before the suggestion is implemented.

The cost for the spell varies with the suggestion. For ordi-
nary unthreatening suggestions (drop your sword, hand over
your money and leave, etc.), the cost is 5 magic points and
1D3 Sanity points. Riskier suggestions, but not ones antitheti-
cal to the target (go to Inquanok, set fire to a building, etc.),
cost 10 magic points and 2D3 Sanity. Dangerous or suicidal
suggestions (kill a companion, kidnap King Kuranes, etc.) cost
15 magic points and 3D3+1 Sanity.

Immediately after, the caster intones the spell, spending 8 magic
points and 1D6 Sanity points. The ritual takes five minutes, after
which the corpse rouses. It is nearly mindless, and is not under
the control of its creator. The thing continues to rot after its cre-
ation, and so eventually decays into incapacity. The risen corpse
is otherwise identical to the zombie on p. 186.
HANDS OF COLUBRA: turns the hands of the caster into the
foreparts of venomous snakes. The spell costs 12 magic points
and 1D10 Sanity points. It can be used only on the caster, and
takes a full round to cast. The effect lasts 1D3+3 combat
rounds. The transformed snakes can bite targets up to 8 feet
distant. Each snake has the caster's DEX x5 chance to hit, each
bite does 1D3 damage by itself, and each hit injects a venom
of potency equal to the current magic point total of the caster.
Match the potency of the venom against the target's CON on
the Resistance Table. If the venom attack succeeds, the victim
loses 1D10 hit points per round until the hit points lost equal
the venom's potency. At that point the poison is neutralized
and does no further damage, but a second bite starts a second,
new attack. Sanity loss is 0/1D6 for witnessing the use of
Hands of Colubra.
HEAL: maximizes the healing rate possible: with it the natur-
al rate is 3 hit points per week, with First Aid it can be 6 hit
points the first week, and with Medicine it can be 9 hit points
the first week. The spell costs 3 magic points and no Sanity
points. It takes 25 game rounds to cast. The recipient must be
touched by the caster or the spell cannot take effect, and the
spell must be reapplied each week to have effect for that week.
HEALING: after 2D6 game rounds, it can immediately heal
2D6 hit points lost to injury, disease, or poison. Ignore hit
points restored in excess of normal. The spell cannot bring
back the dead to life. Each cast costs 12 magic points and 1
Sanity point.
HEART'S COURAGE: a protective spell against those who
know spells of any sort. It costs 1 POW and 4 Sanity points to
cast. Those knowing no spells are unaffected. The caster must
be a worshiper of Chaugnar Faugn, though the god may have
other names than that. The caster carves certain runes into the
wall or floor of the area to be protected, then prays to
Chaugnar Faugn and sacrifices POW. From time to time, such
a ward may need a new sacrifice of POW, but there is no auto-
matic expiration.

When a target nears the runes, he or she must intone the
god's name to be let past. Failing that, the target's player may
attempt POW x3 or less on D100. With a success, the investi-
gator keeps on walking and the spell has no effect.

With a failure, the target finds himself or herself paralyzed
and frozen in place. The body otherwise functions normally.
The target can speak and see. With a result of 96-00, the target
falls before going rigid.

If left at the warding runes or carried past them, paralysis
continues indefinitely, and the target may die in two or three
days. If carried back away from the runes, the paralysis ends
after the target's POW in game rounds. A character who was
frozen by the ward can attempt to pass it again after his or her
POW in game rounds has passed.
IDENTIFY SPIRIT: this spell creates a magical powder
which temporarily exposes any alien entity inhabiting the tar-
get's mind or body. Making it costs 12 magic points and 2
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IMPRISON MIND: destroys the ability of an entity to move
magically or naturally from mind to mind, possess other
beings, or leave in any other way the body in which it is cur-
rently. The cost per participant is 10 magic points and 1D6
Sanity points.

The spell may be cast by an individual or a group. Once
cast, match the casters' POW against the target's on the
Resistance table. (The target is always the possessing mind.) If
the target is overcome, it is forever trapped in its current body.
If used against a Great Old One, Outer God, Elder God, or
avatar, the spell traps the being for only 100-POW minutes.
Y'golonac, for example, would be trapped for 72 minutes.
JOURNEY TO THE OTHER SIDE: self-entranced, the cast-
er sends his or her spirit to another plane as desired, conceiv-
ably even to the location of a Cthulhu Mythos deity. This spell
costs 15 magic points to cast, and a day-long ritual to achieve.
The trance lasts 1D6+3 game hours. Unknown but possibly
large Sanity losses result from the particular experiences.
KEENNESS OF TWO ALIKE: to a level which seems appro-
priate to the keeper, this spell heightens mental clarity, concen-
tration, and retention for a period of 1D4+4 hours. It requires two
casters of blood relation. Costs to each caster are 4 magic points
and 0/1 Sanity point. Conclusions understood or perceived dur-
ing the spell's effect are remembered when the spell ends, though
the derivations of such conclusions may become mysterious.

Each casting takes one hour. The spell may be recast when
a casting concludes. Two casters must participate following an
elaborate ritual, one necessarily blood-incestuous. One caster
receives the temporary intellectual enhancement, nominally
equivalent to an extra 6 INT. Ritual and spell are from left-
hand or black Tantra, and are not Mythos-connected.
LAME I HEAL ANIMAL: causes one animal, usually a farm
animal like a horse or cow, to suffer painful inflammation of its
tendons and ligaments or to become extraordinarily healthy and
vigorous, as the caster chooses. The spell costs 4 magic points
for either version, and 1D4 Sanity points to cast Lame Animal.
LAMP OF ALHAZRED: The lamp of Alhazred was unusual
in its appearance. It was meant for burning oil, and seemed to
be of  gold. It had the shape of a small oblong pot, with a han-
dle curved up from one side, and a spout for wick and flame
on the other. Many curious drawings decorated it, together
with letters and pictures arranged into words in a language
unfamiliar.—August Derleth and H. P. Lovecraft, "The Lamp
of Alhazred."

An enchantment. When lit, this lamp gives forth vapors
that sends the minds of those who inhale the vapors into
ecstasies of vision. These revelations are of the strange and
weird landscapes of Mythos places and dimensions, and the
ways of the entities there. If this lamp was actually used by al-
Hazred, the author of the Al Azif, some of the breadth of his
knowledge would be explained.
LEVITATE: causes the caster or a chosen target to float slow-
ly through the air. Levitate requires 1 magic point per SIZ of
the thing levitated, and 1D6 Sanity points. The caster must be
able to see the levitation. The effect lasts several minutes. The
spell levitates the target 3-5 feet off the ground or floor. If
falling from a height, the target falls in slow motion and halts
several feet off the ground. Each extra magic point expended
after the spell is cast allows the user to move the target one

yard horizontally or vertically. (If the target is a living being
who is unwilling to be levitated, the caster must first overcome
the target's magic points with his or her own.)

The target floats as the caster wills, helpless to stop mov-
ing except by grabbing a tree limb or similar brace. In that case
match target STR against the caster's magic points (both in the
spell and those still unexpended). If the target wins, the spell
is broken. The target falls, of course.
LOOK TO THE FUTURE: hurls a willing target a varying
number of years into the future. After a group chant for a game
hour, all participants in the ceremony lose 1 POW each, except
the caster of the spell, who loses 2D6 Sanity points instead.

Upon completion of the chant, the chosen volunteer (who
need not himself chant) is then physically hurled into the
future. One year passes for each point of POW expended dur-
ing the ceremony. The spell is imprecise: subtract 1D10 years
from the desired target date. If the result is a trip into the past
instead, the target disappears from existence (one preferably
wants at least eleven contributors of POW therefore). After a
number of game hours elapse equal to the volunteer's POW, he
or she snaps back to the present. To witnesses, the volunteer
disappears, then reappears a round or two later.

Depending on what it achieves, this spell can provoke
important historical paradoxes. In keeping with the tradition of
the Cthulhu Mythos, a major paradox should lead swiftly,
grimly, and immediately to the madness and death of the per-
son initiating it. This powerful spell is known by Nyarlathotep,
who may or may not teach it to a worshiper.
MELT FLESH: Brothers of the Skin. It heats dead flesh to its
melting point in one round, requiring 1 magic point to melt 3
SIZ of flesh. This takes 5 rounds and costs 1D4 Sanity points
to cast. If used on animate flesh, the cost changes, to 1 POW
per 3 SIZ, and the attacker and target magic points first must
be matched on the Resistance Table. Seeing human flesh melt
off human bones costs 1/1D6 Sanity.
MENTAL SUGGESTION: causes the target to be controlled
by the caster for one round, and to do exactly what is com-
manded. The spell costs 8 magic points and 1D8 Sanity points,
and takes 3 rounds to cast. The sorcerer can cast it on any tar-
get visible to the unaided eye. Match the caster's magic points
against the target's on the Resistance Table. Success is total,
and can include the command to attempt suicide or make a
murderous assault on a friend. The spell can be recast, as the
sorcerer is able.
MESMERIZE: the user can command any being with human
blood in its veins. The caster loses 1D6 Sanity points, but no
magic points, and must have at least 50% Occult and 50%
Cthulhu Mythos. The spell takes a DEX rank to cast.

Match caster and target POW on the Resistance Table. If
successful, the target stops and accepts commands spoken by
the caster. The target must be close enough to see the caster's
eyes, which seem to glow while the spell operates.
Mesmerization lasts for 5 rounds for each point of INT the
caster possesses. If the INT of the target is higher than that of
the caster, a successful POW vs. POW Resistance Table roll
must be made every 10 rounds, or the spell is broken.

A single target is affected. The victim's physical action
skills are halved. The victim carries out all that is commanded
by the caster, even to self-destruction. The spell also works



roring surface, an image of the caster begins to form. If the
caster tires before the target looks into a mirror, that loss of
attention breaks the spell.

Sometimes the mirror image of the caster is looking direct-
ly into the eyes of the victim. At other times the caster is seen
standing directly behind the victim in the reflection. If the vic-
tim wears glasses, images reflected from the lenses may even be
resolved. Words and short phrases which the target can hear can
be uttered by the caster. The caster can see through his or her
mirror as well, and see the target and the target's surroundings.
NIGHTMARE: causes the target to experience a horrible
nightmare, awake screaming, and lose 1D3 Sanity points. The
spell costs 8 magic points and 1 Sanity point to cast. It affects
a single sleeping individual, whose name must be known to
the caster. The spell can take effect at any range. The shaken
victim awakes in a cold sweat, but cannot remember the con-
tents of the dream unless benefiting from a successful
Psychoanalysis roll. The dream's content is chosen by the
keeper, not the caster, and must be closely related to the life
and habits of the caster.
PARTING SANDS: ancient Egyptian sorcery used to part
nonliving obstacles (walls, doors, rivers, and so forth). The
spell costs 2 magic points and 0/1D4 SAN to cast. Ordinary
desert sand is enchanted. For each point of SIZ above the first
two points, the spell costs an additional magic point. One
could use this spell to part the Red Sea, but that would take a
lot of magic points. To apply, spread a line of sand in the direc-
tion desired, and sacrifice the necessary points. The way that
opens is wide enough and tall enough for men and horses. The
spell takes about ten rounds to complete.
PERFECTION: given the permission of a god, the caster may
convert points of Power into points of other characteristics
with this spell, either for the caster or for his or her designat-
ed target. The god designates any costs involved—usually one
for one in characteristic points. There is no Sanity charge per
se, but contact with an Outer God or Great Old One is neces-
sary, so the Sanity loss involved may be substantial.
PIPES OF MADNESS: drives hearers insane. This spell must
be cast with the enchanted owl-bone pipes made by the ritual
in the spell Create Curse Whistle. The caster plays a specific
weird melody on the pipes and expends 5 magic points every
5 rounds of playing. It costs 1D6 Sanity points to cast the spell.

Call for Sanity rolls for all within earshot. Whoever
receives a failure loses 5 Sanity points and immediately goes
temporarily insane; roll on the longer duration table. With a
successful Sanity roll, the listener loses 1D3 Sanity points and
ordinarily does not go insane. Repeat the Sanity rolls every 5
rounds that the pipes are played and heard.
PLUTONIAN DRUG: "I have here five pellets of the drug
Liao. It was used by the Chinese philosopher Lao Tze, and
while under its influence he visioned Too. Too is the most mys-
terious force in the world; it surrounds and pervades all
things " — Frank Belknap Long, "The Hounds of Tindalos."

An enchantment. This drug has the ability to send the user's
mind back in time. In the story, it sometimes sent back users so
far that they encountered the hounds of Tindalos, entities capa-
ble of traveling up and down time via its "corners." The hounds
are attracted by such intrusion and soon appear to devour the
interloper. The drug can appear in liquid or tablet form.

against modern serpent folk and deep ones who have interbred
with humans, but doesn't work on nonhuman entities such as
shantaks or dimensional shamblers.
MI-GO HYPNOSIS: Mi-Go. By introducing ultrahigh and
ultralow frequency tones into its buzzing, the mi-go can put
one or many humans listening to it into a trance state. An
investigator within forty feet of a buzzing mi-go must receive
a successful Resistance Table roll of POW vs. POW or become
incapable of action. Thoughts and commands can then be
given to a specific human via the Contact Human spell.
MINDBLAST: the victim of this spell loses 5 Sanity points
and goes temporarily insane for at least one hour. The spell
costs the caster 1D3 Sanity points and 10 magic points. To suc-
ceed, the caster must successfully match magic points with the
target on the Resistance Table. The target is affected for 1D10
x10 game hours, after which he or she recovers. The concept
of the insane insight would not apply to this induced tempo-
rary insanity.
MIND EXCHANGE: allows the caster to trade minds with
another individual. The caster loses 1D3 Sanity points and
must expend magic points equal to the target's POW the first
time the spell is cast. Thereafter, the cost goes down 1 magic
point per casting until it reaches 1, where it remains. The
Sanity point cost does not increase.

The target must know the spell-caster and love or strongly
favor him or her. If that affection is somehow lost before the
spell's cost is reduced to 1, the exchange can no longer occur.
Fresh affection renews the chance. The target loses Sanity
points upon finding arriving in another's body, 1/1D3 Sanity
points at minimum. Temporary insanity is a possible reaction.

This spell can be cast at any range. The caster must over-
come the target's magic points with his or her own each time
the spell is cast, until the cost for casting the spell has been
reduced to 1, when he or she no longer needs to do so and can
transfer at will, using only a strong mental effort. The spell
caster cannot initially stay more than a few minutes inside the
target's body, but progressively is able to longer and longer.
Once the cost for transfer is 1 magic point, he or she can stay
there indefinitely.
MIND TRANSFER: allows the caster permanently to trade
minds with the target, perhaps to attain longer life at the tar-
get's expense. The spell requires 10 magic points to cast, and
also takes a successful magic-points match on the Resistance
Table. With success, the caster loses 1D10 Sanity points, and
the victim loses 1D20 Sanity points.

If the exchange fails, the caster must immediately cast the
spell again (lose 10 more magic points) or his or her soul dis-
sipates into eternity. Running out of magic points has the same
result. Once the transfer is begun, it cannot be broken off.
MIRROR OF TARKHUN ATEP: as harassment or warning,
the caster is able to project his image onto the surface of a mir-
ror or mirroring surface that is being gazed into by the caster's
intended victim. This spell costs 5 magic points and 1 Sanity
point. The victim can be anywhere on Earth.

The caster needs a mirror large enough to see his or her
head and neck. Gazing within it and keeping an image of the
target in mind, he or she utters the short incantation, makes the
sacrifice of Sanity and magic points, and waits. When the tar-
get looks into a darkened window, a mirror, or any other mir-



POSE MUNDANE (MASK): the spell makes a creature or
object totally unremarkable in the minds of viewers. The cast-
er must sacrifice magic points equal to the SIZ of the creature
or object, plus one magic point per round to maintain the
effect. An inanimate object can be masked indefinitely by the
sacrifice instead of 1 POW during the casting.

People fail to notice the strange appearance, though frequent
contact with the masked item allows a person to perceive that
something about the object or creature is very unusual.
POWDER OF IBN-GHAZI: Those without the telescope saw
only an instant's flash of grey cloud—a cloud about the size of
a moderately large building—near the top of the mountain.
Curtis, who held the instrument, dropped it with a piercing
shriek into the ankle-deep mud of the road. He reeled, and
would have crumpled to the ground had not two or three oth-
ers seized and steadied him. All he could do was moan half-
inaudibly. — H. P. Lovecraft, "The Dunwich Horror."

The spell makes visible magically invisible things by blow-
ing the powder against the invisible thing. The powder must be
compounded carefully, according to exacting instructions, and
involves three special ingredients and the sacrifice of 1 magic
point per dose. A dose is one application of the powder. The
keeper determines the special ingredients. The powder is either
blown from a tube or thrown over the target. The thing which
is dusted stays visible for no more than ten heartbeats.

That which could be made visible includes the magical
lines extending from a place enchanted for the Calling of a
Mythos deity, the aura around a Gate, and a normally invisible
creature such as a star vampire. Using the powder costs no
Sanity points, but seeing what it exposes may.
POWER DRAIN: drains magic points from the target. The spell
costs 1D8 Sanity points. Match the caster's magic points against
the target's. If the caster wins, then the target loses 1D6 magic
points, and the caster gains them. If the caster fails to overcome
the target, the caster loses 6 magic points to the target.
POWER OF NYAMBE: grants the caster additional magic
points perhaps useful in an emergency. The caster performs a
ritual which requires many components of African tribal
magic, and sacrifices 1 point of POW but no Sanity points. In
return, the caster receives 2D6 extra magic points usable for
any purpose. These points do not regenerate, and the POW
does not return.
PRINN'S CRUXANSATA: the spell creates an ankh which can
temporarily or permanently banish individual Mythos creatures.
The cost of enchantment is 5 POW and 1D6 Sanity. The object
must be an ankh (looped cross) made of an unalloyed metal—
pure copper, iron, silver, gold, or lead would be the easiest met-
als to find and to form. For 20-INT days the caster performs
episodic rites and sacrifices, and then sacrifices 5 POW and 1D6
Sanity to enchant the ankh. It is ready to use.

To combat the Mythos, the caster intones a chant for three
rounds, and expends any number of magic points to be matched
against those of the target on the Resistance Table. Companions
to the caster may contribute 1 magic point each; in token of the
5 POW, the caster adds 5 free magic points as well.

Any person who knows the chant may wield the ankh and
attempt to banish a creature, but does not get the 5-magic-
point bonus granted to the original caster. If the ankh-wielder
and companions overcome the creature, it is dispelled to its

home plane. If they fail to dispel the thing, it attacks the ankh-
wielder first before turning its attention to others present.
RAISE NIGHT FOG: draws up a dense ground fog from a
body of water. Casting it costs 3 magic points and 1D2 Sanity
points. The ritual takes about twenty game rounds to complete
and involves a bowl or cup for water, filled from the body of
water where the fog is to form, then blowing softly across the
surface of the container. The fog forms suddenly; if there is
wind, it drifts with the wind. The spell can be cast only at
night. The fog dissipates with the rising sun.
REACH: allows the caster to reach through intervening surfaces
and volumes, to the physical extent of his or her arms or tenta-
cles, and adjust things, implant new elements, or withdraw exist-
ing ones. Cost of the spell varies: match the number of magic
points sacrificed against the STR of the surface or surfaces to be
passed through. The spell also costs 5 points of Sanity.
RED SIGN OF SHUDDE M'ELL: causes one or several vic-
tims to die horribly. This spell takes 1 combat round, 3 magic
points, and 1D8 Sanity points to cast. When formed correctly,
a dull red symbol glows in the air as the caster's finger
describes it. The sign's malevolent effects manifest the round
after its creation. Once formed, the sign must be maintained by
concentration, and the expenditure of 3 more magic points
each additional round.

All those within 10 yards of the sign lose 1D3 hit points per
round as their bodies quake and spasm, and their internal
organs and blood vessels convulse. Those further than 10 yards
but nearer than 30 yards lose one hit point each round. Those
further than 30 yards take no damage. It is possible to escape
the sign's effect by crawling behind a wall or other opaque bar-
rier. The caster must stand next to the sign and concentrate. The
caster loses 1 hit point each round because of proximity.
REMORTIFICATION: forces the appearance of the ghost of
one whom the caster has personally killed. The spell takes 1
round to cast, and costs 1D6+1 Sanity points. The spirit re-
enacts movements made just before its death. The spirit is
immaterial. Objects pass right through it. It cannot physically
harm anyone or anything, but may cost Sanity to see.
RESURRECTION: He turned from the inscriptions to face
the room with its bizarre contents, and saw that the kylix on the
floor, in which the ominous efflorescent powder had lain, was
giving forth a cloud of thick, greenish-black vapour of sur-
prising volume and opacity.—H. P. Lovecraft, "The Case of
Charles Dexter Ward."

The spell reduces a corpse to its essential salts and com-
pounds, a bluish-gray powder, or reverses the process to yield
ultimately the form and soul of the deceased. A complete
corpse is necessary. Either version of this rare, misleadingly
named spell costs the caster 3 magic points and 1D10 Sanity
points, for casting it is an unholy thing to do. Being Resurrect-
ed in this manner costs the victim 1D20 Sanity points.

If only part of the ashy powder is available for the spell, the
sorcerer gets "onlie the liveliest awfullness" from what's then
made flesh. But the successfully resurrected need not be all in
one piece —as long as the coffin is intact and sufficient care is
taken to scrape together all the fragments and dust within, the
spell succeeds.

Reciting the spell backward returns the resurrected entity to
dust. It can be retained or thrown away. In this process, the cast-



er matches magic points against the resurrected's on the
Resistance Table. If the caster wins, the victim returns to dust. If
the victim wins, it may try to prevent the caster from reciting the
spell again. Reciting the spell backward takes two rounds. In
"The Case of Charles Dexter Ward", many of those resurrected
were interrogated and tortured to reveal secrets of the past.
RIVER GOD'S CURSE: Dreamlands. This spell can be cast
only by the River God Oukranos, after the target has earned his
enmity. A devastating thirst plagues the target. In the
Dreamlands, this curse takes effect every 1D3 days and lasts
for 1D3 hours. In the Waking World, the afflicted cannot drink
enough water ever to slake thirst. The target loses 1 CON
daily, until death occurs or until he or she returns to the
Dreamlands and fulfills some obligation. Once the River God
is satisfied, the cursed recover 1 point of lost CON per week.
SEAL OF ISIS: protects inanimate objects against magical
attack within a 50-foot cube. This warding spell requires 1 hour,
1 Sanity point, and as many magic points as the caster thinks
useful. Spells cast at items in the warded area are resisted by the
magic points sacrificed to the warding. Match the points on the
Resistance Table. Seal of Isis does not defend people, and is not
a physical barrier against intruders.
SEEK HEART: quickens and implants the will within a
corpse to pursue and acquire a fresh heart to replace the one
that has been taken from it. A cast of the spell costs six Sanity
points and 8 magic points. The caster must be within a hun-
dred yards of the corpse, and must be able to see the corpse to
activate it.

When the spell is cast, the corpse searches for the first
human target it can find. It attacks, striving to rip open the vic-
tim's belly and reach up and scoop out the victim's living
heart. Insertion of the living heart within the attacker fulfills
the seeking corpse, which enjoys a few fleeting game rounds
of ecstasy. Shortly thereafter, the seeker collapses and begins
to decay. It has been drawing upon latent energies in existing
cells and muscles; once those energies have been drained, dis-
solution of the corpse is speedy.

The effect of the spell lasts for the corpse's former STR
plus CON plus POW, in minutes. If by that amount of time the
corpse has not taken a new heart, it emits profound lamenta-
tions, falls to earth, and putrefies. Seek Heart can be cast only
upon a corpse, and then only once.

Each cast of the spell requires a relatively fresh corpse, one
without significant putrefaction. The blood of the corpse must be
drained, and the corpse's heart somehow removed. Preparation
of the corpse and the casting of the spell take 1D3 hours.
SEKHMENKENHEP'S WORDS: the caster creates an intense
bond with a large group of listeners. The spell costs 3 magic
points and 1D6 Sanity points to cast, and an additional 3 magic
points sacrificed at the end of each ten game minutes that the
spell lasts. The caster then must speak extemporaneously and
seemingly from the heart, and maintain the audience's attention.
Each ten minutes therefore the caster also needs a successful
communication roll as the keeper thinks appropriate (Bargain,
Credit Rating, Fast Talk, or Persuade), or the speech ends inde-
cisively and in confusion. At the end of a successful speech, the
audience believes what has been said for 1D3 days.
SEND DREAMING: can be cast only during the dark of the
moon, and only by one who possesses Alcheringa Dream Lore.

The caster sacrifices 1 POW
into a fire. The fire burns yel-
low, then white, then blue as
the night wears on. The cast-
er then entrances himself and
sends Dreamtime visions to
the sleeping target, plunging
that person's imagination
into the Dreamtime without
preparation or knowledge.

If the dream is horrifying,
the target can wake with a successful INT x 1 roll as it begins,
or by a successful POW x 1 roll at the end of each hour. A
dream costs caster and target alike 1D6 Sanity points, and lasts
for six hours. Once such a dream is underway, the target can-
not be awakened by someone else. The same dream might be
sent to two targets in one night for twice the cost of one.
SEND DREAMS: subjects the target to dreams specified by
the caster. The spell costs a varying number of magic points,
and 1D3 Sanity points. The caster must use a special bowl
made of "the copper from above", an alien metal. Such a bowl
is etched with certain runes, and filled with specified herbs and
a dram of blood from the caster. The herbs are set afire. As
weird greenish smoke rises, the caster concentrates and casts
magic points into the spell. The magic points energizing the
spell are matched against the magic points of the target, and a
Resistance Table roll determines the winner. The spell lasts •
two minutes for every magic point put into it.

The target must be asleep and within 20 miles of the cast-
er. The dreams may be anything the caster desires, but one
usual use of the spell is to send visions of Mythos entities to
lower the Sanity of the target. Sanity losses from such visions
are one-tenth normal (round up fractions). A dream-vision of
Azathoth, for instance, costs 1 Sanity point if the Sanity roll
succeeded, and 1D10 Sanity points if it failed. The caster can-
not send a vision of any entity whom he or she has not seen.
The spell cannot transmit orders or wishes, nor hypnotize the
dreamer, who knows only that he or she is having strange
dreams.
SENDING OF THE DEAD: Voodoo. Causes significant harm
or death to the target. It costs 10 magic points and 1D6 Sanity
points from the caster and supplicant. The caster uses Contact
Loa for Baron Samedi, who demands that the supplicant bring
specific symbols to his vè-vè at midnight, as well as several
handsful of earth. There the caster performs the spell. The sup-
plicant must now lay the earth where the target will walk on it.
When the victim does, the dead enter his or her body. Match
the caster's POW against the victim's POW. If the caster wins,
roll 1D8:

1-4 Victim immediately loses 1D10 SAN.
5-7 Illness costs victim 1D6 STR and 1D6 HP.
8 Victim falls into a coma and dies in 1D6 days

unless the dead are expelled.
SENSE LIFE: allows the caster to detect the general nature of
life in a particular area. Casting this spell costs 1 magic point
and 1 Sanity point. The target is an area equivalent to an aver-
age house. It must be within sight of the caster. The spell
allows the caster to distinguish species (such as a dog or a per-
son), but not to recognize specific individuals.



SHINING TRAPEZOHEDRON: [it was] a nearly black, red-
striated polyhedron with many irregular flat surfaces; either a
very remarkable crystal of some sort, or an artificial object of
carved and highly polished mineral matter. It did not touch the
bottom of the box, but was held suspended by means of a metal
band around its center, with seven queerly-designed supports
extending horizontally to angles of the box's inner wall near
the top . . . . exposed, [Blake] could scarcely tear his eyes from
it, and as he looked at its glistening surfaces he almost fancied
it was transparent, with half-formed worlds of wonder
within. — H. P. Lovecraft, "The Haunter of the Dark."

An enchantment. In the story, Robert Blake finds a pecu-
liar metal box in which is mounted a stone about four inches
thick. It rewards or damns those who look into it with visions
of other worlds and dimensions—thus the stone shines with
the interior light of things not of our world. The notes of a pre-
vious investigator refer to it as the Shining Trapezohedron, the
correct description of the crystalline form. When the box is
closed, a hideous avatar of Nyarlathotep comes, but one which
either will not or dares not enter even the pale circles of light
cast by street lamps.

The stone exercises great command over human psyches.
Getting rid of it proves too much for poor Blake, who perish-
es when the electric lights of Providence fail during a thun-
derstorm and the avatar emerges.
SHRIVELLING: a powerful spell of attack. Casting it costs a
variable number of magic points and half that many Sanity
points (round up any fraction). It takes two rounds to intone.
To succeed, the caster must then use the Resistance Table to
overcome the target's magic points with the remainder of his
or her own. If successful, the spell blasts and blackens the tar-
get—subtract 1 hit point from the target for each magic point
invested in the spell.
SIREN'S SONG: the caster sings the spell, which if success-
ful causes the target to believe that the caster is all that his or
her heart desires. The spell takes two rounds to cast. Casting
the spell costs 1 magic point and 5 Sanity points. The spell
lasts for 4D10 hours. The target may resist POW vs. POW on
the Resistance Table and, if the target succeeds, the spell has
no effect. Siren's Song affects as many people as can hear it.
SKIN OF THE SEDEFKAR: Brothers of the Skin. Magically
defends the caster. Casting the spell costs 10 magic points and
1D3 Sanity points. For twenty-four hours, the caster is pro-
tected against all kinetic attacks by ten points of invisible mag-
ical armor. However, each attack reduces the stopping power
of that armor by 1 hit point; e.g., after two bullets hit, the spell
stops only the first 8 hit points of damage from the third, and
only the first 7 from the fourth. Casting the spell takes approx-
imately one uninterrupted hour of time.
SNARE DREAMER: allows the caster to attract a particular
soul if it is currently out of body. The spell takes twenty min-
utes to cast, and costs 8 magic points and 1 Sanity point. The
caster and target must be within five miles of each other, and
the target's player may attempt a POW vs. POW match on the
Resistance Table to escape. With a failure, the soul is drawn
into the presence of the caster and is subject to such spells as
Bind Soul. If the soul evades capture, it wanders off to partic-
ipate in more dreams. The dreamer sees the caster and loca-
tion, though he or she may not recognize the location, and
remembers this as a particularly vivid dream.

SONG OF HASTUR: a magical attack, the song is a wailing
ululation costing the caster 1D4 Sanity points and 1D4 magic
points each round it is performed. Roll D100 equal to or less
than POW + DEX x2 in order to sing properly the alien melody.

The target must be visible to the caster. Though everyone
can hear the song, the spell affects only the person chosen as
target. This spell will not work except at night, and only if the
star Aldebaran is visible.

Successfully cast, this spell causes the skin and flesh of the
chosen victim to bubble and fester into pestilent blobs, costing
the target 1D6 hit points per round. After every two rounds,
scarring reduces the victim's APP by 1D6. After every four
rounds, internal ruptures lower the victim's CON by 1D6.
When the victim's hit points or CON reach 0, the body swells
up, then bursts with a sickening pop as steamy gore spills onto
the floor.

The song can be used defensively, to guard against anoth-
er caster of this spell. Successful opposing castings neutralize
each other.
SOUL EXTRACTION: Voodoo. Allows a person's soul to be
hidden, for purposes of protecting it, often within a clay pot.
The elaborate ceremony costs 8 magic points to the caster. The
target then lives a relatively normal life, and benefits from a
Luck roll's chance of defeating any voodoo spell cast against
him or her. If an enemy gains control of the soul's container,
spells may be cast directly at it, with the effect that each spell
does maximum damage.
SOUL SINGING: causes the target to see and hear only what
the caster desires. The spell costs the caster 8 magic points and
1D4 Sanity points. The caster also must play the enchanted
bone pipes (see Create Curse Whistle). The spell takes effect
when the caster's magic points overcome the target's on the
Resistance Table.

Soul Singing is aimed at a single victim who, seeing what
the piper wishes him to, is led entranced to some doom or
destruction. The spell affects one target. Others present cannot
hear the tune unless their players succeed in D100 rolls of
POW x3 or less. Then they hear a faint, nondirectional piping
of strange melodies.
SOUL-TRAP: allows the caster to trap the soul of a victim
within a specially prepared talisman. Creating the talisman
costs the caster 1 POW and 1D4 SAN points. The victim must
be wearing it at his or her time of death, or the spell fails. If
wearing the talisman, capture of the soul is automatic.
Thereafter the victim's soul can be called forth by the caster
with a few simple words.

The summoned soul takes the physical form it possessed in
life, including clothes and accessories like rings or watches.
The spirit can be questioned or called upon to perform tasks,
but if it refuses or is hostile, the caster needs a successful POW
vs. POW roll on the Resistance Table to compel it. A failing
roll frees the soul, which quickly disappears.

Summoned, the soul remains apparent for the caster's
POW in rounds, and may be summoned again following the
same interval.
SPECTRAL RAZOR: creates the effect of an invisible blade
which can be used to cut and slash victims. This immaterial
weapon can be used at a range in yards equal to the caster's
POW x3. Damage is 1D6 per round. The spell takes 2 rounds
to cast and costs 2 Sanity points and 2 magic points. For each



additional round of effect, the caster must pay another 2 magic
points.

A Spectral Razor target must be visible. If concealed or
half hidden behind obstacles or obstructions, the damage is
done to intervening objects until the keeper believes enough
damage has been done that the target is visible and vulnerable.
STEAL LIFE: drains life from a victim to make the caster
younger. This cruel spell costs 8 magic points and 1D20 Sanity
points. To cast the spell, the target must be within sight and
hearing of the sorcerer, who must overcome the target's magic
points in a match with his or her own on the Resistance Table.
With a success, the target begins to age and decay while yet
alive, the innate life and vitality draining into the sorcerer.
Each combat round after the spell is cast, the target loses 1
point each of STR, CON, DEX, POW, and APR. For each point
of characteristic drained from the target, the caster becomes a
week younger. For example, if the spell were cast upon a ran-
dom derelict who had 8 points in each characteristic, the cast-
er would become 40 (8 times 5) weeks younger. Meanwhile,
the target withers, turns gray, and flakes away. At the end of
the spell, the target has become a horrid dry husk which costs
0/1D6 Sanity points just to see.

If this spell is not cast on the night of the full moon, the
caster does not gain the benefits of restored youth, but the vic-
tim still dies. If the caster of the spell is slain before the victim
dies, the spell cancels and the victim's lost characteristics
return to him or her.
STOP HEART: causes the target to lose 4D6 hit points to a
sudden massive heart attack. The spell costs 14 magic points
and 2D6 Sanity to cast. An involved ritual occupies the caster
for the day before the spell is cast. Once the ritual is ready, the
casting takes only a round, though the target must be within
sight of the caster. A POW vs. POW match on the Resistance
Table must be won, or the heart attack does not occur.
SUMMON / BIND BAKA: Voodoo. The baka or evil spirit
may grant a certain wish if the price is right. As with other
Summon / Bind Servitor spells, the caster must contribute 1
magic point for each ten percentiles toward the chance for a
successful spell, and both caster and client must sacrifice 1D3
Sanity points. Negotiations with a baka are usually tricky;
only a successful Bargain roll creates payment terms that both
parties understand and actually agree to. With a successful
casting, however, the baka fulfills the wish within 1D6 days
and then returns to the supplicant to exact payment.
SUMMON / BIND BROTHER OF CHAUGNAR FAUGN:
diminutive versions of Chaugnar Faugn slumber in vaults of the
Pyrenees, to awake when Chaugnar Faugn once more strides the
Earth. Each magic point allotted to the spell increases the
chance of success by 10%; a result of 96-00 is always a failure.
Casting the spell costs 10 magic points, plus anything lost for
the creature or creatures summoned. They are linked telepathi-
cally with their lord, who may choose to summon them when he
wishes, or who can impart this right to favored humans.
Brothers have statistics roughly half those of Chaugnar Faugn,
and the Move entry is also less, 8/12 walk/fly. For greater
Brothers, the Sanity loss is 1D3/1D8. For lesser Brothers, the
Sanity loss is 1/1D4.
SUMMON / BIND BYAKHEE: a whistle must be blown dur-
ing the chant. Magic point cost varies; for each magic point

sacrificed, increase the chance for a successful cast by 10 per-
centiles; a result of 96-00 is always a failure. The spell also
costs 1D3 Sanity points to cast. This spell is active only on
nights when Aldebaran is above the horizon (October through
March are the best months). The summoned byakhee will flap
down out of the sky, still icy from space.



If the whistle is enchanted, each point of POW in its
enchantment adds 10 percentiles to the chance for success.
Such a whistle may be used again and again.
SUMMON / BIND CHILD OF ATLACH-NACHA: revivifies
a fossil spider form. Useful only on certain rocks in the
Andaman Islands, this spell calls up and brings to life one of
many fossil spiders in the rocks, which will then carry out one
attack as commanded. Magic point cost varies; for each magic
point sacrificed, increase the chance for a successful cast by 10
percentiles; a result of 96-00 is always a failure. Each cast costs
1D3 Sanity points, and also requires expenditure of 1 magic
point for every SIZ point of the chosen fossil. All children of
Atlach-Nacha have statistics half those of Atlach-Nacha, plus or
minus 1D6, including movement rate and Sanity loss.
SUMMON / BIND CHILD OF YIG: brings forth one of Yig's
special snakes. Magic point cost varies; for each magic point
sacrificed, increase the chance for a successful cast by 10 per-
centiles; a result of 96-00 is always a failure. Each cast of this
spell also costs 1D3 Sanity points. Summon/Bind Child of Yig
can be cast only in an area where Yig's worship is strong, or
where it has been strong within the last few hundred years.
Yig's special snake appears coiled around the caster's leg. The
first time this happens costs an additional 1/1D4 Sanity points
for surprise and dismay.
SUMMON / BIND DARK YOUNG: brings present a single
dark young. The magic point cost varies; for each magic point
sacrificed, increase the chance for a successful cast by 10 per-
centiles; a result of 96-00 is always a failure. Each cast of this
spell also costs 1D3 Sanity points. A beast of at least SIZ 8
must be sacrificed. The summoner needs a knife to make cer-
tain ritual cuts in dispatching the victim. Cast this spell out-
doors, in a wood, during the dark of the moon. A dark young
will stalk out of the shadows after the summoning.
SUMMON / BIND DIMENSIONAL SHAMBLER: a single
dimensional shambler gradually assembles itself out of thin air.
The magic point cost varies; for each magic point sacrificed,
increase the chance for a successful cast by 10 percentiles; a
result of 96-00 is always a failure. Each cast of this spell also
costs 1D3 Sanity points. The spell requires a dagger made from
any pure metal such as copper or iron. Alloys such as brass will

not work. If the dagger is enchanted, the chance for success
also rises by 10 percentiles per point of POW in the dagger.
This spell may be cast day or night. One authority has written
that shamblers are more easily confused in bright sunlight.
SUMMON / BIND FIRE VAMPIRE: causes one fire vam-
pire to swoop down from the sky like a skittering star. The
magic point cost varies; for each magic point sacrificed,
increase the chance for a successful cast by 10 percentiles; a
result of 96-00 is always a failure. Each cast of this spell also
costs 1D3 Sanity points. A bonfire or other source of flame is
required. The spell may be cast only at night when the star
Fomalhaut is above the horizon (September through
November are the best times in moderately northern latitudes).
SUMMON / BIND HUNTING HORROR: a single horror
appears head-first, as though entering through a hole in the air.
The magic point cost varies; for each magic point sacrificed,
increase the chance for a successful cast by 10 percentiles; a
result of 96-00 is always a failure. Each cast of this spell also
costs 1D3 Sanity points. This spell may be cast only at night in
the open air. The blood sacrifice of a sentient being is needed.
The caster does not perform the sacrifice himself—the hunting
horror seizes the sacrifice when it arrives. If no alternate sacri-
fice has been prepared, it takes the caster and vanishes.
SUMMON / BIND NIGHTGAUNT: a nearly silent swoosh of
air comes, then the single ghastly form of the blank-faced fly-
ing servant of Nodens appears. The magic point cost varies;
for each magic point sacrificed, increase the chance for a suc-
cessful cast by 10 percentiles; a result of 96-00 is always a fail-
ure. Each cast of this spell also costs 1D3 Sanity points. To
summon, a stone emblazoned with the cryptic Elder Sign must
be present, but the stone itself need not be star-shaped. The
spell can be cast only at night when there is no moon.
SUMMON / BIND SERVITOR of the OUTER GODS: a sin-
gle servitor arrives amid haunting echoes of insane piping. The
magic point cost varies; for each three magic points sacrificed,
increase the chance for a successful cast by 10 percentiles; a
result of 96-00 is always a failure. Spell costs are tripled
because of the great power of these beings. Each cast of this
spell also costs 3D3 Sanity points. A flute is also needed to cast
this spell; if the flute is enchanted, it increases the chance for
the spell's success by 10 percentiles per point of POW within
the flute. Cultists cast this spell anywhere and at any time that
is especially unhallowed—typical nights would be
Midsummer's Eve, Mayday, Halloween, and Walpurgis Night.
SUMMON / BIND STAR VAMPIRE: curious rustling sounds
are heard once this invisible thing lurks near. The magic point
cost varies; for each magic point sacrificed, increase the
chance for a successful cast by 10 percentiles; a result of 96-
00 is always a failure. Each cast of this spell also costs 1D3
Sanity points. The caster also needs a book in which are writ-
ten or inscribed the words of the spell. If the book is enchant-
ed, the chance for success is increased by 10 percentiles per
point of POW within the book. This spell can be cast only at
night under a cloudless sky. The creature is invisible save
when its veins fill with blood from some visible creature.
SUMMON EFFIGY OF HATE: the ritual for this spell takes
eight hours to perform and can only be cast at night. It requires
12 magic points and 3 points of POW, the latter usually donat-
ed by an unwilling slave or captive. The caster must supply the



magic points but the spell allows for the POW to be drawn
from a designated victim. Successfully summoned, the Effigy
inhabits a tall war totem specially constructed for this purpose.

Over the following two nights the Effigy emerges into our
world, each night drawing three points of POW from the des-
ignated victim. Once the Effigy has fully coalesced, it begins
to go about fulfilling the caster's deepest desire.
SUMMON PLAGUE: Dreamlands. Causes disease-infested
rats and insects to swarm over an area, biting and stinging live-
stock and humans, spreading a terrible plague. If bitten or
stung, a victim automatically contracts the plague, its first
symptoms appearing in 1D3 days. The first day of illness sees
the loss of 1D5 CON, followed by further losses of 1D4 CON
every day until the victim dies or is cured. All skills drop by
ten percentiles daily.

An infected dreamer may be cured with a successful
Medicine roll, regenerating all lost CON overnight. Although
surviving the plague makes one immune to further infections
of the same disease, the spell produces a different disease with
every use, rendering immunity to this magic unlikely.

The first disease-carrying rats and insects appear in 2D10
minutes, followed by additional hordes over the next 2D10
hours. The first day the affected area has a diameter of one
mile, this area increasing by an additional mile until the plague
is somehow banished. Summoned plagues are not contagious;
the disease can only be transmitted by the bite of an insect or
other animal. If an infected dreamer wakes before dying he is
cured and shows no symptoms of the disease on his next visit
to the Dreamlands.

This summoned plague may be banished by successfully
casting the spell in reverse. However, anyone already infected
must still be cured with Medicine or face a lingering death.
Casting the spell costs 20 magic points and 2D10 Sanity
points. Bits of rotting mammal flesh and human feces are
required for successful casting.
SUMMON THRALL OF CHAUGNAR FAUGN: thralls are
creatures of their creator, and only Chaugnar Faugn can bind
or command them, but anyone can summon them. For each
cast, 1D6+1 thralls appear, each costing the caster 1D2 magic
points and 0/1D2 Sanity points.

Thralls can be summoned only in an underground room or
chamber without windows or other close connection to the
surface. The summoner squats naked upon the dirt or floor,
concentrates on an image of Chaugnar Faugn, and chants and
drums until self-entranced. In the caster's mind, Chaugnar
Faugn may deign to appear. If it does, the vision of it speaks
and roars, "To my greater glory!"
TRANSFER BODY PART: Brothers of the Skin. Allows the
willful substitution of another hand, arm, etc. Casting the spell
costs 1 POW, 1D10 magic points, and 1D10 Sanity points. If
the donor is already dead, the transfer costs 2 POW. More
complicated transfers cost more: the most expensive is 100
magic points for Transfer Head.

Preparation for the spell takes about an hour, including the
creation of the magical thread that provides the initial connec-
tion of body to part, plus the transfer taking game minutes
equal to the magic points required. Since the procedure is
often clumsy, the caster usually Transfers the part to a second
Brother. The Brothers look for particularly prize pieces of
anatomy—an athlete's legs, a boxer's fists, and so on.

To return to an original
body part, see the similar
spell Detransference.
TRANSFER ORGAN: Broth-
ers of the Skin. Replaces a
human internal organ with its
match from another human.
Hearts cannot be moved or
traded. The spell costs 63
magic points and 1 POW.
Donor and receiver each lose
1D8 Sanity points. One of the participants can be the caster.

The donor must be alive. The donor's agreement is not
needed for the effect of the spell.

A paste is made of blood from both participants, mixed with
chameleon saliva. Donor, receiver, and caster are surrounded
by a group who link hands and sing an ancient poem; the 63
magic points are drawn from them in equal or nearly equal
amounts. This keeps both parties alive during the transfer.

Using the paste, the caster draws the symbol of the organ to
be transferred on the respective areas of the participants. After an
hour of meditation and visualization, the caster delves his hands
into the donor body where the symbol is. Pinching off major con-
nections, the organ is lifted out and placed on a circular stone
table. The process is repeated for the recipient, and then the parts
are installed in their new bodies and sewn into place.
UNMASK DEMON: it destroys any magical disguise used by •
a target, and costs a variable number of magic points and no
Sanity points. The spell requires the participation of a group of
at least three people who chant clearly and rhythmically while
their leader breaks a raw unfertilized egg on which has been
drawn an image of the target. To succeed, the casters must
overcome the target's POW with their own combined magic
points. Each participant may contribute as many as half his
magic points to the spell. Sanity may be lost when the target's
true form is revealed.
UNSPEAKABLE PROMISE: establishes a binding oath made
to He Who Is Not To Be Named, and costs the caster 2D8
Sanity points. In return, Hastur grants the caster some benefit—
a plausible gift would be an important ancient tome such as the
R'lyeh Text or the yearly award of 3 POW for the rest of the
recipient's life. Additionally, however, there is a non-cumula-
tive chance of 2% per year that the caster transforms into a
gruesome humanoid monster totally under Hastur's sway, one
which the keeper may create afresh or draw statistics from the
Unspeakable Possessor, in the Creature Companion.
VANISH: causes the caster to disappear in a puff of smoke, to
reappear instantly in a location beside a previously prepared box.
The box takes 2 POW to prepare. Each casting of the spell takes
about two seconds, and costs 5 magic points and 1 Sanity point.

The location is defined by creating a charm made of a box
containing components of the caster's body such as hair, teeth,
or nails. The box is magically prepared, taking about a day,
and the POW must be sacrificed. Then the Vanish spell may be
cast any number of times. If the box is destroyed, or opened
and its contents scattered, the POW points are lost. The box
must be remade before the spell can work again.

The location of the box might be as far as several hundred
miles distant. More than one box might be prepared at the
same time.



VIEW GATE: cast at a suspected Gate, this spell allows the
caster and companions to see what, if anything, is on the other
side of the Gate without going through it. The cost varies with
the number of magic points needed to activate the Gate. It
always costs 1 magic point and 1 Sanity point to cast the spell.
Viewing is a variable cost, one tenth of the Gate cost (round up
fractions). Thus a Gate costing 7 magic points to pass through
requires 2 magic points and 2 Sanity points to view through.
The view lasts 1D6+1 rounds. The spell may be cast as often
as the caster's magic points and Sanity points allow.

If there is something horrific to see, additional Sanity
charges are in line for each viewer. If important to play, view-
ers may attempt appropriate skill rolls to learn where or when
or what they are viewing.
VOICE OF RA: temporarily increases caster APP and certain
related skills. The spell requires 5 magic points and 1 Sanity
point. The ritual takes two hours to complete, and a variety of
herbal components are burned during the casting. For 24
hours, the spell adds 1D10 APP to the caster, and increases by
20 percentiles each the caster's Bargain, Credit Rating, Fast
Talk, Persuade, and Psychology skills.
VOID LIGHT: Mi-go. This spell subtly warps space, creating
a sink from which photons will not emerge. The mi-go must
spend one magic point for every cubic yard of blackness
desired. No light can escape the affected area, making useful
visual protection for these sometimes fragile aliens.
Depending on how the spell is prepared, the darkness may be
like a sheet or a spherical volume.
VOORISH SIGN: They from outside will help, but they can-
not take body without human blood. That upstairs looks it will
have the right cast. I can see it a little when I make the Voorish
sign — H. P. Lovecraft, "The Dunwich Horror."

These magical hand gestures aid in Mythos magic. Making
the Voorish Sign costs the user 1 magic point and 1 Sanity
point. The passes and hand movements take only a few sec-
onds, but they increase the chance to cast successfully a
Mythos spell by 5 percentiles, and in some cases seem to make
visible the invisible. In the canon, this sign is never described.
WANDERING SOUL: while he sleeps, this spell can send the
caster's soul to some location, and thus scry out his enemies.
The caster then wakes twelve hours later, having spent all but
one magic point and sacrificed 1D4 SAN, and with a sense of
exhaustion. The dream-like vision reveals information readily
observable, but lamps cannot be lit, nor boxes and drawers
opened, nor papers rifled.

While it is so wandering, those of POW 20 or more can see
and identify the scrying soul. Those of POW 15 or more have
the feeling of being watched. Those asleep see the face of the
scrying soul and can identify it, for the soul has always the
appearance of the caster, and cannot be disguised.
WARDING: makes a warding arrangement. Costs 1 magic
point per stone used in the ward, and costs no Sanity points. A
number of ordinary white stones are required. They are placed

on the ground as the caster pleases, except that each must be
within a yard of each of the others. The spell takes about fif-
teen seconds to cast, during which a shimmering heat haze can
be seen over the stones. Thereafter if any stone is moved, the
caster will be aware of the fact, even if asleep until then. Once
this has occurred, the spell is broken.
WARDING THE EYE: this spell protects completely against
the Evil Eye spell. It costs 2 magic points and no Sanity points,
and involves a number of complicated hand gestures which
may be made prior to or at the same time as the Evil Eye. Like
the Evil Eye, this spell expires at midnight.
WAVE OF OBLIVION: causes a powerful ocean wave to
smash down at the caster's direction. The caster must be in or
on the water himself. The spell costs 30 magic points and 1D8
Sanity points to cast. Sufficient quantities of salt water must be
present to create the wave, and the caster must be able to see
the target. The wave volume is 3,000 cubic feet, enough to
swamp or capsize a small sloop. Were several or many spells
cast at once, a large ship could be swamped. Needless to say,
people swallowed up by such waves vanish forever below the
surface.

In another version, one sorcerer must know the spell and
expend all but one of his or her magic points, but others can
also contribute magic points to allow the creation of vast
waves capable of sinking ocean liners, battleships, or
Manhattan island. Those knowing the spell can contribute as
many magic points as desired, and must expend 1D8 Sanity
points. Those who do not know the spell can contribute 1
magic point each. The variant requires a minimum of 30 magic
points, creating a wave ten feet long, ten feet wide, and thirty
feet high. Each additional magic point adds a foot to the length
and width of the wave.
WITHER LIMB: causes permanent damage to the target. The
spell costs the caster 8 magic points and 1D6 Sanity points. It
takes 1 round to cast and the target must be within 10 yards.
Overcoming the target's magic points with his or her own on
the Resistance Table, the caster causes the nominated arm or
leg to wither and shrivel, leaving to the victim 1D8 hit points
of damage and a permanent loss of 3 CON. The victim and any
witnesses lose 0/1D3 Sanity points each.
WRACK: temporarily incapacitates a single target. It costs 3
magic points and one Sanity point to cast. The caster must be
10 yards or less distant. Match caster and target magic points
with those of the target on the Resistance Table. Succeeding,
the spell takes effect after one round of confusing hand ges-
tures. Intense, wracking pains seize the target, the face and
hands blister and drip fluid, and the eyes cloud with blood and
become temporarily sightless. The effect lasts 1D6 rounds,
after which sight returns. In 3D10 minutes, the target fully
recovers and resumes normal activity. Traces of physical cor-
ruption fade quickly, and in 24 hours only faint blemishes can
be seen on the skin. Each such experience costs the target
1/1D6+1 Sanity points.





More people have played this Call of Cthulhu scenario
than any other. Under the title "The Haunted House" it
has been included with the game since the beginning.

For many it was their first Cthulhu adventure. Most people
familiar with the game remember being baffled by it. Its title has
changed to avoid confusion with another scenario in another
book, and to encourage long-time keepers to give it a fresh look.

"The Haunting" is recommended for beginning investiga-
tors. Keepers can darken or lighten its tone by adjusting dam-
ages and Corbitt's motive: it offers genuine challenge, and one
or more investigators easily can die at Corbitt's hand.

The Liber Ivonis is not central to play, and can be exclud-
ed if the keeper is unready to introduce the Mythos or a
Mythos book.

The nominal year is 1920. It could be any era. The nomi-
nal location is Boston, Massachusetts, but wherever the keep-
er desires will do.

Call of Cthulhu maps are usually sketched free-hand, rather
than drawn out precisely. The relationships shown are important,
but exact distances and angles are not. Partly this is in expecta-
tion that the keeper or a player will sketch out larger freehand
versions of the plans on the spot, and partly because traps in Call
of Cthulhu are intellectual or emotional ones which the keeper
can describe, rather than physical traps which are camouflaged
and waiting to be sprung by some unlucky movement.

To lengthen play, increase the front part of this scenario,
characterize the landlord, the negotiations with the investiga-
tors, and the process of uncovering the clues. To shorten the
length of play, bring the investigators directly to the Corbitt
house. Nearly all Cthulhu scenarios begin with the accumula-
tion of evidence. The keeper may want to caution novice
investigators about this if they do not get a chance to collect
clues and conduct interviews. This adventure should take an
evening to complete.

Study Corbitt's powers, and play them keenly. Most of the
keeper's fun in this scenario comes from the baffling events in
upstairs room #3.

Keeper  Information
The body of Walter Corbitt is buried in the basement of a
house. The mind of Walter Corbitt still lives, is still aware of
events within the house, and still has influence in particular
parts of the house. Corbitt knows Mythos magic that preserves
his identity and enables him to animate his body after death.
He sometimes vampirizes or otherwise preys upon the current
residents of the house, and drives away or slays those who
learn his secret. To solve the mystery posed to them, the inves-
tigators must learn about Corbitt. Corbitt will be aware of the
investigators and will try to mislead them concerning the
house. Failing that, he tries to murder them.

THE PROBLEM
A landlord asks the investigators to examine the old Corbitt
house in central Boston. The former tenants were involved in a
tragedy, and the owner wishes to understand the mysterious
happenings at the house and set matters straight. He offers to
reimburse the player-characters for their time and trouble.

How the landlord learns about the investigators, what he
will pay, and even what he says he wants done can be negoti-
ated by keeper and players.

Failing other ideas, try the following. (1) The landlord's
cousin was friendly with one of the investigators at the univer-
sity—whichever investigator had some interest in the mysteri-
ous and the occult. The cousin made the recommendation. (2)
The landlord offers the investigators $20 per day total, with a
bonus of $100 dollars when they can give his property a clean
bill of health. (3) He wants their assurance that he can rent out
the property again without provoking some new tragedy.

The landlord gives the investigators the keys, the address,
and $50 cash in advance. The rest is up to them.

WHAT HAPPENED
The Macario family moved into the house in 1918. A year after
moving in, the father had a serious accident and shortly there-
after went violently insane. He was committed. Within the last
month, the mother also went insane. Both babbled of a haunt-
ing form with burning eyes. They told of inexplicable events
in the house. Neither would enter one upstairs bedroom. The
landlord knew the house was rumored to be haunted before he
bought the place, but the property was too good a bargain to
resist. The landlord wants the investigators to put the rumors
and his mind at rest or else to exorcise the haunts.

Player  Information
Now the players can do what they want. Acting as the land-
lord, the keeper should answer enough questions to give them
lines for inquiry, but the landlord has never seen a haunting or
strange event at the house, nor does he know what the Macar-
ios saw. If the players cannot agree about what to do, they can
roll dice to resolve the conflict. The evidence in the rest of this
subsection is arranged in the most likely order of investigator
encounter.

If the players immediately send the investigators to the
Corbitt house, caution them but let them have their way.

THE MACARIO FAMILY
Husband and wife were committed to Roxbury Sanitarium, a few
miles from Boston. Vittorio is still quite mad, and an interview
with the mumbling, huddled man uncovers nothing. Gabriela is
conscious and approachable, though the keeper should end the
interview quickly since the questions greatly upset her.



Mrs. Macario has little to say. An evil presence lives in the
house, one she hates to think of. At night she would sometimes
wake to find it leaning over her. When it was angry, the thing
might cause dishes or other objects to fly around the room.
Mostly it hated her husband, Vittorio, and concentrated on him.
The keeper can answer more questions, but she is unable to give
specific information. After the investigators have visited the
house, the keeper might let her be more precise and forthcoming.

The two young Macario boys are being cared for by rela-
tives in Baltimore. The investigators can visit them, but they
know nothing except that they miss their parents and that in
their former home they often dreamed of a strange man with
burning eyes.

NEWSPAPER ACCOUNTS
With a successful Idea roll, one of the investigators suggests
using the morgue (the clippings files) at the Boston Globe, a
daily newspaper of good repute. Coming as a group, the inves-

tigators need a successful Fast Talk or Persuade roll to get in,
a letter of reference from the Mayor's office, or an authorizing
telephone call from any editor on the paper.

The pertinent clippings are filed by street address. The sto-
ries concerning the Macarios are brief and uninformative: the
Globe reported the facts as the investigators already know them.

Also present is a 1918 feature story which was never pub-
lished. It states that in 1880 a family of French immigrants
moved into the house but fled after a series of violent accidents
left the parents dead and three children crippled. The house
long stood vacant.

Sometimes facsimiles of newspaper accounts are supplied
in adventures.

In 1909 another family moved in, and immediately fell prey
to illnesses. In 1914, the oldest brother went mad and killed
himself with a kitchen knife, and the heartbroken family moved
out. In 1917, a third family rented the house, but they left almost
immediately, after they all became ill at the same time.



If an investigator successfully flirts with the librarian (APP
x3 or Credit Rating roll), he or she happens to remark that the
Globe files go back no further than a fire in 1878. The Corbitt
House may be mentioned earlier than that.

THE MAIN LIBRARY
This worthy institution has several interesting items tucked
away, but the investigators need a separate Library Use roll to
find each of the following items.

• In 1835, a prosperous merchant builds the house, but imme-
diately falls ill and sells it to a Mr. Walter Corbitt, esquire.

• In 1852, Walter Corbitt is sued by neighbors, who petition
to force him to leave the area "in consequence of his suri-
ous [sic] habits and inauspicious demeanor".

• Evidently Corbitt wins the lawsuit. His obituary in 1866
states that he still lived in the same place. It also states that
a second lawsuit was being waged to prevent Corbitt from
being buried in his basement, as provided by his will.

• No outcome to the second lawsuit is recorded.

Each item is in a different newspaper and takes four hours to find.

HALL OF RECORDS
With a successful Library Use roll, civil court records show
that the executor of Walter Corbitt's will was Reverend
Michael Thomas, pastor of the Chapel of Contemplation &
Church of Our Lord Granter of Secrets. The register of church-
es (also available in the Hall of Records) notes the closure of
the Chapel of Contemplation in 1912.

If the investigators think to look up the Chapel of
Contemplation in criminal court records, they find references
to actions taken in 1912, but the actual records are not present.
If the investigators have been courteous to the clerk, he points
out that serious crimes would be handled in the county, state,
or federal courts. A successful Law roll can indicate the same
thing. The records of city officers participating in arrests or
seizures are filed at Central Police Station.

HIGHER COURTS; CENTRAL POLICE STATION
Use a Law, Credit Rating, or Fast Talk roll to get access to the
records. They concern a secret raid on the Chapel of
Contemplation. The police raid was occasioned by affidavits
swearing that members of the church were responsible for the
disappearances of neighborhood children. During the raid
three policemen and seventeen cult members were killed by
gunplay or fire. Autopsy reports are singularly undetailed and
uninformative, as though the coroner had not actually per-
formed examinations.

Though 54 members of the church were arrested, all but
eight were released. The records hint of illegal intervention in
the proceedings by important local officials, offering an expla-

nation of why stories of the battle—the biggest criminal action
in the city's history—never appeared in print.

Pastor Michael Thomas was arrested and sentenced to 40
years in prison on five counts of second-degree murder. He
escaped from prison in 1917 and fled the state.

THE NEIGHBORHOOD
Most of the people who lived in the area before WWI have
moved away or died. New offices and businesses have
replaced the nineteenth-century homes, and the Corbitt place
with its overgrown front yard is now the only private residence
on the block. The investigators do find a Mr. Dooley, a vendor
of cigars and newspapers, who remembers the area vaguely.
He is able to point out where the Chapel of Contemplation
stood, a few blocks distant.

THE CHAPEL OF CONTEMPLATION
What is left of it stands at the end of a crooked, dingy street.
The ruins of it are so weathered and so overgrown with green-
ery that the gray stone rubble seems more like natural stone
than former walls and foundation. The investigators pass a
slumping wall bearing white-painted symbols, apparently
freshly swabbed—three Y's, arranged in a triangle so that the
top elements of each Y touch the other two Y's. In the center
so-created is painted a staring eye. When the investigators near
the signs, they begin to feel irritating tingles in their foreheads,
like headaches but not quite. While they remain near the
chapel they continue to feel this, and finally cannot wait to get
away from the area. When they leave, the irritations stop

See the nearby player aid for an image of this symbol.
Show it to the players.

Prowling the chapel, they find mostly blocks of granite,
half-burnt rotted timbers, and ancient rubbish. At some point
they become aware that the earth they stand on is covering
weakened floorboards: call for DEX x4 or less on D100.
Those who get failing rolls are unable to grab something
secure when they feel the floor give way. They fall ten feet into
the basement. Each falling investigator loses 1D6 hit points.

This part of the basement was sealed off from the rest,
reached by a separate stairs buried under tons of rubble.
Within it are two skeletons dressed in fragments of silk robes,
apparently cultists who hid and perished in the fire.

Also in the room are cabinets of moldering church records.
At one point (successful Library Use roll to find this) a jour-
nal of cult activities states that Walter Corbitt was buried in the
basement of Corbitt's house "in accordance with his wishes
and with the wishes of that One Who Waits in the Dark."

Chained to a rotting desk is an enormous volume bound in
human skin—a successful Medicine or EDU x3 roll establish-
es this. It is a copy of the Liber Ivonis, hand-written in Latin,
but rotten and worn-eaten so that whole sections no longer can
be understood. Its stats are modified to 1D2/1D4 Sanity
points, Cthulhu Mythos +5, no complete spells.

The Old Corbitt Place
HOUSE AND GROUNDS: the brick bungalow is overshad-
owed by taller, newer office buildings on either side. The
house fronts the street. In the rear are overgrown plantings and
a half-collapsed arbor. Access to the rear exists on either side
of the residence.



Studying the house, the observer is impressed by the way
the house seems to withdraw into the shadows cast by flank-
ing buildings, and how the blank curtained windows hide all
understanding of what lies within. Investigators who have
already undergone mysterious or occult events in their lives
sense something ominous within, but can point to no evidence
to support these feelings.

The front door is secured with a single lock. Four addition-
al bolts lock the door from the inside. All of the bolts seem to
have been added within the last year or two. If the investigators
think to test the ground floor windows, they find that all of
them have been nailed shut from the inside.

GROUND FLOOR INTERIOR
Study the plan provided.

ROOM 1: a storage room, filled with boxes and such junk as
rusted water tanks and old bicycles. At the right end of the
room is a cupboard, boarded shut. If it is wrenched open, three
bound books are found within, the diaries of a certain W.
Corbitt, a former inhabitant of the house, as the address on the
flyleaf of volume one testifies.

The Corbitt Diaries are in plain English, though sometimes
strangely-put. The three volumes take a total of two days to
read, add +4 to Cthulhu Mythos, and cost 1D4 Sanity points.
They describe Corbitt's various occult experiments, including
a summoning and other magic, and clearly describes the tech-
nique for Summon/Bind Dimensional Shambler (see the
Grimoire for this spell). No other spells exist in the diaries.
This spell takes 2D6 weeks to learn after the diaries are read,
likely too long to be useful in this adventure.

ROOM 2: a second storage room, this one mostly devoted to
broken furniture and other items which might be broken up to
burn in a wood stove.

ROOM 3: the mud room, where hang overcoats, galoshes,
hats, and umbrellas. Several bags of coal for the living room's
free-standing stove are here. A successful Idea roll notices that
the side door is secured with three bolts and two locks.

ROOM 4: the living room. It contains conventional furnish-
ings such as a radio, couch, stuffed chairs, and shelves laden
with gewgaws. A successful Idea roll notices the unusual
quantities of crosses, images of the Virgin, and other Catholic
religious artifacts.

ROOM 5: the dining room, complete with a long mahogany
table, a built-in sideboard, and seven chairs. Three places are
set, and unused. Rice soup rots in a tureen.

ROOM 6: a conventional kitchen, with icebox, wood-fed
stove and oven, and a meager larder. Some of the foodstuffs
are edible yet—there is canned soup and meat, rice, several
pastas, a few bottles of homemade wine. The produce which
did not spoil has been eaten by rats, judging by the spoor left
behind.

UPPER FLOOR
ROOM 1: an ordinary bedroom, with a double bed, bookshelf,
and window view, apparently the room of Vittorio and
Gabriela. More crosses are here, and a rosary and breviary rest
on a table beside the bed.

ROOM 2: two small beds, toys, dressers, and pictures of air-
craft and cowboys mark this as the children's bedroom.

ROOM 3: it contains a bed frame, bare bed springs, and an
empty dresser. Though unused, this room looks like the other
two bedrooms. It was once the room of old Corbitt himself. He
stayed here so long that his psychic influence lingers on, and he
is able to will certain deeds to happen in this room. Whenever
he does, a horrible smell manifests—a sure sign of the Mythos.

• He can cause loud thumping noises to emanate from this
room. These noises can be heard from anywhere in the house.

• He can form a pool of blood (taken from rats he slaughters)
on the floor, or to drip down from the ceiling or walls.

• He can make a rattling, scratching sound on the window-
pane or door.

• He can impel the bed at good speed, fast enough to strike a
strong blow against anything in the room.

Though Corbitt lays low at first, if the investigators seem deter-
mined to learn the secrets of the house then Corbitt tries to con-



ROOM 4: this is Corbitt's hiding place. He lies motionless and
seemingly dead on a pallet in the center of the room. He is
described in the "Corbitt" subsection below. The floor is earth-
en, and there is a table in the southwest corner with some
curled papers on it. They crumble to dust if touched. What the
investigators can see looks like a horoscope. If they retrieve or
photograph this material, the keeper should disclose its true
nature in some later adventure.

Corbitt needs 2 magic points to move his body for five
combat rounds, so he is reluctant to move at all unless threat-
ened. Then he rises from his pallet, costing all viewers 1/1D8
Sanity points, and attacks.

While still on the pallet, he may decide to cast spells, if he
has not already done so.

Conclusion
If the investigators have solved the mystery and overthrown
Corbitt, the landlord pays off promptly and happily. If they
report to him that nothing was wrong, he spends a night in the
house to make sure, and is stabbed to death in the basement by
Corbitt's magic dagger. The investigators then must prove the
house is haunted to escape murder charges by the police.

REWARDS
If Corbitt is conquered and destroyed, each participating
investigator gains 1D6 Sanity points.

Around Corbitt's neck is a black gem fastened on a chain.
If the stone is fished out of his dust by an investigator, the
stone dissolves in the investigator's hand and adds 1 POW to
his characteristic. This magical stone helped fuel Corbitt's
undead might.

The investigators can claim for their own the damaged
Liber Ivonis from the Chapel. Use the statistics given there.

Finally, the Landlord gladly pays their fee and bonus.

EXTENSION
Keepers will have noticed the freshly-painted sign on the rubble
at the Chapel, as well as the evidence of the cover-up following
the raid in 1912. Connections to what may be a great conspira-
cy are available and might be returned to at some later time.

About W. Corbitt, Esq.
He is a drawn, wooden-looking, wizened figure of some six
feet, skinny and naked, with ghastly wide-flaring, saucer-like
eyes and a nose like a knife blade. He has lost all hair, and his
shrunken gums make his teeth look very long. From him
comes a sharp, sweet, churning scent, like rotten com. He
might be silent at first, but at some point it will be more con-
vincing to have him growl, screech, cackle, or mock. He does
not breathe at all.

Corbitt is not truly a vampire, nor any recognizable mon-
ster—he is a sorcerer in the process of transforming himself
into something entirely inhuman.

Sunlight causes him pain and is too bright for him to see in
comfortably. It might kill him, but whether it does is for the
keeper to determine. And though he drinks blood for food, he
could also eat carrots—drinking blood is just more fun.

His Flesh Ward spell operates as per that spell in the
Grimoire chapter, but characterize its effect like this: bullets

vince them that this room is the center of the psychic distur-
bance. To this end, he uses the pools of blood and the thumping.

If an investigator is unconvinced, Corbitt tries to lure him
into this room and kill him, first attracting the investigator to
the window by making it rattle, then causing the bed to move
rapidly, hitting the investigator and throwing him through the
window. The broken glass and fall costs the victim 2D6 hit
points.

ROOM 4: sink, bathtub, and a water closet with an overhead
tank. Towels and other possessions are still here, typical to a
family of four. A brackish pool of water has collected in the
bathtub, fed by a dripping faucet which cannot quite be closed.

THE BASEMENT
ROOM 1: the door to the basement has a lock and three bolts,
able to open from the upstairs side only. Below is the main
basement storage room. The stairs are in poor repair, and
Corbitt has turned off the electricity to the basement at the fuse
box upstairs in the kitchen. Each investigator must receive a
DEX x7 or less roll, or lose 1D6 hit points from falling down
the rickety stairs.

In the smallish room are scattered tools, pipe, lumber, nails,
screws, and so forth. The side walls are of brick. The facing wall
(#3) is of wood, as are the walls of the room under the stairs (#2).

THE FLOATING KNIFE: in Room 1, if an investigator search-
es through the mess and receives a successful Spot Hidden roll,
he or she finds a old knife with an ornate hilt whose blade is
coated with oddly-thick rust. This is Corbitt's magic dagger,
and the rust is actually the dried blood of victims. Corbitt can
make this knife float in the air and try to stab someone. Each
such attempt costs Corbitt 1 magic point; he can make one
attack per round, and his chance to hit the target equals
Corbitt's current magic points x5 or less on D100. Because the
knife moves magically, and does not partake of Corbitt's STR,
do not add his damage bonus to a successful attack.

An investigator can try to parry the knife with a garbage
can lid (base chance 30%)—nothing else suitable is in the
room. Seeing the knife attack in this manner costs each inves-
tigator 1/1D4 Sanity points.

The investigator can try to grab the knife out of the air (he
or she must receive a D100 roll of DEX or less). If the inves-
tigator gets hold, match his or her STR against Corbitt's cur-
rent magic points. If Corbitt wins, the knife is wrested free and
the investigator loses 1 hit point for sliced hands. Attempting
to wrench the knife away costs Corbitt another magic point.

ROOM 2: an empty storage bin, once intended for coal. The
door to the outside coal chute has been nailed shut firmly.

ROOM 3: the wall opposite the stairs is made of closely fitted
boards. If they are broken through or removed, a crawl space
is visible between two wooden walls. Foul odors emanate
from the rat who nest here. If the investigators do not give the
rats room to escape, they attack whoever tries to explore this
space. There are six packs. The "Beasts And Monsters" chap-
ter of this book contains notes and stats for them.

Carved into the inner wall are the words "Chapel Of
Contemplation," but the irregular, scratchy carving takes a
successful Spot Hidden roll to notice. If the investigators break
through this wall, they find themselves in Room 4.



and blows only chip off pieces of his body, making him look
even more horrific than he already does. Other Flesh Ward
spells might work in ways which appear to be different.

His dried, iron-hard flesh is invulnerable so long as the
spell holds. If damage exceeds the armor, his hit points reduce
normally. He never heals. Reaching zero hit points, Corbitt
crumbles into dust and never returns.

With his version of the Dominate spell, Corbitt can men-
tally cloud the mind of one investigator at a time, as long as
the target is physically in the house. This costs Corbitt 1 magic
point, and he must overcome the victim's POW with his own
on the Resistance Table. If Corbitt succeeds, the target is in a
daze for 2D3 combat rounds (keepers, note that this amount
differs from the Dominate spell in the Grimoire). While in this
dazed state, the victim is subject to telepathic commands from
Corbitt. He or she will not commit suicidal acts, though homi-
cidal ones or idiotic, reckless ones (such as trying to swallow
a butcher's knife), might be attempted. Waking, the victim
cannot recall what happened.

WALTER CORBITT, Undead Fiend
STR 18 CON 22 SIZ 11 INT 16 POW 18
DEX 7 APP 1 EDU 16 SAN 0 HP 17
Damage Bonus: +1D4.
Weapon: Floating Magical Dagger, magic points x5%, damage

1D4+2(no db)
Claws* 50%, damage 2D3 +db
* Being wounded by these talons risks serious disease. A day later,
the victim becomes delirious and remains so for 30-CON days,
recovering at the end of that time with a D100 roll of CON x5 or
less. Failing, he or she loses 1D3 CON, and continues in delirium
for another 30-CON days, and the procedure repeats until the
investigator recovers or dies. CON lost does not regenerate.
Spells: Dominate, Flesh Ward, Summon/Bind Dimensional
Shambler.
Magical Artifact: floating dagger.
Skills: Conceal 30%, Cthulhu Mythos 31%, Lie 72%, Listen
60%, Mislead 64%, Sneak 80%.
Sanity Loss: 1/1D8 Sanity points to see him move.

At least four investigators are needed for this adventure.
New investigators may not yet know one another; this
adventure provides the opportunity to make one

another's acquaintance and become friends and allies in an
ongoing struggle against dark forces. The adventure begins in
Arkham, Massachusetts, in the year 1928. The keeper should
feel free to alter locations, dates, names, or anything else that
pleases him. Little in the scenario makes it difficult to transfer
the adventure to the 1890s or the present. It is assumed that the
player-characters live close to Arkham.

They are called to the hospital bedside of a dying man,
Rupert Merriweather, an elderly gentlemen fast succumbing to
cancer. The investigators are all friends, relatives, past stu-
dents, and former colleagues of the man. The exact relation-
ship of each investigator must be decided ahead of time by the
keeper andean involve some close personal bond and a reason
for trust. Each investigator receives word of the man's plight
either by telephone, telegraph, or personal courier. They learn
he is confined to St. Mary's hospital in Arkham and that he
wishes them to visit him tomorrow afternoon—a Thursday—
at one o'clock.

Rupert Merriweather
St. Mary's hospital is located in central Arkham adjacent to
Miskatonic University. The information desk in the main
lobby provides directions to Merriweather's private, third-
floor room. The investigators find the door to his room open

and the bed-ridden man engaged with two other visitors—his
grieving 62-year-old wife, Agnes, and his sneering, weasel-
like son, 33-year-old Bertrand.

In a rasping whisper Rupert introduces the investigators to
his wife and son, and to one another. After pleasantries are
exchanged Rupert asks his weeping wife and suspicious son to
leave him alone for a moment with his friends. After making sure
the door is shut, Rupert reveals why he has called them here.

A DARK SECRET
In the days of his youth, the old man says, he and some fellow
students became involved in what they believed to be an inno-
cent exploration of the occult. Led by a slightly older man
named Marion Alien, the six men purchased an old farmhouse
a few miles west of Arkham near the village of Ross's Corners.
There they could conduct their seances and other psychic
research in privacy. The unexpected result of their last experi-
ment was the summoning of some evil force into this world.
Instead of attempting to expel the thing, the young men aban-
doned the old house, confident that the magic which brought
the evil to this world would keep it confined to the vacant
house. However, the spell that binds the being to the house
lasts only as long as the casters live. Rupert Merriweather is
the last of the group and he fears that upon his death the thing
will go free and wreak havoc on the countryside.

Rupert gestures weakly to an innocuous metal box on the
night stand beside the bed. "Take the box," he croaks. "All the
aid I can offer you lies within. You must find a way to send



that thing back to where it came from. You must see that this
is done. Do this for me."

As soon as an investigator takes possession of the box but
before he can open it, the ailing Rupert is choked by a sudden
spasm. He doubles up, groans, then coughs forth a huge gout of
blood and tissue—spattering any investigator standing near the
night stand—then falls into a coma. All investigators present
must roll against their current Sanity, losing 0/1 points depend-
ing on success or failure. Someone should call for a doctor.

The room quickly fills with interns, nurses, and Rupert's
concerned wife and son. In the way, the investigators are asked
to leave. Despite the hospital's best efforts, Rupert dies within
the hour.

THE CONTENTS OF THE BOX
The investigators probably examine the contents of the box.
Inside they find a yellowed envelope containing the deed to a
house and the key to its lock, a small, sarcophagus-shaped
gold box of ancient design, and a slim journal bound in leather.
Deed and key are to the farm near Ross's Corners.

The ornate box opens easily but is empty. A successful
History or Archaeology roll identifies the hieroglyphs decorat-
ing the box as Egyptian, of the Middle Kingdom, although
those carved on the inside of the lid are distinctly different and
not Egyptian at all.

If an investigator receives a successful Egyptian language
roll, he or she receives Player Aid #4, a translation of the carv-
ings found on the outside of the box. In a week or so, transla-
tion can also be made using dictionaries and grammars found
in the Miskatonic University library, or the investigators might
find that a scholar at the university can help them, perhaps for
free or for a small fee.

A successful Occult skill roll result notices that the odd
carvings on the inside of the box lid resemble writings attrib-
uted by certain occultists to the lost Pacific continent of Mu,
but these inscriptions cannot be translated and remain a mys-
tery in this adventure. Perhaps their meaning is learned in
some later scenario.

The slim journal is a record of the Dark Brotherhood's
activities at an old farmhouse on Boone Road. More about this
is learned in a few paragraphs.

What Next?
By late afternoon Rupert Merriweather is dead. Investigators
may do as they wish but certainly one of them will want to
read Rupert's journal. Others may take it upon themselves to
conduct research. Miskatonic's library is open evenings during
the week: for what can be done there, see the sub-section
"Research," further below.

If investigators speak with Merriweather's widow or son at
the hospital, they quickly discern that neither knows anything
about Merriweather's long-ago experiments, nor even of the
existence of the farm property.

Investigation into Merriweather's illness reveals that he
suffered from cancer. Though deadly, nothing about the illness
was unusual, as a successful Medicine roll can confirm.

Neither son nor widow serve further purpose in this sce-
nario. However, they are available should the keeper need to
introduce new evidence or motivation into the plot. Agnes
Merriweather, while going through her deceased husband's



papers, may come across a piece of evidence or vital clue that
can put stymied investigators on track. Mrs. Merriweather
may personally deliver it to the farmhouse. Keep in mind that
she has a weak heart and exposure to a sudden shock or horror
might cost her life.

Bertrand, Merriweather's grasping son and only child, may
decide to demand the contents of the box given to the investi-
gators by his father—or go even further and show up later at
the farm property, lawyer in tow, demanding they vacate the
premises. The investigators have no legal right to be on the
property nor will they find it easy to prove that Rupert
Merriweather gave them special instructions and possession of
the box before he died. It is likely, however, that the climax of
the adventure takes place before the younger Merriweather
can enlist the aid of an armed sheriff to evict the squatters from
his property. Charges of trespassing are not serious, but there
could be repercussions if the investigators refuse to vacate or
attack or threaten the rightful heir.

As suits the keeper's mood, a nurse or orderly also could
pop up to help the investigators. This person witnessed a
strange, recurring nightmare that plagued the dying Rupert.
The actual dream may be obscure, but some element within it
can provide a clue needed by the investigators.

Reading the Journal
Bound in plain black leather, the journal entries date from June
1881 to March of 1882. Although the ink is faded, no English
roll is necessary to understand it, and reading it requires only
four hours' time. Reading the volume costs the reader 1D2
Sanity points and adds 1 percentile to his or her Cthulhu
Mythos skill.

• A group of friends, playfully calling themselves the Dark
Brotherhood, held their first meeting in the early spring of
1881. Rupert Merriweather became the recording secretary.
The members numbered six including Marion Alien, the
founder and their nominal leader.

• In June of 1881 they purchased an old farmhouse outside
Ross's Corners, a place where they could conduct their
experiments in privacy. Representing themselves as a stu-
dent literary fraternity, they cleaned and furnished the place
while Marion Alien carved special warding (protective)
signs over the wooden doors and windows. At the time, the
others were amused at such precautions.

• A series of experiments, innocent and apparently ineffec-
tive attempts to contact the spirit world, are then detailed.

• An entry dated February of 1882 notes Marion Alien's
acquisition of an artifact, purportedly Egyptian, described
as a small sarcophagus of gold with a hinged lid. Inside was
a large piece of amber entrapping a specimen of some
unknown species of arthropod. Alien is excited. The box
corresponds to a description he found in an ordinary refer-
ence volume in the Miskatonic University library

• Alien says that in another book, a thick Latin tome titled De
Vermiis Mysteriis, is an explanation of some purported pow-
ers of the box. The small animal trapped in the amber is said
to contain a friendly spirit and guide to the spirit world.



ing and short description of the small box now in the investi-
gators' possession. It notes that little is known about the box
but that scholars believe it to have been the possession of the
little-known Nophru-Ka, a would-be usurper of the Egyptian
throne who lived sometime during the XlVth Dynasty.

The sarcophagus was supposed to have been given to
Nophru-Ka by the gods and was said to contain spirits that
Nophru-Ka could call upon to serve him. The sarcophagus
actually contains a piece of unpolished amber encasing a
trapped insect.

For years the golden box was owned by a noble family in
Britain. It was stolen in a burglary in 1876, and not seen since.
The article offers a translation of the inscription carved on the
box (see Player Aid #4). The summary briefly mentions the
odd glyphs carved on the inside lid but makes no attempt to
explain or decipher them.

OCCULT
Four hours' research in this section along with a successful
Library Use roll turns up a book about the fabled civilization
of Mu. A reproduction of sea-eroded carvings purported to be
Muvian in origin closely resembles those found inside the lid
of the sarcophagus. The book offers nothing in the way of
translation. The glyphs remain indecipherable.

DE VERMIIS MYSTERIIS
The catalog shows that the library owns a copy of this book
and that it is locked away in a rare book collection upstairs.
The librarian says that the old volume is on a special restrict-
ed list compiled by the head of the library, the aging Dr. Henry
Armitage. Armitage's personal permission is needed to gain
access to this volume.

Further questioning can establish that Armitage is in his
office on weekday mornings, and that Armitage is presently
preoccupied with special studies of those restricted books.

Recently alerted to the threat of the Cthulhu Mythos, and
having no clear understanding of it, Armitage actively discour-
ages visitors from reading these books. Without solid creden-
tials or proper letters of reference, investigators find Armitage
impervious to bribes and skill rolls such as Fast Talk. Only at the
keeper's discretion can the investigators gain access to the
library's Mythos holdings. As events prove, however, all that the
investigators need to know is in the farm house.

NEWSPAPERS
Investigators might wish to check the library's bound collec-
tion of newspaper back issues, kept in the basement. It takes
one hour's time to skim through a year's editions of the
Arkham Gazette, Arkham Advertiser, or any other paper col-
lected by the library. A successful Library Search roll uncov-

• A date is set to conduct a ceremony intended to summon this
spirit creature—a Saturday night in the middle of March.

• The next entry is reproduced as Player Aid #1. Hand a pho-
tocopy to the player of the investigator reading the book.

• The next entries are the names of those belonging to the
Dark Brotherhood, followed by the dates of their deaths, all
by the same hand, but in various inks.

Robert Menkin, March 1882
Harold Copley, August 1882
Marion Alien, August 1883

Crawford Harris, January 1915
Cecil Jones, March 1924
Rupert Merriweather —

• A small newspaper clipping, dated in August of 1883, is
pasted next to the entry marking Marion Alien's death.
Hand the player a copy of Player Aid #2.

• The last entry is reproduced as Player Aid #3. It is written
in a noticeably weaker hand, and the ink is quite fresh.

Research Topics
Although Arkham supports a small public library, the famed
library at Miskatonic University is by far the better source.
Only students and faculty are allowed to borrow books but the
library is otherwise open and available to the public. Hours
are: 8 am to 9 pm Monday through Friday, and 10 am to 6 pm
Saturday. The reference room is open Sundays 1 pm to 6 pm,
but the stacks are closed and books cannot be withdrawn on
that day. The M.U. library is large, containing over 400,000
volumes, and investigators must be able to state the topics they
wish to research.

HISTORY OR EGYPTOLOGY
A four-hour search in these large section coupled with a suc-
cessful Library Use roll turns up a copy of the book mentioned
by Marion Alien in Merriweather's journal. It contains a draw-



ers stories in both the Gazette and Advertiser dated March,
1882, describing the carriage accident that took the life of one
student and grievously injured another. Rupert Merriweather
and the others are mentioned by name.

Ross's Corners
Their research concluded, investigators probably visit the farm-
house. To get there, they must pass through Ross's Corners, a
hamlet located a few miles west of Arkham. They can drive, or
take the bus that passes through the village on a run from
Arkham to Worcester and back each day. The fare is 80 cents
each way. The bus stops at Ross's Corner shortly after 10 am
on the way out and shortly before 2 pm on the way back.

Ross's Corners consists of a few tired buildings and
homes. The prosperity of long farms has long been in decline.
No more than forty people live here. A church and a combina-
tion general store, post office, gas station, and milk depot are
the community's centers.

If the party stops to purchase supplies or gasoline, or to ask
directions, they may try to open conversations with some of the
locals. Residents are exceptionally dour, unsmiling, and suspi-
cious. A successful Psychology roll tells an investigator that he
is experiencing something besides proverbial Yankee reticence.

If the investigators are dressed well and act respectably, the
people may warm up. Ask the players to choose one or more
investigators as spokesmen. If they can tell good jokes, con-
duct their purchases in seemly manners, flatter the villagers
with pious Fast Talk, or receive successful Credit Rating rolls,
they can learn more.

If they ask about the old farmhouse, the investigators learn
that the children say it is haunted. Ma Peters, who runs the
general store, sniffs at those stories and states that the taxes are
always paid on the place. A Mr. Merriweather in Arkham has
owned it for years and done nothing with it, as nearly every-
body knows. Country people make it their business to know
who is responsible for local property.

If the keeper judges that any of the investigators have made
a good impression on Ma Peters, she may confide that last
night a local woman disappeared, a middle-aged farmer's wife
who went out after dark to check on the barn and who hasn't
been seen since.

"Any suspicious looks you mighta got today are on
account of that. Folks are a little shy about strangers right now.
Don't think nothin' of it."

Boone Road runs north out of town and is easy to find. The
old farm lies to the north. If the investigators arrived by bus
they can try to hire a local to give them a lift in a truck or
wagon, who will be astonished to receive payment for saving
someone a stroll of a mile and a half. Otherwise the investiga-
tors walk, carrying any equipment and supplies.

The Farm House
The ancient house sits atop a hill, visible from the road and
about a hundred yards east of it. It is of early 18th century salt-
box design with a high peaked roof and windows sealed by
sagging shutters. Its single story has two rooms, with a win-
dowless attic overhead and a root cellar below. A huge brick
fireplace stands at the end of the second room. The roof is
bowed, but all the shingles are intact.

On lintels over all the doors and windows are carved sym-
bols of a strange nature, identified with a successful Occult
roll as symbols of power used to ward against otherworldly
spirits, a good defense if left in place. Cut away from the
house, they are useless. Knowing how to ward was lost when
Marion Alien died.

The locked front door opens easily with the key which
accompanied the deed. The back door, if checked, is found
unlatched, standing a half-inch open.

Inspecting the grass and bushes around the house, a success-
ful Spot Hidden roll finds a recently-dead raccoon laying in the
knee-high grass. If the thirty-pound carcass is turned over, the
cause of death is easily determined. The animal's breast is stained
with clotted blood, and a large hole has been chewed into its
chest. A little poking around and a Medicine or Natural History
roll reveals that its ribs were gnawed apart and then its heart was
neatly eaten out. A fox could have done it, but the investigator has
an uneasy feeling after noticing the smooth edges of the wound.

THE FRONT ROOM
Within, the front room of the house is dirty and long
untouched. Dust lies thickly on the mantel and empty shelves,
while dead leaves and detritus cover the floor. The wooden
floor is badly warped and stained, the result of water leaking
through the roof and ceiling. Rot has eaten away at an old
couch and matching wing chairs. Perhaps they are the source
of the faint foul odor in the room.

At this point the keeper might secretly make Listen rolls for
each investigator. A successful roll indicates an investigator
hears a scuffling, scurrying, or bumping noise under the floor.
Communicate that perception to the player.

THE BACK ROOM
Near the entrance to this room is a narrow opening in the floor
revealing a steep flight of steps leading down to the cellar. A
trap door set in the ceiling overhead leads to the attic, the
wooden frame surrounding it decorated with the same occult
carvings seen over the doors and windows of the house. The
back door, slightly ajar, and the large fireplace are also impor-
tant elements in the room.

Evidence points to recent occupation. The dust has been
kicked up, and fresh footprints can be seen. The large fireplace
contains the embers of a fire not long dead. Beside the fire-
place a thick new wool blanket has been tossed, and nearby is
an empty can of Campbell's pork-and-beans. Trace of the
sauce are still liquid.

Nearby is a penny box of wooden matches, half empty, a
can opener whose cutting edge approximates the sharp edges
left on the pork-and-beans can, a dull jack knife, a dirty spoon,
the stub of a candle, and wrinkled pictures of various attractive
young ladies in advertisements. Depending upon the investiga-
tors' backgrounds, the keeper may or may not require an Idea
roll to conclude that at least one hobo recently stayed here.



On a high shelf are materials mentioned in Merriweather's
journal of the Dark Brotherhood: an old wooden cigar box and
a thin sheaf of yellowed papers.

THE CIGAR BOX
The sheets of paper glued on it are peeling and yellowed, and
an investigator must either smoke cigars or receive a success-
ful History roll to date the brand in the 1880s.

Inside is a small metal canister containing a coarse, brown-
ish powder, and a small wooden box with a sliding lid holding
a small amount of a silvery, talc-like substance. A successful
Chemistry roll identifies sulfur and an oxide of copper as
important constituents of the brown powder.

The silvery talc defies identification, even subject to lab
analysis. Like graphite, it adheres to the skin, coating it and
imparting a greasy feel. The talc washes off easily. A success-
ful Cthulhu Mythos roll identifies it as Powder of Ibn-Ghazi.
If shown the talc, Dr. Armitage (from the university) also
could make that identification.

THE SHEAF OF YELLOWED PAPERS
The papers are hand-written notes dated March, 1882. All the
sheets are in a large, flourished hand (that of Marion Alien,
though the investigators may never prove this), a hand unlike
the neat, crabbed script of Rupert Merriweather. No sheet
mentions the silvery Powder of Ibn-Ghazi.

There are six copies of the same Latin chant—separate
copies for each of the members.

Three other sheets identify the chant as having been copied
from a book called De Vermiis Mysteriis written c. 1542 by
one Ludwig Prinn. They contain notes about the book and its
history, and comment in passing that the chant "could be used
to release the spirit trapped inside the ancient amber."

The tenth sheet includes a description of the pentagram,
the symbols to be drawn, and the combination of chemicals to
be burned in the fire.

The last three sheets discuss the ritual. They indicate that
to dispel the spirit, the chant should be reversed, but that
everything should be done the same, whether invoking or dis-
pelling. A two-hour ceremony, begun at midnight, will drive
off the unwanted spirit.

Although the ceremony can be performed by one person,
Prinn suggests the use of several chanters, allowing individu-
als to occasionally interrupt their chanting without disturbing
the potency of the casting. If the chant is continuous for two
hours, at least one person at all times maintaining the rhythm,
the spirit must succumb. But even the slightest disruption of
the chant results in failure; another ritual must commence on a
following night.

Prinn suggests that during this time —as during any sum-
moning—that a "watcher be posted, lest the sorcerers be dis-
turbed by the nuisances and distractions of malevolent spirits."

THE CELLAR
During this time the keeper may again secretly attempt Listen
rolls for the investigators. The source of the noise from
beneath the floor is a man called Red Jake, a hobo by trade,

Red Jake, generally an amiable fellow, made the mistake of
trying to bed down here last night, only to be driven off by the
unseemly noises and smells coming from the attic above.
Fleeing the house in a panic, leaving his meager belongings

behind, he was set upon and almost killed by the monster spir-
it that inhabits the house.

His escape was narrow. Soon after, the ravening monster
found, killed, and carried off the unfortunate farmer's wife.
Her torn, heartless corpse now lies in the woods. Jake spent the
night shivering in the woods.

The hobo sneaked back to retrieve his belongings, only to
be surprised by the arrival of the investigators. He now hides
in the dark cellar, paranoid and fearful, temporarily insane
from last night's encounter with the horror. If left undisturbed
Red Jake waits until the time is right and then bolts upstairs
and out the back door, heading for the woods. Unless the
investigators can run him down, he will not return.

If instead someone goes downstairs, perhaps investigating
the strange noises, Jake jumps out of the shadows and makes
a surprise attack with an old table leg. A successful Spot
Hidden by the investigator spies the hiding hobo and nullifies
any chance of being surprised. If Jake hits the investigator, the
victim takes the rolled damage for Light Club and is stunned
long enough for Jake to mount the stairs. He only wants to
escape. He attacks those who stand in his way.

RED JAKE, Horrified Hobo
STR 15 CON 14 SIZ 15 INT 11 POW 10
DEX 12 APP 8 EDU 6 SAN 42 HP 15
Damage Bonus: +1D4
Weapons: Fist/Punch 65%, 1D3 +db
Table Leg 55%, 1D8+db.
Skills: Climb 75%, Craft (Carpentry) 40%, Cthulhu Mythos 5%,
Dodge 55%, Hide 75%, Jump 65%, Listen 55%, Sneak 55%. 

If the investigators subdue the hobo, they find him rambling,
almost incoherent. A successful Psychoanalysis roll might
calm the man long enough to get a few scraps of information
from him but these clues will be sketchy. What he says must
be determined by the keeper.

If the investigators take their captive back to Ross's
Corners and turn him over to Pa Peters, the Justice of the
Peace, he is arrested by the state police and jailed in Salem, the
county seat, as the prime suspect in the disappearance of the
farmer's wife. Although he may be cleared of the charges, in
the meantime the investigators will enjoy increased respect
from the citizens of Ross's Corners.

If Red Jake escapes the investigators, he dies that night, the
second victim of the terrible spirit creature in the attic. He may
return after death to pay the investigators a surprise visit.

THE LURKER IN THE ATTIC
The thing in the attic waits soundlessly, listening to the intrud-
ers below, judging their intent and gauging their strength.
Dwelling in this house for over forty years it has learned to eat
well and is content, and it will use its intelligence and cunning
to stay here.

Although the thing is careful to make no sound, some
investigator may wish to explore the trap door in the ceiling. A
ladder or shoulder-boost will be necessary. The door itself is
stuck with a force of STR 12. Opening it requires a successful
roll on the Resistance Table.

The Lurker waits until the intruder pokes his head up
through the opening, then with a growling rush makes a grab
for the target. It is so nearly invisible to the sight of this world



that even a flashlight beam cannot much reveal it, but the
investigator can hear the thing pummeling the floorboards
toward him and, with a successful Dodge, is able to fall back
and down to the floor below —losing 1D3 hit points upon
landing but avoiding the talons of the fiend.

The attack evaded or completed, the trap door then slams
shut and a growling, panting sound is heard coming from the
attic above. Witnesses to these events, including the target,
lose 1/1D2 Sanity points.

The Dodge roll failing, the investigator takes the rolled
damage from the monster's attack, then falls and suffers the
1D3 additional points of damage. All present lose 1/1D3
points of Sanity to witness this successful attack. The victim,
if surviving, suffers injuries to the head and face that leave per-
manent scars. The investigator's APP drops by 1D4 points.

If the blow kills the investigator, indicate that the talons
have caught in the target's skull. The Lurker can haul up the
dangling corpse, chew out its heart, then throw the carcass
back down through the opening. Witnesses to this lose anoth-
er 1/1D6 Sanity points. The rapidity of these psychic blows
makes it likely that some investigators go indefinitely insane.
Keep careful track of individual Sanity point losses.

About The Lurker
This creature is a nearly invisible and barely material mani-
festation from another dimension. Although not bound to the
house, it regards the attic as its home and refuge. It is not phys-
ically harmed by light, but light causes the creature pain. It
prefers darkened shelter.

The Lurker cannot be harmed by physical weapons. Spells
that drain POW do affect it. It suffers no damage from fire,
electricity, or acid. It becomes visible and takes on a semi-
solid form if dusted with the Powder of Ibn-Ghazi or when
feeding. It finds sustenance and pleasure in devouring the
hearts of warm-blooded animals. If the investigators ever enter
the attic they find it littered with the rotting corpses and skele-
tons of raccoons, possums, birds, and other small animals that
have mistakenly explored here.

THE LURKER IN THE ATTIC, Nearly Invisible
STR 20 CON 18 SIZ 17 INT 12 POW 20
DEX 18 Move 12 HP 18
Damage Bonus: +1D6
Weapons: Claws* (2) 70%, 1D8 +db
*launches one Claw attack per round

.

Special Abilities: can animate and control a corpse; is able to
pass through unwarded material obstructions without effort; gen-
erates stinking acid.

DISPELLING THE LURKER
The creature is impervious to most physical attacks. Unless the
investigators have magic not in this scenario, dispelling the
monster according to Marion Alien's notes is the only solution.
Firing the house does not harm the creature, but encourages it
to take residence nearer to Ross's Corners.

Dispelling the monster takes two hours of continual chant-
ing, begun at midnight and coupled with a properly-drawn
pentagram and a fire burning some of the brown chemical
compound found with Alien's notes. These notes suggest that
at least one person stand back from the ceremony in order to

watch for malevolent spirits that may be drawn to the rites, but
the investigators may do as they wish.

To dispel the Lurker, the words must be chanted in reverse.
Individual chanters may stop now and then to catch their
breaths, but at least one person must be chanting at any given
moment. Each investigator participating in the chant donates 2
magic points every half hour; a chanter reaching zero magic
points falls unconscious.

At sunset, long before the investigators can begin the cer-
emony, the creature leaves the house, whistling out of the attic
and across the fields toward the nearby woods. No Listen rolls
are necessary to hear it exit. Any investigators standing outside
may see the thing leaving the house, each suffering a loss of
0/1D3 Sanity points at the sight of a faint, tangling vortex
rolling through the air. An attack on watching investigators
would probably succeed, but the Lurker intends to track down
and kill the hobo who escaped its clutches the night before.

In this endeavor it is successful, if Red Jake has already
escaped the house. The hobo dies a horrible death at around ten
o'clock that night. Investigators receiving successful Listen rolls
hear distant screams, ending too soon for them to take action.

The Ceremony
The ceremony begun, the Lurker quickly returns to the house,
aware of the intent of the investigators. Unable to enter the
warded rooms, it plunges into the attic above and begins a
campaign of terror calculated to disrupt the proceedings.
During this time call for more Sanity rolls. The danger of tem-
porary insanity exists, as well as the possibility of indefinite
insanity due to quickly accumulating losses. Insane investiga-
tors are unable to chant properly. Any investigator, sane or not,
who flees the safety of the house is probably set upon by the
Lurker and slain.

The first twenty minutes of the ceremony go smoothly.
Then the monster returns, drawn home by the chant, landing in
the attic with a loud thump. Investigators hear it snuffling
heavily above them. All lose 0/1 Sanity points.

Within moments the creature sets up an awful howling,
interspersed by grunts and foul curses spoken in a harsh gut-
tural voice. The old house sways and creaks, the sudden jolts
shaking it to its foundations. Objects on shelves and the man-
tel fall and roll across the floor. All lose 1/1D3 Sanity points.

This violence and noise continues for a half hour, then a
horrible smell begins to creep down from the attic above, fol-
lowed by a thick stinking goo that oozes through the ceiling
and drips down the walls. Call for Luck rolls. Those receiving
failures at some point are spattered by this alien acid and suf-
fer 1D2 points of first- and second-degree-burn damage. This
may leave scars, as the players wish.

Near the beginning of the second hour of chanting, the
monster quiets and the investigators chant without distraction.
A half-hour later, anyone who makes a Listen roll hears, from
outside, a faint call for help—a woman's voice. An investiga-
tor looking outside sees something fifty yards away, crawling
slowly through the high grass towards the house. A Spot
Hidden roll, or artificial light, reveals the object to be a
woman, middle-aged, obviously hurt. She lifts her head and
calls toward the house. Her face is streaked with blood.

This is the swollen corpse of the missing farm wife,
Maggie McPhirter. She has been dead for 24 hours, her heart



chewed out by the thing that dwells in the attic. The monster
has spent 5 magic points to animate the corpse and thereby dis-
rupt the ceremony. Anyone going outside is attacked, either by
Maggie's animated corpse or, if the keeper chooses cruelty, by
the monster itself.

It may be that the monster has or will likewise animate the
corpse of Red Jake, and use it to attack an investigator
attempting to help the woman. If the animated dead fail to lure
the investigators out, the monster has them assault the house,
pushing in the doors or windows, screaming, shouting, holler-
ing, and biting. They are fearsome, but not very difficult to
destroy, and they cannot enter the house because of the wards.
In most ways they can be treated like rulesbook zombies. The
sanity losses they provoke may be their most dangerous
aspect. Destroying an attacking undead results in Sanity
awards of 1D6+1 for every investigator involved.

M. McPHIRTER, Corpse, animated by the Lurker
STR 11 CON 04 SIZ 10 INTO POW 01
DEX 03 Move 5 HP 07
Damage Bonus: none.
Weapons: Maul 65%, damage 1D6
Sanity Loss: 1/1D6

RED JAKE, Corpse, animated by the Lurker
STR 11 CON 04 SIZ 15 INT 0 POW 01
DEX 05 Move 5 HP 10
Damage Bonus: + 1D4
Weapons: Maul 65%, damage 1D6 +db
Sanity Loss: 1/1D6

The Thing Appears
Nearing the last five minutes of the ceremony a wisp of smoke
curls down from the ceiling, twisting toward the center of the
pentagram on the floor. The creature from the attic manifests
itself before the investigators' eyes. Four more minutes of
chanting is all that is required to drive it back to its place of
origin. As it begins to condense in the pentagram, it becomes
partially visible—a horrible twisting mass of talons and maws
and long appendages. Sanity loss to see this is 1/1D8 Sanity
points, but subtract any points already lost in observing the
thing leave the house at sunset.

Any investigator going insane sees not a horrible monster,
but a compelling and attractive human figure. The insane inves-
tigator steps forward to embrace the creature. Unless stopped,
he or she probably dies. The monster is confined to the penta-
gram but can attack anyone who crosses the symbol's perimeter.

If the investigators can finish the last few minutes of the
chant, the creature is driven wailing from this world, banished
to wherever from which it first came, leaving only the linger-
ing unearthly foulness behind.

Conclusion
If the creature is banished, participating investigators each
receive a Sanity award of 1D10+1 Sanity points. If they fail to
banish the creature each suffers an additional loss of 1/1D4
Sanity points during the next week, as the monster takes three
more victims before leaving the area forever.

Loose Ends?
The investigators' connection with this adventure may not be
finished. What about Bertrand Merriweather and any legal
troubles the investigators may have incurred at the start of the
adventure? Are the investigators able to satisfactorily explain
to the sheriff concerning corpses, heartless or otherwise, litter-
ing the property after the adventure?

Do the investigators benefit from Rupert's will? He con-
sidered them fine and trustworthy people, perhaps he reward-
ed them with a small, or even large gift from his estate.

What about the mysterious glyphs on the inside of the gold
sarcophagus? It is possible that the Zanthu Tablets, purportedly a
history of Mu, contains enough notes to effect a partial transla-
tion of this obviously important inscription.

Who murdered Marion Alien years ago in New Orleans?
Were they cultists desperately searching for the sarcophagus of
Nophru-Ka? Could they possibly learn that it is now in the
investigators' possession and come looking for it? Looking
into the background of Marion Alien, the investigators may
find that before turning up in New Orleans, Alien was briefly
affiliated with the Chapel of Contemplation in Boston.

And what about the investigators' jobs? They may have
now missed several days of work and need a story for their
bosses. Certainly they can't tell the truth.



Set in New England in the 1920s, little in this short adven-
ture needs to be changed or added to in order to relocate
it or place it in another era. In the 1990s, keep the fire

area inaccessible by cloaking the mountain in high winds and
fog, and suggest that the strangely foul weather seems in some
sense to be artificial.

Importantly, the alien enemies in this adventure are
methodical and more technically advanced than the investiga-
tors. Our heroes need luck or outside help as well as skill to
emerge victorious.

Interested keepers should photocopy the four newspaper
stories on p. 234 and give the duplicates to the players, so that
they can make their deductions.

No maps are provided, since distances and relationships
are unimportant in the scenario. Strafton Mountain, Windham
County, and Brattleboro are real places in southern Vermont.
The west fork of the Windham River—if it exists—has been
moved to suit the scenario.

Since the investigators must drive, the keeper needs to
know what they decide to bring with them. Presumably they
go in one or two cars — as a rule of thumb, allow each a suit-
case for personal effects, and another 20-30 pounds each for
guns, bulky high-quality cameras, and other special equip-
ment. Only when a mystery is clearly defined, or if they must
be absent for many weeks should a keeper allow much more.
If the player-characters decide to buy more gear, they must go
to a town or city where it reasonably would be sold. Little is
for sale in Jenning except foodstuffs and stamps.

Keeper Information
Old Harny Rooger has gotten very eccentric. He attacked a
postman for no reason. There are also tales that Harny's insan-
ity has taken the form of mysterious rituals on hilltops, com-
plete with bonfires and sacrifices of goats.

Rooger, never a stable man, has been contacted by a group
of mi-go, the fungi from Yuggoth. These aliens wish to drive
away or destroy the residents of Jenning so that they may mine
the surrounding hills without interference. They are trying to
clear out the humans by summoning Ithaqua the Windwalker
to blast the town, killing all the people as if by a severe snow-
storm. The mi-go will mop up survivors with their mist pro-
jectors. Over the course of a few months, the mi-go have man-
aged to create a magical pathway to the top of Strafton
Mountain, allowing Ithaqua to manifest itself this far south.
They are attempting to summon that Great Old One with mid-
night chants and spells, but so far they have failed, since they
have only a 20% chance for success in casting the spell Call
Ithaqua.

Player Information
Recent stories appearing in the Brattleboro Tattler have been
picked up by the Boston dailies. They concern strange noises
and lights seen around Jenning, Vermont. The latest story tells
of the disappearance of Bartley Hodges, the Tattler's, corre-
spondent in Jenning. Suspecting Mythos activity, the investi-
gators decide to drive to Vermont and inspect the situation, and
incidentally earn the reward.

BRATTLEBORO TATTLER
The editor of the Tattler is happy to talk about the stories and
about Bartley Hodges' disappearance. He has little informa-
tion to add to the stories, except to say that Hodges, an ex-
newspaperman who had retired to Jenning, was a reliable fel-
low. "Old Hodges liked to walk along Jenning's Notch. Mebbe
he slipped into the river—mebbe not. If he went anywhere, he
didn't tell no one." The editor shows the investigators four per-
tinent stories in the Tattler, all written by Hodges. They differ
little from the versions printed in the Boston papers.

WINDHAM COUNTY CONSTABULARY
Also in Brattleboro are the offices of the county's sheriff. The
deputies are guarded in their comments, except that the disap-
pearance of Bartley Hodges is being treated as a bona fide
missing person's case. They are uninterested in the fires,
except as related to Hodges' disappearance.

Jenning, Vermont
Jenning is a small town of a few hundred people, tucked in the
hills not far from Jenning's Notch, where the west fork of the
Windham River rushes through to join the Connecticut. Its
buildings are prim and well-repaired, but they are small and
old—Jenning is not prosperous, and has not had a burst of
prosperity since the Civil War.

INFORMATION IN TOWN
The grade school, general store, feed store, and church are the
only public places to meet people. The use of Fast Talk or
Persuade to get information is regarded as down-right pushy
and rude. No one responds to such overtures. Some will deign
to refer questions to the constable who drives in once a week
and stops at the general store, to catch up on the local gossip.
There is also a monthly town meeting, if the investigators
would like to wait.

Approaching a citizen and using a successful Credit Rating
roll gets better results, since people are impressed by well-
dressed, responsible-seeming people, even if such people are



strangers. He or she has seen or has heard that others have seen
"unnatural things" in those hills. Nobody goes there at night
now, "sure not now that they're settin' them fires."

Having gotten this far, a successful Fast Talk or Persuade
can pry out more. The things are "sumthin' like big crawdads,
big as a man, but with a little scrunch'd up face an' red all o'er,
like they bin roasted."

What about Bartley Hodges? "Everybody knows they're
makin' those fires. Bartley knew it too. Reckon he got too
close. I'll lay a dime that poor old Hartley's got roasted too."

BARTLEY HODGES' HOME
If the investigators ask, any successful Credit Rating roll gets
them directions to Bartley Hodges' home, a simple four-room
clapboard house not far from the river. Crossing the broad front
porch, they find the door unlocked, as is every door hereabouts.

Hodges lived alone. On the walls are memorabilia of the
big stories he broke, and pictures of his now-departed wife. No
matter how thoroughly they look, the investigators find noth-
ing detailing secrets about Hodges or about the fires. Hodges
was in all respects exactly who he seemed to be. The only sug-

gestive item in the house is in the wastebasket, on the back of
a short note from the editor of the Tattler. It's penciled lightly
on the paper, and takes a successful Spot Hidden to notice.
This is all it says:

Harny Rooger
If the investigators miss this clue, have someone else in town
mention that Harny Rooger lives closer to the fires than any-
one else. Maybe he knows something.

HARNY ROOGER
If the investigators pursue this lead, townspeople explain that
Harny is an old handyman who lives in an unpainted cottage
four miles north of Jenning, at the end of a lane the width of a
wheel barrow. The person giving directions can also say that
the constable has already been up and talked to Harny, and that
Harny had nothing to say—this is a small town, remember,
and everybody knows everything. Almost.

Two miles northwest of the wooden shack rises the crest of
Strafton Mountain, nearly 4000 feet high, where on the east



side the strange fires have been occurring. Alongside the house
is an acre of gardens and vines, and a small orchard.

Rooger is a gangly, balding man who seems never to have
entirely grown up. He is sinewy and rangy, and skillful with an
ax—when the investigators come up, they see him split wood,
round after round with never a miss and never a partial split.

Rooger is friendly enough during the day, but becomes
increasingly uneasy as night approaches. He does not know
what his "new friends" are planning to do to Jenning, and if he
found out, he would turn against them. He drinks heavily of a
clear liquid from an unlabeled bottle. He grows drunker as the
day passes. If the investigators make a chemical analysis of
this liquid, they find that it is 140-proof moonshine.

He answers such questions as he can but denies any knowl-
edge of Hodges.

As time passes, he continues to drink, and begins to insin-
uate statements such as "My new friends knaow more th'n
them perfessers from the U." "They kin mek it snow or rain."
"My crops hev'n't failed oncst since m' new friends come
along." "Daon' hev m' dawg no more—m' friends needed it to
he'p call their friend. Iffka, I thin' his name be. Er, is it Ifkwa
.. . Ittaw . . . Iffdkwa?"

Asked about Hartley Hodges, Rooger shakes his head sor-
rowfully, but finally grudgingly adds, "I did warn 'im, afore
goodness I did."

If the investigators bribe and cajole Harny enough, they
learn that the mi-go are certain that the "big-un" will soon
come, but even the aliens do not know when. Harny does not
know what will happen when he does: "Mebbe shan't be so
blamed cold up thar then, ayup, an' then mebbe worsen"

If an investigator insists on staying till nightfall, Harny
threatens him with his shotgun and orders him to "Git! I be
workin' naow!" Rooger intends to keep his appointment with
the aliens, for their power impresses him.

If the investigators stay (perhaps they disarm Harny or hide
in the nearby woods outside), they have time to prepare as they
wish. When the sun goes down they see a mi-go fly out of the
sky to the cabin (lose 0/1D6 Sanity points) and go inside to
speak in a buzzing voice with Harny, ordering him to appear
tonight. This is mi-go #2 in the statistics.

If the mi-go finds investigators inside, it attacks if there are
one or two investigators, and it tries to flee if there are more than
two. If it flees successfully, it fetches armed mi-go and they fly
back, intending to hunt down and kill the meddling humans.

HARNY ROOGER, Age 58, Batty Handyman
STR 8 CON 13 SIZ 15 INT 8 POW 10
DEX 9 APP 6 EDU 4 SAN 18 HP 14
Damage Bonus: none.
Weapons: 20-gauge Shotgun 70%, damage 2D6/1D6/1D3
Wood Ax 85%, damage 1D8+2.
Skills: Craft (Gardening) 60%, Drive Automobile 40%,
Electrical Repair 35%, Hide 45%, Mechanical Repair 45%,
Natural History 33%, Track 65%.

The Mountain
Presumably the investigators survive the mi-go and stay on the
case. Whether or not he is a captive, Harny will want to carry out
his contract with the aliens. Jacketed, with fur cap and gloves, he
sets out just after sunset, up Strafton Mountain. He is easy to trail.

Toward the top, each trailing investigator must receive a
successful Sneak roll or be spotted by a patrolling mi-go, who
then attacks.

If the investigators climb the mountain during the day and
wait concealed until night, each needs a successful Conceal or
Hide roll to keep from being seen by the mi-go when they
arrive. In these cases, the keeper should make the die rolls.
The investigators should not know if they are hidden well
enough or not.

If a loud noise is made after sunset, such as a gunshot, then
in 1D10 combat rounds several fungi from Yuggoth arrive to
investigate. Three fungi patrol the mountain after dark on cer-
emony nights.

THE CEREMONY
Near the top of the mountain, on a barren spur which has a
clear view to the north as well as the east, is a ring of irregular
stones, each stone roughly three feet in diameter, each coated
with thick layers of fresh frost and rime.

As the investigators wait in the dark, seven fungi from
Yuggoth float out of the sky (check for Sanity loss) and begin
to move about the hilltop. Harny joins them, and then three
leave to renew their area patrol.

Then the chant begins, led by the awful buzzing voice of
the leader, who is assisted by mi-go #5, while Harny and the
two remaining mi-go chant responses. The leader and mi-go
#5 each expend all their magic points but one, while Harny
and the other two each expend one, giving them a 28% chance
to succeed. As the beings hum and sway, a blue-white flame
flickers in the circle of stones. A blast of icy air emanates from
it—the flame is one of cold, as can be determined by the sud-
den growth of frost on the stones around it.

If the spell succeeds, a grotesque howling horror plunges
out of the northern sky into the middle of the flame, extin-
guishing it, and then proceeds to ravage down the valley,
bringing an unnatural arctic blizzard to the horrified Vermont
hamlet. All investigators seeing Ithaqua lose 1D10/D100
Sanity points. Harny probably goes mad.

If the spell fails, then the flame flickers on for a while, then
subsides, and the disappointed fungi call back their guards and
flap off the mountain, leaving Harry to make his way back to
his shack.
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If Ithaqua is successfully called, the valley and its village
will be destroyed by three days of 75 degrees-below zero
weather. Huge snowdrifts block all roads.

The Mi-Go
Review the mi-go entries in the Creatures and Alien
Technology chapters. All the aliens in this adventure carry
pieces of twisted metal that look like metallic driftwood but
actually are weapons. Mi-go #1, #5, and #7 also wear slimy
webs which act as 8 points of armor against all weapons.

SEVEN MERCILESS MI-GO
STR CON SIZ DEX POW HP

#1* 10 14 14

 

22 13 14
#2 11 14 07 17 08 11
#3 11 10 13 14 08 12
#4 10 09 06 13 15 08
#5* 09 09 08 14 14 09
#6 08 15 11 15 12 13
#7* 14 14 10 18 10 12
* +8 armor for the web armor.
Damage Bonus: none.
Weapons: Nippers 30%, damage 1D6 + grapple
Mist Projector 80%, damage 1D10 cold
Armor: none, but impaling weapons do minimum rolled damage.

WEB ARMOR: the webs are half-alive artifacts of mi-go
organic technology. If an investigator manages to steal an
armor-web, he or she may wear it, but its clinging slime costs
a hit point every time it is taken off, as it rips away skin, flesh,
and hair. It will work as armor for a human, but since the
human does not have the proper nutrient solution to soak it in
after use, each new time it is used, it declines in effectiveness
by 1 point of armor. Thus the second time it is worn, it is worth
only 7 points of armor, then 6 points the next wearing, and so

This adventure suits beginning players and investigators,
or experienced players who want to relax. Much of it
depends on scene-setting. It may take a long evening of

play to complete.
The events are set in a large American city of the 1920s,

such as New York or Chicago. This adventure will not transfer
well to the present without reconstruction.

Jazz music is theme and soundtrack to this scenario, and
keepers might search out 1920s recordings as background-
King Oliver's Jazz Band and Jelly-Roll Morion's Red Hot
Peppers are good sources. Such music establishes an upbeat
mood. Be sure to turn it down when things get dark.

This adventure is more complicated in its aim of depicting
social background. It should be studied carefully by the keep-
er with an eye to maintaining the investigators fully in play,
not relegated to the status of sideline observers.

SPECIAL COMMENTS
Race is important in this adventure. Identify the race of each
investigator before play begins. Choice of race brings no
penalty, but a questioner's race can determine the accessibili-
ty of information. Read this adventure before presenting it: if
all the investigators are African-American, for instance, rather
than a racial cross-section, or are all white, or are all Asian-

on. This greenish armor-web looks quite grisly, drips goo
behind the wearer, and cannot be worn on the street without
attracting screams and shocked comments. When a projectile
or weapon strikes the user, the web instantaneously hunches
up and clumps around the target spot, softening the impact.

MIST PROJECTORS: each twisted metal thing projects an
icy mist which looks like a thick fog. The fog expands at Move
16 speed to a fat cylinder about 10 yards across. The fog
always engulfs the target unless the intended victim is able to
move out of the area of effect.

When the fog engulfs the target, he or she loses 1D10 hit
points of freezing damage. Roll the result, then subtract 1 point
for thick clothing and 2 points for arctic-type clothing. If the
victim is in a closed car, then subtract 4 from the hit points
lost, but the car's engine freezes up and stalls unless the inves-
tigator can receive a successful Drive Automobile roll.

The weapon is normally played on a target for several suc-
cessive rounds. Its advantage to the mi-go is that it leaves no
marks on the victim, who appears to have frozen to death. If
an investigator can get one of these weapons, he can master its
use given a successful Idea roll.

An investigator who has seen such a weapon in action and
who can move freely in any direction can evade a blast from a
mist projector with either a successful roll of DEX x3 or of
INT x3 on D100.

Conclusion
If the investigators have managed to foil the mi-go, the alien
operations around Jenning are suspended indefinitely.
Searching about the mountain they also find Bartley Hodges'
frozen corpse, and duly collect the Tattler's $500 reward.

For foiling the mi-go, each investigator also gains 1D10
Sanity points. Merely killing a mi-go nets no Sanity points, but
killing all seven nets each investigator a full 6 Sanity points for
which no die roll is necessary.



Americans, the keeper must devise some patches. The scenario
presumes that the investigators are white.

"Black" can be an insult in this era; "Negro" is polite, if high-
falutin'; "colored" is recognized everywhere in the U.S., and is
relatively polite, but also exists in the sign-board phrase "no col-
oreds allowed". In the West and Southwest "colored" extends to
Asians and Native Americans; "African-American" is known but
is obscure to most, and will not be in vogue until the 1980s.
"Ethiopian" is a derisive white term. "Nigger" is almost univer-
sally used by whites without apology; this term is always insult-
ing, except in its ironical sense between blacks.

KEEPER INFORMATION
Leroy Turner is a jazz man. He has a broken heart, a drinking
problem, and a curse. The last is in the form of an unusual
trumpet, which he believes was given to him by Mr. Louis
Armstrong In fact, the instrument was handed to him by
Nyarlathotep. When played by a gifted musician, this four-
valve trumpet raises the dead within hearing and drives the res-
urrected to vengeance. When the scenario begins, Turner does
not know of this capability. When he discovers it, he goes mad.

A gangland kingpin, Archie the Boss Bonato, and his gang
learn of Turner's astonishing ability. They treat it as a joke, but
their treachery provokes tragedy and disaster.

The story begins at night, in the Blue Heaven Ballroom.
Why the investigators are present is left to the keeper. They
may be out on the town, or they may be meeting someone or
searching for some clue as part of another adventure.

The Blue Heaven Ballroom
The Blue Heaven Ballroom is a nightclub that illegally serves
liquor. Patrons break the law. Men should wear tuxedos, and
women evening dresses, or expect to be hidden behind the
palm trees next to the kitchen. Visitors without ties won't be
admitted. No one would think of going out at night without a
necktie. At least twenty dollars each is needed for an evening
at the club, including drinks (booze or water costs the same),
a light meal perhaps, and tips. Drinks cost two dollars each.
The high-class joint is protected. Police and criminals alike
come down on disturbances in the Blue Heaven.

The music is hot, the company is fine, and the hooch is gen-
uine and imported at the Blue Heaven Ballroom, the swankiest
speakeasy in town. Plenty of bribes go to keep the Blue Heaven
open, so food and drink are expensive. The first show starts
about 8 o'clock. The place is open every night till dawn.

Inside the unmarked blue door, two very large white men
in tuxedos eye the passing customers; poor people, the casual-
ly-dressed, or non-whites who somehow slipped past the door-
man get caught and ejected here. If some or all of the investi-
gators are not white, they are refused entrance. If they do not
enter the Blue Heaven, presumably they find a way backstage,
from where they witness the succeeding events.

Beyond the guards, blue-carpeted stairs lead up to the ball-
room. That floor is laid out much like a contemporary movie
theater. The check room faces the stairs. To the left is the gen-
tlemen's lounge and stairs leading up another floor to a posh
casino (not pertinent to this adventure), to the right is the
ladies' lounge and the entrance to the ballroom proper. Both
lounges have blue and white marble tiles. Mirrors abound, as
do gleaming chrome faucets and fittings.

The manager smiles as the investigators pass the swinging
doors and into the main room. He signals that they should
accompany him. Waiters hover. Jazz and the buzz of conver-
sation fill the room.

The showroom is large. An opulent bar stretches out to the
left, the faces of the bartenders shadowed by lines of bottles.
A large stage opposite the bar holds the band. Between bar and
stage are small round tables surrounded by plush armless
chairs, and the dance floor. Each table holds a small lamp, for
intimate lighting. Above, electric chandeliers cast subdued
hues of blue and gold onto the faces of neat, pale-faced, port-
ly men and the bleached hair of be-jewelled ambitious young
women.

The Blue Heaven is a famous hangout. New York money-
men and stage stars, Hollywood movie stars, honest politicians
and those on the take, Chicago businessmen and mobsters,
Detroit auto moguls, shipping magnates and railroad scions
from San Francisco, oil men from Texas and Oklahoma, the
rich and the cunning, the butter-and-egg men from around the
world stop here when in town.

The 5-Star Band provides the music. Bartenders, waiters,
busboys, chorus girls and boys, entertainers, and kitchen help
at Blue Heaven are black; clientele, management, enforce-
ment, and ownership is white.

Jazz bands in the 1920s, especially bands playing big
clubs, were larger than is usual today. Instruments might in-
clude trumpets, trombones, saxes, clarinets, cornets, drums,
bass or tuba, banjo or rhythm guitar, and a piano—every con-
figuration was tried. Without amplification, at least eight or
ten instruments were needed to fill a hall with sound. Smaller
bands played for smaller rooms.

STARTING THE ACTION
When the investigators enter, the club is packed. The 5-Stars
are in full swing, belting out a rousing version of "Doctor
Jazz." Apologizing for the crowd, the manager finds seats for
the investigators at a table in a corner near the bar. A stranger
is already sitting alone at the large table. He nods agreeably,
but puts one hand out to reserve the chair next to him—he is
waiting for someone. Though the investigators don't know it,
the man is Pete Manusco, a local accountant. He waits for Joey
Larson, a minor mobster.

Manusco does not talk, nor is he listening to the music, as
the nervous drumming of his fingertips on the table indicates.
He is of average build, with eyebrows so bushy that they appear
to be a single black furry line spanning his frowning forehead.
Compared to the raucous crowd, his demeanor is prim and
tense. A successful Psychology roll confirms that the stranger is
nervous, and a successful Spot Hidden detects a sheen of sweat
on his face. Though he directs his eyes at the band, avoiding the
investigators, he doesn't seem to listen to the music.

The band finishes "Doctor Jazz" and launches into
"Clarinet Marmalade."

An Incidental Incivility
A door behind the table opens, and a tall, thin black man in a
suit, carrying a shiny trumpet, slowly emerges. He looks
around and blinks. His intention clearly is to get to the stage,
but seated as they are around the table, Manusco and the inves-
tigators completely block his path.



The horn man hesitates, the effect of several drinks appar-
ent. He studies the faces before him, then chooses Manusco.
"Sir, I got lost backstage. Uh, would you be so kind as to let
me by? I really apologize for asking."

Mancuso would have to stand up to let a black man pass.
Jittery nerves do not improve his manners. "Find some other
way, boy, or I'll have you thrown out!" Mancuso snaps.

Investigators familiar with the town's night life may rec-
ognize the black man as Leroy Turner, an excellent young
trumpeter who has fallen on hard times. Though Turner has
had some drinks, he is not feeling suicidal enough to press the
issue among a crowd of thugs, racists, and politicians. He
backs away awkwardly, half-bowing. "Sorry, sir. Sorry, sorry."

The investigators can intervene, if they wish, rising to let
Turner pass, or they can pretend to ignore the matter and by
default force Turner back through the door. If they do, he
almost immediately reappears out of another door and makes
his way to the stage.

If the investigators let Turner pass, he thanks them sin-
cerely, surprised to be treated decently. As he does, call for a
Spot Hidden. A success notices that Turner's trumpet has four
valves, not the usual three—musicians may find more unusu-
al the crackled silver finish of the trumpet.

Across the room, the band leader makes an announcement.
Their attention pulled to the stage, few notice a small, rat-like
man in a snappy brown suit enter. He looks over the crowd,
then eases along the bar toward Manusco.

"Ladies and gentlemen, his honor the Mayor is with us
tonight—congratulations on re-election, Mr. Mayor! That
reformer thought he had you beat, but you can't keep a good
man down. This song's for you!"

Now on-stage, Leroy Turner's rumpled brown coat and
pants contrast with the white jackets of the band, but so does
the extraordinary strength and rippling precision of his tones
as he joins them in a heated version of a new number, "Dead
Man Stomp." The rhythms are irresistible, the musicianship
top-notch, and soon most of the crowd is dancing enthusiasti-
cally—the new piece is a hit.

The Guest Arrives
Midway through the band leader's tribute to the mayor, the rat-
like little man standing behind Pete Manusco moves forward.
He is Joey Larson, a gunsel for Archie Bonato. Joey is the man
for whom Manusco waits. As the music heats up, Joey pulls
out a .45 almost as big as he is, and at point-blank range shoots
Manusco once squarely in the back of the head.

Though the band is loud and the crowd is louder, at three
feet nothing is louder than a .45's report. The investigator oppo-
site Manusco is showered with brain and bone blasted through
the gaping hole in Manusco's forehead. He or she loses 1/1D6
Sanity points, and other witnesses lose 1/1D3 Sanity points.

As the body hits the table, the investigators turn and—per-
haps with Luck rolls—get clear looks at the gunman's face.
Joey sees their faces. He doesn't stay to chat, but slides the
revolver beneath his coat and coolly exits via the service door
though which Leroy Turner entered. Then he takes a side door
to the blue-carpeted steps and the outside.

Investigators may or may not be carrying guns. By the time
pursuing investigators reach the bottom of the stairs and race
pass the startled guards and doorman, Joey's on the street and

in a gray Packard, rolling away midway down the block. A
successful Spot Hidden notices that the Packard's license plate
has been removed.

Inside the Packard, Little Jimmy Foster hits the gas. If any-
one gives serious pursuit, a mobster with a tommy gun in the
back seat leans out and squeezes off 15 or 20 aimless rounds,
to discourage such behavior. The doorman flings himself to
the ground, and so should investigators who want to avoid
being hit. Those who stand or pursue have a 25% chance of
being wounded for 1D10+2 damage; a D100 result of 01-05 is
an impale, doing 2D10+4 damage.

The Packard and Joey Larson always get away. Encourage
pursuing investigators to return to the Blue Heaven and see
what's happened.

A Dead Man Stomps
Back in the Blue Heaven, few people yet know about the shoot-
ing, but the news spreads quickly when "Dead Man Stomp" con-
cludes. How could the news not spread? Manusco slumps across
the table, face sideways in a sea of blood, brains, bone, and
whiskey, giving everyone a look at the neat black hole in the back
of his head and the red funnel through his forehead. He's dead.

But, as the band keeps swinging, the dead man's hands
start to splat out time on the gore-covered table. Manusco pulls
himself up to a sitting position. His eyes are rolled up. Blood
courses from the huge exit wound in his forehead, but still he
stands. A moan seeps from his lips. Any bystander with a suc-
cessful Listen roll understands the word "Joey" was spoken.
Then Manusco turns and staggers toward the main doors, now
watched by most of the appalled crowd. The band falls silent.
The manager gasps and collapses. Pete Manusco staggers out
the swinging doors. From beyond them, muffled screams mark
his progress down the stairs and into the night.

Sanity loss to witness this terrible resurrection is 0/1D6
Sanity points. Investigators with successes believe that,
although serious, Manusco's hit looks worse than it is.
Investigators with failing rolls know better.

News of the shooting brings shouts and screams as people
rush out to avoid scandal. Nearly everyone, from Mayor to
busboy, flees.

Some keep their wits and leave through the back alley, but
most take the stairs, trying to push past the slow-moving
Manusco. They bowl him over. He tumbles to the bottom of
the stairs, and the terrified patrons trample him as they panic.
Moaning, he tries to get to his feet, but they keep knocking
him down, reducing him to a bloodier and bloodier ruin.
Seeing the man die for a second time, the normally unflap-
pable door guards leave and do not return.

When the wave of customers has gone, the remains of Pete
Manusco stir. It gets to its feet and staggers into the street,
searching for its murderer. "Joey!" it moans, "Joey!" The call
has about it a dark, terrible patience.

The driver of the first squad car on the scene sees the
bloody pulp that Pete Manusco has become, and loses control.
The vehicle skids, and pins Manusco against a lamp pole, cut-
ting him in half. Killed thrice now, Pete Manusco stirs no more.

SOME MINOR HELP
The band's leader, Mitch Wester, notices the investigator who
is covered with Manusco's brains. "You're hit! My god, my
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SUMMARIZING THE EVENING
Allow the players the rolls needed to suggest that Manusco
was somehow resurrected—Occult or Cthulhu Mythos, per-
haps. An Idea roll can point out that the resurrection occurred
while a new tune was played, "Dead-Man Stomp." If the con-
nection to Leroy Turner is not made now, it must be forced at
Fayette's funeral.

Depending on investigator responses, several courses are
available to them. Importantly, they should lead to the Fayette
funeral.

The Morning Papers
The morning dailies carry Manusco's shooting, and tell how
the poor man, mortally wounded yet somehow indomitably
willing himself to stay alive, tried to reach help only to be cut
down, ironically by the very aid he sought. Ruminations on
life's meaning see print in the next few days.

Peter Manusco is identified as a self-employed accountant,
a man with a spotless record who in a moment of weakness
entered the Blue Heaven Ballroom. Police think he was mis-
taken for some criminal foe.

The Mayor's office announces the padlocking of the Blue
Heaven Ballroom, offering thanks that such a cesspool of vice
and crime has been located. The manager of the club, Mr.
Roland Marlow, is arraigned on various petty charges and qui-
etly released on bail.

Government agent Roger Daniels testifies that the Blue 
Heaven was selling alcohol. Daniels manages to get his picture
in most of the dailies. His career has begun.

THE EMANICIPATOR & UNION LEADER
There is also a black daily at the newsstand. Compared to the
other papers, the difference in tone and coverage is astonish-
ing. None of its front-page stories overlap with the white
newspapers, except mention of disturbances in what is known
then as the Anglo-Egyptian Soudan.

A long story discusses a Mr. Marcus Garvey, a black
nationalist, photographed in flamboyant military costume.
Another, by-lined by a Mr. Du Bois of the NAACP, discusses
the sharecropping system in the South, and its implications for
African-American health, education, and general livelihood.
Other stories discuss black interests and personalities, and a
successful Idea roll deduces that the other dailies are as specif-
ically white in their coverage. Almost nothing overlaps
between the black and wide dailies, not even the baseball sto-
ries. Manusco is not mentioned.

With a successful Luck roll, the investigators notice an
advertisement for the Morgan and Dupuy Funeral Home.

Looking in the funeral announcements column, they see
that a funeral and procession are scheduled for 11 a.m. today
at Morgan and Dupuy, for Frederick Lincoln Fayette, brother-
in-law of band-leader Mr. Mitchell Wester.

Research either at the Emancipator's office or at the library
branch which is nearest the newspaper's offices (or in conver-
sation perhaps with Mr. Wester, whose name appears in the
telephone directory) establishes that Mr. Fayette died by acci-
dental gunshot wound two days before. Elizabeth Wester
Fayette survives him. Mr. Fayette owned his own truck, and
worked as a drayer.

god, you're hit! Are you all right?" Once it is apparent that the
investigator was missed, not hit, Wester grabs his cornet and
departs like everyone else.

Suddenly alone on the stage, Leroy Turner sits against a
wall, wide-eyed, draining a half-pint bottle. When he hears
sirens, he gets up and heads for a bathroom, to climb out a
window. If the investigators are there, and if earlier they let
him pass, he is not too drunk to speak to them.

"Y'all be in trouble soon, lest you be movin'. Come on,
now—I know a way." He is as good as his word. Once they're
outside, it's every man for himself.

AN IMPORTANT CLUE
In escaping out doors or windows, either Wester or Turner
drops a business card from a funeral parlor.

Morgan & Dupuy
CHRISTIAN FUNERAL HOME

Serving Families of African Descent Since 1851
172nd and West Charles Streets

Elkhorn 6617

Handwritten in ink on the card are tomorrow's date and the
words 11 A.M. sharp—bring your horn. New Orleans style.

THE GOVERNMENT MAN
Roger Daniels is a Treasury agent in the Prohibition unit. He
is in the Blue Heaven that night, and can witness the crime if
the keeper wishes.

Daniels is part of a team documenting participation of
elected officials in bootlegging. He is an honest man in his
early thirties, tall with ginger hair. He carries a gun, but avoids
gunplay. He dreams of commendations and fame, and intends
someday to run for political office.

Daniels is available to thicken the plot. This "dry agent"
may decide that the investigators are involved with bootleg-
ging, perhaps with a rival gang. He may follow them, and pro-
vide opportune rescue. He might be an ally, an obstruction, or
just comic relief. He is a keeper resource. He never, never
takes a drink.

Investigations That Night
The investigators may remain at the Blue Heaven, to help the
police. As long as they tell the truth, their statements are taken
and then they're allowed to go home.

Investigators who left the Blue Heaven and missed
Manusco's walk can be told about it by any drunk in the neigh-
borhood. If the investigators have an automobile, perhaps
some respectable couple hails them when taxis became scarce,
and relate the story that way.

If the investigators try to find members of the band, few
blacks admit to knowing anything to men of another race, even
if fellow musicians. If the investigators press very hard, some-
one might suggest that Mitch Wester will be at Freddie
Fayette's funeral tomorrow. Ukrezia Borden, a black woman
old enough to be beyond fear, tells them to "leave that band
alone. They ain't done nothin'. Buster Bedson the drummer,
he keeps a chicken foot inside his drum. Yessir! You know
what that means." This is not true, and is a red herring for
voodoo-wary investigators.



PETE MANUSCO
Manusco's office and home have listed telephones.
Investigators who act quickly can beat the police to both loca-
tions. At the office, they find a broken lock and that all the
"B" files have been removed. A successful Spot Hidden finds a
scrawled note in the wastebasket.

Mister M. you shld meet me tonite at Blue
Heavin for a meaningful discusn on youre helth
and safety. J.

A search of Manusco's apartment turns up a scrapbook of clip-
pings about Archie the Boss Bonato. The clippings date back
about a year and a half. Inspection of Manusco's savings pass-
book shows that monthly cash deposits of $1000 were made to
his account over the same period.

A RUMOR FROM THE POLICE
Visiting central station or talking to investigating officers
reveals that the coroner will testify that Manusco's head
wound was immediately fatal. More than half the volume of
the victim's brain was shredded or blown away. Manusco
could not have done what the investigators witnessed.

The Fayette Funeral
At a black family funeral, those of other races can find whatever
welcome they deserve: curiosity-seekers will be snubbed, rowdy
gate-crashers will be threatened and expelled, those extending
genuine sympathies will be appreciated, and the bereaved will be
consoled. Let the investigators find their own depth.

At some point someone may casually ask the player-char-
acters' relation to the deceased. It is a natural question.
Whatever information the investigators give passes quickly
through the crowd.

After the funeral is over, six pallbearers emerge from the
hall, carrying a long pine coffin. Two black policemen on
motorcycles lead the way and control traffic at intersections.
Members of the 5-Star band strike up "I'll See You on
Judgment Day", and the mourners fall in behind.

More people join in as the procession moves through the
streets toward the cemetery. The 5-Stars play slow and soulful
renditions, hymn after hymn. The musicians walk in a line
behind the coffin, with Wester in front and the drummer in the
rear, his bass drum strapped to his chest. All maintain a serious
and noble bearing.

Passing some storefronts, the investigators have a special
feeling of being watched. A successful Spot Hidden roll dis-
tinguishes Leroy Turner in a doorway across the street, smok-
ing and watching the parade pass by, but identifying Turner
does not extinguish the sense that someone else watches with
ominous interest.

Turner extinguishes the cigarette and steps out, lifting his
trumpet as the band strikes up "Closer Walk With Thee." He
comes up alongside Wester, puts the horn to his lips, and starts
to blow melancholy notes in fine counterpoint to Wester's cor-
net. A rolling murmur through the crowd testifies to the
music's beauty.

But not twenty seconds after Turner's trumpet sounds, a
successful Listen roll detects moaning from inside the coffin.
Hearing this costs 0/1D2 Sanity points.

Another Dead Man Stomps
The pall bearers lurch as the weight in the coffin shifts.
Startled, they look at each other in confusion and alarm. The
crowd gasps, and the music dies. Then the coffin lid smashes
open. As the bearers drop their burden and pull back, the late
Frederick Fayette emerges—gray, puffy, bewildered. Shrieks,
screams, and astonishment are general. Sanity cost to witness
this is 0/1D6 Sanity points.

Various hands reach out to try to help Fayette, who contin-
ues to move and look about wildly. Whoever would keep him
calm needs successful D100 rolls of STR x5 or less.

Lizzie Fayette steps in front of her dead husband, and lifts
her mourning veil. Her cheeks are wet with tears, and she whis-
pers "Freddie, is that you?" Fayette stops, lurches forward,
looks at her in shock and begins to realize his situation. He
throws back his head, and gives a terrible scream. He collapses
at the knees of his wife, trembling arms folded round them, and
he does not move. He is dead again, and does not revive.

Clamor sweeps the crowd, and anger begins to spark against
the mortician, Mr. Dupuy, and two assistants who have accom-
panied the procession. The words most often heard are "Buried
alive!" With the aid of police, these three escape injury.

The investigators may be able to intervene, using their Fast
Talks or Credit Ratings. Any good-faith effort gains them favor
among those present. Mitch Wester may recognize them from
the night before.

THE WATCHER
During the disturbance, ask for another Spot Hidden. A suc-
cess notices a short white man in a brown suit. He backs away
and walks briskly to a waiting gray Packard. Investigators who
were in the Blue Heaven last night recognize the man as Pete
Manusco's murderer. The gray Packard is gone before any
investigator can fight through the crowd to reach it. Joey
Larson has been tailing the investigators. They got a good look
at his face last night. Now he's nervous and beginning to think
maybe he ought to take care of them. Having witnessed
Fayette's resurrection in the same fashion as that of Manusco,
he scurries to tell Boss Bonato what he saw.

Leroy Turner
If no one stops him, Turner slips away during the tumult.
Turner's trumpet-playing has twice seemed to awake the
dead —an unusual talent. If an investigator asks for a chat,
Turner agrees, at the price of a drink. He leads the investiga-
tors to a neighborhood speakeasy.

He is bewildered by the events of the last day. "I played
trumpet for ten year. Ain't nothin' happened like this." Any
sympathetic or perceptive remark gets him started talking.

His new trumpet was given to him by no less than Mr.
Louis Armstrong. A few days before, Turner was playing with
a scratch band and, when he went outside for a reefer.
Armstrong approached him in the alley. "You're such a good
player, Leroy, that I want you to have one of my horns."
Armstrong gave him the trumpet on the spot.

A successful Psychology roll agrees that the event took
place as Turner relates it, but that he noticed something more.
If asked, Turner adds: "Mr. Armstrong's eyes, man, they
looked like they was pools of blackness. Real strange!" Turner



does not repeat what else he suddenly remembers
Armstrong/Nyarlathotep as saying—"You blow this horn,
baby, you'll wake the dead!"

Instead of three valves, the trumpet has four. Its silver fin-
ish is crackled, like snake or alligator hide. And inside the bell
of the trumpet can be seen an encircling ring of strange sym-
bols—neither Occult nor Cthulhu Mythos rolls decipher them.

Turner will not sell or lend the horn. "This horn is my liv-
ing. It sews my body and soul together. I ain't found no trum-
pet good as this."

INVESTIGATING LEROY TURNER
With Bargain, Fast Talk, Persuade, or Credit Rating rolls, and
sometimes a little money, the investigators can learn some-
thing about Leroy Turner over the next day or so, especially if
they are polite and friendly. Mentioning the Fayette funeral
and the reawakening gives them information to exchange.
Rumor about that affair is rampant. Alternatively, if an
acquaintance with Mitch Wester has been established, all the
information could come from him. Leroy Turner is not popu-
lar in the community, even among the musicians—he's too
irresponsible. When he gets a gig, a week later he goes on a
bender and loses it. What he says he'll do, he don't.

But people have some sympathy. Turner's heart is bro-
ken—after they'd come up together from New Orleans two
years ago, his lover Marnie Smeaton was run over and killed.
The gray car didn't stop. Folks think it was college boys.

Turner lives in a tiny room on 174th Street. He owns one
trumpet, two suits, three shirts, four boxes of sheet music, and
a framed photograph of a smiling young woman.

MR. LOUIS ARMSTRONG
With the intercession of a black theatrical agency, the investi-
gators can get through to Mr. Armstrong. To complete the con-
nection, they need a pocketful of quarters and two successful
rolls among Fast Talk, Credit Rating, or Luck. Armstrong
lived in Chicago 1922-24, played with King Oliver 1924-25,
was in New York with Fletcher Henderson, and returned to
Chicago in 1925.

Louis Armstrong is good-natured but baffled by the ques-
tions. He's heard of Leroy Turner, but never heard him play.
He didn't give anyone a trumpet.

See the box "A Kidnaping," p. 242.

A Surprise For Joey
Bonato's thugs use a garage to unload shipments of liquor
from out of town. Two heavy trucks wait inside to be un-
loaded, and they offer cover to following investigators. The
wide room at the rear of the garage has been converted into an
office and hangout. The shop backs up on an alley; the blinds
are drawn, but their paper is old and ragged. Investigators in
the alley can see and hear what goes on inside. Or they can
enter and overhear via the unguarded front door.

Give them plenty of chances to interrupt what follows.
Turner is brought in through the garage, into the office, and

tied to a chair. His hands and arms are left free. They hand him
his trumpet. To one side stands Joey Larson. Two other gang-
sters stand about, deferring to the fifth and last man in the
building, Archie Bonato, a big man in shirtsleeves, puffing a
gigantic Havana cigar.



Archie the Boss shakes his head. "Joey, 1 always told you
that gun was too big for a fast draw." He turns to Leroy Turner.
"Okay, jazz man, blow."

Turner swallows hard, then starts up "High Society."
Seconds pass. Joey twitches. Then he slowly rises. Everybody
swears, including Leroy Turner, but Archie the Boss tells him
to keep playing. Larson lurches toward Bonato, spitting blood.
Little Jimmy opens up with his tommy gun, and empties twen-
ty rounds into Joey Larson's corpse. Turner giggles and plays
"Tiger Rag", while the walking corpse dances and jerks. The
heavy slugs cut up the former Joey and rip him apart. Bullets
whine around the room, the smell of blood and cordite is thick.
The tommy gun is empty. Larson is all over the floor and the
walls. Silently the boys cross themselves and pour drinks,
while Archie the Boss swears in disbelief. Sanity loss for this
scene is 1/1D6 points.

WHAT THEN?
Did the investigators do anything to distract the thugs? If not,
perhaps the mobsters are so shaken that they cut Turner's
ropes and push the sweating, shaking man out the door, and try
to forget about this.

Or maybe Bonato thinks Turner might be useful. He gives
the giggling, unresisting jazz man to Little Jimmy, and tells him
to lock Leroy in the cellar of Mama Changelle's, a brothel that
Bonato owns. On the way, though, Turner jumps out of the car
and disappears into the crowd, stopping now and then to play a
few bars.

Or maybe the investigators find some honest police who
come on the scene before the mess is cleaned up. In that case,
the gangsters are arrested. Among the evidence at the scene are
the incriminating "B" files from Manusco's office.

In any case, whether he escapes from Bonato, from the
investigators, or from the police, the deranged Leroy Turner
makes his way to Mamie Smeaton's tombstone.

Leroy's Blues
Turner runs from the building. He disappears into the city. If
the investigators don't guess, an Idea roll suggests that Turner,
now insane, has gone to the cemetery to raise his love. Marnie
Smeaton may be dead and in her grave, but her true love has
the means to bring her back. Even after a couple of years
there'll be something to animate. No matter how quickly the
investigators figure this out, Leroy Turner always beats them
to the cemetery.

There, the caretaker can find her plot, or perhaps they spot
Turner's long, eager strides from hundreds of yards distant.
Descriptions and Luck or Spot Hidden rolls might draw out
the suspense. When they get there, Turner is poised near
Marnie Smeaton's grave, trumpet tipped, cheeks flexed, foot
ready to mark time. "Folks, this next number is for Marnie,"
he mumbles, and starts to play.

He plays for the waste of his life, for his love of booze, for
the music he'll never make, for the loss of Marnie, for every-
thing he's left undone or been cheated of. The trumpet notes
have a sad sweetness, as light and as deft as life itself. The call
is irresistible.

The ground stirs; the wing of a marble angel cracks and falls
away; a slate tombstone tilts and crumbles. Wherever Turner's
trumpet reaches, the dead groan and remember. Marnie

The intent of the scene is to confront Turner with the power
of his horn, which will drive him insane.

Boss Bonato asks Joey if this is the boy, and Joey says yes.
Bonato asks Joey to repeat what he saw. Joey describes the
funeral and how dead Freddie Fayette got up and walked. Joey
adds that Laurette, Joey's black girlfriend, says that this is
from voodoo, and that the gang can use it. Bonato hums and
puffs for a while, then asks if Joey's sure. Joey says he is.

"No screw-ups, Joey, like you did with Manusco."
Joey says, "No way, boss."
"That was a dumb piece of work, Joey. Keeping Blue

Heaven closed is costing me dough—all you had to do was to
warn the guy, Joey. Now I gotta get a new accountant."

Boss Bonato hums a bit more, and a flicker of expression
passes between him and the gunmen to either side of Joey
Larson. "Okay, Joey, I'll bite on what you say." He looks at
Joey's hands. "I want you to shoot yourself." The room is
silent. Joey Larson twitches, but doesn't move.

"Look, Joey, this here black boy can bring you back to life,
like you say. What's the problem? Shoot yourself."

When Larson still doesn't act, Boss Bonato tells Little
Jimmy to do it. In dire peril, Larson tries to pull his long-bar-
reled .45, but the Boss easily shoots first, then puts a second
shot through Joey's heart to be sure. Little Jimmy bends over
the dripping corpse. "He's dead, Boss."



Smeaton hears her lover play, and struggles upward, a wrinkled,
dessicated shape not living and not dead. In every direction
come sounds of creaking and stirring, waking and shifting. The
dead are rising. Loss to be here is 0/1D3 Sanity points.

Turner comes to his senses, and sees what is happening. If
he can get away, he does, bounding over heaving graves and
shuddering slabs, and past tombs grinding open. When he has
space to play again, he does.

If Turner is fatally shot or stabbed, he staggers back, puts
the horn to his bloody lips, shuts his eyes, and blows. A harsh
note peals forth, his life's breath. He dies, but the echo resur-
rects him—he keeps blowing. Dead now, he need spare no air
for breathing, so that the terrible notes continue, growling, res-
onant, and infinite. The trumpet call grows stronger, until its
force pulverizes headstones and shatters mausoleum doors.
Witnessing Turner's undeath costs 1/1D6 Sanity points.

Dead or alive, Turner plays on, until the whole cemetery
struggles free and rises, each stumbling corpse remembering
him or her who failed them, each dancing and staggering
toward a separate cloudy vengeance, in each the notion of
vengeance widening and expanding to encompass more and
more of the living. Investigators now lose 1D6/1D20 Sanity
points, and risk being attacked by random risen dead.

Looking on from the void, Nyarlathotep howls with laugh-
ter. Right to the center of the cosmos, to the court of Azathoth,
Turner's trumpet reaches, blending indissolubly with the blind
and idiot chorus of squealing charnel flutes.

Conclusion
If the corpses in the cemetery rise, the keeper determines their
disposition, and how the living perceive them. Tales of this
awakening are counted the ravings of lunatics. Authorities
ascribe the disturbed graves to vandals.

If the investigators stop Turner, but kill him in the process,
charge them 1D3 Sanity points. If Turner is stopped and still
lives, grant 2D6 Sanity points. Destroying the trumpet gains 1
Sanity point.

Turning in Boss Bonato at the murder scene gains 1D3
Sanity points and a $1,000 reward from police to share, but in
the end only Little Jimmy is convicted of manslaughter and
possession of a concealed weapon. He gets out eleven months
later. The Blue Heaven re-opens in ten days, newly painted
and carpeted, ready for business.

If he survives, Leroy Turner spends a lifetime in an asylum,
completely and irrevocably mad, silently playing for Azathoth's
court, waiting each night for his loving Marnie to come to call.

If their relations have been good, a few weeks later Wester
sends the investigators a copy of the first record by the 5-Star
band, made days before Manusco's murder. One side, "Dead
Man Stomp," features a solo by Leroy Turner on trumpet.

Statistics
The statistics occur in their scenario order. Those raised from the
dead are zombies. Each loses only one hit point from a bullet or
impaling weapon attack. All other attacks inflict half rolled dam-
age. Each continues to attack until hacked apart at zero hit points.
A zombie nominally costs 0/1D8 Sanity points to see. Consider
the actual condition of the corpse in charging Sanity. Seeing
many zombies, the maximum Sanity point cost is 8 points.

LEROY TURNER, Age 28, Alcoholic Sideman
STR 12 CON 14 SIZ 16 INT 11 POW 09
DEX 18 APP 10 EDU 09 SAN 39 HP 15
Damage Bonus: +1D4.
Weapons: Fist/Punch 50%, damage 1D3 + db
Unholy Trumpet 92%, 25 hp, music raises the dead
Skills: Hold Liquor 65%, Improvise Music 72%, Play Trumpet
92%.

JOEY LARSON, Age 24, Gunsel
STR 12 CON 11 SIZ 08 INT 10 POW 07
DEX 16 APP 07 EDU 11 SAN 23 HP 10
Damage Bonus: none.
Weapons: .45 Long-Barreled Revolver 60%, damage 1D10 + 2
Thompson Submachine Gun 45%, damage 1D10 + 2
Switchblade Knife 64%, damage 1D4

PETE MANUSCO, Age 40, Zombie Accountant
STR 17 CON 15 SIZ 11 INT 0 POW 01
DEX 06 APP 06 EDU 0 SAN 0 HP 13
Damage Bonus: +1D4.
Weapons: Fist/Punch 30%, damage 1D3 + db
Grapple 25%, damage special

MITCH WESTER, Age 39, Band Leader
STR 14 CON 14 SIZ 15 INT 15 POW 17
DEX 13 APP 13 EDU 10 SAN 85 HP 15
Damage Bonus: +1D4.
Weapons: none.
Skills: Compose 48%, Fast Talk 43%, First Aid 41%, Persuade
67%, Play Cornet 77%, Psychology 36%, Sing 54%, Spot
Hidden 52%.

ROGER DANIELS, Age 31, G-Man
STR 13 CON 12 SIZ 15 INT 16 POW 13
DEX 12 APP 11 EDU 15 SAN 65 HP 14
Damage Bonus: +1D4.
Weapons: .38 Revolver 50%, damage 1D10
Grapple 50%, damage special
Fist/Punch 60%, damage 1D3 + db
Skills: Accounting 45%, Drive Automobile 60%, Law 55%,
Listen 67%, Persuade 47%, Pharmacy 15%, Spot Hidden 62%,
Track 13%.

FREDDIE FAYETTE, Age 27, Zombie Moving Man
STR 24 CON 27 SIZ 17 INT 0 POW 01
DEX 07 APP 06 EDU 0 SAN 0 HP 22
Damage Bonus: +2D6
Weapons: Throttle 35%, damage 1D8
Grapple 35%, damage special
Fist/Punch 20%, damage 1D3 + db

ARCHIE The Boss BONATO, Age 46
STR 13 CON 16 SIZ 15 INT 13 POW 13
DEX 14 APP 09 EDU 12 SAN 47 HP 16
Damage Bonus: +1D4.
Weapons: .45 Snub-Nose Revolver 60%, damage 1D10 + 2
Fist/Punch 64%, damage 1D3 + db
Skills: Fast Talk 71%, Find Bottom Line 59%, Law 13%, Listen
48%, Sneer 78%, Spot Hidden 51%.



LITTLE JIMMY FOSTER, Age 34, Get-Away Man
STR 17 CON 17 SIZ 18 INT 10 POW 14
DEX 12 APP 08 EDU 10 SAN 61 HP 18
Damage Bonus: +1D6.
Weapons: Thompson Submachine Gun 73%, damage 1D10 + 2
Brass Knuckles 58%, damage 1D3+2 + db
Baseball Bat 52%, damage 1D8 + db

JOEY LARSON, Age 24, Zombie Creep
STR 18 CON 17 SIZ 08 INT 0 POW 01
DEX 08 APP 03 EDU 0 SAN 0 HP 13
Damage Bonus: +1D4.
Weapon: Grapple 25%, damage special

LEROY TURNER, Age 28, Zombie Trumpeter
STR 18 CON 21 SIZ 16 INT 0 POW 01
DEX 09 APP 05 EDU 0 SAN 0 HP 19
Damage Bonus: +1D6.
Weapons: Grapple 25%, damage special
Unholy Trumpet 100%, 25 hit points, music raises the dead

SIX POLICEMEN
STR CON SIZ DEX POW HP

ART 13 16 14 16 13 15
BOB 17 14 13 12 11 14
FERGUS 13 12 12 11 09 12
NATE 12 11 15 11 10 13
ROY 15 13 13 10 11 13
STAN 16 10 12 08 15 11

Damage Bonus: +1D4
Weapons: .38 Revolver 40%, damage 1D10
Billy Club 40%, damage 1D6 + db
Grapple 40%, damage special

SIX MOBSTERS or FUNERAL-GOERS
STR CON SIZ DEX POW HP

ONE 13 15 15 16 12 15
TWO 12 14 14 10 11 14
THREE 12 17 17 12 09 17
FOUR 13 12 12 11 10 12
FIVE 12 11 15 11 11 13
SIX 14 12 12 08 15 12
Damage Bonus +1D4
Weapons: .38 Revolver 35%, damage 1D10 (mobsters only)
Club 40%, damage 1D6 + db
Fist/Punch 40%, damage 1D3 +db (all)

SIX RISEN DEAD
STR CON SIZ DEX POW HP

ONE 24 27 14 09 01 21
TWO 19 15 14 07 01 15
THREE 21 21 18 06 01 20
FOUR 21 18 14 06 01 16
FIVE 23 24 16 05 01 20
SIX 27 17 10 04 01 14
Damage Bonus: +1D6
Weapons: Grapple 25%, damage special
Bite 20%, damage 1D2





This spread and the next provide an overview of
Arkham, its environs, and several events of note.
Arkham would be a good place to base a Call of

Cthulhu campaign. The Compact Arkham Unveiled and
Miskatonic University, detail Arkham. Books such as Dead
Reckonings, Escape from Innsmouth, and Adventures in
Arkham Country contain more information.

Arkham, Massachusetts, is five miles north of Salem, and
twenty miles north of Boston. Its population is 22,562.
Arkham was settled in 1692, and incorporated in 1699.
Textiles form the bulk of its present industry, but more and
more it is becoming a genteel residential suburb of Boston.
Arkham is the home of Miskatonic University and the point
of departure for classic Lovecraft stories such as "The
Mountains of Madness", "The Dunwich Horror", and "The
Shadow Out of Time".

Sites in Arkham
1: ARMITAGE HOUSE—417 W. Miskatonic Avenue., SE
corner of West St. Henry Armitage is the University librari-
an who recognizes the threat posed by the Whateleys of
Dunwich and, accompanied by Profs. Rice and Morgan,
goes there to stop the invocation of Yog-Sothoth. See the
story "The Dunwich Horror."
2: ARKHAM ADVERTISER—389 W. Armitage Street (at
West). One of two competing daily newspapers in town.
3: ARKHAM BUS STATION—411 N. West Street (at W.
High Lane). Connects to Boston, Salem, Newburyport,
Dean's Corners, and Kingsport, among others. This bus line
does not go to Innsmouth; for that, see Innsmouth Bus Stop,
below.
4: ARKHAM GAZETTE - 350 W. Hyde Street (between
Jenkin and Brown). One of two competing daily newspa-
pers in town.
5: ARKHAM PUBLIC LIBRARY - 630 Marsh Street (NE
corner of Marsh at Hyde).
6: ARKHAM SANITARIUM— 255 E. Derby Street (at
Peabody).
7: BOSTON & MAINE RR DEPOT- 298 W. High Lane.
Direct connection to Boston, and points north and south.
8: COURT HOUSE AND JAIL - 666 N. Peabody Avenue
(NW corner of Hyde and Peabody).
9: FIRE DEPARTMENT—418 E. Armitage Street (at SE
corner of Peabody).
10: HOTEL MISKATONIC—200 block, W. College Street.
Offers the best lodging in Arkham. At five stories,
Arkham's tallest building.
11: INNSMOUTH BUS STOP -105 Dyer Street (W. cor-
ner at Curwen). Joe Sargent picks up here twice daily, 40
cents one way.

12: LABAN SHREWSBURY HOUSE-498 W. Curwen
Street (at West St.). He disappeared in 1915. Among his pub-
lications are the Celaeno Fragments and Cthulhu in the
Necronomicon. See The Trail of Cthulhu, by August Derleth.
13: NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY - 560 Marsh Street
(SE corner at Hyde).
14: PEASLEE HOUSE—588 Crane Street (midway
between Boundary and West, north side of Crane). Home of
Nathaniel and Wingate Peaslee, who both go to Australia in
1935 to investigate photos of strange stone blocks. See the
story "The Shadow Out of Time."
15: POST OFFICE -487 N. Peabody Avenue (at SW cor-
ner of Armitage).
16: OLD ARKHAM GRAVEYARD: between Lich,
Parsonage, Church, and Peabody.
17: UNNAMABLE HOUSE—at 188 N. Boundary Street
(between River and Main). Visited by Randolph Carter and
Joel Manton in the story "The Unnamable."
18: WILMARTH HOUSE— 118 W. Saltonstall Street. In a
recent trip to Vermont, Dr. Wilmarth confronted aliens from
beyond in "The Whisperer in Darkness."
19: WITCH HOUSE—197 E. Pickman Street (at NW cor-
ner of Parsonage St.) Here a brilliant young mathematician,
Walter Oilman, learns part of the secrets of Keziah Mason,
a witch. See "The Dreams in the Witch-House."

MISKATONIC UNIVERSITY
A: SCIENCE ANNEX
B: SCIENCE HALL
C: LIBERAL ARTS
D: DORMITORY
E: DORMITORY
F: MISKATONIC UNIVERSITY LIBRARY-a guard dog
here kills Wilbur Whateley when he breaks in to steal the
Necronomicon.. See "The Dunwich Horror."
G: PRESIDENT'S HOME
H: FACULTY/GRADUATE RESIDENCES
I: DORMITORY
J: LOCKSLEY HALL
K: ST. MARY'S TEACHING HOSPITAL
L: MISKATONIC UNIVERSITY EXHIBIT MUSEUM -
687 W. College Street, SE corner of West.
M: AXTON FIELD HOUSE & STADIUM—entire block
between Boundary and West, and Crane and College.
N: DEAN HALSEY STATUE -  (lop center of campus)
Hero of the terrible typhoid epidemic of 1905 . See
"Herbert West—Reanimator."







A Chronology of Events
The followings dates are from Lovecraft's stories. Many,
but not all, are located in Lovecraft Country.
1877—Disappearance of the Starry Wisdom cult in
Providence, Rhode Island: "The Haunter of the Dark."
May 11,1878—A mysterious mummy found on a new
island in the South Pacific by Captain Charles Weatherby of
the freighter bound from Wellington, New Zealand, to
Valparaiso, Chile. Delivered to the Cabot Museum in
Boston: "Out of the Aeons."
October 31, 1889—murder of Walker Davis by his crazed
wife Audrey near Binger, Oklahoma: "The Curse of Yig."
June, 1892—mysterious meteorite falls in the yard of
Nahum Gardner near Arkham: "The Colour Out of Space."
1893—disappearance of Edwin Lillbridge, reporter for the
Providence Telegram, during investigation of the Starry
Wisdom cult: "The Haunter of the Dark."
November 1,1907—swamp cult near New Orleans broken up
by police raid and 47 prisoners taken: "The Call of Cthulhu."
April 17,1908—last sighting of Alonzo Typer before his
disappearance in the Van der Heyl mansion, Attica, New
York: "The Diary of Alonzo Typer."
1908—mysterious stone figurine displayed at annual meeting
of the American Archaeological Society in St. Louis by Police
Inspector John Raymond Legrasse: "The Call of Cthulhu."
February 2, 1913—Wilbur Whateley born in Dunwich (on
Roodmas): "The Dunwich Horror."
May 17,1922—Captain James P. Orne of the fishing smack
Alma captures a one-eyed marine creature of colossal size,
which is then preserved, placed on display in Boston, and an
admission charged: "The Invisible Monster."
August 8,1922—death of James P. Orne and over a dozen
others to drowning under mysterious circumstances: "The
Horror at Martin's Beach."
Mid-October 1923—death of Doctor Munoz, New York
City: "Cool Ah-."
August 1, 1924—death of old Wizard Whateley, on
Lammas. He is survived by his daughter Lavinia and his
grandson Wilbur: "The Dunwich Horror."
August 8,1924—death of Captain Edward Norrys, in conjunc-
tion with the sudden madness of a Mr. Thomton, a psychic
investigator, and of Mr. Delapore, owner of Exham Priory,
while in an underground grotto beneath the priory. Months
later, Exham Priory is demolished: "The Rats in the Walls."
March 23 through April 2, 1925—madness and delirium
of the young sculptor Henry Anthony Wilcox after strange
dreams. He recovers, with loss of memory, on April 2: "The
Call of Cthulhu."
April 2,1925—crew of the Emma traveling from Auckland,
New Zealand, to Valparaiso, Chile, encounter a strange vol-
canic island. While on the island, six crewmen die, and
another goes mad. Captain Gustaf Johansen is the only sur-
vivor—a madman, he dies later aboard ship: "The Call of
Cthulhu."

1926—the promising poet Justin Geoffrey dies in a mad-
house: "The Thing on the Doorstep."
October 31, 1926—Lavinia Whateley dies. She is survived
by her illegitimate son Wilbur: "The Dunwich Horror."
Winter 1926-1927-death of George Gammell Angell,
Professor-Emeritus of Semitic languages at Brown
University, after jostling by a sailor: "The Call of Cthulhu."
November 3,1927—unprecedented Vermont floods carry
strange bodies past observers: "The Whisperer in Darkness."
Winter 1927-1928—government investigation of
Innsmouth, and detonation of waterfront warehouses; a sub-
marine discharges torpedoes off Devil's Reef: "The Shadow
over Innsmouth."
Early August 1928—after being killed by a guard dog in
the MU library, Wilbur Whateley's inhuman corpse dis-
solves: "The Dunwich Horror."
August 1928—the ghost-mound near Binger, Oklahoma, is
partially excavated by an ethnologist specializing in
American Indian lore, but the ethnologist inexplicably
refuses to do more than dig some preliminary scratches:
"The Mound."
September 9 to 15,1928—Professors Armitage, Rice, and
Morgan from Miskatonic University dispel the Dunwich
Horror on Saturday, the 15th of September: "The Dunwich
Horror."
September 12, 1928—Albert Wilmarth from Miskatonic
University visits Henry Akeley. Akeley disappears and
Wilmarth flees: "The Whisperer in Darkness."
September 20,1930—the Miskatonic University
Expedition to Antarctica sets sail from Boston aboard the
brig Arkham: "At the Mountains of Madness."
9 November, 1930—the M.U. Antarctic expedition puts
ashore in McMurdo Sound: "At the Mountains of
Madness."
January 22, 1931—Prof. Lake and companions fly far
inland, there discovering unknown life forms, but radio
communication ceases: "At the Mountains of Madness."
September 2, 1931—death of noted entomologist Henry
Sargent Moore, Professor at Columbia University, NY, from
sleeping sickness of an especially virulent nature: "Winged
Death."
January 23,1932—death of noted doctor and entomologist
Thomas Slauenwite, in Bloemfontain, South Africa, from
heart failure: "Winged Death."
December 1, 1932—two apparent thieves found mysteri-
ously dead in Cabot Museum, Boston, evidently dying
while trying to steal the Eridanus mummy delivered to the
museum in 1878: "Out of the Aeons."
December 8,1932—autopsy performed on mysterious
Eridanus mummy, found in 1878. Results hushed up and
never released: "Out of the Aeons."
July 17,1935—archaeological expedition to Australia ends.
It was headed by Nathaniel Wingate Peaslee, who was an
amnesiac from 1908-1913. Miskatonic U. funded the expe-
dition: "The Shadow Out of Time."



Ram, Collide: the vehicle is caused to smash into or side-
swipe a moving or stationary target. A ram does 1D6 hit
points of damage to the vehicle or vehicles for the relative
Speeds of the impact; affected characters in the vehicles
lose 1D3 hit points per Speed.
Swerve, Evade: with a successful Drive roll, the driver can
evade any single Ram, Throw, Climb, Jump, firearms
attack, etc., but not more than one in a round.

VEHICLE DAMAGE
The Vehicle Table shows the hit points for a variety of mod-
els. When a vehicle collides or is rammed, subtract the rolled
damage from its hit points. When damage is more than half
its hit points, halve its top speed. When it has 5 hit points or
fewer, it ceases to function. Successful Mechanical Repair
can restore 1D6+4 hit points to a damaged vehicle, in the
same number of hours. If a vehicle takes damage, the keeper
may at his or her option call for a roll on the Trouble Table.

INDIVIDUAL ACTIONS
Side by side, characters can clamber around on vehicles and
attempt to move one to another. Halve any Climb, Jump,
Grapple, etc., skill rolls in such situations; allow a DEX x3
roll or a Luck roll to grab something in case of a missed
movement. For firearms attacks, see Vehicle Range Track.

A NOTE ABOUT ROADS
In the 1890s, the principle streets of sizable towns and cities
were paved, but even nearby residential areas might be
linked by dirt streets. Country roads were uniformly dirt.
Bridges were scarce: stream crossings would be by ford,
and major rivers would be by ferry. Long distance travel
was accomplished by railroad or ship.

In the 1920s, city and town streets are still two lanes,
one in each direction. Major intersections are controlled by
traffic officers. Back streets are still unpaved, single-car-
width tracks. Main country roads are very narrow, frequent-
ly curving. Shoulders are uncleared and unmarked. Turnouts
are rare. Direction signs and crossroads are unmarked. Farm
animals and farm machinery will be encountered.

These rules offer resolutions for simple chases and
other situations involving wheeled vehicles. They are
best played with two vehicles. The keeper should

change or augment these ideas as desired.
Sequence Per Game Round: (1) speed change of vehicles,
if any; (2) vehicles maneuver and check for crashes; (3)
individual characters move or act on DEX rank.

CONCEPTS
Rated Speed: the maximum sustainable Speed of the vehi-
cle. A vehicle may travel at top Speed or at any lesser
Speed. All vehicles start at Speed 0, and accelerate up to
travel speed.
Range: the relative interval between moving vehicles.
There are five Ranges, as shown on the Vehicle Range
Track. For every Speed faster than an opponent, a vehicle
can move one Range closer to or further from the other
vehicle per round of play—if ahead, the leading vehicle
moves further from the pursuer; if behind, the pursuer
moves one Range closer.
Accelerate, Decelerate: a vehicle can accelerate/decelerate
#X Speeds per round—the Mercedes-Benz SSK, for
instance, with 4X can increase or decrease by 4 Speeds in a
single round.
Handling: ease and responsiveness of maneuver. Add or
subtract rated handling for the vehicle from the character's
Drive skill. See the Vehicles Table for this modifier.
Maneuvers: failing a maneuver, roll on the Trouble Table.
Turn: a turn may require a vehicle to decelerate by 1 Speed
or more. A U-turn always requires a vehicle to slow to
Speed 1. Success is automatic, part of normal driving.
High-Speed Turn: lower the Drive skill by 10 percentiles,
then attempt a Drive roll. Success allows the turn without
decelerating.
Bootlegger Reverse: lower the Drive skill by 25 percentiles,
then attempt a Drive roll. Success sets the vehicle in a skid
which concludes with the vehicle facing in the opposite direc-
tion. The vehicle is then moving forward at Speed 2 in the
next round. Cannot be performed with horse-drawn vehicles.





Troughout the 19th century and into the 20th century,
the steam engine and then the steam turbine steadily
compressed travel times. Up to and through World

War I, the keys to travel were the steamship, the steam loco-
motive, and the horse-drawn or electric trolley.

World War I greatly improved the automobile and the
airplane, but they were not the long-distance modes of
choice until after World War 11, when enormous sums were
spent on new airports and interstate highways. At the same
time rail transport, despite its efficiencies for commuters
and freight alike, was dismantled almost everywhere in the
United States. This revolution halted only recently, after
most of an enormous rail net had been scrapped.

Prices for transportation can be found next, in the era
Sample Gear and Price spreads, beginning on p. 254.

All the following speeds and ranges are nominal ones,
for civilian transport.

Average Aircraft Speeds and Ranges, ca. 1928
• Single-engined fixed-wing aircraft, 120 mph (190 kph),
300-500 miles (480-800 km).
• Twin-engined fixed-wing aircraft, 90 mph (144 kph), 500-
800 miles (800-1280 km).
• Zeppelin, 70 mph (112 kph), 1000 miles (1600 km).
Special preparations greatly extended ranges: Lindberg flew
from Long Island to Paris in a single-engine aircraft; during
WW1, a zeppelin made a 10,000 mile (16,000 km) voyage
from Germany to Africa and back.

Average Aircraft Speeds and Ranges, Present
Single-engined fixed-wing aircraft, 200 mph (320 kph),
750-1,000 miles (1,200-1,600 km).
• Twin-engined fixed-wing aircraft, 275 mph (440 kph),
2,000 miles (3,200km).

• Lear jet, 500 mph (800 kph), 3,000 miles (4,800 km).
• Boeing 747, 550 mph (880), 7,000 miles (11,200 km).
• Two-seater civilian helicopter, 140 mph (224 kph), 400
miles (640 km), ceiling 9,500 feet (2,930 m).

Average Ship Speeds, 1890: Steam Launch, 12-15 knots
(22-28 kph); Freighter, 10 knots (18.5 kph); Atlantic Liner,
15 knots (28 kph).

Average Ship Speeds, 1920: Motorboat, 20-25 knots;
Freighter, 14 knots; Atlantic Liner, 25 knots.

Average Ship Speeds, Present: Motorboat, 35-45 knots (65-
83 kph); Containership, 30 knots (55 kph); Tanker, 35 knots
(65 kph); Factory Ship, 25 knots (46 kph); Cruise Ship, 30
knots (55 kph); Ferry Hovercraft, 50 knots (93 kph).

Average Speed on Horseback: 10-12 mph (16-18 kph).

Average Carriage Speed: 10 mph (16 kph).

Average Auto Speed, 1920s: 25 mph (40 kph); back roads
15 mph (24 kph).

Average Auto Speed, Present: 70-75 mph (110-120 kph)
on U.S. interstate.

Average Long-Distance Rail Speed: 35 mph (55 kph). In
the United States. This rate has not much changed in a cen-
tury. High-speed trains of France and Japan, in contrast,
routinely triple that speed, or more.

Charts
Nearby charts list air and sea distances for a variety of
international cities, U.S. cities, and the Panama Canal. The
Blue Ribband highlights the contest for naval speed, in a era
when sea travel was prestigious and economically vital. 
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